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CHEMISTRY.

DIVISION II. OF BOOK II. continued^

Genus VI. Salts of Iron.

»

The compounds which the acids form with the ox* cha{>. III.

ides of iron were formetlj distinguished in chemistry
'

by the epithet martial, because Mars was the title given

by the alchymists to iron. The most important of these

salts have been long known. No nvetal attracts oxy-

gen and combines with acids with more facility than

iron
; many of its salts therefore are found ready form-

ed, or at least are often formed during the multiplicity

of operations to which this very useful metal is expo-

sed. Some of these salts have been long of great import-

ance in manufactures. They form the basis of writing

ink and of the black dye, and are emjiloyed also to com-
^nunicate several other colours to cloth.

VoL. III. A



a SALTS OF

Booh II.

Division II.

Characters.

Iron is capable of combining with two doses of oxy-

gen, and several of the acids unite with each of its ox-

ides. There are therefore two sets of salts which have

iron for their bases; one set containing the black oxide,

the other the red. The last of these sets was scarcely

attended to by chemists till Mr Proust published his

Researches on Prussian Blue in 1797 ;
in which he de-

scribed the properties of the salt composed of the red

oxide of iron and sulphuric acid; which, according to

the rule formerly laid down, I shall call oxysulphat of

iron. Since that time Mr Davy has ascertained the ex-

istence of several more of these salts.

The salts of iron may be distinguished by the fol-

lowing properties

:

1 . The greater number are soluble in water
; and in

general the solution has a greenish or yellowish red co-

lour, and an astringent tastC.

2. The triple prussiats occasion in these solutions a

precipitate of a deep blue, or at least which acquires

that colour on exposure to the atmosphere.

3. Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a black preci-

pitate.

4. Sulphureted hydrogen renders the solution nearly

colourless, but occasions no precipitate *.

5. Gallic acid, or the infusion of nutgalls, occasions

a black or purple precipitate, at least if the solution has

been for some time exposed to the air.

• From this rule the oxygenized salts of iron must be excepted. In

them sulphureted hydrogen occasions a precipitate. This precipitate is

sulphur, thrown down by the decomposition of the sulphureted hydro-

gen'; at the saaie time the salt loses a portion of it* oxygen.
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I. Detonating Salts. ^chap. in.

Sp. I. Nitrated Iron.

Nitric acid, when as strongly concentrated as pos-

sible, does not act rapidly on iron
;
but when the acid

is of moderate strength, the action is very violent, a

prodigious torrent of gas is extricated, which Dr Priest-

ley found to be a mixture of nitrous oxide and pitvic

oxide. During this action the iron is oxidized to a

- maximum, and a red powder precipitates, consisting

probably of oxynitrat with excess of base. These phe-

nomena have been long known •, but it was not till af-

ter Mr Proust’s Researches 071 the Prussiats of Iron that

the existence of two salts consisting of this acid, com-

bined with each of the oxides of iron, was well under-

stood by chemists. It is the oxynitrat of iron which

is obtained by the usual process. Mr Proust merely

announced the existence of the simple nitrat, but it has

since been examined by Mr Davy.

I . Nitrat of Iron When nitric acid of the specific
. . Formation,

gravity 1.16 is poured upon iron, it acts upon the me-

tal but slowly, no gas being given out for some time.

The solution becomes of a dark olive brown in conse-

quence of the nitrous gas which it holds in solution

;

but when exposed to the air, it becomes pale, because

that gas combines with oxygen and is converted into

nitric acid. When alkalies are poured into it, a pale

green precipitate fall’s, consisting of iron oxidized to a

minimum. This solution absorbs nitrous gas. It can-

not be concentrated, nor even heated, without being-

converted into oxynitrat*.

• Davy’s Researches, p. 187.

A a



Book II.

Division IT*

Properties.

Cryst^'.

2. Oxynltrat of Iron This is the salt obtained when

iron is treated with strong nitric acid, or when the ni-

trat is heated or left exposed to the air. The solution

is of a brown colour, and does not yield crystals. When
evaporated, it lets fall a red powder, not afterwards so-

luble in nitric acid
;
and sometimes when concentrated

assumes the form of a jelly. When strongly heated,

the acid is disengaged, and the oxide remains in the

form of a fine red powder. Hence solution in nitric

acid, evaporating to dryness, and digesting the residuum

in water, is the method recommended by Bergman, and

formerly practised by chemists to separate iron from

earths. The iron and earths are first dissolved toge-

ther in nitric acid ; by the evaporation to dryness, and

a strong heat, the nitrat of iron is decomposed, while

the earthy nitrats remain unaltered. They are of

course dissolved by the water, but the red oxide of iron

is left untouched.

Vauquelin has lately discovered a method of obtain-

ing the oxynitrat of iron in crystals. When concentra-

ted nitric acid is kept for some months in contact with

the black oxide of iron, solution slowly takes place, and

crystals nearly colourless are formed, which have the

figure of rectangular four-sided prisms, terminated by

dihedral ridges. These crystals have an acrid and inky

taste, and are very deliquescent. Their solution in wa-

ter has a red colour, and the alkalies precipitate from

it red oxide of iron *. »

• Fourcroy, vi. aoy.
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Chap. HI.

Sj). 1. Hyperoxymuriat of Iron.

When a current of oxymuriatic acid is made to pass

through water having red oxide of iron diffused through

it, the oxide is dissolved, though with considerable dif-

ficulty. But Mr Chen£vix, to whom we arc indebted

for this experiment, has not examined the properties of

the hyperoxymuriat which must be formed during the

process. >
.

II, Incombustible.

Sp. 2’ Muriated Iron.

Muriatic acid attacks iron with great rapidity;

hydrogen gas is emitted in consequence of the decom-

position of water, and the iron is oxidized and dissol-

ved. This acid dissolves likewise the oxides of iron

much more readily than any other, and for that reason

it is usually employed to take out iron-marks from li-

nen, and to remove particles of rust, which often ad-

here with great obstinacy to glass vessels. Muriatic

acid combines both with the black and red oxides of

iron, and forms with each of them a peculiar salt, the

properties of which have been lately described by Mr
Davy. Their existence had been previously pointed

out by ProiMt. The common muriat of iron, usually

obtained by dissolving iron or its oxides in muriatic

acid, is a mixture of these two salts.

t . Muriat of iron. When iron- filings are dissolved

in muriatic acid, the solution, provided it be excluded

from the air, is of a pale green colour, and yields, when
evaporated, crystals of muriat of iron ofa pale green, which

are extremely soluble in water, and soluble also, accord-

A. 3
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DM^on\l
Davy, in alcohol. The solution attracts oxygen

'

V from the air and from nitric acid. It absorbs nitrous
Properties,

even in greater quantity than sulphat of iron, and

acquires, when saturated, a dark brown colour, and a

much more astringent taste than muriat of iron in its

usual state. When heated, the greatest part of the gas

is driven off, some red oxide of iron is precipitated, and

some ammonia formed, precisely as happens to a solu-

tion of sulphat of iron impregnated with nitrous gasf.

This salt may be formed very readily by dissolving sul-

phuret of iron in muriatic acid ; the sulphureted hy-

drogen gas evolved preventing the absorption of oxygen

from the atmosphere f.

2. Oxymuriat of iron. This salt may be formed by

dissolving the red oxide of iron in muriatic acid, by treat-

ing the muriat of iron with nitric acid, or simply by

exposing it in solution to the air. The solution of this

.
salt is of a deep brown ; its odour is peculiar, and its

taste, even when much diluted with water, is exceed-

Properties. ingly astringent. When evaporated to dryness, it yields

an uncrystallizable orange-coloured mass, which deli-

quesces in the air, and is soluble in alcohol. This salt

gives a yellow tinge to animal and vegetable substances,

as is the case with oxymuriatic acid. When sulphuric

acid is poured upon it, the odour of oxymuriatic acid is

perceptible. This salt does not absorb nitrous gas.

When sulphureted hydrogen gas is made to pass through

it, part of the oxygen is abstracted, and the salt is con-

verted into muriat of ironj.

* Davy, p. 180.

f
Ibid. p. 181.

I Davy, ’Juuraal of the Royal Intflluiion, i. 30'S.
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When this salt is distilled, oxymurlatic acid passes Chap,

over, and the iron is reduced to the state of black ox-

ide. This acid is also formed and exhaled during the

solution of red oxide of iron in muriatic acid, at least if

the solution be promoted by the application of heat.

If the heat be increased after the oxymuriat of iron is

evaporated to dryness, the whole salt sublimes, not how-

ever in the state of oxymuriat, but of simple rfiuriat,

which is capable of crystallizing. The whole of these

changes are easily explained. Oxymuriat of iron con-

tains more acid than muriat. This excess flies off, and

carries with it the second dose of oxygen of the oxide.

The iron, thus reduced to the state of black oxide, sub-

limes in combination with the rest of the muriatic acid*.

Sp. 4. Sulphated Iron.

Concentrated sulphuric acid acts but very slowly

upon iron, unless it be assisted by heat. In that case

the metal is oxidized, and sulphurous acid gas exhaled.

But diluted sulphuric acid dissolves iron with great ra-

pidity, and abundance of hydrogen gas is emitted. In

this case the water is decomposed
;

its oxygen com-

bines with the iron, while its hydrogen is emitted. The
'

solution has a green colour, and when evaporated im-
mediately, yields crystals of sulphat of iron

; but if al-

lowed to remain exposed to the atmosphere, it gradu-

ally attracts more oxygen, and is converted into oxy~

iulphat, unless it contains an excess of acid
; which re-

tards, and when sufficiently abundant, prevents the

change.

• ,$cc on this subject the experiments of the Due d’.Aycq,

A4
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Book II.

Division II.

History,

f

Properties.

1. Sulph{it of iron. This salt was known to the an-

cients, and is mentioned by Pliny under the names of

misyy sory, and calchantum*

.

In commerce it is usually

denominated green vitriol or copperas. It is not pre-

pared by dissolving iron in sulphuric acid, but by

moistening the pyrites which are found native in abun-

dance, and exposing them to the open air. They arc

slowly covered with a crust of sulphat of iron, which is

dissolved in water, and afterwards obtained in crystals

by evaporation. Sometimes the salt is found ready

formed, either in a state of solution in water or mixed

with decayed pyrites. In some cases it is found neces-

sary to roast the pyrites before they can be made to un-

dergo spontaneous decomposition. This is most proba-

bly owing to the compact state of the pyrites in these

cases, and the absence of all uncombined iron. Pyrites

is in fact a supersulphuret of iron. The roasting re-

duces it to the state of sdlphuret, which decomposes

very readily.

Sulphat of iron has a fine green colour. Its crystals

are transparent rhomboidal prisms, the faces of which

are rhombs with angles of 7.9° 50' and 100® 10', in-

clined to each other at angles of 98° 37' and 81“ 23' f.

It has a very strong gtyptic taste, and always reddens

vegetable blues. Its specific gravity is 1.8399 It is

soluble in about two parts of cold water, and in |ths of

its weight of boiling water. It is insoluble in alcohol.

When exposed to the air, its surface gradually becomes

opaque, and is covered with a yellow powder j because

• Lib. xxxiv. c. II. t Hauy, Jour, de Min. An. v. 541.

i
Hastenfratz, Ann. ie Chim. xxviii. 12.
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it absorbs oxygen, and is partially converted into oxy-

sulphat. This change takes place much more rapidly

and completely if the salt be moistened with water.

The cause of these phenomena was first explained by

Scheele.

When heated it melts, gradually loses its water of

crystallization, and by a strong heat sulphurous acid is

driven off, and there remains behind a red powder, for-

merly known by the name of colcotbar of vitriol) which

seems to be a mixture of brown oxide of iron and oxy-

sulphat. When this salt is distilled, there comes over

first water slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid, and

afterwards a very strong fuming acid, formerly known

by the name of glacial oil of vitriol, and w'hich is now

known to be a compound of sulphuric and sulphurous

acids. The residuum is the same mixture of oxide and

oxysulphat which is obtained by calcination in the open

air. This decomposition, which sulphat of iron under-

goes when heated, enables it in many cases, in a high

temperature, to act nearly the same part as sulphuric a-

cid. Hence it is oftefi employed by manufacturers to

disengage the weaker acids from their bases.

This salt, according to Bergman, is composed of

39 acid

23 oxide

38 water

100 *

Chap. III.

4

Composl-
ticnt

Opusc, i. 37,
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Divisional.
Accordifig to Kirwan, of 26 acid

It cannot be doubted, I think, that the black oxide of
iron IS capable of combining intimately with water, and
of forming a hydrcit, as well as the oxide of copper.
The colour of this hydrat is green j hence the reason
that the black oxide of iron, when precipitated from a-
cids by means of alkalies, has a green colour. It is in
the state of hydrat. When the water is driven off by
heat, the oxide assumes its natural black colour. The
oxide, which constitutes a part of the sulphat of iron, is

also combined with water, and in the state of a hydrat.
Mr Kirwan, therefore, has, with great propriety, distin-

guished between the water of crystallization and that
part which is a necessary constituent of the salt.

When the crystals of sulphat of iron are moderately
heated, they assume at first a white colour

; the same
change of colour is observed w'hen the salt, in the state

of powder, is infused in alcohol. Hence we see the se-

paration of the water changes the colour from green to

white ; and if water be now poured on the white pow-
der, it becomes again green.

1 he sulphat of iron is decomposed by the alkaline

phosphats and borats, and by the greater number of
those salts whose base forms an insoluble compoun^i

28 oxide

•8 water of composition

38 water of crystallization

100 •
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with the sulphuric acid, as nitrat of silver, of lead, of

barytes, &c.

2. Oxyiiilphat. This salt exists ready formed In

what is called the mother •water of vitriol', or the brown

liquid which remains after all the sulphat of iron has

been extracted by crystallization from those waters which

contain it. The properties of this salt were first accu-

rately described by Mr Proust. It may be formed by ex-

posing the solution of sulphat of iron to the open air for

some time, or by pouring into it nitric acid, and apply-

ing heat *.

This salt has a yellowish red colour. It does not af-

ford crystals } and when evaporated to dryness, soon at-

tracts moisture, and becomes again liquid. It is exceed-

ingly soluble in water, and also in alcohol. By this

last liquid it may be separated from the sulphat of iron,

with which it is always mixed in the vitriol of com-

merce. When exposed to the air, it gradually deposites

red oxide, or rather oxysulphat with excess of base.

A great number of substances have the property of

depriving this salt of its excess of oxygen, and of con-

verting it into sulphat of iron. This is the case with

iron. When the solution of oxysulphat is mixed with

iron filings, and kept for some time in a well-covered

vessel, part of the Iron is dissolved by abstracting the se-

cond dose of oxygen from the oxide, and the whole is

converted into sulphat. The same change is produced

by tin, and probably also by all the salts of tiij which'

Chap.IH.

During this change a quantity of ammonia is also formed. Hence
not only the nitric acid but some water also Is decomposed. See Davy’s
Jieiearcbci, p. I57.
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Division II.

Absorbs ni-

trous gas.

contain that metal combined with a minimum of oxy-

gen. Sulphureted hydrogen produces that change in-

stantaneously when made to pass through a solution of

oxysulphat*. That gas has the property of reducing

the oxides of iron to a minimum of oxygen j
but it does

not bring them to the metallic state. Hence the reason

that it does not precipitate iron from its solution in a-

cids.

On the other hand, all those bodies which part with

oxygen very readily, convert the sulphat of iron into

oxysulphat. Hence this change is produced by the ni-

tric and oxymuriatic acids, by the oxymuriats, the mu-

riat of gold, &c. -

The solution of sulphat of iron has the property of

absorbing a great quantity of nitrous gas, and at the

same time it acquires a yellowish colour. \Yhen this

solution is heated without being exposed to the air, the

greatest part of the nitrous gas is driven olF unchanged
;

but a small portion of it is decomposed, a little red ox-

ide of iron is precipitated, and some ammonia formed,

owing to the decomposition of a little of the water of

the solution, and the combination of its hydrogen with

the azote of the nitrous gas. From the experiments~of

Mr Davy, it appears that 910 parts of a solution of sul-

phat of iron, of the specific gravity 1.4, absorb 5.72

parts of nitrous gas ; 4.28 of these are emitted unalter-

ed on the application of heat, and 1.44 are decomposed.

This ingenious gentleman calculates that i part of water

was also decomposed ; that the oxygen furnished by

these two bodies amounted to 1.65, and that it com-

* Proust, Ann. de dim. XxUi. aj.
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fcineil with 4.1 parts of black oxide, and occasioned the

precipitation of 5.75 parts of brown oxide, which was

doubtless in the state of oxysulphat, with excess of base.

Hence the ammonia formed must have amounted to

about 0.8 *. The oxysulphat of iron has not the pro-

perty of absorbing nitrous gas f

.

Sj>- 5. Sulphite of Iron.

SuLPHURo'us ACID attacks iron with rapidity, much

heat is produced, and the solution assumes at first a

brown colour, which gradually passes into a green.

During this solution no hydrogen gas is emitted except a

few bubbles at first. The iron is oxidized at the expence

of the acid, part of which is decomposed ; its oxygen

combines with the iron and converts it into black oxide,

while its sulphur combines with the sulphite of iron as

it forms. The salt, therefore, which is obtained by this

process, is not pure sulphite of iron, but that salt com-

bined with sulphur. These phenomena were first de-

scribed by Berthollet f. When sulphuric acid or mu-

riatic acid is poured into this solution the sulphurous

acid is disengaged with elrervescence ; and if these acids

be added in sufficient quantity a portion of sulphur is

-precipitated.

When the solution is exposed to the air, crystals of Varlcrlrs^

sulphite of iron are formed, and at the same time a red

powder is deposited, probably consisting of oxystllphite

of iron with excess of base, and combined with sulphur.

Ihe crystals dissolved in water and exposed to the air

are gradually converted into sulphat of iron
J.

* Davy’s Researches, p. lyp.

1 Ann, di Cbim, 1), 58 .

t Ibid.

§ Fourcroy, vi. zoo.
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Thus there are two varieties of sulphited iron, simple
sulphite and sulphureted sulphite. I’he first of these is

insoluble in alcohol
; but that liquid dissolves the se-

cond : the first, when exposed to the air, is converted
into sulphat, but the second remains unaltered

Sp. 6. Phosphated Iron.

Phosphoric acid has but little action upon iron.
However, if ^that metal remain exposed to the contact
of phosphoric acid, or even to the solutions of salts
which contain that acid, it is gradually oxidized, and
converted into phosphat of iron. The properties of
phosphated iron have not been examined with attention.
Scheele has shewn that the acid combines with both
oxides, and forms of course both a phosphat and oxy.
phosphat of iron. Fourcroy and Vauquelin have lately
ascertained that there are two varieties of this last salt

;

one which had been already described by Bergman]
Meyer, Klaproth, and Scheele, and another with excess
of base, and consequently a which these
philosophers first observed.

I. Phosphat of Iron. When sulphat of iron dissolved
in water is mixed with a solution of phosphat of potass,

a blue powder precipitates, which is phosphat of iron.
This powder is insoluble in water, and does not lose its

colour when exposed to the air f. This salt is found
native, and constitutes the colouring matter of a blue
mineral called native prussian blue, found in bogs, and
first analysed by Klaproth. Native prussian blue] as it

* Fourcroy, vl. aoo.

t fichetlc, Crell's Annafs, i. 115. £n^l. Traps,
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IS called, when dry out of the earth, is at first often co-

lourless ;
but when exposed to the air, it becomes blue.

The cause of this change has not been ascertained.

2. Oxypbosphat of Iron .—This salt may be readily

procured by mixing together the solutions of oxymuriat

of iron and phosphat of potass or soda. A white pow-

der immediately falls, which is oxypbosphat of iron.

This salt, like almost all the phosphats, is soluble iu

acids, but precipitated undecomposed by ammonia. It

is almost insoluble in water, as it requires more than

15CO parts of that liquid to dissolve one part of oxy-

phosphat. When heated violently, it melts into an

ash-coloured globule *. When mixed with charcoal,

and heated to redness, it is converted into phosphuret

of iron.

3. Suhoxyphosphat of Iron .—When the oxypbosphat

of iron is treated with the pure fixed alkalies, a red^

or rather brownish- red, powder is separated, while the

alkali combines with phosphoric acid. This powder

was examined by Fourcroy and Vauquelin, and found

by them still to contain a portion of acid. It is there-

fore merely oxypbosphat with excess of base. This

salt is scarcely soluble in acids or in water ; but it dis-

solves readily in the white of an egg, or in the serum

of blood, and communicates to these liquids a brown or

red colour. Its solubility is increased, and its colour

heightened, by the presence of a portion of fixed alka-

li f. This is the salt which gives a red colour to the

blood.

• Bergman, iii. 1 1 8. t Fourcroy, ix. rja.
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<
7 - Carbonated Iron.

Lk^uid carbonic acid, when kept in contact with iron,
attacks it slowlj, and dissolves a sufficient quantity of
it to acquire a sensibly chalybeate taste. When expo-
sed to the air, the iron is gradually precipitated in the
state of oxide*; and by boiling it is deposited in the
form of a yellow ochre, still retaining a portion of acid.
This carbonat often exists native in mineral waters.
It may be obtained also by precipitating sulphat of iron
by means of an alkaline carbonat. In that case it is al-

ways in the form of a green mass.

Rust maj be considered as an oxjc-arbonat of iron

;

for it consists of the red oxide of that metal combined
with carbonic acid. Hence it dissolves in acids with
effervescence, and when heated gives out carbonic acid
gas : the residuum in that case is black oxide of ironf.
Its brown colour seems to be owing to the presence of
water. From the experiments of Bergman, carbonat
of iron seems to be composed of about

24 acid

76 oxide

ioo|;

Stahl’s tine- Tlie liquid known by the name of Stahl’s tincture of

Mar»° Mars, because it was discovered by that illustrious che-
mist, has not been examined by modern chemists

; but
it appears to be a triple, or rather quadruple saline

compound. It is formed by pouring a solution of oxy-
nitrat of iron into liquid carbonat of potass ; a red

* JJergman, i. 33. t Fourcroy, vi. 215. t Bergman, ii. 39^.
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powder first precipitates, which is redissolved by agi- Chap,

tating the mixture. The liquid of course is an oxyni-

trocarbonat of potass and iron. But the combination

is not permanent ;
for the liquid soon deposites a red

powder.
*'

Sp. 8. Fluat of Iron.

Fluoric acid attacks iron with violence
;
hydrogen

gas is emitted, and the metal oxidized and dissolved.

The solution has an inky taste ; and when evaporated

does not crystallize, but assumes the form of a jelly.

In this state it is undoubtedly an oxyjluat of iron.

Heat decomposes it by expelling the acid. The same

effect is produced by sulphuric acid. Fluoric acid also

dissolves the red oxide of iron, and forms the same

salt *.

Sp. 9. Borat of Iron.

BoRacic acid acts very feebly upon iron
;
but bo-

rat of iron may be obtained very readily by pouring li-

quid borat of soda into a solution of sulphat of iron. A
pale yellow powder immediately precipitates, which is

the salt required. This salt is insoluble in water. Be-

fore the blow-pipe it melts readily into a globule of

glass f.

III. Combustible Salts.

Sp. 10. Acetated Iron.

The acetic acid dissolves iron with rapidity, produ-

• Scheele, i. 34.

VoL. III.

f Id. Crell’s Annalt, i. X14. Eng. Tranil,

B
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Book II. cing an effervescence, and, like the other acids, it forms
Division II.

.

’

v»— a salt with each of the oxides of that metal ;
but the

properties of these salts have not been examined with

attention.

I . Acetat of Iron .—This salt, as Mr Davy affirms,

may be easily procured by dissolving sulphuret of iron

in acetic acid *. It yields by evaporation crystals of a

green colour, in the form of small prisms. It has a

sweetish styptic taste, and its specific gravity is i.368f.

By exposure to the air, or by the application of heat, it

is converted into oxacetat.

*2. Oxacetat of Iron, is a reddish-brown solution, in-

capable of yielding crystals, and assumes the form of a

jelly when evaporated. It is deliquescent. This salt

is much employed by calicoe printers, because it is

more easily decomposed than any other of the oxyge-

nized 'salts of iron. They prepare it, either by mi.xing

together sulphat of iron and acetat of lead, and leaving

the solution exposed to the air, or by dissolving iron in

an impure acetic acid, obtained by distilling wood.

The acetats of iron are decomposed by heat, and the

iron left in the state of re’d or black oxide, according to

the temperature.

Sp. II. Succinat of Iron.

Succinic acid dissolves the oxide of iron, and yields

by evaporation small brown transparent radiated crys-

tals j;. This salt is insoluble in w^er. Succinic acid

accordingly separates iron from all other solutions.

* yournal of the Royal Institution, i. 308.

Hassenfratz, Ann. dt Cbim. xxviii. iz.

I Wenzel’s Vcrivand. p. 240. Grindcl’s edit.
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Chap. III.When succinat of soda is dropt into solutions contain-

ing iron, a brownish red precipitate falls in light fleaks,

which is succinat of iron *.

Sp. 12. Denzoat of Iron.

This salt forms yellow crystals. It has a sweet taste.

It is soluble in water and alcohol. It effloresces in the

air. Heat disengages the acid f

.

Sp. 13. Oxalated Iron.

Oxalic acid attacks iron rapidly, and dissolves it

with effervescence, and forms a peculiar salt with each

of its oxides.

1. Oxalat is obtained by dissolving iron of its black

oxide in that acid, and evaporating the solution. Pris-

matic crystals of a green colour and sweet astringent

taste are formed, very soluble in water with an excess

of acid, which fall to powder when heated. They are

composed of .55 acid

45 oxide

100

2. Oxygenized Oxalat may be obtained by dissolving

red oxide of iron in oxalic acid, or by exposing the first

salt to the air in a digesting heat. It has the form of

a yellow powder scarcely soluble in water, and inca-

pable of cfjjstalliziqg %.

Oxalic acid reslflily dissolves the oxides of iron even

when combined with gallic acid. Hence it is often used

• Gehlen, Klaproth's Beitr.ig.', iii. 63.

t Trominsdoi f
,
Ann. dt Cbim. xi. 314.

1 B«rgman i. a68.

B 2
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Book II. to take spots of ink out of linen ;
and superoxalat ot

Division II.
. ,

. . , . r u ^
I1....Y— potass IS usually sold m this country lor that purpose,

under the name of essential salt of lemons. .

Sp, 14. Mellat of Iron.

Mellitic acid precipitates iron from nitric acid in

the state of an Isabella yellow powder, which is redis-

solved by the addition of muriatic acid

Sp. 15. 'fartrated Iron.

Tartaric acid dissolves iron with effervescence,

and combines with each of its oxides.

1. Tartrat ofIron may be formed* according to Ret-

ains, by pouring tartaric acid Into sulphat of iron, and

applying heat to the solution. Lamellar crystals are

formed, sparingly soluble in water, which possess the

properties of tartrat of iron.

2. Oxytartrat is usually formed when iron is dissol-

ved in tartaric acid, and heat applied to the solution. It

has a red colour, does not crystallize, but assumes the

form of a jelly when evaporated.

' Sp. 16. Citrat of Iron,

This salt has only been examined by Vauquelin.

Citric acid dissolves iron slowly j the solution has a

brown colour, and deposites small crystals of citrat of

iron. When evaporated, it becomes black like ink,

ductile while ho.t, but brittle while cold. This mass is

evidently oxycitrat of iron. It is astringent, and very

soluble in water.

* Klaproth’s Biitrage, iii. 131.
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Sp. 1 7. Saccolat of Iron.

Saclactic acid does not precipitate iron from sul-

phuric acid *.

Sp. 18. Malat of Iron.

Malic acid forms with iron a brown solution,

which does not yield crystals f.

Sp. 19. Lactat of Iron.

Lactic acid dissolves iron, and forms with it a

brown liquid not capable of crystallizing

Sp. 20. Suherat of Iron.

Suberic acid gives a deep yellow colour to sulphat

of iron, but occasions no precipitate §.

Sp. 21. Gallot of Iron.

Mr Proust first observed, that the gallic acid does

not occasion any precipitate when poured into salts of

iron containing that metal in the state of black oxide.

Hence it follows that the gallat of iron, if it be formed

in these cases, is very soluble in water and without co-

lour
;
but when gallic acid is poured into the oxigi-

nized salts of iron, the solution becomes black, and a

black precipitate, composed of gallic acid and red oxide

of iron, immediately begins to fall
;
but it is so very

fine and light, that the greater part of it remains long

suspended
*, and if a quantity of mucilage or syrup be

• Scheele, ii. 80.

^ Sehcelc, il. 6j.

t Schecle, Crcll’s Aanuh,n. 10. Eng. Tran#.

§ Bouillon Lagrange, Ann. de Cbim. zsiii. 48.

B3

Chap. III.

'

^
*
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Division n. Solution, the precipitate remains sus-
' "

' altogether. It is this solution which constitutes
Writing writing i„L But ink is usually made by mixing the

sulphat of iron of commerce with a saturated solution
of nutgalls. Now the sulphat of commerce is a mix-
ture of sulphat and oxysulphat of iron. That part of
the iron which is in the state of sulphat forms at first

a colourless solution
; but by attracting oxygen from

the atmosphere, it gradually becomes black. Hence
the reason that ink is often pale at first, but becomes
black when the writing dries, in consequence of the ab-
sorption of oxygen.

Gallat of iron is soluble in acids without decomposi-
tion, but It loses its colour in very strong acids- Hence
the reason that these acids destroy the colour of writing,

Sp. 22. Prussiated Iron.

The combination formed between the prussic acid
and iron has been the object of a great many researches,

and has given occasion to several curious and im-
portant discoveries. We are indebted to Mr Proust for
the fact that the prussic acid, like all other acids hither-

to tried, is capable of forming a peculiar salt with each
of the oxides of iron.

1. Prussiat of Iron .—This salt may be formed by

^
pouring triple prussiat of potass into a solution of sul-

phat of iron. The salt precipitates in the form of a
white powder. It is not altered by sulphuric and mu-
riatic acids. When exposed to the air it absorbs oxy-
gen with great rapidity, and passes to the state of oxy-
prussiat. Oxymuriatic and nitric acids produce the

same change.

2
, Oxyphssiat of /row.—This salt is formed when
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triple prussiat of potass is poured into oxysulphat of

iron, or into the solution of any oxygenated salt of iron.

A beautiful blue precipitate appears, which is the salt.

It is not altered by the acids. Sulphureted hydrogen

gas converts it into prussiat by absorbing oxygen.

When it is mixed with iron-filings, and kept in water

in a close vessel, it is also converted into prussiat, the

iron absorbing the second dose of oxygen from the red

oxide *.

IV. Metallic Salts.

Sj). 23. Arseniated Iron.

Arsenic acid dissolves iron when assisted by a di-

gesting heat j and if the experiment be made in an open

vessel, the solution at last assumes the form of a jelly

;

but in a close vessel this does not happen. When one

part of iron filings and four parts of arsenic acid are

distilled together to dryness, inflammation takes place,

and at the same time both arsenic and white oxide of

arsenic are sublimed f . Arsenic acid, as we see from

these facts, is capable, like other acids, of combining

with both the oxides of iron, and of forming arseniat of

iron and oxarseniat of iron. Both of these salts have

been found native in Cornwall, and have been lately de-

scribed and analysed with great accuracy by Bournon

and Chenevix.

I. Arseniat of Iron. This salt may be formed by

pouring arseniat of ammonia into sulphite of iron. The
salt precipitates in the state of a powder, insoluble in

i

Proust, W/in. dc Chim. xxn. 88 .

B4
t Scheclc, i. 177*
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Division II.
water.^ It exists native crystallized in cubes, which In^me instances have their alternate angles truncated.

eir colour is usually dark green, and their specific
gravity

3
.

^

When heated, the iron attracts oxygen
rom the acid, and passes to the state of red oxide,
while white oxide of arsenic.sublimes. This native salt
IS usually contaminated with a little copper. The arti-
ficial arseniat, according to the analysis of Chenevix, is
composed of 38 acid

43 oxide '

19 water

100

The native (abstracting the impurities) was found by
the same accurate chemist to be composed of about

36 acid

52 oxide

12 water

100

1

• 2. Oxarseniat of /ro«.--This salt may be formed by
precipitating oxysulphat of iron with arseniat of ammo,
nia, or by boiling the arseniat of iron in nitric acid.
The native arseniat is sometimes found converted into
this salt in consequence of. the absorption of oxygen
from the air. It has then a brownish-red colour. Ac-
cording to the analysis of Chenevix, the artificial oxar-
seniat is composed of /

, p. 190.
* Bournon, Phil. ‘Trans, 1801

+ Ibid. p.
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42.4 acid

37.2 oxide

20.4 water

loo.o *

Sp. 24. Tungstat of Iron.

This salt exists native, and is known to mineralo-

gists by the name of Wolfram. It may be formed by

precipitating sulphat of iron by means of the tungstats.

It is an insoluble powder, possessing properties similar

to native tungstat of iron. As this native salt contains

also manganese, and is not therefore a pure tungstat of

iron, it will be proper to defer the description of it to

the Second Part of tl^is Work.

Sp. 25. Molyhdat of Iron.

The alkaline molybdats precipitate iron brown from

its solution in acids f

.

Sp. 26. Columlat of Iron.

This compound occurs native in North America,

though only a single specimen is at present known,

the specimen from which Mr Hatchett extracted Co-

lumbic acid. This specimen had a dark brownish-grey

colour, a lamellated structure, a vitreous lustre, and a

specific gravity of 5.9 1 8 : was moderately hard and very

brittle. It was decomposed by repeated fusions with

potass, which abstracted its acid ; and digestions in mu-

* ibil. Trent. 1801
. P- f Schccle, i. 248.
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riatic acid, which dissolved its iron. Its component
parts, according to Mr Hatchett’s analysis, are

21 .o oxide of iron

77.5 columbic acid

98.5*

V. Triple Salts.

Sp. 27. Tartrat of Potass-and-iron,

This,triple salt was formerly called tartartstd tinc-

ture of Marsy chalybeated tartary and tartarised iron.

It may be formed by boiling two parts of tartar and one

of iron-filings, previously made up into a paste, in a

. .
proper quantity of water. The liquor by evaporation

deposites crystals, which form the salt wanted.

Genus VII. Salts op Tin.
i

Though several of the salts of tin are of great im-

portance iq the art of dyeing, and have b«en known to

manufacturers ever since the discovery of the scarlet

dye, of which the oxide of tin constitutes a necessary

ingredient, it is only of late that the nature and consti-

tution of tiiese salts have been examined with any kind

of precision, and that a satisfactory explanation has been

given of the curious properties which some of them

possess, and the great changes to which they are liable.

For the progress which this branch of the science has

* Hatchett, on a Mineral Substance from North America. Phil.

Irans. l 802 .
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made, we are chiefly indebted to Adet, Pelletier, and Chap, in.^

Proust.

Tin, like iron, combines with two doses of oxygen,

and forms two distinct oxides, with each of which seve-

ral of the acids are capable of combining ;
and those salts

which contain the metal oxydized to a minimum are ex-

tremely ready to absorb oxygen, and to pass into the

state of oxygenized salts. The salts of tin may be dis-

tinguished by the following properties :

1. Most of them are more or less soluble in water, characters,

and the solution has usually a yellowish or brownish

tinge.
. /

2. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a white precipi-

tate when dropt into these solutions. ' «

3. Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a black preci-

pitate •, sulphureted hydrogen gas, a brown precipitate; *

4. Neither gallic acid nor the infusion of nutgalls oc-

casions any precipitate.

5. When a plate of lead is put into some solutions of

tin, that last metal is separated either in the state of

metal, or of white oxide : but this does not happen in

every solution of tin.

6. When muriat of gold is poured into solutions con-

taining tin combined with a minimum of oxygen, a

purple-coloured precipitate falls.

The salts of tin were formerly distinguished by the •

epithet because Jupiter was the name by which
the alchymists distinguished that metal.

\

I. Detonating Salts.

Sp. I. Nitrated ’7’in.

Nitric ACID acts with amazing energy upon tin,

and converts it into an oxide with the evolution of a

great deal of heat ; but there seems to be but a very
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Action of

nitric acid

on ;in,

•'feeble affinity between that acid and the oxides of tin,

Hence the union which they form is but of transient

duration, the oxides separating when any attempt is

made to concentrate the solution. This has been long
known to chemists, and has occasioned a variety of at-

tempts to make the solution of tin in nitric acid more
permanent

j but these attempts, as might have been ex-

pected, have not been attended with success.

When nitric acid of the specific gravity i . 1 14 is pour-
ed upon tin, the metal is dissolved,.rapidly with effer-

vescence and a great elevation of temperature, which
ought to be moderated by plunging the vessel contain-

ing the mixture in cold water. In’ this case the oxygen
is chiefly furnished by the water, and the tin is only

combined with a minimum of oxygen. The solution,

therefore, which is of a yellow colour, is a real nitrat

of tin. It becomes gradually opaque, and deposites a

white powder, which is an oxide of tin-with a minimum
of oxygen, as Proust has demonstrated. This oxide

separates in greater abundance if the solution be heated.

During the solution of the tin a quantity of ammonia
is formed, as Morveau first observed. When potass is

dropt into the liquid, this ammonia becomes sensible by
‘ its odour. Hence we see that, durirtg the solution,

both water and nitric acid have been decomposed
; their

oxygen combined with the tin, and the hydrogen of

the one uniting with the azote of the other, formed
ammonia. If a little nitric acid be poured in and heat

applied, the tin precipitates in the state of a peroxide*.

When nitric acid, of the specific gravity i.zy, is

poured upon tin, a very violent action takes place, the

• Proust, Jour, de Fbys, li. 173.
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metal is oxidized to a maximum, and the whole of it se- Chap. IIL

parates from the liquid. Hence we see that there is no mq oxyni-

oxynitrat of tin
;
the peroxide of that metal, not being

susceptible of entering into combination with nitric acid.

When the liquid is evaporated, nitrat of ammonia is ob-

tained. Morveau found, that i part of strong nitric a-

• cid and part of tin, when treated in a retort, gave

out no gas, notwithstanding the violence of their action.

Upon examining the liquid, he found that the ammonia

formed amounted to of the weight of the whole *.

Hence we see that; during the oxidation, both the acid

and the water are decomposed ; and that they are decom-

posed in such proportions, that their hydrogen and a-

zote combine, and form ammonia, while the whole of

their oxygen unites with the tin.

II. Incombustible.

Sp. 2. Muriated 'Tin.

Muriatic acid dissolves tin in considerable quan-

tity when its action is assisted by heat. The water of

the acid is decomposed, its oxygen combines with the

tin, while the hydrogen is emitted in the form of gas.

This gas has usually a fetid smell, owing, according to

Mr Proust, to a quantity of arsenic which it holds in

solution, and which is partly deposited on the sides of

the jars in which the gas is kept. During the solution

of the tin, the arsenic which it usually contains is preci-

pitated in the metallic state in the form of a black pow-
der ; so that the quantity of arsenic contained in tin

may be ascertained by dissolving it in muriatic acid,

* ^ni^c. Mtthtd. Chim. j. 63*,

I
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Dfv°2n”ii. portion which is carried ofF by the hy-
gas be also taken into account*. Muriatic acid

combines with both the oxides of tin, and forms with
them permanent salts.

I. Muriat of tin. This is the salt obtained by dis-

solving tin in about 'four times its weight of muriatic
acid. The solution has a brownish-yellow colour, and
yields when evaporated small needle-shaped crystals,

soluble in water, and somewhat deliquescent. Their
specific gravity is 2.2932!.

This salt has a strong affinity for oxygen, and ab-
sorbs it with avidity from the air, from oxymuriaticr

acid, and from nitric acid, and is converted into oxy-
muriat of tin, as Pelletier first observed. It absorbs
oxygen also from arsenic acid, and the white oxide of

Deoxidizes arsenic. When these bodies are treated with muriat of
ixictsls* .• 1 • •

tin, they are precipitated, completely deprived of oxy-
gen, in the state of a black powder. Molybdic acid and
yellow oxide of tungsten, or their combinations, when
dropt into a solution of muriat of tin, immediately as-

sume a .blue colour, being changed into oxides with a

minimum of oxygen. Ihe red oxide of mercury, the

black oxide of manganese, the white oxide of antimony,

the oxides of zinc and of silver, are likewise d*eprived of
their oxygen by this salt, and reduced to the metallic

state. The oxygenized salts of iron and copper are al-

so reduced to salts with a minimum of oxygen, and the
muriat of gold occasions a purple precipitate, consist-

ing of gold reduced to the state of purple oxide. For
these interesting results we are indebted to Pelletier and

* ProU8t, "Jour, dt Pbyt, li. 1 75.

t H«ecnfratr, Ann, d: Cbim, xjcviii. ix. ,
'

... •
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Proust. They afford a sufficient key to explain all the Chap. III.|

singular changes produced upon the greater number of

metallic salts by thismuriat* *.

2. Oxy-muriat of tin. This salt may be formed ve-

ry conveniently by the process first proposed by Pelle-

tier, which consists in causing oxymuriatic acid gas to

pass into a solution of muriat of tin till it be saturated,

and then to expel the excess of acid by heat. But it

was known long before this process was thought of,

and was usually distinguished by the name of smoking smoking

liquor of Libavius ; because Libavius, a chemist of the

1 6th century, was the discoverer of it. When equal

parts of amalgam of tinf and oxymuriat of mercury

are triturated together, and then distilled in a a retort

with a very moderate heat, there passes first a colour-

less liquid, consisting chiefly of water, and afterwards a

white vapour rushes all of a sudden into the receiver.

This vapour condenses into a transparent liquid, which

exhales a heavy dense smoke when exposed to the air,

but does not smoke when confined in close vessels. This

is the fuming liquor of Libavius, or oxymuriat of tin.

The theory of the process is obvious : The tin ab-

stracts oxygen from the mercury, and at the same time

combines with the muriatic acid. Muriats of mercury

and of tin are also formed, and line the neck of the re-

tort mixed with a quantity of pure mercury ; and there

remains behind an amalgam of tin, covered with a crust

of muriat of' tin It had been long known that this

* Pelletier, Ann. de Chim. xli. 1%$.—ProUst, 'Jour, de Fbys. li. 173*

f Composed of two parts of tin and one of mercury.
i Roucllc.

•
*
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dSJh. contained muriatic acid and tin. Adet endea-

» - voured to shew that the acid was in the state of hyper-
oxymuriatic*. His experinnents were afterwards con-
firmed by Pelletier t ; but Proust demonstrated the false-

hood of his theory

The white smoke constantly exhaled by this salt, pre-

pared according to the process of Libavius, has also

been accounted for by Adet. This salt is nearly desti-

tute of water, and in this state it is exceedingly volatile.

The vapour as it rises combines with the vapour of the

atmosphere, and the smoke appears at the moment of
the combination. When the salt is confined in a glass

' jar, either in moistened air or standing over water, it

condenses gradually on the sides of the jar in the form
of small crystals, having imbibed the water necessary
for its crystallization from the air. When thrown into
water, this substance produces heat, and at the same
time dissolves if the quantity of water be sufficient. A-
det ascertained, that when 7 parts of water are mixed
with 22 parts of fuming muriat, the mixture condenses
Into a solid mass. This mass melts like ice when expo-
sed to heat, and condenses again when cooled and agi-

tated.

Oxymuriat of tin Is capable of dissolving an addition-

al dose of tin without effervescence or the exhalation of
gas, and by that means is converted into muriat of tin.

The new portion of tin in this case deprives the tin of
the oxymuriat of its second dose of oxygen. Adet, how-
ever, found, that this solution did not succeed except in

* Ann. de Cbim. i. S. t Ibid. xii. azj,
\ Jeur. dc Plyt. Ivi. .
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tHe oxymuriat, rendered solid by mixture with water,

and they liquefied by heat *.

Liquid oxymuriat of tin yields by evaporation small

crystals ; and when heated sublimes in the same man-

ner as fuming muriat. This salt is employed by dyers

in great quantities, as it forms the basis of the scarlet

dye. They usually prepare it by dissolving tin in ni-

tro-muriatic acid ; the consequence of which is, that the

nature of the solution varies according to the propor-

tion of the acids and the manner of dissolving the tin.

In some cases, it is merely a muriat ; in others, an oxy-

muriat •, and, generally, it consists of a mixture of the

two. Hence the difficulty of which dyers complain of

forming with this solution the same shade of colour in

different circumstances. This would be in a great mea-

sure removed by preparing the salt according to the

process recommended by Pelletier.

Sp. 3. Sulphat 0/ ‘Tin.

When a cylinder of tin is plunged into sulphuric

acid, scarcely any action can be perceived for some time

;

but the metal is gradually converted into white flakes

on the surface, which fall to the bottom, and remain in

the state of a white powder : at the same time bubbles

of sulphurous acid make their escape. The properties

of the compounds which this acid forms with tin have

not been examined with accuracy. Kunkel, Wallerius,

and Monnet, the chemists who have paid the greatest

attention to the action of sulphuric acid on tin, attempt-

ed the solution by means of heat. In that case the acid

Chap. III.v

VoL. III.

* Ann. fie Chim. i. i6.

c
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is decompo^d, sulphurous acid exhaled, and even sul-

phur developed if the heat be long enough continued.

The metal is oxidized to a maximum, and the oxyiuU

phat obtained is not crystallizable ;
but when evapo-

rated assumes the form of a jelly ;
and when water is

poured into the solution, the salt precipitates in the

State of a white powder.

But if the action of the acid is not assisted by heat,

or if tin combined with a minimum of oxygeh be dis-

solved in sulphuric acid in either of these cases z.sulphat

of tin is formed, which yields, when evaporated, crys-

tals in the form of fine needles, as was observed long ago

by Monnet.

' Sp. 4. Sulphite of lin.

The action of sulphurous acid upon tin has been ex-

amined lately by Fourcroy and Vauquelin, during their

experiments on the combinations which that acid is ca-

pable of forming. When a plate of tin is plunged into

liquid sulphurous acid, it assumes a yellow colour, and

afterwards becomes black. A black powder is preci-

pitated, which is sulphuret of tin. A portion of the

acid is decomposed; the tin is partly oxidized, and com-

bined with the remainder of the acid, and partly preci-

pitated in the state of sulphuret combined with the sul-

phur of the decomposed acid. There remains in solu-

tion sulphite of tin combined with a portion of sulphur;

for sulphur precipitates when sulphuric acid is added

to the solution *.

I
r.1 1..1 —

Book n.
Division U.

• Fourcroy, vi. 30.
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Chap,

Sp. 5. Phosphat of fin.

Phosphoric acid has scarcely any action on tin un-

lei^s when it is exposed dry and mixed with that metal

to the action of a strong heat. In that case, part of the

acid is decomposed, its phosphorus combines with one

portion of the tin and forms a phosphuret, while the

oxide of tin unites with the undecomposed acid and

forms a phosphat *. This salt precipitates abo when

the alkaline phosphats are mixed with a solution of mu-

riat of tin
;
and it may be formed by digesting oxide of

tin in phosphoric acid. It is insoluble in water. Tin

does not precipitate copper from muriatic acid. Phos-

phat of tin melts into a glass when’ heated f.

Sp. 6 . Carhonat of Tin.

As far as is known at present, the oxides of tin do

not combine with carbonic acid. Bergman failed in his

endeavours to form this combination ; and when the

oxides of tin are precipitated from their solution in a-

cids by alkaline carbonats, he found that their weight

receives scarcely a perceptible increase Nor have

the attempts of Proust to combine these bodies with

carbonic acid been attended with more success §.

Sp. 7. Fluat of Tin.

Fluoric acid does not attack tin
;
but it dissolves

its oxide, and forms with it a gelatinous solution,.

| I

* Pelletier, Ann. de Chim. xiii. 16.

+ Wenzel’s Vernuandtichjjt,'^. 1"]$.

t Oputc. ii. 329.

§ Jour, de Phyt. li. 167.

\
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^ Strong disagreeable taste*. This fluait

' may be formed also by mixing together an alkaline

fluat and the muriat of tin.

Sp. 8. Eorat of I’in.

Boracic acid does not attack tin ; but borax produ-

ces a precipitate in the muriat of tin. The white pow-
der which falls is insoluble in water : in a strong heat

it melts into an opaque slagf.

Action of

vinegar on
tin vessels.

III. Combustible Salts.

Sp. ,g. Acetat of 'Tin.

Acetic acid attacks tin very slowly, even when as-

sisted by heat, and oxidizes and dissolves only a small

portion of it. The spontaneous action of this acid on

tin vessels, when in the state of vinegar, has been lately

examined by Vauquelin. The subject was of import-

ance, because vinegar is usually measured out in tin

vessels. Now, as these vessels contain always a little

lead, and as the salts of lead are all poisonous, it was of

consequence to determine whether the vinegar acted on

the vessel, and if it did, whether its action was confined

to the tin or extended also to the lead ; because in this

last case the vinegar would be converted into a poison.

The result of this investigation was, that a small portion

of tin was dissolved, and that when the lead exceeded

the sixth part of the tin, a small portion of it was also

dissolved at that part of the vessel only which was in

contact both with the vinegar and the air |.

* Scheele, i. 34. f Wenzel’s Ver-wandtscbnft, p, 25*

J Ann. dc dim. XXX«. 243.
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When acetic acid is boiled upon tin, the metal is gra-

dually dissolved, combining with oxygen at the expence

of the water. The solution has a whitish colour, and

yields by evaporation small crystals. This fact, first

mentioned by Lemery, had been denied by Monnet,

Westendorf, and Wenzel, who could only obtain from

it a gummy mass. But Morveau established the truth

of Lemery’s observation, by crystallizing acetat of tin

by spontaneous evaporation*. It is easy to account for

the different results obtained by these chemists. The

crystals w’ere no doubt acetat of tin, the gummy mass

Qxacetat of tin,

Sp. 10. Suceinat of Tin,

Succinic acid dissolves the oxide of tin when as-

sisted by heat. The solution by evaporation yields

thin, broad, transparent crystals f. Neither lead, iron,

nor zinc, occasion any change in the solution of thi?

salt

Sp. BenzoatofTin,

Neither tin nor its oxide is soluble in benzoic acidj

but when benzoat of potass is poured into a solution of

tin in nitro-muriatic acid, benzoat of tin precipitates.

It is soluble in water by the assistance of heat, but in-

soluble in alcohol, and decomposed by the action of

heat

Chap- ni-

V-—

'

* Encycl. Metbod. Cbim. i. 43. f Wcnzcl’s Verwand, p. 341.

I Wenzel 8 VcriuanUchaft, p. 354.

§ Trommsdorf, Ann. dt Cbim. xi. 315.

C3
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Sp- 12. Oxalat of Tin.

Oxalic acid attacks tin when assisted bj heat.
The metal is first blackened, and is then covered with a
.white crust of oxide. The solution, which has an au-
stere taste, by slow evaporation yields prismatic crys-
tals

; but when evaporated rapidly by means of a strong
heat, it leaves a mass resembling horn *.

'

Sp. 13. Tartrat ofTin.

Th£ tartrat of tin has never been examined by che-
mists. The acid does not attack the metal, but it dis-
solves the oxide of tin.

IV. Metallic Salt.s.

14. Arseniat of Tin.

When tin is treated with arsenic acid in a digesting
beat. It is slowly oxidized at the expence of the acid,
and the solution at last assumes the form of a gelatinous*
mass. Arsenic acid precipitates tin from acetic acid,
and the alkaline arseniats occasion a precipitate when
poured into muriat of tin.

’ The precipitate is arseniat
of tin in the form of an insoluble powder, which hither-
to has not been cxamlnedf. '

V. Triple Salts.

Sp. 15. ’Tartrat ofpotau-and-tin.
*

This triple salt may be formed by boiling together
tartar and the oxide of tin in water. It is very soluble.

« Jlergman, i. *69.
| Scheelc, i, 1 89.
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and therefore its solution crystallizes with difficulty. Chap-

No precipitate is produced in it by the alkalies or their

carbonats *.

sp. l6. Nitrat of Ammonia-and-tiii.

The peroxide of tin is insoluble in nitric acid, but it

dissolves- when treated with nitric acid and ammonia.

Hence the reason why a salt containing tin is often

procured by the action of nitric acid on tin. Nitrat of

ammonia is formed during the process f.

Genus VIII. Salts of Lead.

Though lead be one of the most abundant and use-

ful metals, though it has been known from the earliest

ages, and though it is without difficulty dissolved by the

greater number of acids, its salts have not hitherto been

much examined by chemists. This is to be regretted

;

because the various degrees of oxidizement of which it

.

is susceptible, afford an excellent opportunity of ascer-

taining how many different salts it is capable of forming

with each peculiar acid
;
and this once known, would

probably lead to some general conclusions concerning

the different classes of metallic salts. The salts of lead

were formerly distinguished by the name of saturtii the

title by which lead was known among the alchymists.

They may be distinguished by the following properties :

1 . -A considerable number of tliem are scarcely solu- Charaftcrs,

ble in water without an excess of acid. These before

the blow-pipe yield very readily a button of lead.

f* Thenard, Ann, de Chim, x^xvlll. 35.
-J

Ibid, ailii. %iZ,

C4
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of the soluble salts of lead in waterts generally colourless and transparent

acconrpamed with a certain degree of astringency.
4- np e prussiat of potass occasions a white precipi-

tate when poured into solutions containing salts of

5 . Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a black precl.

«d h"dro?el"™ '“'P'’"-

tainrs^are

Though lead is susceptible of combining with several
OSes o^ oxygen, it does not appear that each of its

,
oxides IS capable of combining with acids. As far as
IS known at present, it is only the first two oxides which
possess this property, if we except the hyperoxymuriat,
which contains the peroxide of lead. None of the at-
tempts to combine the red oxide of lead with acids have
been attended with success. The yellow oxide com-
bines with all acids hitherto tried; the salts formed by
means of that oxide alone have been hitherto examined;
the combinations of the first oxide have been completely
overlooked, except by Mr Proust.

'

I. Detonating Salts.

I. titrated Lead.

Nitric acid acts upon lead wi^h considerable ener-

^y, provided it be not too much concentrated; first
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‘ converting it into a white powder, which is a suboxyni-

trat, and then dissolving it, especially when assisted by

heat. The yellow oxide of lead is dissolved by nitric

acid completely, and without effervescence ; but? the

red oxide is rendered white
;
4^hs of its weight are dis-

solved, and 4th is converted into brown oxid'e, and re-

mains undlssolved *. Hence we see that it is the white

oxide of lead only which combines with nitric acid.

Six-sevenths of the red oxide are decomposed 5 the ex-

cess of oxygen combines with the remaining seventh,

and converts it into brown oxide, while the base or yel-

low oxide combines with the acid. Thus we see that

• nitric acid does not combine with the red or brown ox-

ide of lead, but it combines with the protoxide and yel-

low oxide, and forms with them two salts, which we

shall distinguish, as usual, by the names of nitrat and

oxynitrat of lead. The last has been long known ; but

the first has been pointed out within these few years by

Mr Proust.

I . Oxynitrat of Lead,—This salt is always formed

when lead is dissolved in nitric acid, unless there be pre-

sent an excess of lead, and a strong heat be applied.

It is formed also by dissolving the deutoxide or white

lead in nitric acid. The solution is transparent and co-

lourless, and when sufficiently concentrated by evapora-

tion, crystallizes on cooling. The crystals are usually

tetrahedrons, having their apex truncated, and some-

times six-sided pyramids, according to Rouelle. They
are opaque and white, and have a silvery lustre. Their

taste is sweetish and harsh. They are not altered by

Chap. nr.
*—C—
Action of

nitric acid

on lead and
its oxides.

* Proujt.
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air. They are soluble in 74. parts, of

» , boiling water*. Their specific gravity is 4.068 f.When heated they decrepitate, and then undergo a kind
of detonation, emitting very brilliant sparks When
they are triturated with sulphur in a hot mortar, a fee-
ble detonation is produced, and the lead is reduced to
the metallic state

Cemposi- My experiments give the constituents of this salt as
follows

;

65.5 oxide

34.5 acid and water

100.0
|j

The oxide of lead is thrown down by alkalies in the
state of yellow powder. Sulphuric, sulphurous, and
muriatic acids combine with the oxide, and precipitate it

in the state of a white powder. Iron occasion^ no pre-
cipitate though kept in the solution of oxynitrat of lead

2. Nitrat oj Lead. This salt may be formed by boil-

ing together a quantity of metallic lead and oxynitrat

;

a portion of the lead is dissolved at the expence of tl^e

deutoxide in the oxynitrat
;
and the whole is convert-

ed into the protoxide which, according to a very ge-
neral law in chemistry, requires less acid to saturate ft

than the deutoxide. It may be formed also by boiling

* Gren’s HiwSiicB, Hi. 2^6.

}• Hass', nfratz, Ann. de Lbim. xxviii. ii.

I Bergrnan, ii. 470. § Van Mons, Amn. /,• CL!m. xxvij. 8x.

II
These proportions arc founded on the component p^rts sulphat of

lead given below from Kirwan.

^ Wenzel’s Vcr-wanitchuft,'^. pf).
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nitric acid on a greater quantity of lead than it is ca-

pable of dissolving. In that case the salt usually crys-

tallizes in cooling, and the solution is yellow. This

salt crystallizes in brilliant scales of a yellow colour,

and very soluble in water f. It may be obtained also

in regular octahedrons, composed of two four-sided py-

ramids applied base to base:]:. The proportions of its

component parts are still unknown.

Sp. 2. Hyperoxynmriat of Lead-

When the red oxide of lead is put into a Woulfe’s

bottle with water, and oxymurlatic acid gas is made to

pass through it, the gas is absorbed, while the oxide ac-

quires a brown colour, and is gradually dissplved. For

this curious experiment we are indebted to Mr Proust.

In this case the lead absorbs oxygen from the acid 5 and

when the whole is oxidized to a maximum, a portion

is dissolved, and hyperoxygenized muriat of lead form-

ed. This salt is much more soluble than muriat of lead.

It is very readily decomposed^.

II. Incombustible,

Sp^ 3. Muriat of Lead.

Muriatic acid attacks lead when assis.ted by heat,

and oxidizes and dissolves a portion of it *, but its ac-

This cipcrlmfiu was made by W«nzel bng ago
; but it was irupos-

siblc to draw the proper itiferaice till the nature of the oxide- was bet-

ter understood. Sec his V„-watul, p. 90.

f Proust, ji^ur. dt Pbyt. Ivi. 206.

t 1 hesc fine crystals were formed last winter by Mr Collins; a young

gentleman who was at that time a pupil ol mine.

§ cheuevU on Hyperoxygenized Muriatic Acid, PbiL Tranf.

Chap. IIL
'

V
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feeble and limited. It combines readily with the

'i—V-—
'
yellow oxide of lead. When poured upon the red ox-
ide, it is converted partly into oxymuriatic acid by the
assistance of heat, while the lead, reduced to the state
of white oxide, combines with the remainder of the
acid*. Thus we see that muriatic acid combines usu-
ally with yellow oxide of lead, and that it is incapable

^

of combining with the red oxide of that metal ; but in all

probability it combines with the protoxide, though the
experiment has not been tried. The compound of mu-
riatic acid and lead at present known is in fact an oxy-
nmriat. There are two varieties : the first neutral,

Jong known
; the second a submuriat.

I. Muriat of Lead. This salt may be formed rca-

\ dily by pouring muriatic acid or an alkaline muriat
•into a solution of nitrat of lead. The muriat precipi-
tates in the state of a white powder. It has a sweet-
ish taste. Its specific gravity is 1.8226 f. It is so-

luble in 22 parts of cold water, and this solubility is

increased considerably by the presence of an acidj. It

is soluble in acetic acid
} a property by which it may

be readily distinguished from sulphat of lead. When
its solution in boiling water is allowed to cool, the sak

crystallizes in very small six-sided prisms of a white
colour, and brilliant appearance like sattin. These crys-

tals are not altered by exposure to the air. jWhen
heated they melt readily, and when cold assume the

appearance of a semitransparent, greyish-white mass,

formerly distinguished by the name of plumbum cor-

neum. When exposed to a strong heat, they partly

* Fabroni. f Hassenfratz, Ann. de Cbim. xxviii. ijc

^
Chciicvix, Nicholson’s Jour, iv. 223.
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eraporate in a visible white smoke, and there remains

behind a submuriat of lead
;

a substance which seems

to have been first examined by Bergman*. The con-

stituents of this salt are, according to

KiriVan,

Klaproth, Crystals Dried

13.5 . . . . • • M 00
. . 17

86.5 .... •
CO • «

CO

loc^of • 100.00 100 J

According to Kirwan’s estimate, we may consider

loo parts of the crystallized salt as containing 76 parts

of lead in the metallic state. This salt dissolves in ni-

tric acid.

2. Submuriat of Lead. This salt may be procured

cither by treating muriat of lead with a pure alkali, or

]?y decomposing common salt by means of four times

its weight of litharge. In either case a white powder

remains, which is the submuriat of lead. Vauquelin

first pointed it out to the peculiar attention of- che-

mists
J.

It had been previously mentioned by Berg-

man. It is insoluble in water. When heated, it as-

sumes a fine yellow colour. Nitric acid dissolves the

excess of oxide, and leaves muriat of lead in crystals.

The fixed alkalies dissolve it without decomposition.

This salt is employed as a yellow paint.

Sp. 4. Sulphat of Lead.

Sulphuric acid does not attack lead while cold j

but at a boiling heat it communicates a portion of its

* Bergman, u. 470. and iii. 325. f Beitragi, ii. 275.

} On Mineral Water,, Table IV. § Ann. de Chim. xxxl. 3.

Chap. III.

' ^ '

Composh
tion.

Properties.
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oxygen, sulphurous acid gas is emitted, and the whole
is converted into a thick white mass, which is sulphat
of lead. It may be obtained readily by pouring sulphu-
ric acid into acetat of lead, or by mixingj this last salt

with any of the alkaline sulphats. The sulphat of lead

precipitates in the state of a white powder. This salt

has but little taste. Its specific gravity is 1.8742 *.

It is insoluble in alcohol and in nitric acid. Ac-
cording to Kirwan, it requires 1200 parte of water
to dissolve it f . But when it contains an excess of acid,

it is more soluble, and yields by evaporation small white
crystals, which, according to Sagej have the form of
tetrahedral prisms. It is found native crystallized, ac-

cording to Kirwan, in four-sided oblique angled prisms
according to Hauy, in regular octahedrons j. The na-
tive sulphat of lead, found in Paris mountain, Anglesey,
is crystallized in four-sided pyramids

; the specimens
found at Leadhills in Scotland, are in transparent ta-

bles.

According to the experiments of Kirwan, It is com-
posed of ..... . 23.37

75.00 oxide

V-
^ 1.63 water

‘

loo.00

And 100 parts of it contain exactly 71 parts of lead In

the metallic state ||.

• Hassenfratz, Ann. Jc Chim. szvlil. ij-.

t Mineralogy, ii. air.
\ Kinvan’s Min. ii. an.

§ Jtur. de Min, An. V. p . 508.

II
Kijewan on Mineral fere, Table iv-.
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The native sulphat of Leadhills, which is perfectly Chap . Ill,

pure, is composed, according to Klaproth’s analysis, of

70.50 oxide

25.75 acid

2.25 water

98. 50*

Hence sulphat of lead, strongly heated, is composed of

73.5 oxide

26.5 acid
- f

100,0

In close vessels this salt endures a considerable heat

without alteration. I find that, after being dried in the

temperature of about 400°, it may be heated to redness

in a platinum crucible without losing any weight. On
charcoal it melts, and the lead is quickly reduced.

When this salt is treated with alkalies, it is deprived

of the greater part of its acid
;
but a portion stiU ad-

heres. The white powder obtained by this process ik

therefore a subsulphat of lead.

«S^. 3. Sulphite of Lead.

Sulphurous acid has no action whatever on lead.

It absorbs oxygen from the red oxide of that metal, and

is converted into sulphuric acid. But it combines with

the deutoxide of lead, and forms with it a sulphite,

which is in the state of a white powder, insoluble in

water, and tasteless. Before the blowpipe on charcoal

it melts, becomes yellow, and the lead is at last redu-

* iii, iCi.
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ced*. Sulphite of lead, dried in a temperature of about
300°, is cqmposed, according to mj analysis, of

74.5 oxide

25.5 acid

IOC.

6

When exposed to a red heat, it loses 5 per cent, of
its weight

; sulphurous acid exhales
; and there remains

a blackish mass composed of sulphat of lead and sul-

phuret. When treated with nitric acid, the sulphuret

is decomposed, and crystals of nitrat obtained.

Sp. 6. Phosphat of Lead,

Phosphoric acid has but little action bn lead
; how-

ever, when allowed to remain long in contact with it^

the metal is partly oxidized and converted into an inso-

luble phosphat. The phosphat of lead may be easily

formed by mixing the alkaline phosphats with nitrat of

lead. The salt immediately precipitates in the state of

an insoluble powder f

.

The salt is found native in different parts of the

world. Its colour is then usually green or yellow, and

it is often crystallized in six-sided prisms. It is insolu-

ble in water unless there be a considerable excess of a-

cid ; but it is soluble in pure soda, and probably forms

with it a triple salt :|;. When heated it melts, and as-

sumes on cooling a regular polyhedral form. In a red

heat it is decomposed by charcoal, which absorbs the

oxygen from both of its component parts. The sul-

* Fourcroy and Vauquelin, Connaitsances CLimiques, vi. 86.

f Margraf’s Vtrbaltniu des pbospbtri gegen die Metall, L 42. Wenzcl’l

Veriuandtscbafty p, 1 74.

i Vauquslui, Jour, dt Min. No. 9. p. 6/
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phuric and mutlatic acids, decompose it by abstracting Chap. Ill

its base while cold ; but these decompositions do not

take place in a strong heat. Nitric acid dissolves it, /

The yellow phosphat of lead, from Leadhills in Scot-

land, is composed, according to my analysis (abstracting

the impurities with which it is usually mixed) of

i8 acid

8 2 yellow oxide

loo

With this analysis the constituents of the different

varieties, as found by Klaproth, coincide almost ex-

actly

Sj). 7. Carhonat of Lead.

Carbonic acid has lio action whatever on lead, neither

is it capable of dissolving its oxide. But it combines

readily with the deutoxide, and forms a carbonat. This

salt is most easily obtained by precipitating lead from

its solution in nitric acid by the alkaline carbonats. By

that process it is obtained in the state of a white pow-

der, It is tasteless, and insoluble in water j but soluble

in pure potass> in the same manner as the oxides of

lead.

The white lead of commerce, employed as a paint, is

merely a carbonat of lead, as Bergman first observed f

,

It is prepared by exposing thin plates of lead to the

hot vapours of acetic acid. The metal is gradually cor*

White lead.

* BeLtrage, iii. 146.

t Opuic.i 39. Proust has lately shewn tljc same thing, Tear. </»

lyj. 207.

VoL. UI. D
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converted Into a carbonat, probably at the ex-

‘—V—' pence of the acid.

This salt occurs native in abundance. In that state

it is usually white, and has a good deal of lustre. Its

specific gravity Is 7.2357 *. It is sometimes crystal-

lized in six-sided prisms, terminated by six-sided pyra-

iliids, sometimes in regular octahedrons f , and some-

times in tables It is insoluble in water. When ex-

posed to the action of the blow-pipe upon charcoal, the

lead is Immediately reduced to the metallic state.

This salt has been analysed by some of the most ex-

pert chemists. The constituents, as determined by their

experiments, may be seen in the following Table

:

Bergman. Chenevil. Klaproth. Proust.

Composi- 16 . . . . 15 . . • • i 6-33 • . . . 16.15
tion.

84 • • • •
00

• • . . 83.67 . . . . 83.85 deutoxide

100 § 100
11

100.0 ^ JOO.O **

The mean of all these analyses is

15.87 acid

84.13 oxide

100.00

This differs very little from the estimate of Bergman,

which may therefore be taken as the true standard.

• Bournon, Nicholson’s ’Journal, iv.

f Hauy, Jour, de Min. An. v. 50a. f As at Leadhills in Scotland.

§
Bergman, ii. 393. H Nicholson’s Journal, iv. aai.

^ Bcitrage, iii. 165. Jour, do Pbys. Ivi. ao;.
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Sp. 8. Fluat of Lead.

t^LUORic ACID has no action on lead, though it

dissolves a small proportion of the white oxide of that

lYietal wherl there is an excess ef acid ; but the fluat of

lead, formed by saturating the acid, is an insoluble

powder, which melts easily before the blow-pipe, and

lets go its acid. The acid is driven off also by sulphuric

acid *.

Sp. 9. Borat of Lead.

Boracic acid has no action on lead ; but borat of

lead is precipitated in the state of white powder whert

borat of soda is mixed with nitrat of lead. Before the

hlow-pipe it melts into a colourless glass f. When one

part of boracic acid is melted with two parts of red ox-

ide of lead, the product, according to Reuss, is a green-

ish-yellow, transparent, hard, insoluble glass p

III. COMBUSTIBLE SaLTS.

Sp. 10. Acetat of Leadi

‘

Acetic acid, as Vauquelin has shewn, does not at-

tack lead in close vessels ; but it occasions its oxidize-

ment when the lead is in contact both with the acid and

the air, and the oxide is dissolved as it forms. The History,

acetat of lead which is produced by this solution has

been long known. It is mentioned by Isaac Hollandus

and Raymond Lully. It received formerly a great va-

riety of names
; such as, sugar of lead, sugar of Saturrtf

* Scheele, i. 33. ^ Wenzel’s Ftrivandt, p.

} Reuss dt Sale Sedativo.

Da

4 4
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DW^°ion \l ^ Saturtiy vinegar of Saturn^ extract of Saturn^

v— &c. The solution of lead in acetic acid was strenuous-

ly recommended by Goulard, a surgeon of Montpelier,

as an excellent application in cases of inflammation.

Hence it is often called Goulard's extract.

This salt is employed in considerable quantities by

dyers and calico printers. They mix it with alum or

with sulphat of iron, and by that means compose acetat

of alumina or of iron, according to the process ; salts

which answer much better as mordants for fixing their

colours than alum or green vitriol. It is prepared in

considerable quantities both in this country and in

Holland and France. The manufacturers distil their

own acid in England and Holland from sour beer,

and in France from sour wine. The dilFerent proces-

ses followed by manufacturers have been described

by Weber* and Demachy|, and more lately by Pon-

tier:}:.

Prepara- These processes may be reduced to two; either lead

in the metallic state is exposed to the action of the ace-

tic acid, or the carbonat of lead is dissolved in it. In

the first case, thin plates of lead are put into earthen

vessels along with acetic acid, The portion of the lead

near the surface, as soon as it is covered with a coat of

oxide, is removed to the bottom- of the vessel, and new
plates are brought to the surface. These are incrusted

in their turn, and removed to the bottom, where the ox-

ide is dissolved. This change of place is continued

daily till the acid has dissolved a sufficient quantity of

* Phyi. Chem. Magazin. L 84,

J Ann. dc Chim. xixvii. a68.

f Laiorant In grosjtn, ii. 194,
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lead. It is then filtered, and sufficiently concentrated Chap. Iii.^

by evaporation. As it cools, the acctat of lead precipi-

tates in small crystals.

Other manufacturers dissolve the carbonat of lead,

prepared by exposing the metal to the fumes of ' inegar ;

or they make use of litharge in its stead, and the solu-

tion is evaporated in the usual way till the salt crystal-

lizes. This process is considered as more expensive

than the other : But might not native carbonat of lead,

which is found abundantly in many places, be employed

with advantage instead of these artificial oxides

Acetat of lead is usually in the form of small needle- Properties,

shaped crystals, which have a glossy appearance like

satin, and are Hat four-sided prisms, terminated by di-

hedral summits. Its taste is sweet and somewhat as-

tringent. Its specific gravity is 2.345 *. It is but spa-

ringly soluble in water, unless there be an excess of

acid. When exposed to the air, it undergoes no change.

Its constituents are easily separated. When it is dissol-

ved in water, a small quantity of white powder usually

falls. It is carbonat of lead, formed by the carbonic acid,

which usually exists in water. When we blow through

a solution of acetat of lead, the same white powder pre-

cipitatesf.

This salt is decomposed by all those apids and their

compounds which form with lead a salt nearly insolu-

ble in water
;

as the sulphuric, phosphoric, muriatic,

fluoric, oxalic, malic, 3tc. When heated, it is decom-
when di-

posed
; and if it be distilled in a retort, very singular Killed

* Hassenfratz, jinn, de dim. xxvlii, 12,

f Froutt, "Jour, de Phys, lyi, 2^7.
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products are obtained. These products were first exa-

mined by Beecher
; afterwards by Baume, and more

particularly by Pluvinet : But it is to Proust that we
are indebted for the most precise information on the

subject. By distilling i6o parts of sugar of lead, he

obtained by a gentle heat 12 parts of water slightly a-

cidulated with vinegar. Then by increasing the fire,

there came oveir "72 parts of a yellow liquid, haA'ing the

odour of alcohol, strong and agreeable, though mixed

with an empyreumatic smell. When lime is added to

the liquid, ammonia is disengaged, which existed in the

liquid combined with a slight excess -of acetic acid.

When the liquid was saturated with potass, and allow-

ed to remain for 24 hours, about |d of a part of oil se-

parated and floated on its. surface. This oil being se-

parated by a syphon, was found to have a strong odour.

The liquid w as then distilled by means of a low heat.

The first eight parts which came over were of the spe-

cific gravity 0.88. This liquid mixed with water ex-

actly like alcohol. Its taste w'as strong
; and its vola- -

tility scarcely inferior to that of ether. It burns ra-

pidly, and with a large white flame when brought near

a lighted candle. It contained manifestly a considerable

portion of water*.

Sp. II. Succinat of Lead.

SucciKic ACID scarcely attacks lead, but it dissolves

its yellow oxide ; and ’the solution, according to Wen-
zel, yields long slender foliated crystals f, scarcely so-

luble in water, but soluble in nitric acid. Succinic a-

i* Pfopst, “Jour, dc Pl^s. Ivi. 309.
1 Wenzel’s Vir-wund, p. 541,
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cid does not precipitate lead from nitric or muriatic a- Chap,

cid ; but it occasions a precipitate in acetat of lead*.

Sp. 12. Ben%oat of Lead.

Benzoic acid dissolves lead with difficulty. The

solution yields by evaporation crystals of benzoat of

lead of a brilliant white colour, soluble in alcohol and

water ; not altered by exposure to the air, but decom-

posed by heat, which drives off their acid. The sul-

phuric and muriatic acids separate the leadf.

Sp, 13. Oxalat of Lead.

Oxalic acid blackens lead, but it is scarcely capa-

ble of dissolving it
j
but it dissolves its deutoxide, and

when nearly saturated deposites small crystalline grains

of oxalat of lead. The same crystals are precipitated

when oxalic acid is dropt into the nitrat, muriat, or a-

cetat of lead dissolved in water. They are insoluble

in alcohol, and scarcely soluble in water, unless they '

contain an excess of acid. They are composed, ac-

cording to Bergman’s analysis, of about

41.2 acid

38.8 oxide

100.ot

Sp. 14. Mellat ofLead.

Mellitic acid occasions a white precipitate when

* Sto>.kar de Ncuforn de Succ'mo,
§ 33. ; as quoted by Gren, Hand-

buck, iii. 281. ^
f Trommsdorf, Ann. dc Chim. xi. 316.

D4
t Bergman, i. 267.
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; but the precipitate is redlssol-

v--— l^y the addition of nitric acid*.

Sp. 15. Tartrat of Lead,

Tartaric acid has no action on lead
; but it com-

bines with its oxide, and precipitates tartrat of lead in

the state of an insoluble white powder, from the nitrat,

muriat, and acetat of that metal. According to the

analysis of Thenard, it is composed of
'

34 acid

66 white oxide

loof

Sp. 1 6. Citrat of Lead.

Citric acid does not attack lead; but when dropt
into acetat of lead, a citrat precipitates in the state of a

difTicultlj soluble powder
‘

' - »-

Sp. 17. Saccolat of Lead.
'
' » i

Saclactic acid occasions a white precipitate when
dropt into nitrat of lead

t .

Sp. 18. Malat of Lead.

Malic acid does not attack lead
; but when poured

into a solution of lead in nitric or acetic acid, malat of
lead is immediately precipitated

|| ; and’ likewise, as

Vauquelin has observed, when acetat of lead is poured
into a solution containing malat of lime, 'I'his precipi-

* Klaproth’s Jicitrage, lii. igj. f Ann. de CLim. xxxviii. 37.

1 Wenzel’s yerviandticbaft, p rg4.
{ Scheele, ii. 8o.

(j
Scheele, Crell’s Annals, ii. 7. £ng. Transl.
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tate is easily distinguished by the form of fine light Chap. TIL

flakes which it has, and by the facility with which it is

dissolved by the acetic and weak nitric acids*.

y

Sp. 19. Lactat of Lead.

Lactic acid, when digested upon lead for several

days, dissolves it. The solution has a sweet and astrin-

gent taste, and does not crystallizef.

Sp. 20. Suberat of Lead.

Suberic acid precipitates lead from the acetic and

nitric acids

IV. Metallic Salts,

Sp. 1 1 . Arseniat of Lead.
’

I -

Arsenic acid attacks lead in a digesting heat, com-

jnunicates a portion of its oxygen, and converts it into

arseniat of lead in the state of an insoluble white pow-

der. When arsenic acid is poured into the solution of

lead in nitric, muriatic, or arsenic acids, arseniat of lead

precipitates in powder. When this salt is heated it

melts ;
and if charcoal be thrown into the mass while

in fusion, arsenic is volatilized, and the lead is reduced;

the charcoal abstracting the oxygen from both of the

component. parts of the salt.

Arseniat of lead is completely insoluble in water.

It has been found native. According to the analysis

of Chenevix, it is composed of

* IJ5, I schcelc, ii. 166.

J
Bouillon Lagrange, /Inn. Je Cbim. xxiii. 48.
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63 white oxide

4 water

100*

Sp. 22. Molyhdat of Lead.

I

The action of molybdic acid on lead has not been
tried; but Scheele ascertained, that when dropt into the

’ solution of lead in nitric or muriatic acid, molybdat of
lead was immediately precipitated f. The precipitate
from nitric acid is redissolved by adding nitric acidj.

^

This salt occurs native in Carinthia. Its composi-
tion was first detected by Klaproth. It has a yellow co-
lour, and is completely insoluble in water. Its specific
gravity is 5.7065. Its crystals are cubic or rhomboi-
dal plates. When heated, it decrepitates and melts in-
to a yellowish mass. It is soluble in fixed alkalies and
in nitric acid. Muriatic acid decomposes it by the as-
sistance of heat, and carries off the lead. According to
the analysis of Klaproth, it is composed of about.

Sp. 23. fungstat of Lead.

Nitrated tungstat of potass occasions a white
precipitate in nitrat of lead^.

34.7 acid

65.3 oxide

100.0
II

® Phtl. Trails, 1801, p. 199.

t Hatchett, i-’Ai/. Trans. 1796.

jj
Btitrage, ii. 2 -]S

t Scheele, i. 246.

§ Ibid.

H Scheele, ii. 90.
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Sp. 24. Chromat of Lead.
Chap. III.

This salt may be formed by mixing together the so-

lutions of nitrat of lead and an alkaline chromat. The

chromat of lead, in that case, precipitates in the state of

a red powder ; but it exists native, and is indeed the

compound from which chromic acid is usually ob-

tained.

Its colour is red with a shade of yellow and its cry-

stals are four-sided prisms, sometimes terminated by

four-sided pyramids. Its specific gravity is about 6.

It is insoluble in water, but soluble in the fixed alkalies

without decomposition. Nitric acid also dissolves it

;

but muriatic and sulphuric acids decompose it, precipi-

tating the lead in the state of muriat or sulphat. Ac-

cording to the analysis of Vauquelin, it is composed of

about 34’9

65.1 oxide

100.0 *

V. Triple Salts.

Sp. 25. “Tartrat of Potass-and-Lead.
*

This triple salt may be formed by boiling tartar and

oxide of lead together in water. Thenard informs us

that it is insoluble, and that it is neither decomposed by
alkalies nor by sulphatsf.

* "Jour, de Min, No. Txxiv. p. 760.

f T hcnud, Ann, de Cbim, xxxviii. 36.
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This triple salt may be formed by mixing together
the solutions of muriat of ammonia and muriat of lead^
or by boiling muriat of ammonia on oxide of lead. Th«
solution yields no precipitate when mixed with sulphu-
ric acid

; but the alkaline carbonats throw down the
lead *.

Genus IX. Salts or Nickel.

The scarcity of nickel, and the difficulty of obtaining
It in a state of purity, have hitherto prevented the pos-
sibility of an accurate examination of the combinations
which its oxide forms with acids. The salts of nickel,
therefore, are at present but very imperfectly knowtu
They may be distingui^ed by the following proper-
ties :

Characters. Its salts are in general soluble in water,, and thft

. solution has a beautiful green colour.

2. Triple prussiat of potass, when dropt into these

solutions, occasions a precipitate of a dull green colour.

3. The hydrosulphqret of potass occasions a blaqk
precipitate.

4. Siilphureted hydrogen gas, according to Proust
occasions no precipitate.

5. Gdhc acid, and the infusion of nut-galls, occasion
a greyish white precipitate.

6. Iron, zinc, tin, manganese, or cobalt, when plun^

• Thenard, Ann. de Chin. xlii. aig.
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ged Into these solutionsj occasion a precipitate of nickel

in the metallic state.^

Sp. I . Nitrat of NickeL

Nitric acid dissolves nickel or its oxide when as-

sisted by heat. The solution has a bluish-green co-

lour, and yields by evaporation nitrat of nickel in the

form of rhomboidal crystals, which, bn exposure to the

air, at first deliquesce, but afterwards fall to powder,

and gradually lose their acid, so that only the oxide of

nickel remains behind

Sp. 2. Muriat of Niciel.

Muriatic acid dissolves nickel and its oxide slowly,

and the assistance of heat is necessary. The solution,

which has a green colour, yields when evaporated irre-

gular crystals of muriat of nickel, which are decompo-

sed by heat and by long exposure to the air, though at

first they deliquesce like nitrat of nickel f.

Sp. 3. Sulphat of Nickel.

Sulphuric acid attacks nickel by the assistance of

heat. When distilled over it to dryness, there remains

behind a green mass soluble in water, and yielding by
evaporation crystals of sulphat of nickel. This acid

dissolves the oxide of nickel with facility, and yields

by evaporation the same salt. The sulphat of nickel

has a fine green colour, and crystallizes in decahedrons
composed of two four-sided pyramids applied base to

base, and truncated at their apexes Fourcroy in-

Bergman, ii. 2<j8.
t Ibkl.

t Ibid.
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forms us that he has seen this salt, prepared by Leblanc,

crystallized in large four-sided rectangular prisms.

Sj>. 4. Phosphat of Nickel.

Phosphoric acid is capable of dissolving only a ve-

ry small portion of the oxide of nickel. The solution

does not yield crystals, and has scarcely even a green

colour f. Hence it would seem that the phosphat of

nickel is nearly insoluble.

Sp. 5. Carbonat of Nickel.

It does not appear from the experiments of Bergman

that carbonic acid is capable of combining with nickel

directly; but when 100 parts of nickel are thrown

down from their solution in acids by an alkaline carbo-

nat, they weigh 135; whereas they weigh only 128

when thrown down by a pure alkali f . Hence we may
conclude that the carbonat of nickel is composed of

about 95 oxide

5 acid

Book IT,

Division II.

100

Sp. 6. and 7. Fluat and Borat of Nickel.

Fluoric acid dissolves nickel with difficulty, and

the solution yields light green coloured crystals
:f.

Boracic acid can only be combined with nickel by
mixing an alkaline borat with a solution of nickel in

some acid.

# Bergman, ii. 268. f Ibid. 392. \
Ibid. 268.
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Sp. 8. Acetat of Nickel.

Acetic acid dissolves nickel, and forms with its

oxide rhomboidal crystals of a very green colour *.

Sp. 9. Oxalat of Nickel.

Oxalic acid attacks nickel at a digesting heat, and a

greenish white powder is deposited, which is the oxalat

of that metal. The same salt is precipitated when ox-

alic acid is dropt into the solution of nickel in sulphu-

ric, nitric, or muriatic acids. It is scarcely soluble in

water, and is composed, according to Bergman, of two

parts of acid to one of metal f.

Sp. 10. fartrat of Nickel.

Tartaric acid does not attack nickel The

compound which it forms with its oxide has not been

examined. Neither are we acquainted with any of the

remainining species of the combustible salts of nickel.

Sp. II. Arseniat of Nickel.

When arsenic acid is digested on nickel, the metal is

partly oxidized, and the arseniat of nickel separates in

the form of a greenish powder scarcely soluble in wa-

ter. Nickel is not precipitated from its solution in acids

by arsenic acid ; but when the alkaline arseniats are

employed, arseniat of nickel falls in the state of a green-

ish-white powder §.

• Bergman, ii. j68.

1 Ibid.

t Ibid. 269.

$ Schecle, i. 187.
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Sp. 12. Molyhdat of Nickel.

Molybdic acid precipitates nitrat of nickel white,

provided there be no excess of nitric acid*.

Sp. 13. Nitrat ofAmmonia-and-Nickel.

This triple salt, first pointed out by Thenard, is ob-

tained by adding aihmonia in excess to the nitrat of

nickel. By evaporation a green coloured salt is ob-

tained in crystals. The solution of this salt in water

is not tendered turbid by alkalies
;
but the nickel is

thrown, dowa by hydrosulphurets f.

Genus X. Salts Zinc.

Almost all the acids act tvith energy on zinc, in con-

sequence of the strong affinity which it has for oxj'gen.

The salts of zinc, therefore, are very easily formed
;

and as the peroxide only seems to combine with acids^

they are not liable to change their state, like the salts

of iron and tin. They may be distinguished by the

following properties

:

I. The greater number of them are soluble in water,

and the solution is colourless and transparent.

a. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a white preci-

pitate when dropt into these solutions.

3. Hydrosulphuret of potass and sulphuretefl hydro-

gen gas occasion a white precipitate.

4. Gallic acid and the infusion of nut-galls occasioh

no precipitate when dropt into these solutions

Hatchett, PbiL Tram, 1796. f Ann. de Chim. zlii. StJ.
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5. Alkalies occasion a white precipitate^ which is

teadily dissolved by sulphuric or muriatic acid.

6. Zinc is not precipitated in the metallic form by

any of the other metals, unless manganese be an excep-

tion.

I. Detonating Salts<

Sp. I. Nitrat of Tiinc.

Nitric acid attacks zinc with prodigious violence'>

and has been said even to inflarrie it. It is necessary

to moderate its action by using it in a diluted state :

even then considerable heat is evolved, and a strong n

effervescence is occasioned by the escape of nitrous ox-

ide gas.

The solution is transparent and colourless, very caus-

tic, and yields by evaporation flat striated tetrahedral

prisms, terminated by four-sided pyramids< The spe-

cific gravity of these crystals is 2.096 *. They attract

moisture when exposed to the air. They are soluble

both in water and alcohol. When heated, they melt

and detonate on burning coals, emitting a red flame.

When distilled, they emit red vapours of nitrous acid>

and assume a gelatinous form. lu a strong heat, they

are decomposed completely, giving out nitrous gas and

oxygen gas f

.

* Hasscnfratz, Ann, de Cbim, xxviii.

I Fourcroy, v. 382.

VoL. III. E
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Sp. 2. Muriat of Zinc^

Muriatic acid dissolves line rapidly, and with ef-

fervescence, owing to the emission ot hydrogen gas.

The solution is colourless ; and when evaporated, does

not crystallize, but assumes the form of a Jelly. When

distilled, a little of its acid separates, and muriat of zinc

remains behind in a solid mass, easily fusible. It was

formerly known by the name of butter of %inc. When

heated, it sublimes, and is obtained in a mass of a fine

white colour, composed of small needles. Its specific

gravity is I-577 *• very soluble in water, and

when exposed to the air gradually attracts moisture,

and assumes a gelatinous consistence. Sulphuric acid

decomposes it, and the alkalies precipitate the oxide ®f

zinc from its solutionf

.

S,p. 3. Sulphat of Zinc.

Concentrated sulphuric acid scarcely acts upon

zinc without the assistance of heat j
but if it be suffi-

ciently diluted with water, it attacks the metal with

force ;
hydrogen gas is emitted, and the zinc is very

speedily dissolved. In this case the water is decompo-

sed ; its oxygen combines vtrith the metal, while its hy-

drogen is exhaled. When the solution is sufficiently

concentrated by evaporation, it yields the sulphat of

ainc in crystals.

* Hassenfratr, Ann. de Cbim. xxviii. 13.

^ Fourcroy, v. 383,
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This salt, according to the best accounts, was disco- Chap. III.

vered at Rammelsberg in Germany about the middle Histsry.

of the 1 6th century. Many ascribe the invention to

Julius Duke of Brunswick. Henkel and Newmann

were the first chemists who proved that it contaiiled

zinc ; and Brandt first ascertained its composition com-

pletely *. It is generally formed for commercial

purposes from sulphu reted zinc, or blende as it is

called by mineralogists. This ore is roasted, which

converts the sulphur into an acid ; it is then dissolved

in water, and concentrated so much that, on cooling, it

crystallizes very rapidly, and forms a mass not unlike

loaf-sugar. This salt is usually called white vitrioL

It is almost always contaminated with iron, and often

tvith copper and lead. Hence the yellow spots which

are visible on it, and hence also the reason that its so-

lution in water lets fall a dirty brown sediment
;
a cir-

cumstance very much complained of by surgeons when

they use that solution in rhedicine. It may be easily

purified by dissolving it in water, and putting into the

solution a quantity of zinc filings
; taking care to agi-

tate it occasionally. The zinc precipitates foreign me-

tals, and takes their place. The solution is then to be

filtered, and the sulphat of zinc may be obtained from

it in crystals by proper evaporation.

There are two varieties of this salt, the sulphat and Varieties.

supersulphat. The sulphat crystallizes in rhomboids,

differing very little from cubes f. It is colourless and

perfectly transparent
j its fracture is vitreous, and it re-

Beckmann’s Hulory op Inventions, art. Zim,

f JfrCblailC, Jour, di Phys, Iv. 3OI.

E 2
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sembles flint glass in its appearance. Its properties

have scarcely been examined.

The supersulphat is the salt which usually occurs in

commerce, and which has been usually described by

chemists.

Its crystals are four-sided flat prisms, terminated by

quadrangular pyramids. Two opposite edges of the

prism are commonly replaced by small faces, which

renders the prism six-sided *. Its specific gravity when

crystallized is 1.912; when in the state in which it

commonly occurs in commerce, it is 1.3275 f. At the

temperature of 60°, it is soluble in 2.28 parts of water ;

but it is much more soluble in boiling water p When

exposed to the air, it effloresces. When heated, it

melts and speedily loses its water of crystallization, and,

in a very high temperature, loses part of its acid.

The constituents of this salt are, according to

Bergman, Kirwan,

40 • 20.5 acid

20 4c. o oxide

40 39-S water

100$ 100.0 II

According to Mr Smithson Tennant, the salt depri-

ved of its water, or the arid salt, as he terms it, is com-

posed of 5°

50 oxide

100 ^

• Bergman, H. 317. + Hassenfratz, Ann> tie Chim. xxviii. I 3^

Bergman, ii. 3*2* § ^l’**^*

II
Kirwan on Mineral Table iv.

^ Pbil. Trans. 1803, p. 31 .
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The great difference obvious in these different analy-
^

Chap,

ses is probably owing in part to chemists having hither-

to confounded together the two varieties of this salt.

Sp. 4. Sulphite of Zinc.

Hitherto the combinations which the sulphurous

acid forms with metallic oxides have been examined

only by Berthollet and Fourcroy and Vauquelin. To

these chemists we are indebted for the discovery that

the greater number of metallic sulphites are capable of

combining with a quantity of sulphur, and of forming a >

sulphureted sulphite. This is the case in a remarkable

degree with the sulphite of zinc.

j. Sulphureted sulphite. Sulphurous acid attacks

zinc with considerable violence, heat is produced, and

sulphureted hydrogen gas is exhaled. The solution has

an acrid, astringent, sulphureous taste. When exposed

to the air, it becomes thick like honey, and deposites

long slender crystals in the form of four-sided prisms,

terminated by four-sided pyramids. These are crystals

of sulphureted sulphite of %inc^ as Fourcroy and Vauque-

lin have proved. They are soluble in water and in al-

cohol. When exposed to the air, they become white,

and deposite a white insoluble powder. Before the

blow-pipe the salt swells, emits a brilliant light, and

forms dendritical ramifications. When distilled, it .

yields water, sulphurous acid, sulphuric acid, and sul-

phur
; and there remain behind oxide of zinc and a lit-

tle sulphat of that metal. Sulphuric, nitric, and mu-
riatic acids, when poured into its solution in water,

drive off the sulphurous acid, while a quantity of sul-

phur precipitates. The theory of the formation of this

salt is obvious. During the solution of the zinc, both

E3
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water and sulphurous acid were decomposed ; the oxy-

gen of both combined yi’ith the metal ; the hydrogen e-

scaped combined with a portion of the sulphur of the

decomposed acid, and the rest of the sulphur combined

with the sulphite as it formed.

2. Sulphite of •zinc. Sulphurous acid dissolves the

oxide of zinc with the evolution of heat, but without

effervescence. The solution yields crystals of sulphite

of zinc. These crystals have a less acrid, but more styp-

tic taste than sulphureted sulphite. They are less solu-

ble in water, and more easily crystallized. They are

insoluble in alcohol. When exposed to the air, they

are very soon changed into sulphat of zinc *, whereas

the sulphureted sulphite remains long unchanged.

When a mixture’ of sulphur and white oxide of zinc

Is treated with sulphurous acid, the product is a sulphu-

reted sulphite *.

Sp. 5 . Phosphat of Zinc.

Phosphoric acid attacks zinc with effervescence,

and dissolves it completely. The solution does not

yield crystals, but leaves, when evaporated, a mass not

unlike gum arabic, which before the blow-pipe melts

into a transparent glass. The alkalies precipitate a

white powder from this solution, which is a subphos-

phat of zinc, melting in a red heat to a semi-transparent

glass f

.

• When phosphoric acid and zinc are melted together,

. the zinc is oxidized and phosphorus evolved J.

A Fourcroy, v. 3€o. f Wenzel’s Vtr.vianitichaft

^

p. 17^,

^ Qjen’s Hanihuihi iii. 600.

I i-i ' .
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Chap. III.

Sp. 6. Carbonat of Zinc.

Liquid carbonic acid, confined in a vessel with

zinc or its oxide reduced to the state of a fine powder,

dissolves a considerable portion of it ; and the solution,

when exposed to the air, is gradually covered with an

iridescent pellicle of oxide of zinc *. The carbonat of

zinc may be obtained in the state of a white powder, by

precipitating zinc from its solution in acids by means of

?n alkaline carbonat.

Bergman first ascertained by analysis that this salt .

occurs native under the name of calamine. But his in-

ferences were disputed by mineralogists, ’and considered

by most as erroneous. Yet they have been lately fully

confirmed by the precise analysis of Mr Smithson Ten-

nant, who has demonstrated that different substances

have been confounded under the name of calamine, and

among others the carbonat of zinc.

According to the analysis of Bergman, native carbo- Compo»i-

pat of zinc is composed of

28 acid

66 oxidfe

6 water

100 f

From the analysis of Mr Smithson Tennant, it fol-

lows that arid carbonat is composed of

* ^erpnan, i. 35.

E4
t Oputc, ii. 316,
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1 acl4

2 ojfide

3
*

When water is present, the proportion of the other

constituents still continues the same. Mr Smithson

has shewn, that the water in that case is combine.^ with

the oxide of zinc, constituting a hydrat, which is com-

posed of 3 oxide

I water

4t

SJ>. 7- I/uat of Zinc.

Fluoric acid attacks zinc with violence, hydrogen

gas is emitted, and the metal is oxidized and dissolved.

The properties of the fluat thus formed have scarcely

been examined X- The salt is said not to crystallize.

Sp. 8. Borat of Zinc.

Boracic acid scarcely attacks zinc ;• but It com-

bines with its oxide, and forms with it an insoluble lo~

rat of viinc. This salt may be precipitated in a white

powder, by pouring borat of soda into the nitrat or mu-

riat of zinc ; or by mixing boracic acid with liquid sul-

phat of zinc. When strongly heated, this borat be-

comes ycllovv^, and is at last converted into an opaque

slag

* Th'd. Trans. 1803, p. 43.

f
Schccjc, i. 3J.

f Ikid.

§ Wenzel’s Vei zvanJsdaft, p. ?5I.
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Chap. HI.

III. Combustible Salts.
'

Sj}. 9. Acetat of Zinc.

Acetic acid readily dissolves zinc, and yields by

evaporation crystals of acetat of zinc, which were first

mentioned by Glauber. This salt has a bitter metallic

taste. Its crystals are rhomboidal or hexagonal plates,

of a talky appearance. It is not altered by exposure to

the air ; it is soluble in water. When thrown upon

live coals, it burns with a blue flame. When distilled,

it yields water, an inflammable liquid, and some oil,

and towards the end of the process oxide of zinc su-

blimes *.

This salt has been l^ely recommended by Mr Henry

as an excellent application in cases of inflammation.

Sp. 10. Succinfit of Zinc.

Succinic acid dissolves zinc with effervescence;

and the solution yields long slender foliated crystals, the

properties of which have not been examined f.

Sp, 1 1 . Benzoat of Zinc.

Zinc is readily dissolved by benzoic acid. The so-

lution yields needle-shaped erystals which are soluble in

water and alcohol. When exposed to heat, their acid is

volatilized J.

Sp. 12. OxahtofZinc.

Oxalic acid attacks zinc with a violent efferves-

• Monnet.

I Trommsdorf, Ann. de Chtm.

t Wenzel’s 'VirwanJ,'p. M'J-

xi.317.
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cencc, and a white powder soon subsides, which is oxa-

lat of zinc. The same salt is precipitated when oxalic

acid is dropt into the solution of sulphat, nitrat, or mu-
riat of zinc. It contains 0.75 per cent, of metal. This

salt is scarcely soluble in water, unless there be an exces^i

of acid

Sp. 13. Tartrat of Zinc.

Tartaric acid attacks zinc with effervescence, and

forms with it a salt difficultly soluble in water, the pro-

perties of which have not been examined f.

Sp. 14. Citrat of Zinc.

Citric acid attacks zinc with effervescence, and

,
gradually deposites small brilliant crystals of citrat of

zinc, i hey are insoluble in water, and have a styptic?

and metallic taste. They are composed of

30 acid

50 oxide

ICO X

Sp. 13 . Ufalat of Ziit£.

Malic acid dissolves zinc, and yields by evapora-j,

tion beautiful crystals of malat of zinc§.

E(»k ir.

Ditision II.

Sp. 16. Lactat of Zinc.

Lactic acid dissolves zinc with effervescence, and

the salt formed is capable of crystallizing

* Bergman, i. 271. t Dijon Academiciany.

f Vauquelin, Four.ro)
,
\Vi. 209.

§ Schcclc, C'rdl’s Annuls, li. 10. Engl. TransL ^ Scheclc, 11 65.
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IV. Metallic Salts.

Sj>- 17. Arseniat of Xinc.

When arsenic acid is poured upon ;zinc, an efferves-

cence ensues, arsenical hydrogen gas is emitted, and a

black powder precipitates, which is arsenic in the me-

tallic state. Hence we see that the zinc deprives both

a portion of water and of arsenic acid of their oxygen.

When one part of zinc filings and two parts of dry arse-

nic acid are distilled in a retort, a violent detonation takes

place when the retort becomes red, occasioned by the

sudden absorption of the oxygen of the acid by tlie zinc.

The arseniat of zinc may be precipitated by pouring ar-

senic acid into the acetat of zinc, or by mixing the so-

lution of the alkaline arseniats with the sulphat of zinc.

Jt is. a white powder, insoluble in water *,

Sp. 18, 19, and 2t).

By the same process may the tungstat, molyhdat, and

k'hromat of zinc be obtained. They also are insoluble

in water : the first two are white, the last of an orange-

red colour.
j

V. Triple Salts.

Sp. 21. Muriat of Ammonia- and-%inc.

When muriat of ammonia Is boiled upon the white

oxide of zinc, a considerable portion is dissolved ; but as

phe solution cools, a portion of the oxide is again depo-

Chap. m.

• Sdaxlr, i. 181.
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Sited. What remains of the solution is neither thrown
down by alkalies nor their carbonats. This triple salt

does not crystallize *.

Sj}. 22. 'Tartrat of Potass-and-zitic.

1 HIS salt may be formed by boiling together tartar

and zinc filings and water. It is very soluble in water,

and not easily crystallized. No precipitation is produ-

ced in its solution by the alkalies or their carbonats f

.

Sp. 23. Sulphat of Z{nc-and~iron.

This salt’may be obtained by mixing together the so-

lutions of sulphat of iron and of zinc, or by dissolving

iron and zinc together in diluted sulphuric acid. It

crystallizes in rhomboids which have nearly the figure

pf sulphat of zinc, but its colour is a pale greeen. Its

-taste and solubility are nearly the same as those of sul-

phat of zinc. It contains a much greater proportion of

zinc than iron.

Genus XI. Salts of Bismuth,

The salts of bismuth have not been examined w'ith

much attention by chemists; indeed bismuth and its

combinations have been hitherto very much neglected.

These salts may be distinguished by the following pro-

perties :

Characters. The solution of bismuth in acids is usually colour-

less, WTen water is poured into it, a white precipi-

* Thcnard, Ann. dc Chim.

f Dijon Academicians; and Thcnard, Ann. d( CL'.m. xxiviii. 35.
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Chap. III.tate immediately falls, consisting chiefly of the white

oxide of bismu-ch.

2. Triple prusslat of potass occasions in these solu-

tions a precipitate of a white colour, sometimes with a

shade of yellow.

3. Hydrosulphuret of potass and sulphureted hydro-

gen occasion a black precipitate.

4. Gallic acid and the infusion of nutgalls occasion an

orange-coloured precipitate.

5. When a plate of copper or tin is put into the solu-

tion of bismuth, this last metal is often precipitated in
/

the metallic state.

Sp-.x, Nitrat of Bismuth.

Nitric acid, when concentrated, attacks bismuth

with great violence, a vast quantity of nitrous gas is e-

mitted, the metal is converted into a white oxide, much

heat is evolved, and sometimes even sparks of fire, it is

said, are darted out of the mixture. When the acid is »

diluted, the action is less violent, and the oxide of bis-

muth is dissolved as it forms. The solution is colour-

less
;
and on cooling lets fall crystals of a white colour,

and generally attached to each other in the form of stars.

They are small four- sided prisms, often terminated by

four-sided summits.

This salt, when exposed to the air, attracts a little

moisture, and its surface is covered with a crust of white

oxide. On burning coals it detonates feebly, emitting

red sparks, and leaves a yellowish powder not easily re-

duced. When triturated with phosphorus it detonates

loudly *, When put into water it is immediately de-

* CrugnatelU, Ann. de dim. xxvii. 7.3.
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I)fvUioJ n. ; Uiat liquid absorbing its acid, and leaving
< V

tjie white oxide of bismuth combined with a small por-
tion of acid. Hence the reason that when we write tip-
on paper with a solution of bismuth in nitric acid, the
characters, at first invisible, become white when the pa-
per IS plunged into water, as Brugnatelli first obser-
ved

When the solution of bismuth in nitric acid is diluted
with water, the greatest part of the metal separates in
the state of a white

,

oxide. In this state it was formerly
known by the name of magistery of bismuth, and in

^

commerce it is distinguished by the appellation of pearl
•white. To obtain it of a fine white colour, it is neces-
sary to employ a great proportion of^^ter, and to wash
the precipitate well.

Sp’ 2. Muriat of Bismuth.

Muriatic ACID has scarcely any action on bismuth
, while cold

; but when distilled off that metal, previous-
ly reduced to powder, it gradually oxidizes, and brings,
Jt to the state of a white powder. Muriat of bismuth
may be readily formed by dissolving the metal in nitro-
muriatic acid, or in oxy-muriatic acid. Wlxen the so-
lution is evaporated, it is said to yield small prismatic
crystals. The muriat of bismuth, when Evaporated to
dryness, sublimes by the application of a moderate heat>
and forms a thick concrete mass, readiljr melting when
heated, formerly known by the name of butter of bis-
mvth. It was prepared also by distilling a mixture of
two parts of oxy-mufiat of mercury and one part of

^ Brugnutclli, Aiw. dt Cltj/n, iK. 2^6
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mutK; an amalagam of bismuth remains in the retort, Ck^.TiL

while the buttery as it was called, sublimes *.

/

Sp. 3. Sulphat of Bismuth.

Sulphuric acid has no action on bismuth while

cold ;
but by the assistance of heat it converts that me-

tal into a white oxide, while at the same time sulphu-

rous acid is exhaled, and even sulphur sublimed, if the

heat be considerable. When the saline mass, thus form-

ed, is washed with water, almost the whole of the add

is separated, carrying along with it a very small portion

of the oxide ; ami this lixivium yields, by evaporation,

small crystals in needles, which are decomposed, and

their base precipitated when any attempt is made to

dissolve them in water.

' Sp. 4‘ Sulphite of Bismuth.

Sulphurous acid does not attack bismuth; but it

combines with its oxide, and forms with it a salt in- ,

soluble in water even when assisted by an excess of

acid. It has a sulphureous taste
; and before the blow-

pipe melts into a reddish-yellow mass, which is soon

reduced upon charcoal. When distilled, the acid is dri-

ven off, and the whole oxide remains in a state of pu-

rityf.

Sp. 5. Phosphat of Bismuth.

Phosphoric acid does not attack bismuth ; but it

combined with its oxide recently precipitated by an al-

kali. One portion of the salt fonned remains in the

* M<m . Par. »7i3-
f Fourcroy, v. 204.
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D^v^ion^l
insoluble white powder ; another portion Is

t— f dissolved, and yields crystals, which do not deliquesce,

and are soluble in water*. The white insoluble pow-
der is most probably a subphosphat, and the crystals a

superphosphat of bismuth.
*

7 > Carbonaty Fluaty Borat.

The combinations which the oxide of bismuth forms

with carbonic, fluoric, and boracic acids, have not hi-

therto been examined with accuracy. They may be
formed by pouring into the solution of bismuth in ni-

tric acid the alkaline carbonats, fluats, or borats. The
salts required precipitate in the state of a white pow-
der.

Sp. 9. Acetat of Bismuth.

Acetic acid has but little action on bismuth
; but

the acetat of bismuth may be obtained by mixing toge-

ther the solutions of nitTat of bismuth and acetat of pot-

ass. When the mixture is heated, it redissolves the

precipitate which had at first formed, and at the same

time yields a number of thin talky crystals resembling

boracic acid. Morveau, to whom we are indebted for

this experiment, has ascertained also, that the addition

of acetic acid deprives nitrat of bismuth of the property

of affording a precipitate when diluted with waterf.

Sp. 10. Succinat of Bismuth.

Succinic acid docs not attack bismuth
; but it dis-

solves its oxide at a boiling temperature
; and the solu-

* Wcn/cl’s \ctwandttchaft, p. 177. I Encyc. Method. Cbim, i. 10,
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tibh yields yellow crystalline plates of sucdriat of bis-

’muth. According to Wenzel, the solution of this salt

in water does not yield a precipitate with alkalies. It

dissolves in nitric acid, and the solution is not precipi-

tated by water

Sp. 1 1. Benzoat of Bismuth.

Benzoic actd dissolves the oxide of bismuth with

facility *, and the solution yields white needle-shaped

crystals, which are not altered by exposure to the air,

are soluble in water, and Very sparingly soluble in al-

cohol. Sulphuric and riiuriaric acids decompose this

salt, and heat volatilizes its acid f

.

Sp. 12. Oxalat of Bismuth.

Oxalic acid scarcely attacks bismuth ; biit it com-

bines with its oxide, and forms with it an oxalat in the

state of a white powder, scarcely soluble in waters

When oxalic acid is dropt into nitrat of bismuth, small

' transparent polygonous grains are gradually precipita-

ted, which possess the same properties as the white

powder, and do not become opaque when put into wa-

ter

Sp. 13. Tartrat of Bismuth.

Tartaric acid does not attack bismuth
;
but when

dropt into the solution of that metal in sulphuric,

nitric, or muriatic acids, tartrat of bismuth precipi-

* VVenzel’* ytruandiicha/t, p. 243.

t TrommsdorJ, Ann. de Cbim. xi. 317.

t Bergman, i. 261.

FVoL. III.
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tates In the state of a white crystalline powder insoluble

in water*.

Sp- 14. Arseniat of Bismuth.

Arsenic acid oxidizes bismuth by a digesting heat i

and the metal is covered with a white powder, which is

arseniat of bismuth. Part also of the arseniat remains

in solution, but the oxide is precipitated by the addition

of water. The arseniat of bismuth precipitates when

arsenic acid is poured into the nitrat of bismuth. The

white powder thus obtained is difficultly fusible •, but

when heated with charcoal, arsenic sublimes, and the

bismuth is reduced f.

Sp. 15. Molyhdat of Bismuth.

Moltbdic acid precipitates muriat of bismuth

white, provided there be no excess of acid |.

Genus XII. Salts of Antimony.

Antimony is one of those metals whose oxides seem

to combine with difficulty, and to form compounds of

little permanency with acids unless there be present at

the same time an alkali or an earth. This renders the

investigation of the antimonial salts peculiarly difficult,

. and accounts for the little progress which has been

made in it. Antimonial salts may be distinguished by

the following properties

:

I. Their solutions are usually of a brownish yellow
Charaeters.

•82

Book n.
Division II.

• Gren’s HjnJiucb, iii.

^
Hatchstt.

I Schcelc, i. 84.
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Colour, anci In most cases a white precipitate falls when Chap,

they are diluted with water.

2. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a white preci-

pitate when dropt into these solutions. This precipitate

is merely the oxide of the metal precipitated by the

water of the prussiat. When applied suffieiently con-

centrated, or in crystals, no precipitation takes place.

In this property antimony agrees with platinum*.

3. Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions an orange-co-

loured precipitate.

4. Gallic acid and the infusion of nutgalls occasion

a white precipitate, which is merely the oxide of the

metal separated by the water of the infusion.

5. When a plate of iron or iinc is plunged into anti-

monial solutions, a black powder precipitates in great

abundance, and very speedily when there is an excess

oIF acid, and the solution is not too much concentrated.

I. Detonating Salts;

Sp. I. Nitrat of Antimony.

Nitric acid attacks ahtimony slowly* Both the

acid and wafer are decomposed, abundance of nitrous

gas is emitted, and a considerable portion of ammonia

is formed and combines with the acid while the metal

is converted into an insoluble white oxide. A portion

of the oxide is dissolved; but it does not yield crystals,

and readily precipitates when the acid is diluted*

• Klaproth, Crell’s Antals, 1798, i. 99.
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Butter of

antimony.

I

II. Incombustible Salts.

Sj>. 2. Muriat of Antimony.

Muriatic acid has no effect upon antimony at first;

but the metal is gradually dissolved when it is kept

long in contact with that acid. The solution is yellow,

and yields by evaporation small needle-form crystals,

consisting no doubt of muriat of antimony, or of mu-

riatic acid combined with antimony oxidiied to a mi-

ninium.

Muriatic acid dissolves the oxides of antimony with

facility ; but it is nitro-muriatic acid which is consi-

dered as by far the best solvent of that metal. These

solutions may be considered as containing an oxymuriat

of antimony, or muriatic acid combined with antimony

oxidized to a maximum. That salt was formerly known

by the name of butter of antimony. It was usually pre-

pared by triturating together one part of antimony and

two parts of oxymuriat of mercury, and then distilling

them in a retort. At a moderate temperature the oxy-

muriat of antinaony passes over. It is in the state of a

thick fatty mass, of a greyish white colour, and often

crystallized in four-sided prisms. It is exceedingly

caustic, becomes coloured when exposed to the air, and

melts at a very moderate temperature. When diluted

with water, it is partly decomposed, and the greater

part separates in the form of a white oxide. In this

state it was formerly known by the name of powder of

jilgoroth.

/
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SJ>. 3. Sulphat of Antimony.

Sulphuric acid has no action on antimony while

cold
;
but at the boiling temperature it oxidizes that

metal with effervescence, sulphurous acid is exhaled,

and even sulphur sublimed, and there remains in the

retort a soft white mass, evidently composed of the

peroxide and sulphuric acid. Water carries off the

acid and a small portion of the oxide, but leaves the

greater part in the state of a white powder. When
the solution is evaporated, the remainder of the oxide

precipitates, so that the salt cannot be obtained in a

crystalline form. The white powder may be consider-

ed as a subsulphat of antimony, for it still retains a

portion of acid,

Sp. 4. Sulphite of Antimony.

Sulphurous acid has no action on antimony while

cold, but when hot it changes it into an oxide. The
sulphite of antimony is precipitated in the state of an

insoluble white powder when sulphurous acid is pour-

ed into the solution of antimony in muriatic acid. It

has an acrid and astringent taste, melts when heated,

and is volatilized and decomposed. When distilled in

close vessels, it yields sulphurous acid
;
and there re-

mains a reddish brown mass, consisting probably of

hydrosulphuret of antimony *.

* Fourcroy, V. 231.
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Phosphoric acid does not attack antimony
;
but ij:

combines with its oxide, and even dissolves a small por-

tion of it when assisted by heat. The solution does not

crystallize, but yields by evaporation a blackish green

mass, which a strong heat converts into a transparent

glass*.

^p. 6. Carhonat of Antimony.

Neither antimony nor its oxides are attacked by

carbonic acid ;
neither does the precipitate of that me-

tal weigh more when thrown down by an alkaline car-

bonat than when by a pure alkali f . At present, then,

no such salt as carbonat of ^ntimony is known to ex-

ist.

Sp. 7. and 8. Fluat and Borat.

Fluoric acid does not attack antimony, but with
• •

' * *

its oxide it forms a fluat not hitherto examined. Nei-

ther is the metfil acted on by boracic acid, but borax

precipitates the metal from acids in the state of a white

powder

III. Combustible.
t

Sp. g. Acetat of Antimony.

Acetic acid has little or no action on antimony;

but it dissolves a small portion of its oxide, as Mor-

** Wenzel’s Vervimdtschaft, p. 178. f Bergman, !. 37* 3^'

J
Gren’s Handbucb, iii.-fijO.
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Teau has shewn, and the solution, according to Wenzel,

jields small crystals *. This salt is soluble in wM:er,

and was employed by Angelus Sala and some subse-

quent physicians as an emetic f

.

Sp. lo. Succinat of Antimony.

Succinic acid does not attack antimony, but it

dissolves a portion of its protoxide, and forms a salt

which has pot been examined.

Sp. II. Ben%oat of Antimony.

Benzoic acid readily dissolves the oxide of anti-

mony, and the solution yields crystals, which remain

dry when exposed to the air, and are decomposed by

heat

Sp. 12. Oxalat of Antimony.

Oxalic acid scarcely attacks antimony; but it dis-

solves a small portion of its oxide. The solution yields

by evaporation small crystalline grains difficultly so-

luble in water. The same salt is precipitated by add-

ing oxalic acid to the solution of antimony in acetic

or sulphuric acid; but oxalic acid occasions no preci-

pitate in the oxymuriat of antimony §. t

Sp. 13. "Tartrat of Antimony.

Tartaric acid has no action on antimony, but it

dissolves a small portion of its oxides. The solution

Chap. III.

* V(,-wandt,chaft, p. 158. | Encyc. Method. Cbirn. 1.6.

I Tronimsdcyf, Am. de dim. xi. 317. J
Bergman, i. J71. ^

f
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scarcely crystallizes
;

jelly *,

but easily assumes the form of«

IV, Metallic Salts,

SJ>- 14. Arseniat of Antimony.

When arsenic acid and antimony are digested toge-,

ther, a white powder separates, consisting of arseniat

of antimony. This powdei;is soluble in muriatic acid,

and precipitated again by the affusion of water. The
alkaline arseniats precipitate the same salt from the so.

lution of antimony in muriatic, tartaric, or acetic acids.

When a mixture of one part of antimony and three

parts of arsenic acid are distilled in a retort, it enters

into fusion, and then takes fire
; arsenic is sublimed

together with a red mass, and sulphurous acid is ex»

haled f

.

Sp. 15. Molyhdat ofAntimony.

Molybdic acid precipitates muriat of antimony

white, provided there be no excess of acidj,

V. Triple Salts,

Sp. 16, Phosphat of Lime -and-antimony.

The well-k;nown medicine called James s pou'der h#a

been shewn, by the analysis of Dr Pearson, to be a

compound of phosphoric acid, lime, and oxide of anti,

mony ;
we may therefore consider it as a triple salt.

It is usually in the form of a white powder, nearly in-

9 Bergman, i. t Scheele, i. 184. I Hatchett.
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aoluble in water, but partially soluble in acids. The Chap. I!I.

energy with which it acts as an emetic is well known.

From Dr Pearson’s analysis it appears to be composed

of about ...... 43 phosphat of lime

57 oxide of antimony

100

It may be composed by calcining in a white heat a mix-

ture of equal parts of sulphuret of antimony and the

ashes of bones *. Mr Chenevix has given the follow-

ing easy formula for preparing this powder ;

Dissolve in a minimum of muriatic acid equal parts

of white oxide of antimony and of phosphat of lime;

and pour the solution into a sufhcient quantity of dis-

tilled water, containing pure ammonia in solution. The

powder precipitates f

.

Mr Chenevix considers this powder not as a com-

pound, but a mechanical mixture of phosphat of lime

and submuriat of antimony.

Sj>. 17. Tartrat of Potass-and- antimony.

This salt, usually denominated tartar emetic, is much

more employed in this country as a medicine than all

the other antimonial preparations put together. It was History,

first made known by Adrian de Mynsicht in his the-

saurus Medico. cbymicus

,

published in 1631. But the

preparation was in all probability suggested by a trea-

tise, intitled Methodus in Pulverem, published in Italy

in 1620. This book, written by Dr Cornachinus, gives

an account of the method of preparing a powder which

* rhil, Trans. I/PI, p. 317. f PLil. Mag. jI. IIO.
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tion.

had been Invented by Dudley Earl of Warwick, find

which had acquired great celebrity in Italy in conse-

quence of the wonderful cures \vhich it had performed.

This powder was composed of scammony, sulphuret of

antimony, and tartar triturated together. The extra-

ordinary effects which it produced would naturally draw

the attention of chemists to the combination of antimo-

nial preparations with tartar.

Tartar emetic was first prepared by boiling together

tartar and the crocus metallortiin *, as it was called, in

water, filtering the solution, and evaporating it till it

yields crystals
: glass of antimony was afterwards sub-

stituted for the crocus, But it would be needless to

enumerate the various methods which have been adopt-

ed according to the fancy of different operators. These

methods have been collected by Bergman, and are de-

scribed by him in his treatise on Antimoniated 'Tar->

tar f

.

At present the glass of antimony, or the peroxide

of antimony, are usually employed. Either of these

is mixed with its own weight of tartar, and rfie mixture

boiled in ten or twelve parts of water, till the tartar be

saturated. The solution is then filtered and evapora-

ted till a pellicle forms on its surface. On cooling it

deposites regular crystals of tartar emetic. Ihenard

has cobserved, that there always remains in the solutiop

a quantity of uncombined tartrat of potass
;

it ought

not therefore to be evaporated too far, otherwise the
'

An Impure hydrosnlphurct, formed by detonating in a crucible equa^

weights of su'phuiet of antimony and nitre, and washing the rcsiduunj.

in water till the liquid comes off tasteless.

I QpUic. i. 33S.
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crystals of that salt will mix with those of the tartar

emetic .

Tartar emetic is of a white colour, and crystal-

lizes in regular tetrahedrons. When exposed to the air,

it gradually loses its transparency and effloresces. It is

soluble in 80 parts of cold water, and in about 40 parts

of boiling water. Heat decomposes it by destroying the

acid, while the potass and oxide of antimony remain be-

hind. It is decomposed by the alkaline earths, by the

alkalies and their carbonats, and by tlie hydiosulphurets,

and several of the metals. It is decomposed also by the

decoctions of plants, particularly those that are astrin-

gent and bitter, as Peruvian bark, &c. Consequently

it never ought to be given in conjunction with any of

these bodies.

From the analysis of Thenard, it appears that this

^alt is conrposed of 3 5.4 tartaric acid

39.6 oxide

16.7 potass

8.3 water
•m

' 100.0

Or of ' , . 56.3 tartrat of antimony

35.4 tartrat of potass

8.3 water

100.0 t

Ghap. in,
' »

Properties.

Composi-
tion.

* de dim, xxxviii. 39. I Ibid-.
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’—V— Genus XIII. Salts of Tellurium.

Tellurium has been known for so short a time a?

a distinct metal, and the quantity of it hitherto exami-

ned has been so small, that the salts which it forms

with acids cannot be supposed to be much known. On-

ly the following facts have been ascertained.

The salts of tellurium may be distinguished by the

following properties

:

Characters, Alkalies, when dropt into their solution, occasion

a white precipitate, which disappears again if the alkali

be added in excess.

2. Triple prussiat of potass occasions no precipitate.

3. Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a brown or

blackish precipitate.

4. The infusion of nut-galls occasions a fleaky preci-

pitate of a yellow colour.

5. Zinc, iron, and antimony, when plunged into these

solutions, occasion the tellurium to separate in the state

of a black powder, which resumes its metallic brillian-

cy when rubbed

Sp. I. Nitrat of Tellurium.

Nitric acid dissolves tellurium with facility. The

solution is colourless, and not rendered turbid by water.

It yields, when concentrated, small white, light, needle-

forrtfied dendritical crystals f

.

* Klaproth’s Beitmge, iii. 1. and Crcll’s Annals, 1798, i. 98.

f Ibid p. 9S.
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Sp. 2. Muriat of ’tellurium.

NiTKGMURiATic ACID dissolves tellurium readily.

The solution is transparent
;
but when diluted with

water, it lets fall the oxide of tellurium in the state of

a white precipitate, which is redissolved on adding more

water. When the solution is precipitated by alcohol,

and sufficiently washed, the white powder contains but

a very small proportion of acid*.

Sp. 3. Sulphat of "Tellur ium.

When one part of tellurium is confined with 100

parts of sulphuric acid in a close vessel, it dissolves and

gives the acid a crimson colour. When water is dropt

into the acid, the red colour disappears, and the metal

is precipitated in black flakes. When heated, the co-

lour equally disappears, and the metal precipitates in

the state of a white powder. Diluted sulphuric acid,

mixed with a little nitric acid, dissolves a considerable

portion of tellurium, the solution is colourless, and no

precipitate is produced in it by water f

.

Genus XIV. Salts of Arsenic.
r

Arsenic is capable of assuming the form of an acid,

and even its white oxide has several acid properties-

Hence it is more disposed to combine with metallic

bases than to form salts by uniting with acids. How-
ever, as several of the acids have the property of dis-

Chap. III.

* Klaproth’s Beitrage, iii. 13.

t Crell’s Annals, 1798, i. 98.
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which must be considered as a species ofccm-

'-—V—-' bination, and as the knowledge of the properties of these

solutions is sometimes of importance in mineralogical

investigations, it will be proper to give an account of

them in this place.

The solutions of arsenic may be distinguished by the

fpllowing properties :

CMracters. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a white precipi-

tate when poured into solutions containing arsenic *.

2. Hydrosulphuret of potass produces a yellow pre-

cipitate, or at least gives a yellow colour to the solu-

tion.

3., Gallic acid and the infusion of nut-galls occasion

scarcely any change in the solutions of arsenic.

4. The addition of water occasions a white precipi-

tate of oxide of arsenic +, which, when heated with

charcoal, emits a white smoke,' having the smell of

arsenic.

_
S/>. I» Nitrat of Arsenic.

Ni TRIG ACID attacks arsenic with violence and con-

verts it into white oxide, while nitrous gas is disenga-

ged. When diluted, this acid dissolves the oxide, and

deposites it again crystallized like white oxide, but real-

ly combined with nitric acid This nitrat is scarcely

soluble in water ; before the blow-pipe it presents the

same phenomena as sulphat of arsenip, but is dissipated

' more rapidly J.

* The solution of arsenic in those acids which convert it into an acid,

js not disturbed by the triple ])riissiat of potass.

t Except when the arsenic is converted into an acid,

t Bergman, U. 393.
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Oiap. iir-

Sp. 2. Muriat of Arsenic.

Muriatic acid has scarcely any action on arsenic

while cold ; but when heated it dissolves it readily, at

the same time a quantity of arsenicated hydrogen gas is

emitted. White oxide of arsenic is also dissolved by

this acid with facility, especially if a little nitric acid be

mixed with it. At a boiling heat the muriatic acid dis-

solves about the third part of its weight of white pxide ;

but allows the greater part to precipitate again as the

solution cools. The addition of water precipitates the

greatest part of the remainder ; but the muriat of arse-

nic, according to the experiments of Bergman, may be

obtained in the state of crystals. It is very volatile, and

but sparingly soluble in water

This salt may be formed also by triturating together

equal parts of oxymuriat of mercury and oxide of arse-

nic, or metallic arsenic, and distilling tlie mixture with

a moderate heat. There comes over a transparent li-

quor of the consistence of oil, part of which congeals in

the receiver. This substance is muriat of arsenic. It

was described by Lemery and others under the name of

butter of arsenic^ or corrosive oil of arsenic.

Sp. 3. Sulphat of Arsenic,

Sulphuric acid has no action on arsenic while

cold, but when heated, sulphurous acid gas is emitted,

and the metal is converted info a white oxide, a small

portion only of which is retained in solution. The acid

dissolves equally a small quantity of the white oxide of

* Bergman, ii. 294.
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a boiling heat, but it precipitates again as the

* cools in the form of small crystalline grains. These
grains are a sulphat of arsenic. They are much less

soluble in water than oxide of arsenic. Before the blow-
pipe they emit a white smoke, and melt into a globule

which evaporates slowly *,

Phosphat.

Fluat.

Borat.
I

Acctat.

Senzoat.

Ozalat and
tartrat.

Remaining Species.

4. Phosphoric acid does not attack arsenic, but it dis-

solves its white oxide, and yields crystalline grains of

phosphat, which have not been examined f.

5. Fluoric acid dissolves the white oxide of arsenic,

and forms small crystalline grains, which have not been

examined.

6. Boracic acid combines with the white oxide of ar-

senic, and yields by evaporation borat of arsenic, partly

in a white powder, and partly in needles %.

7. Acetic acid has no action on arsenic, but it dis-

solves the white oxide, and forms crystals scarcely solu-

ble in water §.

8. Benzoic acid dissolves the white oxide of arsenic,

and the solution yields by evaporation very fine feather-

shaped crystals, soluble in water. Their taste is acid

and acrid. Alkalies occasion no precipitate in the solu-

tion of this salt. It sublimes in a moderate heat ; a

strong heat decomposes it )[.

• 9. Both oxalic and tartaric acid dissolve the white ox-

ide of arsenic, and yield by evaporation prismatic crys-

tals, the properties of which have not been examined If.

• Bergman, ii. 293.

^ Ibid. ii. 295.—Gren, iii. 39g.

II
Tronunjdorf,

t Ibid. p. 295.

§ Ibid.

^ Bergman, ii. 295.
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to. AtSenIc acid dissolves the white oxide of arsenlcj

and yields crystalline grains scarcely soluble in water *.

The remaining salts of Arsenic are entirely unknown.

Genus XV. Salts of CohALT.

The salts of cobalt ’have attracted the attention of

chemists, in consequence of the property which some

of them have of changing their colour when heated, and

thus forming what has received the name of sympathetic

ink ; an appellation given to all liquids, the characters

formed by which are colourless and invisible when writ-

ten upon paper, but become visible and coloured by un-

dergoing certain processes ; and likewise to those liquids

which form characters upon paper susceptible of changing

their colour by certain processes. It is probable that che-

mists have not hitherto had an opportunity of often exami-

ning the pure salts of cobalt 5 for several of the other me-

tals adhere to cobalt with such persevering obstinacy, that

it is very difficult to obtain it in a separate state. The
salts of cobalt may be distinguished by the following

properties

:

I. The greater number of them are soluble in water,

and the solution has a reddish or brownish colour, at

least when diluted.

a. The alkalies, when dropt into these solutions, oc-

casion a blue-coloured precipitate, and sometimes a red-

dish-brown.

3. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a brownish-yeU

low precipitate, often with a shade of blue.

4. Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a black precipi'*

• Bergman, ii. jyj.

VoL. III. G

97

ch#. III.

'—

'

Arseniat.

Char4ct<j:tj
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Division II.

Sympathe-
tic ii^.

t»te, soluble again if the hydrosulphutet be added in ei*

cess. According to Proust, sulphureted hydrogen gas

occasions no precipitate in these solutions *.

5. Gallic acid produces no change i
but the tincture

of nutgalls occasions a yelloiVish*white precipitate.

6. Cobalt is not precipitated from its solution in acids

by zinc.

Sp, I. Nitrat of Cobalt.

Nitric acid attacks cobalt when assisted by heat<

The solution has a red colour, and yields by evapora-

tion small prismatic crystals of a red colour, deliques-

cent in the air, and decomposed by heat, leaving a deep

red powder.

Sp. 2 . Muriat of Cobalt. <

Muriatic acid acts with difficulty upon cobalt

even when assisted by heat. But a solution may be

readily obtained by adding a little nitric acid. Muria-

tic acid dissolves the peroxide of cobalt with an efferves-

cence, occasionedby the emission of oxymuriatic acid gas.

The solution, when concentrated, is of a fine green,

but it becomes red when diluted with water. This so-

lution, when sufficiently concentrated, yields small de-

liquescent crystals of muriat of cobalt.

The solution of this salt constitutes the first and best

known of all the sympathetic inks. It is diluted with

water till its colour almost disappears ; and then the

characters written with it on paper are invisible while

cold, but if the paper be gently heated they acquire a

acquire a fine green colour, which disappears again

* Ann, dc Cbim. xxxv. 54.
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^hen the paper cools. This may be repeated as often

as we please, provided care be taken not to heat the pa-

per too much, otherwise the characters acquire a per-

manent brown colour. Klaproth affirms, that this

change to green only takes place when the cobalt-solu-

tion is contaminated with iron *. if the cobalt be pure,

the characters, instead of a green, acquire a blue colour

when heated *. This sympathetic ink was first made

known by Waitz in 1705 f j it was described a second

time by Telchmeyer in 1731 and a third time by

Hellot in 1737 §. The cause of this singular change of

colour has not hitherto been explained in a satisfactory

manner. It takes place equally in close vessels ; so

that it can scarcely be ascribed to the action of the air

or of moisture. At present it is supposed, but without

any direct proof, to be owing to the partial deoxidize-

ment of the oxide of cobalt by heat, and its reabsorp-

tion of oxygen when cold.

But this supposition Is not likely to be verified. The-

nard has observed with justice, that the appearance of

the green colour, when the paper is heated, is owing to

the concentration of the solution ; and its disappearing,

when coldj to its dilution, by absorbing again the mois-

ture it had lost ||. It is therefore exactly similar to the

change of the solution from green to red when diluted

with water
j but the reason of this change remains still

to be assigned.

• Klaproth s Observations on the Fossils oy Cornwall, p. 64 . Eug. Trans,

f See Wiegleb s Gescbisbte,\, ia6. | Commerc. Litterarum, p. 9X.

§ Mem. Far. I737.
||

xJij. *14.

Gz

Chap. m.
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Sp, Sulphat of Cobalt.

SoLPHURic ACID requires a boiling heat before it cart

attack cobalt ;
sulphurous acid gas is disengaged, and a

brownish-red mass remains, which dissolves with facili-

ty in water. Sulphuric acid dissolves the peroxide of

cobalt with difficulty *, bubbles of gas are emitted du-

ring this solution, which Thenard supposes to be oxy-

gen *. The solution is always red ;
and yields by eva-

poration small needle-form crystals, consisting of rhom- •

boidal prisms, terminated by dihedral summits. This

“salt has a reddish colour. It is soluble in 24 parts of

water, but insoluble in alcohol f- When heated it:

melts, swells up, and is decomposed, leaving the oxide-

of cobalt of a deep blue colour. It is decomposed also,

by alkalies, which preoipitate its base in the form of ai

flesh-coloured powder.

Phasphat.

Float.

Bomt.

Remaining Species.

4. Phosphoric acid does not attack cobalt ; but ift

dissolves its oxides, and forms a deep wine-red solution J..

c.The fixed alkaline carbonats precipitate cobalt

from its solutions in the state of reddish-blue powder.

This insoluble carbonat contains, according to Bergman,,

^ of its weight of carbonic acid J.

^
S. Fluoric actd does not attack cobalt, but it dissolces.

its ouide.and
formswithitaycHow.coloured gelatinous,

solution 11.
, , t

•

7. Boraeic acid does not act upon cobalt, but it pre-

• Ann. dc Chtm. xlii. HI.

t Ibid. iii. 5*8.

IJ
Schccle, i. 35*

f Grcn’s Handlucb, iii. 514,

§ Opuic. ii. p 39*'
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cipitates that metal from its solution in other adds in

the state of a reddish- white powder. This borat is

scarcely soluble in water. When heated it melts into a

deep blue glass *.

8. Acetic acid dissolves the oxide of cobalt with faci-

lity. The solution does not crystallize ; and when eva-

porated to dryness, soon deliquesces again. It has a

fine red colour while cold, but becomes blue when heat-

ed f. This solution forms a sympathetic ink: the char

racters drawn in it are colourless while cold, but become

Ijlue when heated J. ,

9. Oxalic acid attacks cobalt, and converts it into a

red powder, which is oxalat of cobalt. This salt is in-

soluble in water, but it dissolves in an excess of acid,

and yields crystals. Oxalic acid precipitates an oxalat

of cobalt from the solution of that metal in most a^

cids

10. Tartaric acid dissolves the oxide of cobalt, and

orms a red solution, which yields crystals H.

1 1. Arsenic acid, when digested upon cobalt, acquires

a red colour, but it does not dissolve the metal complete-

ly. Arsenic acid dpes not precipitate cobalt from its'

solution in acids
; but the alkaline arseniats occasion a

precipitate of a fine red colour, which is arseniat of co-

balt f • This salt is found native ; sometimes in the state

of a fine red efflorescence, and sometimes crystallized in

^HTiall four- sided prisms or tables.

Wenzel’s ^'errvandtichaft, p. ij8.

t llscman, Crell't Annah, I785. ii. 15,

§ Bergman, i. 270,

f Sehcele, i. |86.

t Ibid. p. liQ;

II
Gren, iii.

Chap. III.

Acct,3t.

Oxalat,

Tartr^t-

Arseniat.
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Division II. _u— Sp. 12. Nitrat oj"Ammonia- and- cohalt,.

"When a solution of cobalt in nitric acid is supers?^*

turated with ammonia, it is \5rell known that no precipi-
tate appears. When this solution is evaporated to dry-
ness, and the residue is treated with water, a red solu-

tion is obtained, which yields by slow evaporation re-

gular cubes of a red colour. These crystals are a triple

salt, composed of nitric acid, ammonia, and oxide of co-
balt. They were first observed by Thenard. Their
taste is urinous

j they are npt altered by exposure to the
air. When heated they burn with a yellowish-white
flame, like nitrat of ammonia, leaving an oxide of co-

balt. Their solution in water is neither precipitated by
alkalies nor alkaline earths. But when laoiled with pot-

ass, ammonia is disengaged, and the oxide of cobalt pre-

cipitates *. - ...
^

-

Genus Xyi. Salts of Manganese.

All the properties of this genus of salts with which
we are even at present acquainted were ascertained by
Bergman and Scheele, by..whose labours the oxide of

manganese, one of the most important of all our instru-

ments, was first put' into the hands of chemists. The
salts of manganese' may be distinguished by the follow-

lowing properties :
' '

Chiraeters. I. They are almost all soluble in water
; and the solu-

tion, when treated with fixed alkalies, deposi'tes a M'hite

• Thenard, Ann, dc CLim, xlii, 2.jj.
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jdt reddish eoloured precipitate, which very ^oon becomes

black when exposed to the air.

2. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a yellgwish-

white precipitate when dropt into these solutions.

3. Hydrosulphuret of potass occasiqns a white preci-

pitate. Sulphureted hydrogen gas gives the solution a

whiter colour, but produces no precipitate.

4. Gallic acid occasions no precipitate.

5. Manganese is not precipitated from its solution in

the metallic state by any of the other metals.

Sp. If Nitrat of Manganese,

NiTRiCACiD dissolves manganese with effervescence,

occasioned by the emission of nitrous gas. It dissolves

the white oxide with facility, and without the emission

of any gas ; but it has very little action on the black

oxide ; however, by very long digestion, it at last dis-

solves a part of ^it. The solution goes on much more

rapidly if a little sugar or gum, or any similar sub-

stance, be added, and at the same time a quantity of

carbonic acid gas is emitted. Hence we see that the

black oxide must part with a portion of its oxygen be-

fore nitric acid can dissolve it. Nitrous acid acts upon

the black oxide much more readily, and is converted

entirely into nitric acid. The solution, in what man-

ner soever jt has been made, is always colourless, pro-

vided the manganese be pure. Hence we may conclude

that it contains only the white oxide. So that, as far

as IS known at present, there is no such substance as

oxy-nitrat of manganese. This solution does not crys-

tallize how slowly soever it be evaporated. Heat de-

j:omposes it, and leaves the oxide *.

103

Chap, nil

• Scheclc, i.43. 64 ; and Bergman, iL ai6.
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Sp. 2. Muriat of Mangenese,

Muriatic acid readily dissolves manganese with
an efFeryescence occasioned by the emission of hydrogen
gag. It dissolves the white oxide without effervescence,

and the solution is colourless. When allowed to re-

main cold upon the black oxide, it dissolves a portion

of it, and forms a red solution, which deposites red ox-

ide when diluted with water. When heat is applied to

the mixture of black oxide of manganese and muriatic

acid, an effervescence takes place, and oxymuriatlc acid

gas is emitted. The oxide becomes white and gradual-

ly dissolves. In this case the acid is divided into two
portions

; one absorbs oxygen from the metal, and flies

off in the state of gas
; the other dissolves the white

oxide, as it is set at liberty by the decomposition of the

black oxide. If sugar or any other similar vegetable

substance is added, no oxymuriatjc gas is emitted, but

instead of it carbonic acid gas. From these facts it is

obvious that muriatic acid combines both with the white
and red oxides of manganese

; so that there is both a

muriat and o'xjmuriat of that metal. But the proper-

ties of these salts are still almost unknown. According

to Bergman, the muriat crystallizes with difficulty, and

when evaporated to dryness yields a saline mass, w'hlch

attracts moisture. The solution of the oxymuriat is red,

apd it seems to be partly decomposed by water *,

Sp. 3. Sulphated Manganese.

Sulphuric acid acts with energy on manganese.

* Bergman, ii. 217.—Schceic, i. 46 a«d $7.
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^specially when diluted ‘with two or three times itfe

weight of water, and forms with it a colourless solution.

It dissolves also with equal facility the white and red

oxides of manganese
;
but it has no action whatever on

the black oxide unless assisted by heat. When that is

the case, oxygen gas passes off in abundance, and the

oxide is dissolved. The same solution takes place tvith^

out the emission of that gas when a little sugar is added

to the mixture. Hence we see that the black oxide is

incapable of combining with sulphuric acid, since it al^

ways loses a portion, of its oxygen before solution. But

Bergman has shev/n, that both the white and the red

oxide combine with that acid, and form with it a salt. So

that w'e have two combinations of sulphuric acid and

manganese : first, the combination of sulphuric acid

and the v^hite oxide, which form sulpbat of manganese

;

and, secondly, the combination of the acid with the red

oxide, which constitutes of manganese.

1. Sulpbat of manganese. This salt is obtained pure

by dissolving manganese in diluted sulphuric acid, or by

dissolving the black oxide in that acid, adding at the

same time a little sugar. The solution is colourless,

and yields by evaporation transparent rhomboidal crys-

tals of sulphat of manganese. These crystals have a

very bitter taste, and are decomposed by heat, which

drives off their acid. Alkalies precipitate from them
the manganese in the state of a white oxide *.

2. Oxysulpbat of manganese. This salt may be ob-

tained by distilling sulphuric acid from the black oxide

pf manganese, and washing the residuum in water. A

Chap. III.

V~V

* Bergman, ii. aio.
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red or rather violet coloured liquid is thus obtained^

which holds in solution the oxysulphat of manganese.

This solution is difficultly crystallized, but passes readi-

ly into a gelatinous form. The few crystals which are

mixed with this jelly are soft, and have but little perma-

nency. When evaporated to dryness, it yields thin red

coloured saline crusts, which precipitate successively

from the surface, and which do not readily deliquesce.

This salt is very soluble in water ; and alkalies precipi-

tate the manganese in the state of a red oxide, which

soon becomes black when exposed to the air*.

Sulphurous acid readily dissolves the black oxide of

manganese, and forms with it sulphat of manganese, as

Scheele ascertained f. The theory of this is obvious.

Part of its oxygen is abstracted from the manganese by

the acid
5 in consequence of which, the black oxide is

converted into white oxide, and the sulphurous into sul-

phuric acid. It is not known whether sulphurous a-

cid forms with the oxides of marrganese a permanent

salt.

Sp‘ 4. Phosphat of Manganese,

Phosphoric acid has but little action on manga-

nese or its oxides, because it forms with them a salt

difficultly soluble in water. But phosphat of manga-

nese may be obtained in the form of a precipitate, by mix-

ing an alkaline phosphat with the solution of manganese

in any of the three mineral acids p This salt has not

been hitherto examined.

* Bergman, p. aij. | Scheele, i. 43.

iW. i 48.—Bergman, ii. *19.
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Sp. 5. Carhonat of Manganese:
Chap. III.

Lkujid carbonic acid attacks manganese or its

black oxide, and dissolves a small portion. When the

solution is exposed to the air, the acid gradually escapes,

and a white pellicle forms oh its surface, consisting of

white oxide. During the solution of manganese in this

acid, an odour similar to that of burning fat is percep-

tible *.

Sp. 6. and 7. Fluat and Borat of Manganese.

The fluoric and boracic acids form likewise with the

oxides of manganese salts difllcultly soluble in water,

the properties of which have not hitherto been much

examined. These acids have but little action on man-

ganese and its oxides; but the flugt or borat of manganese

may be easily formed by pouring the alkaline fluats or

borats into sulphat or miiriat of manganese.

Remaining Species.

8. Acetic acid has but little effect upon manganese

immediately
;
but it dissolves a small portion by long

digestion, as it does also of the black oxide. The solu-

tion does not yield crystals, and when evaporated to

dryness soon deliquesces again f. Vauquelin has em-

ployed acetic acid in order to separate iron from man-

ganese. When a mixture of these two metals is dis-

solved in acetic acid, and the solution evaporated to dry-

ness, the acid adheres to the manganese, but abandons

the iron. Water dissolves the acetat of manganese, but

* Bergman, i. 35 ; and Schccle, i. 51. f Bcrgmaiii u« 3^9. ,
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Benzoat.

Oxalat.

Tartrat.

Citrat.

Atscniat.

leaves the oxide of iron on the filter. Two or three

evaporations and solutions are sufficient to deprive ace-

tat of manganese of the whole of its iron *.

9. Benzoic acid dissolves the white oxide of arsenic

with facility. The solution yields small crystalline scales

easily soluble in water, but sparingly in alcohol. They

are not altered by exposure to the air f

.

10. Oxalic acid attacks manganese, and dissolves the

black oxide with effervescence. The solution, when sa-

turated, lets fall the oxalat of manganese in the state of

a white powder. Oxalic acid precipitates the same

powder from the solution of manganese In sulphuric,

nitric, or muriatic acidif'

1 1. Tartaric acid dissolves black oxide of manganese

cold ; but the solution is blackish ; when heated, an ef-

fervescence ensues, owing to the decomposition of part

of the acid and the escape of carbonic acid gas, and the

solution becomes colourless. Tartrat of potass preci-

pitate^ a tartrat of manganese from the solution of that

metal in any of the three mineral acids §.

12. Citric acid acts upon the black oxide of manga-

nese exactly as tartaric acid ||.

13. Arsenic acid dissolves ^le white oxide of manga-

nese with facility ;
and when it approaches the point 01

saturation, the solution becomes thick, with small cry-

stals, which separate. These crystals are arseniat of

manganese. They are precipitated when an alkaline

arseniat is dropt into the solution of manganese in an

acid. These crystals do not melt when heated, neither

* jinn, dt Cbim. xli. Z49. t Trommsdorf, Ibid. xi. 7 ,

} Bergman, i. a/a. aud ii. aij. §
Ibid. ii. Z19.

H
Ibid. ii. aao
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does arsenic sublime, unless charcoal be mixed with Chap,

them *.

Genus XVII. Salts of Tungsten.

This genus of salts is altogether unknown; the scar-

city of tungsten, and the difficulty of obtaining it in a

state of purity, having hitherto prev-ented the possibi-

lity of attemping to ascertain the compounds which its

oxides are capable of forming with acids. Indeed it has

not been demonstrated that the oxides of tungsten are

capable of combining with acids and forming salts.

Neither sulphuric nor muriatic acids seem capable of

altering the metal
; but nitromuriatic acid attacks it at

a boiling hear, and nitrous gas is emitted *.

Genus XVIII. Salts of Molybdenum.

This genus is still as problematical as the last. In-

deed it has been ascertained that the oxides of molybde-

num are incapable of forming crystallizable salts with

acids. But many acids dissolve them
;
and the result-

ing solutions are remarkable for the changes of colour

to which they are liable.

1. It does not appear that nitric acid dissolves the NItnc.

oxides of molybdenum
; but it converts them all into

molybdic acid.

2. Muriatic acid dissolves the oxide of molybdenum Munarj,

in a boiling heat, and the solution assumes a deep blue

Schcele, i. i88.

J VaiKjueliu and Hiiclit, Jour, de Min. No. xix. p.
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^ sediment falls. Muriatic acid dis-

V solves likewise moljbdic acid. The solution is of a
pale yellowish green colour, but becomes blue when
saturated with potass *.

fiulphat. 3. When diluted sulphuric acid is digested on mo-
lybdic oxide, a solution takes place, which is green
while hot, but becomes blue on cooling -j-. Sillphufic

acid dissolves molybdic acid by the assistance of heat.

The solution is colourless while hot
; but on cooling it

assumes a deep blue colour, which is heightened by sa-

turating the sblution with soda
PiiQsphat. 4. Phosphoric acid dissolves molybdic oxide when as-

sisted by heat. The solution has a blue colour
Fluat. Fluoric acid likewise dissolves the oxides of mo-

lybdenum. The solution, while hoty is greenish yel-

low
; when concentrated by evaporation, it becomes

yellow
; and when reduced to a dry mass, greenish

blue. When this mass is well washed, it assumes a fine

green colour : the water employed acquires a dirty grass

green \\,

Borat.
. 6. Liquid boracic acid does not attack the oxides of

• rnolybdenum

Acetat. 7. Acetic acid, when digested on molybdic oxide,

assumes a deep blue colour, and yields a blue powder

when evaporated to drjness **.

* Hatchett.

t llseman
; as quoted by Gren, HanJbucb, iii. 71 j',

t Hatchett, PA/7. Trans. 1795, p. 123.

J
Gren’s Handbuch, iii. 713.

y
Heyer, Crell’s Annals, 1787, ii. lai.

^ Gren’s Handbuch, iii. 713.

•• Ibid.
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Benzoic acid acts upon the oxides of molybdea um

precisely as acetic acid *.

9. Oxalic forms a blue Solution ^ith molybdic oxide,

which does not change colour by evaporation. But

when diluted with water, It becomes green: a large ad-

dition renders it brown f.

10. Tartaric acid dissolves molybdic oxide when as-

sisted by heat: the solution is blue
j
and when evapo-

rated to dryness, leaves a pale blue mass

11. The oxide of molybdenum is precipitated brown

from acids by triple prussiat of potass
j
and deep brown

by tincture of nut-galls §.

Tartrat.

MolyhdaU

Genus XIX. Salts of Uranium^

This genus of salts has been hitherto examined only

by Klaproth and Richter. The salts of uranium may
be distinguished by the following properties

:

1. The greater number of them are solubk In water, Charact«w.

and the solution has a yellow colour.

2. The pure alkalies occasion in these solutions a

yellow precipitate
; the alkaline carbonats a white pre-

cipitate, soluble in an excess of alkali.

3. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a brownish-red

precipitate, which does not assume the form of flakes

like the prussiat of copper.

4- Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a brownish-

yellow precipitate.

* Gren’s Huiulbuch, iii. 317.

1 Heyc{, Crell’s Annah, 1787, ii. I2I.

} Ibid,
J Gren’a HanJbucb, iii. 713.
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5. The infusion of nut-galls occasions a cliocolate-co-

loured pi'ecipitate.

6. No precipitate is occasioned bj zincj iron, or tin**

Nitrat.

Muriat.

Sulphat.

Phosphat.

FJuat.

Acitat.

Sp. It Nitric acid dissolves the oxide of uranium
with facility, and the solution yields, when evaporated,

large crystals of nitrat of uranium of a beautiful yel-

lowish-green colour, and in the form of hexagonal

tables, which effloreece in the air f.

2. Muriatic acid forms with oxide of Uranium deli^

quescent crystals of a yellowish- green colour, and in the

form of four-sided tables

3. Sulphuric acid, when diluted, readily dissolves the

yellow oxide of utanium, and the solution yields by
evaporation fine orange-coloured prisms of sulphat of

uranium §.

4. Phosphoric acid forms with oxide of uranium yel-

lowish-white flakes, scarcely soluble in water. The
salt may be precipitated by adding phosphoric acid to

*

the acetat of uranium 1|.

5. Fluoric acid dissolves the yelloW oxide, and forms

with it crystals which do not deliquesce.

6. Concentrated acetic acid dissolves oxide of ura-

Uium by digestion, and yields beautiful yellow ctystals

in the form of long, slender, transparent, foUr-sided

prisms, terminated by four-sided pyramids. When
heated gradually, the acid is decomposed and driven off,

but the remaining oxide still retains the form of the

crystals

Klaproth, Crell’6 Annalt, 1.130. Eng. TransL—Richter’s

Cf^enstande.—Gren’s Handbucb, i\i. 741.

f Klaproth, Cecil’s Annals, i. 130. Eng. Transl.

} Ibid. §
Ibid>

||
Ibid. p. 133. ^ Ibidi
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7. Tartaric acid forms with the oxide of uranium a Chap. III.

salt scarcelj soluble in water. Tartrat.

8. When an alkaline arseniat is dropt into nitrat of Arseniat,

uranium, the arseniat of uranium precijjitates in the

state of a yellowish-white powder.

9. and 10. The tungstat and K-iolyhdat of uranium

may be obtained by a similar process. The first is a

brownish-white powder, insoluble in water; the second

is whitish-yellow, and difficultly soluble.

Richter formed also the borat, oxalat, eitrat, malat,

benzoat, succinat, and sebat of uranium
;
but the pro-

perties of these salts have not been described.

Genus XX. Salts of Titanium.

For all that is at present known respecting this ge-

nus of salts, we are indebted to the experiments of Gre-

gor, Klaproth, Vauquelin, and Hecht. The salts of

titanium may be distinguished by the following proper-

ties :

1. They are in general colourless, and in some de- Characters*

gree soluble in water.

2. The alkaline carbonats occasion in these solutions

a white flaky precipitate.

3. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a grass-green

precipitate mixed with brown. When an alkali is dropt

in after the prussiat, the precipitate becomes purple,
‘

then blue, and at last white.

4. Hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a dirty glass-

green precipitate. Sulphureted hydrogen gas occasions

no precipitate.

5. The infusion of nut-galls occasions a very bulky

VoL. III. H
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^®^^^sh-brown precipitate. If the solution is'concen-

V— trated, it assumes the appearance of curdled blood.

6. When a rod of tin is plunged into a solution of

titanium, the liquid around it gradually assumes a fine

red colour. A rod of zinc, on the other hajid, occasions

a deep blue colour*.

Nitrat, Sp. I . Nitric acid has no action on the red oxide of ti-

tanium, and scarcely any upon the metal
; but it dis-

solves the carbonat, provided heat be applied
;
and the

solution yields, by evaporation, transparent crystals, in

the form of elongated rhombs, having two opposite an-

gles truncated, so as tq represent six-sided tables. Ac-

cording to Vauquelin and Hecht, this solution only

succeeds when the metal is combined with a minimum

of oxygen.

Muriat. 2 . Muriatic acid dissolves titanium; but it has no

effect upon its red oxide. The carbonat of titanium is

readily dissolved by this acid; and the solution, accord-

ing to Klaproth, yields transparent cubic crystals. Ac-

cording to Vauquelin and Hecht, the solution is yel-

low, and assumes the form of a jelly when evaporated.

Heat occasions the emission of oxymuriatic acid, and

the oxide precipitates, apd is no longer soluble in mu-

riatic acid, unless it be boiled in nitric acid. Hence

they conclude, that the muriat contains titanium com-

bined with a maximum of oxygen, and that the sub-

oxide is incapable of uniting with muriatic acid.

Snlphat. 3. Boiling sulphuric acid oxidizes titanium, and dis-

solves a small portion of it ; but on the red oxide of ti-

* Klaproth’s Beitrage/i. 233.
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tanium that acid has no action whatever. It dissolves II*-

the carbonat of that metal with effervescence, occasion-

ed bj the emission of carbonic acid. The solution,

when evaporated, is converted into a white opaque ge-

latinous mass.

4. and 5. When the phosphoric or arsenic acid is

dropt into the solution of titanium in acids, it occasions

a white precipitate.

6. W^hen one part of red oxide of titanium and six Carbonai.

parts of carbonat of potass are melted together in a

crucible, the mass, when washed sufficiently with water,

leaves a white powder, with a slight red tinge, which

• Vauquelin and Hecht have ascertained to be carbonat

of titanium. According to the experiments of these

chemists, it is composed of

75 white oxide

25 carbonic acid

7. and 8. Oxalic and tartaric acids likewise occasion

a white precipitate, but it is redissolved again almost as

soon as formed*.

Genus XXL Salts of Chromium.

This genus of salts is still altogether unknown, the

small quantity of chromium hitherto obtained not ha-
* • •vmg permitted chemists to examine the combinations

which its oxides are susceptible of forming with acids.

• Jour, de Min , No. XV. p. X.

H a
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pt*esence of this metal in solution maj be ascef*

tained by the following properties :

Choractqrs. I. Triple prussiat of potass occasions a gfeen preci-

pitate.

2 . The infusion of nut-galls occasions a brown preci-

pitate.

3 * The hydrosulphuret of potass occasions a green

pij^cipitate, which a few drops of nitric acid change to

yellow.

Genus XXII. Salts of Columbium.

The scarcity of this metal having prevented Mi*

Hatchett, the discoverer, from multiplying his experi-

riments on it, we are not to expect many facts respect-

ing the combination of its oxides with acids. The salts

of columbium may be distinguished by the following

properties

:

Characters. I . Their solutions, as far as known, are transparent

and colourless.

2. Alkaline carbonats occasion a white flaky precipi-

tate In these solutions.

3. Triple prussiat of potass changes them to an olive

green, and occasions a beautiful olive-coloured precipi-

tate.

4. Hydrosulphuret of ammonia occasions a reddish

chocolate coloured precipitate.

5. Tincture of nut-galls throws down a very high

orange- coloured precipitate.

6. A rod of zinc throws down a white flaky preci-

pitate.

Mr Hatchett, to whom we are indebted for all the

facts known belonging to this genus of salts, has ren-
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dcred it probable that there are several oxides of Chap. Hf.

columbium ;
but nothing has been ascertained respect-

**

ing the particular oxides which combine with acids.

1. Nitric acid is incapable of dissolving the oxides Nltrat.

of columbium. It seems to have the property of con-

verting the white oxide into columbic acid.

2 . Boiling muriatic acid dissolves columbic acid. Muriat,

The solution is colourless, and may be diluted with wa-

ter without any change being produced. When the

solution was evaporated to dryness, it left a pale yellow

substance, insoluble in water, and difficultly soluble in

muriatic acid.

3. Boiling sulphuric acid dissolves columbic acid,
Sulphat,

and forms a transparent colourless solution. When
largely diluted with water, this solution becomes milky,

and deposites a white precipitate. When allowed to

dry, this precipitate cracks, and becomes first lavender-

blue, and afterwards brownish grey. It is a subsul-

phat of columbium, and in a boiling temperature is

slightly soluble in muriatic acid and in potass ley. The
diluted sulphuric acid solution still retains a supersul-

phat of columbium.

4. When phosphoric acid is added to the concentra- phosphat.

ted solution of columbium in sulphuric acid, the whole

assumes the form of an opaque white stiff jelly inso-

luble in water. From muriat of columbium phospho-

ric acid throws down a white flocculent powder.

5. Acetic acid has no effect on columbic acid*.

* Hatchett on “ A^Mineral Substance fiom North America.” PbU.

Jranj. 1802.

H3
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V—V-—> Genus XXIII. Salts of Tantalium.

Eckebercj affirms that the oxide of tantalium is

completely insoluble in acids
; of course this genus of

fiajts does not exist.

SECT. III.

REMARKS ON THE SALTS.

Such are the properties of all the salts which have

been hitherto examined by chemists, and which amount
to about six hundred. Great as this number is, it can-

not be doubted that the class of salts will be coQsider-

ably increased hereafter.

Importance Of these bodies, there are some, as alum, copperas,
of the salts, which constitute the basis of different arts and ma-

nufactures, and v/hich therefore are of sufficient im-

portance to deserve an accurate examination even on

their own account. Others, again, are the source from

which chemists obtain many of the most valuable of

their instruments of analysis
;

as nitre, common salt,

phosphat of lime, sal ammoniac, sulphat of barytes. Sac.

and therefore naturally claim the particular attention

of all those who cultivate the science. But it must be

allowed, that by far the greater number of saline bodies

are at present of no apparent use whatever, either in

the arts or in chemistry. At first sight it may appear

a very useless piece of labour to be at the trouble of
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-examining and describing these
;
but there are several

reasons which render a precise knowledge of all the

salts not only proper but even necessary.

Were we to limit ourselves to the examination of

those things whose usefulness is already known, there

would be an end of all improvement. Every thing must

be useless, as far as regards us, till its properties be

known, and the purposes to which it may be applied

ascertained. TVIany of those salts which we at present

consider as of no utility, may hereafter be found of the

greatest consequence, when their properties have been

more completely investigated. This remark has been

verified more than once within these few years. The

muriat of lime, for instance, was formerly thrown away,

but is now applied with great advantage to produce ar-

tificial cold ;
and the hyperoxymuriats, though a new

class of salts, constitute an essential ingredient in the

process of bleaching. Want of utility therefore is but

a meagre reason for neglecting the examination of the

salts, unless it could be demonstrated a priori that they

never can be applied to any use.

But were we even certain that ,this were the case,

still the examination of a great number of these salts

would be indispensable : For those salts which are the

most useful are seldom or never found in a state of pu-

rity; they are constantly mixed and contaminated with

other salts, from which it is necessary to free them be-

fore they will answer the purposes to which they are

usually applied. Now these foreign salts cannot be se-

parated unless we be acquainted with them, at least suf-

ficiently to know the effect of different agents upon

them
;

that is, unless we be acquainted with their pro-

perties. Thus we see that it is not possible to oblain

H4

119

Chap. III.

I
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which are really useful, without at the same

V-—V—— time knowing the nature of many salts w'hich have been
applied to no use. Thus common salt is always luixed
with muriat of magnesia, and cannot be obtained unless
we understand the method of separating or decomposing
that salt.

But it is not strictly true that many of the salts are

altogether useless. It may be affirmed, with the great-

est tiuth, that, even at present, there is not one among
them, the knowledge of whose propertieTis not of some
advantage. One of the most important and difficult

things in chemistry is to ascertain exactly the nature

and composition of different bodies. Now this can on-

ly be done by observing the changes produced upon
them by ocher bodies, and the compounds which they
are capable of forming. Ihus if, on examining a sub-
stance, I find, that when, combined with sulphuric acid,

it forms a heavy insoluble white powder
; with muria-

tic acid, a very soluble salt, which crystallizes in tables,

and IS insoluble in alcohol
j with phosphoric and oxa-

lic acid likewise an insoluble powder, £cc. I conclude,

without hesitation, that it is barytes. A substance

which dissolves in sulphuric acid, and forms a salt of a

blue colour, crystallized in rhomboidal prisms, of an

acrid taste and caustic, which forms w'ith muriatic acid

a green salt, wdiich becomes blue when mixed with am-
monia, aucl which w'hen mixed with alkalies occasions

a blue or green precipitate— 1 conclude to be copper.

Thus' it is the knowledge of the salts which the diffe-

rent alkalies, earths, metals, ane^aclds, are capable of

Ibrming, which enables us to disjcover their presence

•when they enter as ingredients into different compounds.

Jiere, then, is a reason for studying the properties of
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the salts, independent of their utility as individual bo-

dies
;
and it may be affirmed with truth, that chemical

skill is in every case proportional to the extent of this

knowledge. •

The great nutnber of saline bodies renders it a diffi-

cult task to remember the properties of each. Indeed

the thing would be impossible, were k not that the salts

naturally arrange themselves into certain groups, the

individuals belonging to which all agree in certain ge-

neral properties which may be remembered with faci-

lity
,j
and after these general properties have indicated

7

the group to which a given salt belongs, it is much ea-

sier to ascertain the species.

The salts may be divided conveniently into two clas-

ses, under one or other of which every salt is to be

placed. These two classes constitute the two first Sec-

tions of this Chapter. The first class comprehends un-

der it all the earthy and alkaline salts
j
the second class

all the metalline salts.

The first class may be distinguished by the follow-

ing characters : The salts belonging to it are, either,

I. Soluble in water; and in that case the solution is

not precipitated by hydrosulphuret of potass *, triple

prussiat of potass f, or infusion of hut-galls J: or, 2. In-

soluble in water ; and in that case they are either so-

luble in muriatic acid, or become so when heated to red-

ness, or fused v.’ith carbonat of potass; and the solution

yields a precipitate when sulphuric acid is added, or if

not, at least when potass is added. The insoluble salts

Chap. IIL

Salts divi-

ded into

two Classes,

First Class,

* Except salts with base of alumina or zirconia.

f Except salts with base of yttria or zirconia.

t Except salts with base of yttria, gludna, or zirconia,
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borax, before the blow-pipe, a white glass

or enamel.

Divided in- As the salts belonging to this class are very nume-

ders. rous, It has been divided into two orders. The salts

belonging to the first order are incombustible when sud-
denly heated to redness *. Those belonging to the se-

cond order contain combustible acids j and when sud-

denly heated, either burn partially, leaving incombusti-
ble salts behind them, or the acid is totally decomposed
and drawn off, leaving the base mixed with charcoal.

The first order contains 13 genera, the second contains

^ 7 ’ The characters by which each of these genera may
be distinguished have been given in the first Section of

this Chapter, and need not be repeated here. Having
found the genus to which any salt belongs, the species

is to be ascertained by a careful examination of the pro-

perties described as belonging to each. But the inves-

tigation will be much facilitated by attending to the fol-

lowing observations

:

1. The species may be distinguished into two kinds ;

those whose base is an alkahy and those which have an

earthy base.

2. The alkaline salts are all soluble in water. Potass

occasions no precipitate of a white powder when added

to the solution
; neither does oxalic acid occasion any

precipitate.

3. The salts with an ammoniacal base are all either

dissipated entirely, or converted into an acid when ex-

posed to a red heat.

4. Many of the earthy salts are insoluble in water; a

• Except nitrat of airmionia and hyperoxyniuriat of ammonia*
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white powder is precipitated from the soluble salts either Chip. III.^

by the addition of potass or of sulphuric acid.

5 . The salts whose base is barytes are all
* insoluble in

water, or nearly so, except six
;
namely, the nitrat, mu-

riat, acetat, lactat, benzoat, and prussiat ; from the so-

lutions of these, sulphuric acid or sulphat of soda oc-

casions a white heavy insoluble precipitate.

6. All salts whose base is strontian are nearly insolu-

ble in water, as far as they have been examined, except

six i namely, nitrat, muriat, hyperoxymuriat, acetat, tar-

trat, and citrat. These also yield an insoluble white

powder with sulphuric acid. But the alkalies occasion

no precipitate either in the solutions of barytic or stron-

tian salts.'

7. All salts whose base is lime are very sparingly solu-

ble in water except nine ; namely, nitrat, muriat, hy-

peroxymuriat, arseniat, acetat, malat, lactat, benzoat,

and prussiat. The lime is precipitated from these

solutions by oxalic acid, fixed alkalies, and by sulphu-

ric acid if the solution be concentrated, but not by am-

monia.

8. The magnesian salts are all soluble in water except

seven
; namely, phosphite, fluat, carbonat, oxalat, tar-

trat, saccolat, and camphorat. Their solution yields a

white precipitate with ammonia, which disappears by ad-

ding ammonia in excess, provided there be an excess of

acid present. This precipitate forms with sulphuric a-

cid a very soluble bitter salt.

9. The alkaline earths form with acids a greater num-

* Four of them arc still unknown
; namely, the molybclati chroniaf,

gallat, and (c^at.
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ber of salts soluble in water in proportion as the alka-

line properties of the earth diminish. Barytes forms

salts, the greater number of which are insoluble; stron-

tian seems to form a greater number of soluble salts

than barytes
; lime forms a still greater number ; and

almost the whole of the magnesian salts are soluble in

water.

10. Six of the aluminous salts are Insoluble in water;

namely, sulphite, phosphat, borat, arseniat, tungstat^

and saccolat. The aluminous salts are all deprived of

their acid by heat. With potass they yield a precipi-

tate which dissolves in sulphuric acid ; and when sul-

phat of potass is added to the solution, crystals of alum

are gradually obtained. The aluminous salts let fall a

•precipitate when hydrosulpKuret of potass fs dropt int®

their solution, and at the same time sulphureted hydro-

gen gas is exhaled.

11. I he salts of yttria are decomposed by heat and by

alkalies
; they have a sweetish astringent taste ; triple

prussiat of potass and infusion of nutgalls occasion a

precipitate when poured into their solutions. The sue-

cinat of potass occasions no precipitate.

12. The salts of glucina are decomposed by heat and

by alkalies ; they have a sweetish taste. The precipi-

tate separated from them by alkalies, redissolved in ni-

tric or muriatic acid, is again precipitated by the infu-

sion of nutgalls, but not by triple prussiat of potass.

It is precipitated also by succinatof potass.

13. The zirconian salts have an austere taste : they

are decomposed by heat and by alkalies. The precipi-

tate separated from them by these last bodies, when re-

dissolved in muriatic acid, is precipitated by hydrosuU

Book II.

Division II.
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j)liuret of potass, triple prussiat of potass, and by the

infusion of nutgalls.

Tlie second class of salts, the metalline, may be dis-

tinguished by the following properties : The salts be-

longing to it are either, i . Soluble in water ;
in which

case they afford a precipitate with hydrosulphuret of

potass, triple prussiat of potass *, and the infusion of

nutgalls f : or, 2. Insoluble in water ; in which case,

when fused with borax by the blow-pipe upon charcoal,

they either afford a button of metal, or form with the

borax a coloured glass.

This class might with propriety enough be divided in-

to two orders. The first order would comprehend those

genera, the salts belongingtowhich are crystallizableand

permanent, indicating a marked afiinity between the a-

,
cid and base ; the second order would consist of those

salts which want permanency, and indicate a very weak

affinity between the acid and base. The first order

would consist of 1 3 genera ; namely,

I. Salts of gold 8. Salts of nickel

2. . . . platinum q zinc

3. ... silver 10 cobalt

4. . . . mercury ii manganese

5. ... copper 12 uranium

6. ... iron 13 titanium

7. ... lead

The second order would consist of p genera ; namely,

• Except salts of gold, platinum, antimony, and telluriunt.

f Except salts of platinum, zinc, arsenic, and manganese.

Chap. TIT.

Second

Class,

Divided in.

to two or-

ders.
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I. Salts of tin 6. Salts of tungsten

2 bismuth 7 molybdenum

3 antimony 8. . . . . chromium

4 tellurium 9: . . . . columbium

5 arsenic

The genera may be recognised without much difficul-

ty by the characters given in the second Section of this

Chapter. As the species are very numerous, it greatly

facilitates Investigation to subdivide them into sets.

This accordingly has been done in the description of

the genera, whenever the state of our knowledge render-

ed it practicable. These subdivisions are the five fol-

lowing : I. Detonating salts. These detonate when

heated with a combustible, and generally also when

wrapt in a paper with a little phosphorus and struck

smartly with a hammer. The acids in these salts are

the nitric and hyperoxymuriatic. 2. Incombustible

salts. These often lose their acid or a part of it when

heated ; but they do not burn, nor are they capable of

setting fire to combustibles. The acids in these salts

are the muriatic, sulphuric, sulphurous, phosphoric,

phosphorous, carbonic, fluoric, boracic. The phosphats

and borats are not decomposed by heat ; but melt rea-

dily into a glass. Those sulphats that are soluble in

water lose a great portion of their acid in a strong

heat ; but the insoluble sulphats scarcely lose any, un-

less the base be volatile. The muriats are readily vola-

tilized when strongly heated. The sulphites and phos-

phites are converted by heat partly to sulphats and phos-

phats, and partly to sulphurets and phosphurets. The

carbonats are decomposed by heat. The fluats undergo

a partial decomposhion, and usually melt into a glass.

3. Combustible salts. These contain the 15 combusti-
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ble acids. When heated, they are decomposed ; the Chap. IIL

base, usually contaminated with charcoal, and partially

reduced to the metallic state, remains behind. Most of

these salts are but imperfectly known. 4. Metallic

salts. These contain both a metallic base and acid.

They are all insoluble in water and alcohol, and seldom

or never completely decomposed by heat. They often

exist native. The analysis of them is usually difficult.

5. Triple salts. They contain, besides a metallic base, an

alkali or earth. They are very numerous, though but

imperfectly examined. In general, it may be laid down

as a rule, that all metallic oxides soluble in alkalies are

capable of forming triple salts with these alkalies and

acids. The metallic triple salts claim peculiar atten-

tion on another account. Alkalies or earths are seldom

capable of throwing down their metallic base. Unless,

then, we be acquainted with all the triple salts that are
4

liable to be formed, we must be very apt to fall into mis-

takes when these salts happen to occur in the course of

our analysis.

The species in the different metallic genera may be

distinguished from each other by the properties of the

different acids which form them
; and these properties

have been enumerated in the first Section as the charac-

teristic marks of the genera of earthy and metallic salts.

The following Table, which gives a synoptical view

of the properties of the most important salts, will add

considerably to the facility of distinguishing the diffe-

rent Species.
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CHAP. IV.

OF HYDROSULPHURETS.

Properties Sui.PHURETED HYDROGEN GAS possesses the properties
ofsulphu- r •! T • 1

^ ^

retcd hy- 01 an acid. It 13 absorbed bj water in considerable
dfogen.

quantities, and the solution reddens vegetable blues ; it

combines also with alkalies and earths, and with several

metallic oxides. The greater number of these proper-

ties were first pointed out with precision by Mr Kir-

wan ; but they were afterwards much more fully deve-

loped by Berthollet.

Liquid sulphureted hydrogen, or sulphureted hydro-

gen gas dissolved in water, is not decomposed by expo-

sure to the air
;
but the gas is gradually separated and

carried off" by the air without decomposition. When
sulphurous acid is mixed with this solution, both the

sulphureted hydrogen and the acid are in a great mea-

sure decomposed ;
the hydrogen of the one combines

with the oxygen of the other, and forms water
; while

the sulphur of both is precipitated, as was first obser-

ved by Fourcroy, and more fully ascertained by Ber-

thollet. Nitric acid produces the same effect unless it

be too much diluted with water. Hence the reason that

sulphur precipitates when that acid is mixed with wa-
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tfer, holding sulphureted hydrogen in solutloii, as Berg-

man first observed. Oxyniuriatic acid, on the other

hand, converts the sulphureted hydtogen into water

and sulphuric acid, by supplying both of its component

parts with oxygen.

Sulphureted hydrogen has a strong action on the

greater number of metallic’ oxides ;
its hydrogen ab-

stracts oxygen from these bodies, and thus either brings

them to the ihetallic state or to a minimum of oxygen

;

while at the same time its sulphilr combines with the

metal thus regenerated. Hence the reason of the change

produced upon the solutions of the metallic salts by

the infusion of liquid sulphureted hydrogen. All thd

genera of metallic salts are precipitated by this sub-

stance excepting five
;
namely, those which contain the

following metals

:

1. Iron; 4 Manganese;

2 . Nickel; 5. Titanium; and also;

3. Cobalt; 6 . Molybdenum*.

Berthollet and Proiist have shewn, that the oxides of

these metals are reduced by sulphureted hydrogen to a

minimum of oxygen
;
but as in' that sfate they have

but little affinity for sulphur, they continue combined

with the acids which held therri^t first in solution. Tin,

on the other hand, which at a minim'om of oxidizement

has a strong affinity for sulphur, is precipitated, though

Sulphureted hydrogen only reduces it to a minimum of

bxidizdment;

1 he metallic solutions difiet considerably in the fa-

Chi.p. tV.

Precipitates

metals,

Nature of
the precipjj

tates.

* When in the state of an acid and conabined with an alkali.

I a
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cilitj with which they afford precipitates with sulphu-

reted hydrogen
j and Mr Proust has shewn that, with

a little address, metals may, in many cases, be separa-

ted from each other by means of this agent. For in-

stance, if copper, lead, zinc, and iron, be held in solu-

tion together in nitric acid, sulphureted hydrogen first

separates the copper in the form of a black precipitate,

which may be removed by filtration
;
next, the lead ;

and, lastly, the zinc
; while the iron still continues in

solution *. The different metals may be distinguished

by the colour of the precipitate which their solutions

yield with sulphureted hydrogen. The colours of these

different precipitates may be seen in the following

Table

:

Gold

Silver

Mercury

Copper

Tin

Lead

Zinc

Bismuth

Antimony . . . .

Arsenic . . . Yellow

Molybdenum . . .

liipersul-
Sulphureted hydrogen has the property of combining

ihureted with sulphur, and of forming a compound which has
ydroge

the appearance of a yellow oil. It was first observed

by Scheelef ;
and Berthollet X, who first examined its

* Jour, de Pbys. li. 174.

t Schecle on Ftrr, p. 19a. Eng. Transl.

f
Ann. de dim. xxv. 247.
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nature, has given it the name of hydrogenated sulphur.

M'^hen the compound of this last body and potass is

jjoured by little and little into muriatic acid, scarcely

any sulphureted hydrogen gas is exhaled, but hydroge-

nated sulphur gradually precipitates to the bottom of

the vessel. This substance, when heated, easily allows

the sulphureted hydrogen gas to exhale, and is convert-

ed into sulphuf. The same change takes place when it

is exposed to the open air.

Thus we see that sulphur and hydrogen are capable

of combining in two proportions, or, which is the same

thing, that hydrogen combines with two doses of sul-

phur. The first of these constitutes sulphureted hydro-

gen gas, or hepatic air
}
which, according to Thenard,

is composed of about 29 hydrogen

71 sulphur

IQO

The addition of another dose of sulphur constitutes

lydrogureted sulphur^ which Mr Kirwan has with great

propriety denominated supersulphureted hydrogen

;

a

name which certainly ought to be adopted *. Both of

these substances combine with different bases, and con-

stitute very peculiar genera of compounds, which de-

serve a particular examination on account of the import-

ant purposes which they serve in analysis. The com-

binations which sulphureted hy'drogen forms with bases

have been called by Berthollct hydrosulphurets^ and by
Chenevix sulphureted bydrogurets. The compounds of

supersulphureted hydrogen with bases have been called

* kirwan on Mineral Waters, p. 1^,

‘

133
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Bcrthollet hydrogenated sulphurets, and by Chene-

>! V
' bydrogureted sulphurets^. Mx Chenevix’s terms

are certainly more precise than those of Berthollet
j

but as the word hydrosulphuret has been long in gene-

ral use, it wiU be necessary ^o retain it. Hydrogureted

sulphurety however, naay still be adopted j as the com-

pounds denoted by it have been but seldom mentioned

by chemists since the original paper by Bjerthollet on

the subject.

I. Hydrosulphurets.

SuLPHURETED HYDROGEN Combines with alkalie^

and earths, and forms with them compounds which may
be distinguished by the foUowing properties

:

IPro^ertics. I • They are all soluble in watp, and the solution is

colourless.

2. When the solution is exposed to the air, it b\^

comes green or greenish yellow, and deposites sulphur

on the sides of the vessel in the state of a fine black
V ‘ . . . : I . . . . . .1

crUst.

3. After long exposure to the air, the solution be-

comes limpid and colourless; and on examination is

found to contain only the sulphat of the base of the

original hydrosulphuret.

4. The solution of the hydrosulphurets precipitate

^1 metallic solutions
;
iron and lead, black

; antimony,

orange ; arsenic, yellow.

f On the Phemkal Nomenclaiure, p. 201. Mr Kirwan uses the term

fitjiatulc instead of bydrosulphuretf and be^at for bydrogureted sulpburet, *
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The hydrosulphurets may be formed by dissolving or Chap.iv.

mixing the bases respectively with water, and causing Howform-

sulphureted hydrogen gas to pass through them till they

refuse to absorb any more. The excess of the gas is

driven off by heating the solution. It is proper to cause

the sulphureted hydrogen gas to pass through a small

vessel of water before it reaches the base with whicli h

is to combine, in order to separate any impurities with

which it might be mixed. By this method solutions of

the different hydrosulphurets in wratermay be obtained.

If these compounds be decomposed while they are co- •

|ourless, by pouring upon them sulphuric acid, muria-

tic acid, or any other acid which does not act upon hy-

drogen, the sulphureted hydrogen gas exhales without

the deposition of a single particle of sulphur j but if

the hydrosulphuret has become yellow, some sulphur is

always deposited during its decomposition, and the quan-

tity of sulphur is proportioned tb the deepness of the

colour,

The yellow colour, therefore, which hydrosulphurets

acquire by exposure to the atmosphere is owing to a

commencement of decomposition. Part of the hydro-

gen of fhe sulphureted hydrogen abandons the sulphur,

combines with the oxygen of the atmosphere, and

forms water. By degrees, however, a portion of the

sulphur is also converted iftto an acid
j
and when the

proportion of sulphureted hydrogen is diminished, and

that of 'the sulphur increased to a certain point, the

sulphur and the hydrogen combine equally with oxy-

gen.

If sulphuric or muriatic acids be poured upon a hy-

drosulphuret after it has been for some time exposed tq

M
/
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^ quantity of sulpliureted hydrogen gas exhales,

sulphur is deposited, and after an interval of time sul-

phurous acid is disengaged. It is therefore sulph urous,
and not sulphuric acid, which is formed while the hy-

drosulphuret spontaneously absorbs oxygen. This acid,

however, is not perceptible till after a certain interval

of time, when separated from the hydrosulphuret by
means of an acid

; because as long as it meets with sul-

phureted hydrogen a reciprocal decomposition takes
place. The oxygen of the acid combines with the hy-
drogen of the gas, and the sulphur of both is precipi-

tated.

The affinities of the alkalies and earths for sulphurc-
ted hydrogen appear from the experiments of Eeithol-
let to be as follows ;

Ailinlties.

N

•Ti

Barytes,

Potass,

• Soda,

Lime,

Ammonia,

Magnesia,

Zirconia.

Sp. I. Hydrosulphuret qf Barytes.

When sulphat of barytes is converted into sulphu-

ret, by mixing it with charcoal and keeping it red hot
in a crucible, if boiling water be poured upon the black

mass, and filtered while hot
;

the green coloured solu-

tion thus obtained yields by evaporation a great number
of crystals. These crystals are hydrosulphuret of bary-

tes, They are to be separated immediately by filtration.
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and dried between the folds of filtering paper *. They

are white, and have a filky lustre. They have usually

the form of scales, whose shape cannot be easily ascer-

tained. This compound is soluble in water, and the

solution has a very slight tinge of green. Its taste is a-

crid and sulphureous ; and when exposed to the air it is

readily decomposed,

Sp. 2. Hy.drosulphuret of Strontian.

I have procured this compound by the same process

as the hydrosulphuret of barytes, and its properties are

so nearly similar, that it requires no peculiar descrip-

tion.

Sp. 3. Hydrosulphuret of Potass.

This compound may be procured by saturating poU

ass with sulphureted hydrogen
; but it is formed also du-

ring the solution of sulphuret of potass, and may be ob-

tained by evaporation. Its properties have been lately

described by Mr Vauquelin. It is transparent and colour-

less, and crystallizes in large prismatic crystals, not un-*

like sulphat of soda. They are usually four-sided, and

terminated by four- sided pyramids. Sometimes both the

prisms and terminating pyramids are six-sided. Its taste

is alkaline, and extremely bitter. When exposed to the

air it soon deliquesces into a liquidofa syrupy consistence,

tinging green all bodies with which it happens to be in

contact. But this colour is not permanent, unless some
metallic body happens to be in contact. > The crystals

have no smell •, but when they have deliquesced, they e-

137
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* Bcrthollct, Ann. dc Chim. xxv. 241,
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mil a fetid odour. They dissolve both in water and al-

cohol
;
and during the solution the temperature of the

liquid sinks considerably. Acids drive off the sulphu-

rcted hydrogen with a violent effervescence, and no sul-

phur is deposited. When thrown into sulphat of alu-

mina, crystals of alum are soon deposited. This salt, like

the other hydrosulphurets, precipitates all metals from

their solutions *.

Sp. 4. Hydrosulphuret of Soda.

This compound may be prepared by the same proces-

ses as the last. It is the best known of all the hydro-

sulphurets, as it is usually employed as a reactive. The

properties of its solution in water were first pointed out

by Berthollet, but Vauquelin first obtained it crystal-

lized. Having laid aside a concentrated solution of im-

pure carbonat of soda f to crystallize, crystals of hydro-

sulphuret of soda formed in it spontaneously. The

crystals of this hydrosulphuret are transparent and co-

lourless, having the figure of four-sided prisms termina-

tdd by quadrangular pyramids, and sometimes of octa-

hedrons. Its taste is alkaline and intensely bitter. It is

very soluble both in water and alcohol
;
and during the

solution cold is produced. When exposed to the air it

deliquesces, and assumes a green colour. Acids decom-

pose it, driving off the sulphureted hydrogen. Its other

properties arc common to the hydrosulphurets 1;.

* Vauquelin, ^nn. de Chim. xlii. 4®.

•f-
This carbonat had been procured by decomposing sulphat of soda by

charcoal, and separating the sulphur by means of lime.

^
Vauquelin, Ann. de Cbim, xli. 190.
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Sp’ 5. Hydrosulphuret of Lime.

This compound is easily prepared bypassing sulphu-

reted hydrogen gas through lime suspended in water.

The lime dissolves and the hydrosulphuret forms. The

solution is colourless, and has an acrid and bitter taste.

Its properties are analogous to the other hydrosiulphu-

rets. No attempts have been yet made to procure this

compound in crystals.

Sp. 6. Hydrosulphuret of Ammonia.

This compound is easily procured by passing a cur«

rent of sulphliretcd hydrogen through liquid ammoniq.

The solution very readily assumes a greenish yellow co-

lour. When equal parts of lime, sal ammoniac, and

sulphur, are distilled in a retort, a yellow liquid is ob-

tained, usually distinguished by the name of fuming li-

quor of Boykt because first prepared by that philosopher.

This liquid constantly emits white fumes, and has a

strong ammoniacal and fetid odour. BerthoUet ascer-r

tained that it owed its property of emitting fumes to a

quantity of uncombined alkali. It consists chiefly of

hydrosulphuret of ammonia, holding an excess of sulphur.

This liquid gradually loses the property of fuming, and

deposites likewise its excess of sulphur. It is then a

hydrosulphuret of ammonia nearly pure.

Sp. 7. Hydrosulphuret of Magnesia.

Water, impregnated with sulphureted hydrogen,

dissolves maghesia, and forms a hydrosulphuret, the

properties of which have not been examined *.

* BcrthoUct, Ann. dt dim, xxv. ajjf.
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From the experiments of Vaucjuelin and Klaproth,

we know that the hydrosulphurets do not precipitate

those earths from acids. Hence it is likely that they
are capable of combining with sulphureted hydrogen

;

though the compounds have never been examined by
chemists. Neither alumina nor zirconia combine with
sulphureted hydrogen. Hence the hydrosulphurets

. precipitate these earths from acids, in consequence of
the affinity of their base for the acid, which holds the

earths in solution
j
and at the same time sulphureted hy-

/ drogen gas is emitted.

•i

II. Hydrogureted Sulphurets.

The different alkaline and earthy bases are capable of

combining with supersulphureted hydrogen, and form-

ing with it compounds which have been longer known
than the hydrosulphurets, though their properties have

How form- examined with the same precision. They
may be formed by boiling the base together with sulphur

in a quantity of pure water, or by dissolving their sul-

phurets in water
; in either case, supersulphureted hy-

drogen is formed, which combines with the base.

"J’hese compounds were known formerly by the name
of liquid hepars, or livers of sulphur. They may
be formed also, as llerthollet has shown, by pouring a

liquid hydrosulphuret upon sulphur. A portion of the

sulphur is dissolved without the assistance of heat
;

the

liquid becomes dark-coloured, and is converted into liy-
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drogenated sulphuret*. When prepared by the first

process, they contain an excess of sulphur, which sepa-

rates when sulphureted hydrogen is made to pass through

them. These liquids have been noticed already while

treating of the different bases.

I. Hydrogureted sulphuret of potass or soda may be

prepared by boiling together a mixture of the pure al-

Jcalies and sulphur in water : For though the alkalies

scarcely attack sulphur while cold, they readily dissolve

it while hot. This solution is of a deep greenish-yel-

low colour, has an acrid and intensely bitter taste, and

acts with great energy upon most bodies. When expo-

sed to the air it rapidly absorbs oxygen. When kept

in close vessels’, it gradually depositcs sulphur, and be-

comes much more transparent and lighter coloured, at

the same time the smell perceptibly diminishes. It at-

tacks w'ith great energy every metal, aitd often re-

duces it to the state of a sulphuret. Stahl demon-

strated long ago, that it is capable of dissolving even

gold. The nature of his solution has not been ascer-

tained. By means of acids the gold is thrown down in

the metallic state, and mixed with sulphur.

2. Ammonia has no action on sulphur, even when as-

sisted by heat : but the hydrogureted sulphuret of ammo-

nia may be obtained by pouring on sulphur the hydrosul-

phuret of ammonia. The last portions of the liquid which

passes over during the distillation of thefuming liquor of
Boyle is also a hydrogureted sulphuret. This com-

pound very readily depositcs the excess of sulphur which

iqt

Chap. IV.

1

• Ann. dt Cbim. XXV. 24 i.
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It contains, and approaches to the state of a hydrosul^

; phtrret.

3. The hydrogureted sulphurets of barytes and stron-

tian may be procured by dissolving their sulphurets ini

water, or even by exposing them to the open air. They
have a green colour and acrid taste, but much inferior

in intensity to the fixed alkaline hydrogureted sulphu-

rets ; neither is their action on other bodies so power-
ful.

4. When a mixture of lime and sulphur is boiled in

water, the liquid assumes a beautiful orange colour, and

contains in solution hydrogureted sulphuret of lime.

This liquid has likewise a very bitter taste; It is the

only liquid at present known which is capable of dis-

solving a notable quantity of azotic gas. When kept in

close phials, it gradually deposltes sulphur in the state

of black crust, and becomes perfectly colourless.

5. The hydrogureted sulphuret of ammonia may be

formed by the same processes as the others. This com-

pound has scarcely been examined. It has but little:

permanency.

6. It has not been proved that the earths proper are

capable of combining with supersulphureted hydrogen^

and forming hydrogureted sulphurets.

i * '

III. Metallic hydrosulphurets and hydro-
GUSETED SULPHURETS.

The hydrosulphurets and hydrogureted sulphurets

have the property of precipitating all metallic bodies

from any solution in which they may be contained.

They are therefore very valuable tests of the presence of

metals, as they do not precipitate any of the earths ex-
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tept alumina and zirconla. The metallic precipitates

are occasioned by the combination of sulphureted h}'-

drogen, supersulphureted hydrogen, or of sulphur with

the metallic body, which is always deprived of a portion

or of the whole of its oxygen, while at the same time

the base of the hydrosulphuret combines with the acid

which held the oxide in solution. The precipitate of

alumina and zirconla is occasioned by the base of the

hydrosulphuret, while the sulphureted hydrogen is ex-

haled in the state of gas, not being susceptible of com-

bining with these earths. Hydrosulphuret, or hydrogu-

reted sulphure.t of potass or ammonia, is usually made

choice of for these precipitations
;
and the peculiar me-

tal precipitated may in many cases be ascertained by the

colour of the precipitate. The colour of these differ-

ent precipitates may be seen by the following Table :

Metals Precipitate by

Hydrosulphuret Hydrogurctcd sulphurtt

of Potass of Potass.

Gold . . . , Yellow . . . Yellow.

Silver . . . . Black . . . . Black.

Mercury . . . Brown black Brown, becoming black

Copper . . . Black . . . . Brown.

Iron .... . Black . < . . Black, becoming yellow

Tin .... . Black . . . . Black.

I.ead . . . . Black .... White, becoming black.

Nickel . . • Black . . . . Black.

Zinc . . . . White .... White.

Bismuth . . • Black .... Black.

Antimony . . Orange . . . Orange-yellow.

Tellurium . . Black ?

.

. . . Deep brown or black.

Arsenic . . . Yellow . . . Yellow.
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Precipitate by

Hydrosulphuret Hydroguretcd sulphuret

of Potass of Potass.

Cobalt .... Black .... Black.

Manganese . White .... White.

Uranium . . Brown .... Brownish-yellow *.

Titanium . . Glass-green . Bluish-green *.

Chromium . . Green ....

The nature of these precipitates has been very much
overlooked by chemists

; yet the subject deserves a

very particular investigation, as it would enable us to as-

certain the nature of the compounds which metals and

their oxides form with sulphur and its compounds with

hydrogen. The following remarks are all that can be at

present offered.

I. All metals (except perhaps gold and titanium),

combine with sulphur, and form sulphurets which are

tasteless, insoluble in water, and brittle.

The following Table exhibits a view of the colour of

thesecompounds, and of the quantity of sulphur contain-

ed in each, as far as it has been ascertained :

* In these experiments hydrosulphuret of ammonia was used by Kla-

proth.
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Sulphuret of Colour. Sulphur.

Platinum Black ?

Silver Black 0.13

Mercury Red 0.15

Copper Black blue 0.22

Iron Black 0.60

Tin Blue black 0.20

Lead Blue 0.132

Nickel Yellow ?

Zinc Brown Oii8 ?

Bismuth Blue 0.15

Antimony Blue 0.25

Tellurium Blue

Arsenic
Red
Yellow

0.20

Cobalt Yellow

Manganese

Tungsten Bluish black

Molybdenum Blue 0.40 '

Uranium Black

Chromium

Columbium
)

Tantalium

MS

Chap. IV.

VOL. 111 .
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All the sulphurets which have a blue colour, have at

the same time less or more of the metallic lustre. When

reduced to powder they often lose that lustre, and then

always become black.

2. Two metallic sulphurets are capable of combining

with an additional dose of sulphur, and becoming super-

sulphurets. These are copper and iron.

Supersulphuret of Colour. Sulphur.

Copper Yellow

Iron Yellow
1

0.68

3. Two metallic oxides are capable of combining

with sulphur, and forming compounds called sulphure-i

"ted oxides. These are tin and manganese.

Sulphurated oxide of Colour. Sulphur.

Tin Yellow
f.

0.60

iVIanganese Green

4. Whether metals be capable of combining with su-

persulphureted hydrogen has not been properly ascer-

tained. Certain metallic compounds contain it
; but

whether the metal in these cases be oxidized or not, is

unknown. Proust, whose sagacity and consummate

skill in this branch of chemistry entitle his opinion t4

great respect, inclines to the last opinion with respect

to some of these compounds. It is probable that all

the compounds of metallic bodies and sulphur which

exhale sulphureted hydrogen, when treated with mu-
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tiatic acid, and are only partially soluble, arfe iii the

state of hydrogureted sulphurets. N ow this is the case

with the following compounds :

1. Black sulphuret of mercury, or ethiops mineral*.

2. Black sulphuret of copper precipitated by hydro-

sulphuret of potass.

3. Black sulphuret of iron by ditto.

4. Black sulphuret of lead by ditto.

5. Black sulphuret of nickel by ditto.

6. Black sulphuret of bismuth ? by ditto.

7. Black sulphuret of cobalt by ditto.

8. Yellow sulphuret of uranium? by dittos.

9. Green sulphuret of titanium? by ditto.

10. Some varieties of native sulphuret of antimony fi

All these compounds are most probably hydrogure-

ted sulphurets ;
and in all of them, if we except the

first and last, I have no doubt that the metals are in

the state of protoxides.

5. Several of the metallic oxides ate capable of com-

bining with sulphureted hydrogen, and forming hydro-

sulphurets. The metals which enter into these combi-

nations seem to be always in the state of protoxides

;

at least that is the case with all those hitherto exami-

ned. Whether all metallic protoxides are capable of

combining with sulphureted hydrogen is unknown j

but it is not likely. The following are the metallic hy-

drosulphurets which are at present known.

Hydrosulphur et of Xinc .—Zinc is thrown down from
acids in the state of a white mass by the hydrosulphu-

ret of potass or ammonia. This mass dissolves com-

Bcrthollet, Ann, de Chim, xicv. 36a.

K. a

t Bergman.
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Blende.

Kermes
mineral.

pletely In muriatic acid, and at the same time a great

quantity of sulphureted hydrogen is exhaled. Hence

it is obviously a hydrosulphuret. It may be formed

also by treating the white oxide of zinc with hydrosul-

phuret of ammonia*. Vauquelin remarks that the

transparent specimens of native sulphuret of %inc or

blende often dissolve in the same way, emitting sulphu-

reted hydrogen f . It is very probable that these spe-

cimens approach the nature of hydrosulphuret of zinc.

In that case there would be three dilFerent kinds of mi-

nerals at present confounded under the term hlejide ;

namely, sulphuret of zinc, sulphureted oxide of zinc,

and hydrosulphuret of zinc. But this must be left for

subsequent investigation.

Hydrosulphuret of Antimony—When hydrosulphu-

ret of potas^ or ammonia is dropt into an acid solution

of antimony, a beautiful orange-coloured precipitate

falls, which the experiments of Berthollet, Thenard,

and Proust have demonstrated to be a hydrosulphuret

of antimony. This compound, under the name of kermes

mineral^ acquired very great celebrity for its medical

virtues about the beginning of the 18th century. The

method of preparing it was first discovered by Glauber,

and afterwards by Lemery the Elder
;
but it was first

brought into vogue In France by a priest called Simon,

who was taught the secret of preparing It by La Lige-

rle, a surgeon, to whom it had been communicated by

a pupil of Glauber. The French government purcha-

sed the secret from La Ligerle, and published the pro-

See Berthollet’s Table, Ann, de Chim. x-xv. 27a.

f Ann. de Chim. xxxvii. 66.
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cess in 1720. It was very tedious and ill contrived. Chap,

consisting in boiling repeatedly a very diluted solution

of potass on sulphuret of antimony, a small portion of

kermes precipitated as the solution cooled. The pro-

cess of Lemery was therefore adopted by apothecaries.

It is the following

:

Sixteen parts of sulphuret of antimony, eight parts

of potass of commerce, and one part of sulphur, are tri-

turated together in a mortar, melted in a crucible, and

the mass poured into an iron vessel. When cold it is

pounded, and boiled in a sufficient quantity of water,

and the solution is filtered while hot. On cooling, it

deposites the kermes abundantly in the state of a yel-

low powder, which is edulcorated with a sufficient

quantity of water, and dried : Or six parjs of potass

may be dissolved in twenty parts of water ; and to this

solution, previously made boiling hot, one part of poundr

ed sulphuret of antimony may be added. The solution,

well agitated, boiled for seven or eight minutes, and

filtered while hot, deposites on cooling abundance of

kermes.

This powder occupied a good deal of the attention of

chemists. Bergman first demonstrated that it contain-

ed sulphureted hydrogen ; but it was BerthoUet who

first pointed out its true composition. From the ana-

lysis of Thenard it follows that it is composed of

20.30 sulphureted hydrogen

4.15 sulphur

72.76 protoxide of antimony

2.79 water and loss

100.CO*
,

• Ann, de Cbim, xxxii. *68.
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Sulphur

auratum.

When this substance is exposed to the air, it gradually

absorbs oxygen and becomes white, and the sulphure-

ted hydrogen exhales.

After the mineral kermes has precipitated from its

solution, prepared by either of the formulas above de-

scribed, if an acid be added to the liquid, another pre-

cipitate is produced of an orange colour, hence called

sulphur auratum. According to the analysis of Th^-

nard, it is composed of

17.87. sulphureted hydrpgen

68.30 protoxide

12.00 sulphur
«

‘98.17

t

Hence it is a hydrosulphuret with excess of sulphqr

and a smaller proportion of base. Goettling has pro-

posed the following process for obtaining this com-

pound : Two parts of sulphuret of antimony and three

parts of sulphur, well mixed, are dissolved in a boiling

solution of pure potass ;
the solution is then diluted

with water, and precipitated by means of weak sulphu-

ric acid f.

Hydrosulphuret of Manganese—When the black o3^-

ide of manganese is treated with sulphureted hydrogen

water, its black colour disappears; a portion of the sul-

phureted hydrogen is decomposed at the expence of the

oxygen of the black oxide ;
and the white oxide, thus

evolved, is dissolved by the sulphureted hydrogen, and

* Ann. de dim. xxxii. 268. .r

I Bergman, iii. 172. The experiments of Proust on these compounds

are highly interesting, but too long for insertion here. See Jonr.di

Ti>yj. Iv. 328;
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"by evaporation a white mass is obtained, which dis-

solves completely in muriatic acid, while abundance of

sulphureted hydrogen is exhaled. It is therefore a hy-

drosulphuret of manganese *. The same compound is

obtained when hydrosulphuret of potass is mixed with

a salt of manganese.

Hydrosulphuret of Sulphureted hydrogen

combines with the white oxide of arsenic dissolved in

w'ater. The liquid assumes a yellow colour, but no

precipitate appears. Hence the hydrosulphuret of ar-

senic, like that of manganese, is soluble in water, at

least by the assistance of an excess of sulphureted hy-

drogen. This hydrosulphuret exactly resembles in ap-

pearance yellow sulphuret of arsenic.

Hydrosulphuret ofIro?i .—Sulphureted hydrogen com-

bines with the green oxide of iron, and the compound

is soluble in water
;
but the solution soon lets fall a

black powder, which is a hydrogureted sulphuret of

iron.

6. Thus we see that there are no less than five diffe-

rent compounds, consisting chiefly of metals or their

Hjtides, combined with sulphur
;
namely,

1. Sulphurets.

2. Supersulphurets.

3. Sulphureted oxides.

4. Hydrogureted sulphurets.

5. Hydrosulphurets.

It is now easy to see the state in which the different

metals are precipitated from acids by the hydrosulphu-

fets. Silver, molybdenum, and perhaps also tin, are

Chap.

• ^erthollet, Am . de Cbim . XXV. 258.

K4
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K^slon^I
precipitated in the state of sulphurets. Mercury, cop-

4r V -
per, iron, lead, nickel, bismuth, and perhaps also cobalt,

uranium, and titanium, are precipitated in the state of

hydrogureted sulphurets
;
while zinc, antimonj’, arse-

nic, and manganese, are thrown down in the state of

hydrosulphurets, But this important subject requires

* 3 much more complete investigation tl>an it h^s hitherr

to received.

I
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CHAP. V.

OF SOAPS.

The fixed oils have the property of combining with

alkalies, earths, and metallic oxides, and of forming

with these bodies a class of compounds which have re-

ceived the name of Soaps. As these soaps differ from

each other very materially, according as their base is

an alkali, an earth, or an oxide, it will be proper to

consider each set separately. This will be the subject

of the three following Sections.

SECT. I.

OF ALKALINE SOAPS.

A.S there are a great number of fixed oils, all or most

of which are capable of combining with alkalies, earths,

and oxides, it is natural to suppose that there are as

many genera of alkaline soaps as there are oils. That

there are differences in the nature of soaps correspond-

ing to the oil which enters into their composition, is

certain ;
but these differences are not of sufficient ina-
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Prepara-

poitance to require a particular description. It wilt
be sufficient therefore to divide the alkaline soaps into
as many species as there are alkalies, and to consider
those soaps which have the same alkaline base^ but dif-
fer in their oil, as varieties of the same species.

Sp. i. Soap of Soda or Hard Soap.

The word soap ^sapo, g-avui') first occurs in the works
of Phnj and Galen, and is evidently derived from the
old German word sepe *. Pliny informs us that soap
w?a first discovered by the Gauls ^ that it was compo-
sed of tallow and ashes; and that the German soap was
reckoned the best f.

Soap may be prepared by the following process : A
quantity of the soda of commerce is pounded and mix-
ed in a wooden vessel, with about a fifth part of its

weight of lime, which has been slacked and passed
through a sieve immediately before. Upon this mix,
ture a quantity of water is poured, considerably more
than what is sufficient to cover it, and allowed to re-

main on it for several hours. The lime attracts the

caibonic acid from the soda, and the water becomes
strongly impregnated with the pure alkali. This wa-
ter is then drawn oflfby means of a stop-cock, and call-

ed the frst ley. Its specific gravity should be about
1 . 200 .

Another quantity of water is then to be poured up-
on the soda, which, after standing two or three hours.

* Beckmann’s History oj I„-oent,on,, iii, jjj,. A similar word is stii;|

\^scd by the common people of Scotland. '

t PJiny, lilj. iviii. c. j t;.
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is also to be drawn off by means of the stop-cock, and

called the second ley.

Another portion of water 'is poured on ;
and after

standing a sufficient time, is drawn off like the other

two, and called the third ley.

Another portion of water may still be poured on, in

order to be certain that the whole of the soda is dissol-^

ved ;
and this weak ley may be put aside, and employ-

ed afterwards in forming the first ley in subsequent ope-

rations. •

• r

A quantity of oil, equal to six times the weight of

the soda used, is then to be put into the boiler, toge-

ther with a portion of the third or 'iveakest ley, and the

mixture must be kept boiling and agitated constantly

by means of a wooden instrument. The whole of the

third ley is to be added at intervals to the mixture ;
and

after it is consumed, the second ley must bp added in

the same manner. The oil becomes milky, combines

with the alkali, and after some hpurs it begins to ac-

quire consistence. A little of t\\tjirst ley is then to be

added, not forgetting to agitate the mixture constantly.

Poitions of the first ley are to be added at intervals;

the soapy substance acquires gradually greater consis-

tency, and at last it begins to separate from the watery

part of the mixture. A quantity of common salt is then

to be added, which renders the separation much more

complete. The boiling is to be continued still for two

hours, and then the fire must !>e withdrawn, and the li-

quor must be no longer agitated. After some hours

repose the soap separates completely from the watery

part, apd swims upon the surface of the liquor. T-he

watery part is then to be dniwn ofi’j and as it contains
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^ <3uantity of carbonat of soda, it ought to be reserved

The fire is then to be kindled again
; and, in order

to facilitate the melting of the soap, a little water, or

rather weak ley, is to be added to it. As soon as it

boils, the remainder of the first ley is to be added to it

at intervals. When the soap has been brought to the

proper consistence, which is judged of by taking out

small portions of it and allowing it to cool, it is to be

withdrawn from the fire, and the watery part separated

from it as before. It is then to be heated again, and a

little water mixed with it, that it may form a proper

paste. After this let it be poured into the vessels pro-

per for cooling it
; in the bottom of which there ought

to be a little chalk in powder, to prevent the sorp from

adhering. In a few days the soap will have acquired

sufficient consistence to be taken out, and formed into

proper cakes *.

The use of the common salt in the above process is

to separate the water from the soap
; for common salt

has a stronger affinity for water than soap has.

Olive oil has been found to answe* best for making

soap, and next to it perhaps tallow may be placed : but

a great variety of other oils may be employed for that

j)urpose, as appears from the experiments of the French

chemists above quoted. They found, however, that lin-

seed oil and whale oil were not proper for making hard

soaps, though they might be employed with advantage

in the manufacture of soft soaps. Whale oil has been

long used by the Dutch for this last purpose.

* See the Memoir of Darcct, Lelicvre, and Pelletier, in the Aafl. </«

^him. xix. ?J3.

for future use.
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Soap may also be- made without the assistance of Chap. V.

heat j
but in that case a much longer tipie and a larger

proportion of alkali is necessary.

Manufacturers have contrived various methods of so- SophUtica-

phisticating soap, or of adding ingredients which in-

crease its weight without increasing its value. The

most common substance Used for that purpose is wa-

ter
;
which may be added in considerable quantities,

especially to soap made with tallow (the ingredient

used in this country), without diminishing its consisten-

cy. This fraud may be easily detected, by allowing the

soap to lie for some time exposed to the air. The wa-

ter will evaporate from it, and its quantity will be dis-

covered by the diminution of the weight of the soap.

As soap sophisticated in this manner would lose its wa-

ter by being kept, manufacturers, in order to prevent

that, keep their soap in saturated solutions of common

salt
;
which do not dissolve the soap, and at the same

tim?, by preventing all evaporation, preserve, or rather

increase the weight of the soap. Messrs Darcet, Le-

lifvre, and Pelletier, took two pieces equal in weight of

soap sophisticated in this .manner, and placed the one

in a dry place in thfe open air, and the other in a satu-

rated solution of common salt. After a month the first

had lost 0.56 of its weight, the other had gained about

o. 10 parts *. Various other methods have been fallen

upon to sophisticate soap ;
but as they are not general-

ly known, it would be doing an injury to the public to

describe them here.

Different chemists have analysed soap. In order to as- Analysis.

* de dim. xis. 330.
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certain the proportions of its ingredients
; but the re-

sult of their experiments is various, because thej used

soap containing various quantities of water. From the

experiments of Darcet, Lelievre, and Pelletier, it ap-

pears that soap newly made and exposed to sale contains

60.9Z} oil

8.56 alkali

30.50 water

100.00

Soap is soluble both in water and in alcohol. Itfe

properties as a detergent are too well known to require

any description.

Soap made with tallow and soda has a white colour,

and is therefore known by the name of white soap :

but it is usual for soap-makers, in order to lower the

price of the article, to mix a considerable portion of ro-

sin with the tallow
5 this mixture forms the common

yellow soap of this country.

Sp. 2. Soap of Potass or Soft Soap.

Formation. PoTASS may be substituted for soda in making soap,

and in that case precisely the same process is to be fol-

lowed. It is remarkable, that when potass is used, the

soap does not assume a solid form ; its consistence is

never greater than that of hog’s lard. This is what in-

this country is called soft soap. Its properties as a de-

tergent do not differ materially from those of hard soap,

but it is not nearly so convenient for use. The alkali

employed by the ancient Gauls and Germans in the for-

mation of soap was potass
; hence we sec the reason

that it is described by the Romans as an unguent
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The oil employed for making soft soap in this country is Chap^^

whale oil. A little tallow is also added, which, by pc-
‘“"V—

'

culiar management, is dispersed through the soap in

fine white spots.

Some persons have affirmed that they knew a method

of making hard soap with potass. Their method is

this : After forming the soap in the manner above de-

•scribed, they add to it a large quantity of common salt,

boil it for some time, and the soap becomes solid when

cooled in the usual way. That this mdthod may bt

practised with success has been ascertained by Messrs

Darcet, Lelievre, and Pelletier : but then the hard soap

thus formed does not contain potass but soda ; for when

the common salt (muriat of soda) is added, the potass

of the soap decomposes it, and combines with its mu-

riatic acid, while at the same time the soda of the salt

combines with the oil, and forms hard soap : and the

muriat of potass formed by this double decomposition is

dissolved in water, and drawn off along with it

Chaptal has lately proposed to substitute wool in place Soap'of

of oil in the making of soap. The ley is formed in the

usual manner, and made boiling hot, and shreds of wool-

len cloth of any kind aVe gradually tbrow'U into it ; they

are soon dissolved. 'New portions are to be added

sparingly, and the mixture is to be constantly agitated.

When no more cloth can be dissolved, the soap is

made f . This soap is said to have been tried with

success. It 'might doubtless be substituted for soap with

advantage in several manufactures, provided it can be

AiH. de Cbm. xix. 32J. t Ibid, xxi, 27.
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Fish soap.

alkaline

obtained at a cheaper rate than the soaps at present em-
ployed.

Some time ago a proposal was made to substitute the

muscles of fish instead of tallow or oil In the manufac-

ture of soap; but the experiments of Mr Jamieson have

demonstrated that they do not answer the purpose *.

Sf. 3. Soap of Ammonia.

This soap was first particularly attended to by Mr
Berthollet. It may be formed by pouring carbonat of

ammonia on soap of lime. A double decomposition

takes place, and the soap of ammonia swims upon the

surface of the liquor in the form of an oil
; or It may

be formed with still greater ease by pouring a solution

of muriat of ammonia into common soap dissolved in

water.

It has a more pungent taste than common soap.

Water dissolves a very small quantity of it
;
but it is

easily dissolved In alcohol. When exposed to the air,

it is gradually decomposed. The substance called vo/n-

tile linament, which is employed as an external applica-

tion in rheumatisms, colds, &c. may be considered as

scarcely any thing else than this soap.

All the alkaline soaps agree in the properties of solu-

bility In water and alcohol, and in being powerful deter-

gents.

Nicholson’s Journal, \n. 113,
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SECT. II.

OF EARTHY SoAPSi

The earthy soaps differ essentially from the alkaline

In their properties. They are insoluble in water, and

incapable of being employed as detergents. They may

be formed very readily by mixing coihmon soap with a

solution of an earthy salt : the alkali of the soap com-

bines with the add of the salt; while the earth and oil

unite together and form an earthy soap. Hence the

feasori that all waters holding an earthy salt are unfit

for washing. They decompose common soap, arid form

an earthy soap insoluble in water. These waters are

Well known by the name of hard waters. Hitherto the

earthy soaps haVe been examined by Mr Berthollet

only.

Sp. i , Soap of Lime.

This soap may be formed by pouring lirrie-water in-

to a Solution of common soap. It is insoluble both in

water and alcohol, CafbonAt of fixed alkali decompo-

ses it by Compound»affinity *. It melts with difficulty,

and requires a strong heat.

Soap of barytes and of stfontian resemble almost ex*

actly the soap of lime.

VoL. Ill,

• ThouvcUct

L
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Division II. Sp. 2 . Soap of Magnesia.

This soap may be formed by mixing together solU'*

tions of common soap and sulphat of magnesia. It is

exceedingly white. It is unctuous, dries with difficulty,

and preserves its whiteness after desiccation. It is in-

soluble in boiling water. Alcohol and fixed oil dis-

solve it in considerable quantity. Water renders its so-

lution in alcohol milky. A moderate heat melts it j

a transparent mass is formed, slightly yellow', and very

brittle

$p. 3. Soap of Alumina.

This soap may be formed by mixing together' solu-

tions of alum and of common soap. It is a flexible soft

substance, which retains its suppleness and tenacity

when dry. It is insoluble in alcohol, water, and oil.

Heat easily melts it, and reduces it to a beautiful tran^

parent yellowish mass f.

SECT. III.

OF METALLIC SOAPS AND PLASTERS.

Mb TALLic OXIDES are capable of combining with

oils by two different processes : i. By mixing together a

* BerthoUct, Mm. Par. 1780, or Nlstiobon’s Jovrnti, i. I7*

f Ibid.
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solution of common soap with a metallid salt. 2. By
uniting the metallic oxide with the oil directly, cither

cold or by the assistance of heat. The first of these

combinations is called a metallic soap
;
the second a

plaster. Let us consider each of these in their order.

1 . Metallic Soaps.

These soaps have been examined by Mr Berthollet j

who has proposed some of them as paints, and others as

varnishes ; but it does not appear that any of them has

been hitherto applied to these purposes.

1. Soap of mercury may be formed by mixing toge-

ther a solution of common soap and of corrosive mu-
riat of mercury. Thfe liqudP becomes milky, and the

•oap of mercury is gradually precipitated. This soap

is viscid, not easily dried, loses its white colour when
exposed to the air, and acquires a slate colour, which
gradually becomes deeper, especially if exposed to the

sun or to heat. It dissolves very well in oil, but spa-

ringly in alcohol. It readily becomes soft and fluid

when heated *.

2. Soap of zinc may be formed by mixing together a

solution of sulphat of zinc and of soap. It is of a white

colour, inclining to yellow. It dries speedily, and be-

comes friable -j-.

3. Soap of cobalt, made by mixing nitrat of cobalt

and common soap, is of a dull leaden colour, and dries

with difficulty, though its parts are not conducted.

• Berthollet, Mem, Par, 1780, or Nichohon’i Jturnul, i. 170.

t
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Mr Berthollct observed, that towards the end of th4

precipitation there fell down some green coagula, much

more consistent than soap of cobalt. These he suppo-

sed to be a soap of nickel, which is generally mixed with

cobalt *.

4. Soap of tin may be formed by mixing common

soap with a solution of tin in nitro-muriatic acid. It is

white. Heat does not fuse it like other metallic soaps,

but decomposes it f.

5. Soap of iron may be formed by means of sulphat

of iron. It is of a reddish-brown colour, tenacious,

and easily fusible. When spread upon wood, it sinks In

and dries. It Is easily soluble in oil, especially of tur-

pentine. Berthollet proposes it as a varnish J.

6. Soap ofcopper may be formed by means of sulphat

of copper. It is of a green colour, has the feel of a re-

sin, and becomes dry and brittle. Hot alcohol renders

its colour deeper, but scarcely dissolves it. Ether dis-

solves it, liquefies it, and renders its colour deeper and

more beautiful. It is very soluble in oils, and gives

them a pleasant green colour §.

7. Soap of lead may be formed by means of acetite of

lead. It is white, tenacious, and very adhesive when

heated. When fused it is transparent, and becomes

somewhat yellow if the heat be increased ||.

8. Soap of silver may be formed by means of nitrat

of silver. It Is at first white, but becomes reddish by

exposure to the air. When fused, its surface becomes

* Berthollct, Mem, Par. 1780, or Nicholson’s 'Journal, i. I 70»

\ Ibid. I
Ibid.

§ Ibid
j|

Ibid
’
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covered with a very Jjrilliant iris ;
beneath the surface it Chap, v.^

is black *.

9. Soap ofgoldmzy be formed by means of muriat of

gold. It is at first white, and of the consistence of

cream. It gradually assumes a dirty purple colour, and

adheres to the skin so that it is difficult to efface the im-

pression f.

Ip,. Soap of manganese may be formed by means of

ulphat of manganese. It is at first white, but it as-

sumes in the air a reddish colour, owing evidently to

the absorption of oxygen. It speedily dries to a hard

brittle substance, and by^ liquefaction assumes a brown

blackish colour |.

n. Plasters. .#

Plasters are combinations of oils and metallic ox- propartjes.

ides destined to be spread upon leather or qlothj and in

that state to be applied as a covering of .ulcers, &c.

They ought to be solid bodies, not so hard as to refuse

to spread easily' and equally, nor so soft as to run into

oil when heated by the skin. They ought to admit of

being easily kneaded when heated with the hand, to ad-

here firmly to the skin, but to be capable of being re-

moved without leaving behind them any stain. With-
out these properties they do not answer the purpose for

which they are destined, which is chiefly adhesion.

The only chemist who has hitherto examined plas-

ters with attention is Deyeux, to whom we are indebt-

* Bertholl«t, Mem, Par. 1780, or Nicholwn’i Journal, i. l^0.,

1 1 Ibid.
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ed far some excellent observations on the metliod of

preparing them

The oxides hitherto employed for making plasters

ire those of lead ; and litharge is usually considered as

the best adapted for that purpose of any of these oxides.

But the oxides of several of the oAcr metals, as bis-

muth and mercury, are also capable of forming plasters,

and might perhaps in some cases be employed with ad-

vantage. Some metallic oxides, however, as those of

iron; are not susceptible of that kind of cornbination

with oils which constitntes plasters f

.

All the fixed oils are capable of forming plasters
}

but they do not all form plasters with the same proper-

ties. The drying oils, linseed oil for instance, form

plasters of a much softer consistency than the fat oils ;

but these last acquire the same properties as the drying

oils if they be combined with mucilage. Thus olive oil,

boiled for some time with linseed or fenugrec, forms

with litharge plasters as soft as those composed of lin-

seed oil and litharge. According to Deyeux, olive oil

answers bettef for plasters than any other.

There are three different ways of form/ng plasters.

The first consists in simply mixing together oil and li-

tharge in proper proportions, and allowing the mixture

. to remain a considerable time in the common tempera-

ture of tlie atmosphere, agitating it occasionally. The

oxide gradually loses its colour and combines with the

oil, and the mixture acquires consistence. This pro-

cess is tedious, and does not furnish plasters sufficiently

« Ann. de Cbim. xxxili. SO. f Deyeux, IbJd,
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3»lid to answer the purposes for which they are intend- Chap. V._

ed. It is not therefore employed.

The second method consists in throwing the oxide ad Process,

into the oil while boiling. Plasters formed by this pro-

cess have always a deep colour and a peculiar odour,

occasioned hy the decomposition of a portion of the oil.

When this process is followed, it is necessary that the

oxide should be in the state of a fine powder ; and that

by agitation it should be made to combine with the oil

as fast as possible, otherwise the metal will be revived

altogether, in consequence of the strong tendency which

oil has to combine with oxygen when raised to a high

temperature.

The third method is most frequently practised, be- 3dProc«s.

eause it is not liable to the same inconveniences as the

other two. This method consists in boiling the oil and

the oxide together in a sufficient quantity of water. By

this liquid the heat is moderated at first till the oil and

oxide combine, which prevents the revival of the metal

;

and afterwards when the water is dissipated, the tem-

perature is sufficiently high to give the plaster the re-r

quisite consistency.

Plasters, when long kept, become often too hard to

be fit for use, especially if the requisite proportion of

oil has not been employed -at first. This defect is ea-

sily remedied, by melting them with a small portion of

new oil. Plasters, when long kept, likewise change

their colour, and most of their sensible properties ; ow-

ing either to the absorption of oxygen, or to some change

produced in their component parts by the action of the

air.
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CHAP. VI.

ii.EMARKS ON THE SECONDARY COMPOUNDS,

The secondary compounds are incomparably more nu-

merous than th^ primary; because they approach much
nearer the actual component parts pf the mineral, ve-

getable, apd animal kingdoms. Indeed a very consider-

able proportion of them exist native, especially in the

mineral kingdom
; and that number >¥111 no dopbt in-

crease as the science of chemistry extends its bounds,

few of the secondary compounds have that activity,

resemble ' that violent action, upon other bodies, which distinguish
wmpTe bo- primary compounds. In this respect they bear a

atrong resemblance to the simple substances. Sulphur,

for instance, is a body which has scarcely any taste, and

which acts but feebly upon animals, and not at all per-

ceptibly upon vegetables ancl minerals
;
and oxygen,

,
though it undoubtedly merits the appellation of an ac-

tive body, shews neither in its taste nor in its action on

animals and vegetables any thing which deserves the

name of acrid or caustic ; but sulphuric acid, though

composed of the^e two inoffensive bodies, is one of the

most active and corrosive substances known, and burnsi

and decomposes almost all the animal and vegetable

bodies which are exposed to its influence. Potass is, if

pqssible, still moye corrosive
; even the hardest mine-
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ral is unable to resist its action. But sulpliat of potass,

though compceed of these two formidable bodies, is not

more active than sulphur itself. This singular corre-

spondence between sinaple substances and secondary-

compounds, and the striking contrast between them and

the primary coDipoiuids, deserve attention. It demon-

strates to us, that the activity -of bodies is not propor-

tional to their simplicity, as has been hitherto suppo-

sed
j and that there is some other cause besides cornbi-

nation with other bodies to blunt their energy.

Several of the simple bodies exist commonly in the

state of gas: this is the case also with the primary com-

pounds
;
but no gaseous body is found among the se-

condary compounds, and only a comparatively small

mimber of liquid bodies. Almost all of them are so-

lid, and probably every one of them is susceptible of,

assuming that form. Hence we see that gaseous bo-

dies have all of them a considerable degree of simplici-

ty
; none of them, as far as is known, containing more

than two component parts, if we omit the consideration

of caloric and light altogethef
j
or three component parts,

if we include these bodies.

None of the secondary compounds are, properly speak-
ing, combustible. The soaps, indeed, and the vegetable
acid salts, are susceptible of undergoing a kind of com-
bustion, but not till they haye been previously decorn-
posed by heat

; and even then their combustion is not
to be compared to that of some of the simple substan-
ces and primary compounds. Two genera of salts, name,,
ly, the nitrats and hyperoxymuriats, are supporters of
combustion in a remarkable degree, occasioning violent

detonations when triturated or heated along with com-
bustibles. Many of the metallic salts are doubtless sits-

1^9

Chap. VI.

None of
them ga?
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tible.
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ceptibje of supporting combustion as well as these ge-.

nera, though hitherto the experiment has not been tried

CKoept upon a small number.

The secondary compounds have been investigated with

more precision than any other class of bodies belonging

to qhemistry ; and their formation and decomposition

are more completely in the power of the chemist. The

greater number pf them may be formed and decompo-

sed at pleasure; and approaches have been made to-

wards ascertaining the proportions ot the component

parts of several of ^hem- Accordingly it is from them

that almost all our notions of the nature of affinity have

been derived. It is to them that we have always res.

course to illustrate these notions, or to put them to the

test of experiment. What have been called tables of

affinity, are nothing else than lists of the substances by

which certain secondary compounds may be decompo-

sed, or of the precipitations which take place when dif-

ferent secondary compounds are mixed together. It was

necessary therefore to be acquainted with these bodies,

^nd to know the mutual changes w'hiqh tliey are capable

of producing on each other ; the decompositions of

which they are susceptible, and the proportions of their

component parts, before entering upon the considefation

of affinity

;

which may be considered as constituting in

reality the whole of the scientific part of chemistry, and

as coiYprehending under it the general principles to

which the immense mass of facts enumerated in the two

preceding Books may be referred, and under which they

may be arranged. We are now therefore prepared for

entering upon this important subject, which, will em-

ploy the whole of
,

the succeeding Book.
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OF

AFFINITY.

In the two preceding Books the different substances BooklJIf

which occupy the attention of the chemists have been »

enumerated, their properties have been described, and
the changes which they produce on each other have been
fully detailed. We are thus in possession pf the im-
mense body of facts of which the science of chemistry
is composed

; they have been arranged in that order
which seemed most proper for shewing their mutual
dependence on each other; and referred to a §mall num-
ber of general heads, that they might be remembered
with facility or consulted without difficulty. It were
to he wished that chemical phenomena could be referred

to a few general laws, and shewn to be ‘the necessary Chemlc^
results of these laws. It were to be wished that we
knew the nature of these laws so precisely, as to be
able to foretel beforehand the changes which result

from the mutual action of bodies in every particular cir-

cumstance. 1 his wculd save us the trouble of learning

?n detail an immense number of insulated facts which
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at present are necessary for the practice of chemistry (

it would enable us to apply the science with more ef-

fect to the arts and manufactures ;
it would enable us

to trace the chemical changes which are going on in the

atmosphere and the earth to their origin, and to fore-

see the future changes to which they are liable ; and

thus to form, what has hitherto been attempted in vain,

a complete theory of meteorology and geology.

Unfortunately the efforts of philosophers to establish

fectly these general principles have not hitherto been attend-

ed with complete success
j
partly owing to the difficul-

ty of the subject, and partly to the unaccountable negli-

gence of the greater number of chemists, who have

been more anxious to ascertain particular facts than to

investigate general principles, and who have often seem-

ed to look upon general principles as altogether foreign

to their science. Happily this has not been the case

with all chemists. Several, and these the most illus-

trious, have carefully classified the phenomena, and re-

ferred them under general heads; and if they have not

succeeded in discovering laws sufficiently comprehen-

sive to include all the chemical phenomena, have at

least pointed out several pretty general ones, from the

knowledge of which the mutual action of many bodies

on each other may, in not a few cases, be foreseen, even

prior to experiment. Among these philogoph.er§, none

stands higher than Bergman, who was not less distin-

guished by his industry and enthusiasm, than by his

enlarged views and the happy acuteness with which he

drew general conclusions. To Black and Lavoisier we

are indebted for two of the most general and most im-

portant laws hitherto discovered in chemistry. Much

has been done by Kirwan, whose profound knowledge^
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fortunately for the science, almost constantly leads him

to gendral views. Morveau has been no less distin-

guished in this important career : with a mind capable

of the most comprehensive range, and the most pro-

found views, he has classified the most difficult pheno-

mena, and thrown light upon the abstrusest part of the

science. And Berthollet has lately reviewed tlie gene-

ral doctrines of chemistry with his usual sagacity; and

has not only corrected various errors which had passed

current without detection, but has pointed out several

new laws of very great importance.

. The general principles of chemistry will form the

subject of this third Book, which will be divided into

four Chapters. In the first Chapter, we shall consider

the nature of affinity in general ; in the second, we
shall examine the affinity which homogeneous bodies

exert on each other
;

in the third, the affinity exerted

by iiETEKOGENEOUs bodies
;
and in the fourth, the na-

ture of REPULSION, which often acts as an antagonist to

affinity.
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CHAP. I.
I

6f affinity in GENERAL-

Attr^ctloK

Universal.

i. All the great bodies which constitute the sotar

system are urged towards each other by a force whiili

preserves then! in their orbits and regulates their mo-

tions. This force has received the name of attraction.

Its nature is unknown : Whether it be inherent in these

bodies themselvfe, or the consequence of some foreign

agent, are questions altogether beyond the reach of phi-

losophy, because we have no method of deciding the

point. One would be more inclined to the first suppo-

sition than to the other, as we can conceive no foreign

agent sufficient to explain the planetary motions unless

an intelligent one ; and for any thing which we know

to the contrary, it was as easy for the Creator to have

bestowed on the planets the power of acting on each

other at a distance, as the power of being acted on and

receiving motion from other substances.

2. Sir Isaac Hewton demonstrated, that this planetar^

attraction is the same with gravitation^ or that force by

which a heavy body is urged towards the earth
;
that

it is possessed, not only by the planets as wholes, but

by all their component parts also
; that it is mutual

;

that it extends to indefinite distances
;
and that all bo-

dies, as far afs is known, are possessed of it*
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. 3. When two bodies are brought within a certain dis- Ciiap-

1

tance, they adhere together, and require a considerable

force to separate them. This is the case, for instance,

^Ith two polished pieces of marble or glass. When a

piece of metal, or indeed almost anj body whatever. Is

plunged into water and drawn out again, its surface Is

moistened, that is to say, part of the water adheres to it.

When a rod of gold is plunged into mercury, it comes

out stained indelibly of a white colour, because it re-

tains and carries with it a portion of the mercury.

Hence it is evident that there is a force which urges

these bodies towards each other and keeps them toge-

ther ; consequently there is an attraction between them.

Bodies, therefore, are not only attracted towards the

earth and the planetary bodiesj but towards each other.

The nature of this attraction cannot be assigned any

more than that of gravitation
; but its existence is e-

qually certain, as far at least as regards by far the great-

er number of bodies.

4. In all cases we find the particles of matter united

together in masses ; differing indeed from each other in

magnitude, but containing all of them a great number
of particles. These particles remain united, and cannot

be separated without the application of a considerable

force
; consequently they are kept together by a force

which urges them towards each other, since it opposes

their separation. Consequently this force is an attrac-

tion.

Thus we see that there is a certain unknown force

which urges bodies towards each other
;

a force w'hich

acts not only upon large masses of matter, ^ the sun
and the planets, but upon the smaller component parts

t^f these bodies, and even upon the particles of which
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But with-

out reason.

these bodies are composed. Attraction, thefefo'rc^ a3

far as we know, extends to all matter,- and exists mii-

tually between all matter. It is not annihilated at hoW

great a distance soever we may Suppose bodies to be

placed frorh each other, neither does it disappear^

though they be placed eVer So near each other. The

nature of this attraction, or the cause which produces

it, is altogether unknown^ but its existence is denion-

strated by all the phenomena of nature.

. 5 . This attraction was long accounted fdr^ by sup-

posing that there existed a certain unknown substance-

which impelled all bodies towards each other ; a hypo-

thesis to which philosophers had recourse^ froiti an opi-

nion long admitted as a first principle, “ that no body

can act where it is not as if it were more difficult to

conceive why a change is produced in a body by ano-

ther which is placed at a great distance, than why it is

produced by one which is situated at a small distance;

It is not only impossible to explain the phenomena of

attraction by impulsion, but it is ds difficult to coficeive

how bodies should be urged towards each other by the

action of an external substance, as hoW th?y should be

urged towards each other by a power inherent in them-

selves. The fact Is, that we can neither comprehend

the one nor the Other ;
nor can any reason be assigned

w'hy the Almighty might not as easily bestow upoflf

matter the power of acting upon matter at a distance,*

as the power of being acted upon and changed by mat-s

ter in actual contact.

But farther, we have no reason for supposing thaf

bodies are ever in any case actually in contact. For all

bodies are diminished in bulk by cold, that is to say,

their particles are brought nearer each other, which-
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would be impossible, unless they had been at some

distance before the application of the cold. Almost all

bodies are diminished in bulk by pressure, and conse™

quentlj their particles are brought nearer each other

;

and the diminution of bulk is always proportional to

the pressure. Newton has shown that it required a

force of many pounds to bring two glasses within the

Booth part of an inch of each other; that a much great-

er was necessary to diminish that distance ;
and that no

pressure whatever was capable of diminishing it beyond

a certain point. Consequently there is a force which

opposes the actual contact of bodies
;

a force which in-

creases inversely as some power or function of the dis-

tance, and which no power whatever is capable of over-

coming. Boscovich has demonstrated, tjiat a body in

motion communicates part of its motion to another bo-

dy before it actually reaches it. Hence^ we may con-

clude that, as far as we know, theie is no such thing as

actual contact in nature, and that bodies of course al-

ways act upon each other at a distance. Even impul-

sion, therefore, or pressure^ is an instance of bodies act-

ing on each other at a distance, and therefore is no bet-

ter explanation of attraction than the supposition that

it is an inherent power. We must therefore be satis-

fied with considering attraction as an unknown power,

by which all bodies are urged towards each other. It

IS a power which acts constantly and uniformly in all

times and places, and which is always diminishing the

distance between bodies, unless when they are prevent-

ed from approaching each other by some other force

equally powerful.

6. The change which attraction produces on bodies

is a diminution of their distance. Now the distances of

VoL.III. • M

Chap. I.
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I. At sen.

sible di-

stances.

bodies from each other are of two kinds, either tod

small to be perceived by our senses, or great enough to

be easily perceived and estimated. In the first case, the

change of distance produced by attraction must be in-

sensible
;
in the second case it must be visible. Hence

the attractions of bodies, as far as regards us, naturally

divide themselves into two classes, i. Those which act

at sensible distances. 2. 'Those which act at insensible

distances. The first class obviously applies to bodies

in masses of sensible magnitude
;
the second class must

be confined to the particles of bodies, because they alone

are at insensible distances from each other.

7. It has been demonsttated, that the intensity of the

first class of attractions varies with the mass and the

distance of the attracting bodies. It increases with the

mass of these bodies, but diminishes as the distance be-

tween them increases. Hence we see that in this class

of attractions every particle of the attracting bodies acts,

since the sum of the attracting force is always propor-

tional to the number of particles in the attracting bodies.

Why it diminishes as the distance increases, it is im-

possible to say ; but the fact is certain, and is almost

incompatible with the supposition of impulsion as the

cause of attraction. The rate of variation has been de-

monstrated to be inversely as the scjuare of the distance

in all cases of attraction belonging to the first class.

8. The attractions belonging to the first class mdst

be as numerous as there are bodies situated at sensible

distances ;
but it has bpen ascertained that they may be

all reduced to three different kinds j namely, i. Gravi-

tation ;
2. Electricity j 3. Magnetism. The first of

these has been shewn by Newton to belong to all mat-

ter, as far as we have an opportunity of e.\amining, and
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therefore to be universal. The other two are partial,

being confined to certain sets of bodies, while the rest

of matter is destitute of them i
for it is well known

that all bodies are not electric, and that scarcely any

bodies are magnetic, except iron; cobalt, nickel, and

perhaps manganese.

The intensity of these three attractions increases as

the mass of the attracting bodies, and diminishes as thd

square of the distance increases. The first extends to

the greatest distance at which bodies are known to be

separated from each other. How far electricity extends

has not been ascertained ; but magnetism extends at

least as far as the semidiameter of the earth. All bo-

dies possess gravity
;
but it has been supposed that the

other two attractions are confined to two or three sub-

tile fluids, which constitute a part of all those bodies

which exhibit the attractions of electricity or magne-

tism. This may be so ;
but it has not; and scarcely

can be demonstrated.

9. The absolute force of these attractions in given

bodies can only be measured by the force necessary to

counteract the effect of these attractions, or by the space

which given bodies, acted on merely by these attrac-

tions, travrrse in a given time. If We compare the dif-

ferent bodies acted on by gravitation, we shall find that

the absolute force of their gravitation towards each

Other is in all cases the same, provided their distances

from each other and their mass be the same
;
but this

is by no means the case with electrical and magnetic

bodies. In them the forces by which they are attract-

ed towards each other, called electricity and magnetism#

are exceedingly various, even when the mass and the

distance are the same. Sometimes these forces disap^

M a
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pear almost entirely
;

at other times they are exceed-

intense. Gravity therefore is a force inherent in

bodies
; electricity and magndtism not so

;
a circum-

stance which renders the opinion of their depending

upon peculiar fluids exceedingly probable. If we com-

pare the absolute force of these three powers with each

other, It would appear that the intensity of the two last,

every thing else being equal, is greater than that of .

the first; but their relative intensity cannot be compa-

red, and is therefore unknown. Hence it follows that ;

these different attractions, though they follow the same ^

laws of variation, are not the same in kind.

10. The attractions between bodies at insensible dis- »

tances, and which of course are confined to the parti-

cles of matter, have been distinguished by the name of ,

affinity^ while the term attraction has been more com-

monly confined to cases of sensible distance. Now the

particles of matter are of two kinds, either homogeneous

or heterogeneous. By homogeneous particles, I mean

particles which compose the same body
;
thus all par-

tides of iron are homogeneous. By heterogeneous par-
^

tides are meant those which compose different bodies;
j

thus a particle of iron and a particle of lead are hetero-
i

geneous. ,

Homogeneous affinity urges the homogeneous parti-

cles towards each other, and keeps them at insensible dis- •

tances from each other ;
and consequently is the cause !

why bodies almost always exist united together, so as •

to constitute masses of sensible magnitude. This affinity

is usually denoted by the term cohesion, and sometimes ;

by adhesion when the surfaces of bodies are only refer- -

red to. Homogeneous affinity is nearly universal; as far

as is known, caloric and light only are destitute of it.
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Heterogeneous affinitj urges heterogeneous particles
,

Chap. I.

towards each other, and keeps them at insensible dis-

tances from each other, and of course is the cause of

the formation of new integrant particles composed of a

certain number of heterogeneous particles. These new

integrant particles afterwards unite by cohesion, and

form masses of compound bodies. Thus an integrant

particle of water is composed of particles of hydrogen

and oxygen, urged towards each other, and kept at an

insensible distance by heterogeneous affinity ;
and a

mass of water is composed of an indefinite number of

integrant particles of that fluid, urged tow'ards each

other by homogeneous affinity. Heterogeneous affinity

is universal, as far as is known; that is to say, there is

no body whose particles are not attracted by the parti-

cles of some other body ;
but whether the particles of all

bodies have an affinity for the particles of all other bo-

dies, is a point which we have no means of ascertaining.

It is, however, exceedingly probable, and has been ge-

nerally taken for granted ;
though it is certainly assu-

ming more than even analogy can warrant.

I r. Affinity, like sensible attraction, varies with the increase*

mass and the distance of the attracting bodies. That

cohesion varies with the mass, cannot indeed be ascer-

tained
;
because w'e have no method of varying the

mass without at the same time altering the distance.

But in cases of the adhesion of the surfaces of homo-

geneous bodies, which is undoubtedly an instance of ho-

mogeneous affinity, it has been demonstrated, that the

force of adhesion increases with the surface,, that is to

say, with the mass; for the number of adhering parti-

cles must increase with the surface.

That heterogeneous affinity increases with the masa,

M 3
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has been observed long ago in particular instances, and

has been lately demonstrated by Berthollet to hold in

every case ; thus a given portion of water is retained

more obstinately by a large quantity of sulphuric acid

than by a small quantity. Oxygen is more easily ab-

stracted from fhose oxides which are oxidized to t

maximum, than from those which are oxidized to a mi-

nimum
; that is to say, that a large mass of metal re-

tains a given quantity of oxygen more violently than a

pmall mass. Lime deprives potass of only a portion of

its carbonic acid, and sulphuric acid deprives phospho-

ric acid of only a portion of the lime with which it is

united in phosphat of lime. In these, and many other

instances that might be enumerated, a small portion of

one body is retained by a given quantity of another

more strongly than a large quantity. And Berthollet

has shewn, that in all cases a large quantity of a body
is capable of abstracting a portion of another from a

small portion of a third
j how weak soever the affinity

between the first and second of these bodies is, and how
strong soever the affinity between the second and the

third. Thus when equal quantities of the following

bodies were boiled together,

f Sulphat of barytes
J.

2 .

L Potass
*•

r Sulphat of potass

i. Soda

C Sulphat of potass

C Lime

r Oxalat of lime

L Potass

C Phosphat of lime
^ C Potass

^
C Carbonat of lime

C Potass

the uncombined base abstracted part of the acid from

the base with which it was previously combined
;
tho’

in every one of these instances it was retained,by that

base by an affinity considered as stronger. The same
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division of the base took place when equal quantities of ^
.

oxalat of lime and nitric acid were boiled together.

That the force of affinity increases as the distance di- inversely

minishes, and the contrary, is obvious *, for it beconaes
glance,

insensible whenever the distance is sensible, and on the

other hand, becomes exceedingly great wlien the dis-

tance is exceedingly diminished. But the particular

Tate which this variation follows is still unknown, as

we have no method of measuring either the distances at

which it acts, or its relative intensity at these distances.

Some have suppos.ed that it follows a greater ratio than

and that it diminishes at least as —, if not at some

greater rate. But their reasoning has depended alto-

gether upon the supposition that the particles of bodies

united by affinity are in actual contact and loses its

force, or at least a considerable part of it, if w'e sup-

pose, what seems actually to be the case, that even

then these particles are at a distance. Others have sup-

posed that the intensity of affinity varies inversely as

the square of the distance, resting chiefly upon the ana-

• sensible attraction which follows that law. This

is certainly a kind of presumption in favour of the opi-

nion, and it must be allowed that no sufficient argu-

ments have been advanced to prove that this law is in-

compatible with the phenomena gf affinity. But neither,

on the other hand, have any thing like proofs been ad-

vanced to show that affinity actually varies according to

that law. Ihe truth is, that at present the subject is

beyond the reach of philosophy. We must therefore

suspend our judgment altogether till future discoveries

put it in cur power to determine the point.

12. Affinity then agrees with sensible attraction in

M 4
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Affinity va-

ries in in-

tensity.

«

every point which it has been hitherto possible to de-

termine. Like sensible attraction, it increases with the

mass, and diminishes' as the distance augments
;
conse-

quently we must conclude that attraction, whether it be

sensible or insensible, is in all eases the same kind of

force, and regulated by precisely the same general

laws.

We have seen that sensible attraction, though in all

cases the scirue kind of force, is not always the very sume

force
;
for though the mass and the distance of two bo-

dies be equal, the absolute force by which they are at-

tracted towards each other by gravitation is not equal

to the force by which they are attracted towards each

other by magnetism. The forces of sensible attraction

are three in number, namely, gravitation, magnetism,

and electricity
;
the first is always the same when the

mass and distance are the same, but the two last vary

even when the mass and distance continue unaltered.

The forces of affinity, though also the same in kind,

are still more numerous than those of sensible attrac-

tion
;
for instead of three, they amount to as many as

there are heterogeneous bodies. The rate, indeed, at

which they vary when the distance of the attracting

bodies increases or diminishes, is probably the same in

all, and so is also their variation as far as it regards the

mass. But even when both of these circumstances, as

far as we can estimate them, are the same, the affinity

of two bodies for a third is not the same. Thus barytes

has a stronger'affinity for sulphuric acid than potass has

;

for if equal quantities of each be mixed with a small

portion of sulphuric acid, the barytes seizes a much

greater proportion of the acid than the potass does.

This dilTcience in intensity extends to particles of all
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bodies
;
for there are scarcely any two bodies whose Chap,

particles have precisely the same affinity for a third,

and scarcely any two bodies, the particles of each of

which cohere together with exactly the same force.

It is this difference in intensity which constitutes the

most important characteristic mark of affinity,andwhich

explains the different decompositions and changes which

one body occasions in others.

Thus it appears at first sight, that there are as many
different affinities as there are bodies

;
and that affinity,

instead of being one force like gravitation, which is

always the same when the circumstances are the same,

consists of a variety of different forces, regulated, in-

deed, by the same kind of laws, but all of them diffe-

rent from each other. These affinities do not vary like

magnetism and electricity, though the mass continues

the same, but are always of equal intensity when other

circumstances are equal. Hence it is reasonable to con-

clude that these affinities cannot, like magnetism and

electricity, depend upon peculiar fluids, the quantity of

which may vary, but that they are permanent forces,

inherent in every atom of the attracting bodies.

13. It is very possible that this variation of Intensity,

which forms so remarkable a distinction between affi-

nity and gravitation, may be only apparent and not real.

For even in gravitation the intensity varies with the

distance and the mass, and the same variation holds in

affinity. But as the attraction of affinity acts upon bo-
^

dies situated at insensible distances from each other, it

is evident that, strictly speaking, we have no means of

ascertaining that distance, and consequently that it may
vary without our discovering the variation. But every

such variation in distance must occasion a correspond-
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Booli Itl

Owing per-

haps to the

figure of

the parti-

cles.

ing variation in the Intensity of the attracting force. It

maj be then that barytes attracts Sulphuric acid with

greater intensity than potass, because the particles of

barytes, when they act upon the acid, are at a smaller

distance from it than the particles of the potass are.

But it may be asked. Why, if barytes, potass, and

sulphuric acid, are all mixed together in water, the par-

ticles of potass do not approach as near the acid as

those of the barytes, since they are both at liberty to

act? To this it may be answered. That in all probabi-

lity they do approach each of them to the same app<t-

re7it distance (if the expression be allowable), but that,

notwithstanding, their real distance may continue diffe-

rent. The particles of bodies, how minute soever we

suppose them to be, cannot be destitute of magnitude.

They must have a certain length, breadth, and thick-

ness, and therefore must always possess some particular

figure or other. These particles, indeed, are a great

deal too minute for us to detect their shape
;
bnt still

it is certain that they must have some shape. Now it

is very Conceivable that the particles of every particu-

lar body may have a shape peculiar to themselves, and

differing from the shape of the particles of every other

body. Thus the particles of sulphuric acid may have

one shape, those of barytes another, and those of potass

a third.

But if the particles of bodies have length, breadth,

and thickness, we cannot avoid conceiving them as

composed of an indeterminate number of still more

minute particles or atoms. Now the affinity of two

integrant particles for each other must be the sum of

the attractions of all the atoms in each of these particles

for all the atoms in the other ; But the sum of these
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attractions must depend upon the number of attracting Chap. L

atoms, and upon the distance of these atoms from each
''

other respectively; and this distance must depend upon

the figure of the particles. For it is obvious, that if

two particles, one of which is a tetrahedron and the

other a cube, and w'hich contain the same number of

atoms, be placed at the same relative distance from a

third particle, the sum of the distances of all the atoms

pf the first particle from all the atoms of the third par-

ticle, will be less than the sum of the distances of all

the atoms of the second particle from those of the

third. Consequently, in this case, though the apparent

distance of the particles be the same, their real distance

is different
;

and of course the cube will attract the

third particle more strongly than the tetrahedron; that

is, it will have a greater affinity for it than the tetra-

hedron.

But if the particles of bodies differ from each other

in figure, they may differ also in density and in size c

pnd this must also alter .the absolute force of affinity,

even when the distances and the figure of the attracting

particles are the same. The first of these two circum-

stances indeed may be considered as a difference in the

mass of the attracting bodies, and therefore may be de-

tected by the weight of the aggregate
; but the second,

though also no less a variation in the mass, cannot be

detected by any such method, though its effect upon
the strength of affinity may be very considerable.

There is no doubt that, upon the supposition that

such differences in the figure, density, and size of the

attracting particles, really exist, and it is in the high-

est degree probable that they do exist, the variation in

intensity which characterises chemical affinity may be
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tame with
gravitation.

accounted for, without supposing that the intensity of

affinity as a force inherent in the ultimate particles or

atoms of bodies is really different. The same thing

may be applied to electricity and magnetism. It Is cer-

tainly possible, therefore, that attraction, both sensible

and insensible, may not only vary at the same rate, and

according to the same laws, but be absolutfely the same

force inherent in the atoms of matter, modified merely

by the number and fituation of the attracting atoms.

This is certainly possible
;
and it must be allowed that

it corresponds well with those notions of the simplicity

of Nature in which we are accustomed to indulge our-

selves. But the truth is, that we are by no means good

judges of the simplicity of Nature ; we have but an im-

perfect glimpse here and there through the veil with

which her operations are covered
;
and from the few

points which we see, we are constantly forming conjec-

tures concerning the whole of the machinery by which

these operations are carried on. Superior beings smile

at our theories as we smile at the reasonings of an jn-

fant ; and were the veil which conceals the machine

from our view to be suddenly withdrawn, we our-

selves, in all probability, would be equally astonished

and confounded at the wide difference between our

theories and conjectures, and the real powers by which

tlie machinery of the universe Is moved. Let us not

therefore be too precipitate in drawing general conclu-

sions ;
but let us rather wait with patience till future

discoveries enable us to advance farther
j
and satisfy

ourselves in the mean time with arranging those laws

of affinity which have been ascertained, without deci-

ding whether it be tlie same force with gravitation, or

a different one.
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14. The characteristic marks of affinity may be re-

duced to the three following :

I. Jt acts only at insensible distances, and of course

affects only the particles of bodies.

II. This force is always the same in the same parti-

cles, but it is different in different particles.

III. This difference is modified considerably by the

mass. Thus though A have a greater affinity for C
than B has, if the mass of B be considerably increased

while that of A remains unchanged, B becomes capable

of taking a part of C from A.
But it will be necessary to consider the affinity of

homogeneous and heterogeneous bodies more particu-

larly. This will be the subject of the two following

Chapters.

189
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CHAP. II.

OF HOMOGENEOUS AFFINITY.-

We never find the particles of bodies in a separate

state : they are either combined with the particles of

other bodies, or with each other, forming masses of

greater or smaller magnitude. This last union is the

effect of homogeneous affinity ; which has been already

defined to mean that force which unites homogeneous

particles to each other. Now in homogeneous affinity

there are two things which claim our attention : The

first is the force itself by which the particles are kept

united ;
the second is the form which the particles

thus united are known to assume. The force is distin-

guished by the title of cohesion ; and the form of the

mass, when regular, has received the name of crystal.

These two topics shall form the subjec of the two fol-

lowing Sections, under the titles of Cohesion and Gry-

stulli%ation.
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SECT. I.

OF COHEsrON.

The force called cohesion is inherent in all the parti-

cles of all bodies, if we except caloric and light i For all

bodies except these constantly exist in masses composed

of an indefinite number of particles united together.

This force possesses all the characters of affinity.

1. It acts only at insensible distances
;
for whenever

we remove the particles of a body to a perceptible di-

stance from each other, they cease to cohere altoge-

ther.

2 . Cohesion is exceedingly various in different bo-

dies : though in the same body, if other things be equal,

it i.s always the same. Thus an iron rod is composed

of particles of iron cohering so strongly, that it requires

an enormous force to separate them. A smaller force

is necessary to overcome the cohesion of lead, and a still

smaller to separate the particles of chalk from each

other. In short, there are scarcely two bodies whose

particles cohere with the same force. The force of co-

hesion in solid bodies is measured by the weight neces-

sary to break them, or rather to pull them asunder.

Thus if a rod of glass be suspended in a perpendicular

direction, and weights be attached to its lower extre-

mity till the rod is broken by them, the weight attach-

ed to the rod just before it broke is the measure of the

cohesive force of tlie rod. We are indebted to Muschen-
broeck for the most complete set of experiments hjther-
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to made upon the cohesive force of solid bodies. Sick-

engen has also examined the cohesion of several of the

metals with much accuracy. The results of the la-

bours of the first of these philosophers may be seen in

the following Table * :

I. Metals.

Steel, bar . 135,000

Iron, bar . 74>500

Iron, cast 50,100

Copper, cast 28,600

Silver, cast 41,500

Gold, cast 22,000

Tin, cast 4>440

Bismuth 2,900

Zinc 2,6co

Antimony . 1,000

Lead, cast 860

II. Alloys.

Gold 2 parts, silver i part 28,000

Gold 5, copper i 50,000

Silver 5, copper t 48,500

Silver 4, tin i 41,000

Copper 6, tin I 55,000

Btass . 51,000

Tin 3, lead i 10,200

Tin 8, zinc i 10,000

Tin 4, antimony i 12,000

Lead 8, zinc l 4,500

Tin 4, lead i, zinc i . . . . 13,000

* In this Table the numbers denote the pounds avoirdupois which ai'e

just sufficient to tear asunder a rod of each of the bodies whose base is

ao inch square.
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in. Woods.

Locust tree ........ . 20,100

Jujeb . . . . ,

Beech, oak

Orange

Alder

Elm

Mulberry

Willow

Ash

Plum

Elder . .

Pomegranate

Lemon

Tamarind

Fir GO 0

Walnut

Pitch pine

Quince . . 6,750

Cypress

Poplar • 5 > 5 °o

Cedar

IV. Bones.

Ivory

Bone

Horn

Whalebone

Tooth of sea calf • 4.075

9. The nature of cohesion has been more happily ex- Explalf.ol

j
1

Bos<a>

plained by Boscovich than by any other philosopher. vUh,

Indeed it forms the most beautiful and satisfactory part

VoL. III. N
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of his theory. According to him, the particles of bo-

dies cohere together when they are placed in the limit

of repulsion and attraction. Two particles, when si-

tuated at a certain distance from each other, repel each

other mutually
; this repulsion gradually diminishes as

the distance between the particles Increases, till at last

w’hen the distance reaches a certain magnitude, the re-

pulsion ceases altogether. If the distance be increased

ever so little, the particles now, instead of repelling, at-

tract each other ; and this attraction increases with the

distance, till at last it reaches its maximum. From

this point it gradually diminishes, till at last, when

the particles have acquired a certain distance, it va-

nishes altogether. If the distance be increased ever

so little beyond that distance, the particles now again

repel each other. He supposes that the insensible di-

stance between two particles is divided into an indefi-

nite number of portions of alternate repulsions and at-

tractions.

Let the line AH (fig. 14.) represent the insensible

distance between two particles ;
and let the ordinates of

the curve q r^P’^sent the attracting and repel-

ling forces of the two particles as the second moves a-

long the line AB while the first remains in the point

A. The ordinates of the curves situated above the line

AH represent repulsive forces, and those below the

line represent attracting forces. The points B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, where the curve cuts the axis, represent

• the limits between repulsion and attraction. While the

second particle is in any part of the line AB it is re-

pelled : the repulsion increases as the particle ap-

proaches A; and at the point A it is infinite, because the

fine An is to be considered as an asymptote to the
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curve. At the point B the second particle is neither
_

Chap,

repelled nor attracted. In every part of the line BC it

is attracted ;
and the attraction is a maximum at P, be-

cause there the ordinate PQ^is a maximum. At the

point C it is neither attracted nor repelled. In every

part of CD it is repelled ;
in D it is neither attracted

nor repelled ;
in DE it is attracted, and so on.

Now the points B, D, F, and H, are called by Bosco-

vich limits of cohesion, because particles placed in these

points remain unaltered, and even resist any force which

endeavours to displace them. If they are driven near-

er each other, they are again repelled to their former

limit ; on the other hand, if tliey are driven to a great-

er distance, they are again attracted to their former si-

tuation.

Boscovich supposes, that in all cases cf cohesion the

particles of the cohering body are so situated as to be

in these limits of cohesion with respect to each other.

According to this very ingenious theory, cohesion is

not, properly speaking, a force, but the interval be-

tween two forces. And even if we were to modify the

theory a little, still we must consider cohesion as the

balancing of two opposite forces, either of which be- i

comes prevalent according as the cohering particles are

urged nearer each other or forced to a greater distance.

Consequently if we were to speak with precision, co-

hesion is not itself a force, but the absence of a force.

What has been hitherto called the force of cohesion, is

the attraction which prevents the cohering particles

from separating from each other, and which begins to

act

;

or, more precisely, which becomes prevalent when

the particles are urged to a greater distance from each

otlicr.
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4. Boscovlch has shewn, in a very satisfactory man«

ner, how all the varieties of cohesion may be produced

by the differences in the size, figure, and density, of the

cohering particles *. It deserves attention, that in most

cases the cohesive force of simple bodies is greater than

that of compound bodies. To this indeed there are a

great number of exceptions, but the observation holds

in a variety of instances. All the metals cohere very

strongly j the diamond probably coheres with no less

force, if we can judge from its hardness •, and the cohe-

sion of sulphur is also very considerable. Thus if we

except phosphorus, all the simple substances are re-

markable for cohesion. Those of them which are in

the state of elastic fluids must be excluded altogether ;

because in that particular state the particles, instead of

being in the limit of cohesion, are actually repelled. In

the earths, too, such of them at least as are found cry-

stallized in a state of purity, the cohesion is very strong.

Thus the sapphire or crystallized alumina, and rock

crystal or crystallized silica, are always very hard, and

exhibit a much stronger cohesion than limestone, or

magnesian stones, which are composed of heterogeneous

bodies. This remark, however, by no means applies

to the metals ;
for in them the cohesion is very often

increased considerably by alloying them together. Thus

the cohesion of copper is doubled by alloying it with

one-sixth of its weight of tin, though the cohesion of

the tin is scarcely one-sixth of that of the copper.

The cohesion of metals is greatly Increased by for-

ging them, and by drawing them out into wire. By

tliis last operation gold, silver, and brass, have their

* Sec h:« ’TIj!»r:a Fl/iloic^hia Naiiiralit, Part iii, Sect. 406. p. i8j.
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cohesion nearly tripled ;
copper and iron more than ^

doubled.

5. There are three states in which bodies exist ex-

ceedingly distinct from each other *, the state of solids,

of liquids, and of elastic fluids. In the two first states

the particles cohere with more or less force , but the

cohesion produces in them very different effects. In the

first it prevents all relative motion among the particles

themselves j
in the second, this relative motion is left

at full liberty. Hence in solid bodies the motion of one

particle is followed by the motion of the whole mass y

or if that is impossible, the cohesion is destroyed alto-

gether. In liquids, on the contrary, the motion of one

particle is not necessarily followed by that ot the rest,

neither does that motion destroy the cohesion. Bosco-

vich has shewn, that solidity and fluidity are the conse-

quence of the figure of the cohering particles, If that

figure is such that the particles may change their posi-

tion without altering their relative distances, the conse-

quence must be fluidity ;
because in that case there is

nothing to oppose the motion of any individual parti-

cle. This happens when the particles are spherical

;

but if the figure be such that the particles cannot change

their position without altering their relative distances,

the bodies which they compose must be solids, because

all restive motion of an individual particle is opposed

by the attractions and repulsions of all the surrounding

particles •, for every motion must bring the particle out

of the former limit of cohesion. This happens when

the particles have the figure of parallelopipeds, or any

other figure except that of spheres.

This explanation is exceedingly ingenious •, but it

would not be an easy task to explain by means of it all

N 3
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Book III. the phenomena of solidity and fluidity. How comes It,

for instance, that the addition of a certain dose of calo-

ric renders a body fluid which was before solid ? If it

be answered, that it acts by combining with the parti-

cles of the solid in such a manner as to render them

spherical
; how comes it, in that case, that gold and

platinum, metals which are ductile and malleable, pro-

perties which indicate a kind of approach to fluidity,

and of course to sphericity, in the particles of these

metals—how comes it that they require so much more

caloric to render them fluid than bismuth or sulphur,

which are altogether brittle ? ^’’e must rather consider

fluidity as a kind of soltitiori in caloric, analogous to the

solution of salts in water. But this explanation, tho’

it M'ould do very well in many instances, would lead us

in others to difficulties as great as those which we are

endeavouring to avoid.

The cohesion of liquids is often very considerable.

According to Sir Isaac Newton, it is nearly proportion-

al to the density of the liquid. This holds pretty accu-

rately in several instances : but it is not easy to as-

certain the cohesion of a liquid with precision, because

the particles slide upon each other, and the column of

the liquid, whose cohesion we are measuring, always

becomes smaller and smaller, till at last it consists only

of a very small number of particles.

Viscid bodies have particles approaching to a spheri-

cal form *, but deviating from it so far as to occasion
I

a certain resistance to the relative motion of the parti-

cles.

Solid bodies are of two kinds : they may cither re-

sist all change of distance In their particles so strongly

as not to be capable of compression or dilatation with-
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out a breach of cohesion ;
or they may admit of both

to a certain degree with facility. The first of these

constitutes hardness ;
the second constitutes softness, if

the particles retain their new situation, or elasticity if

they return again to their old position when the exter-

nal force is removed *. Ductility and malleability depend

upon the same state as softness, only the particles re-

quire a greater force to make them change their situation

and assume a new one.

6. When a solid body is plunged into a liquid, if the Solution,

particles of the liquid attract those of the solid with a

greater force than these last particles attract each other,

they are gradually carried off by the fluid, and combine

with its particles, that is to say, the solid is gradually

dissolved. Thus sugar is dissolved by water, and sul-

phur by oil. The particles of the solid thus dissolved

are each of them surrounded and combined with a cer-

tain number of the particles of the liquid. Hence they

must be arranged in the liquid in regular order, and at

regular distances from each other. The greater num-

ber of particles thus dissolved by the liquid, the smaller

is the affinity by which each of them is retained, because

it is surrounded by a smaller number of particles of the

liquid. But the greater must be the force with

which these particles are attracted towards each other,

and of course tend to form the solid again by cohesion ;

because the greater the number of tfie particles of the

solid dissolved in the fluid, the nearer are they to each

Other.

Thus it appears that the affinity between the fluid

Boscovich, Tbtotia NatirJlt, p. 199.
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solid diminishes with the quantity dissolved

; but
that the tendency to cohesion Increases with that quan-
tity. Consequently if the solution be supposed to go
on, these two opposite forces must at last balance one

another. And whenever that happens, the liquid can

dissolve no more of the solid. If it did, tlie particles

of the solid would in part cohere, and form a new por-

tion of the solid again. Whenever this happens, the

fluid is said to be saturated. The saturation of a fluid

then does not mean that its affinity for the solid is sa-

tisfied, but that it is not greater than the tendency of

the combined particles to cohere. Now, when a liquid

is Saturated whh a solid, if by any means we can ab-

stract part of that liquid, the cohesive force of the par-

ticles of the solid must gain the superiority
; and the

consequence will be, that they will unite and form solid

bodies anew, till their number be so much diminished,

that their mutual attraction is again counterbalanced by

the affinity of the liquid. Hence tjie reason that eva-

poration occasions the crystallization of those bodies

which are held in solution by liquids.

y. These dilFercnt solid todies differ excessively from

each other in their tendency to cohesion
;
and this diffe-

rence can only be ascertained by experiment. Thus the

tendency to cohesion, and the force of cohesion in silica,

is so strong, that v.’hen it has been precipitated from a

solution by evaporation, it cannot be dissolved again in

the same liquid.

This tendency to cohesion, and the consequent inso-

lubility of the compound, produce many of the most

important phenomena of chemistry, as they occasion the

various precipitations and decompositions which so oft-

en take place when different substances are mixed to-
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gcther. But this subject belongs more properly to the

next Chapter, in whicJi it will be necessary to point

out the effect of cohesion as an antagonist to heteroge-

nous affinity. Let us proceed, therefore, to consider

the forms which bodies assume when their particles

have full liberty to unite themselves by cohesion.

Chap. II.

SECT. II.

OF CRYSTALLIZATION.

word crystal originally signified ice\

but it was afterwards applied by the ancients to crystal*

lized silica, or rock crystal; because, as Pliny informs

us, they considered that body as nothing else than water

congealed by the action of cold. Chemists afterwards

applied the word to all transparent bodies of a regular

shape ;
and at present it is employed to denote in gene-

ral the regular figures which bodies assume when their

particles have full liberty to combine according to the

laws of cohesion. "I'hese regular bodies occur very

frequently in the mineral kingdom, and have long at-

tracted attention on account of their great beauty and

regularity. By far the greater number ol the salts as-

sume likewise a crystalline form
;
and as these substan-

ces are mostly soluble in w'ater, we have it in our power

to give the regular shape of crystals in some measure at

pleasure.

1. AH the substances with wliii h we are acquainted

may be divided into solid, liquid, and gaseous.. Crystals
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Crystnis

formed by

arc obviously confined to the first set, the fluidity of

the two last rendering them incapable of retaining a re-

gular form ; but many of them may be made to assume

a solid state, and in that case they usually crystallize.

Most solid bodies either occur in the state of crystals,

or are capable of being made to assume that form. Now
it has long been observed by chemists and mineralogists,

that there is a particular form which every individual

substance always affects when it crystallizes : this in-

deed is considered as one of the best marks for distin-

guishing one substance from another. Thus common

salt is observed to assume the shape of a cube, and a-

lum that of an octahedron, consisting of two four-sided

pyramids, applied base to base. Saltpetre affects the

form of a six-sided prism ; and sulphat of magnesia that

ofa four sided prism; and carbonat oflime is often found

in the state of a rhomboid. Not that every individual

substance always uniformly crystallizes in the saine form ;

for this is liable to considerable variations, according to

the circumstances of the case ; but there are a certain

number of forms peculiar to every substance, and the

crystals of that substance, in every case, adopt one or o-

ther of these forms, and no other ;
and thus common

salt, when crystallized, has always either the figure pf a

cube or octahedron, or some figure reducible to these.

2. As the particles of bodies must be at liberty to

move before they crystallize, it is obvious that we can-

not reduce any bodies to the state of crystals, except

those which we are able to make fluid. Now there are

two ways of rendering bodies fluid, namely, solution in a

liquid, and fusion by heat. These of course arc the on-

ly methods of forming crystals in our power.
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Solution is the common method of crystallizing salts. Chap, n.

They are dissolved in the water : the water is slowly e- soliitica

vaporated, the saline particles gradually approach each

other, combine together, and form small crystals ;
which

become constantly larger by the addition of other parti-

tides, till at last they fall by their gravity to the bottom

of the vessel. It ought to be remarked, however, that

there are two kinds of solution, each of which present-s

different phenomena of crystallization. Some salts dis-

solve in very small proportions in cold water, but are

very soluble in hot water •, that is to .say, water at the

common, temperature has little effect upon them, but

water combined with caloric dissolves them readily-

When hot water saturated with any of these salts cools,

it becomes incapable of holding them in solution : the

consequence of which is, that the saline particles gra-

dually approach each other and crystallize. Sulphat of

soda is a salt of this kind. To crystallize such salts

nothing more is necessary than to saturate hot water

with them, and set it by to cool. But were we to at-

tempt to crystallize them by evaporating the hot water,

we should not succeed
;
nothing would be procured but

a shapeless mass. Many of the salts which follow this

law of crystallization combine with a great deal of wa-

ter •, or, which is the same thing, many crystals formed

in this manner contain a great deal of water of crystal-

lization.

There are other salts again which are nearly equally

soluble in hot and cold water •, common salt for instance.

It is evident that such salts cannot be crystallized by

cooling ; but they crystallize very well by evaporating

their solution while hot. Those sajts generally contain

but little water of crystallization.
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There are many substances, however, neither soluble

in water nor other liquids, which, notwithstanding, are

capable of assuming a crystalline form. This is the

case with the metals, with glass, and some other bodies.

The method employed to crystallize them is fusion,

which is a solution by means of caloric. By this me-

thod tire particles are separated from one another
;
and

if the cooling goes on gradually, they are at liberty tQ

arrange themselves in regular crystals.

3. To obtain large artificial crystals of a regular

shape requix'es considerable address and much patient

attention. This curious branch of practical chemistry

has been much improved by Mr Leblanc
;
who has not

only succeeded in obtaining regular crystals of almost

any size at pleasure, but has made many interesting ob-

servations on crystallization in general*. Kis method

IS' as follows : The salt to be crystallized is to be dis-

solved in w'ater, and evaporated to such a consistency

that it shall crystallize on cooling. Set it by, and

when quite cold pour the liquid part of the mass of

crystals at the bottom, and put it into a flat-bottomed

vessel. Solitary crystals form at some distance from

each other, and these may be observed gradually increa-

sing. Pick out the most regular of these, and put them

into a flat-bottomed vessel at some distance from each

other, and pour over them a quantity of liquid obtain-

ed in the same way, by evaporating a solution of the

salt till it crystallizes on cooling. Alter the position of

every cry'stal once ac least every day with a glass rod,

that all the faces may be alteruately exposed to the ae-

* Jour. <Ie FLyi. Iv. 3C0.
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tlon of the liquid : for the face 011 whicli the crystal

rests never receives any increment. By this process

the crystals gradually increase in size. When they

have acquired such a magnitude that their form can ea-

sily be distinguished, the most regular are to be chosen,

or those having the exact shape which we wish to ob-

tain •, and each of them is to be put separately in a ves-

sel filled with a portion of the same liquid, and turned

in the same manner several times a day. By this treat-

ment they may be obtained of almost any size we think,

proper. After the crystal has continued in the liquid

for a certain time, the quantity of salt held in solution

becomes so much diminished, that the liquid begins to

act upon the crystal and redissolve it. Xhis action is

first perceptible on the angles and edges of the crystal.

They become blunted, and gradually lose their shape

altogether. Whenever this begins to be perceived, the

liquid must be poured off, and a portion of new liquid

put in its place
;
otherwise the crystal is infallibly de-

stroyed. Mr Leblanc has observed, that this singular

change begins first at the surface of the liquid, and ex-

tends gradually to the bottom ;
so that a crystal, if large.

may be often perceived in a state of increase at its low-

er end, while it is disappearing at its upper extremity.

Mr Leblanc even aflirms that saline solutions almost al-

ways increase in density according to their depth from

the surface.

4. It has been observed, that those salts which crys-

tallize upon cooling, do not assume a crystalline form

so readUy if they are allowed to cool in close vessels.

If a saturated solution of sulphat of soda, for instance,

in hot water, be put into a phial, corked up closely,

and dlowed to cool without being moved, no crystals
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are formed at all
; but the moment the glass is opened,

the salt crystallizes with such rapidity that the whole of

the solution in a manner becomes solid. This pheno-

menon has been explained by supposing that there is an

affinity between the salt and caloric, and that while the

caloric continues combined with it the salt does not cry-

stallize; that the caloric does not leave the salt so readily

when external air is not admitted, as glass receives it

very slowly and parts with it very slowly. In short,

the atmospherical air seems to be the agent employed

tn carry off the caloric : a task for which it is remark-

ably well fitted, on account of the change of density

which it undergoes by every addition of caloric. This

is confirmed by the quantity of caloric which always

makes its appearance during these sudden crystalliza-

tions. This explanation might be put to the test of

experiment, by putting two solutions of sulphat of soda

in hot water in two similar vessels
;
one of glass, the

other of metal, and both closed in the same manner.

If the salt contained in the metallic vessel crystallized,

which ought to be the case on account of the great con-

ducting power of metals, while that in the glass vessel

remained liquid, this would be a confirmation of the

theory, amounting almost to demonstration. On the

contrary, if both solutions remained liquid. It would be

a proof that the phenomenon w’as still incompletely un-

derstood.

Not only salts, but water itself, which commonly cry-

stallizes at 32°, may be made to exhibit the same phe-

nomenon : it may be cooled much lower than 32° with-

out freezing. This, as Dr Black has completely pro-

ved, depends entirely upon tlie retention of caloric.

5, The phenomena of crystallization seem to have at-
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tracted but little of the attention of the ancient philosb-
,Chiip.TL^

nhers. Their theory, indeed, that the elements of bo- Nature of
i •'

, crystallfc^a;-

dies possess certain regular geometrical figures, may tion*

have been suggested by these phenomena ;
but we are

ignorant of their having made any regular attempt to

explain them. The schoolmen ascribed the regular fi-

gure of crystals to their substantial forms, without giving

themselves much trouble about explaining the meaning

of the term. This notion was attacked by Boyle ;
who

proved, that crystals are formed by the mere aggrega-

tion of particles *. But it still remained to explain,

why that aggregation took place; and why the particles

united in such a manner as to form regular figures?

The aggregation is evidently the consequence of that

attractive force which has been examined in the last

Section. But to explain the cause of the regular figures

is a more difficult task. Newton has remarked, that

the particles of bodies, while in a state of solution, are

arranged in the solvent in regular order and at regular

distances ; the consequence of which must be, that when

the force of cohesion becomes sufficiently strong to se-

parate them from the solvent, they will naturally com-

bine in groups, composed of those particles which ace

nearest each other. Now all the particles of the same

body must be supposed to have the same figure
;
and

the combination of a determinate number of similar bo-

dies must produce similar figures. Hauy has made it

exceedingly probable that these integrant particles al-

ways combine in the same body ip the same way, that

is to say, that the same faces, or the same edges, always

* Treatiie on the Origin of Forms anj Qualities.
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All crystals

have a pri-

mitive

foliii.

attach themselves togctherj but that these difFer in dif-

ferent crystals. This can scarcely be accounted for,

without supposing that the particles of bodies are en-

dowed with a certain polarity which makes them at-

tract one part of another particle and repel the other

parts. This polarity would explain the regularity of

crystallization ; but It is itself inexplicable.

It is remarkable that crystals not only assume regu-

lar figures, but are always bounded by plane surfaces.

It is very rarely indeed that curve surfaces are obser-

\'ed in these bodies
;
and when they are, the crystals

always give unequivocal proofs of imperfection. But

this constant tendency towards plane surfaces is incon-

ceivable, unless the particles of which the crystals are

composed are themselves regular figures, and bounded

by plane surfaces.

6. If the figure of crystals depends upon the figure

of their integrant particles, and upon the manner in

which they combine, it is reasonable to suppose that

the same particles, when at full liberty, will always

combine in the same way, and consequently that the

crystals of every particular body wUl be always the

same. Nothing at first sight can appear farther from

the truth than this. The dillerent forms which the

crystals of tfie same body assume are often very nume-

rous, and exceedingly different from each other. Car-

bonat of lime, for instance, has been observed crystalli-

zed in no fewer than forty different forms, fluat of lime

in eight different forms, and sulphat of lime in nearly

an equal number.

But this inconsistency is not so great as might at first

sight appear. Rome de Lisle has shown that every

body susceptible of crystalli7.ation has a particular form
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U’hich it most frequently assumes, of at least to which Chap. IL

it most frequently approaches. Bergman has demon-
*

strated, that this primitive form, as Hauy has called it,

very often lies concealed in those very crystals which

appear to deviate farthest from it. And HaUy has de-

monstrated, that all crystals either have this primitive

form, or at least contain it as a nucleus within them

;

for it may be extracted out of all of them by a skilful

mechanical division.

Happening to take tip a hexangular prism of calcare-

ous spar, or carbonat of lime, which had been detached

from a group of the same kind of crystals, he observed

that a small portion of the crystal was wanting, and that

the fracture presented a very smooth surface. Let

bbcdefgh (fig. 15.) be the crystal; the fradture lay

obliquely as the trapezium ps ut, and made an angle

of 135°, both with the remainder of the base ahcsph
and with tuef, the remainder of the side inef. Ob-
serving that the segment p sutin thus cut off had for

its vertex i one of the edges of the base ahcnih oi

the prism, he attempted to detach a similar segment in

the part to which the neit edge c n belonged
;
employ-

ed for that purpose the blade of a knife, directed in the

same degree of obliquity as the trapezium psut, and

assisted by tlie strokes of a hammer. He could not

succeed: But upon making the attempt upon the next
edge b c, he detached another segment, precisely similar

to the first, and which had for its vertex the edge h c.

He could produce no effect on the next edge ab

;

but
from the next following, a he cut a segment similar
to the other two. The sixth edge likewise proved re-

fractory. He then went to the other base of the prism

Slid found, that the edges which admitted

VoL. HI. O
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sections similar to the preceding ones were not the

edges py, dry gk, corresponding with those which had

been found divisible at the opposite base, but the inter-

mediate edges p, kr, gf. The trapezium Iqyv re.<'

presents the section of the segment which had k r for

its vertex. This section was evidently parallel to the

section psut-, and the other four sections we^re also pa-

rallel two and two. These sections W’ere, without

doubt, the natural joinings of the layers of the crystal.

And he easily succeeded in making others parallel to

them, without its being possible for him to divide the

crystal in any other direction. In this manner he de-

tached layer after layer, approaching always nearer and

nearer the axis of the prism, till at last the bases dis-

appeared altogether, and the prism was converted into

a solid OX ("fig. i6.), terminated by twelve pentagons^

parallel two and two ;
of which those at the extremi-

ties, that is to say, ASRIO, IGEDO, BAODC at ono

end, and FKNPC^, MNPXU, ZQPXY at the other,

were the results of mechanical division, and had their

common vertices O, P situated at the entrance of the

bases of the original prism. The six lateral pentagons

RSUXY, ZYRIG, &C. were the remains of the sist

sides of the original prism.

By continuing sections parallel to the former ones,

the lateral pentagons diminished in length
; and at last

the points R, G coinciding with the points Y, Z, the

points S, R with the points U, Y, &c. there remained

tiothing of the lateral pentagons but the triangles YIZ,

UXY, 8cc. (fig. 17.) By continuing the same sections,

these triangles at last disappeared, and the prism was

converted into the rhomboid ae (fig. 18.)

So unexpected a result induced him to make the same
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attempt upon more of these crystals
;
and he found that Chap. H.

^

all of them could be reduced to similar rhomboids. He

found also, that the crystals of other substances could

be reduced in the same manner to certain primitive

forms
;
always the same in the same substances, but

every substance having its own peculiar form. The

primitive form of fluat of lime, for instance, Was an oc-

tahedron
5
of sulphat of barytes, a prism with rhomboi-

dal bases.; of felspar, an oblique angled parallelopiped,

but not rhomboidal
;
of adamantine spar, a rhomboid,

somewhat acute; of blende, a dodecahedron, with rhom- '

boidal sides
;
and so on.

These primitive forms must depend Upon the figure

of the integrant particdes composing these crystals, and

upon the manner in which they combine .with each

other. Now by continuing the mechanical division of

the crystal, by cutting off slices parallel to each of its

faces, we must at last reduce it to so small a size that it

shall contain only a single integrant particle. Conse- integrant

quently this ultimate figure of the crystal must be the

figure of the integrant particles of which it is compo- gares.

sed. The mechanical division, indeed, cannot be conti-

nued so far, but it may be continued till it can be de-

monstrated that no subsequent division can alter its fi-

gure. Consequently it can be continued till the figure

which it assumes is similar to that of its integrant par-

ticles.

Hauy has found that the figure of the integrant par-

ticles of bodies, as far as experiment has gone, may be

reduced to three
; namely,

I. The parallelopiped, the simplest of the solids,

whose laces are six in number, and parallel two and

two.

O 2
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crystalline

forms, six.

2. The triangular prism, the simplest of prisms,

3. The tetrahedron, the simplest of pyramids. Even

this small number of primitive forms, if we consider

the almost endless diversity of size, proportion, and

density, to which particles of different bodies, though

they have the same figure, may still be liable, will be

found fully sufficient to account for all the differences

in cohesion and heterogeneous affinity without having

recourse to different absolute forces.

These integrant particles, when they unite to form

the primitive crystals, do not always join together in

the same way. Sometimes they unite by their faces,

and at other times by their edges, leaving considerable

vacuities between each. This explains why integrant

particles, though they have the same form, may com-

pose primitive crystals of different figures.

Mr Hauy has ascertained, that the primitive forms-

of crystals are six in number ;
namely,

I. The parallelopiped, which includes the cube, the

rhomboid, and all solids terminated by six faces, paral-

lel two and two.

. 2. The regular tetrahedron.

3. The octahedron with triangular faces.

4. Th? six-sided prism.

5. The dodecahedron, terminated by rhombs.

6. The dodecahedron, with isosceles triangular faces.

Each of these may be supposed to occur as the pri-

mitive form or the nucleus in a variety of bodies
;
but

those only which are regular, as the cube and the octa-

hedron, have hitherto been found in any considerable

number.

But bodies, when crystallized, do not always appear

in the primitive form ; some of them indeed very sel»
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dom affect that formj and all of them have a certain
^

il.

^

latitude and a certain number of forms which they as-

sume occasionally as well as the primitive form. Thus Secondary

. . , , j crystals ow-
the primitive form of nuat of lime is the octahedron

; ing to

but that salt is often found crystallized in cubes, in

rhomboidal dodecahedrons, and in other forms. All

these different forms which a body assumes, the primi-

tive excepted, have been denominated by Hauy second

daty forms- Now what is the reason of this latitude

in crystallizing ? why do bodies assume so often these

secondary forms J

7. To this it may be answered

:

ur, That these secondary forms are sometimes ow- Differences

ing to variations in the ingredients which compose the
J,"

integrant particles of any particular body. Alum, for

instance, crystallizes in octahedrons
;
but when a quan-

tity of alumina is aj^ed, it crystallizes in cubes ;
and

when there is an excess of alumina, it does not crystal-

lize at aU. If the proportion of alumina varies between

that which produces octahedrons and what produces

cubic crystals, the crystals become figures with four-

teen sides j six of which are parallel to those of the

cube and eight to those of the octahedron ; and accord-

ing as the proportions approach nearer to those which

form cubes or octahedrons, the crystals assume more or

less of the form of cubes or octahedrons. What is still

more, if a cubic crystal of alum be put into a solution

that would afford octahedral crystals, it passes into an

octahedron : and, on the other hand, an octahedral cry-

stal put into a solution that would afford cubic crystal^

becomes itself a cube *. Now, how difficult a matter

* JLcblanc, AnnMe Cbim, xlv. 14;^.

03
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. .
it; is to proportion the different ingredients with abso-

lute exactness must appear evident to all.

In the sol- idf The secondary forms are sometimes owing to

’ the solvent in which the crystals are formed. Thus if

common salt be dissolved in water, and then crystalli-

zed, it assumes the form of cubes
; but when crystalli-

zed in urine, it assumes the form not of cubes, but of

regular octahedroiis. On the other hand, muriat of am-
monia, when crystallized in water, assumes the octa-

hedral form, but in urine it crystallizes in cubes *.

^d. But even when the solvent is the same, and the

proportion of ingredients, as far as can be ascertained,

exactly the same, still there are a variety of secondary

^

forms which usually make their appearance. 'I hese

secondary forms have been happily explained by the

theory of crystallization, for which we are indebted to

the sagacity of Mr Hauy
; a theory which, for its in-

g^enuity, clearness, and importance, must ever rank high,

and which must be considered as one of the ereatesP ac-O
quisitions which mineralogy and even chemistry have

hitherto attained.

To the dif- According to this theory, the additional matter which

cremcnts'of envelopes the^ primitive nucleus consists of thiii slices

particles laid one above another upon the

n;E. faces of that nucleus, and each layer decreasing in size,

in consequence of the abstraction of one or more row!^

of integrant particles from its edges or angles.

Let us suppose that ABFG (bg. 19.) is a cube com-
posed of 729 small cubes : each of its sides will consist

of 81 squares, being the external sides of as many cu-

» Fpurcroy and Vamjuclln, Je dim. xiv. 149.
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bic particles, which together constitute the cube. Up-

on y^ECD, one of the sides of this cube, let us apply a

square lamina, composed of cubes equal to those of

which the primitive crystal consists, but which has on

each side a row of cubes less than the outermost layer

of the primitive cube. It will of course be composed

of 49 cubes, 7 on each side j so that its lower base 0 nf

g ( fig. 20.) will fall exactly on the square marked with

the same letters in fig. 19.

Above this lartaina let us apply a second 1 m p u (fig.

21), composed of 23 cubes j
it will be situated exactly

above the square marked with the same letters (fig. 19-)

Upon this second let us apply a third lamina v x y z

(fig. 22 ),
consisting only of 9 cubes ;

so that its base

shall rest upon the letters v x y 2 (fig. 19.) Lastly, on

the middle square r let us place the small cube r (fig.

23.}, which will represent the last lamina.

It is evident that by this process a quadrangular py-

ramid has been formed upon the face ABCD (fig. 1 9.),

the base of which is this face, and the vertex tlie cube

^ (fig. 23.) Ey continuing the same operation on the

other five sides of the cube, as many similar pyramids

will be formed ;
which w'ill envelope the cube on every

side.

It is evident, however, that the sides of these pyra-

mids will not form continued planes, but that, ow'ing to

the gradual diminution of the laminse of the cubes which

compose them, these sides will resemble the steps of a

stair. We can suppose, however (what must certainly

be the case), that the cubes of w'hich the nucleus is

formed are exceedingly small, almost imperceptible

;

that therefore a vast num.ber of laminae are required to

form the pyramids, and consequently that the channels

O4
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"^hlch they form are imperceptible. Now DCBE (fig.

24O being the pyramid resting upon the face ABCD
(fig. 19.), and CBOG (fig. 24.) the pyramid applied

to the next face BCQH (fig. 19.), if we consider that

every thing is uniform from E to O (fig. 24.), in the

manner in which the edges o.f the lamince of sup^rposi-

tion (as the Abbe Hauy calls the laminse which compose
the pyramids) mutually project beyond each pther, it

will readily be conceived that the face CEB of the first

pyramid ought to be exactly in the same plane with the

face COB of the adjacent pyramid j and that therefore

the two faces together will form one rhomb ECOB.
But all the sides of the six pyramids amount to 24
triangles similar to CEB ; consequently they will form
12 rhombs, and the figure of the whole crystal will be

a dodecahedron.

Thus we see that a body which has the cube for the

primitive form of its crystals, may have a dodecahedron

for its secondary form. The formation of secondary

crystals, by the superposition of laminae gradually de-

creasing in size, was first pointed out by Bergman.

But Hauy has carried the subject much farther : He has

not only ascertained all the difierent ways by which

these decrements of the laminae may take place, but

pointed ouf the method of calculating all the possible

variety of secondary forms which can yesult from a gi-

ven primitive forrn
; and consequently of ascertaining

whether or not any given crystal can be the secondary

form of a given species.

The decrements of the laminae which cover the

primitive nucleus in secondary crystals are of four

kinds.

I. Decrernents on the edges
; that is, on the edges of
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the slices which correspond with the edges of the pri- Chap, ii,

jTiitive nucleus,

2. Decrements on the angles ; that is to say, parallel to

the diagonals of the faces of the primitive nucleus.

3. Intermediate decrements ;
that is to say, parallel to

lines situated obliquely between the diagonals and

edges of the faces of the primitive nucleus.

4. Mixed decrements^ In these the superincumbent

slices, instead of having only the thickness of one inte-

grant particle, have the thickness of two or more inte-

grant particles ;
and the decrement, whether parallel

to the edges or angles, consists not of the abstraction of

one row of particles, but of two or more. Hauy de-

notes these decrements by fractions, in which the nu;^*

merator Indicates the number of rows of particles w'hich

constitutes the decrement, and the denominator repre-

sents the thickness of the laminae. Thus ^ denotes la^i-

mime of the thickness of three integrant particles, de-

creasing by two rows of particles.

An example of the first law of decrement, or of de- i. Deere,

^
I , • L • ments on

crement on the edges, has been given above in conver- g^ges.

sion of the cubic nucleus to a rhomboidal dodecahedron.

In that example the decrement consisted of one row of

particles, and it took place on all the edges. But these

decrements may be more rapid ;
instead of one, they

may consist of two, three, four, or more rows : and in-

stead of taking place on all the edges, they may be con-

fined to one or two of them, while no decrement at all

takes place on the others. Each of these different mo-

difications must produce a different secondary crystal.

Besides this, the laminai may cease to be added before

they have reached their smallest possible size ; the con-

sequence of which must be a different secondary forrq,

"iji'hys, in the example given above, if the superposition
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2. Decre-
ments on
the angles.

of laminae had ceased before the pyramids were com-
pleted, the crystal would have consisted of 1 8 faces, 6
squares parallel to the faces of the primitive nucleus,

and 12 hexahedrons parallel to the faces of the seconda-

ry dodecahedron. This is the figure of the borat of

lime-and-magnesia found at Luneburg.

The second law in which the decrement is on the

angles, or parallel to the diagonals of the faces of the

primitive nucleus, will be understood from the follow-

ing example : Let it be proposed to construct around
the cube ABGF (fig. 25.), considered as a nucleus, a

secondary solid, in which the laminae of superposition

shall decrease on all sides by single rows of cubes, but

in a direction parallel to the diagonals. Let ABCD
(fig. 26.), the superior base of the nucleus, be divided

into 81 squares, representing the faces of the small

cubes of which it is composed. Fig. 27. represents the

superior surface of the first lamina of superposition
;

which must be placed above ABCD (fig. 26.) in such

a manner, that the points U, t' d>, (fig. 27.) answer

to the points a, b, c, d, (fig. 26.) By this disposition

the squares A^r, B^, Cc, Dd, (fig. 26.) which compose

the four outermost rows of squares parallel to the dia-

gonals AC, BD, remain uncovered. It is evident also,

that the borders QV, ON, IL, GF, (fig. 27.) project

by one range beyond the borders AB, AD, CD, BC,
(fig. 26.) which is necessary, that the nucleus may be

enveloped towards these edges : For if this were not

the case, re-entering angles would be formed towards

the parts AB, BC, CD, DA of the crystal ; which

angles appear to be excluded by the laws which deter-

mine the formation of simple crystals, or, which comes

to the same thing, no such angles are ever observed in
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any crystal. The solid must increase, then, in those

*parts to which the decrement does not extend. But as

this decrement is alone sufficient to determine the form

of the secondary crystal, we may set aside all the other

variations which intervene only in a subsidiary manner,

except when it is wished, as in the present case, to con-

struct artificially a solid representation of a crystal,

and to exhibit all the details which relate to its struc-

ture.

1 he superior face of the second lamina will be A'G'

L'K' (fig. 28.). It must be placed so that the points

a" J'y ail correspond to the points, a', b\ c', (fig.

27.), which will leave uncovered a second row of cubes

at each angle, parallel to the diagonals AC and BD.

The solid still increases towards the sides. The large

faces of the laminae of superposition, which in fig. 27.

were octagons, in fig. 28. arrive at that of a square ;

and when they pass that term they decrease on all sides *,

so that the next lamina has for its superior face the

square B'M'L'S' (fig. 29.) less by o^e range in every

direction than the preceding lamina (fig. 28). This

square must be placed so that the points a',/', /A

(fig. 29.) correspond to the points e,A (fig- 28.)

Figures 50, 31, 32, and 33, represent the four lamince

which ought to rise successively abev'e the preceding •,

the manner of placing them being pointed out by cor-

responding letters, as was done w'ith respect to the three

first laminte. The last lamina (fig. 34 )
is a single

cube, which ought to be placed upon the square a: (fig.

33 -)
,

The laminae of superposition, thus applied upon the

side ABCD (fig. 2b.), evidently produce four faces,

which correspond to the points A, B, C, D, and form
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^ pyramid.
^

These faces, having been formed by la-

minae, which began by increasing, and afterwards dc-

.
creased, must be quadrilaterals of the figure represented

fig* 35 5 which the inferior angle C is the same

point with the angle C of the nucleus (fig. 25. and 26 .)

;

and the diagonal LQ^ represents L'G' of the lamina

A'G'L'K' (fig. 23 .) And as the'’ number of laminae

composing the triangle LQC (fig. 35.) is much smaller

than that of the laminae forming the triangle ZLQ^, it

is evident that the latter triangle will have a much great-

er height than the former.

1 he surface, then, of the secondary crystal thus pro-

duced, must evidently consist of 24 quadrilaterals (for

pyramids are raised on the other 5 sides of the primary

cube exactly in the same manner, disposed 3 and 3 a-

round eaph solid angle of the nucleus. But in conse-

quence of the decrement by one range, the three qua-

drilaterals which belong to each solid angle, as C (fig.

25.), will be in the same plane, and will form an equi-

lateral triangle ZIN (fig. 36.) The 24 quadrilaterals,

then, will produce 8 equilateral triangles ; and conse-

quently the secondary crystal will be a regular octahe-

dron. This is the structure of the octahedral sulphuret

f^nh of ^oad and of muriat of soda.

crcments. xhe third law is occasioned by the abstraction of

double, triple. See. particles. Fig. 37. exhibits an in-

stance of the subtractions in question ; and it is seen

that the moleculae which compose the range represented

by that figure are assorted in such a manner as if of two

there were formed only one; so that we need only to

conceive the crystal composed of parallelopipedons ha-

ying their bases equal to the small rectangle? a b c
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^ ^ ^ ^ reduce this case under that of the

common decrements on the angles.

This particular decrement, as well as the fourth law,

which requires no farther explanation, is uncommon.

Indeed Hauy has only met with mixed decrements in

some metallic crystals.

These different laws of decrement account for all the

different forms of secondary crystals. But in order to

see the vast number of secondary forms which may re-

sult from them, it is necessary to attend to the different

modifications which result from their acting separately

or together. These modifications may be reduced to

seven.

1. The decrements take place sometimes on all the

edges, or all the angles, at once.

2. Sometimes only on certain edges, or certain an-

gles.

3. Sometimes they are uniform, and consist of one,

two, or more rows.

4. Sometimes they vary from one edge to another, or

from one angle to another.

5. Sometimes decrements on the edges and angles

take place at the same time.

6. Sometimes the same edge or angle is subjected suc-

cessively to different laws of decrement.

7. Sometimes the secondary crystal has faces parallel

to those of the primitive nucleus, from the superposi-

tion of laminse not going beyond a certain extent.

Hence Mr Hauy has divided secondary forms into

two kinds, namely, simple and compound. Simple se-

condary crystals are those which result from a single

law of decrement, and which entirely conceal the pri-

mitive nucleus. Compound secondary crystals arc those

Chap. TI.

Modifica-

tions to

which these

decrements

are subject.
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which Fesult from several laws of decrement at once, or

from a single law which has not reached its limit, and

which of course has left in the secondary crystal faces

.parallel to those of the primitive nucleus.

“ If amidst this diversity of laws (observes Mr HauyV,

sometimes insulated, sometimes united by combinations

more or less complex, the number of the ranges sub-

tracted were itself extremely variable
; for example,

were these decrements by 12, ao, 30, or 40 ranges, or

more, as might absolutely be possible, the multitude of

the forms which might exist in each kind of mineral

would be immense, and exceed what could be imagined.

But the power which affects the subtractions seems to

haye a very limited action. These subtractions, for' the

most part, take place by one or two ranges of molecu-

les. I have found none which exceeded four ranges,

except in a variety of calcareous spar, forming part of

the collection of C. Gillet Laumont, the structure of

which depends on a decrement by six ranges
; so that

if there exist laws which exceed the decrements by four

ranges, there is reason to believe that they rarely take

place in nature. Yet, notwithstanding these narrow li-

mits by which the laws of crystallization are circum-

scribed, I have found, by confining myself to two of

the simplest laws, that is to say, those which produce

subtractions by one or two ranges, that calcareous spar

is susceptible of 2044 different forms : a number which

exceeds more than 50 times that of the forms already

known ;
and if we admit into the combination decre-

ments by three and four ranges, calculation will give

8,388,604 possible forms in regard to the same sub-

stance. This number may be still very much augment-
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ed in consequence of decrements either mixed or inter-

mediary.

The stride remarked on the surface of a multitude of

crystals afford a new proof in favour of theory^ as they

always have directions parallel to the projecting edges

of the laminae of superposition, which mutually go be-

yond each other, unless they arise from some particular

want of regularity. Not that the inequalities resulting

from the decrements must be always sensible, suppo-

sing the form of the crystals had always that degree of

finishing of which it is susceptible *, for, on account of

the extreme minuteness of the molecules, the surface

would appear of a beautiful polish, and the strix would

elude our senses. There are therefore secondary cry-

stals where they are not at all observed, while they are

very visible in other crystals of the same nature and

form. In the latter case, the action of the causes which

produce crystallization not having fully enjoyed all the

conditions necessary for perfecting that so delicate ope-

ration of nature, there have been starts and interruptions

in their progress *, so that, the law of continuity not ha-

ving been exactly observed, there have remained on

the surface of the crystal vacancies apparent to our eyes.

These small deviations are attended with this advan-

tage, that they point out the direction according to

which the strix are arranged in lines on the perfec^

forms where they escape our organs, and thus contri-

bute to unfold to us the real mechanism of the struc-

ture.

The small vacuities whidi the edges of the laminx of

superposition leave on the surface of even the most per-*

feet secondary crystals, by their re-entering and salient

angles, thus afford a satisfactory solution of the di/liad-

223

Chap. II.
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Book ty a little before mentioned
; which is, that the frag-

ments obtained by divison, the external sides of which

form part of the faces of the secondary crystal, are not

like those drawn from the anterior part. For this diver-

sity, which is only apparent, arises from the sides in

question being composed of a multitude of small planes,

really inclined to one another, but which, on account

of their smallness, present the appearance of one plane j

so that if the division could reach its utmost bounds, all

these fragments would be resolved into molecules si-

milar to each other, and to those situated towards the

centre.

The fecundity of the laws on which the variations of

crystalline forms depend, is not confined to the produ-

cing of a multitude of very difierent forms with the

same molecules. It often happens also, that molecules

of different figures arrange themselves in such a man-

ner as gives rise to like polyhedra in different kinds of

minerals. Thus the dodecahedron with rhombuses for

its planes, which we obtained by combining cubic mole-

cules, exists in the granite with a structure composed

of small tetrahedra, having isosceles triangular faces }

and I have found it in sparry fluor (^Jluat of lime),

where there is also an assemblage of tetrahedra, but re-

gular ; that is to say, the faces of which are equilateral

triangles. Nay more, it is possible that similar mole-

cules may produce the same crystalline form by diffe-^

rent laws of decrement. In short, calculation has con-

ducted me to another result, which appeared to me stilt

more remarkable, which is, that, in consequence of a

simple law of decrement, there may exist a crystal

which externally has a perfect resemblance to the nu-
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eleusj that is to say, to a solid that does not arise from

any law of detrement*i”

Chap. II-

Such is a general view of Hatty’s theory of crystal-

iizationj which has led already to several very import-

ant discoveries in mineralogy, and may he expected to

lead to still more important ones hereafter. The evidence

for its truth is the complete manner in which it ex-

plains the phenomena, and the exact coincidence of mat-

ter of fact in every instance, wdth the result of calcula-

tion. But as it cannot he shewn that the secondary

forms are actually crystallized according to the theory^

we must consider it in the light of a mathematical hy-

pothesis j an hypothesis, however, of very great import-

ance, because it serves to link together a vast number

of otherwise unconnected facts ;
because it enables us

to subject all the forms of crystals to calculation ; and

because it puts it in our power to ascertain the nature

of a body with the utmost certainty, from an accurate

examination of the figure of its crystals. Such hypo-

theses may be considered as the clues which lead us

through the otherwise impenetrable mazes of error, and

conduct us at last, though after a tedious journey, to

the goal of certainty and truth.

* Ann. dt Ctim. xvii. 425. For a more complete account of this

theorjr, the reader is referred to ilAuy's Atinnralegy, Vols ist and ad. A
larger detail would have been inconsistent witli the plan of this Work-

Yol. III. P
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CHAP. III.

OF HETEROGENEOUS AFFINITY.

Heterogenous affinity differs from cohesion

merely in being confined to heterogeneous particles. It

is usually known by the appellation of chtmical affinity

^

and has hitherto almost exclusively occupied the atten-

tion of chemists, on the supposition that it is exclusive*-

ly the cause of all the compositions and (fecompositLons

with which they are conversant
; though in fact its in-

fluence is neither more extensive nor more important

than that of cohesion. Indeed the two powers are so

intimately connected, that their actions are very seldom

exhibited separately. In treating of heterogeneous af^«

nity, it is necessary to consider, i. How heterogeneous

particles combine ; 2. In what proportions they are ca-

pable of combining
; 3. The force with which they com-

bine ; and, 4 What takes place when a variety of he-

terogeneous particles are made to act upon each other

at the same time.- These topics will form the subject of

tjic four following Sections.
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SECT. I.

OF COMBINATION.

i.V^HETHER there exists a recipfocal affinity between

every species of the particles of bodies, is a point which

cannot easily be determined, though it is certainly very

probable that there does. But as the particles of bodies

are usually found cohering together in masses, it is evi-

dent that no heterogeneous bodies can combine unless

their affinity for each other be stronger than the cohe-

sive force which unites the respective particles of each.

Now, whenever two bodies constantly refuse to com-

bine, in whatever situation we place them, we say that

they have no affinity for each other ; meaning merely^

that their affinity is not so great as to produce combina-

tion. Thus we say that there is no affinity between

oil and water, because these two liquids refuse to com-

bine together
;
yet when oil is united with alkali, and

in the state of soap, it dissolves in water ;
a proof that

there does exist an affinity between water and oil, tho’

not strong enough to produce combination. We say al-

so, that there is no affinity between iftot.e and lime, be-

cause azotic gas cannot be combined with that earth :

yet nitric acid dissolves lime readily *, which shews us

that the refusal of lime an^ azotic gas to combine is not

the consequence of the want of an affinity between these

two bodies, but of some other cause.

P a
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2, We may present a body to another with w'hich it

is capable of combining in two different states ;
either

insulated or already combined with some other body.

Thus we may present lime to nitric acid, either in the

state of pure lime, or combined with carbonic acid, and

consequently in the state of a carbonat.

In the first case the affinity is opposed by the cohe-

sion, and combination does not take place unless that

force can be overcome. Hence the reason that combi-

nation seldom succeeds well, unless some of the bodies

to be combined be fluid, or be assisted by heat, which

has the property of diminishing the force of cohesion.

Indeed there are not wanting numerous instances of so-

lid bodies combining together without the assistance of

heat y
but they are always bodies which have the pro-

perty of becoming liquid in the act of combination.

Thus common salt and snow, muriat of lime and snow,

Stc. combine rapidly when mixed, and are converted

into liquids.

It is to the force of cohesion that the difficulty of

dissolving the diamond, the sapphyr, and many other

natural bodies, is to be ascribed, though composed of

ingredients very readily acted on by solvents when their

cohesive force is sufficiently diminished. If pure alu-

mina be formed into a paste, and heated sufficiently, it

becomes so hard tfiat no acid can act upon it •, yet its

nature is not in the least changed : by proper tritura-

tion it may be again rendered soluble ; and when pre-

cipitated from this new solution, it has recovered all its

original properties- The effect of the fire, then, was

merely to increase the cohesion, by separating all the

water, and allowing the particles to approach nearer

each other.
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3. Even when the cohesive force of the particles to .Chap-

be combined is not very great, it may be still sufficient

to prevent combination from taking place, provided the

other body can only approach it in a very small mass.

Hence the reason that carbonic acid gas, and other elas-

tic fluids, have scarcely any action on the greater num-

ber of bodies, though they combine with them readily

when the force of cohesion presents no opposition.

Thus the oxygen of the atmosphere does not combine

with sulphur in its natural state, though it unites with

it readily when the sulphur is combined with hydrogen

and potass, bodies which diminish its cohesion very con-

siderably, or when it is converted into its integrant par-

ticles by the action of heat.

4. In the second case, or when the body presented to

be combined with another is already in combination

with some other body, it does not altogether leave the

^
old body and combine with the new, but it is divided

between them in proportion to the mass and the affinity

©f these bodies. Thus when lime, already in combina-

tion with phosphoric acid, is presented to sulphuric a-

cid, it does not altogether leave the phosphoric to com-

bine with the sulphuric acid, but it divides itself be-

tween these two acids, part combining with the one

and part with the other, according to the respective

quantities of each of these acids, and the strength of

their affinity for the lime. This important point has

been lately put in a very clear light by Mr Berthollet.

Chemists had formerly in a great measure overlooked

the modification produced on the action of heterogene-

ous bodies on each other by the different proportions of

each ;
supposing that in all cases a substance A, which

has a stronger affinity for C than B has, is capable of

P3
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taking C altogether from B, provided it be added In

sufficient quantity, how great soever the proportion of

B exceeds that of A. Several exceptions, indeed, had

been pointed out to this general law. Thus Cavendish

ascertained, that lime-water is incapable of depriving

air completely of carbonic acid. But Berthollet has de-

monstrated, that this pretended law never holds ;
that

no substance whatever is capable of depriving another

of the whole of a third, with which it is combined, ex-

cept in particular circumstances, however strong its af-

finity for that third may be, and in how great a pro-

portion soever it be added. Thus no proportion of lime

whatever is capable of depriving the carbonat of potass

of the whole of its acid. Neither does sulphuric acid

decompose phosphat of lime completely, nor ammonia
sulphat of alumina, nor potass sulphat of magnesia.

In'short, it may be considered as a general law in che-

mistry, that the sm;dler the proportion of a body in

combination with a given quantity of another body is,

with the greater energy is it retained
; so that at last

the force of its affinity becomes, stronger than any direct

force that can be applied to separate it. Hence the im-

possibility of depriving sulphuric acid and several other

bodies completely of water.

Berthollet has shown also, that every body, how
weak soever its affinity for another may be, is capable

of abstracting part of that other from a third, hoyv

strong soever the affinity of that third is, provided it be

applied in sufficient quantity. Thu? potass is capable

of abstracting part of the acid from sulphat of barytes,

^rom oxalat of lime, phosphat of lime, and carbonat of

Inije : soda and lime abstract part of the acid from suJ-

j)hat of potass, and nitric acid abstracts part of the ba.?p
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ft'om oxalat of lime. Hence it follows that substances

are capable of decomposing each other reciprocally, pro-

vided they be added respectively in the proper quantity.

Indeed tliis was known formerly to be the case, though

it had not been considered as a general law till Berthol-

let drew the attention of chemists to it. Sulphuric acid

decomposes nitrat of potass altogether by the assistance

of heat. The nitri,c acid is driven off, and there remains

behind sulphat of potass with an excess of acid. On

the other hand, if nitric acid be poured into sulphat; of

potass in sufficient quantity, it takes a part of the base

from the sulphuric acid. In the same manner phospho-

ric acid decomposes muriat of lead, and muriatic acid

pn the other hand decomposes phosphat of lead.

This reciprocal decomposition follows ag a conse-

quence from the nature of affinity. For if the affinity

of one particle for anotlier be an absolute force (sup-

posing the distance, figure, and density constant), it cer-

tainly ought to follow that this force must be increased

by the number of the attracting particles. If a particle

A attract a particle B with a force x, two particles A
concurring together ought certainly to attract with a

force -=.2x, or at least with a force =: y x. Hence

we see that the aggregate force of attraction ought to

increase with the aggregate nujnber of particles.

But this increase is not sufficient to explain the cause

of decomposition. For undoubtedly, how much soever

we suppose the attraction of a body A for another body

C, to exceed the attraction of B already in combination

with C, the addition of A, in how large a quantity so-

ever, cannot be conceived to destroy the combination

of B w’ith C, unless some other cause intervene. Tljp

attraction between B and C cannot be annihil^e^j,

P4
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; it must

therefore be sufficient to keep the two bodies still uni-
ted, notwithstanding the presence of A. A, no doubt,
vill also combine with C; the consequence of which
would be a new compound, into which all the three

bpdies equally enter. This, indeed, must always hapen
when different bodies are mixed together, whatever their

affinities for each other may be, unless some force or
Other intervene to determine the exclusion of some
particular bodies. Thus, if the particles A and C,
(supposing them numerous) have not only a strong af.

finity for each other, but also a strong force of cohesion,

which leads the combined particles A
-f- C to unite to-

gether and to form masses of sensible magnitude, the

particles B may be excluded from these masses either

totally or partially, according to their nature, while
the masses themselves, becoming too heavy to remain
suspended in a fluid, precipitate to the bottom. Hence
the reason that barytes precipitates sulphuric acid com-
pletely from most of its combinations, and that muriatic
acid has the same effect upon silver. Again, if the

particles B are elastic, the addition of A, by weakening
the force by which they are retained, conspires with

this elasticity
; the consequence of which may be, that

B may fly off altogether, and leave A and C in combi-
jiation. Hence the reason that sulphuric acid separates

carbonic acid from all its combinations.

The presence of an elastic body, like carbonic acid,

constitutes an exception to the general rule, that, other

things being equal, the affinities of bodies are as their

masses : for the clastic body making its escape con-

stantly as it is disengaged, cannot possibly act by its

mass.

4
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The presence of an absolutely insoluble body, if Chap. HI.

there be any such, must constitute an exception to both ^

the general rules of Berthollet : For the addition of a

body A, which forms an insoluble compound with C,

may decompose completely the compound B -f- C. A
and B combining, and forming an insoluble aggregate,

must precipitate completely to the bottom. Hence ba-

rytes leaves no sensible quantity of sulphuric acid when

dropt into a solution containing that acid
;
and muriatic

acid in the same circumstance leaves no sensible quan-

tity of silver. In this case, too, the body A must act

independently of its mass
;
because separating almost

instantaneously from the solution, the mass of B, how-

ever great, cannot oppose its action.

These remarks are sufficient to give us some notion

of the manner in which bodies combine together. Let

us now consider the proportions in which they are ca-

pable of combining.
1 /

SECT. II.

OF SATURATION.

T HE word Saturation, like most other technical

terms introduced into chemistry before the science had 1

acquired much precision, has been used with a great deal

of latitude, being sometimes taken in one sense and some-

times in another. But in order to be understood, it is ne-

cessary to use the word with some degree of precision:

for that reason 1 shall, in this Section, confine it to that

particular sense which seems best adapted to it.
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Satitratfon

e»£>laiucd.

Consists in

the balaii-

fting of two

I. If we make the attempt, we shall find that water

win not dissolve anj quantity of salt that we please.

At the temperature of 6q°, it dissolves only 0-354 part&

fcf its weight of salt and if more salt than this be add-

ed, it remains in the water undissolved. When water

has dissolved as much salt as possible, it is said to be

saturated with salt. This sense is at least analogous to

the original meaning of the word, and is that to which

J mean to- restrict it in this Section. Whenever, then,

a substance A refuses to combine with an additional

quantity of another body B, we may say that it is sa-

turated with B. The cause of this refusal of the water

60 dissolve any more'salt has been indicated in the pre-

ceding Chapter. It takes place whenever the affinity

of the water and salt is balanced by the cohesion of the

pairticles of the salt, and therefore indicates that thes®

two forces are equaj.

In the same manner water, after having absorbed a

certain quantity of carbonic acid gas, refuses to absorb

any more. We may indeed pass carbonic acid gas thro’

water in this state, but it makes its escape unaltered,

Water which refuses to absorb carbonic acid gas is sa-

turated with that acid. This saturation takes place'

when the affinity between the gas and the water is ba-

lanced by the elasticity of the gas, and indicates of course

that these two forces are equal.

In these two instances the saturation is occasioned by

opposite causes. The salt refuses to dissolve in the

water when the cohesion of its particles equals its affi-

nity for the water; the carbonic acid gas,,w’hen the re-

pulsion of its particles equals its aflinity for water. In

the first case, it is tlie attractive force of cohesion which

opposes fartlier solution
;

in the second case, it UjQ
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i:epulslve force of elasticity. Hence the different me-

thods which must be followed to diminish these forces,

and enable the water to dissolve a greater proportion of

these respective bodies. Heat, by diminishing the force

of cohesion, enables water to’dissolve a greater propor-

Ition of saline bodies. Accordingly we find that in most

cases hot water dissolves piote salt than cold water.

Common salt is almost the only exception to this gene-

ral law. On the other hand, cold, by diminishing the

elasticity, or at least the expansibility of gaseous bodies^

enables water to dissolve a greater proportion of them.

Thus the colder the water is, the greater a proportion

of carbonic acid is it capable of dissolving. The free-

zing point of water limits this increase of solubility,

because at that point the cohesive force of the parti-

cles of water becomes so great as to cause them to co-

here, to the exclusion of those bodies with which they

were formerly combined. Hence the reason fhat most

bodies separate from water when it freezes. But they

generally retard the freezing considerably, by opposing

with all the strength of their allinity the cohesion of

the water. The consequence is, that the freezing point

of water, when it holds bodies in solution, is lower than

the freezing point of pure w'ater. A table of the freezing

points of different saline solutions would be a pretty

accurate indication of the affinity of the different salts

for water : for the affinity of each salt is of course pro-

portional to the degree of cold at which it separates

from the water, that is, to the freezing point of the sor

Jution.

In this sense of the word latiifciiion, which is certain-

ly the only one that it ought to boar, it may be sard

^vith propriety that there are c,erta)n bodies which
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not be saturated by others. Thus water is capable of

combining with any quantity •whatever of sulphuric a-

cid, nitric acid, and alcohol; and all bodies seem capable

of combining with almost any quantity whatever of ca-

loric. Several of the metals, too, are capable of com-

bining with any quantity whatever of some other me-

tals. In general, it may be said that those bodies called

solvents are capable of combining in any quantity with

the substances which they hold in solution. Tims wa-

ter may be added in any quantitj’-, however great, to

the acids, and to the greater number of salts.

j
2. If we take a given quantity of sulphuric acid di-

luted with water, and add to it slowly the solution of

soda by little at a time, and examine the mixtdre after

every addition, we shall find that for a considerable time

it will exhibit the properties of an acid, reddening ve-

getable blues, and having a taste perceptibly sour: but

these acid properties gradually diminish after every ad-

dition of the alkaline solution, and at last disappear al-

together. If we still continue to add the soda, the mix-

ture gradually acquires alkaline properties, converting

vegetable blues to green, and manifesting an urinous

taste. These properties become stronger and stronger

the greater the quantity of the soda is which is added.

Thus it appears that when sulphuric acid and soda are

mixed together, the properties either of the one or the

other preponderate according to the proportions of each;

but that there are certain proportions, according to

which, when they are combined, they mutually destroy

or disguise the properties of each other, so that neither

predominates, or rather so that both disappear.

Whqn substances thus mutually disguise each others

properties, they are said to neutralize one another.
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This property is common to a great number of bodies ;

but it manifests itself most strongly, and was first ob-

served, in the acids, alkalies, and earths. Hence the

salts which are combinations of these different bodies

received long ago the name of neutral salts. When

bodies are combined in the proportion which produces

neutralization, they are often said to be saturated

;

but

in this case the term is used Improperly. It would be

much better to confine the word saturation to the mean-

ing assigned to it in the beginning of this Section, and

to employ the term neutralisation to denote the state in

which the peculiar properties of the component parts

mutually disappear i
for very frequently neutralization

and saturation by no means coincide. J hus in tartrite

ofpotass the acid and alkali neutralize each other :
yet

it cannot be said that the potass is saturated ;
for it is

still capable of combining with more tartarous acid, and

of forming supertartrite of potass, a compound in

which the ingredients do not neutralize each other ; for

the salt has manifestly a preponderance of the proper-

ties of the acid.

When two substances neutralize each other, it is not owing to

easy to avoid supposing that they are either combined

particle to particle, or nearly so. Ihey must at least

be combined in such a manner, that the particles of each

arc distributed eveiywhere in such equal proportions,

that an equal number of both is applied to all bodies in

w'hich the compound acts *, or rather such a number of

each, that its action upon all bodies is exactly equal to

the effect of the other. The consequence of this must

be, that both of them will act at the sajne time with

equal energy upon every body which is exposed to their

action. Hence, as far as their actions are opposite, they
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Bodies only

unite in cer-

tain propor-

tions.

*

will mutually destroy each other ; and, as far as they

are not exactly opposite, they will produce a compound
effect dilFerent from what would be produced by either

singly; just as the mixture of two rays of light produ-

ces a colour different from the colour produced by each

Separately.

When bodies neutralize each other, they must be

considered as in the most perfect state of combination

possible, as they exactly balance each other. Conse-

quently if a body A neutralizes a body B, the two are

united in such proportions that the absolute force of the

affinity of A for B is equal to that of B for A.

3. A question still remains to be resolved concerning

the proportion in which bodies combine, which is at-

tended with very considerable difficulty : Are bodies

capable of combining with each other indefinitely, or

do they only combine with each other in certain deter-

minate proportions ? The observations already made
may seem to decide in favour of the first of these sup-

positions ; but let us consider the subject a little more

precisely.

Let us suppose two bodies a and B, to have an affi-

nity for each other. Let us take one particle of a and

combine it with as many particles of B as can approach

within as sphere of affinity. It is clear that in this

case is absolut^y saturated with B, and cannot pos-

sibly combine with any more particles of that body.

Let us call the new compound a -j- x B. If the parti-

cles of B have a cohesive force, it is very possible that

they may combine indefinitely with the compound

a-\- xB •, but this combination cannot with propriety

be considered as the union of more particles of B with

a ; it would have taken place if a had not been present
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« all, and must be ascribed entirely to the cohesion of

the particles of h. Now if, instead of one particle of a-^

we suppose two or a thousand, the case will remain the

same. Each particle may combine with as many par-

ticles of 3 as can come within the sphere of its attrac-

tion
;
but all additions of h beyond that must be ascri-

bed entirely to the cohesion of the particles of h. Thus

if a remains constant, we see that it can only combine

witli a finite portion of h ;
consequently in those casei

where saturation is impossible} the new d«ses of the

solvent must be considered as combining merely with

the solvent, and not with the body held in solution.

The same observation holds, if we suppose b don- There k a

stant and a variable. Indeed if we were to consider and mini-

the reciprocal attractions of the particles of both bodies,

and the spheres of attraction which surround every par- theycan-

not pass*

tide, it would be an extremely difficult matter to form

any adequate notion of the manner in which ’they com-

bine and act upon each other. But it is easy to see in

general, that if the particles of a body A temam con-

stant, they can only combine with a limited number of

particles of another body 3, because only a limited

number can come within the spheres of their attrac-

tion.

Thus we see, that, strictly speaking, a given body a

oannot combine with a body 3 beyond a certain propor*

tion. But is there a limit on the other side ? Can «

combine with any quantity of 3, however small, pro-

vided it be within the maximum? or is it necessary that, -

before any combination can take place, a certain defi.

nite proportion of 3 must be present ? What is tbe

minimum of b tliat can combine with a given portion

of a ?
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It is evident that if a has an affinity for 3, one pat-

tide of each must be capable of combining together
; at

least nothing can be conceived to hinder them. But this

does not answer the question ; for we must suppose a

considerable number of particles of a present. Let us

then make x a — number of particles of a, which can
approach within the sphere of attraction of a particle of

by and
jy X a quantity of a present

, it is evident from
wliat has been said before, that y b is the minimum
which is capable of combining with y x ci. If less be
added, part of a will remain combined only by cohe-

sion. If this cohesion does not exist, then it is impos-

sible that a and b can remain in combination in any

proportion less thanyxa and yb. Accordingly in wa-
ter, where the component parts are elastic fluids, we
find them always united in one determinate proportion.

In this compound the maximum and minimum coin-

cide apparently r We are not yet far enough advanced

in our notions of affinity to say why. And in the me-
tallic oxides, where one of the component parts is an

elastic fluid, the minimum as well as the maximum
consists of a precise proportion of oxygen.

Thus it appears, that in all combinations there are

two precise limits, a minimum and a maximum, be-

yond which the component parts can never pass. It re-

JTiains still for us to consider whether they can combine

in any proportion within these limits. For instance, if

the minimum of ox-ygen capable of combining with

iron be 0.25, and the maximum 0.48, the question to

be decided is. Can iron combine with any proportion

whatever of oxygen between 0.25 and 0.48 ? or can it

only combine with certain determinate proportions,

such as 0.30 or 0.40 ?
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When we consider the matter abstractedly, we can Chap. ilL

perceive nothing to prevent this combinatfon of bodies whether

in any proportion whatever within the limits of their

maxima and minima; though it must be acknowledged mtelywith-

that it would be exceedingly difficult to form any ade-

ijuate notion of the manlier in which they are combined

in these circumstances. This indefinite combination

seems formerly to have been considered as an axiom by

chemists. It was abandoned, perhaps with too much

facility, in consequence, chiefly, of the experiments of

Lavoisier; but the opinion has lately been revived again,

ahd supported with much ingenuity by Berthollet. Let

us consult experience, which is alone capable of deci-

ding the point
; for our notions of affinity are still too

imperfect and confused to warrant any deductions from

abstract reasoning.

Now, as far as experience has gone, substances, if

we attend only to the proportions in which they com-

bine with each other, may be arranged under four

classes.

X. Some seem to combine in any proportion what-

ever between the maxima and minima.

2. Some combine only in certain determinate propor-

tions between the maxima and minima.

3. Some combine only in the proportions which con-

stitute the maxima and minima. ^
4. In Some tlie maxirnum and minimum coincide, so

that tliey are capable of combining only in one deter-

minate proportion. Let us consider each of these classes

a little.

The first class, strictly speaking, scarcely includes

any bodies except those which arc incapable of satura-

tion, and which therefore have a minimum but no vi-

VoL. 111.
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Book in. siWe maximum. Thus water is capable of combining
with common salt in any proportion whatever beyond
the minimum capable of holding the salt in solution. It

holds also with all substances which are in solution, and

which remain in solution, both at the maximum and

minimum of combination. Thus the acids are capable

of combining with alkalies, and with those earths which

form soluble salts in any proportion below saturation.

1o the second class belong almost all combinations of

oxygen with other bodies. Thus all the simple com-
bu^ibles except hydrogen are always found combined

with oxygen in certain determinate proportions, and

can only be combined artificially in these proportions.

Thus we have,

r Oxide of sulphur,

1. Sulphur . . . < Sulphurous acid,

CSulphurlc acid.

r Oxide of phosphorus,

2. Phosphorus ) Phosphorous acid,

C Phosphoric acid.

r Charcoal,

3. Carbon . . . < Oxide of carbon,

C Carbonic acid.

rAlr,

I Oxide of azote,

j
Nitrous gas.

Nitric acid.

With respect to the metallic oxides, our knowledge 13

not sufficiently precise to be able to decide with confi-

dence. Several of them, as those of lead, seem to be-

long to the first class *, but others, as those of mercury,

belong pretty evidently to the second.

To the third class belong several of the me,tallic ox-

4. Azote
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ides, wlilch have been examined with the greatest pre- Chap, iii.^

cision, as those of iron, tin, copper, arsenic. In some

of them, the capacity of only combining in the maxi-

mum and minimum proportion is exceedingly well

marked. Thus the red oxide of iron is converted by

heat and by sulphureted hydrogen gas to the black ox-

ide : if the black oxide of copper and metallic copper

be mixed together in equal quantities in muriatic acid,

the oxygen does not divide itself among the whole of

the copper ; such a portion of the metal only is oxidi-

zed as with the oxygen is capable of forming orange

oxide, and the rest of the copper remains unaltered. If

copper-filings be confined with muriatic acid in a phial

half full and close corked, the acid at first acquires a

deep green colour, and of course has combined with a

portion of the coppet, which must previously have been

converted into black oxide ; but in a few days it be-

comes quite fcolourless. The black oxide is gradually

decomposed, more copper is dissolved, and acid is found

combined, not with the black but with the orange ox-

ide. Here the process stops, unless we uncork the

phial for a few minutes. If that be done, the solution

becomes again green, and gradually loses its colour as

before. If the phial be opened under water, a quan-

tity of that liquid rushes in ; a plain proof that part of

the air of the phial has disappeared : and if we examine

that air, we find it deprived altogether of its oxygen.

The nature of the process then is evident : the copper

is supplied with oxygen from the air in the vessel. It

at first combines with it in that proportion only which

constitutes black oxide
; afterwards this black oxide, or

rather oxymuriat, combines with the precise portion of

copper necessary to convert it to orange oxide or mu-

0.^
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riat. If air be again presented, the muriat combine?

with the precise proportion of oxygen which is neces-

sary to convert it into muriat, and so on.

To thefourth class belongs watery which cannot by

any method known be combined in any other proportion

than 0.85 oxygen and 0.15 hydrogen. Ammonia also

belongs to the same class, for it is equally constant in its

proportions. It is remarkable that both the component

parts of these .two bodies are elastic fluids. This elasti-

city is doubtless the cause of the constancy of the pro-

portions ; for it is obvious that there can be only one

proportion capable of holding the elasticity of the two

component parts in due balance ; and if the elasticity of

either prevail, the combination cannot take place at all.

Substances which are absolutely insoluble, or nearly so,

when combined in certain proportions, may also be con-

sidered as belonging to the same class, unless the addition

of either of the ingredients renders them soluble. Hence

the reason of the constancy of the proportions of sul-

phat of barytes, oxalat of lime, phosphat of lime, fluat

of lime, &c.

All compounds belonging to the second and third

class have an elastic fluid for one of their Ingredients,

and those of the third class only, manifest their peculiar

constitution when they are in combination with some

other substance. These observations are sufBcient to

show that the refusal of bodies to combine, except in

their maximum or minimum proportion, or in certain

determinate proportions between these two, is owing

always, not to the nature of affinity, but to certain pe-

culiarities in their constitution
; and that when these

peculiarities are not present, these determinate propor-

tions are not observed. But tlris peculiarity of consti-

tution deserves the highest attention, as we are Indebt-
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ed to it for that constancy which we find in almo,st all Chap. HI.

combinations, and for the permanency of natural bo-

dies in the state in which they have originally combi-

ned.

Having thus examined the proportions in which bo-

dies are capable of combining, let us now consider the

varieties in the force with which they combine, and the

attempts which have been made to measure these va-

rieties.
'

SECT. III.

OF THE STRENGTH OF AFFINITY.

Since the affinity of almost every two bodies for each importance‘-fit of the sub-

other differs in strength from that between every other

two, it becomes an important problem to determinejhe

strength of every affinity in nunihers- The solution of ^

this problem would give a clearness and precision to

chemistry equal to that of any other branch of natural

philosophy whatever, and enable it to advance with a

degree of rapidity hitherto thought unattainable. No

wonder, then, that this problem has occupied the at-

tention of some of the most eminent philosophers who

have dedicated their time to chemistry. Let us consi-

der the different attempts which have been made to re-

solve it, that we may see whether any of them wuU an-

sw'er the end proposed.

Wenzel supposed that the time taken by one body

to dissolve another is a measure of the affinity which by Wenzel,

0.3

p
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By Four-

croy.

By Mac-
qucr,

By Mor-
veau>

subsists between them. But the hypothesis of that in^

genious philosopher will not bear the test of examina-

tion
; for the time of solution evidently depends upon

circumstances unconnected with affinity. The cohesion

of the body to be dissolved, and the nature of the com-
pound toimed, must occasion very great differences in

the time of solution of different bodies, even on the sup-

position that their affinities were all the same.

Fourcroy proposed to measure the affinity of bodies

by the difficulty of separating them after they are com-
bined ; but we have no method of measuring this diffi-

culty. Lavoisier and De la Place, indeed, proposed ca-

loric for this purpose ; but there are many compounds

which caloric cannot separate, and it never produces a se-

paration except by means of its affinity for one or other

of the ingredients of the compound. Before caloric,

therefore, could be employed as a measure, it would be

necessary to know exactly the strength of its own affi-

nity for every other substance
j
which is just a case of

the problem to be resolved.

Macquer supposed that the affinity of bodies for one

another was in the compound ratio of the facility of their

union, and the difficulty of their separation. But as we

are in possession of no method of ascertaining either of

these, it is evident that this theory, even allowing it to

be just (which it certainly is not), could be of no use

for assisting us to calculate the force of affinities.

Another method has been proposed by the distin-

guished philosophical chemist Mr dc Morveau*.

Now Mr Guyton. We have used the old name all along in the

tpxt to avoid arabigvity.
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Ill 1713, Dr Brook Taylor made some experiments

on the adhesion of surfaces ;
and concluded from them,

tliat the force of adhesion might be determined by the

weight necessary to produce a separation. But in 1772,

I\Iessrs La Grange and Cigna, observing that the surfa-

ces of water and oil adhere together, and taking it for

granted that these two liquids repel each other, conclu-

ded, in consequence, that their adhesion was not owing

to attraction

;

and hence inferred, that adhesion, in ge-

nera.!, is always owing to the pressure of the atmosphere.

This conclusion induced Morveau to examine the sub-

ject : he found, that adhesion was not affected by the

pressure of the atmosphere ;
for it required the same

weight to separate a disk of glass (30 lines in diameter)

from the surface of mercury in the open air, and under

an exhausted receiver. He observed that the same disk

adhered to water with a force of 238 grains, and to the

solution of potass, though denser, only with a force of

210. This result not only proved that adhesion w'as

owing to attraction, but made him conceive the possi-

bility of applying this method to the calculation of affi-

nities : For the foice of adhesion being necessarily pro-

portional to the points of contact, and this being the

case also with affinity, it is evident that the adhesion

and the affinity between the same substances are pro-

portional, and that therefore the knowledge of the one

would furnish us with the ratio of the other.

Struck with this klea, he constructed cylinders of dif-

ferent metals, perfectly round, an inch in diameter and

the same in thickness, and having a small ring in their

upper surface, by which they might be hung exactly m

equilibrium. He suspended these cylinders, one after

another, to thq beam of a balance •, and after counter-

0^4
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poising them exactly, applied them to a quantity
mercury placed about two Hnes below them, making
them slide along its surface, to prevent any air from
lodging between them and the mercury. He then
marked exactly the weight necessary to overcome their
adhesion, taking care to change the mercury after eve-
ry experiment. ’ The Table of the results is as fol-

lows ;

' '* ' ' ‘

Gold adheres to mercury with a force of 446 or.

. 429
Tin

418

Bismuth . . .

‘ '

Platinum 282*^

Zinc .......... 204'

Copper
,42

Antimony 126
^ron i 1,5
Cobalt

^ 8
The differences of these results cannot be owing to

the pressure of the air, which was the same in all
; nor

do they correspond to the densities of the metals
; nor

can they be owing to accidental differences in the po-
lish of the cylinders

; for a plate of rough iron adheres
more strongly to mercury than one of the same diame-
ter exquisitely polished

j but they follow precisely the
order of affinity, and therefore may be considered as the
measure of the strength of the affinity between these
aifferent metals and mercury. They furnish us also
with a convincing proof that q^nity is attraction, an4

* Morveau, Ann. de Chim, xxt. 10,
< \
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the same species of attraction with adhesion \ and that

therefore, if the one be reducible to gravitation, so must

the other.

Mr Achard, convinced of the importance of Mr Mor-

veau’s observations, made a great many experiments on

adhesion, and published the result of them in 1 780. He

proved that the force of adhesion is not affected by al-

terations in the height of the barometer, but that its

force becomes weaker as the heat of the fluid increa-

sed *
;
and that the temperature remaining the same,

the force of adhesion increases in the same ratio with

fhe surfaces of the adhering bodies. He made about

600 experiments oB the adhesion of different solids and

fluids
;
proved that the force of adhesion did not depend

on the densities of the adhering bodies, nor on the diffe-

rent cohesive force of the fluids
;
and, after a laborious

calculation, concluded, that it depended on the figure of

the particles of the adhering fluid and solid.

This method of measuring the force of affinities seemg

to be an accurate one ; and if it could be applied to eve-

ry case of affinity, would, in all probability, enable us

to solve the problem which we are now considering

:

J5ut unfortunately its application is very limited, being

confined to those cases alone in which one of the bodies

can be presented in a fluid and the other in a solid state.

Nor can it be applied indiscriminately to all those cases;

for whenever the cohesion of any liquid is rntich infe-

rior to the force of its adhesion to asy solid, the sepa-

ption takes place in the particles of the liquid itself,

* Strictly speaking, this is owing not so much to a decrease of the

force of adhesion, as that of the cohesion of the fluid itself.
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and consequently we do not obtain the measure of its

adhesion to the solid, but of its own cohesion, and that

too imperfectly. Thus, for instance, Mr Achard found,

that sealing wax adhered to water with a force of 92

grains, and to alcohol only with a force of 53^ths
;
yet

we know that sealing-wax has a greater affinity for al-

cohol than for water: because alcohol dissolves it, which

water is incapable of doing. The difference in the re-

sult in this instance was evidently owing to the smaller

cohesion of alcohol. Mr Morveau’s method must there-

fore be confined to those cases in which the cohesion of

the liquid is stronger than its adhesion to the solid,

which may be known ky the surface of the solid not

being moistened, and to those in which the cohesion is

not much inferior to the adhesion
;
for then it is evi-

dent that the force of cohesion will be increased as the

force of adhesion. Let us suppose, for instance, that

two solids, A and B, are made to adhere to the surface

pf a liquid, and that A can only form an adhesion with

30 particles of the liquid, whilst B adheres to 100 j
it

is evident that a much smaller force will destroy the

cohesion of the 50 particles to which A adheres with

the rest of the liquid, than what will be required to

destroy the cohesion of the loc particles united to B

with the same liquid*.

The method of Mr Morveau, then, may be applied

with accuracy in both cases 5
and when they occur can

only be determined by experiment. It cannot, how-

ever, be applied indiscriminately even then; for unless

;he solid and the fluid be presented jn such a state that

Morveau, Encyc. Method. Cbim. art. Adhesion,
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no gas is extricated when the adhesion takes place, an Chap. IIL

accurate judgment cannot be formed of the force of ad-

hesion. V» hen marble (carbon^t of lime), for instance^

is applied to the surface of sulphuric acid, there is an

extrication of gas, which very soon destroys the adhe-

sion, and prevents an accurate result. Were it pos-

sible to emplQy quicklime instead of marble, this would

be prevented j
or if this cannot be accomplished, why

might net lime be employed, united with some acid that

would not assume a gaseous form, and at the same time

has a weaker affinity than sulphuric acid for lime ?

Why might not the phosphat of lime, for instance, be

used, which may be reduced to a state of hardness suf“

ficiently great for the purpose? The extrication of gas,

during the application of metals to the surfaces of acids,

might be prevented by oxidizing their surfaces. It is

true, indeed, this could not be done with all the metals,

on account of the nature of the oxide, but it might with

several ;
copper, for instance, and silver. It cannot be

doubted, that by these methods, and other contrivances

that might be fallen upon, a sufficient number of results

might be obtained to render this method of the greatest

importance. It is rather surprising, therefore, that it

has never been prosecuted.

Mr Kirwau has proposed another method of solving ByKirwaiu

the problem. While he was engaged in his experiments

on the strength of acids, he observed that the quantity

of real acid necessary to saturate a given quantity of

each of the bases was inv'ersely as the affinity between

the respective bases and the acid
;
and that the quan-

tity of each of the bases necessary to saturate a given

quantity of acid was directly as the affinity between the

base and the acid. Thus 100 grains of each of the
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acids require more alkali for saturation than lime, and

more lime than magnesia, as may be seen in tshe follow,

ing Table :

100 Grains of Potass. Soda. Lime. Atnm. Mag. Alum.

Sulphuric acid 215 *65 no 90 80 75

Nitric acid
,

2*5 165 96 87 75 65

Muriatic acid 215 00H 89 79 71 55

He concluded, thexefore, that the affinity between

acids and their bases may be estimated by the quantity

of bases necessary for saturation. Thus the affinity be^

tween potass and sulphuric acid is 215, and that be-

tween nitric acid and lime 96^.

Bergman long ago established as a principle, under

the name of a chemical paradox, that the stronger any

salt was, the less of any other it requiredfor saturation.

Thus, according to him,

100 parts of potass require 78.5 Sulphuric acid

64 Nitric

5 1.5 Muriatic

42 Carbonic •

109 parts of soda .... ^77 Sulphuric

135-5 Nitric

125 Muriatic

80 Carbonic

This proposition, which has been admirably illustra-

ted by Morveauf, evidently resolves’itself into the two

following

:

I . A base requires the snore of an acid for saturation

the stronger its affinity for that acid is.

* Phil. 7raits. 1783 .

Encye. Method, Cbim, i. 597*
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a. An acid requires the more of any base for satiira- Chap. Itl.^

tion the greater affinity it has for that base.

This axiom of Bergman coincides exactly with the

observations of Mr Kirwan; but as it is merely empy-

rical, and as it is often contradicted bylthe latest expe-

riments on the analysis of salts published by Kirwan, it

will be Wcessary to suspend our judgment till these

analytical methods are brought to such a degree of per-

fection as to decide the point.

^erthollet has lately proposed another method of es- By UerthcJ-

timating the strength of affinity, founded on the prin-

ciples which he himself first developed. This method

gives results which deviate if possible still more wide-

ly from the received order of affinities than the axiom

of Bergman and Kirwan; but as he has given sufficient

reasons to convince us that the received order of affini-

ties is often erroneous, it will be worth while to take

a view of his method, in order to discover what new

light it will give us to develope the still unknown laws

of the variations of affinity.

As the affinities of bodies vary witll their mass, it is

obvious that, w’hen we consider the affinities of bodies,

we must suppose them always acting in certain deter-

minate proportions. Now it has been observed for-

merly, that there are certain proportions in which bo-

dies neutralize each other
;
and there is reason to be-

lieve that in these proportions the affinity exerted by

each of the component parts is prccibcly of the same

force. Now if we suppose that the affinity of a given

mass of a given body is a constant quantity, which is at

least highly probable
; if we suppose farther, that the

affinity of a body is the sum of the attractions of all its

particles, and consequently that when various bodies of
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Book III. difFerent masses exert the same affinity, the absolute af-

finity of each body is Inversely as its mass—we have a

method of ascertaining the proportional affinities of va-

rious bodies for a body A : for the affinity of each bo-

dy must be inversely as the mass of each body capable

of neutralizing a given quantity of A. Let It be sup-

posed required to find the proportional affinity of the

three bodies h, c, and d for A. If to neutralize a gi-

ven weight of A =: i
,
there be required of

b a weight i

t i . = 2

d 9 * — 3

Then the affinities of b, c, and d for A are respectively

as the inverse of the numbers 1,2, and 3.

Affinity of 5 = i or 6

c ~ 4- Of 3

</ = 4- or 2

Such is the method pointed out by B^rthollet, or at

least the method which follows as a consequence from

his observations. Let us Compare it with the late ex-

periments of Kirwan, which may be considered as the

most accurate determinations of the proportions of acid

and alkali which neutralize each other. These Tables

are the following

:
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Chap. lil.They give us the affinities of the different bases for

sulphuric, nitric, muriatic, and carbonic acids, in the

following order and intensity.

I. Sulphuric acid. III. Muriatic Acid.
Intensity. Intensity, real affini-

Ammonia . . •
• 383 Ammonia . . . 171

‘y-

Magnesia . . . . 171 Magnesia . . . . Ill

Lime .... Lime . . : ... 84

Soda .... Soda . . . • •
• 73

Potass .... Potass . . . ... 56
Strontian . . . . 72 Strontian . ... 46

Barytes . .
•

. . 50 Barytes . . . .
. 31

II. Nitric Acid. IV. Carbonic Acid.
Intensity

.

Intensity.

Amnionia . . . ; 245 Ammonia .

Magnesia . . . . 209 Magnesia . . . . 200

Lime . . . . . . 179 Lime . . . . . . 8r

Soda . . . . . . 136 Soda . . . . . / 66

Potass . . . . . . 85 Potass . . . ... 105
Strontian . . . . . 85 Strontian . • • • 43
Barytes . . . . . 56 Barytes . . . ; . 28

The order and intensity of these four acids for the

same bases may be seen from the following Table ;

Acids. Potass. Soda. Amm. Baryt. Stront, Lime. Magri.

Muriatic 177 1^6 58 314 216 II8 80
Sulphuric 121 78 26 200 ,131 69 57
Nitric 117 73 40 178 n6 50 47
Carbonic 95 149 35 231 122 50

In these Tables we see that the affinities follow the

same order, except in the case of carbonic acid, from
. VoL. III. R
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Why the
order of af-

finity and
of decom-
position

may be dif-

ferent.

the nature of which It is not so easy to determine In

what proportion it combines with the various bases as it

is to determine the same thing with regard to the other

acids.

In the first set of Tables, we see that the bases follow

precisely the inverse order of what is commonly sup-

posed to be their affinities, and which have been given

from Bergman in the preceding part of this Work.

Ammonia has’ the strongest affinity for the acids, and

barytes the weakest. This is contrary to the order in

which these substances decompose, or rather precipitate

each other. Consequently if it be the real order of the

affinities of the bases for the acids, decomposition must

be determined by something else than the force of affi-

nity.

If we consider the matter with attention, it will not

be difficult to see the reason why the order of affinity

and of decomposition is different : Ammonia is an elas-

tic fluid, of course it makes its escape as soon as it is

disengaged j and its elasticity conspires to render its

disengagement more easy. Hence any substance, how

weak soever its affinity is, may be capable of disenga-

ging it from its combination, provided it be added in

sufficient quantity, and the decomposition be assisted by

heat. The disengagement of ammonia then by the other

bases is no sufficient proof that its affinity is inferior to

them

Magnesia forms with sulphuric acid a very soluble

compound ;
hence the reason that sulphuric acid is se-

parated from it by barytes, strontian, lime, and potass.

These bodies form salts scarcely soluble
;
and therefore

the attraction of cohesion enables them to abstract the

acid, notwithstanding the inferiority of their affinity.
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Magnesia, tog, has a strong tendency to cohere together

in visible masses. This cohesive tendency is sufficient to

enable soda to displace it from sulphuric acid.

This tendency to cohesion may be the reason why

lime is precipitated from its solution in acids in several

instances by potass and soda. The superiority of potass

over soda has been determined merely on account of

the greater insolubility of most of the salts of potass.

The same thing has occasioned the supposed superiority

of barytes over strontian.

But It would be tedious to examine all the different

salts particularly. The causes of their decomposition,

even on the supposition that their real affinities are as

in the above Tables, will easily suggest themselves, at

least after the perusal of the next Section.

With respect to the affinity of the acids for the re-

spective bases, they follow the order which has long

been recognized in the metallic salts j
muriatic acid,

first, then the sulphuric, and the nitric in the third

place. The carbonic acid ought not to be taken into

consideration, because the composition of the salts, in-

to which it enters, must still be considered as very im-

perfectly determined. The reason why muriatic acid

has been supposed to have a weaker affinity for the al-

kalies and earths than sulphuric acid Is, that its salts are

much more soluble than those into which sulphuric acid

enters.

Upon the whole, then, we may consider it as exceed-

ingly probable that the real order of affinities does not

deviate far from that given in the above Tables. The

method pointed out by Berthollet, for determining the

strength of affinities, therefore, will probably lead to

•ccyisequences of the greatest importance. It will oblige

R a
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Simple afli-

bity.

chemists to attend more closely to the reciprocal ac-

tion of bodies on each other, and the result must be the

discovery of several general laws, which will greatly

facilitate the acquisition and the advancement of the,

science. Even already some of these have been lai<^

open by Berthollet, as we shall see in the next Section. .

SECT. IV.

OF COMPOUND AFFINITY.

Although every chemical combination is produced

by the same general law, yet as their phenomena vary

somewhat according to circumstances, affinities have,

for the sake of greater perspicuity, been divided into

classes. These classes may be reduced to two, namely,

simple affinity and compound affinity.

first class comprcliends all those cases in which

only two bodies combine together ; as, for instance, sul-

phuric acid and potass, oxygen and carbon. The affi-

nities which belong to this class are known by the name

of simple or single affinities. Although one of the sub-

stances to be combined happens to be already united

with another body, the combination is still reckoned a

case of single affinity. Thus suppose the sulphuric a-

cid previously combined with magnesia, and forming

with it the salt called sulphat of magnesia^ as soon as

potass is presented, the acid leaves the earth (which is

precipitated) and unites with the alkali. Even when

tjhree bodies combine, it often happens that the union is
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produced merely by single affinity. Thus, when some

potass is dropped into tartarous arid, pavt of the acid

unites with the alkali, and forms tartrite of potass ; af-

ter this the remainder of the acid combines with the

tartrite just formed, and composes a new salt known by

the name of supertartrite of potass or tartar. 1 his is

evidently nothing else than two instances of simple affi-

nity immediately following each other.

When more than three bodies are mixed, decompo-

sitions and new combinations often take place, which

would not have been produced had the bodies been pre-

sented in a separate state. If, for instance, into a so-

lution of sulphat of ammonia there be poured nitric

acid, no decomposition is produced, TCcause the sulphu-

ric acid has a stronger affinity for ammonia than nitric

acid has. But if nitrat of potass be poured in, we ob-

tain by evaporation two new bodies, sulphat of potass^

and nitrat of ammonia'. Such cases of decomposition

form the second class ofaffinities. They were called by

Bersman cases of double elective attraction : a name

which is exceedingly proper when there are only four

bodies concerned. But as there are often more than

four, it is necessary, as Mr Morveau observed, to em-

ploy some more comprehensive term. The phrase

compound affinity may be employed with propriety,

comprehending under the term all cases where more

than three bodies are present, and produce combina-

nations which would not have been formed without their

united action. In these cases the affinity of all the va-

rious bodies for each other acts ; and the resulting com-

bination has been supposed to be produced by the ac-

tion of those airmities which are strongest.

The manner in which these combinations and de-

Chap III.

J

Compound
affinity.
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Book III. compositions take place, was thus explained by Dr
^

* Black. Let the affinity between potass and sulphuric

acid be 62 ; that between nitric acid and ammonia

38 ; that between the same acid and potass = 50 ;
and

that between the sulphuric acid and ammonia =: 46.

Now, let us suppose tliat all these forces are placed sp

as to draw the ends of two cylinders crossing one ano.

ther, and fixed in the middle in this manner.

Potass Nitric acid.

96

It is evident, that as 62 and 38 — 100 are greater than

50-1-46 = 96, they would overcome the other forces

and shut the cylinders. Just so the affinity between

ammonia and nitric acid, together with that between

sulphuric acid and potass, overcomes the affinity be-

tween ammonia and sulphuric acid, and that between

nitric acid and potass, and produces new combinations.

It has been supposed that in all cases of compound

affinity, there are two kinds of affinities to be consider-

ed ;
isty Those affinities which tend to preserve the old

compound, these Mr Kirwap has called quiescent affini-

ties ;
and those which tend to destroy them, which he

has called divellent affinities.

Thus, in the instance above given, the affinity be-

1
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tween ammonia and sulphuric acid, and that between Chap. Ilf.

nitric acid and potass, are quiescent affinities, which

endeavour to preserve the old compound ; and if they

are strongest, it Is evident that no new compound can

take place. On the contrary, the affinity between pot-

ass and sulphuric acid, and that between nitric acfd

and ammonia are divellent affinities ; and as they are in

this case strongest, they actually destroy the former

combinations and form new oares.

Bergman, who published a great many cases of com-

pound affinities, employed to explain them a method

somewhat different from this. He would have repre-

sented the above case in the following manner :

Nitrat of Arnmonid*

Sulphat of

Ammonia.

Sulphat of Potass.

At the four corners of an imaginary square are placed

the four substances, so that one acid shall be diagonally

opposite to another. On the right and left side of the

square are placed the old compounds, each on the side

of its own ingredients, and above and below are pteced

the new compounds.

Mr Elliot improved this method of Bergman, by ad-

ding numbers expressive of the affinity of the various

R4

Ammonia. Nitric acid.

^Nitrat of

Potass.

Sulph. acid. Potass.
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Book substances. These numbers were merely arbitrary, but

^

chosen so as to answer all known cases of decomposi-

tion. Thus it was known that muriat of barytes an4

carbonat of potass mutually decompose each other.

Therefore supposing that the affinity between the mu-

riatic and barytes — 36 ; that between the same acid

and potass =: 32 ; the affinity between potass and car-

bonic acid 9 j
and that between the same acid and

barytes — 14;—we have the following formula of their

decomposition

:

Muriat of Potass.

Muriat of

Barytes.

Carbonat of Barytes.

Another instance of decomposition by compound

affinities ,

• t J

Muriatic

acid,
32

Potass

36 9 (45

Barytes, 14 Carbonic

acid.

46

Carbonat

*of Potass.

/
t
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Sulphat of Lime.

V

Sulph. acid, 54 Lime.

Chap. TIL

of

Ammonia

Sulphat

Ammonia 38 Nitric

— acid.

92

46 44 (90

Nitrat

of

Lime.

Nitrat of Ammonia.

Such were the opinions concerning compound affinity

which had been received by all philosophers, in conse-

quence, chiefly, of the dissertation published on the sub-

ject by Bergman. But the late experiments of Berthol-

let have demonstrated, that these opinions were in many

respects erroneous, and that chemists had too carlessly

admitted the existence of these complete decompositions

without sufhcient examination.

I. It has been supposed that when two of those salts Action of

which mutually decompose each other are mixed toge- pends on

ther, the decomposition instantly takes place in conse-

quence of the force of affinities alone, independent of

the proportions of the ingredients. Thus when sulphat

ofpotass and nitrat of lime are mixed together, it was

supposed that the sulphuric acid, if present in sufficient

quantity, combines with the w hole of the lime and dis-

engages the nitric acid and the potass, which also com-

bine till the least abundant of the two be saturated.

But if this were the ease, some of the four ingredients

inust be left disengaged, as the proportions of the in-
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gredients of the salts formed by the four ingredients

are not such as to saturate each other. According to

Mr Kirwan’s experiments, the proportions of acid and

alkali in the four following salts are as under :

r \cid 100

1. Potass J 21.48

r Acid I 00

X. Lime ' 70

f Acid ICO

1 Potass 117.7

f Acid 100

L Lime 55-7

potass and nitrat of li

Nitrat of lime

together
; let the quantity of sulphat of potaSs be such,

that the acid contained in it amounts to loo ; and let a

more than sufficient quantity of nitrat of lime be added,

to saturate the sulphuric acid with lime. It is evident

that for that purpose 70 of lime must be present ; and

the quantity of nitric acid combined with these 70 must

be 123.8. This quantity would require for saturation

T45.7 of potass, but there are only i2i.c}8 in the mix-

ture ; consequently there ought to exist in the mixture,

after the mutual decomposition of the salts, a quantity of

nitric acid in a state of liberty. But the fact is, that no

such excess of acid exists in the mixture *. This is a

sufficient proof that the decomposition does not take

place in the manner that has been supposed. It may

be said, indeed, that the composition of these salts may

not be sufficiently known to warrant reasoning from it.

But be the proportion of the ingredients what it may,

* /Inn. lie dim. xsv, iJJ.
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still if the decomposition were absolute, as has been Chap^jiL

supposed, when mixed in any proportion whatever, ex-

cept in one, some of the ingredients ought to remain

disengaged ; but as this does not happen either in this

case or in any other, we have a right to conclude that

the decomposition is not what it has been considered.

2 . When two saline solutions are mixed together, ei- .

ther no apparent change takes place, or a precipitate is

formed. Let us consider each of these cases.

When no precipitation takes place, the two salts no when no

doubt combine together, and form a compound consist-

inc of the two acids and their bases
5
and the degree of they com-

°
, , r • i_

hine.

saturation must be the same as before mixture, because

the proportions and the affinities must continue the

same. Hence the reason that in these cases there are

never any indications of any one of the ingredients be-

ing disengaged from the others. Hence also the reason

that when two salts are dissolved in water, they encrease

the solubility of each other.' Their mutual affinity ser-

vinfT as an additional counterbalance to the cohesion of

each. -Thus Vauquelin has shewn that saturated solu.-

tions of sulphat of lime, alum, and sulphat of potass,

are capable of dissolving a greater proportion of com-

mon salt than pure water is*.

3. When two salts may be mixed together without The pred-

any precipitation taking place, it is a proof that all the sistsoftht

salts capable of being formed by the component parts

of each are soluble. Hence the alkaline salts very rare-

ly occasion a precipitate when mixed together, nor the

earthy salts when the acid combined in each is such as

to form soluble salts with all the earthy bases, as nitric

/inn, de Chim jiu,

\
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acid, muriatic acid. On the other hand, when a precw

pitate takes place, some two of the ingredients form an

insoluble compound
; consequently we can easily de-

termine before-hand whether or not a precipitate will

take place. It is from this precipitation chiefly that

double decompositions have been determined. It is ob-

vious that they are occasioned not by the superiority of:

the aflTinity of the ingredients which precipitate, but by

the strong tendency which these ingredients have to co--

here together. The consequence of which tendency is.

the exclusion of the other component parts, and the;

precipitation of the masses as they form. It may be

considered, thenj as a general law, that “ whenever ai

salt is insoluble, the two ingredients which compose it,,

whenever they meet in a solution, precipitate in combi--

nation.” For this general law we are indebted to Mrt

Berthollet,

Thus barytes forms an insoluble compound with sul.,.

phuric acid, phosphoric acid, oxalic acid, tartarous acid,,

&c. Consequently when a salt, whose base is thati

earth, is mixed with a salt containing any of these acids,,

a precipitation takes place consisting of the barytesi

combined with the acid. Salts oj lime form a precipi-

tate with oxalats, tartrites, citrats, phosphats, fluats,,

and sometimes with sulphats. The alkaline carbonats'

occasion a precipitate in all the earthy salts, because all I

the earthy carbonats arc insoluble. Acetite of lead oc-

casions a precipitate in sulphats, muriats, phosphats,.

inucitates, &c. Nitrat of silver in the muriats. But it

would be endless to run over aU the precipitates occa--

sioned by the mixture of salts : every person may as-*

certain them merely oy observing what salts are insov

hible.
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P

It ought to be observed, however, that the precipita-

tion takes place, not because the salts are insoluble in

water, but because they are insoluble in the particular

solution in which the precipitate apf^ars. Now if this

solution happens to be capable of dissolving any parti-

cular salt, that salt will not precipitate, even though it

be insoluble in water. Hence the reason why precipi-

tates so often disappear when there is present in the so-

lution an excess of acid, of alkali, &c.

This law has been still further generalized by Ber-

thollet. When different salts are mixed together, they

separate either spontaneously, or on evaporation, ac-

cording to the order of their solubility. Those which

are insoluble precipitate immediately on the mixture,

and those which are least soluble crystallize Hrst whea

the solution is evaporated. Potass forms with sulphu-

ric acid a salt much less soluble than sulphat of soda.

Hence the reason why it has been supposed to have a

stronger affinity for sulphuric acid, and by analogy for

acids in general, than soda ; For if sulphat of soda be

mixed with the greater number of the salts of potass,

sulphat of potass is obtained by evaporation.

But in cases where two salts are mixed together, the

resulting salts are much influenced by the proportions

of the ingredients. The same salts are not obtained if

the ingredients be mixed in one proportion- that would

-be obtained if they were mixed in another proportion.

This will appear evidently from the following experi-

tpents of Berthollet.
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Book Iir. The mother water, or the liquid which remains when
mixtures of salts are separated by crystallization, al-

ways contains several salts, or rather their component

parts, which are prevented from crystallization by rheir

mutual action on each other. Hence the quantity of

this mother water is always the greater the more so-

luble the salts are •, that is to say, the less disposition

they have to crystallize.

CHAP. IV.

OF REPULSION.

In the three preceding Chapters, the properties of affi-

nity, or of the attraction yvhich influences the particles

of bodies, have been examined. But besides attraction,

matter possesses another force equally powerful, and

equally obvious, and which acts as important a part in

the phenomena of nature. This force is repulsion,

which is no less interesting to the chemical philosopher

than attraction, as- it is often the antagonist of affinity,

and is the chief agent in combustion, fulmination, de-

tonation, evaporation, and indeed in the greater number

of the most astonishing and tremendous phenomena of

chemistry. It would be improper therefore to leave

the general doctrines of chemistry without examining

the present state of our knowledge of the laws of repul-

sion.
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i . That there is a force which opposes the approach Chap. IV.^

6f bodies towards each other, arid which tends to sepa- Proofs of a

rate them farther from each other, is obvious' from the

slightest view of the phenomena of nature. When we

present the north pole of a magnet A to the same pole

of another ma:gnet B, suspended on a pivot, and at li-

berty to move, the magnet B recedes as the other ap-

proaches
;
and by following it with A at a proper di-

stance, it may be made to turn round on its pivot with

considerable velocity. In this case there is evidently

some force which opposes the approach of the north

poles of A and B, and which causes the moveable mag-

net to retire befote the other. There is then a repul^

sion between the two magnets, a repulsion which in-

creases with the power of the magnets; and this power

has been made so great, by a proper corribination of

magnets; that all the force of a strong man is insuffi-

cient to make the two north poles torich each other.

The same repulsion is equally obvious on electrical bo-

dies ; and indeed it is by mea:ns of it alone that the quan-

tity of electricity is measured by philosophers. If two

Cork balls be suspended from a body with silk threads,

so as to touch each other : if we charge the body with

electricity, the cork balls separate from each other, and

stand at a distance proportional to the quantity of elec-

tricity with which the body is charged : the balls of

course repel each other.

But it is not in electric and magnetic bodies only that

repulsion is perceived : Newton has shewri that it ex-

ists also between two pieces of glassr. He found that

when a convex lens was put upon a flat glass, it re-

mains at the distance of the -rTT^b part of an inch, and

a very considerable pressure is required to diminish'

VOL. III. S
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Book III, this distance
; nor does any force which can be applied

bring them into actual mathematical contact : a force

may indeed be applied sufficient to break the glasses In

pieces, but It may be demonstrated that it does not di-

minish their distance much beyond the
,

-

a*<^
-gth part of

an Inch. There is therefore a force of repulsion which

prevents the two glasses from touching each other.

Boscovich has demonstrated, that the same repulsion

exists between all hard elastic bodies. When an ivory

ball sets another in motion by impinging against it, an

equal quantity of its own motion is lost, as is well

known. Now Boscovich has shewn, that the ball at

rest begins to move while the other is still at a dis-

tance.

_ Thus we see that there exists a repulsion between a

great variety of bodies
;
that this repulsion acts while

they are at a distance from each other •, that it opposes

their approach towards each other ;
and that it increases

as the distance between them diminishes. But this force

not only displays itself in bodies of considerable magni-

tude, it is exerted also by the particles of bodies. That

the particles of air repel each other is evident j
for a

considerable force is required to keep them as near each

other as we find them at the surface of the earth ; and

when this force is removed, they separate from each

other, that is to say, the air expands. Nor is it known

how far this expansion extends. Air has been artifi-

cially expanded to 3000 times its usual bulk, and doubt-

less at great heights in the atmosphere its expansion is

still much greater than that. On the other hand, air

may be forcibly condensed, that is to say, its particles

may be made to approach nearer each other ;
but a con-

siderable force is required to produce this effect
;
and

I
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this force increases nearly as the. density: if it be re-

moved, the particles again separate, and the air assumes

its former bulk. What are the limits of this condensa-

tion is not known i
but air has been forcibly compres-

sed to icooth part of its natural bulk. Thus we see

that the particles of air may be made to approach i6

times nearer each other. The elasticity of air, or the

effort which it makes when compressed to resume its

former bulk, is evidently the consequence of a repul-

sive force which its particles exert. All gaseous fluids

possess the same repulsive force, and are indebted to it

for their elasticity.

The particles of solid elastic bodies likewise repel

each other ;
for they also, when forcibly compressed^

resume their former size, and of course their particles

repel each other. It has been demonstrated by philo-

sophers, that all liquids are capable of a certain degree

of compression, and that when the compressing force

is removed they resume their former bulk 5
conse-

quently the particles of these bodies also repel each

other. Farther, it has been shown formerly, that the

particles of no body whatever are in mathematical con-

tact in every case there is a distance between them.

Since this is the case, it is obvious that it is possible

for these particles to approach nearer each other. But

if we make the attempt, we find that all bodies resist

compression
;
many resist it so strongly, that we can

produce no sensible change in their size. Consequent-

ly there must be some force which opposes the parti-

cles of all bodies approadiing nearer each other than a

certain distance •, that is to say, that the particles of

all bodies at certain distances repel each other.

2. All bodies then possess a refuUi’Oe force at cer-

S 2
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Sensible re-

piUsiun.

Insensible

repulsion,

tain distances, whicK opposes the diminution of these

distances. The cause, or the nature of this force, is

equally inscrutable with that of attraction, but its ex*

istence is undoubted. Like attraction, it exerts itself,

either at sensible distances or at insensible distances ;
of

course the repulsions may be divided into two classes.

3. Sensible repulsion may very possibly be exerted by

two bodies placed at immense distances from each other,

as Boscovich has supposed, even beyond the sphere of

the attraction of gravitation ; but we have no proof of

the existence of any such repulsion, unless the perma-

nency of the universe, unaltered by that gravitation

which ought to make the different systems gradually

approach each other, be considered as a proof. The

only sensible repulsions with which we are acquainted

take place at much smaller distances. They may be re-

duced to two kinds, namely, electricity and magnetism.

It has been ascertained that bodies possessed of the same

kind of electricity repel each other, and likewise the

same magnetic poles of bodies repel each other
;
while,

on the other hand, differently electrified bodies and the

different poles of magnetic bodies attract each other.

Repulsion increases, as far as has been ascertained, in-

versely as the square of the distance y consequently at

the point of contact it is infinite.

4. Insensible repulsion is most conspicuous in elastic

fluids, as air and the gases ;
but it is exhibited also by

elastic bodies in general. In these, if a judgment can

be formed from the experiments on air, the repulsion

increases nearly at the rate of —

.

a‘

5. Electric and magnetic repulsion is supposed to re-

side in a fluid, or rather in two fluids, the particles of
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each of which repel those which are similar to them-

selves, but attract the particles of the other fluid. In-

sensible repulsion is intimately connected with caloric;

a body which has been already examined, and which

seems to consist of particles that mutually repel each

other. It is well known that the elasticity of air and

all other gaseous bodies is increased by heat ; or more

accurately, that the repulsion between the particles of

air, the distance remaining the same, increases with the

temperature, so that at last it becomes so great as to

overcome every obstacle which can be opposed to it.
•

On the other hand, this repulsion diminishes with the

temperature; the consequence of which is, that the ex-

ternal pressure remaining the same, the air is unable to

resist it as usual, and of course its particles approach

nearer each other.

6. Insensible repulsion may either be a force inherent

in the particles of bodies, or it may belong exclusively

to some particular body combined with these particles.

The first of these hypotheses seems to have been adopt-

ed by Newton. In the 31st query at the end of his

Optic's, he gives us his opinion concerning the constitu-

tion of nature. He supposes that the primitive particles

of matter are similar, extremely hard and dense, and

that by their combination they form all the different

bodies with which we are acquainted. That these par-

ticles have been endowed by their Creator with a cer-

tain force, in consequence of which they act mutually
on each other, and occasion all the phenomena of the

material world
; that this force changes with the dis-

tance of the particles, not only its intensity, but also its

nature
;

that the particles when at one distance attract,

but when this distance is increased or diminished to

S3

Chap. IV.

Either fn-

herent in

all matter,
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a certain extent, the attraction vanishes and repulsion

succeeds it.

The ideas of this illustrious philosopher were only

delivered in general terms, without applying them to

the explanation of particular phenomena. But in iJS^f

Boscoyich published his Theoria Philosoph'ite Naturahs,

in which he gives a detailed explanation of the econo-

my of nature, in principles fundamentally the same

with those of Newton, but new modelled with so much

ingenuity, and supported by such excellent metap.iysi-

cal and mathematical reasoning, that he made them en-

tirely his own, and deservedly acquired the reputation

of one of the greatest philosophers of the age. Ac-

cording to him, the particles of matter, or the atoins of

which all bodies are cojnposed, are inere mathematical

points, destitute of extension and magiiitude, but ca-

pable of acting on each other with a force which diffeis

in intensity and in kind according to the distance. At

sensible distances the force is attractive, and diminishes

inversely as the square of the distance. At the smallest

distances the force is repulsive ;
it increases as the dis-

tance diminishes, and at last becmues infinite or insu-

perable; so that absolute contact of course is impossible.

The space between this last repulsive distance and sen-

sible distances is divided into an indefinite number of

parts, alternately attractive and repulsive. Thus let us

suppose it divided into ten such parts : while the par-

ticles are at any distance between 9 and i o, that is to

say, greater than 9 but less than to, they repel; between

8 and 9 they attract; between 7 and 8 they repel; be-

tween 6 and 7*they attract, and so on. At the distances

10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3> 2, 1, which are the limits bety-een

these attracting and repelling spaces, they neither attract
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roT repel. The happy explanation which this theory

enables Boscovich to give of the greater number of na-

tural phenomena is really astonishing ;
but there are

phenomena which refuse to sab’mit themselves to this

ingenious theory
;
particularly those numerous changes

operated on bodies by the action of caloric.

7. Other philosophers have supposed that repulsion

is not a property inherent in all matter, but confined to

a peculiar substance which has been generally considered

as caloric. According to this hypothesis, there are two

kinds of matter, one whose particles attract, another

whose particles repel. Let us call the first cohesive mat-

ter and the other caloric

i

and let us suppose also, what

must be the case, that cohesive matter and caloric at-

tract each other with a force which varies as some

power or function of the distance. In that case we have,

I. The particles of cohesive matter attracting each other,

as— 2. The particles of cohesive matter attract-

ing caloric, as ^—f- i. 3. The particles of caloric re-

pelling each other, as (- c. To make the case as
a ®

simple as possible, let us suppose a^ h, and c, each r= o.

The simplest inspection of the phenomena of nature is

sufficient to convince us, that of the three quantities

X, and z, x must be the least, and that y and z cannot

differ much from each other. In order to form some-

thing like a precise notion of the subject, let us suppose

X — 2 and y and z each — 3.

Every particle of adhesive matter must be combined

with a particle of caloric, and tliese two must be in ac-

tual mathematical contact
; for without this supposi-

S 4 •
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Book IIL tion the phenomena of nature would be inevcplicable.

Every particle of adhesive matter may also be sur-

rounded with an atmosphere of caloric, which atmo-

spheres will necessarily diminish and alter entirely in

the arrangement of the particles which compose them
as the two particles of adhesive matte^ approach each

other.

Let us suppose two particles of adhesive matter com-

bined each with a particle of caloric acting upon each

other at different distances. The variation of the diffe-
i

'

‘
.

rent attractions and -repulsions may be represented by

fig. 38. Let the line AB represent the different distan-

ces of the two compound particles from each other
;

one of the particles remaining stationary in A, w'hile

the other is moving towards B. The ordinates m b, n c,

0 d,p e, qf, rg,sh,t i, u k, x /, represent the attractive

forces w^hen the second particle is at the points m, n, 0,

r, s, t, u, X, respectively; and the ordinates m b\ n c',

0 d', &c. represent the repulsive forces at the same

points. The curves c defgh ik I, and c' d' e'f' ^ h' i' k' /',

drawn through the extrepiities of these ordinates, are

the curves of repulsion and attraction. The properties

of these curves have been investigated by mathemati-

cians
; but it is unnecessary to have recourse to their

investigation, as a bare inspection of the figure is suffi-

cient to demonstrate that it is altogether irreconcileable

with the phenomena of nature : For since the ordinates

of the repulsive curve diminish at a greater rate than

those of the attractive, at some particular distance from

A they wnll be equal to each other. Let us suppose

them to be equal at r, and let A r = 6, and rg or r g'

•zz I. Let Am—i, A « =z 2, A 0 zz 3, Ap — &c.

Then at the points w, «, 0, p, &c. we have the repul-
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give and attractive ordinates equal nearly to the fol- Chap.iv.

lowing numbers

:

m n 0 P r t t u

Repuls. 216.00 27.00 7.90 3.20 1.70 1.00 6.2 4.2 2.9

Attract. 3960 9.00 4.00 2.20 1.40 1.00 7-3 5-6 4.4

Now as these forces are opposed to each other, they

partly destroy each other ;
therefore to find the abso-

lute force by which the two compound particles are re-

pelled or attracted, while the second compound particle

is in the points ot, «, o, See. we have only to take the

difference between the attracting and repelling ordinates

at these points. This gives us the following result

:

m n 0 P q |r s t u X

Rep. 176.40 0qcd 19° 1.00 3.000
Attr. |o O.I I 0.14 0.13 0.15

The point r is evidently a point of cohesion ; as the

two particles, when at the distance denoted by it, are

neither attracted nor repelled. But the attractions which

follow are totally incompatible with the phenomena;

For, instead of diminishing as they diminish at an

incomparably slower rate. The same remark applies to

the repulsions.

We are absolutely certain, then, that x and are not

— 2 and 3. They must be such, that the difference

between— aad -L is a square *, that is to say, we mustdy-^
have ———r:—, for that alone corresponds with the

dy d^ d^
^

phenomena. T.he fact is, if the above supposition, that

there are two kinds of matter, one repelling and ano-

ther attracting, be adopted, it is' obvious that the rate at

which we see the attractions and repulsions of bodies to

/
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Book tll- vary, is only the difference between the respective forces

which the particles of matter possess. Of course we

camiot ascertain these forces except indirectly. Thus

if we suppose a: = 3 ,
and ^ — 5, and that the two forces

arc equal as before at the point r ;
that is, let r g or

rg — a, then the attractions and repulsions in the dif-

ferent points will be as follows:

m
T?Rep. —- a

Attr. —

a

1 ’

7T c

Attr.

n ®
1 p q r s t u

65 . 65 65 65 65 65 65— a “T ^ ~T ^ — a a —7 ^ — a
25 3^ 4^ - s

J 7' 85 9'
65 65 65 65 6^ 65 65— a Q a — a — a — a
25 ) 3

•> 4
’ 5’ r 85 9’

6^ 6> 6^ 6^— a — a — a — a 0
2

* •

.V 4^
6^ 6» 6"

0 — a — a — a

1

7" cc 9*

iOS

65

Iq5

10
"

Here the rate of variation is always as — . The at-

tractive and repulsive curves would assume a very dif-

ferent form from those in the figure. But it is needless

to examine the subject farther, as it would be necessary

to shew, before admitting the hypothesis, that the re-

pulsion varies at the rate of If this could be pro-

ved, the greater number of the phenomena of nature

could be explained, upon this hypothesis, with the same

facility as that of Boscovich ; and it would have the ad-

ditio#ial advantage of not assuming the existence of any

force whose action is not actually demonstrated by the

phenomena. It is obvious that the changes from attrac-

tions to repulsion, when more than one such change ap-

pears in consequence of varying the distance between

Ipodies, may be accounted for by supposing thaf part of
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the caloric is driven ofF by the approach of the bodies.

8. Before leaving this subject, it will be worth while

to shew, by an example, that the repulsion between the

particles of caloric often acts as a real chemical force,

and that it affords a key to explain several phenomena

which at first sight appear nearly contradictory. Why

do bodies require different temperatures in order to

unite ? and Why does the presence of caloric, in many

cases, favour, or rather produce, union, while it pre-

vents or destroys it in others ?

Some substances, phosphorus for instance, combine

with oxygen at the common temperature of the atmo-

sphere j
others, as carbon, require a higher tempera-

ture ;
and others, as hydrogen and azotic gas, do not

combine except at a very high temperature, 'lo what

are these differences owing ?

It is evident, that whatever diminishes the cohesion

which exists between the particles of any body, must

tend to facilitate their chemical union with the particles

of other bodies : tins is the reason that bodies combine

more easily when held in solution by water, or when

they have been previously reduced to a fine powder.

Now caloric p'^ssesses the property of diminishing co-

hesion. And one reason why some bodies require a

high temperature to cause them to combine is, that at

a low temperature the attraction of cohesion is in them

superior to that of affinity •, accordingly, it becomes ne-

cessary to weaken that attraction by caloric till it be-

comes inferior to that of affinity. The quantity of ca-

loric necessary for this purpose must vary according to

the strength of the cohesion and of the affinity ; it must

be inversely as the affinity, and directly as the cohesion,

Wlierefore, if we knew precisely the force of the cohe-

Chap. IV.
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sion between the particles of any body, and of the afR-

nity between the particles of that body and of any other,

we could easily reduce the temperature necessary to cal-

culation.

That caloric or temperature acts in this manner, can-

not be doubted, if we consider that other methods of

diminishing the attraction of cohesion may be substi-

tuted for it with success. A large lump of charcoal,

for instance, will not unite with oxygen at so low a tem-

perature as the same charcoal will do when reduced to

a very fine powder ; and charcoal will combine with

oxygen at a still lower temperature, if it be reduced to

its integrant particles, by precipitating it from alcohol,

as Dr Priestley did by passing the alcohol through red

hot copper. And to shew that there is nothing in the

nature of oxygen and carbon which renders a high tem-

perature necessary for their union, if they be presented

to each other in different circumstances, they combine-

at the common temperature of the atmosphere ;
for if:

nitric acid, at the temperature of 6°, be poured uponi

charcoal powder, well dried in a close crucible, the:

charcoal takes fire, owing to its combining with the;

oxygen of the acid * : And in some other sil^uations,.

carbon is so completely divided that it is capable of:

combining with the oxygen of the atmosphere, or,,

which is the same thing, of catching fire at the com-

mon temperature : this seems to be the case with it in

those pyrophori that are formed by distilling to dry-

ness several of the neutral salts which contain acetous

acid f . These observations are sufficient to shew, that

* Proust and Morveau, Enc^c. Method, Cbim. i. 474-

f Morveau, lljld.
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caloric Is in many cases necessary in order to diminish,

the attraction of cohesion.

But there is a difficulty still remaining : How comes

it that certain bodies will combine with oxygen without

the assistance of any foreign heat, provided the combina-

tion be once begun, though a quantity of caloric is

necessary to begin the combination ? and that other

bodies require to be surrounded by a great quantity of

caloric during the whole time of their combining with

oxygen ? Alcohol, for instance, if once killed, burns

tilUit is quite consumed ;
and this is the case with oils

also, provided they be furnished with a wick.

We would efr very much, were we to suppose that a

high temperature is not as necessary to these substances

during the whole of their combustion as at the com-

mencement of it ; for Mr Monge found, on making the

trial, that a candle would not burn after the temperature

of the air around it was reduced below a certain point.

All substances which continue to burn after being

once kindled are volatile^ and they burn the easier in

proportion to that volatility. The application of a cer-

tain quantity of caloric to alcohol volatilizes part of it *,

that is to say, diminishes the attraction of Its cohesion

so much that it combines with oxygen. The oxygen

vhich enters into this combination gives out as much

heat as volatilizes another portion of the aloohol ; which

combines with oxygen in its turn ;
more heat is given

out ;
and thus the process goes on. Oils and fallow ex-

hibit the very same phenomena, only as they are less

volatile, it is necessary to assist the process by means of

the capillary attraction of the wick, which confines the

action of the caloric evolved to a small quantity of oil,

and thus enables it to produce the proper effect. In

2§5

Chap, !V.
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Book III short, then, every substance which is capable of con-

tinuing to burn after being once kindled is volatile, or

capable of being converted into vapour by the degree of

* heat at first applied. The reason that a live coal will

not burn when suspended insulated in the air, is not,

as Dr Hutton supposed*, because its light is dissipated j

but because the coal cannot be converted into vapour

by the degree of heat which it contains, and because

the cohesion of its particles is too great to allow it to

combine with oxygen without some such change. There

are some coals, however, which contain such a quantity

of bitumen that they will burn even in the situation

supposed by Dr Hutton, and continue to burn, provided

they be furnished with any thing to act as a wick. It

is needless to add, that bitumen, like oil, is easily con-

verted into vapour.

But this explanation, instead of removing our diffi-

culties, has only served to increase them : For if caloric

only acts by diminishing the attraction of cohesion, and

converting these substances into vapour, why do not all

clastic fluids combine at once without any additional

caloric ? why do not oxygen and hydrogen, when mix-

ed together in the state of gas, unite at once and form i

water ? and why do not oxygen and azote, which are

constantly in contact in the atmosphere, unite also andl

form nitrous gas Surely it cannot be the attractloni

of cohesion that prevents this union. And if it be'

ascribed to their being already combined with caloric,.

' how comes it that an additional dose of one of the in--

grcdlents of a compound decomposes it I Surely, as Mr

Mongehas observed, this is contrary to all the .other ope-

rations in chemistry.

• On Light and Heat.
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That the particles of fluWs are not destitute of an

attraction for each other, is evident from numberless

facts. 1 he particles of water drew one another after

them in cases of capillary attraction ;
which is probably

owing to the attraction of cohesion. It is owing to the

attraction of cohesion, too, that small quantities of wa-

t.;r form themselves into spheres ;
nor is this attraction

so weak as not to be perceptible. If a small plate of

glass be laid upon a globule of mercury, the globule,

notwithstanding the pressure, continues to preserve its

round figure. If the plate be gradually charged with

weights one after another, the mercury becomes thin-

ner and thinner, and extends itself in the form of a

plate ;
but as soon as the weights are removed, it re-

covers its globular figure again, and pushes up the glass

before it. Here we see the attraction of cohesion, not

only superior to gravitation, but actually overcoming an

external force *. And if the workman, after charging

his plate of glass with weights, when he is forming

mirrors, happen to remove these weights, tlie mercury

vvhich had been forced from under the glass, and was

going to separate, is drawn back to its place, and the

glass again pushed up. Nor is the attraction of cohe-

sion confined to solids and liquids j it cannot be doubt-

ed, that it exists also in gases at least it is evident,

that there subsists an attraction between gases of a dif-

ferent kind : for although oxygen and azotic gas are of

different gravities, and ought therefore to occupy differ-

ent parts of the atmosphere, we find them always mixed

together *, and this can only be ascribed to an attraction.

Morveau, Eneycl. Math p. 543.
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It seems evident, in the first place, that the^ afTmity

between the bases of the gases under consideration and

oxygen is greater than their affinity for that dose of ca-

loric which produces their elastic form ;
for when they

are combined with oxygen, the same dose will not sepa-

rate them again. Let us take hydrogen for an instance

:

The affinity of hydrogen is greater for oxygen than f-cft

the caloric which gives it its ’gaseous form ;
but the

oxygen is also combined with caloric, and there exists

an attraction of cohesion between the particles of the

hydrogen gas and oxygen gas ; the same attraction sub-

sists between those of oxygen gas and hydrogen gas.

Now the sum of all these affinities, namely, the affinity

between hydrogen and caloric, the affinity betweeii

oxygen and caloric, the cohesion of the particles of the

hydrogen, and the cohesion of the particles of oxygen

—

is greater than the affinity between the hydrogen and

oxygen ;
and therefore no decomposition can take place.

Let the affinity between

Oxygen and caloric be ^ 50

Hydrogen and caloric . . . • • S®

Cohesion of oxygen for hydrogen ..... 4'

Cohesion of hydrogen ^ • 2

Sum of quiescent affinities 106

The affinity of oxygen and hydrogen ... 105

The quiescent affinities being greater than the divellenf

affinities, no decomposition can take place.

Let now a quantity of caloric be added to the oxy-

gen and hydrogen gas, it has the property of expand-

ing them, and of Course of diminishing their cohesion ^
^ *1

while its affinity for them is so small that it may be ne-

glected. Let us suppose that it diminishes the eohesioif
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of the oxygen i, and of the hydrogen also i, their co- Chap,

hesion will now be ^
and i j and the cjuiescent affini"

ties being only 104, while the divellent are 105, decom-

position would of course take placCi and a cjuantity of

caloric would thus be set at liberty to produce the same

effects upon the neighbouring particles.

Thus, then, caloric acts only by diminishing cohe*

sion ! And the reason that it is required so much in

gaseous substances, and in those combinations into

which oxygen enters, is the strong affinity of oxygen and

the other bases of the gases for caloric ;
for, owing to

the repulsion which exists between the particles of that

subtile substance, an effect is produced by adding large

doses of it, contrary to what happens in other cases.

The more of it is accumulated, the stronger is the re-

pulsion between its particles ;
and therefore the more

powerful is its tendency to fly off : and as this tendency

is opposed by its affinity for the body and the cohesion

of its particles, it must diminish both these attractions.
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PART II.

Chemical examination

OF

NATURE.
\

Having, In the First Part of this Work, given a very

full detail of the Principles of Chemistry, and a de-

scription of the different Substances with which it is ne-

cessary for the Chemist to be acquainted, I propose, in

this Second Part, to take a view of the different sub-

stances as they exist in nature, constituting the material

worid, that we may ascertain how far the science of

chemistry will contribute towards explaining their na-

ture, and accounting for the different changes which

they produce on each other. Now the different sub-

stances of which the material world, as far as we have

access to it, is composed, may be very conveniently ar-

ranged under the five following heads :

1. The A-tmosphere, 4. Vegetables,

2. Waters, 5. Animals.

3. Minerals,

These five divisions will form the subject of the five

following Books.

T 2
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Book
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BOOK I.

OF

THE ATMOSPHERE.

T'he atmosphere is that invisible elastic fluid which

surrounds the earth to an unknown height, and encloses

it on all sides. It received its name from the Greeks,

in consequence of the vapours which are continually

mixing with it. AVhen the chemist turns his attention

to the atmosphere, there are two things which naturally

engage his attention : First, to ascertain the substances

of which it is composed ; and, secondly, to trace the

changes to which it is liable. I shall therefore divide

this Book into two Chapters. In the first, I shall ex-

amine the component parts of the atmosphere ; and, in

the second, examine the changes to which it is liable

under the title of Meteorologt.
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Chap. I.

CHAP. I.

COMPOSITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

Neither the properties nor the composition of the Opinions ofrr .r.i- ^ theancients.

atmosphere seem to have occupied much of the atten-

tion of the ancients. Aristotle considered it as one of

the four elements, situated between the regions oi water

andjire, and mingled with two exhatationsy the dry and

the moist: the first of which occasioned thunder, light-

ning, and wind ;
while the second produced rain, snow,

and hail. The ancients, in general, seem to have con-

sidered the blue colour of the sky as essential to the at-

mosphere *, and several of their philosophers believed

that it was the constituent principle of other bodies, or

at least that air and other bodies are mutually convert-

ible into each other . But these opinions continued

in the state of vague conjectures, till the matter was ex-

plained by the sagacity of Hales and of those philoso-

phers who followed his illustrious career.

• Thus Lucretius

:

Semper enim quodcunque fluit de rebus.4d omne

Aeris in magnum fertur mare : qui nisi contra

Corpora retribuat rebus, recrcetque fluenteis.

Omnia jam rcsoluta forent, et in aera versa.

H aud igitur cc6s.it gigni dc rebus et in res

Rccldere assldue, quoniam fluerc omnia constat. Lit- V. S74'

T3
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Book I,

COMPOSITION OF

Discoveries

of the mo-
derns.

Component
parts of the

atmosphere.

It was not till the time of Bacon, who first taught

mankind to investigate natural phenomena, that the

atmosphere began to be investigated with precision.

Galileo introduced the study by pointing out its weight;

a subject which was soon after investigated completely

by Torricelli, Paschal, 8cc. Its density and elasticity

were ascertained by Boyle and the Florence Academi-

cians. Mariotte measured its dilatibility
; Hooke, New-

ton, Boyle, Derham, pointed out its relation to light, to

sound, and to electricity. Newton explained the effect

produced upon it by moisture ; from which Halley at-

tempted to explain the changes in its weight indicated

by the barometer. But a complete enumeration of the

discoveries made upon the atmosphere in general be-

longs to pneumatics

;

a science which treats professedly

of the mechanical properties of air.

The knowledge of the component parts of the atmo-

sphere did not keep pace with the investigation of its

mechanical properties. The opinions of the earlier che-

mists concerning it are too vague and absurd to merit

any particular notice. Boyle, however^ and his con-

temporaries, put it beyond doubt that the atmosphere

contained two distinct substances, i. An elastic fluid

distinguished by the name of air. 2 . Water in the state

of vapour. Besides these two bodies, it was supposed

that the atmosphere contained a great variety of other

substances, which were continually mixing with it from •

the earth, and which often altered its properties, and

rendered it noxious or fatal. Since the discovery of

carbonic acid gas by Dr Black, it has been ascertained

that this elastic fluid always constitutes a part of the at-

mosphere. The constituent parts of the atpiospherc

therefore are.
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3 . Carbonic acid gas,

2 . Water, 4* Unknown bodies.

These shall form the subject of the four following Sec-

tions. But before proceeding to ascertain their proper-

ties, and the proportion in which they exist in air, it

will be worth while to endeavour to calculate the a-

mount of the whole of the atmosphere which surrounds

the earth. This will put it in our power to state the

amount of its different constituent parts, and of course

to see how far the quantities of each agree with the dif-

ferent chemical theories which have been maintained

concerning the influence of these bodies on the different

kingdoms of nature.

Mechanical philosophers have demonstrated, that the

weight of a column of the atmosphere, whose base is

an inch square, is equal to a column of mercury of the

same base, and balanced by the atmosphere in the ba-

rometrical tube, ^ow let us suppose the mean height

of the barometer to amount to nearly 30 inches. Let

R denote tlie radius of the earth, t the height of the

mercury in the barometer, the ratio between the cir-

cumference of a circle and its diameter. The solidity

Chap. 1.

Its absolute

quantity.

t he earth is
^

; the solidity, of the sphere com-

posed of the earth, and a quantity of mercury sur-

rounding it equal to the weight of the atmosphere, is

4’T(R-f r)»

3

Consequently the solidity of the hollow

sphere of mercury equal to the weight of the atmo-

4 (R 4” ’ 4 R ’

3

~sphere, is = 4
’T (R» R

4. — or, neglecting the terms containing r* and r’

T4

V
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. . 4 r. This formula, by substituting for R*, and

their known values, gives us the solidity of the hol-

low sphere of mercury In cubic feet. But a cubic foot

of mercury is nearly equal to 135,000 avoirdupois

ounces. Hence the mean weight of the atmosphere

amounts to about 1 1,91 1,163,227,258,1 8 i,8j 8 lbs. ^
voirdupois.

SECT. I.

OF AIR.

The word AIR seems to have been used at first to

denote the atmosphere in general
; but philosophers

Air an elas- afterwards restricted it to the elastic fluid, which con-
dc fluid,

stitutes the greatest and the most important part of the

atmosphere, excluding the water and the other foreign

bodies which are occasionally found mixed with it. For

many years all permanently elastic fluids were consi-

dered as air, from whatever combinations they were ex-

tricated, and supposed to possess exactly the same pro-

perties with the air of the atmosphere. It is true, in-

deed, that Van Helmont suspected that elastic fluids

possessed different properties ; and that Boyle ascertain-

ed that all elastic fluids were not capable of supporting

combustion like air. But it wa^ not till the discoveries

of Cavendish and Priestley had demonstrated the pecu-

liar properties of a variety of elastic fluids, that philo-

sophers became sensible that there existed a variety of

species of theip. In consequence of this discovery, the
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Word air became generic, and was applied by Priestley, Chap. l.

and the British and Swedish philosophers in general, to

all permanently elastic fluids, while the air of the at-

mosphere was distinguished by the epithets of common

or atmospheric air: but Macquer thought proper to ap-

ply the term gas^ first employed by Van Helmont, to

all permanently elastic fluids except common air, and

to confine the term air to this last fluid. This innova-

tion was scarcely necessary ; but as it has now been

generally adopted, it will be proper to follow it. By

the w’ord azV, then, in this Section, I mean only com-

mon air^ or the fluid which forms by far the greatest

part of the atmosphere-

The foreign bodies which are mixed or united with

air in the atmosphere are so minute in quantity com-

pared to it, that they have no very sensible influence

on its properties. We may therefore consider atmo-

spheric air, when in its usual state of dryness, as suffi-

ciently pure for examination.

I . Air is an elastic fluid, invisible indeed, but easily Specific

recognised by its properties. Its specific gravity, ac-

cording to the experiments of Sir George Shuckburgh,

when the barometer is at 30 inches, and the thermome-

ter between 50° and 60°, is 0.0012, or 816 times light-

er than water. One hundred cubic inches of air weigh

3 1
grains troy.

But as air is an elastic fluid, and compressed at the Density,

surface of the earth by the whole weight of the incum-

bent atmosphere, its density diminishes according to its

height above the surface of the earth. From the expe-
riments of Paschal, Deluc, General Rt>y, &c. it has

been ascertained, that the density diminishes in the ra-

tio of the compression. Consequently the density de-

I
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Book T.

JDilatability.

Colour.

creases in a geometrical progression, while the height^»

increase in an arithmetical progression.

Bouguer had suspected, from his observations made

on the Andes, that at considerable heights the dejisity

of the air is no longer proportional to the compressing

force *
; but the experiments of Saussure junior, made

upon Mount Rose, have demonstrated the contrary f

.

2. Air is dilated by heat. From the experiments of

General Roy and Sir George Shuckburgh, compared

with those of Trembley, &c. it appears that, at the

temperature of 60°, every degree of temperature in-

creases the bulk of air about part. But the experi-

ments of Du Vernois and Morveau, which gives us the

dilatation of ajr for every degree of Reaumur from 0°

to 80°, have been given in a former part of this Work^

and they are the most complete which have hitherto

appeared,

3. The specific caloric of air^ according to the exp,e»-

riments of Dr Crawford, is 1-7Q.

4. Although the sky is well known to have a blue

coloitr, yet it cannot be doubted that air itself is alto-

gether colotirless and invisible. The blue colour of the

sky is occasioned by the vapours which are always mix-

ed with the air, and which have the property of reflect-

ing the blue rays more copiously than any other. Ihis

has been proved by the experiments which Saussure

made with his cyanometer at different heights above the

surface of the earth. This consisted of a circular band

of paper, divided into 51 parts, each of which were

painted with a different shade of blue ;
beginning with

* Mfw. Par. I 7S3 > P- 515- t
98-
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Chap. I,the deepest mrxed with black, to the lightest mixed with

w'hite. He found that the colour of the skj' always cor-

responds with a deeper shade of blue the higher the ob-

server is placed above the surface
; consequently, at a

certain height, the blue will disappear altogether, and

the sky appear black
; that is to say, will reflect no

light at all. The colour becomes always lighter in pro-

portion to the vapours mixed with the air. Hence it

is evidently owing to them*.

5. The property which the air has of supporting

combustion, and the necessity of it for respiration, are

too well known to require any description.

6. For many ages 'air was considered as an element Compos!-

or simple substance. Por the knowledge of its com-

ponent parts, we are indebted to the labours of those

philosophers in whose hands chemistry advanced with

such rapidity during the last forty years of the 18th cen-

tury. The first step was made by Dr Priestley in 1774,
by the discovery of oxygen gas. This gas, according

to the prevailing theory of the time, he considered as

air totally deprived of phlogiston ; azotic gas, on the

other hand, was air saturated with phlogiston. Hence

he considered common air as oxygen gas combined with

an indefinite portion of phlogiston, varying in purity ac-

cording to that portion
; being always the purer the

smaller a quantity ot phlogiston it contained. .

While Dr Priestley was making experiments on oxy-

gen gas, Scheele proceeded to the analysis of air in a

different manner. He observed that the liquid sulphu-

rets, phosphorus, and various other bodies, when coi\-

Sausiurc’* Jam la Alfts, iv. 388.
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fined along with air, have the property of diminishing

its bulk ;
and this diminution always amounts to a cer-

tain proportion, which he found to be between a third

and a fourth part of the whole. The residuum was un-

fit for supporting flame, and was not diminished by any

of the processes which diminish common air. To this

residuum he gave the name offoul air. From these ex-

periments, he concluded that air is a compound of two

different elastic fluids : namely, foul air, which consti-

tutes more than two thirds of the whole, and another

air, which is alone capable of supporting flame and

animal life. This last air he extricated from nitre by

heat, from the black oxide of manganese, and from other

substances, and gave it the name of empyreal air. He

shewed that a mixture of two parts of foul air and

one part of empyreal air possesses the properties of

common air *

.

The foul air of Scheele was the same with the phlo-

gisticated air of Priestley, or with what is now known

by the name of azotic gas. His empyreal air is the

same with the dephlogisticated air of Priestley, or with

what is at present called oxygen gas. According to him,

therefore, air is a compound of two parts of azotic and

one part of oxygen gas. He accounted for the dimi-

nution of air by the liquid sulphurets and other similar

bodies by his theory of the composition of caloric,

which he considered as a compound of phlogiston and

oxygen gas. According to him, the phlogiston of the

sulphuret combines with the oxygen of the air, andl

passes through the vessels in the state of caloric, while

* Schccle on Air and Fire, p_ 7. &c. Erg. Tnpid.
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the azotic gas, which has no affinity for caloric, is left

behind.

While Scheele was occupied with his experiments on

air, Lavoisier was assiduously employed on the same

subject, and was led by a different road to precisely the

same conclusion as Scheele. By oxidizing mercury in

a vessel filled with common air, and heated to the boil-

ing point of mercury, he abstracted the greater part of

its oxygen gas ; and by heating the red oxide thus form-

ed, he reconverted it into mercury, while at the same

time a quantity of oxygen gas was extricated. The re-

siduum in the first experiment possessed the properties

of azotic gas; but when the oxygen gas extricated from

the mercury was added to it, the mixture assumed again

the properties of common air. Hence he concluded

that air is composed of azotic gas and oxygen; and from

a variety of experiments he determined the proportions

to be 73 parts of azotic gas and 27 parts of oxygen gas.

He demonstrated, too, that when air is diminished by

liquid sulphurets, metals, &-c. the oxygen gas which is

abstracted combines with the sulphurets, &c. and con-

verts them into acids or oxides according to their re-

spective nature. But as all these experiments have been

already detailed in the First Part of this Work, it is un-

necessary to be more particular in this place.

Air, then, is a compound of oxygen and azotic gas :

but it becomes a question of considerable consequence

to determine the proportion of these two ingredients,

and to ascertain whether that proportion is in every

case the same. Since azotic gas, one of the component

parts of that fluid, cannot be separated by any substance

with which chemists are acquainted, the analysis of air

can only be attempted by exposing it to the action of

got

Chap. I.

I 1

Air com.
posed of

oxygen
and azotic

gas.
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Method of

ascertain-

ing the pro-

portion of

Its compo-
nent parts.

Eudiometer
of Priestley

and Fonta-*

DiK

those bodies which have the property of absorbing Its

oxygen. By these bodies the oxygen gas is separated,

and the azotic gas is left behind, and the proportion of

oxygen may be ascertained by the diminution of bulk

;

which, onde known, it is easy to ascertain the propor-

tion of azotic gas, and thus to determine the exact rela-

tive quantity of the component parts.

After the composition of the atmosphere was known

to philosophers, it was taken for granted that the pro-

portion of its oxygen varies in different times and in

different places; and that upon this variation the purity

or noxious qualities of air depended. Hence it became

an object of the greatest Importance to be in possessiofi

of a method of determining readily the quantity of oxy-

gen in a given portion of air. Accordingly various me-

thods were proposed, all of them depending upon the

projjerty which a variety of bodies possesses of absorb-

ing the oxygen of the air without acting upon Its azote.

These bodies were mixed with a certain knowri quantity

of atmospheric air, in graduated glass vessels inverted

over water, and the proportion of oxygen vfras determi-

ned by the diminution of bulk. These instruments re-

ceived the name of eudiometers, because they were con--

sidered as measurers of the purity of air. The eudio-

meters proposed by different chemists may be reduced

to five.

I. The first eudiometer was made in consequence of

Dr Priestley’s discovery, that when nitrous gas Is mixed

with air over water, the bulk of the mixture diminishes

rapidly, in cofiseqUence of the combination of the gas

with the oxygen of the air, and the absorption of the

nitric acid thus formed by the water. When nitrous

gas is mixed with azotic gas, no diminution at all takes
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place. When it is mixed with oxygen gas in proper

proportions, the absorption is complete. Hence it is

evident that in all cases of a mixture of these two gases

the diminution will be proportional to the quantity of

the oxygen. Of course it will indicate the proportion

of oxygen in air
; and by mixing it with different por^-

tions of air, it will indicate the different quantities of

oxygen which they contain, provided the component

parts of air be susceptible of variation. Dr Priestley’s

method was to mix together equal bulks of air and ni-

trous gas in a low jar, and then to transfer the mixture

into a narrow graduated glass tube about three feet

long, in order to measure the diminution of bulk. He
expressed this diminution by the number of hundred

parts remaining. Thus, suppose he had mixed toge^

ther equal parts of nitrous gas and air, the sum total

of this mixture was 200 (or 2.00): suppose the resi*

duum when measured in the graduated tube to amount
to 104 (or 1.04), and of course that 96 parts of the

whole had disappeared, he denoted the purity of the air

thus tried by 104. A more convenient instrument was
invented by Dr Falconer of Bath j and Fontana greatly

improved this method of measuring the purity of air.

A description of his eudiometer was published by In-

genhousz in the first volume of his Experiments
;

it

was still farther improved by Cavendish in 1783
and Humbolt has lately made a very laborious set of
experiments in order to bring it to a state of complete
accuracy. But after all the exertions of these philoso-

phers, the method of analysing air by means of nitrous

* Pin. Trans, lxx!iL 107.
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Eook 1. gas is liable to so many anomalies, that it cannot be

depended on.

Priestley and Fontana have proved, that the way of

mixing the two airs occasions a great difference in the

result ;
the figure of the vessels is equally important,

and so is the water over which the mixture is made.

And even when all these things are the same, impurity

of the nitrous gas may occasion the most enormous dif-

ferences in the results.

Humbolt has shewn that the nitrous gas ought to be

prepared by means of nitric acid of the density t.170 ;

when a much stronger or weaker acid is employed, the

gas produced is always contaminated with a great pro-

portion of azotic gas. He has pointed out the solution

of sulphat of iron, as proper to ascertain the purity of

the nitrous gas employed, by absorbing the nitrous gas

and leaving the azotic gas or other foreign gases. He
^

has shewn that when nitrous gas of the same degree of

purity is made to mix very slowly with air, the vessel

being carefully agitated during the mixture, the results,

provided the experiment be performed with address,

correspond with each other. And he has made it pro- .

bable, that when equal quantities of air and nitrous gas,,

so pure as to contain only about o.i of azotic gas mixed

with it, are agitated together slowly over water, the di-

minution divided by 3.5? gives the quantity of oxygeni

contained in the air examined. But notwithstanding'

the ingenuity of his experiments, the anomalies attend-

ing this method are still so great as not to render it:

susceptible of accuracy. For that reason I think it un-

necessary to give a particular description of Ae diffe-

rent eudiometers invented to ascertain the purity of airr

by means of nitrous gas. The result of the numerous-
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ekperirnents which have been made with nitrous gas is,

that the proportion of oxygen in atmospheric air varies

in different places and at different times. The mini-

mum is about 0.22, the maximum about 0.30 ; conse-

quently if this method of analysing air is to be depend-

ed on, we must consider that fluid, not as a pernianent

fchemical compound, but as a body subjected to all the

variations to which accidental mixtures are liable.

2. The second kind of eudiometer was proposed by
Volta. The substance employed by that philosopher

to separate the oxygen from the air Was hydrogen gas.

His method was to mix given proportions of the air to

be examined and hydrogen gas in a graduated glass

tube
; to fire the mixture by an electric spark

; and to

judge of the purity of the air by the bulk of the resi-

duum. But this method is not susceptible of so great

a degree of accuracy as the preceding^ when the object

is to ascertain the precise quantity of oxygen gas in a

given bulk of air. For if too little hydrogen gas be

mixed with the air^ not only the whole of the oxygen

will not be abstracted, but a portion of the azote Will

disappear in consequence of the formation of nitric

acid. On the other hand, if too much hydrogen be

added, part of it will remain after the firing of the

mixture, and increase the bulk of the residUum. Volta’s

eudiometer, then, though it may have its uses, is scarce-*

ly susceptible of giving Us the analysis of air.

3. For the third kind of eudiometer, we are indebted

to Scheele. It is merely a graduated glass vessel, con-

taining a given quantity of air exposed to newly pre-

pared liquid alkaline or earthy sulphurets, or to a mix-
ture of iron-filings and sulphur, formed into a paste

with water. These substances absorb the whole of the

VoL. III. U

Eudiometet
of Volta.

Eudiometet
of Schceb
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Bonkl. oxvgen of tHe air, which converts a portion of the sul-

phur into an acid. The oxygen contained in the air

thus examined, is judged of by the diminution of bulk

which the air has undergone. This method is not only

exceedingly simple, but it requires very little address,

and yet is susceptible of as great accuracy as any other

whc.tever. The only objection to which it is liable is

its slowness ; for when the quantity of air operated on

is considerable, several days elapse before the diminu-

tion has reached its maximum.

But this objection has been completely obviated by

by orMar- Mr De Martij who has brought Scheele’s eudiometer to

a state of perfection. He found that a mixture of iron

filings and sulphur does not answer well, because it emits

a small quantity of hydrogen gas, evolved by the action

of the sulphuric acid formed by the absorption of the

oxygen of the air upon the iron *, but the hydrogure-

ted sulphurets, formed by boiling together sulphur and

liquid potass or lime-water, answered the purpose per-

fectly. These substances, indeed, when newly prepa-

red, have the property of absorbing a small portion of

azotic gas ;
but they lose this property when saturated

with that gas, which is easily effected by agitating

them for a few minutes with a small portion of atmo-

spheric air. His apparatus is merely a glass tube, ten

inches long, and rather less than half an inch in diame-

ter, open at one end, and hermetically sealed at the

other. The close end is divided into l oo equal parts,

having an interval of one line between each division.

The use of this tube is to measure the portion of air to

be employed in the experiment. The tube is filled with

water; and by allowing the water to runout gradually

while the tube is inverted, and the open end kept shut
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-vplth thfe finger, the graduated part is exactly filled with Chap. IV-^

air. These hundred parts of air are introduced into a

glass bottle filled with liquid sulphuret of lime previ-

ously saturated with azotic gas, and capable of holding

from two to four times the bulk of the air introduced.

The bottle is then to be corked with a ground glass

stopper, and agitated for five minutes. After this the

cork is to .be withdrawn while the mouth of the phial

is under water ;
and for the greater security, it may be

corked and agitated again. After this, the air is to be

again transferred to the graduated glass tube, in order

to ascertain the diminution of its bulk*.

Air, examined by this process, suffers precisely the

same diminution in whatever circumstances the expe-

riments are made : no variation is observed whether

the wind be high or low, or from what quarter soever

it blows ;
whether the air tried be moist or dry, hot or

cold-, whether the barometer be h|gh or low. Nei-

ther the season of the year, nor the situation of the

place, it;fj vicinity to the sea, to marshes, or to moun- *

tains, make any difference. Mr De Marti found the

diminution always between o.zi andjD.23. Hence we

may conclude that air is composed of

0.78 azotic gas

C.22 oxygen gas

1.CO

Scheele indeed found, that the absorption amounted to

0.27 + ;
but that was because he neglected to saturate

his sulphuret with azotic gas
;
for when the portion of

• "JeHr. it Fbyi. lii. 176.

U 2

f Scheele, ii. Z.
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Eudiometer

of Berthol-

Ict.

azotic gas which must have been absorbed, and which

has been indicated by De Marti, is subtracted, the por-

tion of oxygen in air, as indicated by his expeftYnents,

is reduced very nearly to 0.22. The trifling variations

perceptible in his experiments wefe no doubt owing to

the quantities of the mixture of sulphur and iron, by

which he abstracted the oxygen, not being exactly the

same at different times ;
the consequence of which

would be an unequal absorption of aiotic gas.

4. In the fourth kind of eudiometer, the abstraction

of the oxygen of air is accomplished by means of phos-

phorus. TThls eudiometer was first proposed by A-

chard*. It was considerably improved by Reboul -f,

and by Seguin and Lavoisier | ;
but Berthollet §

has

lately brought it to a state of perfection, as it is equal-

ly simple with the eudiometer of Ue Marti, and scarce-

ly inferior to it in precision.

Instead of the rapid combustion of phosphorus, this

last philosopher has substituted its spontaneous com-

bustion, which absorbs the oxygen of ajr corypletely ;•

and when the quantity of air operated on is small, the

process is over in a short time. The whole apparatus

consists in a narrow graduated tube of glass containing

the air to be examined, into which is introduced a cy-

linder of phosphorus fixed upon a glass rod, while the

tube stands inverted over water. The phosphorus should

be so long as to traverse nearly the whole of the air.

Immediately white vapours rise from the phosphorus

and fill the tube. These continue till the whole of the

» Jour, de FBys. 1784, vol. i. f

^ Ibid. ix. 293.

J Ibid, xxxiv. 73. and Jour, de I'EcoU PalyUtbn. r, iii: 274-
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oxygen combines with phosphorus.^ They consist of

phosphorous acid, which falls by its weight to the

bottom of the vessel, and is absorbed by the water.

The residuum is merely the azotic gas of the air, hold-

ing*a portion of phosphorus in solution. Berthollet has

ascertained, that by this foreign body its bulk is in-

creased part. Consequently the bulk of the resi-

duum, diminished by gives us the bulk of the azo-

tic gas of the air examined ;
which bulk, subtracted

from the original mass of air, gives us the proportion

of oxygen gas contained in it.

All the different experiments which have been made

by mean§ of this eudiometer agree precisely in their

result, and indicate that the proportions of the ingre-

dients of air are always the same j
namely, about 0.22

parts of oxygen gas, and 0.78 of azotic gas. Berthol-

let found these proportions in Egypt and in France, and

I have found them constantly in Edinburgh in all the

different seasons of the year. Thus we see that the

analysis of air, by means of phosphorus, agrees pre-

cisely with its analysis by means of hydrogureted sul-

phurets.

5. The fifth eudiometer has been lately proposed by Eudiometer

Mr Davy. In it the substance used to absorb the oxy- "

gen from air is a solution of sulphat or muriat of iron

in water, and impregnated with nitrous gas. A small

graduated glass tube, filled with the air to be examined,

is plunged into the nitrous solution, and moved a little

backwards and forwards. The whole of the oxygen is

absorbed in a few minutes. The state of greatest ab-

sorption ought to be marked, as the mixture afterwards

emits a little gas which would alter the result. By

pieans of this and the two preceding eudiometers,

U3
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Davj examined the air at Bristol, and found It always

to contain about 0.21 of oxygen. Air sent to Dr Bed-

does from the coast of Guinea gave exactly the same

result. This eudiometer, then, corresponds exactly

with the two last*.

In all these different methods of analysing air, it is

necessary to operate on air of a determinate density, and

to take care that the residuum be neither more conden-

sed nor dilated than the air was when first operated on.

If these things are not attended to, no dependance whaU
ever can be placed upon the result of the experiments,

how carefully soever they may have been performed.

Now there are three things which alter the volume of

air and other elastic fluids : i. A change in the height

of the barometer. 2. An increase or diminution of their

quantity; the vessel in which they are contained re-

maining the same, and standing in the same quantity

of water or mercury. 3. A change in the temperature

of the air.

I. The density of air and other elastic fluids Is al-

ways proportional to the compressing force. Now they

are compressed by the w'eight of the atmosphere, which

is measured by the barometer. If that v/eight dimi-

nishes, their density diminishes in proportion, and of

course their bulk increases: if the weight of the atmo-

sphere increases, their density increases, and their bulk

diminishes In the same proportion. Consequently if the

height of the barometer varies during an expeiiment,

the bulk of the residuum will not be the same that it

would have been if no such change had taken place.

Phil. Mag. X. 56,
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We will therefore commit an error unless we reduce Cha^

the bulk of the residuum to what it would have been

if no such alteration had taken place. This is easily

done by a very simple formula.

It has been ascertained by ^ilosophers, that the vo-

lumes of air are always inversely as the compressing
^ I

forces. Therefore let m be the height of the barome- yi *

ter at the commencement of an experiment, n its height

at the end ;
the volume of the gas when the barome-

ter. is at n, aud its volume supposing the barometer at

n “y.

OT. We have ft : m : : x v. Consecjiiently ” ~

So that to find the volume required, we have only to

multiply the volume obtained by the actual height of

the barometer, and divide by the height of the barome-

ter at which we want to know the volume : And, in

general, to reduce a volume of air to the volume it

would occupy, supposing the barometer at 30 inches,

we have only to use the above formula, substituting 3'^

in place of m.

2. When air is confined in a jar standing over water np,, reduce

or mercury, its density is not the same with that of the

atmosphere, unless its lower surface in the jar be ex- external

actly level with the surface ot the liquid in the tub in

which it stands. Let A (_fig- 39 ’) ^ containing

air, and BG the surface of the water or mercury in the

tub in which the jar is inverted
;
the air within the jar

is not of the same density with the external air, unless

it fills exactly that part of the jar above BC. If it fill

only that part of it between A and D while the water

or mercury rises to D, the air w’ill be more dilated than

the external air, because it is compressed only by the

weight of the atmosphere, diminished by the column pi

U4
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mercury or water D m. On the other hand, if th6 wa-
ter or mercury only rise in the jar to E, the air within

it will be denser than the external, because it is com-

pressed by the weight of the atmosphere, and also by
*the column of water or air «E. It is proper therefore,

in all cases, to bring the lower surface oi the air in the

jar to the same level with the surface of the water or

mercury in the trough. But in eudiometric^l experi-

^
ments this is often impossible

; because part of the air

being absorbed, though the water or mercury over

which it stands at first only rose to ot, yet the absorp-:

tion which takes place occasions it to rise to some line

D above ot. Hence the air which remains after the

experiment is in a state of dilatation, and must be redur

ced by calculation to the volume which it would occu-

py were it in the same state of compression as at the

commencement of the experiment. This is easily done

by the following formula.

Let us suppose the experiment is made over mercu-

ry. Let H be the height of the barometer at the com-

mencement of the experiment, /j the length of the co-

lumn of mercury otP, v the volunae of the air in AD,
and X the volume required, or the volume which the

air would have supposing D to coincide with m. Then

{H— 1j) V
we have H : H-,- h : : v : x. And x= H Thus

let H be 30 inches, zr 5 inches, and v = 200 cubic

inches ; then x = ifi6y cubic inches
; so that without

this correction the error would amount to no less than

33| cubic inches, or about the sixth part of the whole.

When the experiment is made over water, the same

formula applies
;
only in that case H must be multi-

plied by 13.6, because a column qf water 13.6 times



longer than mercury is necessary to produce the same

pressure. In that case, supposing the numbers the

same as before, x would be =r 1974^ ; so that the error

over water is only 2 ^- inches, or the 80th part of the

whole.

3. A change in the tenttperatpre may be more easily

guarded against in eudiometrical experiments, as they

are usually made within doors : but when it does hap-

pen, it occasions an alteration in the yolume of the air

}

an increase of temperature dilating it, and a diminution

of temperature occasioning a condensation. This error

may be easily corrected in air and all other gases, by

increasing or diminishing their apparent bulk for every

degree of change in the thermometer, according to the

Table of the dilations of the gases formerly given *.

We may consider it as established by experiment,

that air is pomposed of 0.22 of oxygen gas and 0.78 of

azotic gas by bulk. But as the weight of these two

gases is not exactly the same, the proportion of the

component parts by weight will differ a little : For as

the specific gravity of oxygen gas is to that of azotic gas

as 135 : 115, it follows that 100 parts of air are com-

posed by weight of about 74 azotic gas

26 oxygen gas

100

which differs very little from the determination of La-

voisier, provided that philosopher meant to denote by

his numbers the weight and not the volume of the com-

ponent parts of air.

Chap. IV.

Allowance
for tetnpc.

rature.

Cetnpo«-
tion of air.

* Volume I. p. 34a,
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7. Having thus ascertained the nature and the pro-

portion of the component parts of air, it remains only

to enquire in what manner these component parts are

united. Are they merely mixed together mechanically,

or are they combined chemically ? Is air a mechanical

mixture or a chemical compound? Philosophers seem at

first to have adopted the former of these opinions, if we

except Scheele, who always considered air as a chemi-

cal compound. But Scheele’s opinion gradually gain-

ed ground, in consequence chiefiy of the experiments

and observations of Morozzo, Humbolt, Berthollet,

Davy, &c.
;
and had been adopted by most chemists

wlien Mr Dalton’s essay on the Constitution of Mixed

Gases, and particularly of the Atmosphere, appeared in

1802*. This excellent philosopher, distinguished by

the simplicity and decisiveness of his experiments, and

the happy talent of deducing from them general and im-

portant principles, formed a hypothesis altogether new.

It has been long known that the density of elastic fluids

Is proportional to the compressing force ; and from this

it has been demonstrated, that their particles repel one

another with a force reciprocally proportional to the

distance of their centres from each other. Mr Daltoij

supposes that this property belongs only tq homogene,

ous elastic fluids^, that when two or more different elas-

. tic fluids are mixed together, the particles of the one

neither attract nor repel the particles of the others ;

and of course that the mutual actions of such fluids arc

subject to the laws of inelastic bodies. By this hypo-

thesis he explains, in a very satisfactory manner, seve-

* Mmuletter Memtiri, v. 53J.
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ral phenomena which had puzzled other philosophers; Chap. ly.

such as the uniform distribution and permanent mixture

of two gases, notwithstanding the difference of their

specific gravities.

Mr Dalton has adduced no other proof of the truth

of this very ingenious hypothesis, except its exact cor-

respondence with the phenomena. Several of these it

accounts for remarkably well ; but there are others

scarcely reconcileable to it. Thus it is well known

.that if a jar filled with hydrogen gas be kept with its

mouth downwards, the gas continues for a considerable

time almost pure ;
but if the mouth be turned up, the

hydrogen gas vanishes, and common air takes its place

almost in an instant. Now were Mr Dalton’s hypo-

thesis true, the hydrogen gas and common air ought to

have mixed precisely in the sarrie manner, and with

the same rapidity, whatever was the position of the

mouth of the jar. Exactly the opposite happens if the

jar be filled with carbonic acid. When the mouth is up-

permost, the jar remains full of carbonic acid for a cour

siderable time
;
but when the mouth is inverted, thp

gas fails down, and common air takes its place in an in-

stant. Nor is this owing to the mixture of the two airs;

for the gas falls down nearly pure, as is evident from

jts effects on animals and burning bodies placed in its

way. Many similar phenomena will readily occur to

the practical chemist
;

all of which concur to show a

tendency in the different gases to arrange themselves < \

according to their specific gravities. But if Mr Dal-

ton’s hypothesis were true, I do not see how any such

tendency could exist. There are many phenomena which

tender it probable that the different gases, when mixed

together, really attract each other. Sulphurous acid

I
•

I
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and ammonlacal gas are absorbed instantaneously when

brought into contact with water ;
but if they be mixed

with a very small portion of air, the absorption is ren-

dered very slow
;
and if a small portion of either of

these gases be mixed with a large portion of air, w'ater

is incapable of absorbing them completely, unless it be

agitated through the mixture. In like manner, lime-

water, as Mr Cavendish has shown, is incapable of se-

parating carbonic acid coinpletely from air, even when

agitated through it. Many other instances of similar

attractions might easily be adduced. Now till these

phenomena be shown to be consistent with Mr Dalton’s

very ingenious hypothesis, I do not see how it can be

admitted.

Bpt our object at present is to consider the hypothe-

sis only so far as it relates to common air. Mr Dal-

ton considers the atmosphere as a mixture of oxygen

gas, azotic gas, carbonic acid, and vapour, totally un-

connected with each other, and not acting upon each

other. According to this hypothesis, there is no such

substance, strictjy speaking, as air’, the term is synony-

mous with atmosphere, and signifies a collection of four

or more gaseous-bodies mechanically mixed. But the

following reasons induce me, with the majority of che-

mists, to consider the oxygen and ajote of the atmo-

sphere as chemically combined, constituting a compound

gas to which the term air has been appropriated, i . It

has been ascertained by eudiometrical trials in different

countries, that the proportions of azote and oxygen in

air are constant. Now as many causes continually

operate to diminish the oxygen of the air, and as these

causes act unequally in different places, it is difficult tq

conceive how this equality could subsist unless aif b?
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8 chemical compound. 2. Air, as has been fliown by Chap. IV.

Morozzo and Humbolt, possesses properties which dis-

tinguish it from a mere mixture of its two component

parts. The artificial mixture is much more diminish-

ed by nitrous gas than air, even when the mixture con-

tains less oxygen *. It supports flame better and long-

er, and animals do not live in it the same time that they

do in an equal portion of air, but longer f. Diffe-

rent combustible bodies are capable of absorbing diffe-

rent portions of oxygen from a given quantity of air<

Thus phosphorus absorbs 22 per cent, sulphur only 8

per cent, and gold no perceptible quantity. Now this

is analogous to what happens to all other compounds

Containing oxygen. 4^ A gas no way distinguishable

from common air frequently makes its appearance du-

ring the preparation of nitric acid
;
and Mr Davy de-

composed nitrems oxide by passing it through a red hot

tube, and converted it into nitric acid, and a gas which

possessed the properties of common air Now if air

were a mere mixture, it is infinitely improbable that its

two constituent parts should be evolved during such pro-

cesses exactly in the proportion that exists in common

air.

We must therefore consider air as a chemical com-

pound. Hence the reason that it is in all cases the

jamc, notwithstanding the numerous decomposing pro-

cesses to which it is subjected. The breathing of ani-

mals, combustion, and a thousand other operations, are

constantly abstracting its oxygen, and decomposing it.

» Humbolt, Ann. dd Chim. xxviii. 162.

f Morozzo, Jour, de Pbyt. xlvii. 303.

4 Davy’s Rcttarebtt, p. 379.
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The air thus decomposed or vitiated no doubt ascends

in the atmosphere, and is again, by some unknown pro-

cess or other, reconverted into atmospherical air. But

the nature of these changes is at present concealed un-

der an impenetrable veil.

/̂

SECT. II.

OF WATEcl<

That the atmosphere contains water, has been always

known. The rain and dew which so often precipitate

from it, the clouds and fogs with which it is often ob-

scured, and which deposite moisture on all bodies ex-

posed to them, have demonstrated its existence in eve-

ry age. Even when the atmosphere is perfectly trans-

parent, water rhay be extracted from it in abundance

by certain substances. Thus if concentrated sulphuric

acid be exposed to air, it gradually attracts so much

moisture, that its weight is increased more than three

times : it is converted into diluted acid, from which

the water may be separated by distillation. Substances

which have the property of abstracting water from the

atmosphere have received the epithet of hygroscopic^

because they point out the presence of that water. Sul-

phuric acid, the fixed alkalies, muriat of lime, nitrat of

lime, and in general all deliquescent salts, possess this

property. The greater number of animal and vegetable

bodies likewise possess it. Many of them take water

from moist air, but give it out again to the air when
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dry. These bodies augment in bulk when they recerive

moisture, and diminish again when they part with it.

Hence some of them have been employed as hygrome-

ters or measurers of the quantity of moisture contained

in the air around them. This they do by means of

the increase or diminution of their length, occasioned

by the addition t>r abstraction of moisture; This change

of length is precisely marked by means of an index.

The most ingenious and accurate hygrometers are those

of Saussure and Deluc. In the first, the substance em-

ployed to mark the moisture is a human hair, which by

its contractions and dilatations is made to turn round

an index. In the second, instead of a hair, a very fine

thin slip of whalebone is employed. The scale is di-

vided into ioo°. The beginning of the scale indicates

extreme dryness, the end of it indicates extreme mois-

ture. It is graduated by placing it first in air made as

dry as possible by means of salts, and afterwards in air

saturated with moisture. This gives the extremes of

the scale, and the interval between them is divided into

lOo equal parts.

Since it cannot be doubted that the atmosphere al-

ways contains water, there are only two points which

remain to be investigated ; i. The state in which that

water exists in air
; 2. The quantity which a given bulk

contains.

I. With respect to the state in which water exists in

air, two opinions have been formed, each of which has

been supported by very able philosophers, i. Water

may be dissolved in air in the same manner as a salt is

held in solution by water. 2. It may be mixed with

air in the state of steam or vapour, after having been

converted into vapour.

Chap. IV.
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Bboki. i. The first of these opinions was hinted at by Dt

Hooke in his Micrographia^ and afterwards proposed

by Dr Halley ; but it was much more ftilly developed

by Mr Le Roy of Montpelier in 1751. Dr Hamilton

of Dublin made known the same theory about the same

time. The phenomena in general coincide remarkably

well with this theory. The quantity of water which

air is capable of holding in solution is increased by eve-

ry augmentation of temperature, and diminished by

cold, which is precisely analogous to almost all other

solvents. These analogies, and several others which

will easily suggest themselves to the reader, have indu-

ced by far the greater number of philosophers to adopt

this opinion.

2. The second theory ;
nafnely, that water exists in air

in the state of vapour, has been embraced by Deluc ini

his last Treatise oil Meteorology'; at least his reasoning

appears to me to lead to that conclusion. But it is to

Mr Dalton that we are indebted for the most precise

information on the subject*. The following reasons

put the truth of this opinion almost beyond the reach of

controversy.

It 5$ In the
cannot be doubted that the wa-

stateofva- ter which exists in air, is derived originally from the

waters on the surface of the earth, which are exposed

to the action of the atmosphere. Accordingly we find

that water, when exposed to the air, suffers a gradual

diminution of bulk, and at last disappears altogether.

This diminution of the water may be owing, either to

its gradual solution in air, or to its conversion into

* Manchtstir Memoirs, '!, p.
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Vapour. The last is the common opinion, as the phe- Chap. T,

tio.nenon is in common language ascribed to the evat>o~ '!
''

Nation of the water. When water is placed in an ex-

hausted receiver, it diminishes in bulk even more ra-

pidly than in the open air. In this case, as no air is

present, we can only ascribe the diminution of bulk to

the conversion of the water into vapour. Accordingly

we find upon examination, that the receiver is actually

filled with Water in the state of vapour. The presence

of this vapour very soon, by its elasticity, puts an end
to the evaporation of the water. Now, since water

disappears equally whether air be present or not, and
exactly in the same manner, it is reasonable to ascribe

its disappearing in both cases to the same cause But
in the exhausted receiver it is converted into vapour.
Hence it is probable that it is converted into vapour al-

so in the open air j and if so, it must exist in air in the

state of vapour.

In the jecoad place. If the disappearing of water ex-
posed to the open air were owing to solution and not to

evaporation, it ought certainly to disappear more ra-

pidly when it is exposed to the action of a great quanti-
ty of air than when to a small quantity

; for the quanti-
ty of any body dissolved is always proportional to the
quantity of Uie solvent. But the very contrary is what
actually takes place with respect to the water contained
In the air. Saussure has proved that water evaporates
much faster at great heights than at the surface of the
earth, even when the temperature and the moisture of
the air in both places are the same. By comparing a
set of experiments made upon the Col-du-Geant, at the
height of 1 1,275 above the level of the sea, with a

VoL. III. X
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Book!, similar set made at Geneva 1324 feet above tlic level

'
''

of the sea, he ascertained, that supposing the tempera-

ture and the dryness of the air in both places the same,

the quantity of water evaporated at Geneva is to that

evaporated on the Col-du-Geant in the same time and

same circumstances as 37 to 84, or nearly as 3 : 7*

Now the air on the Col-du-Geant is about -^d rarer

than at Geneva j ao that a diminution of about -^d in

the density of the air more than doubles the rate of e-

vaporation*. This is precisely what ought to be the

case, provided the water which disappears mixes with

the air in the state of vapour only ;
but the very con-

trary ought to hold, if the water disappeared in conse-

quence of the solvent power of air.

In the third place. It has been demonstrated by Dr

Black that vapour is water combined with a certain dose

of caloric. Consequently when water is converted into

vapour^ a certain portion of caloric combines with it

and disappears. If, therefore, there is the same waste

of caloric whenever water passes from a liquid state and

enters into the atmosphere as a component part, we

have reason to conclude that it enters into the atmos-

phere only in the state of vapour. But it is a well known

fact, that cold is always generated during spontaneous

evaporation ;
that is to say, that the water as it dis-

appears carries ofF with it a quantity of caloric. It is

well known, that when a wet body is exposed to the

air, its temperature is lowered by the evaporation which

takes place upon its surface. Hence in warm countries

water is cooled by putting it into porous vessels, and

• Saus»ure’8 Feyagu let Alpts^ iv. 263.
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• exposing it to the air. Tlie water penetrates through Chap; l.

the vessels, evaporates from their surface, and carries

off so much heat, as even in some cases to freeze the

water in the vessel. Sanssure observed that the e-

vaporation from the surface of melting snow caused it

to freeze again when the temperature of the surrounding

air was 4.5° above the freezing point. Dr Black has

rendered it probable that the quantity of caloric which

disappears during spontaneous evaporation, is as great

as that which is necessary to convert water into steam.

We have a right then to conclude, that water, when it

evaporates spontaneously, is always converted into va-

pour, and of course that it is only in that state that it

enters into the atmosphere.

In the fourth place, Mr Dalton has demonstrated*

that the water which exists in air, possesses precisely

the same degree of elasticity that it does when in the

state of vapour in a vacuum at the same temperature.

Hence it follows irresistibly that it exists in air, not in

the state of water, but of an elastic fluid or vapour.

There may, indeed* be a small portion held in solu-

tion by air in the state of water ; but this portion must
be too minute to be perceptible. We know, at least,

that water is capable of dissolving air, and that it always

holds a portion of it in solution. It has been ascertain-

ed, that the affinity by which air is retained by water is

so great, that several hours boiling are scarcely suffi-

cient to separate it completely. Now, if water be ca-
pable of dissolving air, why may not air be capable also
of dissolving water ? And if so, it is reasonable to sup-
pose that air always holds some water in solution in the
state of water. But as water dissolves only a very small

portion of air, and as air is a much rarer fluid than wa.-

X a
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ter, it is reasonable to conclude that it will dissolve

proportionably less. But if this supposition be allow

ed, the quantify of water held in solution in air, m the

state of water, must be very minute.

We are authorized to conclude, then, that almost the

whole of the water which exists in the atmosphere is

in the state of vapour. But is this vapour chemically

combined with air, or merely mechanically mixed with

it ? The first of these opinions was supported by Saus-

saure ;
but the late experiments of Dalton have render-

ed the last much more probable than I formerly thought

it. This excellent philosopher has shewn, that when

vapour is admitted to any gas, the gas experiences an

expansion which is in all cases proportional to the elas-

ticity of the vapour in that temperature. Let i repre-

sent the space occupied by any kind of gas of a given

temperature, and free from moisture •, />, the given pres-

sure upon it in inches of mercury •, /, the force of va-

pour from any liqui-d at that temperature in a vacuum :

then the liquid being admitted to the air, an expansion

ensues, and the space occupied by the air becomes =•

I J_ or (which is the same thing)=r'7
'

let the temperature be i 8 o°, ^
0= 3 °

and let the

liquid be water ;
then/= 15 inches*. Then

3 ° _ 2. So that the bulk of the air in this case

30 — 15

is doubcldf. Now this law could scarcely be concei-

* Mr Dalton’s Table of the force of vapour at different temperatures

has been given in Vol. 1. p. 37°- this Work.

t Mantittfcr Huooirs, v. 57».
* !
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ved to hold in all cases, if vapour were chemically com-

bined with air. But if it be mixed only mechanically,

we must have recourse to Mr Dalton’s peculiar hypo-

thesis, to explain the reason why it is 'not condensed

into water by the pressure of the air ; and suppose, of

course, that the particles of vapours are not repelled by

those of air.

The truth is, that the subject is still involved in con-

siderable obscurity. Many chemical phenomena shew

a striking attraction between water and air. These phe-

nomena have induced some philosophers to go so far

as to suppose that water is a constituent part of air;

and that therefore it cannot be wholly abstracted with-

out destroying the air altogether, or depriving it of its

clastic state. This opinion has been adopted by Dr
Priestley in particular; and that philosopher has found-

ed on it the objections which he has urged against the

composition of water. The experiments of Mr Henry

upon carbureted hydrogen gas have demonstrated, that

air, even after it has been exposed to the action of the

driest salts, and those which have the strongest affinity

for moisture, still retains a portion of water. Mr Hen-

ry has pointed out a way of freeing some of the gases

altogether from water by the action of electricity.

When they are thus completely purified from water,

they continue to retain their elastic form as much as

ever. We may conclude, then, that air always contains

water, but that water is not an ingredient so essential

as to be necessary to the very existence of air in an elas-

tic form
;
though a certain portion of it seems essential

to render air fit to answer the different purposes for

which It Is intended
;
very dry air having cxceesingly

Chap. I.
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Book I. unpleasant effects upon the animal economy, as has been

remarked by Saussure and other philosophers.

Quantity II. Many attempts had been made to measure the

in
quantity of water contained in air

;
but Saussure was the

. first who attained any thing like precision. Ihis inge-

nious philosopher has shewn, in his Hygrometripal Es-

says, that an English cubic foot of air, when saturated

with water at the temperature ot 66°, contains only

about 8 grains troy of that liquid, or about .j-V^h of its

weight. But the experiments of Mr Dalton were sus-

ceptible of more precision, and are therefore more to

be depended on. As the greatest part of the water of

the atmosphere is in the state of vapour, the elasticity

of which depends upon the temperature, it is obvious

that this elasticity, provided it can be ascertained, must

measure the quantity pi vapour which exists in the at-

mosphere, the temperature being the same. The elas-

ticity or force of vapour is determined by this ingenious

Dalton’s philosopher in the following manner : He takes a tall

^?tainb cylindrical glass jar, dry on the outside, and fills it wjjh

Its elastic!- gold spring water fresh from the well j
if dew be im-

mediately formed on the outside, he pours the water

out, lets it stand a while to increase in heat, dries the

outside of the glass well with a linen cloth, and then

pours the water in again. This operation is to be con-

tinued till the dew ceases to be formed, and then the

temperature of the water must be observed ;
and oppo-

site to it in the Table* will be found the force of va-

pour in the atmosphere. This must be done in the

open air, or at a window ;
because the air within is ge-

Vpl. I. p. 370.
f
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nerally more humid than that without. Spring water

is generally about 50°, and will mostly answer the pur-

pose of the three hottest months in the year : in other

seasons an artificial cold mixture is required. “ The

accuracy of the result obtained this way ^says Mr Dal.

ton) I think scarcely needs to be insisted upon. Glass,

and all other hard smooth substances I have tried,

when cooled to a degree below what the surrounding

aqueous vapour can support, cause it to be condensed

on their surfaces into water. The degree of cold is

usually from i to 10 below the mean heat of the 24

hours ;
in summer 1 have often observed the point as

high as 58° or 59°, corresponding to half an inch of

mercury in force, and once or twice have seen it at

62°: in changeable and windy weather it is liable to

considerable fluctuation ;
but this is not the place to

enlarge upon it.”

From his experiments it follows, that the quantity

of vapour in the atmosphere is variable in quantity.

In the torrid zone its force varies from o 6 to i inch of

mercury. In Britain it seldom amounts to 0.6, but is

often as great as 0.5 during summer. In winter it is

often as low as o.i of an inch of mercury .

These facts would enable us to ascertain the absolute

quantity of vapour contained in the atmosphere at any

given time, provided we were certain that the density

and elasticity of vapours follow precisely the same law

as that of gases, as is extremely likely to be the case.

If so, the vapour will vary from ^th to -j-^-j,-th part of

the atmosphere.

• Dalton, Manchester Momohs, v. 547.
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SECT. III.

<

OF CARBONIC ACID GAS.

Found at

Rreat

heights.

The existence of carbonic acid gas as a constituent

part of the atmosphere, was observed by E)r Black imr

mediately after he had ascertained the nature of that pe-

culiar fluid. If we expose a pure alkali or alkaline

earth to the atmosphere, it is gradually converted into a

carbonat by the absorption of carbonic acid gas. This

fact, which had been long known, rendered the infe-

rence that carbonic acid gas existed in the atmosphere

unavoidable, as soon as the difference between a pure

alkali and its carbonat had been ascertained to depend

upon that acid. Not only alkalies and alkaline earths

absorb carbonic acid when exposed to the air, but se-

veral of the metallic oxides also. Hence the reason that

we so often find the native oxides in the state of car-

bonats. Thus rust is always saturated with carbonic

acid.

Carbonic acid gas not only forms a constituent part

of the atmosphere near the surface of the earth, but at

the greatest heights which the industry of man has been

able to penetrate. Saussure found it at the top of Mount

Blanc, the highest point of the old continent ; a point

covered with eternal snow, and not exposed to the in-

fluence of vegetables or animals. Lime water 'diluted

with its own weight of distilled \vater, formed a pellicle

on its surface after an hour and three quarters exposure

to the open air on that mountain ; and slips of paper
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moistened with pure potass, acquired the property of

j*ygscin^ with acids after being exposed aii hour and

a half in the same place *. Now this was at a height

I

no less than 15,668 feet above the level of the sea.

I
Humbolt has more lately ascertained the existence of

' this gas in air, brought by Mr Garnerin from a height

not less th^n 4280 feet above the surface of the earth,

to which height he had risen in an air balloonf. This

fact is a sufficient proof that the presence of carbonic

acid in air does not depend upon the vicinity of the

earth.

The difficulty of separating this gas from air has hi-

therto prevented the possibility of determining with ac-

curacy the relative quantity of it in a given bulk of air;

but from the experiments which have been made, we

may conclude, with some degree of confidence, that it

is not very different from o.oi. From the experiments

of Humbolt, it appears to vary from 0.005 to o.oi.

This variation will by no means appear improbable, if

we consider that immense quantities of carbonic acid

gas must be constantly mixing with the atmosphere, as

it is formed by the respiration of animals, by combus-

tion, and several other processes which are going on

continually. The quantity, indeed, which is daily form-

ed by these processes is so great, that at first sight it

appears astonishing that it does not increase rapidly.

Tiie consequence of such an increase would be fatal, as

air containing o.i of carbonic acid extinguishes light,

and is noxious to animals. But we shall find reason

Chap. I.

Its quan-

tity.

* Saussure’s Vv^agtt, iv. 199,

•f
de rby$. xlvii. ooa.
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DooTt f- afterwards to conclude, that this gas is decomposed by

* vegetables as rapidly as it forms.

On the supposition that the carbonic acid gas con-

tained in a given bulk of air amounts to o.of, the ab-

solute quantity of it in the atmosphere would amount

to somewhat more than 119,111,632,272,581,818 lbs.

avoirdupois: an enormous quantity, which undoubtedly

serves some valuable purpose in the atmosphere, though

our knowledge of the changes which go on in that great

laboratory is at present too imperfect to enable us even

to conjecture the uses to which it may be applied.

SECT. IV.

OF THE OTHER IJODIES FOUND IN THE ATMOSPHERE.

From the three preceding Sections we see that the at-

mosphere consists chiefly of three distinct elastic fluids

united together by chemical affinity ;
namely, air, va-

pour, and carbonic acid gas ; differing in their propor-

tions at diflferent times and in diflferent places
ji
but that

the average proportion of each is

98 air

I carbonic acid

I water

100

But besides these bodies which may be considered as thf

constituent parts of the atmosphere, the existence 0

several other bodies has been suspected in it. I do no

Composi-
tion of the

atmosphere.

Cther bo-

dies con-

tained in It.
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TRean in this place to include among those bodies elec^

trie matter, or the substance of clouds and fogs, and

those other bodies which are considered as the active

agents in the phenomena of meteorology, but to confine

myself merely to those foreign bodies which have been

occasionally found or suspected in air. Concerning these

bodies, however, very little satisfactory is known at

present, as we are not in possession of instruments suffi-

ciently delicate to ascertain their presence. We can

indeed detect several of them actually mixing with air,

but what becomes of them afterwards we arc unable to

say.

1. Hydrogen gas is said to have been found in' air si-

tuated near the crater of volcanoes, and it is very pos-

able that it may exist always in a very small propor-

tion in the atmosphere ;
but this cannot be ascertained

till some method of detecting the presence of hydrogen

combined with a great proportion of air be discovered.

2 . Carbureted hydrogen gas is often emitted by

marshes in considerable quantities during hot weather.

But its presence has never been detected in air; so that

in all probability it is again decomposed by some un-

known process.

3. Oxygen gas is emitted abundantly by plants du-

ring the day. We shall afterwards find reason to con-

clude that this is in consequence of the property which

plants have of absorbing and decomposing carbonic acid

gas. Now as this carbonic acid is formed at the ex-

pence of the oxygen of the atmosphere, as this oxygen

is again restored to the air by the decomposition of the

acid, and as the nature of atmospheric air remains unal-

tered, it is clear that there must be an equilibrium be-

tween these t\Yo processes
; that is to say, all the carbo-

Ckap. I.

I
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nic add formed by combustion must be again decompo-
sed, and all the oxygen abstracted must be again resto-

red. The oxygen gas which is thus continually return-

ing to the air, by combining with it, makes its compo-
nent parts always to continue in the same ratio.

4. Ihc smoke and other bodies which are continual-

ly carried into the air by evaporation, &c. are probably

soon deposited again, and cannot therefore be consider-

ed with propriety as forming parts of the atmosphere.

But there is another set of bodies which are occasional-

ly combined with air, and which, on account of the

powerful action which they produce on the human bo-

dy, have attracted a great deal of attention. These are

known by the name of matters of contagion.

That there is a difference between the atmosphere in

different places, as far as respects its effects upon the

human body, has been considered as an established

point in all ages. Hence some places have been cele-

brated as healthy, and others avoided as pernicious, to

the human constitution, It is well known that in pits

and mines the air is often in such a state as to suffocate

almost instantaneously those who attempt to breathe it.

Some places are haunted by peculiar diseases. It is

known that those who frequent the apartments of

persons ill of certain maladies, are extremely apt to

catch the infection ; and in prisons and other places,

where crowds of people are confined together, when dis-

eases once commence, they are wont to make dreadful

havoc. In all these cases it has been supposed that a

certain noxious matter is dissolved by the air, and that it

k the action of this matter which produces the mis-

chief.

This noxious matter is in many cases readily distin-
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guished by the peculiarly disagreeable smell which it Chap. 1.

communicates to the air. No doubt this matter differs Contagious

according to the diseases which it communicates, and

the substance from which it has originated. Morveau

lately attempted to ascertain its nature ; but he soon

found the chemical tests hitherto discovered altogether

insufficient for that purpose. He has put it beyond a

doubt, however, that the noxious matter which rises

from putrid bodies, is of a compound nature, and that

it is destroyed altogether by certain agents, particularly

by those gaseous bodies which readily part with their

oxygen. He exposed air infected by putrid bodies to

the action of various substances
;
and he judged of the

result by the effect which these bodies had in destroying

the fetid smell of the air. The following is the result

of his experiments.

I. Odorous bodies, such as benzoin, aromatic plants, Howde*

See. have no effect whatever. 2. Neither have the so-

lutions of myrrh, benzoin, &c. in alcohol, though agi-

tated in infected air. 3. Pyrolignous acid is equally in-

ert. 4. Gunpowder, when fired in infected air, displa-

ces a portion of it ; but what remains still retains its fe-

tid odour. 5. Sulphuric acid has no effect •, sulphur-

ous acid weakens the odour, but does not destroy it.

6. Vinegar diminishes the odour, but its action is slow

and incomplete. 7. Acetic acid acts instantly, and de-

stroys the fetid odour of infected air completely. 8.

The fumes of nitric acid, first employed by Dr Carmi-
chael Smith, are equally efficacious. 9. Muriatic a-

cid gas, first pointed out as a proper agent by Mor-
veau himself, is equally effectual. 10. But the most
powerful agent is oxy-muriatic acid gas, first proposed
by Mr Cruickshanks, and now employed with the
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greatest success in the British Navy and Military Hos-

pitals.

Tlius there are four substances which have the pro-

perty of destroying contagious matter; and of purifying

the air: but acetic acid cannot easily be obtained in suf-

ficient quantity, and in a state of sufficient concentra-'

tion to be employed with advantage. Nitric acid is at-

tended with inconvenience, because it is almost always

contaminated with nitrous gas. Muriatic acid and oxy-

muriatlc acid are not attended with these inconvenien-

ces i the last deserves the preference, because it acts

with greater energy and rapidity. All that is necessary

Is to mix together two parts of common salt with one

part of the black oxide of manganese, to place the mix-

ture in an open vessel in the infected chamber, and to

pour upon it two parts of sulphuric acid. The fumes

of oxymuriatic acid are immediately exhaled, fill the

chamber, and destroy the contagion.
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CHAP. II.

OF METEOROLOGY.

T HOUGH the phenomena of the weather must have at

all times attracted much of the attention of mankind,

because their subsistence and their comfort in a great

measure depended upon them, it was not' till the 17th

century that any considerable progress was made in in-

vestigating the laws of meteorology. How desirous so-

ever the ancients might have been to acquire an accu-

rate knowledge of this science, their want of proper in-

struments entirely precluded them from cultivating it.

By the discovery of the barometer and thermometer in

the 17th century, and the invention of accurate electro-

meters and hygrometers in the i8th, this defect is now

pretty welf supplied
;
and philosophers are enabled to

make meteorological observations with ease and accura-

cy. Accordingly a very great number of such obser-

vations have been collected, which have been arranged

and examined from time to time by ingenious men, and

consequences deduced from them, on which several dif-

ferent theories of the weather have been built. But

meteorology is a science so exceedingly difficult, that,

notwithstanding the united exertions of some of the

first philosophers of the age, the phenomena of the wea-

ther are still very fat from being completely under-
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; nor can. we expect to see the veil removed till

accurate tables of observations have been obtained from

every part of the world, till the atmosphere has been

more completely explored, and the chemical changes

which take place in it ascertained.

The changes which take place in the atmosphere de-

monstrate, in the clearest manner, that new combina-

tions and decompositions are continually going on in it.

On these chemical alterations the greater number of me-

teorological phenomena depend: they may be consider-

ed as the result of the mutual action of the different

component parts of the atmosphere ;
and would admit

of an easy explanation, if we were thoroughly ac-

quainted with all those substances, and with the chemi-

cal laws which govern their action. The most import-

ant meteorological phenomena are, i .The changes which

take place in the weight of the atmosphere j
1. The

changes which take place in its temperature •, 3. The

changes in its quantity by evaporation and rain. See. ;

q. The violent agitation into which it is often thrown

and, 5. The electric and other phenomena which some-

times accompany or occasion these precipitations and

aofitatlons. The consideration of these subjects shall

occupy the six following Sections.
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SECT. I.

OF CHANGES IN THE WEIGHT OF THE

ATMOSPHERE.

wE have seen in the last Chapter, that the barometer

indicates to us the weight of a column of air, extending

to the top of the atmosphere, and whose base is equal

to that of the mercury. At the level of thfe sea, where

the column of air is longest, the mean height of the ba-

rometer is 30 inches. This Sir George Shuckburgh

found to be the case in the Mediterranean and the Chan-

nel, in the temperature of 55° and 60°
j Mr Bouguer,

On the coast of Peru, in the temperature of 84° ; and

Lord Mulgrave, in latitude 80”. The mean height of

the barometer is less the higher any place is situated

above the level of the sea, because the coliirrin of air

which supports the mercury is the shorter. I he ba-

rometer has accordingly/ been used for measuring

heights. But if a barometer be allowed to remain in

one place, the mercury does not continue stationary

;

sometimes it rises and at other times falls, varying to

the extent of several inches j of course the weight of

the air which balances the merctiry must be subject to

the same changes. Hence we learn that the air in the

same place is sometimes light and at other times heavy ;

differences which must be owing to changes in its quan-

tity. The barometer then informs us, that the quan-

tity of air above any spot is liable to continual altera-

tions. Consequently either the air accumulates in par-

VoL. III. y
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ticular spots, while It partially abandons others ; of

part of the atmosphere must be alternately abstracted

altogether, and restored again by some constant though

apparently irregular process.

Between the tropics the variations of the barometer

are exceedingly small j and it is remarkable, that in that

part of the world it does not descend above half as much

for every 200 feet of elevation as it does beyond the

tropics
II

. In the torrid zone, too, the barometer Is ele-

vated about two thirds of a line twice every day •, and

this elevation happens at the same time with the tides

of the sealf.

As the latitude advances towards the poles, the range

of the barometer gradually increases, till at last it a-

mounts to two or three inches. This gradual increase

will appear from the following Table.

Table of the Range of the Barorheter.

Latitude. Places.

Range of the Barometer.

Greatest. Annual.

0°

22 23'

33 55

40 55
51 8

53 >3

53 23

59 56

Peru
^

Calcutta

Cape Town
Naples

Dover
Middlewick

Liverpool

Petersburgh

0.20 *

0-77 t

1.00
*

2.47 §

2.00 §

2.89 §

3*45 **

o.8pt

1.80

1.94

1.96

2.77
:

—

H
M. Cassan, Jour.dPbys. April 1790 , p. a68 . 1[ Tbii

^ Kirwan, Irub 'Traws, vol. iii. p. 47*

A‘iatic Researches, vol. ii. Appendix.

X Barrow’s Travels, p. 42- §
Manchester Tretns. vol. iv..

Edinburgh Trans, vol. ii. p. aJp.
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In North America, howevef, the range of the baro-

meter is a great deal less than in the corresponding Eu-

ropean latitudes. In Virginia, for instance, it never

exceeds i.i*.

The range of the barometer is greater at the level of

tlie sea than on the mountains ; and In the same degree

of latitude, the extent of the range is in the inverse ratio

of the height of the place above the level of the sea.

From a table published by Mr Cotte in the Journal

de Fhysique\t It seems exceedingly probable that the

barometer has always a tendency to rise from the morn-

ing to the evening ; and that this tendency is greatest

between two o’clock in the afternoon and nine at night,

at which hour the greatest elevation takes place ; that

the elevation of nine o’clock differs from that of two

by while that at two differs from the morning

elevation only by -,ij.th
; and that in certain climates the

greatest elevation takes place at two o’clock. The fol-

lowing is a part of the Table on which these observa-

tions are founded, reduced to the English standard.

* Trans. Vhilaiel. Vol. li. p. 144, t Aug. 1790, p. no.

Y 2
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Places.

C 1

1

<i9 <4

Mean Height of the Barometer.

O 0)

o Morning. Noon. Evening. Year.

Arles

Arras

Bourdeaux
Cambray
Chinon
Dunkirk
Hagenau
Laon
Lisle

Mayenne
Manheim
Montmorenci
Mulhausen
Obernheim
Paris

Poitiers

Rouen
Rome
St Maurice le

Gerard

Troyes

6
6

1

1

13
I 2

8

lO

7
6

7

5

22

7
12

67
I 2

I I

3

10

10

29.934? ^

29.6683

29.7212

29.8756

29.7719

29.9199
29.5648

29-3354
29.9165

29.7172
29.6167

29 6536
29.1873

29.4834
29.8902

29.7276
29.8607

29.8607

29.801 ^

129.688

.9.9347

19 6683

29.8385
29.8682

29-7795

29-9347
29,5648
29.3206

29.927/

29.7056
29.601

8

29.6536
29.180c

29.4665

29.8607

29.7276

29 8531
29.846c

) 29.8oi(

>129.697!

.9.94132

29 6832

29.8385

29.8756

29 8001

29 9347
29.5741

29.3429

29-9347

29.7127

29.6167

29.6610

29.1873

29.476/

29.8756

29.7276

29-8535

3 29.8756

5 29.809c

j 29 688

.9 9347
19-6758

29.8385

29 8756
29.7869

29.9273
29.5648

293354
29.9077

29.7127

29.6093

29.6536

29.1873

29.4764

29.8756

29.7276

29-8535
29.8607

3 29.8016

5
29.6885

From the observations of Mr Luke Howard, as con-

firmed by Cotte, it appears that the barometer has a

tendency to sink at new and full moon, and to nse at

the quarters. This coincidence is greatest m calm and

fair weather. The depression from the quarters to the

conjunctions amounts to ..V i
elevation

from the conjunctions to the quarters amounts to the

same quantity.
_ ^

The range of the barometer is greater in winter than

In summer. Thus at York the mean range of the ba-

rometer, during October, November, December, Ja-
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nuary, February, March, of the year 1774, was 1.42 ;

and for the six summer months 1.016*.

In serene and settled weather it is generally high

;

and low in calm weather, when the air is inclined to

rain ;
it sinks on high winds, rises highest on easterly

and northerly winds, and sinks when the wind blows

from the south +. At Calcutta t, it is ?ilways highest

when the wind blows from the north-west and north,

and lowest when it blows from the south-east.

The barometer falls suddenly before tempests, and

undergoes great oscillations during their continuance.

Mr Copland $ of Dumfries has remarked, that a high

barometer is attended with a temperature aboye, and a

low barometer with one below, the monthly mean.

Such are the phenomena respecting the variations of

the barometer, as far as they can be reduced under ge-

neral heads. Various attempts have been made to ex-

plain them, but hitherto without any great degree of

success. The theory of Mr Kirwan appears to me by

far the most plausible, though it is not sufficient to ex-

plain all the facts. The following observations may be

considered as a kind of abstract of his theory, except in

one or two instances.

It is evident that the density of the atmosphere is

least at the equator and greatest at the poles ;
for at the

equator the centrifugal force, the distance from the

centre of the earth, and the heat, all of w'hich tend to

diminish the density of the air, are at their maximum,

while at the pole they are at their minimum. The

Mancbtiter Tra/ij vol. iv. p. J43. f Dr Halley.

I
Aiiatic Retearches, vol. ii. Appcndii.

j|
MancLtiti' Tram. vol. iv.

Y3
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mean height of the barometer at the level of the s^a, all

over the globe, is 30 inches ;
the weight of the atrnos-

phere, therefore^ is the same all over the globe. Ihe

weight of the atmosphere depends on its density and

height : where the density of the atmosphere is greatest,

its height must be least; and, on the contrary, where

its density is least, its height must be the greatest. 1 he

height of the atmosphere, therefore, must be greatest

at the equator, and least at the poles ; and it must de-

crease gradually between the equator and the poles, so

that its upper surface will resemble two inclined planes,

meeting above the equator their highest part

During summer, when the sun is in our hemisphere^

the mean heat between the equator and the pole does

not differ so much as in yinter. Indeed the heat of

northern countries at that time equals the heat of the

torrid zone : thus in Russia, during July and August,

the thermometer rises to 85° f Hence the rarity of

the atmosphere at the pole, and consequently its height,

will be increased. The upper surface of the atmosphere,

therefore, in the northern hemisphere will be less incli-

ned, while that of the southern hemisphere, from con-

trary causes, will be much more inclined. The very

reverse will take place during our winter.

The density of the atmosphere depends in a great

measure on the pressure of the superincumbent column ;

and therefore decreases, according to the height, as the

pressure of the superincumbent column constantly de-

creases. But the density of the atmosphere in the tor-

rid zone will not decrease so fast as in the temperate and

frigid zones; because' its column is longer, and because

• Kirwan, Irish Trans, vol, ii. p. 43>

I Dr Guthrie Edin. Trans, vol. ii. p. ai9’
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'there is a greater proportion of air in the higher part of

this column. This accounts for the observation of Mr

Cassan, that the barometer only sinks half as much for

every 200 feet of ^elevation in the torrid as in the tem-

perate zones The density of the atmosphere at the

equator^ therefore, though at the surface of the earth it

is less, must at a certain height equal, and at a still

greater surpass, the density of the atmosphere in the

temperate zones and at the poles.

A current of air is constantly ascending at the equa-

tor, and part of it at least reaches and continues in the

higher parts of the atmosphere. From the fluidity of

air, it is evident that it cannot accumulate above the

equator, but must roll down the inclined plane which

the upper surface of the atmosphere assumes towards the

poles. As the surface of the atmosphere of the nor-

thern hemisphere is more inclined during our winter

than that of the southern hemisphere, a greater quantity

of the equatorial current of air must flow over upon the

northern than upon the southern atmosphere ; so that

the quantity of our atmosphere will be greater during

winter than that of the southern hemisphere ; but du-

ring summer the very reverse will take place. Hence

the greatest mercurial heights take place during winter,

and the range of the barometer is less in summer than

in winter.

The density of the atmosphere is in a great measure

regulated by the heat of the place : wherever the cold

is greatest, there the density of the atmosphere will be

• Should it not be examined whether the number of parts which the

jnercury sinks for every aco feet of elevation be not proportioned to the

latitude of the place ?

Y4
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Book I. greatest, and its column shortest. High countries, and

ranges of lofty mountains, the tops of which are cover-

ed with snow the greatest part of the year, must be

much colder than other places situated in the same de-

gree of latitude, and consequently the column of air oveir

thfjm much shorter. The current of superior air will

linger and accumulate over these places in its passage

towards the poles, and thus occasion an irregularity in

its motion, which will produce a similar irregularity in

the barometer. Such accumulations will be formed

over the north-western parts of Asia and over North

America ; hence the barometer usually stands higher,

and varies less there than in Europe. Accumulations

are also formed upon the Pyrenees, the Alps, the moun-

tains of Africa, Turkey in Europe, Tartary and Tibet.

When these accumulations have gone on for some

time, the density of the air becomes too great to be ba-

lanced by the surrounding atmosphere ; ‘it rushes down

on the neighbouring countries, and produces cold winds

which raise the barometer. Hence the rise of the ba-

rometer which generally attends north-east winds in

Europe, as they proceed from accumulations in the

north-west of Asia, or about the pole
;
hence, too, the

' north-west wind from the mpuntains of Tibet raises the

barometer at Calcutta.

It is probable that considerable quantities of air are

occasionally destroyed in the polar regions. When this

Jiappens, the atmosphere to the south rushes in to fill

up the void. Hence south-west winds take place, and

the barometer falls.

As the mean heat of our hemisphere differs in diffe-

rent years, the density of the atmosphere, and conse-

^quently the quantity of equatorial air which flows tp-
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1

wards the poles, must also be variable. Hence the

range of the barometer is different in different years.

Does this range correspond to the mean annual heat;

that is to say, is the range greatest when the heat is

least, and least when the heat is greatest ? In some years

greater accumulations than usual take place in the

mountainous parts in the south of Europe and Asia,

owing, perhaps, to earlier falls of snow, or to the rays

of the sun having been excluded by long continued fogs.

When this takes place, the atmosphere in the polar re-

gions will be proportionably lighter. Hence the preva-

lence of southerly winds during some winters more

than others.

As the heat in the torrid zone never differs much,

the density, and consequently the height of the atmo-

sphere, will not yary much. Hence the range of the

barometer within the tropics is comparatively small j

and it increases gradually as we approach the poles, be-

cause the difference of the temperature, and conse-

quently of the density, of the atmosphere increases with

the latitude.

The diurnal elevation of the barometer in the torrid

yone corresponding to the tides, observed by Mr Cas-

san and others, must be owing to the influence of the

moon on the atmosphere. This influence, notwithr

standing the ingenious attempts of D’Alembert and se-

veral other philosophers, seems altogether inadequate

to account for the various phenomena of the winds. It

is not so easy to account for the tendency which the ba-

rometer has to rise as the day advances, which seems

to be established by Mr Cotte’s table. Perhaps it may
he accounted for by the additional quantity of vapour

Ridded to the atmosphere, which, by increasing the

Why the

barometer
varies little

between
the tropics,
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Book I. quantity of the atmosphere, may possibly be adequate

' to produce the effect.

The falls of the barometer which precede, and the

oscillations which accompany, violent storms and hurri-

canes, show us that these phenomena are produced by

very great rarefactions, or perhaps destruction of air,

in particular parts of the atmosphere. The falls of

the barometer, too, that accompany winds, proceed from

the same cause.

Tlie falling" of the barometer, which generally prcr

cedes rain, remains still to be accounted for ;
but we

I^now too little about the causes by which rain is pro-

duced to be able to account for it in a satisfactory

manner. '

SECT. II.

OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE,

That the temperature of the air varies considerably

,

not only In different climates and in different seasons,

but even in the same place and in the same season,

must be obvious to the most careless observer. This

perpetual variation cannot be ascribed to the direct heat

of the sun ;
for the rays of that luminary seem to pro-

duce no effect whatever upon air though ever so much

concentrated : but they warm the surface of the earthy

which communicates its heat to the surrounding atmo-

sphere. Hence it happens that the temperature of th«

air is highest in those places which are so situated as tt
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be most warmed by the suu’s rays,' and that it varies

in every region with the season of the year. Hence top

the reason why it dir.wnishes according to the height of

the air above the surface of the earth. 'That portion

of the earth which lies at the equator is exposed to the

most perpendicular rays of the sun. Of course it is

hottest, and the heat of the earth diminishes gradually

from the equator to the poles. The temperature of the

air must follow the same order. The air, then, is hot-

test oyer the equator, and its temperature gradually

diminishes from the equator to the poles, where it is

coldest of all. It is hottest at ‘the equator, and it be-

comes gradually colder according to its height above

that surface. Let us examine the nature of these two

diminishing progressions of temperature.

I. Though the temperature of the air is highest at

the equator, and gradually sinks as it approaches the

pole
;
yet as, in every place, the temperature of the air

is constaiuly varying with the season of the year, xve

cannot form any precise notion of the progression with-

out taking the temperature in every degree of latitude

for every day of the year, and forming from each a

mean temperature for the whole year
;
which is done

by adding together the whole observations, and divi-

ding by their number. The quotient gives the mean

tempe rature for the year. The diminution from the

pole to the equator takes place in arithmetical progres-

sion : or, to speak more properly, the annual tempera-

ture of all the latitudes are arithmetical means between

the mean annual temperature of the equator and the

pole. This was first discovered by Mr Mayer ;
and

by means of an equation which he founded on it, but

ppdered considerably plainer and simpler, Mr Kirwan

347
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Book I. has calculated the mean annual temperature of every

'

degree of latitude between the equator and the pole. He

proceeded on the following princqde: Let the mean an-

nual heat at the equator be m, and at the pole in— « ;

put ^ for any other latitude ;
the mean annual tempe-

rature of that latitude will be m— nXsin. If there-

fore the temperature of any two latitudes be known, the

value of m and n may be found. Now the temperature

of north lat. 40° has been found by the best observa-

tions to be 62.1°, and that of lat. 50°, 52.9°. The

square of the sine of 40° is nearly 0 419, and the square

of the sine of 50° is nearly 0.586. Therefore

fn— 0.41 « — 62.1, and

OT— 0.58 »= 52.9; therefore

62.1 0.41 w — 5^*9 each of

them, from the two first equations, is equal to m. From

this last equation the value of n is found to be 53 near-

ly ;
and m is nearly equal to 84. The mean tempera-

ture of the equator therefore is 84°, and that of the

pole 31°. To find the mean ,temperature for every

other latitude, we have only to find 88 arithmetical

means between 84 and 31. In this manner Mr Kirwan

calculated the following Table ;
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Table of the Mean Annual Temperature ofthe Standard

Situation in every Latitude.

Lat. Temper. Lat. Temper;
j

Lat. Temper. Lat. Temper;

90 3 ^- 68 38-4
i

46 5^’-4 24 75'4

89 31.04 67 392
1

45 57-5 23 75-9

88 ^I.IO 66 39-7 ' 44 58.4 22 76.5

87 31-24 65 40.4 43 59-4 2 1 77.2

86 31.2 64 41.2 42 60.3 20 77-8

85 3‘*4 63 41.9 41 61.2 29 ^ 8-3

84 32-5 62 42.7 40 62. 18 78.9

83 31-7 61 43-5 39 63- 17 79-4

82 32- 60 44'3 ! 38 639 16 79 9

81 32.2 59 45 '°9 . 37 64.8 15 80.4

80 32.6 58 45.8 36 65.7 14 80.8

79 32-9 57 46.7
;

35 66.6 13 8r.3

78 33-2 5^ 47-5 ' 34 67.4 12 81.7

77 33-7 55 48.4 33 68.3 I I 82.

76 34.1 54 49.2 32 69.1 10 82.3

75 34-5 53 50.2 32 69.9 9 82.7

74 35 - 52 51.2 30 70.7 8 82.9

73 35-5 52 52.4 29 72-5 7 83.2

72 36. 50 52.9 28 72 3 6 83-4

71 36.6 49 53-8 27 72.8 5 83.6

70 37-2 48 54-7 26 73-8 0 84.

69 37-8 47 55-6 25 74-5

This Table, however, only answers for the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere of the ocean. It was calculated

for that part of the Atlantic Ocean which lies between

the Both degree of northern and the 45^^^ southern

latitude, and extends westwards as far as the Gulf-

stream, and to within a few leagues of the coast of A-

merica; and for all that part of the Pacific Ocean reach-

ing from lat. 45° north to lat. 40° south, from the 20th

to the 275th degree of longitude east of London. This

part of the ocean Mr Kirwan calls the standard ;
the
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Book I.

Mean
tnonthly

tempera-

ture.

test of the ocean is subject to anomalies which will be

afterwards mentioned.

Mr Kirwan has also calculated the mean monthly-

temperature of the standard ocean. The principles on

which he went wete these : The mean temperature of

April seems to approach very nearly to the mean an-

imal temperature
;
and as far as beat depends on the

action of the solar rays, the mean heat of every month

is as the mean altitude of the sun, or rather as the sine

of the sun’s altitude. The mean heat of April, there-

fore,' and the sine of, the sun’s altitude being given, the

mean heat of May- is found in this manner : As the

sine of the sun’s mean altitude in April is to the rtiean'

heat .of April, so is the Sine of the sun^s mean altitude

in May to the mean heat of May. In the same mannbr

the mean heats of June, July, and August, are found ;

but the rule would give the temperature of the suc-

ceeding months too low, because it does not take in the

heat derived from the earth, which possesses a; degree

bf heat nearly equal to the mean annual temperature.

The real temperature of these months therefore must

be looked upon as an arithmetical mean between the

astronomical and terrestrial heats. Thus in latitude

^1°, the astronomical heat of the month of September

is 44.6°, and the mean annual heat is 52.4°; therefore

the real heat of this month should be =48.5.
2

Mr Kirwan, however, after going through a tedious

Calculation, found the results to agree so ill with obser-

vations, that he drew up the following Table, partly

from principles, and partly by studying a variety of sea-

journals.
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Chap. ILFrom this Table it appears that January Is the cold-

est month in every latitude, and that July Is the warm-
est month in all latitudes above 48°. In lower latitudes

August is generally warmest. The dilFerence between

the hottest and coldest months increases in proportion

to the distance from the equator. Every habitable la-

titude enjoys a mean heat of 60° for at least two months
j

this heat seems necessary for the production of corn.

Within ten degrees of the poles, the temperatures dif-

fer very little, neither do they differ much within ten

degrees of the equator
; the temperatures of different

^ears differ very little near the equator, but they differ

more and more as the latitudes approach the poles.

2. That the temperature of the atmosphere gradually

diminishes, according to its height above the level of the

sea, is well known. Thus the late Dr Hutton of Edin-
burgh found that a thermometer, kept on the top of
Arthur’s seat, usually stood 3 degrees lower than a ther-

mometer kept at the bottom of it. Hence then a height
of 800 feet occasioned 3° of diminution of temperature.

On the summit of Pinchinca the thermometer stood at

30^, as observed by Bouguer, while at the level of the
sea in the same latitude it stooB at 84°. Here a height

‘55^4 occasioned a diminution of temperature,
amounting to 54°. But though there can be no doubt
of the gradual diminution of temperature, according to
the height, it is by no means easy to determine the rate
of diminution. Euler supposes it to be in a harmonic
progression

; but this opinion is contradicted by obser-
vations. Saussure supposes, that in temperate climates
the diminution of temperature amounts to 1° for every

287 feet of elevation. But Mr Kirwan has shewn that
no such rule holds, and that the rate of diminution va-

Z 2

Tempera-
ture dimi-

nishes with
the height

of the air«
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Book I. ries with the temperature at the surface of the earth.

We are indebted to this philosopher for a very inge-

nious method of determining the rate of diminution in

every particular case, supposing the temperature at the

surface of the earth known *.

Since the temperature of the atmosphere is constant-

ly diminishing as we ascend above the level of the sea,

it is obvious, that at a certain height we arrive at the

region of perpetual congelation. This region varies in

height according to the latitude of the place j
it is high-

est at the equator, and descends gradually nearer the

earth as we approach the poles. It varies also ac-

cording to the season, being highest in summer and

lowest in winter. M. Bouguer found the cold on the

top of Pinchinca, one of the Andes, to extend from se-

ven to nine degrees below the freezing point every

morning immediately before sun-rise. He concluded,

therefore, that the mean height of tlie term of congela-

tion (the place where it freezes during some part

of the day all the year round) between the tropics was

I5>577 level of the sea ;
but in lat. 28

.he placed it in summer at the height of 13,44°

Now, if we take the difference between the temperature

of the equator and the freezing point, it is evident that it

'will bear the same proportion to the term of congelation

at the equator that the ’difference between the mean

temperature of any other degree of latitude and the

freezing point bears to the term of congelation in that

latitude. Thus the mean heat of the equator being 84°,

the difierence between it and 32 is 52 j
the mean heat

* Irtsh Trans, viii. 3j6.
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latitude 28° is 72.3°, the dilFei'ence betweeli whicL Chap. ir.

and 32 is 40.3: Then 52: 15577 : : 40.3: X2072.

In this manner Mr Kirwan calculated the following

Table :

Mean height cf the

’ Term of Congelation.

J-AT. Fe^t.

o 15577

5 15457
10 15067

15 14498

20 13719

25 . 1303.Q

3 °

35 X0664

9016

45 . .
. 7658

5 ° 6260

55 4912

60 3684
^5 2516

7° 1557

75 • . 748
80 12 Q
/

Beyond this height, which has been called the lower
term of congelation, and which must vary with the sea-

son and other circumstances, Mr Bouguer has dis-

tinguished another, which he called the upper term of
congelation

; that is, the point above which no visible

vapour ascends. Mr Kirwan considers this line as much
less liable to vary during the summer months than the

lower term of congelation, and therefore has made
choice of it to determine the rate of the diminution of

Z3
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heat, as we ascend iri the atmosphere. Bouguer deter-

mined the height of this term in a single case, and Kir-

wan has calculated the following Table of its height for

every degree of latitude in the northern hemisphere *.

Table of the Height of the Upper Line of Congelation

in the different Latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere.

N.
Lat. Feet.

N.
Lat. Feet.

N.
Lat. Feet.

N.
Lat. Feet.

O 28000 26 22906 48 12245 70 44'

3

5
° 27784 27 22389 49 I1750 7 ‘ 4354

6 27644 28 21872 5° 11253 72 4295

7 27504 29 2135s 5 ' lOI 24 73 4236

8 27364 30 20838 52 8965 74 4'77

9 27^24 20492 53 7806 75 4119

10 27084 32 20146 54 6647 76 4067

1

1

26880 33 19800 55 56'7 77 401 5

12 26676 34 19454 56 5533 78 3963

’3 26472 35 IQ169 57 5439 79 3911

M 26268 36 18577 58 5345 80 3861

15 26061 37 17985 59 5251 81 3815

16 25781 38 '7393 60 5148 82 3769

17 25501 39 16801 61 5068 83 3723

18 25221 40 16207 62 4989 84 3677

^9 24941 15712 63 4910 85 3631

20 246.61 42 15217 64 4831 86 3592

, 21 24404 43 14722 65 4752 87 3553

22 24147 44 14227 66 4684 88 35'4

23 23890 45 1373° 67 4616 89 3475

24 23633 46 13235 68 4548 9c 3432

25 23423 1 47 1 2740 69 1 4480

* For the method which Mr Kirwan followed ip constructing this

Table, the reader is referred to his Estimate of the Temperature of different

Oimates, and his Essay On the Variation of the Atmosphere.
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The following rule of Mr Kirwan will enable us to Chap. il.

ascertain the temperature at any required height, pro-
^

'

vided we know the temperature at the surface of the

earth.

Let the observed temperature at the surface of the How caku-
*

1 1_ • 1 r lated.

earth be — the height given b, and the height ot

the upper term of congelation for the given latitude be

=: t ; then — — =z the diminution of temperature

1
lOO

for every hundred feet of elevation ; or It is the com-

mon difference of the terms of the progression requi-

red. Let this common difference thus found be deno-

ted by c; then c X gives us the whole diminu-

tion of temperature from the surface of the earth to

the given height. Let this diminution be denoted by

dy then m — a? is obviously the temperature required.

An example will make this rule sufficiently obvious.

In latitude 56°, the heat below being 54°, required the

temperature of the air at the height of 803 feet ?

m— 32 22
hlere m = S 4,i = 5533 >

= ~~ =0404

100

z= c, and c X °*4°4 X 8.03 3.24 d and m

— dz=54 — 3 24=^ 3 °- 75 ’ Here we see that the tem-

perature of the air 803 feet above the surface of the

earth is 50°. 75.

From this method of estimating the diminutidn of

^mperature, which agrees remarkably well with ob-

servation, we see that the heat diminishes in an arithme-

tical progression. Hence it follows, that the heat of

2 4 .
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Book I.

Upper re-

gions

warmest in

winter.

I. North
Pacific

Ocean.
• ;

the air at a distance from the earth, is not owing to the

ascent of hot strata of air from the surface of the earth,

but to the conducting power of the air.

3. This rule, however, applies only to the tempera-

ture of the air during the summer months of the year.

In winter the upper strata of the atmosphere are often

warmer than the lower. Thu.s on the 31st of January

1776, the thermometer on the summit of Arthur’s seat

stood 6 degrees higher than a thermometer at Hawkhill,

which is 684 feet lower *. Mr Kirwan considers this su-

perior heat, almost uniformly observed during winter, as

owing to a current of warm air from the equator, which

rolls towards the north pole during our winter f.

4. Such then, in general, is the method of finding the

mean annual temperature over the globe. There are,

however, several exceptions to these general rules,

which come now to be mentioned.

That part of the Pacific Ocean which lies between

north lat. 52° and 66 °
is no broader at its northern ex-

tremity than 42 miles, and at its. southern extremity

than 13CO miies: it is reasonable to suppose, therefore,

that its temperature will be considerably influenced by

the surrounding land, which consists of ranges of moun-

tains covered a great part of the year with snow 5
and

there are besides a great many high, and consequently

cold, islands scattered through it. For these reasons

Mr Kirwan concludes, that its temperature is at least

4 or 5
degrees below the standard. But we are not yet

furnished with a sufficient number of observations to

determine this with accuracy.

* Roy, ri/V. Trans. 1777 V- 777 -

J\ . .

I Irish Trans, vilL p. 375*
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It is the general opinion that the southern hemisphere,

beyond the 40th degree of latitude, is considerably cold- a. Southern

er than the corresponding parts of the northern hemi- P

sphere. Mr Kirwau has shewn that this holds with re-

jpect to the summer of the southern hemisphere, but

that the winter in the same latitudes is mjlder than in

the northern hemisphere *.

Small seas surrounded with land, at least in tempe- 3 - SmaU

rate and cold climates, are generally warmer m summer

and colder in winter than the standard ocean, because

they are a good deal influenced by the temperature of

the land. The Gulph of Bothnia, for instance, is for

the most part frozen in winter ;
but in summer it is

sometimes heated to 70° ;
a degree of heat never to be

found in the opposite part of the Atlantic !. The Ger-

man Sea is above three degrees colder in winter, and

five degrees warmer in summer than the Atlantic

The Mediterranean Sea is, for the greater part of its

extent, warmer both in summer ait-J winter than the

Atlantic, which therefore flows into it. The Black

Sea is colder than the Mediterranean, and flows into

it

The eastern parte of North America are much colder 4. North

than the opposite coast of Europe, and fall short of the

standard by about 10° or 12°, as appears from Ame-

rican Meteorological Tables. The causes of this re-

markable diflerence are many. The highest part of

North America lies between the 40th and jcth degree

of north latitude, and the looth and noth degree of

* Trisb Trans, viii. 4I7. f Mem. Stack. 1 77'?.

I Kirwan’s 'Temferature nj Lat. p. 53. § lbi<i.
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8of>k I.
_ longitude west from London

;
for there the greatest ri-

vers originate. The very height, therefore, makes this

spot colder than it otherwise would be. It is covered

with immense forests, and abounds with large swamps

and morasses, which render it incapable of receiving

any great degree of heat
;

so that the rigour of winter

is much less tempered by the heat of the earth than in 1

the old continent. To the east lie a number of very

large lakes; and farther north, Hudson’s Bay
; about.

50 miles on the south of which there is a range off

mountains which prevent its receiving any heat from 1

that quarter. This bay is bounded on the east by the:

mountainous country of Labrador and by a number off

islands. Hence the coldness of the north-west winds.

5. Islands.

and the lowness of the temperature. But as the culti--

vated parts of North America are now much warmer

than formerly, there is reason to expect that the climate

will become still milder when the country is better clear-

ed of woods, though perhaps it will never equal the tern- •

perature of the old continent.

Islands are warmer than continents in the same de-.

gree of latitude ; and countries lying to the windward!

of extensive mountains or forests are warmer than those:

lying to the leeward. Stones or sand have a less capa-.

city for heat than «arth has, which is always somewhat t

moist ; they heat or cool, therefore, more rapidly and!

to a greater degree. Hence the violent heat of Arabia-

and Africa, and the intense cold of Terra del Fuego..

Living vegetables alter their temperature very slowly,

but their evaporation is great; and if they be tall and.

close, as in forests, they exclude the sun’s rays from the

earth, and shelter the winter snow from the wind and

the sun. Woody countries, therefore, are much colder

than those which are cultivated.



EVAPORATION.

SECT. III.

OF EVAPORATION AND RAIN.

We found reason formerly to conclude, that the wa-

ter of the atmosphere exists in the state of vapour. We
are indebted to the experiments of Saussurc and De-

luc for much of our knowledge of the qualities of va-

pour. It is an elastic invisible fluid like common air,

but lighter ;
being to common air of the same elasticity,

according to Saussure, as lo to 14, or, according to

Kirwan, as ic to 12. It cannot pass beyond a certain

maximum of density, without a corresponding increase

of temperature, otherwise the particles of water which

compose it unite together, and form small, hollow, vi-

sible vesicles, called vesicular vapour ; which is of the

same specific gravity with atmospherical air. It is of this

vapour that clouds and fogs are composed. This maxi-

mum increases with the temperature ; and at the heat

of boiling water is so great, that steam can resist the

whole pressure of the air, and exist in the atmosphere in

any quantity.

We have seen formerly, that when water is heated to

212°, it boils, and is rapidly converted into steam
; and

that the same change takes place in much lower tempera-

tures *, blit in that case the evaporation is slower, and the

elasticity of the steam is smaller. Asa very considerable

proportion of the earth’s surface is covered with water,

and as this water is constantly evaporating and mixing

3^3

Chap. II.-

— j

Nature of
vapour.
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' Book T.

Eirapora-

tiou con-

fined to

the surf;u:e'

Evapora-

tion pro-

portional to

the tempe-

rature.

t

with the atmospliere in the state of vapour, a precise*

determination of the rate of evaporation must be of very •

great importance in meteorology. Accordingly many

e.vperiments have been made to determine the point by

different philosophers. No person has succeeded sO"

completely as Mr Dalton ; But tnany curious particu-

lars had been previously ascertained by the labours of

Richman, Lambert, Wallerius, Leidenfrost, Watson,,

Saussure, Deluc, Kirwan, and others.

1. 1 he evaporation is confined entirely to the surface:

of the water: hence it is in all cases proportional to the*

surface of the water exposed to- the atmosphere, Mucht

more vapour of course rises in maritime countries, or:

those interspersed with lakes, than in inland countries.

2. Much more vapour rises -during hot weather thani

during cold weather. Hence the quantity evaporated de-.

pends in some measure upon temperature. The precise:

law has been happily discovered by Mr Dalton. This phi--

losopher took a cylindrical vessel of tin, whose diameterr

was 3^ inches, and its depth 24- inches ; filled it withi

water, and kept it just boiling for some time. The:

loss of weight in the minute was 30 grains, when the:

experiment was made in a close room without any

draught of air; 35 grains when the vessel was placedl

over fire in the usual fire-place, there being a moderate*

draught of air and the room close
; 40 with a briskerr

fire and a stronger draught
; and when the draught w'asj

very strong, he supposes the evaporation might amount!

to 60 grains in the minute. At the_temperature of 180°,,

the quantity evaporated was 4 of what was lost at 212®,

At 164 it was 4 of that at 212°

152 .. . 4
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And in general the quantity evaporated frorh a given

surface of water per minute at any temperature, is to

the quantity evaporated from the same surface at 212°,

as the force of vapour at the first temperature is to the

force of vapour at 212°. Hence, in order to discover

the quantity which will be lost by evaporation from

water of a given temperature, we have only to ascer-

tain the force of vapour at that temperature. This is

done in the Table given inVol. I. p 370 of Work.

Hence we see that the presence of atmospheric air ob-

structs the evaporation of water ;
but this evaporation

is overcome in proportion to the force of the vapour.

Mr Dalton ascribes this obstruction to the vis ifiettia;

of air*.

3. The quantity of vapour which rises from watetj

even when the temperature is the same, varies accord-

ing to circumstances. It is least of all in calm v’oa-
^

ther, greater when a breeze blows, and greatest of all

with a strong wind. The following Table, drawn
-paUeof

up by Mr Dalton, shews the quantity of vapour raised quamJ-

from a circular surface of 6 inches in diarneter in at- fJom a

mospheric temperatures. The first column expresses
faJe at^dlf-

the temperature i the second, the correspondirfg force fcrent tem-

of vapour
; the other three columns give the number ^

of grains of water that would be evaporated from a sur-

face of 6 inches in diameter in the respective tempera-

tures, on the supposition of there being previously no

aqueous vapour in tire atmosphere. These columns

present the extremes and the mean of evaporation

likely to be noticed, or nearly such
;

for the first is

* Mancheeter Memoirs, v. S77-
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Book I. calculated upon the supposition of 35 grains loss per

minute from the vessel of 3^ inches in diameter
j the

second 45, and the third 55 grains per minute*.

Temperature.

212°

Force of Vap.
in Inch.

30

Evaporatii

120

ig Force ir

254

Grains

1 89

20° .129 •52 .67 .82

21 •134 •54 .69 • 8,5

22 •139 •56 •72 .88

23 .144 .58 •73 .91

24 .150 .60 •77 •94

25 .156 .62 •79 •97

26 .162 .65 .82 1 .02

27 .168 .67 .86 1.05

28 .174 .70 .90 1. 10

29 .180 •72 •93 ••23

30 .186 •74 •95 1. 17
31 •193 •77 '99 I 21

32 .200 .80 1.03 1.26

33 .207 •83 1.07 2.30

34 .214 .86 1. 1

1

>•35

35 .221 .89 1. 14 2-39

36 .229 .92 1. 18 r.45

37 •237 •95 1.22 1.49

38 .245 .98 1.26 1.54

‘39 .254 1.02 1-31 1.60

40 .263 1.05 2-35 1.65

41 .273 1.09 1.40 1.71

42 .283 2-23 2.45 1.78

43 .294 1. 18 2-52 1.85

44 .305 1.22 2-57 1.92

45 •3‘6 1.26 1.62 1.99

46 •327 2 - 3 * 1.68 2 06

47 •339 1.36 2-75 2.13

48 •351 1 .40 1.80 2.20

49 • 3^>3 1.45 1.86 2.28

50 •375 1.50 1.92 2.36

* Mgndtster Memoirs, v. J84.
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Temperature.
Force of Vap.

in Inch.
Evaporating Force n Grains.

212 ° 30 ! 1 20 154 1 89

5 t° .388 1-55 1.99 2.44

52 •401 1.60 2.06 2.51

53 .415 1.66 2.13 2.61

54 .429 1.71 2.20 2.69

55 •443
,

1-77 2.28 2.78

56 .458 1.83 2-35 2.88

SI •474 1.90 2-43 2,98

58 .490 1.96 2.52 3.08

59 .507 2.03 2.61 319
60 .524 2.10 2.70 3 -30

6

1

•542 2.17 2.79 3 -4 ‘

62 .560 2.24 2.88 3-52

63 .578 2.31 2 97 3-63

64 597 2.39 3-°7 3-76

65 .616 2.46 3.16 3-87

66 •<535 2.54 3-27 3-99

67 .655 2.62 3-37 4.12

68 .676 2.70 3-47 4.24

69 .698 2.79 3-59 4 - 3 ^

70 .721 2.88 3 -TO 4-53

7 « •745 2.98 383 4.68

72 .770 3.08 396 4.84

73 .796 3.18 4.09 5.00

74 .823 3-29 4;23 5-17

IS .8ci 3 -4° 4-37 5-34

76 .880 3-52 4-52 5-53

77 .910 3-65 4.68 5-72

78 .940 3-76 4-83 5.91

79 .971 3.88 4*99 6.10
80 1.00 4.00 5.14 6.29
81 1.04 4-i6 5-35 6-54
82 1.07 4.28 5-50 6-73
83 1. 10 4.40 5.66 6.91

84 x,i4 4.56 5.86 7.17
85 1. 17 4.68 6.07 7.46
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Book 1.

Method of

finding the

rate of eva-

poration.

4. Suph Is the quantity of vapour which would rise

in different circumstances, on the supposition that no

vapour previously existed in the atmosphere. But this

is a supposition which can never be admitted, as the at-

mosphere is in no case totally free from vapour. We
have seen already in what manner the force of the

vapour existing in the atmosphere rnay be detect-

ed by the use of Mr Dalton’s very simple apparatus.

Now when we wish to ascertain the rate at which eva-

poration is going on, we have only to find the force

of the vapour already at the atmosphere, and sub-

tract it from the force of vapour at the given tem-

perature. The remainder gives us the actual force

of evaporation ; from which, by the Table, we readily

find the rate of evaporation. Thus suppose we wish

to know the rate of evaporation at the temperature 59^.-

From the table we see that the force of vapour at 59®.

is 0.5, or its force at 212°. Suppose we find by

trials that the force of the vapour already existing in

the atmosphere is 0.25, or the half of .j-'g-. To ascer-

tain the rate of evaporation, we must subtract the 0.25-

from 0.5 ;
the remainder 0.25 gives us the force of

evaporation required ;
which is precisely one half of

what it would be if no vapour had previously existed

in the atmosphere.

By the Table w'e see, that on that supposition a surface

of six Inches diameter would lose one grain by evapo-

ration per minute, instead of two grains, which would

have been converted into vapour if no vapour had pre-

viously existed in the atmosphere. If the force of the

vapour in the atmosphere had amounted to 0.5, which

is equal to' the force of vapour at the temperature of

59°, in that case no vapour whatever would rise from
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Chap. II.
the water ;

and if the force of the vapour already in

the atmosphere exceeded 0.5, instead of evaporation,

moisture would be deposited on the surface of the wa-

ter.

These general observations^ for all of which we are

indebted to Mr Dalton, account in a satisfactory man-

ner for all the anomalies which had puzzled preceding

philosophers
;
and include under them all the less ge-

neral laws which they had discovered. We must con-

sider the discoveries of Mr Dalton as the most import-

ant additions made to the science of meteorology for

these many yearsi

5. As the force of the vapour actually in the atmo-

sphere is seldom equal to the force of vapour of the

temperature of the atmosphere, evaporation, with a few

exceptions, may be considered as constantly going On.

Various attempts have been made to ascertain the

quantity evaporated in the course of a year ; but the

difficulty of the problem is so great, that we can ex-

pect only an approximation towards a solution. From
the experiments of Mr Dobson of Liverpool in the

years 1772, 1773, 1774, and 1775, it appears that the

mean annual evaporation from the surface of water

amounted to 36.78 inches*. The proportion for every

mouth was the following :

Vbil. Trans, vol. Ixvii.—Dalton, Mandestsr Memoirs, 3^8,

A a

Quantity
evaporated

from wa-
ter.

VoL. III.
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Book I.

From land.

METE0R0L0C7.

Inches. Inches^

January . . . 1.50 July

February . . 1.77 August . . . 5.01

March . . . . 2.64 September . . 3.18

April . . • • 3-30 October . . . 2.51

May . . . November . . 1.51

June . . . December . . 1.49

Mr Dalton found the evaporation from the surface of

water in one of the driest and hottest days of summer

rather more than 0.2 of an inch.

If we believe Mr Williams, the evaporation from the

surface of land covered with trees and other vegetables

is one-third greater than from the surface of water j

but this has not been confirmed by other philosophers.

From his experiments * it appears, that in Bradford in

New England the evaporation during 1772 amounted

to 42.65 inches. But from the way that his experi-

ments were conducted, the amount was probably too

great.

From an experiment of Dr Watson made on the 2d

of June 1779, after a month’s drought, it appears that

the evaporation, from a square inch of a grass plot, a-

mounted to 1.2 grains in an hour, or 28.8 grains in

24 hours, which is 0.061 of an inch. In another expe-

riment, after there had been no rain for a week, the

heat of the earth being 1 10°, the evaporation was found

almost twice as great, or =o.io8 of an inch in the

day f. The mean of these two experiments is 0.084

inches, amounting for the whole month of June to 2.62/

inches. If we suppose this to bear the same propor-

* Trans, ^hilad. li. I3J. f Watson’s Chemical Essay, iii. 54.
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tion to the whole year that the evaporation ih Dr Dob- Chap. It
_

son’s experiments for June do to the annual evapora-

tion, we shall obtain an annual evaporation, amounting

to about 22 inches. This is much smaller thati that

obtained by Mr Williams. But Dr Watson’s method

was not susceptible of precision. He collected the va-

pour raised on the inside of a drinking glass ;
but it

was impossible that the glass could condense much

more than one half of what did rise, or would have been

raised in other circumstances. But to counterbalance

this, the experiments were made in the hottest part of

the dayj when much more vapour is raised than during

any part of it.

The most exact set of experiments on the evapora- Erperl-

tion from earth was made by Mr Dalton and Mr Hoyle Dalton?^

during 1796 and the two succeeding years. The me-

thod which they adopted was this, llavinggot a cy-

lindrical vessel of tinned iron, 10 inches in diameter

and 3 feet deep, there were inserted into it two pipes

turned downwards for the water to run off into bottles :

The one pipe was near the bottom of the vessel ; the

other was an inch from the top. The vessel was filled

tip for a few inches with gravel and sand, and all the

rest with good fresh soih It was then put into a hole

in the ground, and the space around filled up with earth

except on one side, for the convenience of putting bot-

tles to the two pipes
;
then some water was poured on

to sadden the earth, and as much of it as would w^as

suffered to run through without notice, by which the

earth might be considered as saturated with water. For
some weeks the soil was kept above the level of the up-

per pipe, but latterly it was constantly a little below it,

which precluded any water running off through it. For

A a 2
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tKe first year the^soil at top was bare ;
but for tbe tW6'

last years it was covered with grass the same as any

green field. Things being thus circumstanced, a regu-

lar register was kept of the quantity of rain water that

ran off from the surface of the earth through the upper

pipe (whilst that took place^, and also of the quantity

of that which sunk down through the 3 feet of earth,

and ran out through the lower pipe. A rain-gauge of

the same diameter was kept close by to find the quan-

tity of rain for any Corresponding time. The weight

of the water which ran through the pipes being sub-

tracted froth the water in the rdin-gauge, the remaindef

was considered as the weight of the water evaporated

from the earth in the vessel. The following Table ex-

hibits the mean annual result of these experiments *•

Mean.
Mean Mean

Water through the two Pipes. Rain. Evap.

Inch. Inch. Inch.
Inch.

1796. 1797 - 1798. Inch. Inch.

Jan. 1.897— .680

—

1.774+ 1.450+ 2.458 1.008

Feb. 1.778— .918

—

1. 122 1.273 I.80T .528

March •431— .070

—

•335 .279 .902 .623

April .220

—

.295— .180 .232 1.7x7 1.485

May 2.027

—

2.443+ .010 1.493 + 4->77 2.684

Tune .171— .726 — .299 2.483 2.184

July •153— .025 .059 4.154 4.095

Aug. — .504 .168 3-554 3.386

Sept. - .976 .325 3.279 2.954

Oct. .680 .227 2.899 2.672

Nov. 1.044 1.594 .879 2-934 2.055

Dec. .200 3.077 1.878-f 1.718+ 3.202 1.484

6.877— 10.934

—

7-379 8.402 33.560 25.158

Rain 30.629— 38.791— 31.259

Evap. 23.725— 27.857— 23.862

• Mancbuter Memoirs, v- 360.
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From these experiments it appears that the quantity

of vapour raised annually at Manchester is about 25

inches : if to this we add 5 inches for the dew with

Mr Dalton, it will make the annual evaporation 30

inches. Now if we consider the situation of Jlnglan4,

and the greater quantity of vapour raised from w ater,

it will not surely be considered as too great an allowr

ance if we estimate the mean annual evaporation over

the whole surface of the globe at 35 inches. Now 35

inches from every square inch on the superficies of the

globe make 94,450 cubic miles, equal to the water an-

nually evaporated over the whole globe,

Were this prodigious mass of water all to subsist in

the atmosphere at once, it would increase its mass by

about a twelfth, and raise the barometer nearly three

inches. But this never happens ;
no day passes with-

out rain in some part of the earth ;
so that pan of the

evaporated water is constantly precipitated again. In-

deed it would be impossible for the whole of the eva-

porated water to subsist in the atmosphere at once, at

least in the state of vapour.

The higher regions of t|ie atmosphere contain less

vapour than the strata near the surface oi the earth.

This was observed both by Saussnre and Deluc, who

mentions several striking proofs of it.

' At some height above the tops of mountains the at-

mosphere is probably still drier ;
for it was observed

both by Saussure and Deluc, that on the tops of moun-

tains the moisture of the air was rather less during the

night than the day. And there can be little doubt that

every stratum of air descends a little lower during the

night than it was during the day, owing to the cooling

condensing of the stratuin nearest the earth. Vq-

A a 3
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pours, however, must ascend very high, for we see

clouds forming far above the tops of the highest moun-

tains.

Rain never begins to fall while the air is transpa-

rent : the invisible vapours first pass their maximumjj

and are changed into vesicular vapours
;

clouds are

formed, and these clouds gradually dissolve in rain.

Clouds, however, are not formed in all parts of the ho-

rizon at once ; the formation begins in one particular

spot, while the rest of the air remains clear as before

;

this cloud rapidly increases till it overspreads the whole

horizon, and then the rain begins.

It is remarkable, that though the greatest quantity

of vapours exist in the lower strata of the atmosphere,

clouds never begin to form there, but always at some

considerable height. It is remarkable, too, that the part

of the atmosphere at which they form, has not arrived

at the point of extreme moisture, nor near that point

even a moment before their formation. They are not

formed, then, because a greater quantity of vapour had

got into the atmosphere than could remain there with-

out’ passing Its maximum. It is still more remarkable,
'

that when clouds are formed, the temperature of the

spot in which they are formed is not always lowered,

though this may sometimes be the case. On the con-

trary, the heat of the clouds themselves is sometimes

greater than that of the surrounding air*. Neither

then is the formation of clouds owing to the capacity

of air for combining with moisture being lessened by

cold j so far from that, we often see clouds, which had

* Deluc tur la Meteorol. ii. loo
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remained in the atmosphere during the heat of the day,

disappear in the night, after the heat of the air was di-

minished.
.

The formation of clouds and rain, then, cannot be

accounted for by a single principle with which we are accounted

acquainted. It is neither owing to the saturation of the

atmosphere, nor the diminution of heat, nor the mix-

ture of airs of different temperatures, as Dr Hutton

supposes ;
for clouds are often formed without any

wind at all either above or below them •, and even if

this mixture constantly took place, the precipitation,

instead of accounting for rain, would be almost imper-

ceptible.

It is a very remarkable fact, that evaporation often

goes on for a month together in hot weather without

any rain. This sometimes happens in this country *, it

happens every year in the torrid jone. Thus at Cal-

cutta, during January 1785, it never rained at all* : the

mean of the thermometer for the whole month was 66^

degrees ;
there was no high wind, and indeed during

great part of the month little wind at all,

The quantity of water evaporated during such a

drought must be very great
;
yet the moisture of the

air, instead of being increased, is constantly diminish-

ing, and at last disappears almost entirely. For the

dew, which is at first copious, diminishes every night j

and if Dr Watson’s experiment formerly mentioned be

attended to, it will not be objected that the quantity

of evaporation is also very much diminished. Of the

very dry state to which the atmosphere is reduced du-

• Asiatic Researches

f

ii. Appendix.

A ^ 4
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ring long droughts, the violent thunder-storms witl^

which they often conclude is a proof, and a very deci-;

sive one. Now what becomes of all this moisture ? It

is not accumulated in the atmosphere above the counr

try from which it was evaporated, otherwise the whole

atmosphere would in a much less period than a month

be perfectly saturated with moisture. If it be carried

up daily through the different strata of the atmosphere,

and wafted to other regions by superior currents of air,

how is it possible to account for the different electrical

state of the clouds situated between different strata,

which often produces the most violent thunder-storms?

Are not vapours conductors of the electric fluid
;
and

would they not have dally restored the equilibrium of

the whole atmosphere through which they passed? Had
they traversed the atmosphere in this manner, there

w'ould have been no negative and positive clouds, and

consequently no thunder stornis. They could not have

remained in the lower strata of the atmosphere, and

been dally carried off by winds to other countries; for

there are often no winds at all during several days to

perform this office ; nor in that case w’culd the dews

diminish, nor could their presence fail to be indicate4

by the hygrometer.

It is impossible for us to account for this remarkable

fact upon any principle with which we are acquainted.

The water can neither remain in the atmosphere, nor

pass through it in the state of vapour. It must there-

fore assume some other form ; but what that form is,

or how it assumes it, wc know not,

There are then two steps of the process betw’een eva-

poration and rain, of which at present we are complete-

ly ignorant : l. What becomes of the A’^apour after it
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enters into the atmosphere. 2. What makes it lay aside Chap. ll.

the new form which it must have assumed, and return

again to its state of vapour, and fall down in rain. And

till these two steps be discovered by experiments and

observations, it will be impossible for us to give a ra-

tional or a useful theory of raiii.

Dr Pratt of ^xeter has endeavoured to prove, in a

very ingenious treatise, that water is decomposed du-

ring its evaporation, and converted into oxygen and hy-

drogen gas
;
but the absence of any perceptible quan-

tity of this last gas in the atmosphere, even when rain

is actually forming, cannot be accounted for, unless we
suppose that the products of the decomposition are dif-

ferent. Girtanner’s theory, that azote is composed of

hydrogen and oxygen, would remove every difficulty
;;

but unfortunately that theory is not only destitute of

pry)of, but militate^ against the known properties of

water, azote, and hydrogen. We must therefore be

cautious in drawing any conclusion till future discove-

ries have removed the obscurity in which the pheno-

mena of rain are at present involved.

The mean annual quantity of rain is greatest at the quantity

equator, and decreases gradually as we approach the

poles. Thus at

Granada, Antilles, 12° N. lat. it is 126 inches

Cape Francois, St <

Domingo . . . 19° 46' ... . 120

+ Calcutta_ 22 23 ... . 81

* Cotte, Jour, de Pbyt. Oct. 1791, p. 264.

I Asiatic Researcbesy i, and ii. Appendix.
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Book I. *Rome 41° 54
'
it is 39 inches

+ England 33 • • • 3 ^

jPetersburgh ... 59 i6 . . . l6

On the contrary, the number of rainy days is smallest

at the equator, and increases in proportion to the dis-

tance from it, From north latitude i?° to 43° the mean

number of rainy c^ys is 78 *, from 43° to 46° the mean

number is 103 j
from 46° to 50° it is 134; from 51*

to 60°, 161 §.

The number of rainy days is often greater in winter

than in summer ;
but the quantity of rain is greater in

summer than in winter ||. At Petersburgh, the num-

ber of rainy or snowy days during winter is 84, and the

quantity which falls is only about five inches
;
during

summer the number of rainy days is nearly the same,

but the quantity which falls is about 11 inches

More rain falls in mountainous countries than in

plains. Among the Andes it is said to rain almost per-

petually, while in Egypt it hardly ever rains at all. If

a rain-gauge be placed on the ground, and another at

some height perpendicularly above it, more rain will

be collected into tbe lower than into the higher; a proof

that the quantity of rain increases as it descends, owing

perhaps to the drops attracting yapoqr during their pas-

sage through the lower strata of the atmosphere where

the greatest quantity resides. This, however, is not al-

ways the case, as Mr Copland of Dumfries discovere4

Cotte, Jour, de Phys. Oct. 1791, p. 264.

f Fbil. Trans. t Edin. Trans, ii. 244.

§ Cotte, Jour, de Phys. Oct. 1791, p. a.64.

II
Id. Ibid. H T; j/w. n. »44v
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in the course of his experiments *. He observed also, Chap. n.

fhat when the quantity of rain collected in the lower
'

gauge was greatest, the rain commonly continued for

some time
; and that the greatest quantity was collects

ed in the higher gauge only either at the end of great

rains, or during rains which did not last long. These

observations are important, and may, if followed out,

give us new knowledge of the causes of rain. They
seem to show, that during rain the atmosphere is some-

how or other brought into a state which induces it to

part with its moisture
j and that the rain continues as

long as this state continues. Were a sufficient number

of observations made on this subject in different places,

and were the atmosphere carefully analysed during dry-

weather, during rain, and immediately after rain, we
might soon perhaps discover the true theory of ram.

Rain falls in all seasons of the year, at all times of

the day, and during the night as well as the day ; tho*,

according to M. Toaldo, a greater quantity falls during

the day than the night. The cause of rain, then, what-

ever it may be, must be something which operates at

all times and seasons. Rain falls also during the conti-

nuance of every wind, but oftenest when the wind
blows from the south. Falls of rain often happen like-

wise during perfect calms.

It appears from a paper published by M. Cotte in the

Journal de Physique iov October 1791, containing the

mean quantity of rain falling at I47 places, situated

between north lat. 11° and 60°, deduced from tables

^ept at the^e places, that the mean annual quantity of

Mancberter Tramactiont, iv. 619.
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rain falling in all these places is 34-7 inches. Let us

suppose then (which cannot be very far from the truth)

that the mean annual quantity of rain for the whole

globe is 34 inches. The superficies of the globe consists

of 1 70,98 1,012 squaremiles,or686,401,498,471,475,200

square inches. The quantity of rain therefore falling an-

nually will amount to 23,337,650,812,030,156,800 cu-

bic inches, or somewhat more than 91,751 cubic miles

of water.

The dry land amounts to 52,74S»'i53 square miles;

the quantity of rain falling on it annually therefore will

amount to 30,960 cubic miles. The quantity of water

running annually into the sea is 13,140 cubic miles ;
a

quantity of water equal to which must be supplied by

evaporation from the sea, otherwise the land would soon

be completely drained of its moisture.

The quantity of rain falling annually in Great Brl^

tgin niay be seen from the following Table;
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Years of

bbservation
1

Places.
Rain in

inches.

3 Dover •
37-52

5 Ware, Hertfordshire* 23.6

8 London f 17-5
S Kimbolton^ * 23-9

45 Lyndon
§

22.210

5 Chatsworth, Derbyshire* . . . 27.865
8 Manchester* 43-1
18 Liverpool* 34 41

7 Lancaster* 40-3

5 Kendal* 61.223

14 Dumfries* 36.127
10 Braxholtn, 44 miles south-west

of Berwick]) 31.26

5 Langholm
II 36.73

5 Dalkeith
II

. . . 25.124
20 Glasgow ^ 31-

8 Hawkhill** 28.966

Mean 32-532

Chap. n.
\

V " '

Rain in

Britain.

Mr Dalton, in an ingenious essay on this subject,

estimates the quantity of rain for England at 3 1 inchesft

»

but as we have no observations kept in Wales or the

Highlands of Scotland, where much rain falls, it can-

not be doubted that the proportion for Britain must

exceed that sum.

In this country it generally rains less in March than

in November, in the proportion at a medium of 7 to

12. It generally rains less in April than October in

• Mjncbeiter Tram. iv.

f Ibid. vol. Ixxlx. part l.

11
Trans, i. 3o8 .

*• Trans, i. 333.

t Phil. Trans. Tables of Observations,

j Mr Barker, Ibid.

^ Statist. Account of Scotland, v. 245.

tl Manchester Memoirs, v. 349.
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the proportion of i to 2 nearly at a medium. It ge-

nerally rains less in May than September, the chances

that it does so are at least as 4 to 3 ;
but when it rains

plentifully in May (as 1.8 inches or more), it gene-

1‘ally rains but little in September j and when it rains

one inch or less in May, it raids plentifully in Sep-
1

tember *.

SECT. IV.

OF WIND.

No phenonienon m riietcorology has rhore engaged

Ae attention of men of observation than the windst of

those currents which so often disturb the tranquillity of

the atmosphere. The subject is not only curious, but

highly interesting *, for upon their direction and force

navigation in a great measure depends ; the temperature

of climates is greatly influenced by them ;
and they are

absolutely necessary to preserve the salubrity of the at-

mosphere< To be acquainted with the laws by which

they are regulated, and to 'be able to calculate before-

hand the consequences of these laws, has been in every

age the eager wish of philosophers. But whether it has i

been owing to an improper method of studying this sub--

ject, or to its lying beyond the reach of the human fa-

culties, philosophers have not made that progress in if

* Kirwan, hiih Trans, v. It.



vKicii the sanguine imaginations of some individuals led

them to expect. Many discoveries indeed have been

made ;
and from the numbers and the genius of the

philosophers at present engaged in this study, others

equally important may be expected. But, notwith-

standing this, many of the phenomena remain unexplain-

ed, and a rational and satisfactory theory seems still be-

yond our reach. I shall in this Section give as com-

plete a detail as possible of the natural history of the

winds in the different parts of the world, and then con-

sider how they may be explained.

As the winds are much more regular between the

tropics than in the temperate zones, it will be proper in

the first place to begin with them.

In those parts of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

which lie nearest the equator, there is a regular wind

during the whole year called the trade-wind. On the

north-side of the equator it blows from the north-east,

varying frequently a point or two towards the north or

cast ;
and on the south side of it, from the south east

}

changing sometimes in the same manner towards the

south or east. The space included between the seoond

and fifth degree of north latitude is the internal limit of

these two winds. There the winds can neither be said

to blow from the north nor the south
; calms are fre-

quent, and violent storms. This space varies a little in

latitude as the sun approaches either of the tropics.

—

In the Atlantic Oce^n the trade-winds extend farther

north on the American than on the African coast j and

as we advance westward, they become gradually more

easterly, and decrease in strength *. Their force di-

Chap. TI.

Vm iii ly—

t. Winds in

the torrid

zone.

Trade-
wind.

• Dr Halley, PbH. Trant. Abr. vol. ii, p. 134,
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Book I. minishes likewise as we approach their utmost bouri-

daries. It has been remarked also, that as the sun ap-

proaches the tropic of Cancer, the south-east winds be-

come gradually more southerly, and the north-east

' winds more easterly ; exactly the contrary takes place

when the sun is approaching the tropic of Capricorn *.

Monsoons. The trade wind blows constantly in the Indian Ocean

from the loth degree of south latitude to hear the 30th

:

But to the northward of this the winds change every six

months, and blow directly opposite to their former

course. These regular winds are called monsoons^ from^

the Malay word moosstn, which signifies “ a season f .

When they shift their direction, variable winds and

violent storms succeed, which last for a month and fre-

quently longer ;
and during that time it is dangerous

for vessels to continue at sea.

The monsoons in the Indian Ocean rriay be reduced

to two ; one on the north and another on the south side

of the equator ;
which extend from Africa to the lon-

gitude of New Holland and the east coast of China, and

which suffer partial changes in particular places from

the situation and inflection of the neighbouring coun-

tries. ,

I. Between the 3d and loth degrees of south lati-

tude the south-east* trade-wind continues from April to >

October i
but during the rest of the year the wind blows .

from the north-west t-
Between Sumatra and New

' Holland this monsoon blows from the south during our

* Dr Halley, Pbil. Trans. Abr vol. ii. p. I34»

t Forest’s Voyage, p 95-

^
Dr Halley) Phil. Truns, Abr. vol. ii. p. 13^-
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surtimer ixidnths, approaching gradually to the south-

east as we advance towards the coast of New Holland j

it changes about the end of September, and continues

in the opposite direction till April *. Between Africa

and Madagascar its direction is influenced by the coast j

for it blows from the north-cast from October to April,

and during the rest of the year from the south-west f.

2. Over all the Indian Ocean, to the northward of the

3d degree of south latitude, the north-east trade-wind

blows from October to April, and a south-west wind
from April to October From Borneo, along the

coast of Malacca and as far as China, this monsoon
in summer blows nearly from the south, and in winter

from the north by east Near the coast of Africa, be-

tween Mozambique and Cape Guardefan, the winds are

irregular during the whole year, owing to the different

monsoons which surround that particular place. Mon-
soons are likewise regular in the Red Sea

; between
April and Octobet they blow from the north-west, and
during the other months from the south-east, keeping
constantly parallel to the coast of Arabia

(|

.

Monsoons are not altogether confined to the Indian
Ocean ; on the coast of Brazil, between Cape St Au-
gustine and the island of St Catherine, the wind blows
between September and April from the east or north-
east, and between April and September from the south-

* Dr Halley, Phil. Tram. Abr vol. iL p. 136,'*

t Bruce’s Travels, vol. i. p. 439,

t Dr Halley, Pbil. Tram. Abr. vol. ii. p.

J Dr HaUey, Ibid.

I Bruce’s Travels, Vol. i. lib. 4.

Vol. III. B b

3^5

Chap. II.
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Book I.
^

wes>t *. The bay of Panama is the only place on thtf

west side of a great continent v'^here the wind shifts

regularly at different seasons : there it is easterly between

* September and March •, but between March and Sep-

tember it blows chiefly from the south and south-west.

Such in general is the direction of the winds in th*

torrid zone all over the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian

Oceans but they are subject to particular exceptions,

which it is proper to enumerate. On the. coast of A-

frica, from Cape Bayador to Cape Verde, the winds

are generally north-west •, from hence to the island of

St Thomas near the equator they blow almost perpen-

dicular to the shore, bending gradually, as we advance

southwards, first to the west and then to the south-

west +. On the coast of New Spain likewise, from

California to the Bay of Panama, the winds blow almost

constantly from the west or south west, except during

May, June, and July, when land-winds prevail, called

by the Spaniards Popogayos. On the coast of Chili

and Peru t, from 20° or 30° south latitude, to the equa-

tor, and on the parallel coast of Africa, the.wind blows

during the whole year from the south, varying accord-

ing to the direction of the land towards which it in-

clines, and extending much farther out to sea on the

American than the African coast. The trade winds

are also interrupted sometimes by westerly winds in the

Bay of Campeachy and the Bay of Honduras.

As to the countries between the tropics, we are too

» Sir Walter Raleigh’3 yeyage, Forest’s Foyage, p. 97.

f Dr Halley, ?/>«/. Trans. Abr. vol. ii. p. 136.

X Sir Walter Raleigh’s Viyage.—Di Garden, Pbil. ‘Iran:, Abr. voir

H, p. 13a.
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little acquainted with them to be able to give a satisfac-

tory history of their winds.

In all maritime countries between the tropics of any

extent, the wind blows during a certain nuniber of hours

every day from the sea, and during a certain number

towards tht sea from the land ; these winds are called

the sea and land breesnes. The sea-breeze generally sets

in about ten in the forenoon, and blows till six in the

evening
; at seven the land breeze begins, and conti-

nues till eight in the morning, when it dies away *. Du-
ring summer the sea-breeze is very perceptible on all

the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea f, and even some-

times as far north as Norway :};.

In the island of St Lewis on the coast of Africa, in

16“ north latitude, and 16° west longitude, the wind

during the rainy season, which lasts from the middle of

July to the middle of October, is generally between the

south and east ; during the rest of the year it is for the

most part east or north-east in the morning
;
but as the

sun rises, the wind approaches gradually to the north,

till about noon it gets to the west of north, and is called

a sea-breeze^ Sometimes it shifts to the east as the sun

descends, and continues there during the whole night.

In February, March, April, May, and June, it blows

almost constantly between the north and west^. In

the island of Balama, which lies likewise on the west

coast of Africa, in the iith degree of north latitude.

Chap. II-

. V

Sea and
land brecj

zes.

f

Winds in

St Lewis,

Balama,

* Marsden’s Hht. of Sumatra, p. 17.—Buffon’s Nut. HUt. voL i,

P- 385-

f Volney's Travtls.

t Pontopphlan’s Natural History 0/ Norway,

J Dr Schotte, Piil, Trans, voL Lex. art. aj.

B b 3
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% Bonk I.

Bomon,

Fczzan,

Abyssinia,

East and
West In-

dies.

the wind during nine months of the year blows from

the south-west
j but in November and December a very

cold wind blows from the north-east *.

In the kingdom of Bornou, which lies between the

1 6th and 20th degree of north latitude, the warm sea-

son is introduced about the middle of April by sultry

winds from the south-eagt, which bring along with them

'a’deluge of rain -j-. In Fezzan, which is situated about

the 25th degree of north latitude and the 35th degree

of east longitude, the wind from May to August blJws

from the east, south-east, or south-west, and is intense-

ly hot X-

In Abyssinia the winds generally blow from the west,

north-west, north, and north east. During the months

of June, July, August, September, and October, the

north and north-east winds blow almost constantly,

especially in the morning and evening ;
and during the

rest of the year they are much more frequent than any

other winds §.

At Calcutta, in the province of Bengal, the wind

blows during January and February from the south-

west and south ; in March, April, and May, from the

south ;
in June, July, August, and September, from the

south and south- east ;
in October, November, and De-

cember, from the north-west \\.
At Madras the most

frequent winds are the north and north-east. At Ti-

voli in St Domingo, and at lies de Vaches, the wind

* P, Beaver, Esq. See \'Tap in Wadstrom’s Risay on Cohnixiition,

J-
African Auoci ition, p. 200 ^ Ibid,

§
Bruce’s Travels, \n\, iv p. 651 .

y
Asiatic Researcl/es, veb. i. and ii. Append.
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Wlows oftenest from the south and south* east *. From Chap. ii.

these facts it appears, that in most tropical countries
^

Muth which we are acquainted, the wind generally blows

from the nearest ocean, except during the coldest

months, when it blows towards it.

In the temperate zones the direction of the winds is In the

by no means so regular as between the tropics. Even

in the same degree of latitude we find them often blow-

ing in different directions at the same time ; while their

changes are frequently so sudden and so capricious, that

to account for them has hitherto been found impossible.

When winds are violent, and continue long, they ge-

nerally extend over a large tract of country
; and this

is more certainly the case when they blow from the

north or east than from any other points f. By the

multiplication and comparison of Meteorological Tables,

some regular connection between the changes of the at-

mosphere in different places may in time be observed,

which will at last lead to a satisfactory theory of the

winds. It is from such tables chiefly that the following

facts have been collected.

In Virginia, the prevailing winds arc between the in America,

south-west, west, north, and north-west
j the most fre-

quent is the south-west, which blows more constantly

in June, July, and August, than at any other season.

The north-west winds blow most constantly in Novem-
ber, December, January, and February At Ips-

wich in New England the prevailing winds are also be-

• P. Cotte, de Pbyt, 1791.

t Derham’s VhysUo-Theolo^y. cIj. ii.

\
jefferton’g p'irginia,^. li^.—T-ans. Pbilad. ii. art. 10

lib 3
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Book I. tween the south-west, west, north, and north east *, the

'

most frequent is the north-west *. But at Cambridge,

in the same province, the most frequent wind is the

south-east f . The predominant winds at New York

are the north and west \

:

And in Nova Scotia north-

west winds blow for three-fourths of the year §. The

same wind blows most frequently at Montreal in Ca-

nada ;
but at Quebec the wind generally follows the

direction of the river St Lawrence, blowing either from

the north-east or south-west jj. At Hudson’s Bay

westerly winds blow for three fourths of the year
;
the

north-west wind occasions the greatest cold, but the

iiprth and north-east are the vehicles of snow

It appears from these facts, that westerly winds are

most frequent over the whole eastern coast of North

America ;
that in the southern provinces south-west

winds predominate ;
and that the north-west become,

gradually mprq frequent as we approach the frigid

zone* '

E t
In Egypt, during part of May, and during June, Ju-

ly, August, and September, the wind blows almost

constantly from the north, varying sometimes in June

to the west, and in July to the west and the east ;
du-

ring part of September, and iq October and November,

the winds are variable, but' blow more regularly from

the east than any other quarter •, in December, Janu-

ary, and February, they blow from the north, north-

west, and west ;
towards the end of February they

* Trans. Amer. Acad. 5 . 336. t M. Cotte, Jour, de Pbys. 1

^
§ Present State of Nova Scotia and Canada, p. 38.

n
Cotte, Jour, de Pbys. 1791. .

% Pennant’s Su/>fl. to Arctic Zool. p. 41*
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cliange to the south, in which quarter they continue till Chap. II.

near the end of March
j
during the last days of March

and in April they blow from the south-east, south, and

south-west, and at last from the east •, and in this di-

rection they continue during a part of May*.

In the Mediteranean the wind blows nearly three- In the Mo-

fourths of the year from the north j about the equi-

noxes there is always an easterly wind in that sea, which

is generally more constant in spring than in autumn f.

These observations do not apply to the gut of Gibral-

tar, where there are seldom any winds except the east

and the west. At Bastia, in the island of Corsica, the

prevailing wind is the south-west J.

In Syria the north wind blows from the autumnal Asia, •

equinox to November ; during December, January, and

February, the winds blow from the west and south-west •,

in March they blow from the south, in May from the

cast, and in June from the north. From this month to

the autumnal equinox the wind changes gradually as

the sun approaches the equator
j first to the east,

then to the south, and lastly to the west §. At Bagdad

the most frequent winds are the south-west and north-

west ; at Pekin, the north and the south
|1

•, at Kamt-

schatka, on the north east coast of Asia, the prevailing

winds blow from the west

In Italy the prevailing winds differ considerably ac- South of

cording to the situation of the places where the obser-

vations have been made : At Rome and Padua they are

Volney's Travels, I. 58.

I Cotte, Jour, de Pbys, 179I.

d
Cotte, Ibid-

•|- Ibid. 1 . 59. and 65. ,

§
Volncy’s Travels, 1 . 326.

^ Pennant’s Arciic Zool. p. cxiii.
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Book I. northerly, ’at Milan easterly All that we have been

able to learn concerning Spain and Portugal is, that on

' the west coast of these countries the west is by far the

most common wind, particularly in summer ;
and that

at Madrid the wind is north-east ,for the greatest part

of the summer, blowing almost constantly from the Py-

renean mountains f . At Berne in Switzerland the pre-

vailing winds are the north and west ; at St Gottard,

the north-east
; at Lausanne, the north-west and south-

west L
France, Father Cotte has given us the result of observations

made at 86 different places of France | ; from which it

appears, that along the whole south coast of that king-

dom the wind blows most frequently from the north,

4 north-west, and north-east ; on the west coast, from the

west, south-west, and north-west; and on the north

coast, frorn the south-west. That in the interior parts

of France the south-west wind blows most frequently

in 1 8 places; the west wind in 14 ; the north in 13 ;

the south in 6 ;
the north-east in 4 ; the south-east in

2 ; the east and north-west each of them in one On
the west coast of the Netherlands, as far north as Rot-

terdam, the prevailing winds are probably the south-

west, at least this is the case at Dunkirk and Rotter-

dam J. It is probable also that along the rest of this

coast, from the Hague to Hamburgh, the prevailing

winds are the north-west, at least these winds are most

frequent at the Hague and at Franeker —The prevail-

ing wind at Delft is the south-east
;
and at Breda the

porth and the east

• Cotte, Jour, dc Pbys.

I Cotte, Jcur, de Pbyt, I79^*

f Bohun’s Hist, of irindt, p. xi6.
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In Germany the east wind is most frequent at Got- Chap. IT.

tingen, Munich, Weissemburgh, Dusseldorf, baganum, Germany,

Erford, and at Buda in Hungary ;
the south-east at

Prague and Wirtzburg ; the north-east at Ratisbon

;

and the west at Manheiin and Berlin *.

prom an average of ten years of the register kept by Britain,

order of the Royal Society, it appears that at London

the winds blow in the following order ;

Winds.- Days. Winds. Day*.

South-west . . . . 113 South-east 32

North-east . 58 £(^st 26

Nnrfh-west . ,. - . . ZQ South . 18

West . - . ,- • • • 53 North i 6

It appears, from the same register, that the south-

west wind blows at an average more frequently than

anj other wind during every month of the year, and

that it blows longest in July and August
;
that the north-

east blows most constantly during January, March,

April, May, and June, and most seldom during Feb-

ruary, July, September, and December : and that the

north-west wind blows oftener from November to

March, and more seldom during September and Octo-

ber than any other months. 1 he south-west winds are

also most frequent at Bristol, and next to them are the

north-east f.

The following Table of the winds at Lancaster has

been drawn up from a register kept for seven years at

that placej.

* Cotte, Jour, dc Vhyt. 1791. | /£;/. Tr<J/w. Ixvi.

I Manebtsttr Irfiiuaitiont, iv. 334.
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Winds. Day«* Winds. Diys,

South-west . . . South-east , . , . • 35

North-east. . . ,. . 67 North

South . . 51 North-west . . . . 2(5

West East • 17

The following Table is an abstract of nine years

observations made at Du mfries by Mr Copland f.

Winds. Days. Winds. Days.

South . 824. North

West North-west . . . 254.

East . 6? South-east . . . 184,

South-west . , . • SOx North-east . . . . 144-

The following Table is an abstract of seven years

observations m^de by Dr Meek at Cambuslang near

Glasgow |.

Winds. Days. Winds. Days.

South-west . . . . 174 North-east . . . .. 104

North-west . . . . 40 South-east . . . • 47

It appears, from the register from which this Table

was extracted, that the north-east wind blows much

more frequently in April, May, and June, and the

south-west in July, August, and September, than at

any other period. The south-west is by far the most

frequent wind all over Scotland, especially on the w'est

coast. At Saltcoats in AirshiTe, for instance, it blows

three-fourths of the year ;
and along the whole coast

of Murray, on the north-east side of Scotland, it blows

for two-thirds of the year. East winds are common

over all Great Britain during April and May ; but

* Matuhister Transactions, iv. 134.

\ Statistical Account 0/ Scotland, v, *45.
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their influence is felt most severely on the eastern ^Chap.^

coast.

The following Table exhibits a view of the number

of days during which the westerly and easterly winds

blow in a year at different parts of the island. Under

the term ivesterly are included the north-west, west,

south-west, and south j
the term easterly is taken m

the same latitude.

Years of

Observ.
Places.

Wii
Westerly.

HD.

Easterly.

10 233 132

7
Lancaster 216 149

Liverpool * 190 *75

9 Dumfries 227.5 * 37-5

10 Branxholm, 54 miles south-

west of Berwick f . . . . 232 133

7
Cambuslang 214 * 5 *

8 Hawkhill, near Edinburgh | 229.5 I 3 S -5

1

Mean 220.3 144.7

In Ireland the south-west and west are the grand Ireland,

trade-winds, blowing most in summer, autumn, and

winter, and least in spring. The noth-east blows most

in spring, and nearly double to w’hat it does in autumn

and winter. The south-east and north-west are nearly

equal, and are most frequent after the south-west and

west

At Copenhagen the prevailing winds are the east North of

Europe.

• Mancbetter ’Tram. iv. -j- Edin. Trans, i- 403. 1 Ibid.

§ Rutty s Hist, of tbs IVtatber, Sic, in Dublin.
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,

2nd south-east
; at Stockholm, the west and north

In Russia, from an average of a register of i6 years,
'

the winds blow from November to April in the follow- 1

ing order :

W. N.W^. E. s.w. s. N.E. N. S.E.
:

Days 45 26 23 22 20 M 12

And during the other six

W. N.W. E.

months,

S.W. s. N.E. N. S.E.j
Days 27 27 19 24 22 15 32 18 1
The west wind blows during the whole year 72 days j

the north-west 53 ; the south-west and north 46 days, •

each. During summer it is calm for 41 days, and du- I

ring wfinter for 21-]:. In Norway the most frequent 5

winds are the south, the south-west, and south-east.

The wind at Bergen' is seldom directly west, but gene-

rally south-west or south-east ; a north-west, and es-
*

pecially a north-east wind, are but little known there:};, -

From the whole of these facts, it appears that the ^

most frequent winds on the south coasts of Europe are
j

the north, the north-east, and north-west
; and on the

'

western coast, the south-west: that in the interior parts

v'hich lie most contiguous to the Atlantic ocean, south- ;

west winds are also most frequent j but that easterly

' winds prevail in Germany. Westerly winds are also

most frequent on the north-east coast of Asia.

3. South It is probable that the winds are more constant in

the south temperate zone, which is in a great measure

covered with water, than in the north temperate zone,

where their direction must be frequently interrupted
' • and altered by mountains and other causes.

\

’ * Cottc, Jour, de Vbys. 179:.^

•f
Guthrie on the Climate of Russia, Fdin. Trans, iL -

J Pontoppidau’s Nai. Hist, of Norv<:;y, part i.
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M. de la Caille, who was sent thither by the French Chip. ii.

• • ‘

^

*

king to make astronomical observations, informs us,

that at the Cape of Good Hope the main winds are the

south-east and north-west
; that other winds seldom

last longer than a few hours ;
and that the east and

north-east winds blow very seldom. The south-east

wind blows iii most months of the year, but chiefly

from October to April
; the north-west prevails during

the other six. months, bringing along with it rain, and

tempests, and hurricanes. Betwe^. the Cape of Good

Hope and New Holland the winds are commonly west-

erly, and blow in the following order : north-west,

south-west, west, north *.

In the Great South Sea, from latitude 30° to 40°

.south, the south-east trade-wind blows most frequently*

especially when the sun approaches the tropic of Ca-

pricorn j
the wind next to it in frequency is the north-

west, and next to that is the south-west. From south

latitude 40° to 50° the prevailing wind is the north-

west, and next the south-west. From 50° to 60°, the

most frequent wind is also the north-west, and next to

it is the westf.

Thus it appears that the trade-winds sometimes ex-

tend farther into the south temperate zone than their

usual limits, particularly during summer
;

that beyond

their influence the winds are commonly westerly, and

that they blow in the following order ; north-west,

south-west, west.

Such is the present state of the history of the direc-

* Meteorological Tables at the end of Philip’s and White’s Vtyaget.

f Wales’s M-tteor, Tahiti,
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Book I.

Velocity of

the winds.

tion of the winds. In the torrid zone they blow con-

stantly from the north-east on the north side of the

equator, and from the south-east on the south side of

it. In the north temperate zone they blow most fre-

quently from the south-west ; in the south temperate

zone from the north-west, changing, however, fre-

quently to all points of the compass
;
and in the north

temperate zone blowing, particularly during spring,

from the north-east.

As to the velocity of the wind, its variations are al-

most infinite ; from the gentlest breeze to the hurri-

cane which tears up trees and blows down houses. It

has been remarked, that our most violent winds take

place when neither the heat nor the cold is greatest

;

that violent winds generally extend over a great tract

of country ; and that they are accompanied by sud-

den and great falls in the mercury of the barometer.

The wind is sometimes very violent at a distance from

the earth, while it is quite calm at its surface. On one

occasion Lunardi went at the rate of jo miles an hour

in his balloon, though it was quite calm at Edinburgh

when he ascended, and continued so during his whole

voyage. The following Table, drawn up by Mr
Smeaton, will give the reader a pretty precise idea of

the velocity of the wind in different circumstances *.

i

* Phil. Transi 1759, p. 165.
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Miles Per

Hour.

1

2

3

4

5

10

If

20

2S

3°

35
40

45
50
60
8o

100

Feet per

Second.

Perpendicular Force on one square Foot, in

Avoirdupois Pounds and Parts.

117.36

146.7

Hardly perceptible

Just perceptible

Gently pleasant

Pleasant, brisk

Very brisk

High wind

Very high wdnd

Storm or tempest

Great storm

Hurricane

Hurricane that tears up
trees and carries build-

ings before it.

Let us now consider the cause off these numerous

currents in the atmosphere.

It cannot be doubted that the surface of the earth un-

der the torrid zone is much more heated by the rays of

the sun than under the frozen or temperate zones, be-

cause the rays fall upon it much more perpendicularly.

This heat is communicated to the air near the surface

of the torrid zone, which being thereby rarefied, as-

cends ; and its place is supplied by colder air, which

rushes in from the north and south.

Now the diurnal motion of the earth is greatest at

the equator, and diminishes gradually as we approach

the poles, where it ceases altogether. Every spot of

the earth’s surface at die equator moves at the rate of

399

chap. IL
«

Explana-

tion of the

cause of the

trade-

winds.
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geographical miles in a minute ; at the 40“ of latt-
9

tude, it moves at about i i-J- miles in a minute ;
and at

the 30®, at nearly 13 miles. The atmosphere, by mo-

ving continually round along with the earth, has acqui-

red the same degree of motion •, so that those parts of

it which are above the equator move faster than those

which are at a distance. Were a portion of the atmo-

sphere to be transported in an instant from latitude 30°

to the equator, it would not immediately acquire the

velocity of the equator ; the eminences of the earth

therefore would strike against it, and it would assume

the appearance of an east wind. This is the case in a

smaller degree with the air that flows towards the equa-

tor, to supply the place of the rarefied air, which is con-

tinually ascending ; and this, when combined with its

real motion from the north and south, must cause it to

assume the appearance of a north-easterly wind on this

side the equator, and of a south-easterly beyond itf.

The motion westwards occasioned by this difference

in celerity alone would scarcely be perceptible j but it

is much increased by another circumstance. Since the:

rarefaction of the air in the torrid zone is owing to the

heat derived from the contiguous earth, and since this

heat is owing to the perpendicular rays of the sun, those

parts must be hottest where the sun is actually vertical,

and consequently the air over them must be most rare-

fied ;
the contiguous parts of the atmosphere will there-

fore be drawn most forcibly to that particular spot.

Now since the diurnal motion of the sun is from east

* This cause of the trade-winds was first assigned by Hadley in 1734.

Sec Phil, Trans. Abridg. viii. 300.
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to west, this hottest spot will be continually shifting

westwards, and this will occasion a current of the at-

mosphere in that direction. That this cause really

operates, appears from a circumstance already mention-
ed : when the sun approaches either of the tropics, the
trade-wind on the same side of the equator assumes a
more easterly direction, evidently from the cause here
mentioned

; while the opposite trade-wind, being depri-
ved of this additional impulse, blows in a direction more
perpendicular to the equator*.

The westerly direction of the trade-winds is still fart
ther increased by knother cause. Since the attraction
of the sun and moon produces so remarkable an effect

upon the ocean, we cannot but suppose that an effect

equally great at least is produced upon the atmosphere.
Indeed as the atmosphere is nearer the moon than the
sea is, the effect produced by attraction upon it ought
to be greater. When we add to this the elasticity of
the air, or that disposition which it has to dilate itself
when freed from any of its pressure, we cannot but
conclude that the tides in the atmosphere are consider-
able. Now since the apparent diurnal motion of the
moon is from east to west, the tides must follow it in
the same manner, and consequently produce a constant
motion m the atmosphere from east to westf.

All these different causes probably combine in the
production of the trade-winds

; and from their being

Dr Halley in his essay on the trade-wtnds
; and .s certainly by far the most powerful of all the agents.

in his dissertation.

VoL. HI. c C
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Book I.

Why their

limit is

in the

northern

hemisphere.

sometimes united, and sometimes distinct or opposite^

arise all those little irregularities which take place in

the direction and force of the trade-winds.

Since the great cause of these winds is the rarefaction

of the atmosphere by the heat of the sun, its ascension,

and the consequent rushing in of colder air from the

north and south, the internal boundary of the trade-

winds must be that parallel of the torrid zone which is

hottest, because there the ascension of the rarefied air

must take place. Now since the sun does not remain

stationary, but is constantly shifting from one tropic to

the other, we ought naturally to expect that this boun-

dary would vary together with its exciting cause ;
that

therefore when the sun is perpendicular to the tropic of

Cancer, the north-east trade-winds would extend no

farther south than north latitude 23.5° ;
that the south-

east wind would extend as far north •, and that when

the sun was in the tropic of Capricorn, the very con-

trary would take place. We have seen, however, that

though this boundary be subject to considerable changes
’

from this very cause, it may in general be considered

as fixed between the second and fifth degrees of north

latitude.

Though the sun be perpendicular to each of the

tropics during part of the year, he is for one half of it

at a considerable distance ;
so that the heat which they

acquire while he is present is more than lost during his

absence. But the sun is perpendicular to the equator

twice in a year, and never farther distant from it than

234-" ; being therefore twice every year as much heated,

and never so much cooled as the tropics, its meap heat

must be greater, and the atmosphere in consequence

generally most rarefied at that place. Why then, it will
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be asked, is not the equator the boundary of the two Cliap. rr.

trade-winds ? To speak more accurately than we have
' “—

'

hitherto done, the internal limit of these winds must be
that parallel where the mean heat of the earth is greatest.

7 his would be the equator, were it not for a reason
which shall now be explained.

It has been shewn by astronomers, that the orbit of
the earth is an ellipsis, and that the sun is placed in one
of the foci. Were this orbit to be divided into twd
parts by a straight line perpendicular to the transverse
axis, and passing through the centre of the sun, one of
these parts would be less than the other

; and the earth,
during its passage through this smaller part of its orbit,
would constantly be nearer the sun than while it moved
through the other portion. The celerity of the earth’s
motion in any part of its orbit is always proportioned
to Its distance from the siin

; the nearer it is to the sun.
It moves the faster; the farther distant, the slower.
The earth passes over the smaller portion of its orbit du-
ring our winter

; which must therefore be shorter than
our summer, both on account of this part of the orbit
being smaller than the other, and on account of the in,
creased celerity of the earth’s motion. The difference,
according to Cassini, is 7 days, I3 hours, and 53 mi-
nutes. While it is winter in the northern it is summer
in the southern hemisphere

; wherefore the summer in
the southern hemisphere must be just as much shorter
than the winter as our winter is shorter than our sum^
mer. Ihe difference therefore between the length of
the summer in the two hemispheres is almost 16 days,
rhe summer in the northern hemisphere consists of
190I days, while in the southern it consists only of

,

1 74 jr. 1 hey are to one another nearly in the propor-

C c 2
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Book I. tion of 14 to 12.8 ;
and the heat of the two hemispheres^

' may probably have nearly the same proportion to one

another. The internal limit of the trade-winds ought to

be that parallel where the mean heat of the globe is great-

'est : this would be the equator, if both hemispheres were

equally hot

;

but since the northern hemisphere is the

hottest, that parallel ought to he situated somewhere in

it ;
and since the difference between the heat of the two

hemispheres is not great, the parallel ought not to be

far distant from the equator*.

* This parallel could be determined by calculation, provided the mead

heat of both the segments into which it divides the globe were known.

Let the radius of this globe be= i , the circumference of a great circle= 6,

and consequently the arc of a great circle = 3, and the solid contents of

a hemisphere = 2. Since the internal limit of the trade-winds is not fat

distant from the equator, we may consider that portion of the sphere 11^

tercepted between it and the equator as a cylinder, the base of which 1*

the equator, and its height the arc intercepted between the equator and

the internal limit of the trade-winds. Let this arc be *,and consequently

the cylinder itseU'= 3^. equal to the excess of the southern segment

into which this internal limit divides the globe above the northern. Let

the heat of the northern segment be = n, and that of the northern _ /,

The southern segment is = 2 -b 3
northern= 2 3 *. Now

let us suppose that the buUt of each segment is reciprocally as its heat,

and we shaU have this formula, ^ + 3 x : z — 3 ^^ • "

_ tllZll. Now if we suppose n = 14, and / = 12.8,
'

3 "+ 3 '

_ i±. To reduce this value of* to degrees we must multiply it by

60, sii°e\ great circle was made = 6 : it gives 1° 48' a?" as the nter*

nal limit of the trade-wind. This is too small by a** xi' 33'. But the

« value which we have found is only that of the sine of the arc intercepted

between the equator and the internal limit ; the arc itself would be

somewhat greater ;
besides, the proportion between the heat of the two

segments is an assumed quantity, and.may probably be greater than their

difference in bulk : and one reason for this may be the great proportion

of land in the northern oonipared with the southern segments. Sec tho;

Journal de Mai 1791.
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The trade-wind would blow regularly round the Chap. II,

whole globe if the torrid zone were all covered with Causes cf

W’ater. If the Indian Ocean w^ere not bounded by land
moon-

on the north, it would blow there in the same manner

as it does in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The rays

of light pass through a transparent body without com-

municating any, or at least but a small degree of heat.

If a piece of wood be inclosed in a glass vessel, and the

focus of a burning glass directed upon it, the wood will

be burnt to ashes, while the glass through which all the

rays passed is not even heated. When an opaque body

is exposed to the sun’s rays, it is heated in proportion

to its opacity. If the bulb of a thermometer be exposed

to the sun, the quicksilver wall not rise so high as it

would do if this bulb were painted black. Land is

much more opaque than water ; it becomes therefore

much warmer when both are equally exposed to the in-

fluence of the sun. For this reason, when the sun ap-

proaches the tropic of Cancer, India, China, and the ad-

jacent countries, become much hotter than the ocean

which w'ashes their southern coasts. The air over

them becomes rarefied and ascends, while colder air

rushes in from the Indian Ocean to supply its place. As

this current of air moves from the equator northward,

it must, for a reason already explained, assume the ap-

pearance of a south-west wind
;
and this tendency east-

ward is increased by the situation of the. countries to

which it flows. This is the cause of the south-w'est

monsoon, which blows during summer in the northern

parts of the Indian Ocean. Between Borneo and the

qoast of China its direction is almost due north, because

the country to which the current is directed lies rather

C c 3
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And of the

c:a and land

breezes.

to the west of north
;
a circumstance which counteract^

its greater velocity.

In winter, when the sun Is on the south side of the

equator, these countries become cool, and tlie north-east

trade-wind resumes its course, which, had it not been

for the interference of these countries, would have con^

tinned the whole year.

As the sun approaches the tropic of Capricorn, It

becomes almost perpendicular to New Holland : that

continent is heated in its turn, the air over it is rare-

fied, and colder air rushes in from the north and west

to supply its place. This is the cause of tlie north-

west monsoon, which blows from October to April from
the 3d to the icth* degree of south latitude. Near Su-

matra its direction is regulated by the coast: thig is the

case also between Africa and Madagascar.

The same cause which occasions the monsoons gives

rise to the winds which blow on the west coasts of A-
frica and America. The air above the land is hotter

and rarer, and consequently lighter than the air above

the sea
;
the sea air therefore flows in, and forces the

lighter land atmosphere to ascend.

The same thing will account for the phenoinena of the

sea and land breezes. During the day, the cool air of

the sea, loaded with vapours, flows in upon the land,

and takes the place of the rarefied land air. As the sun

declines, the rarefaction of the land air is diminished:

thus an equilibrium is restored. As the sea is not so

much heated during the day as the land, neither is it so

much cooled during the night
; because it is constantly

exposing a new surface to the atmosphere. As the

night approaches, therefore, the cooler and densej- air

of the hills (for where there are no hills there are nq
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sea and land breezes^) falls''down upon the plains, and,

pressing upon the now comparatively lighter air of the

sea, causes the land-breeze.

The rarefied air which ascends between the second

and fifth degrees of north latitude has been shewn to be

the principal cause of the trade-winds. As this air a-

scends, it must become gradually colder, and consequent-

ly heavier ; it would therefore descend again if it were

not buoyed up by the constant ascent of new rarefied

air. It must therefore spread itself to the north and

south, and gradually mix in its passage with the lower

air ; and the greater part of it probably does not reach

far beyond the 30°, which is the external limit of the

trade-w’ind. Thus there is a constant circulation of the

atmosphere in the torrid zone; it ascends near the equa-

tor, diffuses itself towards the north and south, descends

gradually as it approaches the 30°, and returning again

towards the equator performs the same circuit.

If the attraction of the moon and the diurnal motion

of the sun have any effect upon the atmosphere, and

that they have some effect can hardly be disputed, there

must be a real motion of the air w'estwards within the

limits of the trade-winds. The consequence of this

westerly current is an easterly current on its north and

south side, as has been demonstrated by D’Alembert.

Hence the frequency of south-west winds over the At-

lantic Ocean and the western parts of Europe.

IN'Ir Kirwan has rendered it probable that the frequen-

cy of south-west winds, in our latitudes at least during

winter, is owing to an opposite current, which blows in

the eastern parts of our hemisphere, between the coast

of Malabar and the Moluccas during the same season.

Xhis northern wind must be supplied frotn countries

C c 4
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Still farther north to the pole, which must be recruited

in its turn from the countries to the south of it in the
A

western parts of our hemisphere*.

Our theory of the variable winds is still too imper-.

feet to attempt any thing like a satisfactory explana-

tion of them. They evidently stamp the nature of eve-

ry climate, and therefore depend upon causes which act

with uniformity, notwithstanding all their apparent ir-

regularity. They are all intimately connected with

each other, and probably succeed each other in a cer-

tain order, though that order has not hitherto been ob-

served. All that can be done at present is to offer a

few unconnected remarks.

Winds appear usually to begin at that point towards

which they blow f . They must therefore be owing to

a rarefaction or displacing of the air in some particular

quarter, either by the action of heat or some other cause.

This is more particularly the case when the wind blows

with violence. Hurricanes are uniformly preceded by

a great fall of the barometer
; and the wind often flows

in every direction towards the place where the barome-

ter stands so low. One would be tempted in this case

to suppose the sudden decomposition of a portion of the

atmosphere. Strong north-east winds have been repeat*

edly observed beginning at the quarter towards w'hich

they flow. In 1740 Dr Franklin was prevented from

observing an eclipse of the moon at Philadelphia by a

north-east storm, which came on about seven o’clock

in the evening. He was surprised to find afterwards

that it had not come on at Boston till near 1 1 o’clock :

• Irifb Tram. viii. 400. \ Kirwan, Ibid. p. 397.
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and upon comparing all the accounts which he received Chap. II.

from the several colonies of the beginning of this and

other storms of the same kind, he found it to be always

an hour later the farther north-east for every 100

miles.

“ From hence (says he) I forrned an idea of the

course of the storm, which I will explain by a familiar

instance. I suppose a long canal of water stopped at

the end by a gate. The water is at rest till the gate is

opened; then it begins to move out through the gate,

and the water next the gate is first in motion, and movM
on towards the gate

; and so on successively, till the

water at the head of the capal is in motion, which it is

last of all. In this case all the -vyater moves indeed to-

wards the gate ; but the successive times of beginning

the motion are in the contrary way, viz. from the gate

back to the head of the canal. Thus, to produce a

north-east storm, I suppose some great rarefitction of

the air in or near the Gulf of Mexico
; the air rising

thence has its place supplied by the next more northern,

cooler, and therefore denser and heavier air
; a suc-

cessive current is formed, to which our coast and in-

land mountains give a north-east direction

A similar storm was observed by Dr Mitchell in

1802. It began at Charlestown on the 21st February,

at two o’clock in the afternoon; at Washington, which
lies several hundred miles to the north-east, it was not

observed till five o clock
; at IMew York it began at

ten in the evening
; and at Albany not till day-break

* Frank! in s Fbilosopbical Letters

^

p. 389.

f
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Book I. of the 2 2d. Its motion, from this statement, was i ico

miles in n hours, or 100 miles in the hour*.

A remarkable storm of the same kind, and accompa-

nied by an easterly wind, was observed in Scotland on

the 8th of February 1 799. It was attended by a very

heavy fall of snow, and tbe motion of the wind was

much slower. At Falkirk it began to snow at six in the

evening of the 7th
;

at Edinburgh about one o’clock in

the morning of the 8th; and at Dunbar at eight o’clock

in the morning. It lasted 1 1 hours, and did not tra-

vel above too miles during that time.

The north-east wind blows most frequently with us

during the spring rnonths ; and from the observations

made by Captain Cook, it appears that the same wind

prevails durjng the same period in the Northern Paci-

fic. Hence it appears that at that season the cold air

from the north of Europe and America flows into the

Atlantic and Pacific. Hence the reason of its uncom-

mon coldness, dryness, and density.

It is very common to observe one current of air blow-

ing at the surface of the earth, while a current flov/s in

a contrary direction in the higher strata of the atmo-

sphere. On one occasion I even observed three such

winds blowing in contrary directions all at the same

time. It is affirmed that changes of weather generally

begin in the upper strata of the air
;
the wind which

blows there gradually extending itself to the surface of

the earth f

.

Partial Besides these more general winds, there are others

vino..

* Phil. lAag. xiii. 1 "]%

Dciham and Gentil.—Kirwan, hhh Trans, vlii. 404.
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^•hich extend only oyer a very small part of the earth. Chap, ir,

These originate from many different causes. The at-.
'

''

mosphere is composed of three different substances, air,

vapour, and carbonic acid
; to which may be added wa-

tcr. Great quantities of each of these ingredients are

constantly changing their aerial form, and combining

with various substances
; or they are separating from

other bodies, assuming the form of air, and mixing
with the atmosphere. Partial voids, therefore, and parr

tial accumulations, must be continually taking place in

different parts of the atmosphere, which will occasion

winds varying in direction, violence, and continuance,

according to the suddenness and the quantity of air de-

stroyed or produced. Besides these there are many
other ingredients constantly mixing with the atmo-
sphere, and many partial causes of condensation and ra-

refaction in particular places. To these, and other cau-
ses probably hitherto unknown, are to be ascribed all

those winds which blow in any place besides the gene-
ral ones already explained

; and which, as they depend
on causes hitherto at le-ast reckoned contingent, will

probably for ever prevent uniformity and regularity in
the winds. All these causes, however, may, and pro-
bably will, be discovered

; the circumstances in which
they will take place, and the effects which they will pro-
duce, may be known

; and whenever this is the case,
the winds of any place may in some measure be redu-
ced to calculation.
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Book j[.

SECT. V.

OF ATMOSPHERICAL ELECTRICITY.

Electricity

of the at-

mosphere.

A iR is one of those bodies which have received the

name of ehctricy because they are capable of being po-

sitively negatively charged with electric matter. It

not only contains that portion of electricity, which seems

necessary to the constitution of all terrestrial bodies,

but it is liable also to be charged negatively or posi-

tively when electricity is abstracted or introduced by

means of conducting bodies. These different states must

occasion a variety of phenomena, and in all probability

contribute very considerably to the various combina-

tions and decompositions which are continually going

on in air. The electrical state of the atmosphere, then,

is a point of considerable importance, and has with great

propriety occupied the attention of philosophers ever

since Dr Franklin demonstrated that thunder is occa-

sioned by the agency of electricity.

1. The most complete set of observations on the e-

lectricity of the atmosphere were made by Professor

Beccaria of Turin. He found the air almost always

positively electrical, especii^lly in the day-time and in

dry weather. When dark or wet weather clears up,

the electricity is always negative. Low thick fogs ri-

sing into dry air carry up a great deal of electric mat-

ter.

2. In the morning, when the hygrometer indicates

dryness equal to that of the preceding day, positive
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electricity obtains even before sunrise. As the suft

gets up, this electricity increases more remarkably if

the dryness increases. It diminishes in the evening.

3. The mid-day electricity of days equally dry is

proportional to the heat.

4. Winds always lessen the.electricity of a clear day;

especially if damp.

5. For the most part, when there is a clear sky and

little wind, a considerable electricity arises after sunset

at dew falling.

6. Considerable light has been thrown upon the

sources of atmospherical electricity by the experiments

of Saussure and other philosophers. Air is not only

electrified by friction like other electric bodies, but the

State of its electricity is changed by various chemical

operations which often go on in the atmosphere. Eva-

poration seems in all cases to convey electric matter in-

to the atmosphere
;
and Saussure has ascertained that

the quantity of electricity Is much increased when wa-

ter is decomposed, as when water Is dropt on a red hot

iron. On the other hand, when steam is condensed into

vesicular vapour, or into water, the air becomes nega-

tively electric. Hence it would seem that electricity

enters as a component part into water; that it separates

when water is decomposed or expanded into steam, and

is reunited when the steam is condensed again into

water.

Farther, Mr Canton has ascertained that dry air,

when heated, becomes negatively electric, and positive

when cooled, even when it is not permitted to expand

or contract: and the expansion and contraction of air

also occasions changes in its electric state.

Chap. II.
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Thus there are four sources of atmospheric electrl-

Sourccsof city known: i. Friction; 2. Evaporation; 3. Heat
and cold

; 4. Expansion and contraction : not to men-
tion the electricity evolved by the melting, freezing,
solution, Stc. of various bodies in contact of air.

Consequen- 7' is an electric, the matter of electricity,

^cumuli
accumulated in any particular strata, will not im!

tion. mediately make its way to the neighbouring strata, but
will induce in them changes sirhilar to what is indu-
ced upon plates of glass or similar bodies piled upon
each other. Therefore if a stratum of air be electrified

positively, the stratum imrriediately above it will be
negative^ the stratum above that positive, and so on.

Suppose now that an imperfect conductor were to come
into contact with each of these strata, we know from the
principles of electricity that the equilibrium would be
restored, and that this would be attended with a loud
noise, and with a flash of light. Clouds which consist

of vesicular vapours mixed with particles of air are

imperfect conductors
;

if a cloud therefore come into

contact with two such strata, a thunder clap would
follow. If a positive stratum be situated near the

earth, the intervention of a cloud will, by serving as a

stepping-stone, bring the stratum within the striking

distance, and a thunder-clap will be heard while the

electrical fluid is discharging itself into the earth. If

the stratum be negative, the contrary effects will take

place. It does not appear, however, that thunder is

often occasioned by a discharge of electric matter from
the earth into the atmosphere. The accidents, most of

them at least, which were formerly ascribed to this-

cause, are now much more satisfactorily accounted fpr
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by Lord Stanhope’s Theory of the Returning Stroke.

Neither does it appear that electricity is often dischar-

ged into the earth, as the effects of few thunder-storms

are visible upon the earth ;
that it is so sometimes,

however, is certain.

But it is not the province of chemistry to examine in

detail the phenomena of thunder ;
that task must be re-

signed to the electrical philosopher. There is one re-

mark, however, which cannot be omitted
;

it is this,

that, during every discharge of electricity, whether na-

tural or artificial, through air, some change similar to

combustion undoubtedly takes place. The light and

the peculiar smell with which all electrical discharges

are accompanied demonstrate this
;
for no light is per-

ceptible when electricity is discharged in a vacuum,

What the change is which electricity produces in air,

or how it produces it, are questions which, in the pre-

sent state of our knowledge, are altogether insoluble.

But the very extraordinary Galvanic phenomena which

at present occupy the attention of philosophers, pro-

mise not only to throw light upon this important sub-

ject, but to demonstrate a much closer connection be-

tween chemistry and electricity than has hitherto been

suspected.

Chap. II.
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SECT. VI.

OF THE STONES WHICH FALL FROM THE ATMOS-

PHERE.

Nothing can be a more complete proof of the im-

perfect state of the science of Meteorology, than the

discovery of facts, for wliich not even a conjectural

cause in the smallest degree probable can be assigned.

Luminous bodies called meteorsy fire ballsy &c. have in

all ages been observed in the atmosphere, and many of

them have been described by eye-witnesses. One of

the most remarkable of these, was the meteor which ap-

peared in 1783. It was very luminous, and its diame-

ter could riot be less than 1000 yards. It traversed

Britain and a considerable part of the continent of Eu-

rope with very great velocity, and at the height of near-

ly 60 miles from the surface of the earth *. Almost

all the meteors observed resembled each other. They

were luminous, at a great height, moved very swiftly,*

and disappeared in a very short time. Their disappear-

ance was usually accompanied by a loud explosion like a

clap of thunder i
and it was almost constantly affirmed,

that heavy stony bodies fell from them to the earth. But

though several well authenticated accounts of the fall of

such stones had been from time to time published, lit-

• See Cavallo’s description of it, Fbil. Trans. 1784-
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tie credit was given to them ; nor did they indeed attract

the attention of philosophers, till Dr Chladni publish-

ed a dissertation on the subject in 1794. Two years

after Mr King published a still more complete collection

of examples, both ancient and modern
; many of them

supported by such evidence that it was impossible to

reject it. These two dissertations excited considerable

attention . but the opinion that stones had really fallen

from the atmosphere, was considered as so extraordina-
ry, and so contrary to what we know of the constitu-
tion of the air, that most people hesitated or refused
their assent. Meanwhile Mr Howard took a different
method of investigating the subject. He not only col-
lected all the recent and well authenticated accounts of
the fall of stony bodies, and examined the evidence of
their truth, but procured specimens of the stones
which were said to have failed in different places, com-
pared them together, and subjected them to a chemical
analysis. The result was, that all these stony bodies
differ completely from every other known stone

; that
they all resemble each other, and that they are all com-
posed of the same ingredients. His dissertation on the
subject was published in the Philosophical Transactions
for 1802. The proofs which this admirable dissertation
contains, that the stony bodies in question really fell from
the atmosphere, are quite irresistible. Indeed their ex-

_
ternal characters and chemical analysis would alone de-
cide the point; For it is quite inconceivable that in
India, England, France, Germany, and Italy, in climates
and in soils exceedingly different from each other, stones
should have been pointed out which differed from every
other mineral in the countries where they were found,
and which exactly resembled one another, provided

VoL. HI. Od
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these had not had the same origin. The chemical ana-

lysis of Howard was soon after repeated, and verified by

Vauquelin* and Klaprothf.

I. Most of the stones which have fallen from the at-

mosphere have been preceded by the appearance of lu-

minous bodies or meteors. These meteors burst with

an explosion, and then the shower of stones falls to the

earth. Sometimes the stones continue luminous till

they sink into the earth •, but most commonly their lumi-

nousness disappears at the time of the explosion. These

meteors move in a direction nearly horizontal, and they

seem to approach the earth before they explode. The

.following Table, drawn up by Mr Izarn, exhibits the

collection of the best authenticated instances of the

falling of stones from the atmosphere hitherto obser-

ved, .together with the time when they fell, and the

persons on whose evidence the fact rests

• Ann. de Cbim, xlv. llj. t XV. 18I.

t bi^ xvi. 398.

t
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Book I. 2. The stony bodies when found are always hot.

Stones usu- They commonly bury themselves some depth under

ground. Their size differs from a few ounces to seve-

black crust, ral tons. They are usually, roundish, and always cover-

ed with a black crust. In many cases they smell strong-

Their com- ly of sulphur. The black crust, from the analysis of

position.
Howard, consists chiefly of oxide of iron.

3. The outer surface of these stones is rough. When

broken, they appear of an ash-grey colour, and of a

granular texture like a coarse sandstone. When examined

with a microscope, four different substances may be dis-

covered, of which the stone is composed: ist, A number

of spherical bodies, varying in size from a pin head to

a pea, of a greyish brown colour, opaque, breaking easi-

ly in every direction, of a compact texture, capable of

scratching glass, and of giving a few feeble sparks with

steel. 2d, Fragments of pyrites of an Indeterminate shape,

of a reddish-yellow colour, granular, and easily reduced

to powder. The powder has a black colour. 3d, Grains

of iron in the metallic state, scattered like the pyrites

through the stone., 4th, The three substances just men-

tioned are cemented together by a fourth of an earthy

consistence, and so soft that all the other substances

may be sasily separated by the point of a knife or the

nail, and the stone itself crumbled to pieces between the

fingers. This cement is of a grey colour*. The pro-

portion and size of these different constituents vary con-

siderably in different specimens ; but all of them bear a

striking resemblance to each other. Their specific gra-

vity varies from 3.352 to 4.281 f.

* Bournon, PUL Tram. x8oj. f Ibid.
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Chap. II.

L'*

4. From the analysis of Howard, which was conduct-

ed with much precision and address, and which has been

fully confirmed by Vauquelin and Klaproth, we learn,

that the black crust consists of a compound of iron and

nickel, partly metallic and partly oxydized. The pyrites

consist of iron, nickel, and sulphur. The metallic

grains consist of iron, combined with about
^
d of its

weight of nickel, and the yellow globules are composed

of silica, magnesia, iron, and nickel. The Count Bour-

non observes, that these globules resemble the chryso-

lite of Werner, and that their chemical analysis corre-

sponds exactly with Klaproth’s analysis of that mineral.

The earthy cement consists of the very same substan-

ces, and nearly in the same proportions as the globular

substances; But it will be necessary to exhibit a speci-

men of some of the analyses as published by the philo-

sophers, to whom we are indebted for them. A stone

which fell at Benares in India was analysed by Howard,

The pyrites consisted of 2.0 sulphur

10.5 iron

1.0 nickel .

2.0 earths and foreign bodies.

^ 5-5

The spherical bodies 50.0 silica

1 5.0 magnesia

34.0 oxide of iron

2.5 oxide of nickel

101.5

D d 3

Their che-

mical ana-

lysis.
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The earthy cement 48.0 silica

18.0 magnesia

34.0 oxide of iron

'2.5 oxide of nickel

102.5

A stone which fell in Yorkshire, deprived as much as

possible of its metallic particles, gave Mr Howard fpm
]t5o grains ‘

75 silica

3 7,magnesia

48 oxide of iron

2 oxide of nickel

T62

The Increase of weight was owing to the oxydizement

of the metallic bodies.

Stones which fell at Laigle in France in 1803 yieldsj^.

by the analysis of Vauquelin and Fourcroy,

54 silica

36 oxide of iron

‘ 9 magnesia

3 oxide of nickel

2 sulphur

I lime

•
.

* 95

The celebrated stone which fell at Ensisheim, jn Al-

pcc, in 1492, yielded to the same philosophers

Pi:l. Ma^. xvi. 30a.
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56.0 silica
Chap. H.

30.0 oxide of iron

la.o magnesia

a.4 nickel

3.5 sulphur

1.4 lime

iPS-3

5. The experiments of Howard, thus confirmed by

others, and supported by the most respectable histori- their origin,

cal evidence, having demonstrated that these stony bo-

dies really do fall from the heavens, it was natural to

expect that various attempts would be made to account

for their appearance. But such is the obscurity of the

subject, so little progress have we made in the science

of meteorology, that no opinion in the slightest degree

^
probable has hitherto been advanced. It was first sup-

posed that the bodies in question had been thrown out

of volcanoes ; but the immense distance from all volcat-

canoes at which they haye been found, and the absence

of all similar stones from volcanic productions, render

this opinion untenable. Chladni endeayoured to prove

that the meteors from which they fell were bodies float-

ing in space, unconnected with any planetary system,

attracted by the earth in their progress, and jcindled by

their rapid motion through the atmosphere, But this

opinion is 'not susceptible of any direct evidence, and

can scarcely be believed, one would think,' even by Dr
Chladni himself. Laplace suggests the probability' of

their having been thrown off by the volcanoes of the

moon: But the meteors which almost always accompa-

ny them, and the swiftness of their horizontal motion,

pailitate too strongly against this opinion. The great-

Pd4
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METEOROLOGY.

ef number of philosophers consider them, with Mr King
and Sir William Hamilton, as concretions actually form-

ed in the atmosphere. This opinion is undoubtedly the

most probable of all
j but in the present state of our

knowledge, it would be absurd to attempt any expla-

nation of the manner in which they are formed. 1 he

masses of native iron found in South America, in Si-

beria, and near Agnam, contain nickel, as has been as-

certained by Proust, Howard, and Klaproth, and resem-

ble exactly the iron found in the stones fallen from the

atmosphere. We have every reason therefore to a-

scrlbe to them the same original ; and this accordingly

is almost the uniform opinion of philosophers. Kla-'

proth has shewn that real native iron is distinguished

from meteoric iron by the absence of nickel.

Upon the whole, we may consider these stony and

metallic masses as fragments of fire-balls which have'

burst in the atmosphere ; but the origin and cause of

these fire-balls will perhaps for ages bafile all the at* '

tempts of philosophers to explain them.
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'

OF

WATERS.

Mankind must have observed, very early, that the

waters, which exist in such abundance in almost every

part of the earth, differ considerably from each other in

their taste and transparency, and in their fitness for ser-

ving as vehicles for food, and for the various purposes

of domestic economy. These differences are occasioned

by the foreign bodies which the aqueous fluid holds in

solution or suspension; for water is never found native

in a state of complete purity. In some cases the quan-

tity of these foreign matters is so minute as to have

but little influence on the taste or the other properties

of water; but in other cases, the foreign bodies alter its

properties altogether, and render it noxious, or medi-

cinal, or unfit for the preparation of food. In the pre-

sent Book I shall take a general view of the different

springs and collections of water ; and give an account

of their properties and "Component parts, as far as they

have been hitherto ascertained. Now waters may be

Book IT.

«

Waters
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Divisible

into three

classes.

Rain wa-

ter.

very conveniently divided into three classes: i. Water?
ich may be used for dressing food, and the other

purposes of domestic economy to which water is usu-
y applied. These, for want of a better name, may

bt called common water. 2. Seawater. 3. Those wa-
ters which have been called mineraly in consequence of
the notable quantity of mineral substances which they
contain—These three classes of waters shall form the
subject of the thjree foUoiying Chapters,

CHAP. I.

OF COMMON WATERS.

Good water is as transparent as crystal, and entirely

colourless. It has no smell, and scarcely any taste
;

and in general the lighter it is, so much the better. If
we compare the different waters which are used for the

common purposes of life with each other, and judge of
them by the above standard, we shall find them to differ

considerably from each other, according to the circum-
stances of their situation. These waters may be redu-
ced under four heads; namely, i. Rain water; 2. Spring
and river water; 3. Well water; 4. Lake water.

' " "

I . Rain water, unless when near a town or when col-

lected at the commencement of the rain, possesses the

properties of good water in perfection, and is as freq
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from foreign'ingredients as any native water whatever.

The substances which it holds in solution are aiV, car-

lonic acid, carbonat of lime, and, according to Bergman,

it yields some traces of nitric acid, and a little muriat

of lime*. The existence of air in water was first

pointed out by Boyle. Scheele has shewn that it is

usually either in the state of oxygen, or at least con;

tains an excess of oxygen^ and that water absorbs oxy-

gen gas in preference to common air. The quantity of

air in good water does not exceed ^?j^th of the bulk.

One hundred cubic inches of water contain generally

about one cubic inch of carbonic acid gas. It is to the

presence of these two elastic fluids that water owes its

taste, and many of the good effects which it produces

on animals and vegetables. Hence the vapidness of

newly boiled water from which these gases are expell-

ed. Snow water, when newly melted, is also destitute

of all gaseous bodies f. Hence the reason that fish can-

not live in it, as Carradori has ascertaiiied :};. Hasscn-

fratz, indeed, has endeavoured to prove, that snow wa-

ter holds oxygen gas in solution ; but in all probability

the water which he examined had absorbed air from the

atmosphere.

The quantity of muriat of lime contained in rain wa-

ter must be exceedingly minute ;
as Morveau has ascer-

tained that rain -water may be rendered sufficiently pure

for chemical purposes by dropping into it a little ba-

rytic water, and then exposing it for some time to the

atmosphere, and allowing the precipitate formed to de-

posite. According to that very accurate philosopher.

Chap. I.

Snow w%.
ter.

How puri-

fied.

Bergman, i. 87. t Ibid. } de Pbjt, xlviii. hiS,
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Spring wa.
ter.

River wa-
ter.

COMMON

the rain water which drops from the roofs of honses,

after it has rained for some time, contains only a little

sulphat of lime, which it has dissolved as it trickled

over the slates *.

2. The water of springs is nothing else than rain wa-
ter, which, gradually filtering through the earth, col-

lects at the bottom of declivilaes, and makes its way to

the surface. It is therefore equally pure with rain

water, provided it does not meet with some soluble

body or other in its passage through the soil. But as

this is almost always the case, we generally find, evea

in the purest spring water, a little carbonat of lime

and common salt, besides the usual proportion of air

and carbonic acid gas. Sometimes also it contains mu-
riat of lime or a little carbonat of sodaf, Bergman

found the springs about Upsal, which are reckoned ex-

ceedingly pure, to contain the following foreign bo-

dies :

1. Oxygen gas,

2. Carbonic acid,

3. Carbonat of lime,

4. Silica,

5. Common salt,

6. Sulphat of potass,

7. Carbonat of soda,

8. Muriat of lime.

The whole of these ingredients amounted at an ave-

rage to 0.00004 parts
;
and the proportion of each of

the solid bodies was as follows

:

Carbonat of lime 5.0 Muriat of lime 0.5

Common salt . . . 3.0 Sulphat of potass 0.25

Silica 0.5 Carbonat of soda 0.25

River waters may be considered as merely a collec-

tion of spring and rain water, and therefore are usually

* Ann. dt Chlm. xziv. 321. t Bergman, i. 88.
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possessed of a degree of purity at least equal to these. Chap. I.

Indeed when their motion is rapid, and their bed sili-

ceous sand, they are generally purer than spring wa-

ter; depositing during their motion every thing which

was merely mechanically suspended, and retaining no-

thing more than the usual proportion of air and carbo-

nic acid gas, and a very minute quantity of carbonated

lime and common salt. When their bed is clayey, they

are usually opal-coloured, in consequence of the parti-

cles of clay which they hold in suspension.

3. By well water is meant the water which is ob- wa-

tained by digging deep pits, which is not in sufficient

quantity to overflow the mouth of the well; but which

may be obtained in abundance by pumping. It is es-

sentially the same with spring water, being derived

from the very same source; but it is more liable to be

impregnated with foreign bodies from the soil, in con-

sequence of its stagnation or slow filtration. Hence the

reason that well water is often of that kind which is

distinguished by the name of hard water, because it Hard wa-

does not dissolve soap, and cannot be used for dressing

several kinds of food. These properties are owing to

the great proportion of earthy salts which it holds in

solution. The most common of these salts is sulphat

of lime. These earthy salts have the property of de-

composing common soap : their acid unites with the

alkali of the soap, while the earthy basis forms with
the oil a soap not soluble in water, which envelopes

the soap and gives it a greasy feel. These waters may '

be in general cured by dropping into them an alkaline

carbonat. Mr Sennebler has shewn that well water
usually contains a greater proportion of carbonic acid

^

gas than spring or river water.

I
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"Water of
laku.

4. The wateir of kkes is merely a collection of faifii

water, spring water, and river water, and of course

contains precisely the same heterogeneous salts: But it

is seldom so transparent as river water, being usually

Contaminated with the remains of animal and vegetable

bodies which have undergone putrefaction in it. For

as lake water is often nearly stagnant, it does not op-

pose the putrefaction of these bodies, but rathCr pro-

motes it ;
whereas in river water, which is constantly

in motion, no putrefaction takes place. Hence the rea-

son of the slimy appearance and the brownish colour

which often distingoishes lake water.

Marsh water contains a still greater proportion of

animal and vegetable remains than lake water, because

it is altogether stagnant. Moss water is strongly im-

pregnated with those vegetable bodies which constitute

mosses, and usually also contains iron.
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Chap. II.

CHAP. II.

OF SEA WATER.

The Ocean is the great reservoir of water into which
the lakes and rivers ennpty themselves, and from which
is again drawn by evaporation that moisture which, fal-

ling in showers of rain, fertilizes the earth, and sup-
plies the waste of the springs and rivers. This con-
stant circulation would naturally dispose one to believe,
a priori, that the waters of the ocean do not differ much
from the waters of rivers and lakes : but nothing would
be more erroneous than such a conclusion

; for the sea
water, as every one knows, differs materially from com-
mon water in its taste, specific gravity, and other pro- ,

perties. It contains a much greater proportion of sa-
line matter, particularly of common salt, which is usu-
ally extracted from it. Indeed, if the sea were not im-
pregnated with these saline bodies, the putrefaction of
the immense mass of animal and vegetable matter which
It contains would in a short time prove fatal to the
whole inhabitants of the earth.

The absolute quantity of sea water cannot be ascer-
u,ned, as k, mea. depth is unknown. Mr De la Place S™//
has demonstrated, that a depth of four leagues is ne-
cessary to reconcile the height to which the tides are
known to rise in the main ocean with the Newtonian
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Its proper-

tiai.

Saline con-

t«nts.

theory of the tides . If we suppose this to be the

mean depth, the quantity of water in the ocean must

be immense. Even on the supposition that its mean

depth is not greater than the fourth part of a mile, its

solid contents (allowing its surface to be three-fourths

of that of the superficies of the earth) would be

32,058,939^ cubic miles.

Sea water has a very disagreeable bitter taste, at

least when taken from the surface or near the shorfe ;

but when brought up from great depths, its taste is

only saline f. Hence we learn that this bitterness is

owing to the animal and vegetable bodies with which

it is mixed near the surface. Its specific gravity va-

ries from 1.0269 I 0285 I:-
It does not freeze till

cooled down to 28.5 of Fahrenheit’s scale.

It has been ascertained by the experiments of diffe-

rent chemists |[, and especially by those of Bergman,

that sea water holds in solution muriat of soda, murlat

of magnesia, sulphat of magnesia, and sulphat of lime ;

besides the animal and vegetable bodies with which it

is occasionally contaminated. The average quantity of

saline ingredients is^. Bergman found water taken

up from the depth of 60 fathoms, near the Canaries, by

Dr Sparrman, to contain Lord Mulgrave found

the water at the back of Yarmouth sands to contain

about y'y part. Bergman found water taken up from

a depth pf sixty fathoms to contain only the following

salts in the following proportions.

» Mem. Par. 1776, p. 213. f Bergman, i. iSo.

t Bladh, Kirwan's Geological Essays, p. 355.

§ Nairne, Pbil. Trans. 1776. Part First.

I Monnet, Lavoiser, Baum;, &c. have publiahed analyses of sea water.
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30.911 common salt

6.222 muriat of magnesia

i.oco sulphat of lime

Mr Lavoisier found 1 0,000 parts df sea water taken

ijp on the west of Dieppe to contain the following salts :

1375 muriat of soda

256 muriat of lime and magnesia

156 muriat of magnesia

87 lime

84 sulphat of soda and magnesia

Ghap. II.

^ V-
Cotnpo^i'

tion

^958

or almost f of saline contents *
; but this proportion h

undoubtedly excessive. My analysis gives of saline

contents in the water of the Frith of Forth. The salts

which I found were the same as those announced by
Bergman, sulphat of magnesia excepted, which exists
in all the specimens of sea water that I have examined

;

and the proportion of it is considerable.

As far as experiment has gone, th^ proportion of
saline contents does not differ much, whatever be the
latitude in which the water of the ocean is examined.
Lord MuJgrave, in north latitude 80°, and 60 fathoms
under ice, found the saline contents of sea water 0.0354

;

in latitude 74° j he found them 0.036 ; in latitude do«
o 034. Pages found sea water taken up in north lati-
tude 45° and 390 to contain 0.04 of saline contents;
and Beaume obtained by analysis, from water taken up
by Pages m north latitude 34° and .140, exactly the same
proportions of saline matter. In southern latitudes

In dirferent

places.

* Altm. Per. 177a,

VoL. III.

as quoted bj Kirwan,

Ec
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Book 1T< Pages found the following proportions of saline mat*

''

ters

:

Latitude. Saline Matter.

49 ° 50' • •

46 0 . .

40 30 . .

25 54 • •

2Q 0 . . . . . 0.039

I 16 . .

From the experiments made by Kadh on the specific

gravity of seawater in different latitudes,' it appears that

the water contains more salt at the tropics than towards

the equator.

If we were acquainted with the proportion between

the saline contents of sea water and its specific gravity,

it would be easy in all cases to ascertain the quantity of

saline matter merely by taking the specific gravity of

Specific the water we wish to examine. This would require a-

wTurUld
experiments on purpose ;

dissolving in pure wa-

ing iiiffe- ter different quantities of the salts contained in sea wa-

^ordonrof ter in the proportions- which they- bear to each other,

ascertaining the specific gravity of every such solu-

tion. Dr W^atson has given us a Table for ascertain-

ing that point, as far as common salt is concerned ; and

as the salt which he used was not perfectly pure, but

contained a mixture- of the different salts usually found

in the sea, we may consider it as very nearly determining

the proportion of saline contents in sea water as far as

it goes. This Table therefore I shall here insert*.

* Watson’s Chemical £isays, v.
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water;

I'roport

of Salt.

Specific

Gravity.

ProporL
of Salt.

Specific

Gravity.

Proport
of Salt.

Specific

Gravity.

0 1 .000 I

IT 1.032 X

TT 1.007
I

T r.2o6 X
1.029 X

T-qT 1.006
I

T 1. 1 60
' 1

TT 1.027
I

TTT 1.005

s
1.121 tt 1 .025 TTT 1.004
1 .107 I

To 1.024 X

1.003

T 1.096 I

*nr 1.023 I

TTT 1.0029
I

T 1.087 X

TT 1.020 TTT 1.0023

V 1.074 X

TT 1.019 1.00 18

X a 1.059 X

TT I.OI5 TTT 1.0017
1.050 TT 1.014 X

TTT 1.0014
I

tt 1.048 I

TT 1.013 TTT 1.0008

TS- 1.045 X

TT I.O 12 1.0006

ttt 1.040 X

TT 1.009

This Table was calculated at a temperature between
46° and 55° ; but Mr Kirwan has reduced part of it

to the temperature of 62°, in order to compare it with
the specific gravities of sea water taken at that tempe-
rature, or at least reduced to it. The specific gravi-

ties, thus altered by Kirwan, are as follows.:

Proportion of Salt. Specific Gravity at 6a”.
X

ITT • • • •

X
• • • •

zT • • • •

X

£.e 2
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Specific

gravity of

sea water
in different

placet.

This Table will, enable us to ascertain the saline con-

tents of sea water in different parts of the Atlantic and

Indian Oceans, from the following Table of the speci-

fic gravity of sea water in different parts of these oceans,

constructed by BJadh, and reduced by Kirwan to the

temperature of 62° *.

Latitude. Longitude f- Sp. Gr. at 6z®.

North. East.

59
°

39^ 8° 48' 1.0272

. 57 18 18 48
West.

1.0269

57 1 I 22 1.0272

54 00 4 45 1.0271

44 32 2 04
East.

1.0276

44 07 I 00 1.0276

40 41 0 30 1.0276

34 40 1 18 1.0280

29 50 0 00
West.

1.0281

24 00 2 32 1.0284

18 28 3 24 1.0281

16 3 <^ 3 37 1.0277

M 56 3 4b 1.0275

10 30 3 49 1.0272

5 5 ° 3 28 1.0274

2 20 3 26 1.0271

I 25
South.

. 3 30 1.0273

0 16 3 40 1.0277

5 10 6 00 1.0277

10 00 6 05 1.0285

14 40 7 00 1.0284

20 06 5 30 1.0285

45 2 22

East.

1.0281

30 25 7 12 1.0279

37 37 68 13 1.0276

* Kirwan’t Ctol. Enay, p. 3JO. f The Lon. is counted from Teneriffc.
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From this Table, compared with the last, we learn,

that the ocean contains most salt between south lati-

tude io° and 20® 5 the saline contents amounting to ra-

ther more than The quantity of salt between north

latitude i8° and 34® is rather less than : at the e-

qualor it is nearly The proportion of salt is least

of all in north latitude 57°, where it amounts to little

more than -j\.

From the experiments of Wllcke, we learn that the

Baltic contains much less salt than the ocean
;

that the

proportion of its salt is increased by a west wind, and

still more by a north-west wind. The specific gravity

of the Baltic water, ascertained by this philosopher un-

der these different circumstances, and reduced by Mr
Kirwan to the temperature of 62°, is exhibited in the

following Table :

Specific Gravity.

1.0039 E.

1.0067 Ditto tit W.
1.0118 Storm at W.
1.0098 Wind at N.W.

From this Table it appears that the proportion of

salt in the Baltic, when an east wind prevails, is only

;
and that this proportion is doubled by a wester-

ly storm : a proof not only that the saltness of the Bal-

tic is derived from the neighbouring ocean, but that

storms have a much greater effect upon the waters of

the ocean than has been supposed*. The Euxine and

Caspian Seas, if we believe Tournefort, are less salt

Chap. IT.
t—

Of the Bal-

tic.

^ Kirwan’s Geological JLssayjy p. 356t

E e 3 .
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The Dead
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SEA WATER.
a

than the ocean*
; but it is probable that the Mediter-

ranean is at least as salt as the Atlantic.

The water of the Dead Sear differs exceedingly from

sea water. Its specific gravity is 1.2403 ;
and it is sa-

turated with salt, containing no less than 44.4 per cent.

of saline matter. According to the analysis of Lavoi-

sier, it is composed of

55.60 water

38.15 muriat of lime and of magnesia,

6.25 common salt

100.oof

The water of this lake, therefore, ought to be dis-

tinguished from sea-water ; and might with propriety

be included among mineral waters.

* Tournefort’s Voyages, ii. 410.

f Mem. Par, p.'69 .

I
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Ckap. in.

CHAP. III.

OF MIISTERAL WATERS.

A-LL waters which are distinguished from common wa- Mineral

ter by a peculiar smell, taste, colour, &c. and which in

consequence of these properties cannot be applied to the

purposes of domestic economy, have been distinguished

by the appellation of mineral waters. These occur

more or less frequently ;n different parts of tire earth,

constituting wells, springs, or fountains ;
sometimes of

the temperature of the soil through which they pass,

sometimes warm, and in some cases even at the boiling

temperature. Many of these mineral springs attracted

the attention of mankind in the earliest ages, and wer^

resorted to by those who laboured under diseases, and

employed by them either externally or internally as a

medicine. But it was not till towards the end of the

17th century that any attempt was made to detect the

ingredients of which these waters were composed, or

to discover the substances to which they owed their

properties.

Mr Boyle may be considered as the first person who Attempts

pointed out the method of examining water. He first

ascertained the existence of air in it, and pointed out a

number of tests, by means of which conjectures might

made concerning the saline bodies which the water

E e 4
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examined held in solution. In 1665, Dominic du Clos
attempted to examine the different mineral waters in

France. He employed almost all the re-agenp recom-
mended by Boyle, and likewise added several of his

own. In 1680, Hierne published a set of experiments
on the mineral waters of Sweden. Soon after various
improvements were introduced by Regis, Didier, Bur-
let, and Homberg

;
and in 1726 Bculdoc pointed out a

method of precipitating several of the saline contents of
water by means of alcohol. But it was not till after

the discovery of carbonic acid by Dr Black, that any
considerable progress was made in ascertaining the com-
position of mineral waters. That subtile acid which is

so often contained in them, and which serves as a sol-

vent to many of the earths and even metallic bodies,

had thwarted all the attempts of former chemists to de-

tect the composition of these liquids. Since the disco-

very qf that acid, the analysis pf mineral waters has

advanced with great rapidity, in consequence chiefly of
the admirable dissertation on the analysis of mineral wa-
ters published by Bergman in 1778. Since that period

much has been done by the labours of Gioanetti, Black,

Klaproth,^Westrum, Fourcroy, Breze, Kirwan, and ma-
ny other eminent chemists. So that notwithstanding

the difficulty of the subject, scarcely any branch of che-

mistry has made greater progress, or is farther advan-

ced than the knowledge of mineral w'aters.

The substances hitherto found in mineral waters

amount to about 38, and may be reduced under the four

following heads : i. Air and its component parts, oxy-

gen and azotic gas. 2. Acids. 3. Alkalies and earths.

4. Salts.
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1. I. Air is contained in by far the greater number

of mineral waters : its proportion does not exceed -y^th

of the bulk of the water.

2. Oxygen gas was first detected in waters by Scheele.

Its quantity is usually inconsiderable
; and it is incom-

patible with the presence of sulphureted hydrogen gag

or iron.

3. Ajotic gas w’as first detected in Buxton water by
Dr Pearson. Afterwards it was discovered in Harrow*
gate waters by Dr Garnet, and in those of Lemington

Priors by Mr Lgmbe.

II. The only acids hitherto found in waters, except

in combination with a base, are the four following :

carbonic, sulphurous, boracic, and sulphureted hydro-

gen gas.

I. Carbonic acid was first discovered in Pynnont
water by Dr Brownrigg. It is the most common in-

gredient in mineral waters, 100 cubic inches of the wa-
ter generally containing from 6 to 40 cubic inches of

this acid gas. According to Westrum, 100 cubic inches

of Pyrmont water contain 187 cubic inches of it, or

almost double its own bulk.

2. Sulphurous acid has been observed in several of

the hot mineral waters in Italy, which are in the neighr

bourhood of volcanoes.

3. The boracic acid has also been observed in some
lakes in Italy.

4. Sulphureted hydrogen gas constitutes the most
conspicuous ingredient in those waters which are dis-

tinguished by the name of hepatic or sulphureous.

III. The only alkali which has been observed in mi-

Chap. III.

I. Air.

2. Acids.

3. AUcaliei'

and earths.
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4. Salt!.

netal waters, uncombined, is soda ;
and the only -earthy

bodies are silica and lime.

I. ’Dr Black detected soda in the hot mineral waters
I

of Geyzer and Rykum in Iceland ; but in most other

cases the soda is combined with carbonic acid.

a,. Silica was first observed in waters by Bergman.

It was afterwards detected in those of Geyzer and Ry-

kum by Dr Black, and in those of Carlsbad by Kla-

proth. Hassenfratz observed it in the waters of Pou-

gues, and Breze in those of Pu. It has been found al-

so in many other mineral waters.

Lime is said to have been found uncombined in

some mineral waters
;
but this has not been proved in

a satisfactory manner.

IV. The only salts hitherto found in mineral waters

are the following sulphats, nitratsy viuriats^ carhonats^

15. Murlat of lime

16 magnesia

ly alumina

18 manganese

1 9. Caxbonat of potass

20 soda

2i. ..... . ammonia

22 lime

23 magnesia

24 alumina

25 iron

26. Hydrosulph. of lime

27 potass

28. And likewise borax

and hydrosulphuretsi

1. Sulphat of soda

ammonia

3. . . . ,
. . lime

4. ..... . magnesia

r alumina

6. . . . . . . iron

y copper

8. Nitrat of potass

9 lime

magnesia

II. Muriat of potass

soda

13 ammonia

14. barytes
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Of-these genera the carhonats and muriats occur by far Chap. m.

most commonly, and the nitrats most rarely.

1. Sulphat of soda is not uncommon, especially in

those mineral waters which are distinguished by the

epithet saline.

2. Sulphat of ammonia is found in mineral waters
I

•

near volcanoes.

3. Sulphat of lime is exceedingly common in Vv’atei.

Its presence seems to have been first detected by Dr
Lister in 1682.

4. Sulphat of magnesia is almost constantly an ingre-

dient in those mineral waters which have purgative pro-

perties. f t was detected in Epsom waters in 1 6 1 o, and

in 1696 Dr .Grew published a treatise on it.

5% Alum is sometimes found in mineral waters, but

it Is exceedingly rare.

6. and 7. Sulphat of iron occurs sometimes in volca-

ftlc mineral waters, and has even been observed in other

places. But sulphat of copper is only found in the

waters which issue from copper mines.

8. Nitre has been found in some springs in Hungary,
~

but it is exceedingly uncommon.

9. Nitrat of lime was first detected in water by Dr
Horae of Edinburgh in .1756. It is .said to occur in

some springs In the sandy deserts of Ar-abla.

10. Nitrat of magnesia is said to have-been found in

some springs.

1 1. Muriat of potass is uncommon; but it has lately

been discovered in the mineral springs of Uhleaborg in

Sweden by Julin.

1 2. Muriat of soda is so exceedingly common in mi-

neral waters, that hardly a single spring has been ana-

lysed without detecting some of it.
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13. Muriat of ammonia is uncommon; but it ha*

|)een found in some mineral springs in Italy and ii\

Siberia.

14. Muriat of barytes is still more uncommon; but
its presence in mineral waters has been announced by
Bergman.

15. and 16. Muriats of lime and magnesia are com-
mon ingredients.

17* Muriat of alumina has been observed in waters

by Dr Withering; but it is very unpommon.

18. Muriat of manganese was mentioned by Bergman

as sometimes occurring in mineral waters. It has late-

ly been detected by Lambe in the waters of Lemington

Priors
; but in an extremely limited proportion.

19. The presence of carbonat of potass in mineral

waters has been mentioned by several chemists : if it

does occur, it must be in a very small proportion.

^o. But carbonat pf soda is, perhaps, the most com-

mon ingredients of these liquids, if we except common
salt and carbonat of lime.

21. Carbonat of ammonia has been discovered in wa-

ters ; but it is uncommon.

22. Carbonat of lime is found in almost all w'aters,

and is usually held in solution by an excess of acid. It

appears from the different experiments pf chemists, as

stated by Mr Kirwan, and especially from those of Ber-

thollet, that water saturated with carbonic acid is ca-

pable of holding in solution 0.002 of carbonat of lime.

Now water saturated with carbonic acid at the tempe-r

rature of 50°, contains very nearly 0.002 of its weight

of carbonic acid. Hence it follows that carbonic acid,

when present in such quantity as to saturate water, is

capable of holding its own weight of carbonat of lime
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Chap. liLin solution. Thus we see that looo parts by weight

of water, when it contains two parts of carbonic acid,

is capable of dissolving two parts of carbonat of lime.

When the proportion of water is increased, it is capable

of holding the carbonat of lime in solution, even when

the ptoporfion of carbonic acid united with it is dimi-

nished. Thus 24,000 parts of water are capable of

holding two parts of carbonat of lime in solution, even

when they contain only one part of carbonic acid. The

greater the proportion of water, the smaller a propor-

tion of carbonic acid is necessary to keep the lime in

solution} and when the water is increased to a certain

proportion, no sensible excess of carbonic acid is neces-

sary. It ought to be remarked also, that water, how
small a quantity soever of carbonic acid it contains, is

capable of holding carbonat of lime in solution, pro-

vided the weight of the carbonic acid present exceed

that of the lime *. These observations apply equally to

the other earthy carbonats held in solution by mineral

waters.

23. Carbonat of magnesia is also very common in

mineral waters, and is almost always accompanied by

carbonat of lime.

24. Carbonat of alumina is said to have been found

in waters} but its presence has not been properly ascer-

tained.

25. But carbonat of iron is by no means uncommon;
indeed it forms the most remarkable ingredient in those

waters which are distinguished by the epithet of chaly-

heatt.

• Kirwan on Mineral Waters^ p. 15,
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5. Vegeta-

ble and ani-

mal mat-

ters.

26 . and 27. The hydrosulphurets of lime and of soda

have been frequently detected in those waters which
are called sulphureous or hepatic.

28. Borax exists in some lakes in Persia and Thibet;

but the nature of these waters has not been, ascertain-

ed ^
Besides these substances; certain vegetableand animal

matters have been- occasionally observed in mineral wa-
ters. But in most cases these are rather to be consi-

dered in the -light of accidental mixtures than of real

component parts of the waters in which they occur.

From the above enumeration, we are enabled to form

a pretty accurate idea of the substances which occur in

mineral waters; but this is by no means sufficient to

make us acquainted with these liquids. No mineral

water contams alt of these substances.- Seldom are

there more than five or six of them present together,

and hardly ever do they exceed the number of eight or

ten. The proportion, too, in which they enter into mi-

neral waters is generally small, and in many cases ex-

tremely so. Now in order to understand the nature of

mineral waters, it is necessary to know the substances

which most usually associate together, and the propor-

tion in which they commonly associate. In the great-

er part of mineral waters there is usually some sub-

stance present which, from its greater proportion or its

greater activity, stamps,- as it w-ere, the character of the

water, and gives It those properties by which it is most

readily dittingulshed. This substance of course claims

tiie greatest attention while the other bodies which en-

* Kirw^ pn M.ntrJ p. g,
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ter In a smaller proportion may vary or even be ab-

sent altogether, without producing any sensible change

in the nature of the water. This circumstance enables

us to divide mineral waters Into classes, distinguished

by the peculiar substance which predominates in each.

Accordingly they have been divided into four classes ;

namely,

T. Acidulous, 3. Hepatic,

2 . Chalybeate, 4. Saline.

Let U3 take a view of each of these classes.

1. The acidulous waters contain a considerable pro-

portion of carbonic^acid. They are easily distinguish-

ed by their acid taste, and by their sparkling like

champaign wine when poured into a glass. They con-

tain almost constantly some common salt, and in gene-

ral also a greater or smaller proportion of the earthy

carbonats.

2. The chalybeate waters contain a portion of iron,

and are easily distinguished by the property which they

have of striking a black with the tincture of nutgalls.

The iron is usually held In solution by carbonic acid.

It very often happens that this acid is in excess; in

which case the waters are not only chalybeate but aci-

dulous. This is the case with the waters of Spa and

Pyrmont. In some instances the iron is in the state of

a sulphat
; but this is uncommon. Waters containing

the sulphat of iron may be readily distinguished by the

property which they have of continuing to strike a black

with tincture of nutgalls even after being boiled and
filtered

; whereas boiling decomposes the carbonat of

iron, and causes its base to precipitate.

3. The hepatic or sulphureous waters are those which
contain sulphureted hydrogen gas. These waters are

Chap. III.
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beate.
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4. Saline.

»

MlNERit

easily distinguished by the odour of sulphureted hydros
gen gas which they exhale, arid by the property which
they have of blackening silver and lead. The nature

of the waters belonging to this class long puzzled che-

tnists. Though they often deposite sulphur sponta-

neously, yet no sulphur could be artificially separated

from them. The secret was at last discovered by
Bergman. These waters arc of two kinds : in the first

the sulphureted hydrogen is uncoriibined
; in the second

it is united to lime or an alkali. They are frequently

also impregnated with carbonic acid, and usually con-

tain some muriats of sulphats.

4. Saline vvaters are those which contain only salts

in solution, without iron or carbonic acid in excess.

They may be distinguished into four different orders.-

The waters belonging to the first order contain salts

whose base is lime, and generally either the carbonat or

the sulphat- They are known by the name of hard wa-
ters, and have but a slight disagreeable taste. The wa-
ters belonging to the second order are those in which
common salt predominates. They are readily recog-

nized by their salt taste, and like sea water usually con-

tain some magnesian and calcareous salts. The waters

of the third order contain sulphat of magnesia. They
have a bitter taste and are purgative. Finally, the wa-

ters of the fourth order are alkaline, containing carbonat

of soda. They are easily distinguished by the property

which they have of tinging vegetable blues green.

Such is a short view of the different classes of mine-
ral waters. A particular description of each particular

spring would be inconsistent with the plan of this work. *

* The rejidcr will find an accurate account of the properties and con-
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But a pretty accurate notion may be formed bf the salts
which most commonly associate, and of the proportions
bf each, from the following Table, which exhibits a
synoptical view of the component parts of a considerable
number of mineral waters as analysed by diflfereflt che-

tuen ts of the most celebrated mineral spring,, both British and foreign,m Dr Saunders s Tr.aih. o„ the Chemical Hutory anj Medical Foa^ere ef the
celebrated mineral auatere. From this excellent work I have borrow-'

severa o the analyses which appear in the ensuing Table in the text.

VoL. III. F f

'449
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Chap . IV.

CHAP. IV.

t»F THE METHOD OF ANALYSING WATERS.

The analysis of waters, or the art of ascertaining the
different substances which they hold m solution, and of
determining the proportion of these substances, is one
of the most difficult things in chemistry. The difficul-
ty arises, not only from the diversity of the bodies which
occur in waters, but from the very minute quantities
of some of the ingredients. Though many attempts had
been made to analyse particular waters, and several of
these were remarkably well conducted, no general mode
of analysis was known till Bergman published his Trea-
tise on Mineral^ Waters in 1778. This admirable tract
earned the subject all at once to a Very high degree of

^

perfection. The Bergmannian method has been follow-
ed by succeeding chemists, to whom we are indebted
not only for a great number of very accurate analyses
of mineral waters, but likewise for several improve-
ments m the mode of conducting the analysis. Mr Kir-
wan has in ,799 published an Essay on the general an-
alysis of waters, no less valuable than that of Bergman :
cont.,„,„g an that has hi.her.o been done on .he sub-
ject, and enriched by the numerous experiments of MrK,r»an h.mself, which are equally important and well
on^ ucte . r Kirwan has given a new method of an-

alysis, which wiU probably be adopted hereafter; not
Ff a
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Tests

only because it is shorter and easier than the Bergmati-

nlan, but because it is susceptible of a greater degree of

accuracy. I propose in this Chapter to give an account

of this method.

The analysis of waters resolves itself into two diffe-

rent branches: i. The method of ascertaining all the

different bodies contained in the water which we are ex-

amining. 2. The method of determining the exact pro-

portion of each of these ingredients. These two branch-

es form the subject of the two following Sections.

SECT. I.

method of determining the ingredients of waters.

The different bodies which are dissolved and combined

in water, are discovered by the addition of certain sub-

stances to the water which is subjected to examination.

The consequence of the addition is some change in the

appearance of the water ;
and this change indicates the

presence or the absence of the bodies suspected. The

substances thus employed are distinguished by the name

of tests, and are the instruments by means of which the

analysis of water is accomplished. They were first in-

troduced into chemistry by Boyle, and were gradually

Increased by succeeding chemists: but Bergman was

the first who ascertained with precision the degree of

confidence which can be placed in the different tests.

They still continued rather uncertain and precarious,

till Mr Kirwan shewed how they might be combined
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and arranged in such a manner as to give certain and

precise indicatiofis whether or not any particular sub-

stance constitutes a component part of water. Let us

consider by what means the presence or the absence of

all the different substatices’which occur in waters may be

ascertained.

I. The gaseous bodies contained in water are obtain-

ed by boiling it in a retort luted to a pneumatic appara-

tus. The method of separating and examining these

different bodies shall be described in the next Section.

II. The presence of carbonic acid, not combined with

a base, or combined in excess, may be detected by the

following tests : i. Lime water occasions a precipitate

soluble with effervescence in muriatic acid. 2. The in-

fusion of litmus is reddened
;
but the red colour gra-

dually disappears, and may be again restored by the ad-

dition of more of the mineral water *. 3. When boiled

it loses the property of reddening the infusion of lit-

mus.

III. The mineral acids when present, uncomblned in

water, give the infusion of litmus a permanent red,

even though the water has been boiled. Bergman has

shewn that paper, stained with litmus, is reddened when

dipt into water containing -j-j-Vt of sulphurip acid.

IV. Water containing suiphureted hydrogen gas is

distinguished by the following properties: i. It exhales

the peculiar odour of suiphureted hydrogen gas. 2. It

Chap. IV.

For gases,

Carbonic
acid,

Mineral a- >

cids.

Sulphure.

ted hydro-

When the carbonic acid is uncombined with a haze, it reddens the

jntusion of litmus, though it amounts to no more than one-sixtepnth of

the bulk of the water which contains it. When it is combinM in excess

with a base, it must amount to one-sixth of the bulk of the water to pro-

duce that effect.—Sec Kirwan on Mineral IVaten, p. 35.

Ff 3
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Alkaline
and earthy

<srbonats.

Fixed alka-

lies.

reddens the infusion of litmus fugaclously. 3. It black-

ens paper dipt into a solution of lead; and precipitates

the nitrat of silver black or brown.
V. Alkalies, and alkaline and earthy tarhonats, are

distinguished by the following tests : i. The infusion

of turmeric, or paper stained with turmeric, is rendered

brown by alkalies, or reddish-brown if the quantity be

minute. This change is produced when the soda in

water amounts only to P^tt 2. Paper stain-

ed with Brazil wood, or the infusion of Brazil wood, ig

rendered blue : but this change is produced also by the

alkaline and earthy carbpnats. Bergman ascertained

that water containing .^^-part ofearbonat of soda ren-

ders paper stained with Brazil wood blue f. 3. Litmus

paper reddened by vinegar is restored to its original

blue colour. This change is produced by the alkaline

and earthy carbonats also. 4. When these changes are

fugacious, we may conclude that the alkali is ammonia.

VI. Fixed alkalies exist in water which occasions a

precipitate with muriat of magnesia after being boiled.

Volatile alkali may be distinguished by the smell, or it

may be obtained in the receiver by distilling a portion of

the water gently, and then it may be distinguished by

the above tests.

VII. Earthy and metallic carbonats are precipitated

Earthy and
metallic

carbonats,

* The same change is produced by lime-water
; but pure lime very

seldom indeed occurs in mineral waters. It is needless to observe, that

the alkalies produce the same effect on turmeric, whether they be pure

or in the state of carbonats. The earthy carbonats have no effect oQ

turmeric.

Sulphat of lime likewise renders Brazil wood blue.
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by boillrtg the water containing them; except carbonat Chap.iv.

of magnesia, v/hich is only precipitated imperfectly. !

''

VIII. Iron is discovered by the following tests : i. Iron,

The addition of tincture of nutgalls gives water contain-

ing iron a purple or black colour. This test indicates

the presence of a very minute portion of iron. If the

tincture has no effect upon the water after boiling,

though it colours it before, the iron is in the state of a

carbonat. The following observations of Westrunl on

colour which iron gives to nutgalls, as modified by other

bodies, deserve attention.

A violet indicates an alkaline carbonat or earthy salt.

Dark purple indicates other alkaline salts.

Purplish red indicates sulphureted hydrogen gas *.

Whitish and then black indicates sulphat of lime.

2. The Prussian alkali occasions a blue precipitate in

water containing iron. If an alkali be present, the blue

precipitate does not appear unless the alkali be saturated

with an acid.

IX. Sulphuric acid exists in waters which form a pre- Sulphuric

cipitate with the following saline solutions :

’

1. Muriat, nitrat, or acetat of barytes

2. - -- -- -- - strontian

3. - -- -- -- - lime

4. Nitrat or acetat of lead.

Of these the most pov/erful by far Is muriat of barytes,

which is capable of detecting the presence of sulphuric

acid uncombined, when it does not exceed the millionth

part of the water. Acetat of lead is next in point of

power. The muriats are more powerful than the ni-

trats. The calcareous salts are least powerful. All

•* Or rather manganese, according to Kirwan.

Ff 4
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thepe tests are capable of indicating a much smaller
proportion of uncomblned sulphuric acid than when it

is combined with a base * To render muriat of bary-
tes a certain test of sulphuric acid, the following pre-
cautions must be observed : i. The muriat must be di-

luted. 2 . The alkalies, or alkaline carbonats, if the
water contain any, must be previously saturated with
muriatic acid. The precipitate must be insoluble in
muriatic acid. 4. If boracic acid be suspepted, muriaf
of strontian must be tried, which is not precipitated by
boracic acid. 5. The hydrosulphurets precipitate ba-
rytic solutions, but their presence is easily discovered by
the smell.

X. Muriatic acid is detected by nitrat of silver, which
occasions a white precipitate, or a cloud in water con-
taining an exceedingly minute portion of this acid. To
render this test certain, the following precaution^ are
necessary: i. The alkalies or carbonats must be pre-
viously saturated with nitric acid. 2. Sulphuric acid,

if any be present, must be previously removed by means
of nitrat of barytes.

.
3. The precipitate must be inso-

luble in nitric acid.

XI. Boracic acid is detected by rneans of acetat of
lead, with which it forms a precipitate insoluble in ace-

tic acid. But to render this test certain, the alkalies

and earths must be previously saturated with acetic a-

cid, and the sulphuric and muriatic acids removed by
means of acetat of strontian and acetat of silver.

XII. Barytes is detected by the insoluble white pre-
cipitate which it forms vyith diluted sulphuric acid.

* Kirwan on Mineral Waten, p. 65.
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XIII. Lime is detected by means of oxalic acid, which Chap. ly.
'

occasions a white precipitate in water, containing a very Llmc^

minute proportion of this earth. To render this test

decisive, the following precautions are necessary : i . The
mineral acids, if any be present, must be previously sa-

turated with an alkali. 2 . Barytes, if any be present,

must be previously removed by means of sulphuric acid.

3. Oxalic acid precipitates magnesia but very slowly,

whereas it precipitates lime instantly.

XIV . Magnesia and alumina. The' presence of these Magnesia

earths is ascertained by the following tests: i. Pure ^ndaluini-

ammonia precipitates them both, and no other earth,

provided the parbonic acid has been previously separa-

ted by a mineral alkali and boiling, 2. Lime-water pre-

cipitates only these two earths, provided the carbonic

acid be previously removed, and the sulphuric acid also,

by means of nitrat of barytes.

The alumina may be separated from the magnesia af-

ter both have been precipitated together, either by boil-

ing the precipitate in pure potass, which dissolves the

alumina and leaves the magnesia ; or the precipitate

may be dissolved in muriatic acid precipitated by an al-

kaline carbonat, dried in the temperature of a 100°,

and then exposed to the action of diluted muriatic acid,

which dissolves the magnesia without touching the alu-

mina.

XV. Silica may be ascertained by evaporating a por-
silica,

tion of the water to dryness, and redissolving the pre-
cipitate in muriatic acid. The silica remains behind un-
dissolved.

Such is the method of detecting the different sub-
stances commonly found in waters. But as these diffe-

rent substances are almost always combined together,
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30 as to constitute particular salts, it is not sufficient to

know in general what the substances are which are

found in the water we are examining
;
we must know

also in what manner they are combined. Thus it is

not sufficient to know that lime forms an ingredient in

a particular water, we must know also the acid with

which it is united. Mr Kirwan first pointed out how
to accomplish this difficult task by means of tests. Let

us take a short view of his method.

I, To ascertain the presence of the different sul-

phats.

The sulphats whigh occur in water are seven
; but

pne of these, namely, sulphat of coppery is so uncom-

mon, that it may be excluded altogether. The same

remark applies to sulphat of ammonia. It is almost

unnecessary to observe, that no sulphat need be looked

for unless both its acid and base have been previously

detected in the water.

I. Sulphat of soda may be detected by the following

method: Free the water to be examined of all earthy

^ulphats by evaporating it to one half, and adding lime-

water as long as any precipitate appears. By this means

the earths will all be precipitated except lime, and the

only remaining earthy sulphat will be sulphat of lime,

which will be separated by evaporating the liquid till

it becomes concentrated, and then dropping into it a

little alcohol, and after filtration adding a little oxalic

acid.

With the water thus purified, mix solution of lime.*

If a precipitate appears either immediately or on the

addition of a little alcohol, it is a proof that sulphat

of potass or of soda is present. Which of the two may

be determined by mixing some of the purified water
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with acetat of barjtes. Sulphat of barytes precipitates.

Filter and evaporate to dryness. Digest tlie residuum

in alcohol. It will dissolve the alkaline acetat. Evapo-

rate to dryness, and the dry salt will deliquesce if it be

acetat of potass, but effloresce if it be acetat of soda.

2. Sulphat of lime may be detected by evaporating

the water suspected to pontain it to a few ounces. A
precipitate appears, vphich, if it be sulphat of lime, is

soluble in 500 parts of water} and the solution affords

a precipitate with the muriat of barytes, oxalic acid,

carbonat of magnesia, and with alcohol.

3. Alum may be detected by mixing carbonat of lime

with the water suspected to contain it. If a precipitate

appears it indicates the presence of alum, or at least of

sulphat of alumina
;
provided the water contains no

muriat of barytes or metallic sulpbats. The first of

these salts is incompatible with alum. The second may
be removed by the alkaline prussiats. When a preci-

pitate is produced in water by muriat of lime, carbonat

of lime, and muriat of magnesia, we may conclude that

it contains alum or sulphat of alumina.

4. Sulphat of magnesia may be detected by means of

hydrosulphuret of strontian, which occasions an imme-
diate precipitate with this salt and with no other; pro-

vided the water be previously deprived of alum, if any
be present, by means of carbonat of lime, and provided
also that it contains no uncombined acid, nor even car-

bonic acid.

5. Sulphat of iron is precipitated from water by al-

cohol, and then it may be easily recognised by its pro-
perties.

ascertain the presence of the different mu-
riats.

459
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2. Calcar-

ous.
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4. Magne-
sian,

5. Of iroa

Muriats.
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ous.

The muriatg found in waters amount to eight or to 1

nine, if muriat of iron be included. The most common t

by far is muriat of soda.

1. Muriat of soda and of potass may be detected by
the following method : Separate the sulphuric acid by
alcohol and nitrat of barytes. Decompose the earthy
nitrats and muriats by adding sulphuric acid. Expel
the excess of muriatic and nitric acids by heat. Sepa--

rate the sulphats thus formed by alcohol and barytes 1

water. The water thus purified can contain nothing
|

but alkaline nitrats and muriats. If it forms a precipi-

tate with acetat of silver, we may conclude that it con- .

tains muriat of soda or of potass. To ascertain which,
,

evaporate the liquid thus precipitated to dryness
; dis-

solve the acetat in alcohol. Evaporate to dryness. The
salt will deliquesce if it be acetat of potass, but effloresce

if it be acetat of soda.

2. Muriat of barytes may be detected by sulphuric

acid, as it is the only barytic salt hitherto found in wa-

ters.

3. Muriat of lime may be detected by the following

method : Free the water of sulphat q£ lime and other

sulphats, by evaporating it to a few ounces, mixing it

with spirit of wine, and adding last of all nitrat of

barytes as long as any precipitate appears. Filter off

the water, evaporate to dryness, treat the dry tpass

with alcohol. Evaporate the alcohol to dryness, and

dissolve the residuum in water. If this solution gives

a precipitate with acetat of silver and oxalic acid, it

may contain muriat of lime. It must contain it in

that case, if, after being treated with carbonat of lime,

if gives no precipitate with ammonia. If it does, sepa-

rate the lime by means of oxalic acid, filter and distil
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with a gentle heat. If the liquid in the receiver gives

a precipitate with nitrat of silver, munat of lime exist-

ed in the water.

4. Muriat of magnesia may be detected by separating

all the sulphuric acid by means of nitrat of barytes.

Filter, evaporate to dryness, and treat the dry mass

with alcohol. Evaporate the alcohol solution to dry-

ness, and dissolve the residuum in water. The muriat

of magnesia, if the water contained any, will be found

in this solution. Let us suppose that, by the tests for-

merly described, the presence of muriatic acid and of

fnagnesia in this solution has been ascertained. In that

case, if carbonat of lime affords no precipitate, and if

sulphuric acid and evaporation, together with the ad-

dition of a little alcohol, occasion no precipitate, the so-

lution contains only muriat of magnesia. If these tests

give precipitates, we must separate the lime which is

present by, sulphuric acid and spirit of wine, and distil

off the acid with which it was combined. Then the

magnesia is to be separated by the oxalic acid and al-

cohol
;
and the acid with which it was united is to be

distilled off. If the liquid in the retort gives a precipi-

tate with nitrat of silver, the water contains muriat of

magnesia.

5. Muriat of alumina may be discovered by satura-

ting the water, if it contain an excess of alkali, with

nitric acid, and separating the sulphuric acid by means

of nitrat of barytes. If the liquid thus purified gives

a precipitate with carbonat of lime, it contains muriat

of aluiuina. The muriat of iron or of manganese, if

any be present, is also decomposed, and the iron preci-

pitated by this salt. The precipitate may be dissolved

in muriatic acid, and the alumina, iron, and manganese.

4. Magne-
sian.

j. Alumi-
nous.
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if they be present, may be separated by the rules laid
down in the next Book.

III. To ascertain the presence of the dilFerent nitrats;
The nitrats but seldom occur in waters; when they do,
they may be detected by the following rules :

I. Alkaline nitrats maybe detected by freeing the
water examined from sulphuric acid by means of ace-
fat of barytes, and from mtiriatic acid by acetat of sil-

ver. Evaporate the filtered liquid, and treat the dry
mass with alcohol

; what the alcohol leaves can consist
only of the alkaline nitrats and acetat of lime. Dis-
solve it in water. If carbonat of magnesia occasions a
precipitate, lime is present. Separate the lime by means
of carbonat of magnesia. Filter and evaporate to dry-
ness, and treat the dried mass with alcohol. The alco-
hol now leaves only the alkaline nitrats, which may be
easily recognised, and distinguished by their respective
properties.

a. Calcare- To detect this salt, concentrate

ous. the water, and mix it with alcohol to separate the sul-

phats. Filter and distil off the alcohol
; then separate

the muriatic acid by acetat of silver. Filter, evaporate
to dryness, and dissolve the residuum in alcohol. Eva-
porate to dryness, and dissolv’e the dry mass in water.
If this last solution indicates the presence of lime by the

usual tests, the water contained nitrat of lime.

3 . Magne- 3* To detect nitrat of magnesia, the water Is to be
sian. freed from sulphats and muriats exactly as described

in the last paragraph.' The liquid thus purified is to

be evaporated to dryness, and the residuum treated

with alcohol. The alcohol solution is to be evaporated
to dryness, and the dry mass dissolved in water. To
this solution potass is to be added as long as any preci-
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pitate appears. The solution, filtered, and again evapo- IV.

rated to dryness, is to be treated with alcohol. If it

leaves a residuum consisting of nitre (the only residuum

which it can leave), the water contained nitrat of mag-

nesia.

Such are the methods by which the presence of the

different saline contents of waters may be ascertained.

The labour of analysis may be considerably shortened, IncompatJ.

by observing that the following salts are incompatible

with each other, and cannot exist together in water ex-

cept in very minute proportions*.

Salts.

1. Fixed alkaline sul-

[phats

2. Sulphat of lime

3. Alum "

4. Sulphat of magne-

• • • • •

5. Sulphat of iron

6 i Muriat of barytes

Incompatible with
Nitrats of lime and magnesia,

Muriats of lime and magnesia.

Alkalies,

Carbonat of magnesia,

Muriat of barytes.

Alkalies,

Muriat of barytes,

Nitrat, muriat, carbonat of lime,

Carbonat of magnesia.

Alkalies,

Muriat of barytes,

Nitrat and muriat of lime.

Alkalies,

Muriat of barytes.

Earthy carbonats.

Sulphats,

Alkaline carbonats.

Earthy carbonats.

See Kirwan on Mineral JVaten, pasaim.
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7. Muriat of lime

8. Muriat of magne-

,sia

9. Nitrat of lime

[

Sulphats, except of lime/

Alkaline carbonats,

Carbonat of magnesia.

Alkaline carbonats,

Alkaline sulphats.

Alkaline carbonats.

Garb, of magn. and alumina,

Sulphats, except of lime.

Besides the substance's above described, there is some-
times found in w^er a quantity of bitumen combined

with alkali, and in the state of soap. In such waters

acids occasion a coagulation
j and the coagulum collect-

ed on a filter discovers its bituminous nature by its

combustibility.

Water also sometimes contains extractive matter

;

the

presence of which may be detected by means of nitrat

of silver. The water suspected to contain it must be

freed from sulphuric and nitric acid by means of ni-

trat of lead. After this, if it gives la brown precipitate

with nitrat of silver, we may conclude that extractive

matter is present *.

* Wcstrum.
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Chap. IV.

SECT. II.

method of determining the proportion of
the ingredients.

1 HE proportion of saline ingredients, held in solution

y any water, may be in some measure estimated from
its specific gravity. The lighter a water is, the less sa-
line mauer does it contain; and, on the other hand, the
heavier it is, the greater is the proportion of saline con-
tents. Mr Kirwan has pointed out a very ingenious
method of estimating the saline contents of a mineral
water whose specific gravity is known

; so that the er-
^r docs not exceed one or two parts in the hundred.
he method is this : Subtract the specific gravity of Formula

pure water from the specific gravity of the mineral wa-
ter examined (both expressed in whole numbers) and conteVtrof

multiply the remainder by 1.4. The product is the
saline contents in a quantity of the water denoted by
the number employed to indicate the specific gravity of
distilled water. Thus let the water be of the specific
gravity 1.079, or in whole numbers 1079. Then the
specific gravit

y of distilled water will be 1000. And
1079 >000 X 1-4 = 110.6 saline contents in 1000
parts of the water in question

; and consequently 11.06m ICO parts of the same water*. This formula will
often be of considerable use, as it serves as a kind of

VoL. III.

« Kirwan on Minera/ Waters, p. 14J

Gg
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standard to which we may compare our analysis. The

saline contents indicated by it are supposed to be freed

from their water of crystallization ;
in which state on-

ly they ought to be considered, as Mr Kirwan has very

properly observed, when we speak of the saline con-

tents of a mineral water.

Having by this formula ascertained pretty nearly the

proportion of saline contents in the water examined,

and having by the tests described in the last Section de-

termined the particular substances which exist in it, let

us now proceed to ascertain the proportion of each of

these ingredients.

I. The dilFerent aerial fluids ought to be first sepa-

rated and estimated. For this purpose a retort ought

to be filled two-thirds with the water, and connected

with a jar full of mercury, standing over a mercurial

trough. Let the water be made to boil for a quarter

of an hour. The aerial fluids will pass over into the

jar. When the apparatus is cool, the quantity of air

expelled from the water may be determined either by

bringing the mercury within and without the jar to a

level j
or if that cannot be done, by reducing the air to

the proper density by the formulas given in the first

Chapter of the last Book. The air of the retort ought

to be carefully subtracted, and the jar must be divided

into cubic inches and tenths.

The only gaseous bodies contained in w’ater are com-

mon air, oxygen gas, azotic gas, carbonic acid, sulphu-

reted hydrogen gas, and sulphurous acid. The last

two never exist in water together. The presence of

either of them must be ascertained previously by the

application of the proper tests. If sulphureted hydrogen

gas be present, it will be mixed with the air contained
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in the glass jar, and must be separated before that air be Chap. IV.

examined. For this purpose, the jar must be carried

into a tub of warm water, and nitric acid introduced,

which will absorb the sulphureted hydrogen. The re-

siduAim is then to be again put into a mercurial jar and

examined.

If the water contain sulphurous acid, this previous

step is not necessary. Introduce into the air a solution

of pure potass, and agitate the whole gently. '1 he car-

bonic acid and sulphurous acid gas will be absorbed,

and leave the other gases. Estimate the bulk of this

residuum
; this, subtracted from the bulk of the whole,

will give the bulk of the carbonic acid and sulphurous

acids absorbed.

Evaporate the potass slowly nearly to dryness, and
leave it exposed to the atmosphere. Sulphat of potass

will be formed, which may be separated by dissolving

the carbonat of potass by means of diluted muriatic acid
and filtering the solution. 100 grains of sulphat of
potass indicate 30 grains of sulphurous acid, or 42.72
cubic inches of that acid in the state of gas. The bulk
of sulphurous acid gas ascertained by this method, sub-
tracted from the bulk of the gas absorbed by the potass,
gives the bulk of the carbonic acid gas. Now 100 cu-
bic inches of carbonic acid, at the temperature of 60°
and barometer 30 inches, weigh 46.393 grains. Hence
it is easy to ascertain its weight.

The air which remains after the separation of the
carbonic acid gas is to be examined by the different;

eudiometrical methods described in the last Book.
When a water contains sulphureted hydrogen gas,

the bulk of this gas is to be ascertained in the following
manner : Fill three-fourths of a jar with the water to

G g 2
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be examined, and invert it in a water trough, and in-

troduce a little nitrous gas. This gas, mixing with the

air in the upper part of the jar, will form nitrous acid,

which will render the water turbid, by decomposing the

sulphureted hydrogen and precipitating sulphur. Con-

tinue to add nitrous gas at intervals as long as red fumes

appear, then turn up the jar and blow out the air. If

the hepatic smell continues, repeat this process. The

sulphur precipitated indicates the proportion of hepatic

gas in the water j
one grain of sulphur indicating the

presence of 3.33 cubic inches of that gas.

II. After having estimated the gaseous bodies, the

next step is to ascertain the proportions of the earthy

carbonats. For this purpose it is necessary to deprive

the water of its sulphureted hydrogen, if it contains

any. This may be done, either by exposing it to the

air for a considerable time, or by treating it with li-

tharge. A sufficient quantity of the water thus purified

^if necessary) is to be boiled for a quarter of an hour,

and filtered when cool. The earthy carbonats remain

on the filter.

The precipitate thus obtained may be carbonat of

lime, of magnesia, of iron, of alumina 5
or even sulphat

of lime. Let us suppose all of these substances to be

present together. Treat the mixture with diluted mu-

riatic acid, which will dissolve the whole except the

alumina and sulphat of lime. Dry this residuum in a

red heat, and note the weight. Then boll it in carbonat

of soda : saturate the soda with muriatic acid, and boil

the mixture for half an hour. Carbonat of lime and

alumina precipitate. Dry this precipitate, and treat it

with acetic acid. The lime will be dissolved and the

alumina will remain. Dry it and weigh it. Its weight
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subtracted from the original weight gives the propor-

tion of sulphat of lime.

The muriatic solution contains lime, magnesia, and

iron. Add ammonia as long as a reddish precipitate

appears. The iron and part of the magnesia are thus

separated. Dry the precipitate, and expose it to the

air for some time in a heat of 200°
; then treat it with

acetic acid to dissolve the magnesia, which solution is

Chap. IV.

to be added to the muriatic solution. The iron is to

be redissolved in muriatic acid, precipitated by an alka-

line carbonat, dried, and weighed. *
'

Add sulphuric acid to the muriatic solution as long

as any precipitate appears
; then heat the solution and

concentrate. Heat the sulphat of lime thus obtained

to redness, and weigh it. 100 grains of it arc equiva-

lent to 70 of carbonat of lime dried. Precipitate the

magnesia by means of carbonat of soda. Dry it and
weigh it. But as part remains in solution, evaporate

to dryness, and wash the residuum with a sufficient

quantity of distilled water to dissolve the muriat of soda
and the sulphat of lime, if any be still present. What
remains behind is carbonat of magnesia. Weigh it, and
add its weight to the former. The sulphat of lime, if •

any, must also be separated and weighed.

III. Let us now consider the method of ascertaining Estimation
the proportion of mineral acids or alkalies, if any be
present uncombined. The acids which may be present

(ojnitting the gaseous) are the sulphuric, muriatic, and
boracic.

I. The proportion of sulphuric acid is easily deter-

mined, Saturate it with barytes water, and ignite the

precipitate. 100 grains of sulphat of barytes thus

formed indicate 23.5 of real sulphuric acid.

C g 3 ,
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2. Calcare-

ous,

3. Alumi-

nous,

2. Saturate the muriatic acid with barjtes water, and

then precipitate the barjtes by sulphuric acid. One
hundred parts of the ignited precipitate are equivalent

to 21 grains of real muriatic acid.

3. Precipitate the boracic acid by means of acetat of

lead. Decompose the borat of lead by boiling it in sul-

phuric acid. Evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the bo-

racic acid in alcohol, and evaporate the solution ; the

acid left behind may be weighed.

4. To estimate the proportion of alkaline carbonat

present in a w’ater containing it, saturate it with sul-

phuric acid, and note the weight of real acid necessary.

Now 100 grains of real sulphuric acid saturate 121.48

potass, and 78.32 soda.

IV. Let us now consider the method of ascertaining

the proportion of the different sulphats. These are sis;

in number
;

the alkaline sulphats, and those of lime„

alumina, magnesia, and iron.

1. The alkaline sulphats may be estimated by preci-

pitating their acid by means of nitrat of barytes, having

previously freed the water of all other sulphats. For

170 grains of ignited sulphat of barytes indicate 100

grains of dried sulphat of soda; while 136.36 grains

of sulphat of barytes indicate 100 of dry sulphat of

potass.

2. Sulphat of lime is easily estimated by evaporating

the liquid containing it to a few ounces (having pre-

viously saturated the earthy^ carbonats with nitric acid),

and precipitating the sulphat of lime by means of weak

alcohol. It may be then dried and weighed.

3. The quantity of alum may be estimated by preci-

pitating the alumina by carbonat of lime or of magne-

sia (if no lime be present in the liquid). Twelve grains
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•of the alutniria heated to incandescence indicate loo of

crystallized alum, or 49 of the dried salt.

4. Sulphat of magnesia may be estimated, provided

no other sulphat be present, by precipitating the acid

by means of a barytic salt, as 100 parts of ignited sul-

^ phat of barytes indicate 52.1 1 of sulphat of magnesia.

If sulphat of lime, and no other sulphat accompany it,

this last may be decomposed, and ^h^ lime precipitated

by carbonat of magnesia. The weight of the lime thus

obtained enables us to ascertain the quantity of sulphat

of lime contained in the water. The whole sulphuric

acid is then to be precipitated by barytes. This gives

the quantity of sulphuric acid; and subtracting the por-

tion which belongs to the sulphat of lime, there re-

mains that which was combined with the magnesia,

from which the sulphat of magnesia may be easily es-

timated.

If sulphat of soda be present, no earthy nitrat or mu-

riat can exist. Therefore, if no other earthy sulphat

be present, the magnesia may be precipitated by soda,

dried, and weighed
; 36.68 grains of which indicate 100

grains of dried sulphat of magnesia. The same pro-

cess succeeds when sulphat of lime accompanies these

two sulphats ; only in that case the precipitate, which,

consists both of lime and magnesia, is to be dissolved

in sulphuric acid, evaporated to dryness, and treated

with twice its weight of cold water; which dissolves the

sulphat of magnesia, and leaves the other salt. Let the

sulphat of magnesia be evaporated to dryness, exposed

to a heat of 400°, and weighed. The same process

succeeds if alum be present instead of sulphat of lime.

The precipitate in that case, previously dried, is to be

iteated with acetic acid, which dissolves the magne-

G g 4
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sia, and leaves the alumina. The magnesia may be

again precipitated, dried, and weighed. If sulphat of

iron be present, it may be separated by exposing the

water to the air for some days, and muxing with it a

portion of alumina. Both the oxide of iron and tlie sul-

phat of alumina, thus formed, precipitate in the state of

an insoluble powder. The sulphat of magnesia may
then be estimated by the rules above explained.

5. Sulphat of iron may be estimated by precipitating

the iron by means of prussic alkali, having previously

determined the weight of the precipitate produced by
the prussiat in a solution of a given weight of sulphat

of iron in water. If muriat of iron be also present,

which is a very rare case, it may be separated by eva-

porating the water to dryness, treating the residuum

with alcohol, which dissolves the muriat, and leaves

the sulphat. Or the sulphat may be estimated with

great precision by the rules laid down by INIr Kir-

wan *.

V. Let us now consider the method of estimating

the quantity of the different muriats which may exist

in waters.

If muriat of potass or of soda, without any other

salt, exist in water, we have only to decompose them

bynitrat of silver, and dry the precipitate; for 217.65

of muriat of silver indicate 100 of muriat of potass,

and 235 of muriat of silver indicate 100 of common
salt.

The same process is to be followed if the alkaline

carbonats be present
;
only these carbonats must be

On Mineral Waters, p. ajp.
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previously saturated with sulphuric acid; and we must

precipitate the muriatic acid by means of sulphat of

silver instead of nitrat. The presence of sulphat of

soda does not injure the success of this process.

If muriat of ammonia accompany either of the fixed

alkaline sulphats without the presence of any other salt,

decompose the sal ammoniac by barytes water, expel

the ammonia by boiling, precipitate the barytes by di-

luted sulphuric acid, saturate the muriatic acid with

soda. The sulphat of barytes thus precipitated indi-

cates the quantity of muriat of ammonia
;

i oo grains

of sulphur indicating 49.09 grains of that salt. If sul-

phats be present in the solution, they ought to be pre-

viously separated.

If common salt be accompanied by muriat of lime,

muriat of magnesia, muriat of alumina, or muriat of

iron, or by all of these together w'ithout any other salts,

the earths may be precipitated by barytes water, and

redissolved in muriatic acid. They are then to be se-

parated from each other by the rules formerly laid

down
;
and their weight being determined indicates the

quantity of every particular earthy muriat contained

in the water. For 50 grains of lime indicate too of

dried muriat of lime
; 30 grains of magnesia indicate

100 of the muriat of that earth
; and 21.8 grains of

alumina indicate ido of the muriat of alumina. The

barytes is to be separated from the solution by sulphu-

ric acid, and the muriatic acid exjjelled by heat, or sa-

turated with soda
; the common salt may then be as-

certained by evaporation, subtracting in the last case

the proportion of common salt indicated by the known
quantity of muriatic acid from which the earths had

been separated.

Chap IV.

a. Earhy.
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When sulphats and muriats exist together, they
ought to be separated either by precipitating the sul-
phats by means of alcohol, or by evaporating the whole
to dryness, and dissolving the earthy muriats in alco-

The salts thus separated may be estimated by the
rules already laid down.

When alkaline and earthy muriats and sulphat of
lime occur together, this last salt is to be decomposed
by means of muriat of barytes. The precipitate ascer-
tains the weight of sulphat of lime contained in the wa-
ter. The estimation is then to be conducted as when
nothing but muriats are present;- only from the muriat
of hme that proportion of muriat must be deducted
which is known to have been formed by the infusion

of the muriat of barytes.

When muriats of soda, magnesia, and alumina, are
present together with sulphats of lime and magnesia,
the water to be examined ought to be divided into two
equal portions. To the one portion add carbonat of
magnesia till the whole of the lime and alumina be pre-

cipitated. Ascertain the quantity of lime which gives

the proportion of sulphat of lime. Precipitate the sul-

phuric acid by muriat of barytes. This gives the quan-
tity contained in the sulphat of magnesia and sulphat

of lime
; subtracting this last portion, we have the

quantity of sulphat of magnesia.

From the second portion of water precipitate all the

magnesia and alumina by means of lime-water. The
weight of these earths enables us to ascertain the weight
of muriat of magnesia and of alumina contained in the

water, subtracting that part of the magnesia which
existed in the state of sulphat, as indicated by the exa-

mination of the first portion of water. After this es,.
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Chap. IV.timation precipitate the sulphuric acid bj barytes water,

and the lime by carbonic acid. The liquid evaporated

to dryness leaves the common salt.

VI. It now only remains to explain the method of Estimation
• . . - , . , . ,

ofnitrats.
ascertaining the proportion oi the nitrats which may
exist in waters. ' *

1. When nitre accompanies sulphats and muriats i. Alkaline,

without any other nitrat, the sulphats are to be decom-

posed by acetat of barytes, and the muriats by acetat

of silver. The water, after filtration, is to be evapora-

. ted to dryness, and the residuum treated with alcohol,

which dissolves the acetats, and leaves the nitre ; the

quantity of which may be easily estimated. If an al-

kali be present, it ought to be previously saturated with

sulphuric or muriatic add.

2. If nitre, common salt, nitrat of lime, and muriat a. Earthy,

of lime or of magnesia, be present together, the w'ater

ought to be evaporated to dryness, and the dry mass
treated with alcohol, which takes up the earthy salts.

From the residuum, redissolved in water, the nitre may
be separated, and estimated as in the last case. The
alcohol solution is to be evaporated to dryness, and the

residuum redissolved in water. Let us suppose it to

contain muriat of magnesia, nitrat of lime, and muriat

of lime. Precipitate the muriatic acid by nitrat of sil-

ver, which gives the proportion of muriat of magnesia
and of lime. Separate the magnesia by means of carbo-

nat of lime, and note its quantity. This gives us the

quantity of muriat of magnesia. And subtracting the

muriatic acid contained in that salt from the whole a-

cld indicated by the precipitate of silver, we have the

proportion of muriat of lime. Lastly, saturate the

lime added to precipitate the magnesia with nitric acid.
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Then precipitate the ^hole of the lime by sulphuric

acid
j and subtracting from the whole of the sulphat

thus formed that portion formed by the carbonat of

lime added, and by the lime contained in the muriat,

the residuum gives us the lime contmned in the origi-

nal nitrat j and 3 5 grains of lime form 1 00 of dry ni-

trat of lime.
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MINERALS.

All the solid materials of which this globe of ours is

•omposed have received the name of minerals ; and that

branch of chemistry which treats of them is distinguish-

ed by the title of Mineralogy. These substances,

without doubt, must have at all times attracted the at-

tention of mankind ; because from them alone are drawn

the metals, stones, and other similar substances of in-

dispensable use. But it is only very lately that the

method of ascertaining the component parts of these

substances was discovered, or that it was possible to

describe them so as to be intelligible to others. From

the ancients no information of any consequence on these

topics is to be expected. The whole science of mine-

ralogy has been created since the year 177°>

present advancing towards perfection with astonishing

rapidity. New minerals are every day described and

analysed, collections are every where forming, and tra-

vels of discovery are succeeding each other without in-

V
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Book III. termission. The fruit of these labours has been the
discovery of no less than five new earths and eight new
metals; besides a vast number of useful minerals which
had been formerly unknown or disregarded.

Mineralogy, as far as it is a chemical science, in-

cludes under it three different topics; namely, i. An
account of the properties and constituents of minerals.

2. An account of the various combinations which these

bodies form; or of compound minerals', as they have
been called. 3. The art of analysing minerals. These
three topics will occupy our attention in their or-
der. But as a technical language has been adopted by
mineralogists in their descriptions, it will be necessary,

in the first place, in order to render this Book intelli-

gible, to premise a few observations on that subject.

/

4
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Ch2p. L

CHAP. I.

OF THE DESCRIPTION OF MINERALS.

r^JoTUlNG at first sight appears easier than to describe

a mineral, and yet in reality it is attended with a great

deal of difficulty. The mineralogical descriptions of the

ancients are so loose and inaccurate, that many of the

minerals to which they allude cannot be ascertained ;

and consequently their pbservations, however valuable

in themselves, are often, as far as respects us, altoge-

ther lost. It is obvious, that to distinguish a mineral

from every other, we must either mention some pecu-

liar property, or a collection of properties, which exist

together in no other mineral. These properties must

be described in terms rigidly accurate, which convey

precise ideas of the very properties intended, and of no

other properties. The smallest deviation from this

would lead to confusion and uncertainty. Now it is

impossible to describe minerals in this manner,' unless

there be a peculiar term for each of their properties,

and unless this term be completely understood. Mine-

ralogy therefore must have a language of its own ; that

is to say, it must have a term to denote every minera-

logical property, and each of these terms must be accu-

rately defined. The language of mineralogy was invent-
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Book III, ed by the celebrated Werner of Frejberg, and first made
known to the world by the publication of his treatise

• on the external characters of minerals.
'

The object of this celebrated philosopher was to invent

a method of describing minerals with such precision,

that every species could readily be recognised by those

who were acquainted with the terms employed. For this

purpose, it was necessary to make use of those proper-

ties only which presented themselves to our senses on

inspecting the mineral. These accordingly were chosen,

and called by Werner external characters

;

because

they may be ascertained without destroying the mineral

examined.

Now all minerals belong to one or other of the three

following heads: i. Solid. 2. Friable, or crumbling to

pieces between the fingers. 3. Fluid, 'i’here are some
of the external characters which belong equally to each

of these three sets of bodies ; while others are confined

to one or two of them. Hence Werner; divides the ex-
I

ternal characters of minerals into two sets
; namely,

3. Those which belong to all minerals. 2. Those which

are confined to one or two of the above heads. The
first of those are called •universal, the second, particu-

lar.

I. Univers.-tl External Characters.

The universal external characters are eight in num-
ber ; namely, i.. Colour. 2. Cohesion. 3. Lustre.

4. Feel. 5. Coldness. 6. Gravity. 7. Smell. 8.

• Taste.

I. Colour. With respect to the colour of minerals,

five particulars require our attention, i. The species

of colour. 2. Its tntensity.
,

3. The colour of the sur-
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/ace, when it differs from the internal colour, or has any Chap, l
thing else remarkable. 4- The changes of colour which

'
''

a mineral may have undergone, j. The disposition 'of

colours when several occur in the same mineral.

(i.) The different colours observed are referred by
Werner under eight different heads j eaeh of which is

divided into a variety of shades^

I. Whites,

Snow white. Pure white.

Reddish white. White with a light tint of red.

Yellowish white. White with a light tint of yellow.
Silver white. Yellowish white with a metallic lustre.

Greyish.white. White with a light tint of black.

Greenish-white. White with a light tint of green.
Milk white. White with a light tint of blue.

Tin white. Milk white of a metallic lustfe.

2 . Greys.

Bluish grey. Grey with a little blue.

Lead grey. Bluish grey with a metallic lustre.

Pearl grey. Light grey with a slight mixture of vio-
let blue.

Smoke grey. Dark grey with a little blue and
brown.

Greenish grey. Light grey tinged with green.
1 eliowish grey. A light grey tinged with yellow.
Steel grey. A dark grey with a light tint of yellow

and a metallic lustre.

Ash grey. The darkest grey with a tint of yellow.

3 « Blacks.

Greyish black. Black with a little white.
Brownish black. Black with a tint of brown.
Black. Pure black.

VoL. III. Hh
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Book III. Iron black. Pure black with a small mixture of

white and a metallic lustre.

Bluish black. Black with a tint of blue.

4, Blues.

. Indigo blue. A dark blackish blue.

Prussian blue. The purest blue.

Azure blue. A bright blue with scarce a tint of

red.

Smalt blue. A light blue.

Violet blue. A mixture of azure blue and carmine.

Lavender blue. Violet blue mixed with grey.

Sky blue. A light blue with a slight tint of green.

5. Greens.'

Verdigris green. A bright green of a bluish cast.

Seagreen. A very light green, a mixture of verdigris

green and grey.

Mountain green. The preceding, but of a yellowish

' cast.

Emerald green. Pure green.

Grass green. Pure green with a tint of yellow.

Apple green. A light green formed of verdigris

green and white.

Leek green. A very dark green with a cast of

brown.

Blackish green. The darkest green, a mixture of

leek green and black.

Pistachio green. Grass green, yellow and a little

brown.

Olive green. A pale yellowish green with a tint of

brown.

Asparagus green. The lightest green, yellowish with

a little brown and grey.

i
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6 . Yellows.

Sulphur yellow. A light greenish yellow.

Brass yellow. The preceding, with a little less green

and a metallic lustre.

Lemon yellow. Pure yellow.

Gold yellow. The preceding with a metallic lustre.

Honey yellow. A deep yellow with a little reddish

brown.

Wax yellow. The preceding, but deeper.

Bronze yellow. A pale yellow with grey.

Straw yellow. A pale yellow, a mixture of sulphur

yellow and reddish grey.

Wine yellow. A pale yellow with a tint of red.

Ochre yellow. Darker than the preceding, a mix-

ture of lemon yellow with a little brown.

Isabella yellow. A pale brownish yellow, a mixture

of pale orange with reddish brown.

Orange yellow. A bright reddish yellow, formed of

lemon yellow and red.

7. Reds.

Aurora red. A bright yellow red, a mixture of scar-

let and lemon yellow.

Hyacinth red. A high red like the preceding, but

with a shade of brown.

Brick red. Lighter than the preceding, a mixture of

aurora red and a little brown.

Scarlet red. A bright and high red, with scarce a

tint of yellow.

Copper red. A light yellowish red with the metal-

lic lustre.

Blood red. A deep red, a' mixture of crimson and

scarlet.

Hh a
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Book III. Carmine red. Pure red verging towards a cast of

blue.

Cochineal red. A deep red
; a mixture of carmine

with a little blue and a very little grey.

Crimson red. A deep red with a tint of blue.

Flesh red. A very pale red of the crimson -kind.

Rose red. A pale red of the cochineal kind.

Peach blossom red. A very pale whitish red of the

crimson kind.

Cherry red. A dark dirty crimson red ; a nAxturc

of crimson and a little brown.

Brownish red. A mixture of blood red and brown.

8. Browns.

Reddish brown. A deep brown inclining to red.

Clove brown. A deep brown with a tint of carmine.

Yellowish brown. A light brown verging towards

ochre yellow.

Wood brown. A light brown, a mixture of yellow-

ish brown and grey.

Hair brown. Intermediate between yellow brown
and clove brown with a tint of grey.

Tombac brown. A light yellowish brown, of a me-

tallic lustre, formed of gold yellow and reddish brown.

Liver brown. A dark brown
;
blackish brown with

a tint of green.

Blackish brown. The darkest brown.

("i.") In respect of intensity

^

colours are either dari^

deep, light, or pale. When a colour cannot be referred

to any of the preceding, but is a mixture of two, this is

expressed by saying, that the prevailing one verges to-

wards the other, if it has only a small tint of it
:
passes

into it, if it has a greater.

(3.) When the colour of the surface of a mineral
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differs from its internal colour, the origin of this diffe- Chap. I.

rence is pointed out, and the kind of colour is descri-

bed. Notice is taken also whether the surface reflects

the prismkic spectrum, or reflects different brilliant co-

lours like the opal when its position is altered.

("4.) When the original colour of a mineral is chan-

ged altogether, and it has assumed another, it is then

said to be altered.

(5 .) When different colours appear in the same mi-

neral, they may be disposed in clouds^ dotsy streuhy

rings
y veins, zones, &c.

II. Cohesion. With respect to cohesion, minerals

are either solid, friable, orfluid.

III. Lustre. By this term is meant the gloss or cohesion
brightness which appears on the external surface of a

mineral, or on its internal surface when fresh broken.

The first is called external, the second internal lustre.

Two particulars respecting lustre require our attention;

I . The degree
;

2. '1 he kind of lustre.

(i.) W ith respect to degree, five terms cf comparison

have been chosen
; namely, i. Very brilliant; 2. Bril-

liant
; j. Sub-brilliant; 4. Glin'mering, that is, having

only certain parts brilliant;
5 Dull, or without lustre*.

(2.) With respect to kind, the lustre is either, i,

tallic

:

or, 2. Common. The common lustre is subdi-

vided into vitreous or glossy, silky, waxy or greasy,

mother ofpearl, diamond, and semimetallic.

IV. Feel. By the feel of minerals is meant the

sensation which their surfaces communicate when han-

* ThcM four degrees h?.ve been denoted by i\!r Kiiwan by the figures

An 3i »I I, and no lustre by 0,

H-hs
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Form.

died. Minerals, with respect to feel, are either dry^

somewhat greasy, greasy, or very greasy.

V. Coldness. \

VI. Specific gravity. These characters require no

VII. Smell. r particular description.

VIII. Taste. J

II. Particular External Characters.

The particular external characters are subdivided, of

course, into_ three heads : i. The first including those

that belong to solid miperals
; the second, to friable

;

and the third, to fluid.

I. Particular Characters of solid Minerals.—The

particular characters of solid minerals are 14 in num.-

ber ; namely,

1. Form or figure, 8. Stain,

2. Surface, y. Hardness,

3. Fracture or texture, 10. Ductility,

4. Structure, ii. Tenacity,

V

5. Fragments, 1 2. Flexibility,

6. Transparence, 13. Adherence to the tongue,

7. Scratch, 14. Sound.

I. Form. The form of minerals is either, i. Com-

mon ; 2. Imitative ;
or, 3. Regular.

(i.) Common. The form is said to be common,

it is too irregular to be compared to the form of any

other body. In that case a mineral is often called amor-

phous.

('2.) Imitative or particular. The form is said to

be imitative when it can be referred to some known

body. The imitative forms are : Globular, like a globe
;

oval, like an oblong spheroid ; ovate, like an egg 5

cheese-shaped,^ a very flattened sphere ; almond-shaped,
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like an almond ;
lenticular^ like a double convex lens,

compressed and gradually thinner towards the edges ;

cuneiform^ like a wedge ; nodulous, having depressions

and protuberances like a potatoe ;
botryoidal, like grapes

closely pressed together
; dentiform, longish and tortu-

ous, and thicker at the bottom than the top ; wireform,

like a wire
;

capillary, like hair, finer than the prece-

ding •, retiform, threads interwoven like a net ;
dendritic,

like a tree, having branches issuing from a common

stem ;
shriibform, branches not arising from a common

stem coraloidal, branched like coral ; stalactitical,

like icicles ;
clavated, like a club, long, and thicker at

one end than another
; faseijorm, long straight cylin-

drical bodies, united like a bundle of rods
; tubular, cy-

lindrical and hollovy.

(3.) Regular. The form of minerals is said to be re-

gular when they arc crystallized.

II. By SURFACE is meant the appearance of the ex-

ternal surface of minerals. The surface is either uneven,

composed of small unequal elevations and depressions

;

scabrous, having very small sharp and rough elevations,

more easily felt than seen
; drusy, covered with very

minute crystals ; rough, composed of very minute blunt

elevations, easily distinguishable by the feel ; scaly, com-

posed of very minute thin scale-like leaves
; smooth, free

from all inequality or roughness
; specular, having a

smooth polished surface like a mirror
; or streaked, ha-

ving elevated, straight, and parallel lines. This last cha-

racter is confined to the surface of crystals. The streaks

are either transverse ; longitudinal ; alternate, in diffe-

rent directions on different faces; plumose, r\xmnr\g {toco.

a middle rib; or dccusiuted, crossing each other.

JII, Fracture or texture. By this is meant

H h 4

Chap. I.

Surface.

Fracture or

texture.
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the appearance which the internal surface of a mineral
presents when broken, provided it be not fractured in
the direction of one of the natural points of the mineral.
This appearance obviously depends upon the texture of
the mineral

; hence this' character is sometimes called
fracture, sometimes texture. The fracture is either, i.
Compact. 2. Fibrous. 3. Radiated. 4. Lameller or
foliated.

(
I
). Compact. The fracture is called compact when all

the parts of the internal surface are continuous. The
small inequalities which occur in this fracture are thus
distinguished, i. Scaly, when small inequalities cover
one another and come off in' scales. 2. Even, destitute
of perceptible inequalities. 3. Concloidal, small hoi.
lows like the print of shells. 4. Uneven, having many
small, sharp, abrupt, irregular elevations and inequali-
ties; and from the size of these, this fracture is denomi-
nated coarse, small, ox fine. 5. Earthy, when the in-
ternal surface resembles dried earth. 6. Rugged or
hackly, having many very minute sharp hooks, more
sensible to the hand than the eye. This last fracture is

peculiar ,to the metals.

(2.) Fibrous. The fracture is called fibrous, when the
internal surface shows the mineral composed of fibres

or threads adhering together, and too small to be mea-
sured. These fibres are either straight or curved, and
they are disposed either in parallels, or they diverge
from each other, or they are interwoven together.

(3.) Radiated. The fracture is called radiated when
the fibres are llattlsh and so large that their breadth ad-
mits of measurement. The internal surface in that case
.exhibits strice or channels.

.(4.) foliated. The fracture is called foliated when
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the mineral appears composed of thin plates whose sur- Chap.L

faces are smooth and polished like the surface of a cry- ’

stal. The plates may be either large, small or very

email; perfect, imperfect ox doubtful ; straight ox curved

in various ways. The direction of the plates, or the

clivage, may be either simple, double, or triple.

IV . The STRUCTURE or COMPOUND TEXTURE is Structure,

the manner in which the parts that form the texture are

disposed. It is either slaty, in straight layers like slate j

testaceous, in incurvated layers
; concentric, inconcen-

tric layers
; or columnar, in columns.

1 he texture and structure may at first view appear

the sam.e \ but in reality they are very different, 'i hus
common slate has often the slaty structure and earthy

texture. The texture of pit,coal is compact, but its

structure is often slaty.

V. By FRAGMENTS is meant the shape of the pieces
Fragn,^,!*.

into which a mineral breaks when struck with a ham-
mer. They are either i. regular, or, 2. irregular.

(i.) By regular fragments are meant those which
have a geometrical form. They are usually the frag,-

ments of crystallized bodies
} and are either cubic, thorny^

hoidal, trapezoidal, tetrahedral, octahedral, or dodecahe^

dral.

(2.) By irregular are meant the fragments which
have not a geometrical form

; they are wedge-shaped
;

splintery, thin, long and pointed
; tabular, thin, and

broad, and sharp at the corners, as common slate ; or
indeterminate, without any particular resemblance to

any other body. The edges of indeterminate fragments
are either very sharp, sharp, sharpish, or blunt.

VI. By transparency is meant the proportion of Tranipi.
light which minerals are capable of transmitting. They
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Scratch.

Stain.

Hsrdnnj;

are transparent or pellucid when objects can be seen

distinctly through them
; diaphanous^ when objects are

seen through them indistinctly
;
suhdiaphanousy when

light passes but in so small a quantity that objects can-

not be seen through them *
; opaque, when no light is

transmitted.

When opaque minerals become transparent in water,

they are called hydrophanous. When objects are seen

double through a transparent mineral, it'is said to refract

VII. By the scratch or streak, is meantthe mark

left when a mineral is scratched by any hard body, as

the point of a knife. It is either similar, of the same

colour with the mineral
j
or dissimilar, of a different

colour.

VIII. By STAIN, is meant the trace which some mi-

nerals leave when rubbed upon paper. Some minerals

leave a stain or trace, others not. Some of the first

kind may be employed to write with, others not.

IX. By HARDNESS, is meant the resistance which a

body opposes when we attempt to scratch it. Mine-

rals are either, i, hard, 2. hardish, 3. soft, 4. very

soft.

(i.) Minerals are called hard when they do not yield

to the knife, and strike fire with steel. There are

three degrees of it. i. Extremely hard, not yielding

to the file. 2. Very hard, yielding a little to the file.

3. Hard, yielding to the file.

* According to Mr Kirwan’s method, 1 have denoted these three de-

grees of transparency by the figures 4, 3, a. When a mineral is subdia-

phanous only at the edge, that is denoted by the figure i. Opacity 15

lometimes denoted by 0.
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(2.) Minerals are hardish when they yield with diffi-

culty to the knife, and do not strike fire with steel.

(:}.) iSo/r, when they yield easily to the knife, but

not to the nail.

(4.) Fetj soft, when they yield to the nail.

I have used Mr Kirw'an’s figures to denote the com-

parative HARDNESS of bodies ;
for an explanation of

which the reader is referred to Vol. I. p. 106. of this

Work.

X. With respect to ductility, minerals are either,

(i.) Brittle, incapable of being hammered.

(2.) Sectile, capable of being cut, but not hammered.

(3.) Ductile, capable of being hammered.

XI. By TENACITY, is meant the resistance w'hich

minerals oppose to the stroke of a hammer wdien we

attempt to break them. In this respect they are, i. ex-

tremly tough. 2. Very tough. 3. Though, 4. Fragile,

5. Very fragile.

XII. By FLEXIBILITY, is meant the property of

bending without breaking. Some minerals are (i.)

Flexible, and of these some are, i. Elastic; others, 2. Not

elastic. (2.) Others inflexible.

XIII. Adherence to the tongue. Some mi-

nerals adhere, i. Very strongly, 2. others moderately,

3. others slightly, 4. and others very slightly.

XIV. By SOUND, is meant the peculiar noise emitted

by some minerals when struck or bent. Some give a

clear sound, as slate
; others a dull sound ; some creak

when bent, as tin.

2. Particular characters offriable minerals.—These

are seven in number ; most of which have been already

discribed in the particular characters of solid minerals.

Chap L

Ductility,

Tenacity.

Flexibility.

Adhereiicei’

Sound.

Friable mi-

ncrals.
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^Bcok ni. I, External figure. The external figure of

^
friable minerals is always common.

II. Appearance, By this is meant the figure of
the small parts of which the friable minerals are com-
posed. These parts are either, i. Pulverulent, 2. Scales,

3. Sand.

III. Stain. All friable minerals leave a trace when
rubbed upon paper.

IV. Friableness. By this is meant the degrees of
adhesion between the parts of friable minerals. They
are either coherent or in powder.

V. VI. VII. The ADHERENCE to the tongue, the
scratch, and the sound, are the same as in solid mi-

, nerals.

^dmine- 3. Particular characters offluid —These
are only two in number

; namely.

I. Transparence. Ihey are either, i. diapha-
nous or pellucid, 2. muddy, 3. opake.

II. Fluidity. They are either perfectly fluid or

viscid. •

With respect to electricity, some minerals become
electric when heated, others when rubbed, others can-

not be rendered electric. The electricity of some mi-
nerals is positive or vitreous, of others negative or resi-

nous.

XW.plpc. The chemical properties of minerals will be under-
stood without any, explanation. In detecting them, the

blow-pipe is often of singular use, as it enables us in a
few minutes to determine many points which by the

usual processes would occupy a great deal of time.

The blow-pipe is merely a tube ending in a cavity as

fine as a small wire, through which air is forced and

made to play upon the flame of a candle, by means of
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which the flame is concentrated and directed against Chap. L

small particles of the mineral to be examined, either

placed upon a bit of charcoal or in a platinum or silver

spoon. The air is either forced into the blow-pipe by

the lungs of the experimenter, or by means of bellows

attached to the blow pipe. By thus exposing a very

small portion of a mineral to the concentrated flame, we
see the effect of heat upon it, and have an opportunity

of trying the action of other bodies on it at a very high

temperature, as of borax, soda, microcosmic salt, &c-

The properties which these experiments' bring into

view, enable us in many cases to ascertain the nature,

arid even the component parts, of a mineral.

The blow-pipe was first introduced into mineralogy

Jjy Von Swab. It was afterwards improved by Cron-

stedt, and still farther by Bergman. Saussure substi-

tuted a fine splinter of cyanite for charcoal, cemented a

very minute portion of the mineral to be examined to

the point of this splinter, and exposed it in that situa-

tion to the action of the blow-pipe. By this contri-

vance he was enabled to make his experiments upon

very minute particles
; and this enabled him to fuse

many bodies formerly considered as infusible.
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Avicenna, a writer of the nth century, divided mi-

nerals into four classes
;
stones, salts, inflammable bo-

dies, and metals *. This division has been, in some

measure, followed by all succeeding writers. Linnaeus,

indeed, the first of the moderns who published a sys-

tem of mineralogy, being guided by the external cha-

racters alone, divided minerals into three classes, petrcCy

mineree^ /ossilia : but Avicenna’s classes appear among

his orders. The same remark may be made with re-

spect to the systems ofWallerius, Wolsterdorf, Car-

theuser, and Justi, which appeared in succession after

the first publication of Linnasus’s Systema Naturcc, in

1736. At last, in 1758, the system of Cronstedt ap-

peared. He reinstated the classes of Avicenna in their

place 3 and his system was adopted by Bergman, Kir-

wan, Werner, and the most celebrated mineralogists

* Corpora mineralia in quatuor species dividuntur, scilicet in lapides,

et in liquefactiva, sulphurea, et sales. Et horum qu*dam sunt rarz sub-

stantiae ct dcbilis compositionis, et quzdam fortis substantiae, et quxdam
ductibilia, et quzdam non. Avicenna * Corgelatione tt Conglutinafionr

La^idum, chap, iii. Jleatrum Giiemicum, t. iv. p. 997.
’
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who have written since. These classes shall be adopt-

ed in the present Work, because none which are pre-

ferable have been hitherto proposed.
'

I shall therefore divide minerals into four Classes

;

1. Stones

;

2 . Salts

;

3. Combustibles;

4. Ores.

The first Class comprehends all the minerals which

are composed chiefly of earths
;
the second, all the com-

binations of acids and alkalies which occur in the mine-

ral kingdom ;
the third, those minerals which are ca-

pable of combustion, and which consist chiefly of sul-

phur, carbon, and oil
;
the fourth, the mineral bodies

which are composed chiefly of metals.

Chap. IL

Division.
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CLASS I.

STONES.

This class naturallj divides itself into two orders.
The first order comprehends under it all the combina-
tions composed entirely of earthy bodies, or of earthy
bodies united with only a small portion of an alkali or
metallic oxide : The second order consists of combina-
tions of earthy bodies with acids. To the first order,
for want of a better term, we shall give the appellation

,

earthy stones
; to the second, that of saline stones.

I

Order I. EARTHY STONES.

Cronstedt divided this order into nine-genera, cor-
responding to nine earths

; one of which he thought
composed the stones arranged under each genus. The
names of his genera were, calcarex, silicea, granatinsr,
argtllacear, micacea, fluores, ashestina, %eolithica, mag-
nesuz. All his earths were afterwards found to be com-
pounds, except the first, second, fourth, and ninth.
Bergman, therefore, in his Sciagraphiay first published
in 1782, reduced the number of genera to five; which
was the number of primitive earths known when he
wrote. Since that period five new earths have been
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discovered. According!}'-, in the latest systems of mi^

neralogy, the genera belonging to this order are pro-

portionally increased. Each^genus is named from an

earth
;
and they are arranged in the newest Wernerian

system, which I have seen, as follows c

Class T.

Order I.

I. Jargon genus,

a. Siliceous genus,

3. Glucina genus>

4- Argillaceous genus,

5. Magnesian genus,

6. Calcareous genus,

7. Barytic genus,

8. Strontian genus.

Kirwan, in his very valuable system of minera-

adopted the same genera. Under each genus,

those stones are placed which are composed chiefly of

the earth which gives a name to the genus, or which
at least are supposed to possess the characters which di-

stinguish that earth.

^
A little consideration will be sufficient to discover

that there is no natural loundation for these genera.
O' '

Most stones are composed of two, three, or even four
ingredients

; and, in many cases, the proportion of two
or more of these is nearly ecjual. Now, under what
genus soever such minerals are arranged, the earth

which gives it a name must form the smallest part of
their composition. Accordingly, it has not been so
much the chemical composition, as the external charac-

ter, which has guided the minerfllogist in the distribu-

tion of his species. Tlie genera cannot be said proper-
ly to liave any character at all, nor the species to be
connected by any thing else than an arbitrary title.

This defect, which must be apparent in the most va-
luable systems of mineralogy, seems to have arisen

chiefly from an attempt to combine together an artificial

VoL. III. 1 i
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Substances

found in

stony bo-
dies.

Arfange-

ment.

SIMPLE MINERALS.

and natural system. As my object at present is to give

a view of these bodies according to their composition,

it will be necessary to follow a different plan.

The only substances which enter into the minerals

belonging to this order, in such quantity as to deserve

attention, are the following :

Alumina, A
Silica, S

Magnesia, M
Lime, L
Barytes, B

Glucina, G
Zirconia, Z
Yttria, Y

All those minerals which are composed of the same

ingredients I arrange under the same genus. Accord-

ing to this plan, there must be as many genera as there

are varieties of combinations of the above substances

ejysting in nature. The varieties in the proportion of

the ingredients constitute species. I have not imposed

names upon these genera; but, in imitation of Berg-

man *, have denoted each by a symbol. This symbol

is composed of the first letter of every substance which

enters in any considerable quantity into the composi-

tion of the minerals arranged under the genus denoted

by itf. Thus, suppose the minerals of a genus to be

composed of alumina^ silica^ and oxide of iron, I denote

Oxide of iron, I

Oxide of chromium, C
Oxideof nickel, N
Oxide of copper, K
Botass, P

Soda, O
Water, W

* Opusc. iv. 231.

•f-
For distinction’s sake, Copper is denoted by the letter K; and Soda

by its second letter O.
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tfie genus by the symbol Asi. The letters are arran-

ged according to the proportion of the ingredients
; that

which enters in the greatest proportion being put first,

and the others in their order. Thus the genus Asi is

composed of a considerable proportion of alumina, of a

. smaller proportion of silica, and contains least of all of

iron. By this contrivance, the symbol of a genus con-

tains, within the compass of a few letters, a pretty ac-

curate description of its nature and character. Where
the proportions of the ingredients vary in the saime ge-

nus so much, that the letters which constitute its sym-
bol change their place, I subdivide the genus into parts

j

and whenever the properties of minerals vary in a stri-

king manner, according to this proportion, each of these

parts is made a distinct genus.

The following is a view of the different genera be-

longing to this order, denoted each by its symbol. E-
very genus is followed by the species included under it;

and the whole are in the order which I mean to follow
in describing them.

499

Class 1.

Order I.

i A.

1 . Diaspore

2. Native alumina

II. As.

1. Corundum—E-

mery

2. ChrySoberyl

3- Topaz

4. Fibrolite

5. Sommite

In. Am.

z. Spinell

2. Geylanite

IV. s.

1. Quartz

2. Chrysoprase

3. Flint

4. Opal—Cat’s eye

V. Zs.

I. Zircon

VI. Sa.

1. Shorlite

2. Hornstone

3. Pitchstone

Ii2

Table of

genera and
species.
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4i Chalcedony

5. Plasma

6. Heliotrope

7. Jasper

8. Tripoli

9. Porcelain earth

10. Clay

11. Cimolite

12. Poliershiefer

13. Black chalk

14. Fullers earth

VII. Sai*

1. Mica

2. Talc

3. Hornblende

4. Obsidian

VIII. Asi.

1. Shorl—Suberite

2. Pinite

3. Granatite

IX. Snaw.

I. Pimelite .

X. Sap.

1. Lepidollte

2. Leucite

3. Felspar

4. White chlorite

XI. Sag.

1. Fmerald

2. Enclose

XII. SaB;

I. Staurolite

XIII. Sla.

I. LazuliW

XIV. Sal.

1. Scapolite

2. Dipyre

3. Hyalite

2. SAWL.

4. Zeolite

5. Stilbite

6. Analcime

7. Chabasie

8. Prehnite

XV. Sali. ^

1. Thiimmerstone-i-

Kaupholite

2. Thallite

3. Scorza

4. Garnet—Aplome

5. Pyrope

XVI. Sail.

1. Basalt

2. Wacken

3. Klingstein

4. Keiselshiefer

5. Green earth

XVII. Ams.

•I . Cyanite

XVIII. Msa.

1. Serpentine

2. Nephrite

XIX. Msai.

1. Potstone

2. Chlorite

3. Lithomarga

I
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XX. Saim.

I. Melanite

XXL Samli.

1. Slate

2. Bole ,

XXII. Slacmi.

1. Smaragdite

XXIII. Sm.

1. Kiffekill

2. Steatites

XXIV. Msi.

I. Chrysolite

XXV. Sml.

I. Asbestos

The minerals belonging to this order possess the fol-

lowing common properties: A specific gravity varying
from 4.4 to 0.7. The greater number of them are hard
enough to scratch glass

; and this is always the case

when the specific gravity exceeds 3.5. Some of them,
howeyerj, are as soft as cotton. None of them have the
true metallic lustre; though some possess the false metal-
lic lustre, which disappears on scratching them. None
of them are soluble in water

; and very few of them are

soluble in acids without some peculiar mode of apply-
ing them. Hitherto it has been impossible for chemists
to form any of theiji by art.

Genus I. A.

This genus contains no minerals whidi occur in

well-defined crystals. I he sapphire was formerly con-

sidered as pure alumina crystallized
; but the late ansu

Ii 3

2. Actinote

3. Malacolite

XXVI. SiLM.

I. Augite

XXVII. Smil.

1. Vesuvian

2. Meionite

XXVIII. Sl.

I. Tremolite

XXIX. Slk.

1. Dioplase

XXX. Ysi.

I. Gadolinite

Class I.

Order I.
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Chapelt
of Chenevlx have pniformly detected a small por-

»—
-V tion of silica.

' ' Sp. I. Diasporef. '

Properties. This mineral was first noticed by Lelievre, and de-

scribed by Hany. Nothing is known concerning the

' part of France where it was found. Its colour is grey.

It occurs in masses composed of plates slightly curved,

and easily separable from each other. Lustre conside-

rable, pearly. Divisible into plates in another direction,

forming with the first an angle of 130*?. Scratches

glass. Before the flame of a candle decrepitates, and
disperses in small pieces f. Specific gravity 3.4324.

Cotnposi- According to the analysis of Vauquelin, it is composed

alumina

17 water

3 oxide of iron

100
0

Sp- 2. Native AlumifiaJ.

This substance has been found at Halles in Saxony

in compact kidney-form masses. Its consistence is ear-

Properties. thy. Lustre o. Opaque. Hardness 4. Brittle. Spe-

cific gravity 1.305 to 1.669. Feels soft, but meagre.

Adheres very slightly to the tongue. Stains very slight-

ly. (Colour snow white, or yellowish white. Does not

readily diffuse Itself in water.

It consists, according to Schreber, of pure alumina

* Hauy’s Mineralogie, W. 358— Brochant’s Mineralogie, H. 507
Vauquelin, Ann. de Cb.vt. xlii. 113.

f Hence the name given it by Hauy.

I Sec Kirwan’s jSTtn. i. 175.—and Schrcbcr, 15 Stuck, p. 209.—Bro-
chant, i. 318.
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mixed with a small quantity of carbonat of lime, and

sometimes of sulphat of lime
;
but Fourcroy has lately

announced the result of his analysis as follows :

45 alumina

24 sulphat of lime

27 water

4 lime, silica, and muriat of lime

100 *

Genus II. As.

The minerals belonging to this genus are composed

,of alumina combined with a small portion of silica. History.

Ihey differ from those of the last in containing little or

no water
;

in being almost always crystallized, and ex-

cessively hard. This hardness, together with their

beauty, has given most of them a place among precious

stones.

S/>. I. Corundum.
^

The late experiments of Chenevix, and the observa-

tions of Bournon, have made it necessary to compre-

hend under this species several minerals formerly con-

sidered separately under the names of sapphire, corun-

dum, and adamantine spar. The analysis of Smithson

Tennant has shewn that emery also belongs to the same

species.

The stones usually called precious were first distin-

guished on account of their colour. Those that had a

red colour were called rubies
; the yellow were topa-

•
\

Class I.

Older I.

'

,
»

potnposi—

ion.

* Joar. (U Chim. iv. I3J.

I i 4
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, the blue, sapphires

; and the purple, amethysts.
It was soon observed, however, that most of the pro-
perties for which these stones were valued were pro-
portional to their hardness ; and as the finest kind
came from the East, it was usual with lapidaries to

disiinguish them by the epithet oriental. Mineralogists
were accustomed to consider these stones as distinct

species, till Rome de Li.sle observed that they agreed in

the form of their crystals, their hardness, and most of
their other properties

; and Werner made the same re-

mark about the same time. These observations were suf-

ficient to constitute them one species
; and accordingly

they were made one species by Rome de Lisle himself,

by Kirwan, and several other modern mineralogical

w liters. Rome de Lisle gave the species the name of

rithy
;
but this has been since confined to a different

mineral. This induced Hauy to invent the new word
ielesia but the term sapphire, appropriated to this spe-

cies by Werner and Delametherie, was adopted by mi^
neralogists in general.

Mineralogists had agreed in reducing these different

varieties of precious stones under the same species be-

fore they became acquainted with the mineral called

corundum. This stone, though it appears to have been

known to Mr Woodward, may be said to have been

first distinguished from other minerals by Dr Black.

.In 1768, Mr Berry, a lapidary in Edinburgh, received

a box of it from Dr Anderson of Madras. Dr Black

ascertained that these specimens differed from all the

stones known to Europeans
; and, in consequence of

its hardness, it obtained the name of adainantine spar.

Notwithstanding this, it could scarcely be said to have

been known to European mineralogists till Mr Greville
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of London, who has done so much to promote the scU

ence of mineralogy, obtained specimens of it, in 1784,

from India, and distributed them among the most emi-

nent chemists, in order to be analysed. Mr Greville

also learned that its Indian name was Corundum. It

Is found' in Indostan, not far from the river Cavery,

w’hich is south from Madras, in a rocky matrix, of con-

siderable hardness, partaking of the nature of the stone

itself*. It occurs also in China, and in Ceylon, Ava,

&c. The Count de Bournon pointed out the resem-

blance between this mineral and the sapphire in a dis-

sertation published by him and Mr Greville in the Phi-

losophical Transactions for 1798, and suggested it as

probable that corundum may be only a variety of the

sapphire ; and that the seeming difference in their in-

gredients is owing to the impurity of those specimens

of corundum which have hitherto been brought to Eu-
rope. This conjecture has been since demonstrated by

a subsequent dissertation of Bournon, and the chemical

analysis of Chenevixf. This species, then, must be

divided into two subspecies : the first, the perfect co-

rundum or sapphire of mineralogists
; the second, the

imperfect corundum or corundum of mineralogists. To
this the analysis of Mr Smithson Tennant warrants us to

add a third, namely, emery.

Subspecies i. Perfeft Corundum J.

Oriental ruby^ sapphire^ and topaz—Rubis d’orient of

505

Class T.

Order T.

• Garrow and Greville, Nichobon’s Jour, ii, 540.

t Fbii. Trans, l8oa, p. 233.

t See Kirwan s Alineralogy, L —Gnaelin’s Systema Watur/c of Lin-

nxu8, iii. I70i—Rome de Lisle’s Crystallograpbie, ii. 212.—Bergman s

Opusc. ii. 72.—Brochant, i. 207 Hauy, ii. 480.
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Rome de Lifle— Telasia of Hauy—Sapphire of Dela-
metherie.

Perfect corundum or sapphire is found in the East In-

dies, especially in Pegu and the island of Ceylon
^

Crysty*. and it is most commonly crystallized. The crystals

are of no great size: Their primitive form, as has

, been demonstrated by Bournon, is a rhomboid, whose
angles are 86° and 94°, and wliich therefore is nearly

rectangular. Sometimes it occurs in this form, though
but seldom. Bournon has described no less than eight

modifications of it. We may consider the primitive form
as composed of two trihedral pyramids united base tq

base, the solid angles of which are composed of three

acute angles of the faces. The eight modifications

are, i. The summit of the pyramids is replaced by
a face perpendicular to the axis, and of various sizes.

2. The edges of the base of the primitive pyramids are

replaced by faces parallel to the axis> which separates

the pyramids by a six-sided prism, with rhombic planes.

Often this modification runs into a regular six-sided

_

prism. 3. A decrement takes place on the flat angles

of the base, which converts the pyramids to six-sided, so

that the crystal is often a dodecahedron, composed of two
fix-sided pyramids applied base to base

; but it is very

seldom that both pyramids are complete. This modifi-

cation is often combined with the second. 4. The so-

lid angle at the summit is replaced by three faces, which
sometimes become so large as to cause the faces' of the

primative rhomboid to disappear, and converts the crys-

tal into a secondary rhomboid, whose faces have angles

of 114° and 66°. 5. A more rapid decrement of the

same kind produces a rhomboid still more acute, the fa-

^
ces of which have angles of 117° and 63°. 6. Simi-

lar decrements, still more rapid, form a third rhomboid

506
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still more acute, whose faces have angles of iig® 14 Clajs r.

and 60° 46'. 7. The acute angles which rest upon the '

base of the primitive pyramids suffer a decrement, which

converts the crystal into a six-‘sided prism, whose face?

correspond with the solid angles of the base of the pri-

mitive pyramids. 8. A six-sided pyramid, the solid

angle of whose summit measures 24°. Each of the

edges of the pyramid is replaced by a sm^ll face, which

makes the pyramid a dodecahedron*.

The texture of the sapphire is foliated
; but in the

more perfect specimens the plates are separated with dif-

ficulty. Fracture conchoidal. Its lustre varies from 3
to 4. Vitreous. Transparency usually 3 or 4, sometimes

only 2. It causes only a single refraction. Specific

gravity from 3.907 to 4. 161 . Hardness from 15 to 17.

Colour most frequently blue, sometimes red, purple,

yellow, and green, and sometimes colourless.

Subspecies 2. Imperfect Corundum
f.

CoTunduin of Gmelin

—

Adamantine spar of Klaproth

and ^.ix'wz.si—— Corindon of Hauy— Coninndum of

Woodward.

Usually crystallized
; sometimes found in amorphous

masses. The figures of the crystals are the same as

those of the last subspecies. Lustre, when in the direc-

tion of the laminae, 3 ; when broken across, 0. Opaque,
except when in very thin pieces. Hardness 1 5. Spe-

Propertic^.

Properties.

* Phil. Trant. l8o2. p. 2jO.

t See Kirwan’s Min. i.—Klaproth in BtoL dcr Berlin, viii. 395. and
Beitrage, i. 47—Mr Greville and the Count dc Bournon in the Vbilo.n.

fhical Tran,acti,ni 1 798, p. 403, and in Nicholson’s Jonr. ii. 340. and iii.

5 - Mr Hauy, yaur, de Phyt, xxx. 193, and Jour, de Min. No. xzviii. 262.

and Mineral 3, i.—Brothant, i. 356.
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cific gravity from 3.710 to 4-180*. Colour grey, of-

ten with various shades of blue and green.

Mr Chenevix obtained the following constituents frorr

different specimens of corundum subjected to chemical

analysis.

Imperfect Corundum.

From the From From From
Carnatic. Malabar China. Ava.

Composi- Silica . .
. 5.0 7.0 5-25 6.5

tion. Alumina
• 91.0 865 86.50 87.0

Iron . . . 1.5 4.0 6.50 4-5

Loss . . . 2.5 2.5 *•75 2.0

100.0 100.0 100.00 100.

0

Perfect Corundum.
Blue, or Red, or
sapphire. qriental ruby.

Silica . . 7.0

Alumina • • • • 92.00 90.0

Iron . . . 1.2
( Loss . . *•75 1.8

100.00 100.0

Mr Klaproth’s analysis of sapphire differs a little fron^i

the above
; but his analysis of imperfect corundum agree^

with it. He found the sapphire composed of

98.5 alumina

1.0 oxide of iron

0.5 lime

100.0

* Klaproth. See also Groville, Nicholson’s Jeur, iii.

f Bcitrage, i. 81 .
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The corundum from

India. China,

89.50 84.0 alumina

5.50 6.5 silica

1. 25 7.5 iron

509

Class I.
.

Order 1.

96.2 5 98,0

Subspecies 3. Emery.

This mineral is brought to Britain from the isle of

Naxos, where it must exist in great abundance. It oc-

curs also in Germany, Italy, and Spain. It is always in

shapeless masses, and mixed with other minerals. It

has been usually considered as an iron ore, because it is

always contaminated with the oxide of that metal. Its

colour is blackish or bluishgrey. Its lustre is inconsi-

derable. Usually opaque. Very hard. Brittle. Spe-

cific gravity about 4.

From the analysis of Smithson Tennant, it follows

that emery, freed as much as possible from iron, is com-
posed of

80 alumina

3 silica

4 iron

Properties.

Composi-
tion.

87
*

This ahalysis corresponds very nearly with that of

the imperfect corundum. The use of emery in grinds

ing and polishing hard bodies is sufficiently known.

\

* Fhil. Tram. l8oz. p. 400.
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Oriental chrysclite of jewellers— Cymophane of Hauy—
Cbrysopal of Delariietherie.

Hitherto this" stone has been fotind only in Brazil, the

island of Ceylon, and as some affirm near Nortschink
in Siberia. Werner first made it a distinct species, and

gave it the name which it now bears. It is usually

found in round masses about tbe size of a pea, but it is

sbmetimes also crystallized. The prirriitive form of its

crystals is a four-sided rectangular prism, whosfe height

is to its breadth as \/3 to i, and to its thickness as

to I, The most common variety hitherto' observed is

4n eight- sided prism, terminated by six-sided summits.

Two of the faces of the prism are hexagons, two are

rectangles, and four trapeziums
;

tv/o faces of the sum-
mits are rectangles, and the other four trapeziums.

Sometimes two of the edges' of the prism are wanting,'

and small faces in their place f .•

i’fopertles. Its texture is foliated. Laminte' parallel to’ the faces

of the prism. Lustre 3 to 4. Tra!nsparency 3 to 4.

Causes double refraction. Hardness 12. Specifiegta-

vity from 3.698 j; to' 3.7961 Colour yellowish green,

surface sparkling. It is Infusible by the blow-pipe per

se, and -with soda.

A specimen of chrysoberyl, analysed by Klaproth','

ivas composed of
V s

# Kinvan, i. 262.—Brochant, i. 167.—Hauy, ii, 4pf.

f Hauy, Jour, dt Min. No. xxi. 5.

j Werner.'
J Hauy.
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71-5 alumina

i8.o silica

6.0 lime

1.5 oxide of iron97.0*

S/y. 3. Topaz f.
' '

Occidental ruhy, topa%, and sapphire,

't’he name topam has been restricted by Mr Hauy to

the stones called by mineralogists occidental ruby, topaz,

and sapphire
; which, agreeing in their crystallization

and most of their properties, were arranged under one
species by Mr Rome de Lisle. T he word topasny deri*.

ved from an island in the Red Sea t, where the an-

cients used to find topazes, was applied by them to a

mineral very different from ours. One variety of our
topaz they denominated chrysolite.

The topaz is found in Saxony, Bohemia, Siberia, and
Brazil, mixed with other minerals in granite rocks.

It is commonly crystallized. The primitive form of
its crystals is a prism whose sides are rectangles and
bases rhombs, having their greatest angles 124° 22',

and the integral molecule has the same form§
; and the

height of the prism is to a side of the rhomboidal bases

• BL'itrage, i. 10a.

t Kirwan’s Min. i. Z54.-Pott, Mem. Berlin, 1747, p. 46.- VTargraf,
ibid. 1776, p- 73 . and i6o.-Hcnkd, Act. Acad. Nat. Cur. iv. ji6.-Bio.
chant, i. -112.

t It got its name from to seA; because the island was often
surrounded with fog, and therefore difficult to find. See Plinii, lib.

xxxvii. c. 8.

§ Hauy, Jour, de Min, No, xxviii, 387.

Claw T.

Order 3,

Compoiii.

History.

Crystal®,
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Book. III.

Chap. II.

V

Properties.

Varieties.

as 3 to 2. The difFerent Varieties of topaz crj'Stals hi-

therto observed amount to 6, Five of these are eight-

sided prisms, terminated by four-sided pyramids, ot

wedge-shaped summits, or by irregular figures of 7, 13,

or 15 sides; the last variety is a twelve- sided prism, ter-

minated by six-sided pyramids wanting the apex. For

an accurate description and figure of these varieties the

reader is referred to Mr Hauy *.

The texturfe of the topaz is foliated. Its lustre is

from 2 to 4. Transparency from 2 to 4. It causes a

double refraction. Hardness 12 to 14. Specific gravity

from 3.464 to 3.564. The Siberian and Brazil topazes,

when heated, become positively electrified on one side,

and negatively 'on the other f. It is infusible by the

blow-pipe. The yellow topaz of Brazil becomes red

when exposed to a strong heat in a crucible
;
that of

Saxony becomes white by the same process. This

shews us that the' colouring matter of these two stones

is different.

The colour of the topaz is various ;
which has indu-

ced mineralogists to divide it into the following varie-

ties :

I. Red topaz, of a red colour, inclining to yellow;

called Brazilian or occidental ruhy.

.
2 . Yellow topaz, of a golden yellow colour, and

sometimes also nearly white
;

called occidental or Bra-

zil topaz. The pow'der of this and the following variety

causes syrup of violets to assume a green colour J.

3. Saxon topaz. It is of a pale wine yellow colour,

and sometimes greyish white.

• Hauy, ^our. Je Min. No. xxviii, 287.

J Vauqnelin, Ibid. No. .xxi.\. i6j.

f Hauy, Ibid.
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—

so M MITE.

4 . Aigue marine. It is of a bluish or pale green co-
Jour.

5. Occidental sapphire, ' It is of a blue colour
; and

sometimes white.

A specimen of white Saxon topaz, analysed by Vau-
quelin, contained 68 alumina

3 1 silica

5^3

Class .1,

Genus II,

As.

99*

Sp. 3. Fibrolitef.

. This mineral was first observed by Bournon in the
matrix of the imperfect corundum. Colour white or
dirty grey. Hardness rather greater than that of quartz.
Specific gravity 3.214. Texture fibrous. Cross frac'
ture compact. Internal lustre glossy. Infusible by
the blow-pipe. Usually in shapeless fragments. Bour-
non observed one specimen crystallized in a rhomboidal
prism; the angles of whose faces were 80° and 100°.
It is composed, according to Chenevix, of

58.25 alumina

38.00 silica

' 3‘7

5

^ trace of iron and loss

100.00 f

Sp. 4. SommiteJ.
of

Fcrber-
IVUl, hyachtth of Somma.

This stone was called ty Lametherie, from

Propertieg.

Composi-
tion.

• Vauqiielin, Jour, do Min. No. xxiv, 3.
tfiournon, Phil. Tran,. 1802, p. 289.’

§ Brochant, u. Hany, iii. ,86.

Voi. III.

t Ibid. p. jjj.
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.

Crystals.

the .mountain Somma, where it was first found. It is

usually mixed with volcanic productions. It crystalli-

zes in six-sided prisms, sometimes terminated by pyra-

mids. Colour white. Somewhat transparent. Cuts

glass. Specific gravity 3 2741. Infusible by the blow-

pipe. Acccording to the analysis of Vauquelin, it is

composed of 49 alumina

46 silica

2 lime

I oxide of iron

* 98*

Genus III. Am.

Sp. I. Spinellf.

Spinel and balass ruby of Kirwan—Rubis spinelle octoe^

dre of De Lisle—Spinellus of Gmelin.

This stone, which comes from the island of Ceylon,

is usually crystallized. The form of its integrant par-

ticles is the tetrahedron. The primitive form of its

';rystals is a regular octahedron, composed of two four-

sided pyramids applied base to base, each of the sides

of which is an equilateral triangle In some cases

two opposite sides of the pyramids are broader than the

other two

;

and sometimes the edges of the octahedron

* Jour, de Min. No xxvili. 379.

f See Kinvan’s Min. i. 353.—Rome de Lisle, ii. 334.—Klaproth, Beoh.

der Berlin, iii. 336. and Beitrage, ii. l.—Vauquclin, Ann. de Cbim. xxvii. 3.

and xxxi. 141.—Brochant, i. 303.—Hauy, ii. 496.—Bournon, Phil. Tram.

i8o3, p. 304.

J This octahedron Is usually distinguished either by the epithet regular

or alumini/orm, because it is the well-known form of crystals of alum.



SPINEL—CEYLANITE.

are wanting, and narrow faces in their place. For fi-

gures and descriptions of these, and other varieties of

these crystals, the reader is referred to Rome de Lisle

and the Abbe Estner*. It occurs also in tetrahedronsj

in rhomboids whose faces have angles of 120° and 60°,

in rhomboidal dodecahedrons, and in four-sided prisms
terminated by four-sided pyramids f.

The texture of the spinell is foliated. Fracture con*

thoidal. Its lustre is 3. Transparency 2 to 4. It

causes a single refraction. Hardness 13. Specific gfa-

3 ’ 57°t 3*^25 §. Colour red, of various shades;

sometimes also blue, green, and yellow. The consti-

tuents of the spinell are, according to

515

Class li

Genus HI.

Am.
t

Properties

Vauquelin,

86.00 alumina

8.50 magnesia

5.25 chromic acid

99-75

l?!laproth,

76 alumina

1 6 silica

8 magnesia

1.5 oxide of iron

Composi-
tion.

IOI.5

The ancients seem to have classed this stone among
their hyacinths^.

Sp. 2. CeylanitCi

Pleonaste of Hauy **.

The mineral denominated ceylanite, from the island «
of Ceylon, from which it was brought into Europe, had

« Crystall. li aa6.-Estner’s Miner. 73. f Bournon.

I Klaproth.
j Hatchette and Greville.

I * C6/n,. «vii. 15. , lil, ^ ^•• Brochant, 11, 535.—Hauy’s Miner, iii. 17.—Bournon, Fli/. Trane.
l8oi, p. 318.

K k 2
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IV' been observed by Rome de Lisle *
; but was first de-

—
V

' scribed by La Metherie in tlie ’Journal de Physique for

January 1793.

It is most commonly found in rounded masses ;
but

sometimes slso crystalliz.ed. The primitive form of its

crystals is a regular octahedron : it often occurs un-

der this form, but more commonly the edges of the

octahedron are wanting, and small faces in their placef.

Properties. The fracture of the ceylanite is conchoidalj. Its

internal lustre is glassy. Usually opaque, except when

in very thin pieces
;
sometimes perfectly transparent.

Hardness I2. Specific gravity from 3.7647 §
to 3-793 II*

Colour of the mass black ; of very thin pieces deep

green
;
sometimes red ;

sometimes dusky yellow, bluish

green, and sky blue. Powder greenish grey. Accord*

ing to the analysis of Descotils, the ceylanite is compo-

_ . sed of 68 alumina
Composi-
tion. 1 6 oxide of iron

12 magnesia

2 silica

9811

There is a striking resemblance between this mineral

and the splnell. Probably they are merely varieties of

the same species.

Genus IV. S.

This genus contains four species
;
namely quartz,

* Crystallog. iii. i8o. Note ai.

f Hauy, Jnur. dt Min No.xxxvlii. 364.

$
Hauy. U

Descotils. t

^ Ibid. 263.

Ann.de Cbm. xxxili. II .



QUARTZ.

chrysoprase, flint, and opal. The first, when pure, con-

tains nothing but crystallized silica; the second, besides

that earth, contains always some oxide of nickel, to

which it owes its colour
;
and the third and fourth spe-

cies are combinations of silica with different portions of

water,

Sp. I. Quartz*.

This stone, which is very common in most mountain-

ous countries, is sometimes crystallized, and sometimes

amorphous. The primitive form of its crystals, accord- Crystals,

ing to Mr Hauy, is a rhomboidal parallelopiped ; the

angles of whose rhombs are 94° and 86°
; so that it

does not differ much from a cubef. The most common

variety is a dodecahedron, composed of two six-sided

pyramids, applied base to base, whose sides are isosceles

triangles, having the angle at the vertex 40°, and each

of the angles at the base 70° ;
the inclination of a side

of one pyramid to the contiguous side of the other py-

ramid is 104°. There is often a six-sided prism inter-

posed between the two pyramids, the sides of whiph al-

ways correspond with those of the pyramids For a

description and figure of the other varieties of quartz

crystals, and for a demonstration of the law which they

have followed in crystallizing, we refer the reader to

Rome de Lisle
§ and Mr Hauy

I],.

The texture of quartz is more or less foliated. Frac-

Class I.

Genus IV.

S .

• Kirwtin’s Min. i, 241.—Hauy, ii. 406—Brochant, i. 239.

f Jour, d: Min. No. zxviii. 255.

J Crytiallog. iL 7X.
^
Ibid.

|]
Mem, Par, 1786, p. 78.; and Mincralogie, ii. 407. See also Lanic-

theric, Jour, de Ptyi. xlii 470.

Kks
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Amethyst.

Rock crys-

tal.

Rosy
quartz.

Quartz.

ture conchoidal or splintery. Its lustre varies from 3
to I, and Its transparency from 4 to i

; and in some
cases it is opaque. It causes a double refraction. Hard-
ness from 10 to II. Specific gravity from 2.64 to

2.67, and in one variety 2.691. Its colour and appear-
ance are exceedingly various : this has induced minera-
logists to divide it into numerous varieties. The com-
mon division is into five subspecies.

1. Amethyst. Colour violet, of different degrees of
intensity

; sometimes greenish. Commonly found in

crystals in the hollow cavities of. agates. Composed,
according to Rose, of ..

'

97*50 silica

V 0.25 alumina

d.50 oxide of iron and rnanganese

98.25

2. Rock crystal. Colourless
; or white with'dlfferen^

shades of grey, yello>v, brown, and red. Usually cry-

stallized in the hollows o'! veins. Transparency 3,

Composed, according to Bergman of
'

93 silica

6 alumina

I lime

100

3. Milky and rosy red quart?—Colour usually red.

Always in mass, never crystallized. Lustre greasy.

Transparency 2, 3. Found in Bavaria and Finland.

Supposed to contain manganese.

4 Common quartz. A constituent of many moun-
tains. Colours exceedingly numerous, white, grey,

brown, yellow, red, green of various shades. Usually

amorphous; sometimes crystallized. Transparency



CHRYSOPRASE—FLINTS. 5*9

1,2. It is the transparency chiefly that distinguishes it
^ Ocn. 1 V • o*

from rock crystal. v—

'

j Prase. Usually leek green ;
sometimes olive and Prase.

pistachio green. Commonly in mass >
rarely crystalli-

sed. Transparency 2.

Sp. 2 , Chrysoprase *.
'

This mineral, which is found in different parts of Propertic*.

Germany, particularly near Kosemiitz in Silesia, is al-

ways amorphous. Its fracture is either even or incli-

ning to the splintery. Scarcely any lustre. Transpa-

rency 2 to 3, Hardness 10 to 12. Specific gravity

2.479. Colour green. In a heat of 130° Wedgewood

it whitens and becomes opaque.

A specimen of this stone, analysed by Mr Klaproth, Compod-
tien.

(untamed

96. 1 6 silica

1.00 oxide of nickel

0.83 lime

0.08 alumina

.o 3 oxide of iron

98.15(1

Sp. 3. Flint J.

Pyromachus—Pierre afusil.

This stone, which has become so necessary in modern

* Kirwan’sMin. :.—Lehmann, Mem. Berlin, I7J5, p. ao3 .—Klaproth,

Bdtrage, it. 127.—Brochant, 1 . i8o.—Hauy, ii. 426.

I Beitrage, ii. ’53.

J Kirwan’s Min. i. 301.—Brochant, i. 363 —Hauy, ii. 437.—Dolo-

mieu. Jour, dt Min. No. axxiii. 693. and Salivet, ibid. 713. These last gen-

tlemen give the only accurate account of the method of mating gun flints,.

Kk 4
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.Chrp.ll!' pieces of different sizes, and usually
' «' o a figure more or less globular, commonly among

chalk, and often arranged in some kind of order,
ropcmes. Its texture is compact. Its fracture, smooth con-

choidal. Lustre, external o, the stones being always
covered by a white crust; internal i, inclining to
greasy. -Transparency, 2; when very thin, 3. Hardness,
II. Specific gravity, from 2.58 to 2.63. Colour
vanes from honey yellow to brownish black. Very
brittle, and splits into splinters in e^ery direction. I’wo
pieces of flint rubbed smartly together phosphoresce,
and emit a peculiar odour.. When heated it decrepi-
tates, and becomes white and opaque. When exposed
long to the air it often becomes covered with a white
crust. A specimen of flint analysed by Klaproth con..

donT“' 98-00 silica,

.50 lime,

,25 .alumina,

0.25 oxide of iron,

1,00 .water.

100 . 00 *

\ auquelin obtained from another,

97 silica,

I alumina and iron.

98
Another specimen analysed by Dolomieu was com..'

posed of 97 silica,

1 alumina and oxide of iron,

2 water

100 f

* Bcitra ge, 1.4 6. f y»ur. de Min, No. xxsiii. 70s.
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The white crust with which flint is enveloped con-

sists of the same ingredients, and also a little carbonat s.

of lime. Dolomieu discovered that water is essential to

flint ; for when it is separated by heat the stone loses its

properties*.

The manufacture of gun flints is chiefly confined to Gun flin*.

England and two or three departments in France. The

operation is exceedingly simple : a good workman will

make looo flints in a day. The whole art consists in

striking the stone repeatedly with a kind of mallet, and

bringing off at each stroke a splinter, sharp at one end

and thicker at the other. These splinters are afterwards

shaped at pleasure, by laying the line at which it is

wished they should break, upon a sharp iron instrument,

and then giving it repeatedly small blows with a mallet.

During the whole operation the workman holds the stone

in his hand, or merely supports it on his kneef,

Sp. 4. Opal
,

1

This stone is found in many parts of Europe, espe-

cially in Hungary, in the Crapacks near the village of

Czennizka. When first dug out of the earth it is soft,

but it hardens and diminishes in bulk by exposure to

the air. The substance in which it is found is a ferru-

genous sand-stone §.

''

The opal is always amorphous. Its fracture is con- properties.

• Jour de Min, No. xxxlii. 70a. f Ibid

^ Delius, Jour, de Phyt. xliv. 4J.

§ Kirwan’s Min. L 289.—Hauy, Jour, de Hut. Nat. ii. 9.—Delius, jeurt

de Pi7j.xliv.4j.—Broebaut, i. 341 —Hauy,ii 434.
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crap,!.;
^

somewhat transparent. Hardness
'

^
rom top. Specific gravity from 1.958 to 2.540. The
lowness of its specific gravity, in some cases, is to be
scribed to accidental cavities which the stone contains.
These are sometimes filled with drops of water. Some
specimens of opal have the property of emitting various
coloured rays, with a particular effulgency, when placed
between the eye and the light. The opals which possess
this property are distinguished by lapidaries by the
epithet mMaU and often by mineralogists by the epi-
thet nobihs. This property rendered the stone much
esteemed by the ancients. Opals acquire it by exposure
to the sun. Werner has divided thU species into five

Subspecies, subspecies.

i-Noble opal.-Lustre internal, glassy, 3. Tranpa-
rency 2, sometimes 3. Hardness, 6 to 7. Colour
usually light bluish white. When its position is varied
It reflects the light of various bright colours. Brittle
Specific gravity 2.114. Does not melt before the blow
pipe. When heated it becomes opaque, and sometimes
IS decomposed by the action of the atmosphere. Hence
It seems to follow that water enters essentially into its
composition. A specimen of this variety, analysed by
Xvlaprothj contained po silica,

10 water.

Noble,

100^

Common* a. Common opal.-Fracture, imperfectly conchoid;d.
Lustre, external and internal, glassy or greasy. Trans-
p y 3 5s

» 7 to 9. Its colours are

Beitrap, ii.
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very various ;
milk white, yellows, reds, greens of dif-

ferent kinds. Infusible by the blow-pipe

Specimens of this, variety sometimes occur with rifts ;

these readily imbibe water, and therefore adhere to the

tongue. Some opals gradually become opaque, but re-

cover their transparency when soaked in water by Im-

bibing that fluid. They are then called hydrophanesy or

oculi mundi. The constituents of the common opal, as

ascertained by Klaproth, are

of Kosemutz, Opal of Telkobanya,

98.75 . . . . . 93.5 silica

O.I . . . . . 1.0 oxide of Iron

O.I .... . 0.0 alumina

0.0 .... . 5.0 water.

Class T.

Gen. IV. S.

98.95 99.5

3. Semi-opal. Menilites .—Colours various shades of Semj-opal.

white, grey, yellow, red, brown
; often mixed together.

Lustre, 2 to 3, glassy, sometimes greasy. Fracture im-

perfectly conchoidal. Transparency i to 2, very sel-

dom 3. Brittle. Sometimes adheres to the tongue.

Specific gravity 2.540. Infusible before the blowpipe.

Jts constituents, as ascertained by Klaproth, are,

Scmiopal of Telkobanya, Of Menal-Montant,

43-5 85.5 silica

47.0 . . . 0.5 oxide of iron

7.5 1 i.o water

1.0 alumina

98.0 0.5 lime

98,5 t

* Bsitrage, IL 164 and 169. t Ibld<
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Book II*

F Chap. II.

Wood-opal,

Cat’s eye.

4. Hot2-opaI or Wood-opal,—Colours, various shades
of white, grey, brown, yellow, red. Found in large

pieces, which have the form of wood. Lustre glassy,

sometimes greasy, 2, i. Fracture in one direction con-
choidal, in another exhibiting the texture of wcod.
Usually opaque, sometimes its transparency is i, sel-

dom 2, Brittle. Considered as fragments ,of wood
impregnated with semiopal.

5. Under the opal may be placed also the mineral

known by the name of cat’s eye. It comes from Cey-
lon, and is seldom seen by European mineralogists till it

has been polished by the lapidary. Mr Klaproth has

described a specimen which he received in its natural

state from Mr Greville of London. Its figure was
nearly square, with sharp edges, a rough surface,! and a

good deal of brilliancy.

Its texture is imperfectly foliated. Lustre greasy, 2.

Transparency 3 to 2. Hardness 10. Specific gravity

2.625 to 2.66, Colour grey ; with a tinge of green,

yellow, or white : or brown, with a tinge of yellow or

red. In certain positions it reflects a splendid white,

as does the eye of a cat ; hence the name of this stone.

Two specimens, analysed by Klaproth, the first from,

Ceylon, the other from Malabar, were composed of

95.CO 94.5 !> silica

I- 7 J 2.00 alumina

0M 1.50 lime

0.25 0.25 oxide of iron

98-5* 98.25

1

* Beitrage, i. 94. + Ibid, p 96
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If we believe Cordier, the cat’s eye Is nothing else

than a mixture of asbestus in a small proportion with Zs.
i——V—

»

quartz *.

i

Genus V. ,Zs.

This genus comprehends combinations of silica with

zirconia. Only two minerals are known, composed

chiefly of these earths, the zircon and the hyacinth \

and both of them have been comprehended under one

species by Hauy under the name of zircon^ because

the primitive form of their crystals is the same.

Sp. I. Zircon f.

Jargon—Hyacinth.

This stone is brought from Ceylon, and found also in

France, Spain, and other parts of Europe. It is com-

monly crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals

is an octahedron, composed of two four-sided pyramids

applied base to base, whose sides are isosceles triangles.

The inclination of the sides of the same pyramid to

each other is 124° 12'
;

the inclination of the sides of

one pyramid to those of another 82° 50'. The solid

angle at the apex is 73° 44' varieties of the

crystalline forms of zircon amount to seven. In some

cases there is a four-sided prism interposed between the

pyramids of the primitive form ;
sometimes all the

angles of this prism are wanting, and two small tri-

angular faces in place of each ; sometimes the crystals

are dodecahedrons, composed of a flat four-sided prism

* Jour, dc Phyt. Iv. 47 . t Kirwjm, i. 1ST- 333-

I Hauy, Jour, dt Min. No. xxvi. 91 ,
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with hexagonal faces, terminated by fodr-sided siinimlts
with rhomhoidal faces

; sometimes the edges of this
prism, sometimes the edges where the prism and sum-
mit join, and sometimes both together, are wanting,
and we find small faces in their place. For an accurate
description and figure of these varieties, the reader is

referred to Hauy.

Properties. The texture of the zircon is foliated. Fracture im-
perfectly conchoidal. Internal lustre 3, glassy. Trans-
parency from 4 to 2. Causes a very great double re-
fraction. Hardness from 10 to 16. Specific gravity
from 4.615 to 4.383. Colours various, commonly red-
dish or yellowish

; sometimes it is limpid. Before the
blowj5ipe it loses its colour, but not its transparency.
With borax it melts into a transparent glass. Infu-
sible with fixed alkali and microcosmic salt,'

I . The variety formerly called hyacinth- is of a yel-
lowish red colour, mixed with brown. Its surface is

smooth. Its lustre 3. Its transparency
3 to 4.

^

2. The variety formerly called jargon of Ceylon is

either grey, greenish, yellovvish brown, reddish brown,*
or violet. It has little external lustre. It is sometimes
nearly opaque.

The first variety, according to the analysis of Vau-
quelin, is composed of 64.5 zirconla

32.0 silica

2.0 oxide of iron

Varieties,

CcTinposI-

titm.

98.5*

• Hauy, Jour, Je Min. No. xxTi, p. 106.
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A specimen analysed by Klaproth contained

70.0 zircouia

25.0 silica

0.5 oxide of iron

.

*

95 -

5
*

The second variety, according to Klaproth, who dis-

covered the component parts of both these stones, con-

tains 68.0 zirconia

31.5 silica

0.5 nickel and iron

ICO.of
'

Genus VI. Sa.

• «

This genus comprehends the minerals composed of

silica and alumina, into which silica enters in the great-

est proportion. Now as these two earths are by far

the most abundant, and have a strong affinity for each

other, it is natural to expect that many minerals exist

formed of them chiefly. This genus accordingly |_is

very large. Many of the species, however, are rather

mechanical mixtures than chemical compounds ; and

accordingly, though they consist chiefly of silica, they

exhibit the properties of alumina, because that earth is

in the state of greatest fineness. The genus, then, na-

turally subdivides itself into two heads : The first com-

prehends those minerals which have the appearance of

Sif

Class I

.

Gen. IV/Sa.

* Beltragc.i, 331. f Ibid. i. 21
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compounds; the second, those which are

' ^r—' mixtures.
I

DivisioN I. Stony.

S/>. I, Shorlite.

Slorlform-heryl ofWexncr—Leucolite of Daubenton—
Pyenite of Hauy.

Propcrdes.
‘ This stone, which received its name from Mr Kla-

proth, is generally found in oblong masses, which when
regular are six-sided prisms, inserted in granite. Its

texture is foliated. Fracture uneven. Lustre 2, glas-
sy. Transparency 2 to i. Hardness 9 to 10. Easily
broken. Specific gravity 3.53, Colour greenish or
yellowish wiiite

; sometimes sulphur yellow. Not al-

tered by heat. According to the analysis of Klaproth,

^

it is composed of ro alumina
Compow-
tion. 50 silica

100 *
%

According to Vauquelin, of 52.6 alpmlna

36.8 silica
I

3.3 lime

1.5 water

- '94.2f

Sp. 2. Hornstone — C/jert.

This stone is usually amorphous
; occurring some-

* Crell’e 1788, i. 390. ^ Hauy, ili. 237.
t Kirwan’s Mi., i: 303.-Baumer, y^ur. * ii. 154. and Mon-

net, Ibid. 331.—Wieglch, Crell's Annah, 1788, p. 46. and i3S.~your.
dc Phyj. JiiL 239.—Brcchant, i. 35.
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times in mass, sometimes in round balls. Fracture

splintery, and sometimes conchoidal. Lustre o. Trans-

parency I to 2. Hardness 7 to 9. Specific gravity

a.699 to 2.708. Colour usually greyish blue : but

hornstone occurs also of the following colours
;
grey>

red, blue, green, and brown of different shades. Some-
times different colours appear in the same mineral.

According to Kirwan, it is composed of

72 silica

22 alumina

* 6 carbonat of lime

Class r.

Genus VI.
S.<.

Compori*
tion.

100*

Werner comprehends under this species the Hol%-
stein of the Germans

; which is a mineral consisting of
wood impregnated with hornstone.

Species 3. Pitchstonc.

This stone, which occurs in different parts of Germa-
ny, France, and other countries, has obtained its name
from some resemblance which it has been supposed to

have to pitch. Is most usually in amorphous pieces of
different sizes.

Its fracture is conchoidal and uneven, and sometimes Properties

approaches the splintery. Lustre greasy, from
3 to i.

Transparency 2 to i, sometimes o. Hardness 8 to jo.
Exceedingly brittle

; it yields even to the nail of the
finger. Specific gravity 2.3 1 4 f to i .645 J. Its colours
are numerous, greyish black, bluish grey, greenj red,
yellow of different shades. Sometimes several of these

• Kirwan’s Min. 305.

VoL. III.
t Bumenbach.

LI
I Klaproth*
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Varieties.

colours appear together in the same stone. A specimen

of pitch -stone, analysed by Mr Klaproth, contained

73.00 silica

14.50 alumina

1.00 lime

1.00 oxide of iron

o.io oxide of manganese

1.75 soda

. 8.50 water

99.85
*

Sp. 4- Chalcedony f.

This stone is found abundantly in many countries,

particularly in Iceland and the Faro islands. It is most

commonly amorphous, stalactitical, or in rounded mas-

ses ;
but it occurs also in pseudo-crystals. Surface

rouo-h. Fracture even or conchoidal. Lustre exter-

nal I i
internal 2. Somewhat transparent. Hard-

ness 10 to II. Specific gravity 2.615 to 2.700. Brit-

tle.

According to Bergman, the chalcedony of Faro is

composed of

84 silica

16 alumina, mixed with iron*
^

100

Variety I. Common chalcedony. Fracture even, in-

clining to conchoidal. Transparency 2 to 3 ;
some-

times I . Its colours are various j it is most commonly

* Beitrage, iii. 465.

I Brochant, L a68. Kirwan, i 298. Hauy, ii.
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greyish, with a tint of yellow, green, blue, or pearl
; of-

ten also white, green, red, yellow, brown, black, or dot-

ted with red. When striped white and black, or brown,

alternately, it is called onyx ; when striped white and

grey, it is called chalcedonix. Black or brown chalce-

dony, when held between the eye and a strong light, ap-

pears dark red.

Variety 2. Cornelian—Fracture conchoidal. Trans-

parency
3 to I ; often cloudy. Its colours are various

shades of red, brown, and yellow. Several colours of-

ten appear in the same mass. The stones called agates

are usually referred to this species. The name has

been given to different hard stones capable of a 'fine

polish
; but chalcedony forms the basis of the greater

number. The varieties in their colours, transparency,

&c. have given occasion to their being known under a

great variety of names.

Class T.

Gcijus VI.

Sa.

Sp. 5. Plasma *.

Colour green, of different shades
; often spotted and

striped. Found in mass, in angular fragments, and in

round pieces, often encrusted with talc. Lustre 2,

greasy—Fracture, conchoidal—Transparency 2, some-

times 3—Hardness equal to that of chalcedony. This

mineral is found in Italy, where it has been long known
by the name of Plasma. It was considered as a variety

of chalcedony, till Werner made it a distinct species,

Sp 4 6. Heliotrope f.

Colour different shades of green, often stained or

t Kirwan, i, 314, Brochant, i. 276.

LI2
Brocharit, i. 178.
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Subspecies.

striped oilve, yellow, red. Found In mass, and in an-

gular pieces—Lustre internal 2 ;
greasy—Fracture con-

choidal—Transparency i, sometimes 2—Hardness 9

—

Specific gravity 2.633—Brittle—Infusible before the

blow-pipe. It comes usually from the east, and may be

considered as a chalcedony passing into a jasper.

Sp. 7. Jasper *.

This stone Is an Ingredient in the composition of many

mountains. It occurs usually in large amorphous mas-

ses, sometimes in rounded or angular pieces. Its frac-

ture is conchoidal. Lustre from 2 to o. Either 0-

paque, or its transparency is i. Hardness 9 to lo.

Spcific gravity from 2.3 to 2.7. Its colours are various.

When heated, it does not decrepitate. It is usually divi-

ded into 4 subspecies.

1. Egyptian pebble.—This variety is found chiefly In

Egypt. It usually has a spheroidal or flat rounded fi-

gure, and is enveloped in a coarse rough crust. O-

paque, or transparency i. Hardness 10. Specific gra-

vity 2.564 to 2.6 It is chiefly distinguished by the

variety of colours, which always exist in the same spe-
'

cimen, in concentric stripes or layers. These colours

are, diflerent browns and yellows, greens, &c.

2. Striped jasper.—This variety Is also distinguished

by concentric stripes or layers of different colours : these

colours are, yellow, brownish red, and green. It Is dis-

tinguished from the last variety by its occurring in large

amorphous masses, and by the disposition of its stripes.

Kirwan’s Min. i. 309.—Borral, Hist. Natur. de Corse.—Hahkcl, Act,

Acad. Nat. Curios-. V. 339.—Brochant, i. 33a.—Hauy.
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3. Porcelain jasper. So called because its fracture

presents the appearance of porcelain. Its colours are,

various shades of grey, yellow, red, brown, green, mix-

ed together. Found in mass, and in rounded pieces.

Internal lustre, i, 2— Greasy. Fracture imperfectly

conchoidal—Opaque—Hardness 9—Brittle. According

to Rose it is composed of .

60.75 silica

27.25 alumina

3.00 magnesia

2.50 oxide of iron

3.60 potass

97.10

Found in the neighbourhood of pseudo volcanoes, sup-

posed to have been altered by the action of fire.

4. Common jasper.—Specific gravity from 2.53 to

2.7. Its colours are, different shades of white, yellow,

red, brown, and green
; often variegated, spotted, or

veined, with several colours.

Division II. Earthy.

Sp. 8. Tripoli*.

This mineral is found sometimes in an earthy form,

but more generally indurated. Its texture is earthy

—

Lustre 0—Generally opaque—Flardness 4, to 7 Spe-
cific gravity 2.080 to 2.529—Absorbs water Feel,

harsh dry Hardly adheres to the tongue—Takes no po-
lish from the nail—Does not stain the fingers— Colour

* Brochant, i. 380. Kirwaii, i. 202,

LI3

533

Class I.

Genus VI.

,Sa.

Properties,
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generally pale yellowish grey, also different kinds of yel-

low, brown, and white.

It contains, according to Hasse, Qo parts of silica, 7

alumina, and 3 of iron. A mineral belonging to this

species was analysed by Klaproth, and found to contain

66.5 silica

7.0 alumina

2.5 oxide of iron

1.5 magnesia

1.25 lime

19.0 air and water

N I

Composi-
tion.

97 75

Sp, g. Porcelain earth*.

This mineral is supposed to originate from decom-

posed felspar. Its texture is earthy. Its lustre o. O-

paque. Hardness 4. Specific gravity from 2.23 to

2.4. Colour white, sometimes with a shade of yellow

or red. Adheres to the tongue. Feels soft. Falls to

powder in water. Stains paper. Does not fuse per se.

The porcelain earth of Limoges contains, according t^

Hassenfratz,

62 silica

19 alumina

12 magnesia

7 sulphat of barytes

loof

Vauquclin,

55 silica

27 alumina

2 lime

0.5 iron

14 water

93 5 t

A specimen, analysed by Mr Wedgewood, contained

* Kirwan, i. T 78 .—Brochant, i. 310.

f Ann. de Cbim. xiv. 144-

J
lull, r/jil. No. 26 .
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6o alumina

20 silica

12 air of water

Clas* I.

Genus VL
Sa.

9 ^

This earth is employed in the manufacture of porce-

lain, cither by itself or mixed with other earths. That

of Limoges requires no addition. In China it is known

by the name of kaolin.

Sp. 10. Common clay.

Clay is a mixture of alumina and silica in various

proportions. The alumina is in the state of aa impal-

pable powder ; but the silica is almost always in small

grains, large enough to be distinguished by the eye.

Clay, therefore, exhibits the character of alumina, and

not of silica, even when this last ingredient predomi-

nates. The particles of silica are already combined with

each other; and they have so strong an affinity for each

other, that few bodies can separate them
;
whereas the

alumina, not being combined, readily displays the cha-

racters which distinguish it from other bodies. Be-

sides alumina and silica, clay often contains carbonat of

lime, of magnesia, barytes, oxide of iron, &.c. And as

clay is merely a mechanical mixture, the proportion of

its ingredients is exceedingly various.

Its texture Is earthy. Lustre o. Opaque. Hard- Properties,

ness 3 to 6. Specific gravity i.8 to 2.68. Adheres

slightly to the tongue. Often feels greasy. Falls to

powder in water. Colour, when pure, white ;
often

tinged blue or yellow.

Subspecies i. Potters clay.

Hardness 3 to 4. Specific gravity 1.8 to 2. Stains Subspedc*.
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the fingers slightly. Acquires some polish by friction.

Colour white
j often with a tinge of yellow or blue ;

sometinies brownish, greenish, reddish. Totally diffu-

sible in water
; and, when duly moistened, very ductile.

A specimen from Dreux, analysed by Vauquelln^ con-

fained 43.5 silica

33.2 alumina

3.5 lime

i.o iron

1 8.0 water

99.2*

Very common in strata. Tobacco pipe-clay is a variety

of this subspecies.

Subspecies 2. Indurated clay.

Hardness 5 to 6. Does not diffuse itself in water,

but falls to powder. Discovers but little ductility. Co-

lours grey, yellowish, bluish, greenish, reddish, brown-

ish.

Subspecies 3. Shistose clay.

Structure slaty. Specific gravity from 2.6 to 2.68.

Feels smooth. Streak wliite or grey. Colour com-

monly bluish, or yellowish grey ;
sometimes blackish,

reddish, greenish. Found in strata, usually in coal

mines.

This variety is sometimes impregnated with bitumen.

It is then called bituminous shale.

Sp. II. Cimolitef.

Found by Hawkins in the isle of Argentiers in the

Bull. VbiUmat. No. 26.

f Brochant, i. 329.—Klaproth, i. 299.
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Archipelago, where it is used for whitening stuffs. It

was mentioned by Plinj under the name of cimolia. Co-

lour pearl grey ; when exposed to the air becomes red-

dish. Texture earthy. Fracture uneven. Opaque.

Does not stain. Adheres strongly to the tongue. Soft.

Difficultly broken. Specific gravity 2.000. Becomes

white before the blow-pipe. According to the analysis

of Klaproth, it is composed of

63.00 silica

23.00 alumina

1,25 iron

j 2.00 water

Class!.

Genus VI.

Sa.

ComposI-
tion.

99-25

Sp. 12. Poliershiefer*.

Found chiefly at Menil Montant near Paris. Colour Properties.
4

grey j often reddish
; sometimes spotted or striped

brownish black and lemon yellow. Found in strata.

Lustre o. Texture earthy. Fracture conchoidal. Struc-

ture shistose. Transparency i. Very soft. Easily

broke; Adheres strongly to the tongue. Feel harsh.

Specific gravity 2.08. Absorbs water with avidity.

Melts to a blackish slag. .Constituents

66.50 silica
Composi!

y.oo alumina

1.50 piagnesia

1.25 lime
.

2.50 oxide of iron

19.00 water

97-75

1

• Klaprctfi, li. 1 70.^Brochant, i. 376. f
Klaproth.
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Sp. 13. Black chalk, or Zelchenschiefer

Structure slaty. Texture earthy. Fragments splin-

tery. Lustre 0‘. Opaque. Hardness 5. Specific gra-

vity 2.144 to 2.77. Colour black. Streak black.

Feels smooth. Adheres slightly to the tongue. Does

not moulder in water. When heated to redness it be-

comes reddish grey.

According to Wiegleb, it is composed of

64.50 silica

11.25 alumina

11.00 charcoal

2.75 oxide of iron

7.50 water

97-oof

Sp. 14. Fullers earth f.

Texture earthy. Structure sometimes slaty. Frac-

ture imperfectly conchoidal. Lustre o. Opaque. Hard-

ness 4. Receives a polish from friction. Does not ad-

here to the tongue. Feels greasy. Colour usually light

green.

A specimen from Hampshire, analysed by Bergman,

contained 51.8 silica

25.0 alumina

3.3 carbonat of lime

3.7 oxide of iron

0.7 carbonat of magnesia

15.5 moisture

100.

o

§

• Kirwan, i. 112.—Brochant, i. 391. f Ann, dc Cb'im. xxi. 13.

J Kirwan, i. 184.—Brochant, i. 464. j Opuu. iv. 159.
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This earth is used by fullers to take the grease out of

their cloth before they apply soap. It is essential to

fullers earth that the particles of silica be very fine,

otherwise they would cut the cloth. Any clay, pos-

sessed of this last property, may be considered fullers

earth

i

for it is the alumina alone which acts upon the

cloth, on account of its strong affinity for greasy sub-

stances.

Clas? X.

Genu8 VII.

Sai.

Genus VII. Sai.
>

The minerals belonging to this genus are composed

of silica, alumina, and the oxide of iron : The propor-

tion of the silica exceeds that of the other ingredients,

. Sp. j. Mica*,

This stone forms an essential part of many moun-

tains, and has been long known under the names of gla-

cies maria and Muscovy glass. It consists of a great

number of thin lamince adhering to each other, some-

times of a very large size. Specimens have been found

in Siberia nearly 24- yards squaref.

It is sometimes crystallized: Its primitive form is a
Properties

rectangular prism, whose bases are rhombs, with an-

gles of 120“ and 60°: Its integrant molecule has the

same form. Sometimes it occurs in rectangular prisms,

l^’hose bases also are rectangles, and sometimes also in

» Kirwan, i. 210.—Gmelin, Nov. Com. Petrofol. xii. J49.—Hauy. ili.

ao8.;—Brochant, i. 402.

t Hilt. General de Voyages, t. Xviii. 272. quoted by Hauy.Joar. Je Min.

No. nviii. 299.
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short six-sided prisms
; but it is much more frequentlj

in plates or scales of no determinate figure or size* .

Its texture is foliated. Its fragments flat. The la-

mellae flexible, and somewhat elastic. Lustre metallic,

from 3 to 4. Transparency of the laminae 3 or 4, some-
times only 2 f. Hardness 6. Very tough. Often ab-

sorbs water. Specific gravity from 2.6546 to 2.9342.

Feels smooth, but not greasy. Powder feels greasy.

Colour, when purest, silver white or grey
; but it oc-

curs also yellow, greenish, reddish, brown, and black.

Mica is fusible by the blow-pipe into a white, grey,

green, or black enamel
;
and ithis last is attracted by

the magnet Spanish wax rubbed by it becomes ne-

gatively electric^.

A specimen of mica, analysed by Vauquelin, contained

50.00 silica

35.CO alumina

7.00 oxide of iron

1.35 magnesia

1.33 lime

’

^4.68
II

-

Mica ,has long been employed as a substitute for

glass. A great quantity of it is said to be used in the

Russian marine for panes to the cabin windows of ships;

it is preferred, because it is not so liable as glass to be

broken by the agitation of the ship. '

* Hauy, Jour.de Min. No. xxviii. 296.

j- Black mica is often nearly opaque.

J Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. p. 295. Bergman, however, found

pure mica infusible f'er.ee. {

§ Ibid. -
II

Ibid,
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1

Sp. 7. Talc*.

This stone has a very strong reseihblance to mica,

and was long considered as a mere variety of that mi-
neral, It occurs sometimes in small loose scales, and

sometimes in an indurated form.

Its texture is foliated. The lamellae are flexible, but

not elastic. Its lustre is from 2 to 4. Transparency

from 2 to 4. Hardness 4 to 6. Specific gravity, when
indurated, from 2.7 to 2.8. Feels greasy. Colour most
commonly whitish or greenish. Spanish wax rubbed

with it htcovats posHwely electric-}-.

Variety i. Scaly talc. Talcite of Kirwan This va
riety occurs under the form of small scales, scarcely co-

hering. Lustre 3 to 4. Pearly. Very light. Ad-
heres to the fingers. When rubbed upon the skin, it

gives it a gloss. Colour white, with a shade of red or

green
; sometimes leek green.

Variety 2. Common talc. Venetian talc This va-

riety often occurs in oblong nodules. Lustre nearly

metallic, 4. Transparency 2 to 3 ; when very thin 4.

Hardness 4 fo 5* Colour white, with a shade of green

or red
;
or apple green, verging towards silver white.

By transmitted light green.

Variety 3. Shistose talc.—Its structure is slaty. Frac-

ture hackly and long splintery. Easily crumbles when
rubbed in the fracture. External lustre 2 to 3 j internal

1 j
but sometimes, in certain positions, 3. Colour grey.

Class T -

Genus Vlt
Sai.

Properties,

Varieties.

* Kirwan, i. xso—Pott. M^m. B^,l. 1746, p. 65—Hauy, iii. 252.-
Brochant, i. 486.

f Hauy, Jeur. de Min. No. xxviii. 291.
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with a shade of white, green, or blue. Becomes whittf

and scaly when exposed to the air.

A specimen of common talc, analysed by Mr Chene-

vix, contained 48.0 silica

37.0 alumina

6.0 oxide of iron

1.5 magnesia

1.5 lime

5 0 water

99.0
*

Sp. 3. Hornblende f.

Fropefticj.

Subspecies.

Tliis mineral enters into the composition of many

mountains. It is often amorphous, but frequently also

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a

rhomboidal prism, the faces of which are inclined at

angles of 124° 34' and 55° 26', and whose bases have

angles of 122° 56' and 57° 4'. The most common va-

riety is a six-sided prism, terminated by trihedral or te-

trahedral summits.

Subspecies 1. Common hornblende.

Its texture is very conspicuously foliated. Fracture

conchoidal. Fragments often rhomboidal. Lustre 2.

Opaque. Hardness 5 to 9. Tough. Specific gravity

2.922 to 3.41. Colour black, blackish green, olive

green, or leek green. Streak greenish. It neither be-

comes electric by friction nor heat J. Before the blow-

pipe it melts into a black glass. A specimen of black

* Ann.de Chtm. xxviii. 200.

f Kirwan, i. 213.—Hauy, iii. 58.—Brochant, i.415.

^ Hauy, year, de Min. No. zxTiti. 267.
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hornblende, analysed by Mr Hermann, was composed of

37 silica

27 alumina

Class 1,

Genus VH.

25 iron

5 lime

3 magnesia

97
*

Subspecies 2. Basaltic hornblende.
'

This stone is found commonly in basaltic rocks

;

hence the name basaltine, which was imposed by Mr
Kirwan. It is crystallized, either in rhomboidal prisms,

or six or eight-sided prisms, terminated by three-sided

pyramids. Its texture is foliated. Its fracture uneven.

Lustre 3. Transparency, when in very thin plates, i.

Hardness from 9 to 10. Specific gravity 3.333. Co-

lour black, dark green, or yellowish green. Streak

white. Transmits a reddish yellow light. Before the

blow-pipe it melts into a greyish-coloured enamel, with

a tint of yellow -j-. A specimen, seemingly of this stone,

analysed by Bergman, contained

58 silica

27 alumina

9 iron

4 lime

I magnesia

99

1

* Beob. dtr Berlin, 5 Band. 317.

t Le Licvre, Jour, de Min. No. xxvili. 269.

t Bergman, iii. 207,
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Subspecies 3. Shistose hornblende.

Colour greenish black or deep green. Forms strata.

Lustre 2, 3, common. Structure shistose. Texture ra-

diated or fibrous. Opaque. Hardness 8. Brittle. Streak

greenish grey. Moderately heavy. Gives an argilla-

ceous smell when breathed upon. This mineral is often

confounded with slate. In Sweden it is employed for

covering houses.

Sp, 4. Obsidian *.

Iceland agate.

This stone is found either in detached masses, or forni-

ing apart of rocks. It has exactly the appearance of a

black glass. It is usually invested with a grey or o-

paque crust. Its fracture is conchoidal. Its internal

lustre 3. Glassy. Transparency i. Hardness 10.

Specific gravity 2.348. Colour black or greyish black:

when in very thin pieces green. Very brittle. It

melts into an opaque grey mass. According to Berg-

man, it is composed of 69 silica

22 alumina

9 iron

^loof

Found in Iceland, Italy,

« . •

I

Genus VIII. Asr.

This genus comprehends those minerals composed of

• Kirvvan, i. azi.—Brochant, i. a88.—Hauy, iv. 494.

f Bergman, iii. 304.
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alumina, silica, and the oxide of iron, which contain a

greater proportion of alumina than of silica.

Sj>. I . Shorl.

Class I.

Genus VllI,

Asi.

Tourmaline of Hauy*.

No word has been used by mineralogists with less li-

mitation than shorl. It was first introduced into mine-
ralogy by Crons tedt, to denote any stone of a columnar
form, considerable hardness, and a specific gravity from

3 3'4* This description applied to a very great num-
ber of stones

; and succeeding mineralogists, though
they made the word more de^nite in its signification,

left it still so general, that under the designation oi shorl

almost 20 distinct species of minerals were included.

Mr Werner first defined the word shorl precisely, and
restricted it to one species of stones. It occurs com- Crystals,

monly in granite, gneiss, and other similar rocks
; of-

ten in mass, but very frequently crystallized. Primi-
tive form of its crystals is an obtuse rhomboid

; the so-

lid angle at the summit of which is 139°, having rhom-
bic faces, with angles of 1 14° 12' and 65° 48': But it

usually occurs in 3, 6, 8, 9, or 12 sided prisms, termi-

nated by 4 or 5 sided summits, variously truncated.

For a description of which the reader is referred to

Hauy\ ?inA. Bournon\.

Subspecies I. Black Shorl

Colour black. Found in mass, disseminated and
crystallized. Crystals three-sided prisms, having their
lateral edges truncated. Sometimes terminating in a

{
Hauy.iii, 31. iMmcr.iii.

t Phil. Traas. i8oi, p. 313,

§ Kirwan, L %(>£.—Brochant, i. aj6.

VoL. Ill, JVI m

34-
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pyramid. Lateral faces of the prism striated. Lustre

2. Vitreous. Fracture conchoidal. Opaque. Scratch

grey. Hardness lo. Feel cold. Specific gravity from

3.054 to 3.092. It becomes electric by heat. When

heated to redness, its colour becomes brownish red; and

at 127° Wedgewood, it is converted into a brownish

compact enamel *. According to Wicgleb, it is com-

posed of alumina

34. 16 silica

20.00 iron

5.41 manganese

100.82f

Subspecies 2. Electric shorlj.

’T’ourmaline of Kirwan.

This stone was first made known in Europe by spe-

cimens brought from Ceylon
;
but it is now found fre-

quently forming a part of the composition of mountains.

It is sometimes in amorphous pieces, but much more

frequently crystallized in three or nine-sided prisms,

with four-sided summits.

Colour usually green
;
sometimes brown, red, blue.

Found in mass, in grains, and crystallized. Crystals

3, 6, or 9 sided prisms, variously truncated. Faces

usually striated longitudinally. Its texture is foliated.

* Kirwan’s Min. i. 166.

f Crcll’s Beilrage, I Band. 4 Stuck, p. 21 .

t Kirwan, i. 271.—Bergman, ii. 118. and v. 402.—Gerhard, Mem.

Berl. 1777, P 14 -—Hauy, Mem, Par. 1784, p. 270.—Wilson, ebil. Trans.

xli. 308. .ffipinus, Pccueil sur la Tourmaline.—See also La Porterie, le

Sopphir,V Oeil de Chat, et la Tourmaline de Ceylon demasquis.—Brochant,

i. 228.
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SHORL—Rii^iTE.

fracture conchoidal. Internal lustre 2 to 3. Glassy.

Transparency 3 to 4 ; sometimes only

2*

. Causes on-
ly single refraction f. Hardness 9 to 1 1. Specific gra-
vity 3.05 to 3.153. ‘ Colour brown, often so dark that
the stone appears black; the brown has also sometimes
a tint of green, blue, red, or yellow.

When heated to 200° Fahrenheit, it becorries elec-

tric
; one of the summits of the crystal negatively, the

other positively J. It reddens when heated
; and is fu-

sible per se with intumescence into a white or grey en-
amel. '

^

A specimen of the tourmaline of Ceylon, analysed by
Vauquelin, was composed of

40 silica

39 alumina

1 2 oxide of iron

4 lime

2.5 oxide of manganese

97 - 5 §

The siberiteol Lermina, called daourite by Lamethe-
rle, a mineral found in Siberia, is considered as merely
a variety of shorl.

Sp. 2- Finite:

Micarell of Kirwan
j|.

This mineral has received its name from Pini in

547

Class T.

Genus VIII,

Asj.I—
I J

Cotnposi-

tia'n.

* And when black only i. U i* always opaque when viewed in a di-
rection parallel to the axis of the crystal.

t Hauy, Jour, dc M,n. No. xxviii. a6j.
| JEpinus.

§ Ann. de Cbim. XXX. 1O5.

[ Mineral, i. 21 %,—Brochant, i. 456.

M m it
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Crystals.

Saxony, where alone it has been found in a granite. Its

colour is reddish brown or black. Always in crystals
j

either rhotnboidal prisms, or six-sided prisms ; some-

times entire
; sometimes having their alternate lateral

edges truncated, sometimes the whole. Surface smooth

and somewhat brilliant. Lustre internal o. Fracture

uneven, passing to the conchoidal. Hardness 6. Spe-

cific gravity 2.980. At 153° Wedgewood it melts in-

to a black compact glass, the surface of which is red-

dish

A specimen analysed by Klaproth contained

63.00 alumina

29.50 silica

6.75 iron

99.25!

5/1. 3. Granatite J.

Staurotide of Hauy—-Pierre de Croix of De Lisle

—

Staurolithe of Lametherie.

Granatite is found in Galicia in Spain, Brittanny in

France, and at St Gothard. It is always crystallized

in a very peculiar form
;
two six-sided prisms intersect

each other, either at right angles or obliquely. Hence

the name cross-stone, by which it was known in France

and Spain §. Mr Hauy has proved, in a very ingenious

manner, that the primitive form of the granatite is a

rectangular prism, whose bases are rhombs, with angles

of 1294-° and 504° ;
and that the height of the prism is

* Kirwan’s Min. i. aia. -j- Beitrage, ii. aay.

t Brochant, ii. 496.—Hauy, iU. 93. § Rome dc Lisle, ii, 435.
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to the greater diagonal of a rhomb as i to 6 ; and that

its integrant molecules are triangular prisms, similar to

what would be obtained by cutting the primitive cry-

stal in two, by a plane passing vertically through the

shorter diagonal of the rhomboidal base. From this

structure he has demonstrated the law of the formation

of the cruciform varieties*. The colour of granatite is

greyish or reddish brown. Specific gravity 3.2861.

Hardness 12. Texture foliated. Usually opaque. In-

ternal lustre 2 . Glassy or greasy. Infusible before

the blow-pipe. Two specimens, analysed by Vauque-

Jin, gave the following constituents :

From Brittanny,

44.CO alumina

33.00 silica

13.00 oxide of iron

3.84 lime

1.00 oxide of manganese

94-

844

From St Gothard.

47.06 alumina

30.59 silica

15.30 oxide of iron

3.00 lime

95

-

95 t

• /inn. de Cbim. vi. 143.

+ Jour, de Min. No. liii. p. 453,

I Ann. de Cbim. XXX. Io6.

Oass I.

GenusVIII.
Asi.

Compou-
tion.

Mm3
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Chap. II, ^V— Genus IX. Snaw.

Sp. I. Pimelite.

The mineral distinguished by this name Is an earthy

substance, of an apple green colour, which accompanies

the chrysopase of Tkosemiitz. Klaproth has analysed

it^ and found it composed of the following ingredients.

35.00 silica

15.62 o^cide of nickel

5.00 alumina

^.58 oxide of iron

1.25 magnesia

37.91 water

99.36 *

Genus X. Sap.

The minerals belonging to this genus are composed

of silica and alumina, and contain besides a notable por-

tion of potass. Whether the potas§ be an essential con-

stituent, or merely mechanically interposed between the

laminas of the minerals, it is impossible at present to

decide. The latter is not unlikely; at least in some of

the species, as certain varieties occur which contain no

potass.

* Jour, dc Pbyt, lii. 39.—Klaproth, ii. 139.
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Sp. I. Lepidolite *.

Lilalite.

Class I.

Genus X.
Sap.

This Stone appears to have been first observed by the

Abbe Poda, and to have been first described Ty De
Bornf. Hitherto it has only been found in Moravia

in Germany, and Sudermania in Sweden There it is

mixed with granite in large amorphous masses. It is Propertie?,

composed of thin plates, easily separated, and not un-

like those of micaj. Lustre pearly, 3. Transparency

between i and %, Hardness 4 to 9. Not easily pul-

verised j|. Specific gravity from 2.816^ to 2.S549**.

Colour of the mass, violet blue *, of the thin plates,

silvery white. Powder white, with a tint of redff. Be-

fore the blowpipe, it frothes, and melts easily into a

white semitransparent enan.el, full of bubbles. Dis-

solves in borax with effervescence, and communicates

no colour to it:j;t. Efliervesces slightly with soda, and

melts into a mass spotted with red. With microcos-

mic salt, it gives a pearl-coloured globuleJ§.

This stone was first called lilalite from its colour,

that of the lily. Klaproth, who discovered its compo-

nent parts, gave it the name of lepidolite\[\\.

* Kirwan, i. 208.- Karsten, Btob. der BerlwyS Band. 71.—Klaproth’s
Beitrage, i. and ii. 191.—Brochant, i. 399—Hauy, iv. 375.

t Crell s /innalt, ii. 196. t Ecyer, Ann. de Chim, xxix. lo8.

5 Lc Lievre, Jour.de Min. No li. 119.
||

Ibid. ^ Klaproth.
** Hauy. ft Le Lievre, Jour, de Min. No. li. 219. Ibid.

J§ Klaproth, Ann. de Cbim. xxii. 37.

[H That is, seale stone, or stone composed of scales: From Xst/;, the

fcale of afih, and a stone.

M m 4
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Composi-
tion.

Crystals.

Properties.

It IS composed of sihca

20 alumina

1 8 potass

5 fluat of lime

3 oxide of manganese

I oxide of iron.

100 *

Sj). 2. Leucitef.

Veswvian of Kirwan—White Garnet of Vesuvius

—

Am-
phigene of Hauy.

This stone is usually found in volcanic productions,

and is very abundant in the neighbourhood of Vesu-
vius. It is always crystallized. The primitive form
of its crystals is either a cube or a rhomboidal dodeca-

hedron, and its integrant molecules are tetrahedrons j

but the varieties hitherto observed are all polyhedrons.

T.he most common has a spheroidal figure, and is

bounded by 24 equal and similar trapezoids
j some-

times the faces are 12, 18, 36, 54, and trfangular, pen-

tagonal, &c. For a description and figure of several of

these, I refer the reader to Mr HauyJ. The crystals

vary from the size of a pin-head to that of an inch.

The texture of the leucite is foliated. Its fracture

somewhat conchoidal. Lustre 3 ; when in a state of

decomposition o. Transparency 3^0 i\ when decom-

posing o. Hardness 8 to lo; when decomposing 3 to 6.

Specific gravity from 2.455 2.490 f Colour white.

* Vauquelin, Ann, de Ch'im, XXX. 105.

t Kirwan, i. a8j.—Brochant, i 188.—Kauy, ii. 559.

J "Jour, de Min, No. xxviL 185. § Klaprotli.
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or greyish white* . Its powder causes syrup of violets

to assume a green colour f. Infusible by the blow-

pipe. Gives a white transparent glass with borax.

It is composed, as Klaproth has shewn, of

54 silica

23 alumina

, 2 2 potass

Class T.

Genus X.
Sap.

Composi-
tion.

99

1

It was by analysing this stone that Klaproth disco-

vered the presence of potass in the mineral kingdom ;

which is not the least important of the numerous dis-

coveries of that accurate and illustrious chemist.

Leucite is found sometimes in rocks which have never

been exposed to volcanic fire
;
and Mr Dolomieu has

rendered it probable, from the substances in w'hich it is

found, that the leucite of volcanoes has not been formed

by volcanic fire, but that it existed previously in the

rocks upon w-hich the volcanoes have acted, and that

it was tlirow'n out unaltered in fragments of these

rocks^.
I

Sp. 3. Felspar^.

This stone forms the principal part of many of the

highest mountains. It is commonly crystallized. Its

primitive form is an oblique angled irregular parallelo-

piped. It usually occurs in rhomboidal prisms, or in

* Hence the name Incite^ from xtuxof, -white.

f Vauquelin, Jour, de Min. No xxxix. 165.

I Sec Jour, de Min, No. xxvii. 194. and 20X, and Klaproth’s Beitrage,

ii. 39.

§ Jour, de Min. No. xzxix. 177.

^ Kirwan, i. 316. and Jour, de Ph'yj. passim.—Hauy, ii, J90.—Bro-

chant, i. 361.
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»

Piopertk*.

SEbspccIes,

Common.

Compact.

six or ten sided prisms terminated by Irregular summits:
for a precise description of which the reader is referred

to Hauy. Its texture is foliated. Its cross fracture

uneven. Fragments usually rhomboidal, and com-
monly smooth and polished on four sides. Lustre of

the polished faces often 3, glassy or pearly. Transpa-
rency from 3 to I. Hardness 9 to 10. Specific gra-

vity from 2. 43 7 to 2.7. Gives a peculiar odour when
rubbed. It is made electric with great difficulty by
friction. Fusible per se into a more or less transparent

glass. When crystallized, it decrepitates before the

blowpipe.

Subspecies i. Common Felspar.

Lustre of the cross fracture o ; of the fracture in the

direction of the laminae, from 3 to i. Transparency

2 to I. Specific gravity 2.272 to 2.594. Colour most
commonly flesh red

;
but often bluish grey, yellowish

-w^hite, milk white, brownish yellow
j and sometimes

blue, olive, green, and even black. A specimen of

green felspar from Siberia belonging to this subspecies,

analysed by Vauquelin, contained

62.83 silica

17.02 alumina

16.00 potass

3.00 lime

1. 00 oxide of iron

99.85*

Subspecies 2. Compact Felspar.

It is found in large masses. Texture foliated. Frac^

* Ann, de Cbim, xxx, Io6.



FELSPAR.

ture uneven, sometimes splintery. Lustre i to 2.

Transparency I. Hardness 10. Specific gravity 2.609.

Colour sky blue, sometimes with a shade of green or

yellow. Found near Kreiglach in Stiria.

Subspecies 3. Labradore Felspar.

This variety was discovered on the coast of Labradore

by Mr Wolfe ; and since that time it has been found

in Europe. Found in round masses, and detached.

Lustre 2 to 3. Transparency from 2 to 3. Specific

gravity from 2.67 to 2.6925. Colour grey. In cer-

tain positions, spots of it reflect a blue, purple, red, or

green colour.

Subspecies 4. Pure Felspar.

Moonstone—u^dularia.

This is the purest felspar hitherto found. It occurs

in Ceylon and Switzerland ; and was first mentioned by

Mr Pini. Lustre nearly 3. Transparency 2 to 3.

Hardness 10. Specific gravity 2.559. Colour white
j

sometimes with a shade of yellow, green, or red. Its

surface is sometimes iridescent. A specimen of Adu-
Jaria, analysed by Vauquelin, yielded

64 silica

20 alumina-

14 potass

2 lime

100

The whitish felspar called petunze yielded to the

chemist 74-o silica

14.5 alumina

5.5 lime

5S5

Class T.

Genus X.
Sap.

Labradore.

Adularia.

same
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Sp. 4, White Chlorite.

This is a mineral composed of brilliant scales of a

silvery white colour, very soft, and when rubbed upon
other bodies, leaving a powder resembling the scales of
fish. Smell argillaceous. Water in which it is agitated

becomes alkaline. Before ^the blowpipe, melts into a

greenish white enamel. When calcined, loses 0.06 of

its weight, and becomes reddish. It is composed of

56 silica

iS alumina

8 potass

3 lime

4 oxides of iron and manganese

6 water

95
*

Genus XI. Sag.

The minerals belonging to this genus are composed

of silica combined with alumina and glucina.

Sp. I . Emerald f

.

This stone has hitherto been found almost always

Cryrtala. Crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a

regular six-sided prism
;
and the form of its integrant

molecules is a triangular prism, whose sides are squares,

* Vauquelin, Jour, de Plys. Hi. J45.

f Kirwan, i. 247. and 248.—Dolomieu, Magazln F.ncyclof/cdique,n. 17.

and 145 ;
and Jour, de Min. No. xviii. 19.—Klaproth’s Beitrage, ii. 12.

—Brcchant, i. 217.—Hauy, ii. ji6.
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and bases equilateral triangles*. The most common
variety of its crystals is the regular six-sided prism,

sometimes with the edges of the prism, or of the bases,

or the solid angles, or both wanting, and small faces in

their place f. The sides of the prism are generally

channelled.

Its texture is foliated. Its fracture conchoidal. Lus-

tre usually from 3 to 4. Transparency from 2 to 4.

Causes a double refraction. Hardness i2. Specific

gravity 2.65 to 2.775. Colour green. Becomes elec-

tric by friction, but not by heat. Its powder does not

phosphoresce when thrown on a hot iron^ At 150°

Wedgewood it melts into an opaque coloured mass.

According to Dolomieu, it is fusible per se by the blow-

pipe §.

This mineral was formerly subdivided into two dis-

tinct species, the emerald^ and beryl or aqua marina,

Hauy demonstrated, that the emerald and beryl corre-

sponded exactly in their structure and properties ; and

Vauquelin found that they were composed of the same

ingredients : henceforth, therefore, they must be con-

sidered as varieties of the same species.

The variety called emerald varies in colour from the

pale to the perfect green. It comes chiefly from Peru ;

some specimens have been brought from Egypt. Do-
lomieu found it in the granite of Elba. When heated

to 120® Wedgewood, it becomes blue, but recovers its

colour when cold. A specimen, analysed by Vauque-

lin, was composed of

Class I.

Genus XI.
Sag.

'

Properties.

Varieties.

Emerald.

§ Ibid

• Hauy, de Min. No. xix. yz,

t Rome dc Lisle, ii. 445. and Hauy, Ibid.

}
Dolomieu, Jour, de Min. No. sviii. 19.
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64.60 silica

14.00 alumina

13.00 glucina

3.50 oxide of chromium

2.56 lime

2.00 moisture or other volatile ingredient

99.66 *

Beryl.

Compoji'
tion.

The leryl is of a mountain green colour, and someJ
times blue, yellow, and even white : sometimes difie-

rent colours appear in the same stonef. It is found in

Ceylon, different parts of India, Brazil, and especially

in Siberia and Tartary, where its crystals are sometimes

a foot longj. A specimen of beryl, analysed by Vau-
quelin, contained 69 silica

13 alumina

16 glucina

I oxide of iron

0.5 lime

99-5 §

It was by analysing this stone that Vauquelin disco-

vered the earth which he called glucina.

Sp. 2. Euclase |[.

This stone, which has lately been brought from Peru

Crj'rtals. ^y Dombey, was at first confounded with the emerald

on account of its green colour. The primitive form of

its crystals is a rectangular prism, whose bases arc

• Ann. de Chim. xxvi. 364. | Dolomieu, Ibid-

1 Ibid.
5
Ann. de CLim. xxvi. 17 a.

§ BrocKant, ii. 508.—Hauy, ii, 531.
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squares
;

but it usually occurs in four-sided oblique

prisms, whose edges are variously truncated. It is very

brittle
;

sufficiently hard to scratch quartz. Texture-

foliated. Fracture conchoidal. Lustre 3, glassy. Cau-
ses double refraction. Specific gravity 3.0625. Fu-
sible by the blowpipe into a white enamel. A small

specimen, analysed by Vauquelin, yielded the following

ingredients 36 silica

23 alumina

15 glucina

5 oxide of iron

79
*

The loss, which amounts to 21, was probably owing to

the presence of an alkali, which the smallness of the

specimen analysed did not permit Vauquelin to ascer-

tain.

Genus XII. Sab.

Sp. I. Staurolite f.

Andreolite of Lametherie—Hyacinthe blanche cruclfor-

mcj var. g. of Rome de Lisle—Harmotome of Hauy.

This stone has been found at Andreasberg in the

Hartz. It is crystallized, and the form of its crystals

has induced mineralogists to give it the name of cross»

stone. Its crystals are two four-sided flattened prisms,

terminated by four-sided pyramids, intersecting each

other at right angles ; the plane of intersection passing

longitudinally through the prisms f. Sometimes these

•
'Jour, de Phys. lii. 317.

t Kirwan, i. a8a.—Hauy HL 191.—Brochant, I. 3rr.

I See also Gillot, Jour, de Pbyt. 1793, p. I. and 2.

Glass I.

Genus XIL
Sab.

'

Composi-
tion.

Crystal*.
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STONES.

prisms occur solitary. Primitive form, an octahedron

with isosceles triangular faces. The faces of the crys-

tals striated longitudinally.

Its texture is foliated. Its lustre glassy, 2. Trans-

parency from 1 to 3. Hardness 9. Brittle. Specific

gravity 2.333 to 2.361. Colour milk white. When
heated slowly, it loses 0.15 or 0.16 parts of its weight,

and falls into powder. It effervesces with borax and

microcosmic salt, and is reduced to a greenish opaque

mass. With soda it melts into a frothy white enamel.

When its powder is thrown on a hot coal, it emits a

greenish yellow light *.

A specimen analysed by Westrum was composed of

44 silica

20 alumina

20 barytes »

16 water

100

Klaproth found the same ingredients, and nearly in

the same proportions f.

A variety of staurolite has been found only once,

which has the following properties.

Its lustre is pearly, 2. Specific gravity 2.361. Co-

lour brownish grey. With soda it melts into a purplish

and yellowish frothy enamel. It is composed, according

to Westrum, of

• Hauy, Jour, de Min, No. xxviii. a8o.

[ Beitrage, ii. 80.
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47.5 silica

12.0 alumina

20.0 barytes

16.0 water

4.5 oxides of iron and manganese.

ico.o

Genus XIII. Sla.

Sp, I. Lazulite*.

I
,

This stone, which Is found chiefly in the northern

parts of Asia, was long known to mineralogists by the
name of /apus lazuli.

Lazulite is always amorphous.* Its texture is earthy, properties,

Its fracture uneven. Lustre o. Opaque, or nearly so.

Hardness 8 to 9. Specific gravity 2.76 to 2.945 f.
Colour bluej

; often spotted white from specks of
quartz, and yellow from particles of pyrites.

It retains its colour at 100° Wedgewood
; in a high-

er heat it intumesces, and melts into a yellowish black
mass. With acids it efiervesces a little, and if previous-
ly calcined, forms with them a jelly.

MargrafF published an analysis of lazulite in the
Berlin Memoirs for 1758. His analysis has since been
confirmed by Klaproth, who found ai specimen of it to
Contain

Class. I.

Gen. XIII.

Sla.

^ 1

* Kirwan, 1. 283. f Hauy, iii. i45._Brochant, i. 3x3. t Brisson.

i Hence the name kzulitt,hom an Arabian word azu!, which signifiej

V01..III. Nn
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46.0 silica

14.5 alumina

28.0 carbonat of lime

6.5 sulphat of lime

3.0 oxide of iron

2.0 v/ater'

100.o*

From the experiments of Morveau, it appears that

the colouring matter of lazulite is sulphuret of iron.

Genus XlV. Sal.

Sp. i. Scapoljtef.

This mineral has been found at Arendal in Norway.

It is of a pearl white colour, and is crystallized in long

four-sided rectangular prisms. Faces longitudinally

streaked. Its specific gravity is 3-680, and it is hard

enough to scratch glass. Lustre 2 glassy. Fracture

foliated in two different directions. Transparency 1.62.

Before the blow-pipe, froths and melts into a white

enamel.

According to Abelgaard, it is composed of

48 silica

30 alumina

14 lime

1 oxide of iron

2 water

95 t

# Beitrage, i. ip6. f Brochant, ii. jj6.—Hauy, iii. 393.

J Jtur. dc Fbyi. lii. 33.
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Sp. 2. Dlpyre *.

This mineral has been found at Mauleon in the Py-

renees, disseminated either in fascicular masses or in

small prisms. Colour reddish or greyish white. Lus-

tre 3, glassy. Hardness 8. Brittle. Specific gravity

2.630. Melts and froths before the blow-pipe. Phos-

phoresces slightly on hot coals. According to the ana-

lysis of Vauquelin, it is Composed of

60 silica

24 alumina

10 lime

2 water

96

Sp. Hyalite f.

This stone is found frequently in trap rocks. It occurs

in grains, filaments, and rhomboidal masses. Texture

foliated. Fracture uneven, inclining to conchoidal. Lus-

tre glassy 2 to 3. Transparency 2 to 3 ; sometimes,

though seldom, it is opaque. Hardness 9. Specific

gravity 2.1 1 §. Colour pure white. Infusible at 150°

Wedgewood
; but it yields to soda [j. According to

Mr Link, it is conaposed of

57 silica

1 8 alumina

15 lime

90 and a very little iron ^

* Brochant, ii.508..—Hauyiii. 442. f Kirwati,i. 296—Brochant.i. 272.,

I Hence probably the name hyalite, which was imposed by Werner from

iictxic glass, and xi6ec a stone,
^ Kirwan. Q

ld<

^ Creli’s Annals, 1790, 2 Band. 232.

N n 2

Class I..

Gen. XIV.
Sal.

Composi-
tion.

Composi-

tion.
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Sp. 4. Zeolite *.

Mesotype of Hauy.

This stone was first described by Cronstedt In the

Stockholm Transactions for 1756. It is found sometimes

amorphous and sometimes crystallized. The primitive

form of its crystals! s a rectangular prism, whose bases are

squares. The most common variety is a long four sided

prism, terminated by low four-sided pyramids f.

Its texture is striated or fibrous. Its lustre Is silky,

from 3 to^ I. Transparency from 2 to 4 •, sometimes

I. Refracts double. Hardness 6 to 8 ;
sometimes on-

ly 4. Absorbs water. Specific gravity 2.0833. Co-

lour white, often with a shade of red or yellow. When

heated it becomes electric like the tourmaline:};. Before

the blow-pipe It froths emits a phosphorescent light,

and melts into a white semitransparent enamel, too soft to

cut glass, and soluble in acids. In acids it dissolves slow-

ly and partially without effervescence •, and at last, un-

less the quantity of liquid be too great, it is converted

into a jelly. A specimen of zeolite |j, analysed by Vau-

quelin, contained 53-°° silica

27.00 alumina

9.46 lime

10.00 water

99.46

' Kirwan,i. 278.—Guettard, iv. 637.—Bucquet, M.w.W is.

576.—Pelletier, Jour, de Phys. sx. 410.—Hauy, iii. 15 1 Brochant, L

f Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xiv. S6.

i Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. 276.

§
Hence the name xeolite given to this mineral by Cronstedt ; from

{la toferment, and Xi6of a stone.

II
Dr Black was accullomed to mention, in the course of hislec'lures, that

Dr Hutton had discovered soda in zeolite. This discovery was verified by

Dr Kennedy. He had finished the analysis of several varieties of zeolite.

s Jour, de $Ain. No. xliv, 576.
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Sp. 5. Stllbite

*

. Class f.

Gen. XIV.
Sal.Lamellar zeolite of Werner.

This stone was first formed into a distinct species by Mr
Hauy. Formerly it was considered as a variety of zeolite.

The primitive form of its crystals is a rectangular

prism, whose bases are rectangles. It crystallizes some- Q-ystals.

times in dodecahedrons, consisting of a four-sided prism

with hexagonal faces, terminated by four-sided sum-

mits, whose faces are oblique parallelograms
;
some-

times in six-sided prisms, two of whose solid angles are

wanting, and a small triangular face in their place f,
^

Its texture is foliated. The laminae are easily sepa- Properties,

rated from each other, and are somewhat flexible.

Lustre pearly, 2 or 3 Flardness inferior to that of

zeolite, which scratches stilbite. Brittle. Specific gra-

vity 2.500 5. Colour pearl white, or greasy. Powder
bright white, sometimes with a shade of red. This

powder, when exposed to the air, cakes and adheres as

if it had absorbed water. It causes syrup of violets to

assume a green colour. When stilbite is heated in a

porcelain crucible, it swells up and assumes the colour

and semitransparency of baked porcelain. By this pro-

cess it loses 0.185 of its weight. Before the blow-pipe

it froths like borax, and then melts into an opaque white

coloured enamel^. Does not gelatinise in acids. Not
electric by heat.

According to the analysis of Vauquelin, it is com-
posed of

* Hauy, iii. i6i.—Brochant, i. 308.

t Hauy, Jour de Min No. xiv. 86.

t Hence the name given to this mineral by Hauy, from nVKCa

§ Hauy, Ibid. No. xxviii. a;6,

Vauquelin, Ibid. No. xxxix. 161.
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52.0 silica

I 7.5 alumina

9.0 lime

18.5 water

97.0

It occurs most commonly in lava ;
but found also iti

primitive rocks.

Sp. 6 . Analcimef.

Cubic %eolite of Weiner.

This stone, which was discovered by Mr Dolomieu,

is found crystallized in the cavities of lava, It was first

made a distinct species by Mr Hauy. Mineralogists had

formerly confounded it with zeolite. It occurs in the

rock of Dunbarton in Scotland.

The primitive form of its crystals is a cube. It is

sometimes found crystallized in cubes, whose solid an-

gles are wanting, and three small triangular faces in

place of each; sometimes in polyhedrons with 24 faces.

It is usually somewhat transparent. Hardness about 9 ;

scratches glass slightly. Specific gravity above 2. Co-

lour white ;
sometimes red. When rubbed, it acquires

only a small degree of electricity, and with difficulty

Before the blow-pipe it melts without frothing into a

white semitransparent glass §.

* Vauquelin, Jour, de Min. No. xxxix. 164.

f Hauy, iii. 180.—Brochant, i. 309.

^ Hence the name analdme given it by Hauy, from avaXxif, 10^4.

j Hauy, Jour, de Min. No, xiv. 86. and xxviii. 278.
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Sp. 7. Chabasie*. Gen. xiV,
Sal.

This mineral, which was first separated from the pre-
'

''
^

ceeding species by Bose d’Antic and Hauy, is found at

Oberstein in Germany. It is found usually in crystals. Crystals,

The primitive form is a rhomboid differing very little

from a cube, having the angle at its summit 93-r°*‘

Sometimes it occurs in that form, at other times six of

its edges are truncated, and the truncatures unite, 3

and 3, at the two opposite angles
;
while the other 6

angles are truncated: sometimes in double six-sided py-

ramids applied base to base, having the six angles at

the base and the three acute edges of each pyramid

truncated. Colour white; somewhat transparent. Spe-

cific gravity 2.7176. Scratches glass. Melts before

the blow-pipe into a white spongy mass.

Sp, 8. Prehnite-j-.

Though this stone had been mentioned by Sage J,

Rome de Lisle and other mineralogists, Werner was

the first who properly distinguished it from other mi-

nerals, and made it a distinct species. The s,pecimen History,

which he examined was brought from the Cape of Good

Hope by Colonel Prehn ;
hence the name prehnite, by

which he distinguished it. It wag found near Dunbar-

ton by Mr Grotche
|]

;
and since that time it has been

observed in other parts of Scotland,

* Hauy, Hi. 176.—Brochant, i. 309.

I Kirwan, i. 174.—Hassenfratz, Jour, de Phys. xxxii. 81.—Sage, Ibid.

Xxxiv. 446.— Klaproth, Beoh. der Berlin, Band, an.; and Ann. de Cbim.

^
aoi.—Hauy, iii. 167.—Brochant, i. 29J.

t ^iaer. §
Crystull. ii. 275. jf

Ann. de Cbim, i, 213,

N n 4
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It is both amorphous and crystallized. The crystals
are in groups, and confused ; they seem to be four-
sided prisms with dihedral summits *. Sometimes they
are irregular six-sided plates, and sometimes flat rhom-
boidal parallelopipeds.

Its texture is foliated. Fracture uneven. Internal

lustre pearly, scarcely 2. Transparency 3 to 2. Hard-
ness 9. Brittle. Specific gravity 2.6097 to 2.6969!.
Colour apple green, or greenish grey. Before the blow-
pipe it froths more violently than zeolite, and melts in-

to a brown enamel. A specimen of prehnite, analyse^
by Klaproth, was composed of

43.83 silica

30.33 alumina

18.33 lime

5.66 oxide of iron

1. 1 6 air and water

99-3 It

\Vhereas Mr Hassenfratz found in another specimen

50.0 silica

20.4 alumina

23.3 lime

4-9 iron

.9 water

.5 magnesia

1 00.0 J

The mineral known by the name of koupholite is a
variety of the prehnite.

* Hauy, ’Jour, dc Min. No. xxviii. 277. f Hauy, Ibid.

I ^nn. de Chim. i, 208. § Ibid, and Jour, de Pbys, No. xxxli, 8t.



THUMMERSTONE.
5<^0

Genus XV. Sali.

Sj>. I. Thummerstone*.

Tanohte of Lametherie—Axinite of Hauy

—

Glastein of Klaprotfi.

Class I,

Gen. XV.
Saii,

This stone was first described by Mr Schreber, who
found it near Balme d’Auris in Dauphine, and gave it

the nanae of shorl vioIe\. It was afterwards found near

Thum in Saxony, in consequence of which Werner call-

ed it thummerstone.

It is sometimes amorphous
; but more commonly

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a

rectangular prism, whose bases are parallelograms with

angles of ioi° 32' and 78° 28't. The most usual va-

riety is a flat rhomboidal parallelepiped, with two of its

opposite edges wanting, and a small face in place of

each §. The faces of the parallelopiped ar-e generally

streaked longitudinally.

The texture of thummerstone is foliated. Its fracture

conchoidal. Lustre 2. Glassy. Transparency, when
crystallized, 3 to 4 , when amorphous, 2 to i. Causes
simple refraction

II
. Hardness 10 to 9. Specific gra-

vity 3.2956. Colour clove brown; sometimes incli-

ning to red, green, grey, violet, or black. Before the

blow-pipe it froths like zeolite, and melts into a hard
black enamel. With borax it exhibits the same phe-

Crystak

Properties.

* Kirwan, L 273.- Pelletier, "Jour, de Fiyi. xxvi. 66.—Brochant, i.

236.—Hauy, iii. 22.

f Rome dc Lisle, ii, 3^3.

^
Rome de Lisle, Ibid.

t Hauy ,
Jour, de Min. No, xxviii. 264.

|j
Hauy, Ibid.
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nomena, or even when the stone is simply heated at the

end of a pincer*.

A specimen of thummerstone, analysed by Klaproth,

contained ..... 52.7 silica

25.6 alumina

9.4 lime

9.6 oxide of iron, with a trace of

manganese

97'3t

A specimen, analysed by Vauquelin, contained

44 silica

18 alumin^

19 lime

1 4 oxide of iron

4 oxide of manganese

99t

Sp. 2, Thallite§.

Green short of Dauphiny of De lXs\t\\—Delphinite of

Saussure

—

Glassy actinoliteoi'^n^NW.—Glassy strahl-

stein of Werner—Epidote of Hauy.

This stone is found in the fissures of mountains ;

and hitherto only in Dauphiny and on Chamouni in the

Alps.

It is sometimes amorphous,, and sometimes crystalli-

zed. The primitive form of its crystals is a rectangu-

lar prism, whose bases are rhombs with angles of 1 14°

37' and 65° 23' The most usual variety is an elon-

* Vauquelin, Jour, dc Min. No. xxiil. I. t Beitrage, ii. ia6.

^ Vauquelin, Ibid.

§ Brochant, i. Jia—I^auy, iii. lOZ. B
Crystall. u. 401-

Hauy, "Jour, de il4wi. xxviii.



THALLITE—SCORZA. J7«

gated four-sided prism ('often flattened), terminated by ^Class^.^

four-sided incomplete pyramids ;
sometimes it occurs Sali.

in regular six-sided prisms *. The crystals are often *

very slender.

Its texture appears fibrous. Lustre 2 . Glassy. Properties.

Transparency 2 to 3, sometimes 4 j
sometimes nearly

opaque. Causes single refraction. Hardness 8 to 10.

Brittle. Specific gravity 3.4529 to 3-46. Colour dark

green f. Powder white or yellowish green, and feels

dry. It does not beconre electric by heat. Before the

blow-pipe froths and melts into a black slag. With

borax melts into a green be^d|.

A specimen of thallite, analysed by Mr Descotils,

contained 37 silica Composi-

27 alumina

17' oxide of iron

1 4 lime

J.5 oxide of manganese

9^-5 §

Sp. 3. Scorza.

This mineral is a green coloured sand, whose specific

gravity is 3.35. It is found near Muska in Transyl-

vania, near the river Arangos. Klaproth found it

composed of

* Rome de Lisle, Cryitall, ii. 401. and Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xk.

415-

f Hence the name thallite, given it by Lamethcrie, from 6x\\o(, a

green leaf.

t Hauy and Descotils, Jour, de Min. No. xrx. 4 1 5.

^ Ibid. p. 4%o.
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43.00 silica

21.00 alumina

14.00 lime

16.50 oxide of iron

0.25 oxide of manganese

94-75 *

Sp 4. Garnet f.

This stone is found abundantly in many mountains.

It is usually crystallized. The primitive form of its

crystals is a dodecahedron whose sides are rhombs, with

angles of 78° 31' 44", and 120° 28' 16". The inclina-

tion of the rhombs to each other is 120°, This dode-

cahedron may be considered as a four-sided prism, ter-

minated by four-sided pyramids J. It is divisible into

four parallelepipeds, whose sides are rhombs ; and each

of these may be divided into four tetrahedrons, whose

sides are isosceles triangles, equal and similar to either

of the halves into which the rhomboidal faces of the

dodecahedron are divided by their shorter diagonal.

The integrant molecules of garnet are similar tetrahe-

drons §. Soinetimes the edges of the dodecahedron are

wanting, and small faces in their place
;
and sometimes

garnet is crystallized in polyhedrons, having 24 trape-

zoidal faces. For a description and figure of these, and

Book III,

Chap. II.

» Beltrage, iii. 182.

•|- Kirwan, i. 2j8.—Gerhard, Dlsquisllio Pbysico^cbymica Cranattma,

&C. Pasumot, Jour, de Pbys. iii. 442.—Wicgleb, Anii, de Cbim.i. 231.

—

Brochant, i. 195.—Hauy, ii. 340.

^ Rome dc Lisle, ii. 32a. and Hauy, Ann, de Cbim. xvii. 30J.

§ Hauy, Ibid. 306.



tARNilf, sh
ether varieties of garnet, the reader is referred to Ro-
me de Lisle and Hauj *.

The texture of garnet, as Bergman first shewed, is

foliated f . Its fracture commonlj conchoidal. Inter-

nal lustre from 4 to 3. Glassy and waxy. Transpa-
rency from 2 to 4 ; sometimes only i or 0. Causes
single refraction Hardness from 10 to 14. Speci-
fic gravity 3.75 to 4.188. Colour usually red ; often

green. Brittle. Easily broke. Often attracted by the

magnet. Fusible per se by the blow-pipe into a black
glass.

Class I.

Genus XV.
Sali.

Propertie=.

Variety i. Noble garnet§.—Internal lustre 3 to 4. Varieties.

Transparency 4 to 2. Hardness 13 to 14. Specific gra-
vity 4 to 4.188. Colour deep red, inclining to violet^.

Almost always in crystals.

Variety 2. Common garnet —Found in mass, and dis-

seminated
5 sometimes in crystals. Fracture uneven,

inclining to the conchoidal. Internal lustre 2 to 3.
Transparency from

3 to o. Hardness 10 to 11 ; some-
times only 9. Specific gravity 3.75 to 4. Colour va-
rious

;
shades of green and brown

; sometimes hyacinth
red and brown red

; rarely orange yellow.

A specimen of oriental garnet, analysed by Klaproth,
contained

• Hauy, Ann. de Chim^ xvii. 306, f opusc. ii. 9.

t Hauy, Jour de Min. No. x.xviii. ,60.

§ Phis »eem»to be the carbuncle («v 9fa4 ) of Theophrastus, and the
carbunculu. garamanticu, of other ancient writers.-LSec Hill’s Jbeopbrac
ius, TTipi p. 74. and 77.

^ Hence, according to many, the namc^aruft (in Latin granatu,), from
the resemblance of the «onc in colour to the blossoms of the pome-
granate.
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35.75 sUica

27.25 alumina
;

36.00 oxide of iron

0.25 oxide of manganese

99.25*

A specimen of red garnet, analysed by Vautjuelin,'

contained 52.0 silica 4

20.0 alumina

17.0 oxide of iron
;

7.7 lime
,

I— ^

9^-7t
^

And a specimen of black garnet^
5

43 silica

16 alumina

20 lime
I

1 6 oxide of iron
j

4 water and volatile matter
|

99 I

Sp. 5. Pyrop.
^

This mineral, which is found in Bohemia, and was
|

formerly distinguished by the name of Bohemian gar-

net, has been lately separated from the garnet by Wet-
j

ner, and made a distinct species. It is never found cry-

stallized, but only in round or angular fragments, usu- 4

ally small. Colour deep red which passes to orange
jj

t

1

* Beitrage, ii. 26.

}
Hence ilie uanie

•} your, de Miu. No. xliv. 575*



PYROF’

—

BASALT.

when the mineral is exposed to the sun. Very hard.

Specific gravity 3.718 to 3.941. Fracture conchoidal,

and very brilliant*. Lustre glassy 4. Transparency 2*

According to the analysis of Klaproth, it is composed of

40.00 silica.

28.50 alurtiina

10.00 magnesia

3.50 lime

16.50 oxide of Iron • ^

0.25 oxide of manganese

98-75t

Genus XVI. Sail.

The minerals belonging to this genus are rather me-
chanical mixtures than chemical compounds.

Sp. I . Basalt.

This mineral constitutes the base of many mountains.
Properties

Its colour is greyish black. Occurs frequently in round
blocks. In mountains it is often formed of prismatic
masses more or less regular. Internal lustre o. Some-
times interspersed with shining specks of hornblende.
Texture earthy. Fracture uneven. Streak ash grey.
Hardness 8 to 9. Difficult to break. Feel harsh.
Sounds strongly under the hammer. Specific gravity
2.864 to 3-000. Before the blow-pipe it melts into a
black glass attracted by the magnet, A specimen from
Staffa, analysed by Dr Kennedy, contained the follow-
ing constituents

:

57l

Glass I.

Gen. XVI.
Sail.

Composi-
tion.

* dc Pbji. liii, %2,’j.
f Beitragc, ii. zi.
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44 silica

i 6 alumina

1 6 oxide of iron

9 lime

5 water

4 soda

1 muriatic acid

99
*

A specimen from Hasenberg yielded to Klaproth,

44.50 silica

16.75 alumina

20.00 oxide of iron

9.50 lime

2.25 magnesia

o. 1 2 oxide of manganese’

2.60 soda

2.0© water

97-72 t

• Sj). 2. Wacken.

This mineral occurs in mass ;
sometimes it forms

strata, but more frequently it runs in veins. Colour

dark greenish grey, which often passes to mountain

green or blackish green. Lustre o. Fracture even.

Texture earthy. Opaque. Soft. Easily broken. Feels

slightly greasy. Specific gravity from 2.535 to 2.893:

Easily melts before the blow-pipe. Liable to sponta-

neous decomposition.

576
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Composi-
tion.

* Edit!. Trans. V. 89.

f Beitrage, iii. 253.—He found also traces of rowriatic acid.



KLINGsTEIN.
577

3- Klingstein*.

This mineral composes whole mountains. They are
usually insulated

; and, like basalt, shew a tendency to
assume the form of four-sided prisms. Its colour is
usually deep grey, of various shades

; but most com-
monly greenish. Sometimes various shades appear to-
gether, which gives it the appearance of being spotted.
Found not only constituting mountains, but also in glo-
bular masses, &c. Internal lustre 2 ; chiefly from some
crystals of hornblende and felspar which it contains.
Structure slaty. Texture compact. Fracture usually
splintery; sometimes conchoidal. Usually opaque;
sometimes transparency i. Hardness 7 to 9. Brittle.
Gives a clear sound when struck with a hammer. Spe-
cific gravity 2.575. Powder light grey. Melts easily
into a glass. A specimen analysed by Klaproth yielded

< Sl'^S silica

23.50 alumina

2.75 lime

3.25 oxide of iron

Class T.

Gen. XVI.
Sail.

Properties.

Composi-
tion;

0.25 oxide of manganese

8.10 soda

3.00 water

98.10

4. Keiselschieferf.

This mineral occurs usually in blocks and amorphous

* Brnchant, i. 437.—Klaproth, iii. 229.

f Kirwan, i. 305.—Brochaut, i. 283,

Voi, HI. Oo
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masses of different sizes ;
very often in the beds of ri-

vers. Colour various shades of grey. Structure slaty.

Usually opaque; transparency sometimes i. Hardness

9 to 10. Brittle. Specific gravity from 2.880 to 2.415.

Infusible per se. This species is divided into two sub-

species.

Subspecies i . Common keiselschiefer.

Colour blackish grey or greenish. Often traversed

by veins of quartz. Surface smooth. Lustre internal

o. Texture compact. Fracture splintery, or imper-

fectly conchoidal. Composed, according to Wiegleb, of

75.00 silica

iG.oo lime

4.58 magnesia

3.54 iron

5.02 inflammable matter

98.14*

Subspecies 2. Lydian stone.

Commonly intersected by veins of quartz. Fracture

even; sometimes inclining to conchoidal. Lustre scarce

I. Hardness 10. Specific gravity 2.596. Powder

black. Colour greyish black.

This, or a stone similar to it, was used by the an-

cients as a touchstone. They drew the metal to be ex-

amined along the stone, and judged of its purity by the

colour of the metallic streak. On this account they

called it
“ the trier.” They called it also Ly-

dian stone; because, as Theophrastus informs us, it was

found most abundantly in the river Tmolus in Lydiaf.

• Crell’s Anfiolti ^ *4®* \ Hill’s Theofbrastui, Ai9«v,p. 190.



CTANITE^
?79

Genus XVII. Ams.

Sj). I. Cjanite *.

Sappare of Saussure

—

Dist^ene of Hauy.

This' stone was first described by Mr Saussure the

son, who gave it the name of sappare\. It is common-
ly found in granite rocks. The primitive form of its

crystals is a four-sided oblique prism, whose sides are
inclined at an angle of 103°. The base forms with one
side of the prism an angle of 103°

; with another, an
angle of 77°. It is sometimes crystallized in six-sided

prisms |.

Its texture is foliated. Fracture radiated, rays cur-
ved, and interlaced. Fragments long, splintery. Lustre
pearly, 2 to 3. Transparency of the laminae 3. Causes
single refraction §. Hardness 6 to 8. Brittle. Speci-
fic gravity from 3.517 to 3.622 ||. Feels somewhat
greasy. Colour milk white, with shades of sky or
Prussian blue

; sometimes bluish grey
; sometimes

partly bluish grey, partly yellowish or greenish grey.

Before the blow-pipe it becomes almost perfectly

white, but does not melt. According to the analysis of
Saussure, it is composed of

• Kirwan, 1. 009.—Sage, Jour, de Ply,, xxxv. 39.—Hauy, iii. jao,
£t’uchant, i. 501.

f Jour, de PLyj. xxxiv. 213.

I Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. 282.

$ Hauy, Ibid.
||
Kirwan.

^ Hence the name cyanite, imposed by Werner.

Class 1 .

Gen. XVIL
Ams.

'

V

Properties.

O 0 a
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66.92 alumina

13.25 rnagnesia

1 2.81 silica

5.48 iron

1. 7 1 lime

100.
1 7

*

Cyanite has also been analysed by Struvius and Her-

mann, who agree with Saussure as to the ingredients ;

but differ widely from him and one another as to the

proportions.

Struvius. Hermann.

S-S

30.5

51-5

5-0

4-0

96.5 t 97 t

Genus XVIII. Mba.

Sp. 1, Serpentine ||.

This stone^is found in amorphous masses, forming stra-

ta, and even entire mountains. Its fracture is splintery,

Properties,
sometimes inclining to conchoidal. Lustre o, or i.

Opaque, Transparency sometimes i. Hardness 6 to 7.

Specific gravity 2.574 to 2.709. Feels rather soft, almost

greasy. Generally emits an earthy smell when breathed

* Jour, de Phys.-ayixiv. f Crell’s yfn/ia/j, 1790, J IbiA

11
Kirwan, i. ij6.—Margraff, Mem. Berlin, 1759, p. 3.—Baycn.^owr. ds

Pbyi.iiil 46.—Mayer, CrcU’s Annals, 1789, ii. 416.—Brochant, i. 481.



SERPENTINE—NEPHRITE. 581

K.

%

J:

upon. Its colours are various shades of green, yellow,

red, grey, brown, blue : commonly one or two colours

form the ground, and one or more appear in spots or

veins

Before the blow-pipe it hardens and does not melt.

A specimen of serpentine, analysed by Mr Chencvix,

contained

34.5 magnesia

28.0 silica

23.0 alumina

4.5 oxide of iron

0.5 lime

10.5 water

& 101.of

^ ' Sp. 2. Nephrite f.

Jade,

This stone was formerly called lap'u niphriticuSi and

was much celebrated for its medical virtues. It is

found in Egypt, China, America, and in the Siberian

and Hungarian mountains. It is sometimes adhering

to rocks, and sometimes in detached round pieces.

Its surface is smooth. Its fracture splintery. Ex-

ternal lustre o, or scarce i
;

internal waxy, i. Trans-

* Hence the name :erpmiine given to this stone, from a supposed re-

semblance in colours to the skin of a serpent,

f Ann. Je Chim. xxyiW. 195 . ,

t Kirwan, i. 171.— Bartolin, De Lapide T^epbritico,—Lehmann,

Comm. Petropol.x. 38 1.—Hcrpfner, Hist. Nat: dcla Suisse, i. 3jt.—Bro-

ebant, i. 467.

Class r.

Gen.XVIir.
Msa.

Composi-
tion.

Properties.
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parency from 2 to i. Hardness 10. Not brittle. Spe-

cific gravity from 2.97 to 3.380 ; or, according toSaus-

sure, to 3.389. Feels greasy. Looks as if it had im-

bibed oil. Colour dark leek green, or verging towards

blue
; in some prominencies inclining to greenish or

bluish white. When heated it becomes more transpa-

rent and brittle, and is infusible per se into a white se-

mitransparent glass. According to Hoepfner, it is com-

posed of

47 silica

38 carbonat of magnesia

9 iron

4 alumina

2 carbonat of lime

100

This is the stone which the inhabitants of New
Zealand make into hatchets and other cutting inflru-

ments. The variety which they use is called hielditeia

by Werner.

Genus XIX. Msai.

Sp- I. Potstone

This stone is found in nests and beds, and is always

Properties, amorphous. Its structure is often slaty. Fracture un-

dulatingly foliated. Lustre from i to 3. Greasy.

Transparency from o to i. Hardness 4 to 6. Brittle.

Specific gravity from 2.8331 103.033. Feels greasy.

Sometimes absorbs water. Colour grey with a shade

Kirvsran, i. 155.—Brochant, i. 40J.
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of green, and sometimes of red or yellow ; sometimes

leek green ;
sometimes speckled with red.

Potstone is not much affected by fire ; and has there-

fore been made into utensils for boiling water; hence

its name.

According to "Wicgleb, the potstone of Como con-

tains

38 magnesia

38 silica

y alumina

5
iron

I carbonat of lime

I fluoric acid

90

Sp. 2. Chlorite*.

This mineral enters as an ingredient into different

mountains. It is sometimes amorphous, and sometimes

crystallized in oblong, four-sided, accuminated crystals.

Its texture is foliated. Its lustre from o to 2. O-

paque. Hardness from 4 to 6 ;
sometimes in loose

scales. Colour green.

Subspecies i. Earthy chlorite.

Composed of scales scarcely cohering, either heaped subspecies,

together, or investing other stones. Feels greasy. Gives

an earthy smell when breathed on. Difficult to pulverise.
^

Colour grass green
;
sometimes greenish brown ; some^

times dark green, inclining to black. Streak white. When

the powder of chlorite is exposed to the blow-pipe it

Class L
GenusXIX.

Msai.
_

’

Composi-
tion.

• Kirwan, i. 137.—Brochant, i. 408,

O o 4
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III. becomes brown. Before the blow pipe, It froths andme ts into a dark brown glass
; with borax it forms a

greenish brown glass **

Subspecies 2. Common chlorite.

Texture earthy. Lustre i . Hardness 6. Feel meagre.
Colour dark green. Streak mountain green.

Subspecies 3. Foliated chlorite.

Colour dark green
; sometimes crystallized in six-sided

tables. Lustre 2 to 3. Greasy or pearly. Texture fo-
liated. Transparency r.

Subspecies 4. Shistose chlorite.

Strufture slaty. Fragments flatted. Internal lustre
, I to 2. hlardness 5. Colour greenish grey, or dark

green inclining to black. Streak mountain green.
g,^po.I-

^

A specimen of the first variety, analysed by Vauque-
lin, contained .... 43.3 oxide of iron

26.0 silica

1 5.5 alumina

8.0 magnesia

2.0 muriat of potas^

4.0 water

98.8 -j-

A specimen of the same variety yielded Mr Htepner

* Vauquelin, Jour, de Min, No xxxw. 167.

f Aftn. de Cbim, xxx. 106,
I t
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12.92 oxide of iron

37.50 silica

4.17 alumina

43.75 magnesia

1.66 lime

100.00 *

A specimen of t?ie second variety, analysed by the

.same chemist, contained

10.15 oxide of Iron

41.15 silica

6.13 alumina

39.47 magnesia

I.. 50 lime

1.59 air and water

99.90 f

On the supposition that these analyses are accurate,

the enormous difference between them is a demonstra-
tion that chlorite is not a chemical combination, but a

-Mechanical mixture.

Sp. 3. Lithomarga

This mineral occurs in nests ir* many mountains, es-

pecially in those composed of basalt. Texture earthy. Properties.

I'racture conchoidal. Xjustre o to 2. Opaque. Hard-
ness 3 to 7. Specific gravity, when pretty hard, 2.8 15.
Surface smooth, and feels soapy. Adheres strongly to
the tongue. Falls to pieces, and then to powder.

58s

class I.

Genus XIX.
Msai.

* Saussure’s Fcyage,, il. 133. Crdl's Annah, 1760, p. 56.

1 Kirwan, i. 187.—Broch^nt, i. 447.
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in water
; but does not diffuse itself through that liquid.

Infusible per se before the blow-pipe.

Variety i. Friable lithomarga.—Formed of scaly par-

ticles slightly cohering. Lustre i to o. Hardness 3 to

4. Exceedingly light. Feels very smooth, and assumes

a polish from the nail. Colour white ; sometimes tin-

ged yellow or red.

Variety 2. Indurated lithomarga..:—Hardness 4 to 7,

The softer sort adheres very strongly to the tongue when

newly broken ; the harder very moderately. Colours

grey, yellow, red, brown, blue,

Genus XX. Saim,
%

•

Sp. 1. Melanite*.

This species has been only lately introduced by Wer-

ner, and has not yet been precisely described.

The melanite is found in the neighbourhood of Ve-

suvius, and was called before black garnet. Its colour

is black or brownish black. Crystallized in six sided

prisms terminated by trihedral summits. By the ana-

lysis of Klaproth, it is composed of
^

40.0 silica

28.5 alumina

16.5 oxide of iron

1 0.0 magnesia

' 3.5 lime

0.25 oxide of manganese

98-75

Brochant, i. 191.



slate—BOLE.

Genus XXr. Samlt.

S/). I. Slate.

Thonschiefer of Werner—Argillite of Kirwan

—

Ar,

gillaceous Shistus.

This stone constitutes a part of many mountains.

Its structure is slaty. Its texture foliated. Fracture Properties,

splintery. Fragments often tabular. Lustre most com-
ir.only silky^ 2 ; sometimes o. Transparency from o to

I. Hardness from 5 to 8. Specific gravity from 2.67

to 2.88. Does not adhere to the tongue. Gives a clear

found when struck Streak white or grey. Colour

most commonly grey, with a shade of blue, green, or

black
; sometimes purplish, yellowish, mountain green,

brown, bluish black
; sometimes striped or spotted with

a darker colour than the ground.

It is composed, according to Kirwan, of silica, alu-

mina, magnesia, lime, oxide of iron. In some varieties

the lime is wanting. Several varieties contain a consi'»

derable quantity of carbonaceous matter.

Sp. 2. Bolef.

This mineral occurs chiefly in the isle of Lemnos, at

Sienna in Italy, and in Silesia.

Its texture earthy. Fracture conchoidal. Lustre o. Propertiea,

Transparency scarce i. Hardness 4* Specific gravity

from 1.4 to 2. Acquires a polish by friction. Ad-
heres to the tongue. Feels greasy. Colour yellow or
brown

; sometimes red
; sometimes spotted.

5S7

Class T.

Genus XXI,
Samlj.

* Kirwan, i, aj4.
t Kirwan, i. I9t.—Brochant, i, 459.
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The Lemnlan earth which belongs to this species,

according to the analysis of Bergman, contains

47.0 silica

19.0 alumina

6.0 carbonat of magnesia

5.4 carbonat of lime

5.4 oxide of Iron

1 7.0 water and air

99.8*

Genus XXII. Slacmi.

Sp. I. Smaragditef.

Diallage of Hauy—Resplendent Hornblende.

This stone was called smaragdite by Mr Saussure,

from some resemblance which it has to the emerald.

Never crystallized. Its texture is foliated. Easily di-

vided into plates. The laminse are Inflexible. Fracture

even. Hardness 7. Specific gravity 3. Colour in some

cases fine green j in others it has the grey colour and

metallic lustre of mica : it assumes all the shades of co-

lour between these two extremes ;j:.

Composi
* According to the analysis of Yaiiquelin, it is compo-

tien. sed of 50.0 silica

13.0 lime

11.0 alumina

7.5 oxide of chromium

6.0 magnesia

5.5 oxide of Iron

1.5 oxide of copper

94 - 5
.

?

* Ofiusc. iv. 157. + Brochant, ii. 506.—Hauy; iii. lay.

j pauy, ’pour, de Min. No. xxviii. § Ann. de Cbim. xxx. I0($.
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Class I.

Genus XXIII. Sm. Gen.xxiii.
Sm.

S/3 . 1. KiiFekil* .

Meerschaum—Seafroth.

This mineral is dug up near Konie in NatoHaj and

is employed in forming the bowls of Turkish tobacco

pipes. The sale of it supports a monastery of dervi-

ses established near the place where it is dug. It is Propcrtle*.

found in a large fissure six feet wide, in grey calcareous

earth. The workmen assert that it grows again in the

fissuref, and pulls itself up like frothj. This mine-

ral, when fresh dug, is of the consistence of wax
; it

feels soft and greasy
; its colour is yellow ; its specific

gravity 1.600J : when thrown on the fire it sweats,

emits a fetid vapour, becomes hard, and perfectly white.

According to the analysis of Klaproth, it is compo-
cempoa-

sed of silica tion.

17.25 magnesia

25.00 water

5.00 carbonic acid

.50 lime

98-2511

Sp. 2. Steatites f.

Though this mineral was noticed by the ancients.

• Kirwan’s Mm. i. 144.—Brochant, i. 463.

t Rcigncgg, Philos. Mug. Hi. 165.

J Hence the name iiff-kil, or rather iejf-telli, “ clay-froth,” or " light

clay.”

§ Klaproth.
| Bcitrege, ii. ryz.

^ Kirwan, i. 151.—Pott, Mem. Berlin, 1747, p. jy.—Wieglcb, Jour.
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Properties.

Varieties.

little attention was paid to it by mineralogists, till Mr
Pott published his experiments on it in the Berlin Me-

moirs for 1 747.

It is usually amorphous, but sometimes it is crystalli-

zed in six-sided prisms. Its texture is commonly ear-

thy, but sometimes foliated. Lustre from o to 2.

Transparency from o to 2. Hardness 4 to 7. Speci-

fic gravity from 2 61 to

2.794*
*. Feels greasy. Sel-

dom adheres to the tongue. Colour usually white or

grey ;
often with a tint of other colours ; the foliated

commonly green. Does not melt per se before the

blow-pipe.

Variety i. Semi-indurated steatites. Texture ear-

thy. Fracture sometimes coarse splintery. Lustre o.

Transparency o, or scarce i. Hardness 4 to 5. Ab-

sorbs water. Takes a polish from the nail. Colour

white, with a shade of grey, yellow, or green ; some-

times pure w'hite •, sometimes it contains dendritical fi-

gures j
and sometimes red veins.

Variety 2. Indurated steatites—Fracture fine splin-

tery, often mixed with imperfectly conchoidal. External

lustre 2 to I, internal o. Transparency 2. Often has

the feel of soap. Absorbs water. Colour yellowish or

greenish grey ;
often veined or spotted with deep yel-

low or red.

Vuriefy 3. Foliated or striated steatites—The tex-

ture of this variety is usually foliated ; sometimes stri-

ated. Fragments cubiform. Lustre 3. Transparen-

cy 2 to I. Hardness 6 to 7. Colour leek green, pas-

Je Phys. xxlx. 60.—Lavoisier, Mtm. Far. 1778, p. 433.—Brochant, i.

474
• Brlsson.
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sing into mountain green or sulphur yellow. Streak

pale greenish grey. When heated to redness, it be-

comes grey ; and at 147® Wedgewood, it forms a grey

porous porcelain mass*.

A specimen of steatites analysed by Klaproth, con-

tained '

. . 59.5 silica

3c. 5 magnesia

2.5 iron

5.5 water

Class I.

GeD,XXIV.
Msi.

' , <

Composi-
tion.

98.of

A specimen of white steatites, analysed by Mr Che-

nevix, contained 60.00 silica

28.5c magnesia

3.00 alumina
,

* 2.50 lime

2.25 iron

96.25!

Gen us XXIV. Msi.

Sp. I. Chrysolite^.

Peridot of the French—Topaz of the ancients.

The name chrysolitev/2,% applied, without discrimina-

tion, to a great variety of stones, till Werner defined it

accurately, and confined it to tliat stone which the

* Kirwan, i. 15J. t ^eitrage, iL 179.

t Ann. dc Cbim. XXviii. aoo.

} Kirwan, i a6z.—Cartheuser, Min, 94*—Dolomleu, your, de Min.

No. xxix. 365.—La Methcric, Nouv. Jeur. dc FLyi. L 397.— Brochant, i.

J70.—Hauy, iii. 198,
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Properties.

Varieties.

French chemists distinguish by the appellation oi peri>-

dot. This stone is the topa% of the ancients ;
their

chrysolite is now called topa%*

.

Chrysolite is found in angular fragments, in grains,

and crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is

a right-angled parallelopiped, whose length, breadth,

and thickness, are as 5, ^8, Vst* The edges of the

prism are usually truncated.

The texture of the chrysolite is foliated. Its frac-

ture conchoidal. Its internal lustre from 2 to 4. Its

transparency from 4 to 2. Causes double refraction.

Hardness 9 to 16. Brittle. Specific gravity from 3.265

103.45. Colour green. It is Infusible at 150°, but

loses its transparency, and becomes blackish-grey J.

With borax it melts without effervescence into a trans-

parent glass of a light green colour. Infusible with

niicrocosmic salt§ and fixed alkali ||.

Variety i. Common chrysolite.—Found in Ceylon,

South America, and in Bohemia, amidst sand and

gravelt- Lustre 3 to 4. Transparency 4 to 3. Co-

lour yellowish green, sometimes verging to olive green,-

sometimes to pale yellow.

Variety 2. Olive chrysolite. Olivine **.—Found

commonly in basalt ;
sometimes in small grains, some-

times in pretty large pieces : but it has not been obser-

ved in crystals -|-t.
Lustre 2 to 3. Transparency 3 to’

2. Colour olive green.

* Plinii Lib. xxxvii. c. 8.

t Hauy, Jour, de Min. No, xxvlil. a8i. \ Kirvvan’s Min. i. 26J.

§
Vauquelin, Ann. dt Cbim. xxi. 97. 1 |

Kirwan, i. 263.

^ Coquebert, Jour, de Min. No. xxii. 20.

** Kirwan,!. 263.—Le Lievre, Jour, de Fbys. xxx. 397.—Brochant,

»• 175-

tt Emmerling affirms that it is found only in basalt, properly so call-
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The first variety, according to the analysis of Kla- Class r.

proth, is composed of 4^*5 n^^gnesia

38.5 silica

19.0 oxide of iron

99.0

According to that of Vauquelin, it is composed of

51.5 magnesia

38.0 silica

9.5 oxide of iron

99-°t

The second variety, according to the analysis of Kla-
proth, is composed of 37.58 magnesia

50.00 silica

11.75 oxide of iron

.21 lime

99-54t

4

Genus XXV. Sml.

Sj). I. AsbestusJ.

This mineral was well known to the ancients. They

rd, and never in the other rocks of the trap formation
; but it has been

found m Arthur’s Seat, though that rock is not a basalt properly ,0
called.

r r j

• Klaproth’s i. ,03. ^ cbim. xxi. 97.
t Beitrage

f

L Iia.

{ Kirwan, 1. ijp.—Bergman, iv. 160.—Plot, Tbil. Trans, xv. 1C51.-.
Nebel, Jour, de Pbyt. ii. 6». Ibid. iii. 367.—Hauy, iii. 445.—Brochant, '

I. 492-

Gen. XXV.
Smjc..

Composi-
tion.
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Book III. even made a kind of cloth from one of the varieties,

which was famous among them for its Incombustibility.

It is found abundantly in most mountainous countries,

and nowhere more abundantly than in Scotland.

It is found in amorphous masses. Its texture is fi-

brous. Its fragments often long splintery. Lustre

from o to 2 ;
sometimes 3, and then it is metallic.

Transparency from o to 2. Hardness from 3 to 7.

Specific gravity from 2.995 to 0.6806. Absorbs wa-

ter. Colour usually white or green. Fusible je by

the blowpipe.

Subspecies i. Common asbestus.

Lustre 2 to i, silky. Transparency i. Hardness 6

Subspecies.
Specific gravity 2.547 to 2.995* Feels some-

what greasy. Colour leek green ;
sometimes olive or

mountain green j
sometimes greenish or yellowish grey.

Streak grey. Powder grey.

Subspecies 2. Flexible asbestus.

—

Amianthus.

Composed of a bundle of threads slightly cohering.

Fibres flexible. Lustre i to 2, sometimes 3. Trans-

parency I to 2, sometimes o. Hardness 3 to 4. Spe-

cific gravity, before it absorbs water, from 0.9088 to

2.3134; after absorbing water, from 1.5662 to 2.3803*.

Feels greasy. Colour greyish or greenish white ; some-

times yellowish or silvery white, olive or mountain

green.

Subspecies 3. Elastic asbestus—Mountain cork.

This variety has a strong resemblance to common

cork. Its fibres are interwoven. Lustre commonly o.

Opaque. Flardness 4. Specific gravity, before ab-

.Chap. II.

Properties.

/ Brisson.
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sorbing water, from 0.6806 to 0.9933 ; after absorbing

water, from 1.2492 to 1.3492. Feels meagre. Yields

to the fingers like cork, and is somewhat elastic. Co-

lour white
5 sometimes with a shade of red or yellow ;

sometimes yellow or brown.

Subspecies 4. Ligniform asbestus.

Colour wood brown, which passes into yellow. O-
paque. Very soft. Somewhat flexible, but not elas-

tic. Adheres to the tongue. Feels harsh.

A specimen of the first subspecies from Dalecarlia,

analysed by Bergman, contained

63.9 silica

16.0 carbonat of magnesia

12.8 carbonat of lime

6.0 oxide of iron

1. 1 alumina

99.8*

A specimen of the second subspecies yielded to the

same chemist 64.0 silica

17.2 carbonat of magnesia

13.9 carbonat of lime

2.7 alumina

2.2 oxide of iron

100.of

A specimen of the third subspecies contained, ac-

cording to the same analysis,

* Opusc, iv. 170.

P p 2

Class I.

Gen. XXV.
Sml.

V
'

Compoii.
tion.

f Ibid. p. i6j
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56.2 silica

26.1 carbonat of magnesia

12.7 carbonat of lime

3.0 iron

2.0 alumina

100,0 *

Twelve different specimens of asbestus, analysed by

Bergman, yielded the same ingredients, differing a little

in their proportions

Sp. 2. Actinote

Strahlstein of Werner, except the glassy
;
Rayonante

of Saussure and Brochant. Actinolite, Asbestinite^

Asbestoid of Kirwan. Actinote of Hauy.

This mineral occurs In the primitive rocks, and is u-

sually mixed with those stones which contain a notable

Properties, portion of magnesia. It is found both massive and

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals, ac-

cording to Hauy, is a four-sided prism whose bases

arc rhombs, and which he presumes to be the same

with the primitive form of hornblende. It occurs

in six-sided prisms, in needles, and in small plates.

Colour most commonly greenish. Texture radiated

rays diverging from a centre. Fragments undctermi-

nate. Transparency i ;
often opaque. Difficult to

break. Specific gravity 2.916 to 3.31. Fusible before

the blow-pipe. It is divided into two subspecies.

• iv. 170. f Ibid. p. 175.

J Broch»at,i. J04.—H»uy, iii. 73.
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Subspecies i. Asbestiform Actinote.

Colour white or greenish, reddish, or yellowish grey
;

also olive and mountain green. Seldom crystallized.

Lustre o, i, 2. Pearly. Usually opaque. Scratch,

greenish white. Soft. Specific gravity 2.916.

Subspecies 2. Common Actinote.

Colour usually green
; sometimes reddish or yellow-

ish white, and sometimes brown. Lustre 2, 3. Glas-

sy. Transparency i to 2. Feel slightly greasy.

A specimen of the first variety, analysed by Berg-
man, yielded

64.0 silica

20.0 magnesia

2.7 alumina

9.3 lime

4.0 iron

100.0 *

3. Malacolitef.

Sahlite of Dandrada.

This mineral was first observed In Sweden in the sil-

ver mine of Sahla in Westermania
; afterwards in Nor-

way. Colour green. Found massive and crystallized
in six-sided prisms, having two opposite edges truncated.
Lustre I. Waxy. Texture lamellatecl. Transparency i.

Hardness 9. Feel soft. Specific gravity 3.2307.
Melts before the blow-pipe into a porous glass. Ac-
cording to the analysis of Vauquelin, it is composed of

• Opusc. iv. 1 71. I Hauy, rv. 379.— Brochant, ii. Ji8.

P 3

Clast I.

Gen. XXV.
Sml.

Composi-
tion.

Properties.
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53 silica

20 lime

19 magnesia

3 alumina

4 oxides of iron and manganese

99
'

Hauy has shewn that it bears a striking resemblance

to Augite.

Genus XXVI. Silm.

• Sp. I. Augite*.

Pyroxene of Hauy .—Volcanite of Delametherie.— Oci-

tahedral Basaltine of Kirwan.

This mineral is found in basalt and lava. It is some-

times in grains, but most compionly in crystals. The

primitive form of its crystals is an oblique angled prism,

w'hose bases are rhombs with angles of 92° 18' and 37®

42' f. It generally crystallizes in six or eight- sided prisms,

Ffopcrtlc*. terminated by dihedral summits p Its texture is folia-

ted. Lustre greasy 3. Hardness 9. Fracture imperfect-

ly conchoidal and brilliant. Usually somewhat trans-

parent at the edges. Colour deep green, or greenish

black. Powder greenish grey. Specific gravity from

3.182 to 3.47. Scratches glass. Commonly attract-

ed by the magnet Scarcely fusible by the blow-pipe |i,

Book III.

Chap. II.

• Kirwan, i. 219.—Brochant, i. 179.—Hauy, iii. 80.

•j- Hauy, Jour, de Mm. xxviii. 269. {
De Lisle, ii. 39*.

§ Fetbcr. «
Le Lievie.
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With borax it melts into a yellowish glass, which ap-

pears red while it is hot *.

According to the analysis of Vauquelin, it is com-

posed of

52.00 silica

14.66 oxide of iron

13.20 lime

10.00 magnesia

3.33 alumina

2.00 oxide of manganese

95-'9 t

Genus XXVII. Smil.

Sp. I. Vesuvian

Hyacinthine of Delametherie—Sorlo piceo of Gioeni

—

Idocrase of Hauy.

This mineral is found in lava, especially at Vesuvius,

and was formerly confounded with the hyacinth. Its

colour is brown or greenish ; it is found in masses, but

usually crystallized in rectangular eight- sided prisms, or

rather four-sided prisms with their edges truncated.

The primitive form of its crystals is the cube. Specific properties,

gravity from 3.39 to 3.409. Scratches glass. Inter-

nal lustre 2, greasy ;
external 4, glassy. Fracture im-

perfectly conchoidal, Transparency 2.1, Causesdou-

ble refraction. Before the blow-pipe it melts into a

Class T.

Gen. xxvii.

Smil.

Composi-

tion.

• Vauquelin. f 7'’'"'. de Min. xxxix. 172, .

}
Brochant, i. 184.—Hauy,ii. 574. § Ofusc.iv. 171.

r p 4
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Chap’. Vl
glass. According to the analysis of Stucke,

it is composed of 26. c silica
Composi-

^

tion. ' 40.2 magnesia

16.2 oxide of iron

16.0 lime

.

‘ 98.9^

But according to Klaproth, two different specimens
contained the following ingredients :

From VesuTlu*. From Siberia.

35.50 - - - - - 42.00 silica

33.00 - - . - . 34.00 lime

22.25 ----- ^6.25 alumina

7.50 - _ - _ _ oxide of iron

0.25 - - - _ _ oxide of manganese

98.50 97-75 1

This analysis would place the vcsuviar^in the fif-

teenth genus. A proof of the imperfection of our ana-
lytical methods.

Sp. 2. Meionitef;.

This mineial has hitherto been found only among the
lava of Vesuvius near Mount Somma. Always crystal.

liz.ed. Primitive form a prism whose bases are squares.

It occurs usually in eight-sided prisms, and terminated
by four-sided pyramids. Sometimes the edges of the
prism are truncated. Colour greyish white. Lustre 3,

* Jour, de Pbys. ilvi. 69. f Beitrage, ii. jz. and 38.

} Hauy, ii. j86.—Brocham, ii. 519,
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^
glassj. Texture foliated. Fracture flat, conchoidal.

Transparency 2. Hardness 9. Scratches glass. Melts
before the blow-pipe into a white spongy glass.

Genus XXVIII. Sl.

Sp. I. Tremolite*.

Grammatite of Hauy.

This mineral is found chiefly near St Gothard in

Switzerland
; and takes its name from Mount Tremo-

la, w’here it was first observed by Saussure. It occurs

massive and in crystals. The primitive form of its cry-

stals is a rhcmboidal prism, whose sides are inclined to

each other at angles of 126° 52' 13" and 53° 7' 48". It

usually occurs in four-sided prisms, terminated by di-

hedral summits ; and not unfrequently the two acute

edges, or all the four, are truncated. Texture radiated.

Fragments splintery. Specific gravity from 2.9 to 3.2.

Fibres easily separated, so that it appears soft, yet it

scratches glass. Phosphoresces very readily when struck
or rubbed in the dark. Before the blow- pipe melts in-

to a white scoria. Werner divides this species into

three subspecies.

Subspecies r. Asbestiform tremolite.

Colour yellowish white
; sometimes reddish, green-

ish, greyish. Always amorphous. Lustre 2, silky.

Opaque or transparency i . Soft. Easily broken.

Subspecies 2. Common tremolite.

Colour greenish white
; sometimes greyish, reddish,

yellow’ish. Found amorphous and in crystals. Crystals

Class r.

Cen.xxviii.

Sl.

Crystals.

Subspecies,

Brochant, i. 514.—Hauy, Hi. aay
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Boole III. loniritudinally striated: external lustre 4; inlernallj
Chap. H., ^

1 ^c— 3, 2 ;
pearly. 1 ransparency i to 3.

Subspecies 3. Glasgy tremolite.

Colour greyish or yellowish white; sometimes green-

ish or reddish. Lustre 3, 4. Glassy. Transparency

2. Feels harsh.

Comjjoii- A specimen of tremolite, analysed by Klaproth, con-

talned 65.0 silica

38.0 lime

0.5 magnesia

0.5 oxide of iron

6.0 water and carbonic acid

100.o*

A specimen of this mineral from the Castlehill of E-

dinbuigh, analysed by Dr Kennedy, yielded

51.5 silica

32.0 lime

0.5 alumina

0.5 oxide of iron

8.5 soda

5.0 carbonic acid

» \

98.0 with some traces of magne-
I

sia and muriatic acidf.

Bournon has shewn th^t the property which the tre-

molite has of phosphorescing when rubbed, is owing to

the presence of carbonat of lime. Ihis carbonat may

* Crell’s Annals, 179°> *• J4-

I Trans. Edin. vol. V. and FLil. Mag. xlv. 315
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be separated by acids
j
and in that case the property va-

nishes*.

Genus XXIX. Slk.

Tins genus comprehends under it the only stony mi-,

neral known which contains the oxide of copper. Per-

haps the metal is merely mechanically interposed. In

that case this genus would be confounded with the last.

Sp. I. Dioptasef.

This mineral is found in Siberia in a copper mine.

Its colour is emerald green. It is crystallized in six-

sided prisms, terminated by three-sided pyramids. Lus-

tre 3, glassy. Texture foliated. Clivage triple. Trans-

parency 2 to 3. Hardness 8. Specific gravity 3.3.

Before the blow- pipe it is infusible
;
but becomes brown,

and tinges the flame green. When melted with borax

it gives a button of copper. According to the analysis

of Vauqiielin by the blow-pipe, it is composed of

28.57 silica

28.57 o^dde of coppei;

43.85 carbonat of lime

99-99

Genus XXX. Ysi.

\

Sp. I. GadolinlteJ,

This mineral was first observed by Captain Arhcnius

* y«/r. de Min. No. xiii. i. f Hauy, iii. 136.—Brochart, ii. 51 1.

J Hauy, iii. 141.—Brochant, ii. j 12.— Klaproth, iii. J2.
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tion.
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Bropertic*.

Coniposi*

tion.

lodged in a white felspar in the quarry of Ytterbj in

Sweden, and received the name Gadolinite, because Ga-

dolin was the chemist who first ascertained its composi-

tion. Colour perfect black, passing sometimes to brown.

Found in mass. Lustre 3, glassy. Fracture conchoi-

dal. Hardness 10. Scratches quartz. Brittle. Spe-

cific gravity 4.0497. Gelatinizes with hot diluted ni-

tric acid. Before the blow-pipe decrepitates, and as-

sumes a whitish red colour, but does not melt. With

borax it melts into a topaz-yellow glass. Affects the

magnetic needle. According to the analysis of Vauque-

lin, it is cbmposed of 35.0 yttri^

25.5 silica

25.0 oxide of iron

^
2.0 lime

2.0 oxide of manganese

.10.5 water and carbonic acid

100,0*

lilaproth, on the other hand, found

59.75 yttria

21.25 silica

18.00 oxide of iron

0,50 alumina

99.50!

This last analysis does not differ much from thatf

which Ekeberg had before published.

• Ann. iie dim. xxxvi. IJ3 .

I Ibid. Kxvii. 87.
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Order II. SALINE STONES.

605

Class L
Order If.

Under this Order are comprehended all the minerals

which have an earthy basis combined with an acid. The

minerals belonging to it are of course salts, and as such

have been described in a former part of this Work

:

But as they occur native in states which cannot always

be imitated by art, it will be necessary to take a view

of them as they are found in the earth. They natur-

ally divide themselves into five genera; as only five

earths have hitherto been discovered native in combi-

nation with an acid. These genera, and the species be-

longing to them, are the following

;

I. Calcareous Salts.

I. Carbonat of lime,

a. Sulphat of lime,

3. Phosphat of lime,

4. Fluat of lime

5. Arseniat of lime. ^

II. Barytic Salts.

1. Carbonat of barytes,

2. Sulphat of barytes.

III. Strontian Salts.

1. Carbonat of strontian,

2. Sulphat of strontian.

IV. Magnesian Salts.

1. Sulphat of magnesia,

2. Carbonat of magnesia,

3. Borat of magnesia.

Arringo-

mcnt-
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V. Aluminous Salts.

1. Alum,

2. Mellat of alumina,

3. Fluat of alumina-and-soda.

The minerals belonging to this Order are distinguish-

ed without much difficulty from the last. Almost all

of them are insoluble in water
;
but soluble in nitric a-

cid or in hot sulphuric acid. Most of them melt before

the blow- pipe. Their specific gravity varies
;
but it

is often above 3.5 when the mineral is too soft to scratch

glass. None of them have the metallic lustre.

Genus I. Calcareous Salts.

The existence of pure uncomblned lime in a native

state has been questioned
;
but the evidence on which,

the belief of its existence' is founded is sufficiently re-

Pnre lime, spectable to put the matter beyond doubt. Monnet af-

firms that it exists in abundance in the mountains of

Upper Auvergne, mixed, however, with a little oxide

’.of iron*. Dr Falconer of Bath found a soft whitish

mineral in the neighbourhood of that town, consisting

partly of pure lime capable of dissolving sulphur -j-, and

from which lime-water may be made. I have been in-

formed by his son Mr Thomas Falconer, that a gentle-

/ man, lately engaged in collecting the minerals -about

Bath found it, though not in any great quantity. But

as the pure lime in these specimens is mixed with other

* Monnet’s Min eralogy,. 51J.

f On Bath Waters, p. 156.
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bodies, it can scarcely with propriety be considered as

a distinct mineral.

This genus comprehends all the combinations of lime

with an acid that occur in the mineral kingdom.

Sp. I. Carbonat of lime.

No other mineral can be compared with carbonat of

lime in the abundance with which it is scattered over

the earth. Many mountains consist of it entirely, and

hardly a country is to be found on the face of the globe

where, under the names of limestone, chalk, marble,

spar, it does not constitute a greater or smaller part of

the mineral riches.

It is often amorphous, often stalactlcal, and often

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a pa-

rallelopiped, whose sides are rhombs, with angles of 78“

3c' and ir° 30^ Its Integrant molecules have the same

form. The varieties of its crystals amount to more than

50. For a description and figure of which the reader

is referred to Rome de Lisle* and Hauy\.

When crystallized, its texture is foliated; when amor-

phous, its texture is sometimes foliated, sometimes stri-

ated, sometimes granular, and sometimes earthy. Its

lustre varies from o to 3. Transparency from o to 4.

It causes double refraction
; and it is the only mineral

which causes double refraction through two parallel

faces of the crystal. Hardness from 3 to 9. Specific

gravity from 2,315 to 2.78. Colour, when pure, white.
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Class I.

Order II.

Genus I.

' *

• Cryttallng. i. 497,

t Essai d'une Thtorie, &c. p. 75.

—

Jour, de Phys. *793, August, p. 1 1.

and Miner, ii. 13O.

—

Jour, de Hitt. 1791, February, p. 148.

—

Ann.

de Cbim. xvii. 249, Sc.c,~Jour. de Min. No. xxviii, 304.
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Subspecies.

SALINE STONES.

Effervesces violenclj with muriatic acid, and dissolves

completely, or leaves but a small residuum. The solu.

tioii is colourless.

This species occurs In a great variety of forms; and

therefore has been subdivided into numerous subspecies.

All these may be conveniently arranged under three ge-

neral divisions.

I. Soft carbonat of lime.

Subspecies i. Agaric mineral—Mountam milk, or

Mountain meal of. the Germans.

This variety is found in the clefts of rocks, or the

bottom of lakes. It is very brittle
;

stains the fingers

;

does not adhere to the tongue; of a white colour; some*

times with a shade of yellow
; and so light that it al-

most floats on water.

Subspecies 2. Chalk.

The colour of chalk is white, sometimes with a shade

of yellow. Lustre o. Opaque. Hardness 3 to 4. Spe-

cific gravity from 2.3 (5 to 2.657. Texture earthy. Ad-

heres slightly to the tongue. Feels dry. Stains the

fingers, and marks. Falls to powder in water. It ge-

nerally contains about of alumina and of water

;

the rest is carbonat of lime.

II. Indurated carbonat of lime.

This division comprehends several minerals, which

though composed of the same ingredients, as far at least

as we can depend upon chemical analysis, yet do not

appear to have the same structure.

Subspecies i. Compact limestone.

Always massive. Texture compact. Fracture splin-

tery, and sometimes conchoidal. It has little lustre.

Transparency l ;
rarely opaque. Hardness 5 to 8. Spe-

cific gravity 2.6 to 2.72. Brittle. Colour grey, with
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various shades of other colours. It most commonly

contains about of alumina, oxide of iron, &c.
; the

rest is carbonat of lime.

This subspecies forms entire stratiform mountains.

Very frequently it contains petrefactions
;
usually sea

shells. Many marb/es belong to it.

Subspecies 2. Foliated limestone.

This extensive subspecies is usually divided into two

varieties.

Variety i. Granularly foliated limestone.—Always

massivS. Structure sometimes slaty. Texture straight

foliated and granular. Lustre 2, pearly. Transparen-

cy 2 to I. Hardness 7 to 8. Specific gravity 2.71 to

2-8376. Brittle. Colour white, of various shades from

other colours. Composed of separate parts, which are

granular.— Carrara and Paros marble belongs to this

variety. This variety is common, and confined exclu-

sively to the primitive mountains. The mineral called

dolomite belongs likewise to granularly foliated lime-

stone. It is distinguished by the slowness with which

it effervesces in acids.

Variety 2. Calcareous spar—This mineral occurs

massive, but much more frequently crystallized. Al-

most all the crystals of carbonat of lime belong to it.

Structure sparry. Texture foliated. Fragments rhom-

boidal. Lustre 2 to 3 ;
glassy or pearly. Transpa-

rency from 2 to 4 ; sometimes i. Hardness 5 to 6.

Specific gravity from 2.693 to 2.718. Colour white;

often with various shades of other colours.

Subspecies 3. Fibrous limestone.

This subspecies comprehends all the stalactites form-

ed from the gradual deposition of carbonat of lime from

water. Colour most frequently white; but often green,

VoL. III. Q^q
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»

"Varieties.

Fibrous

licnestone.
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Pisolite.

Schiefer-

s ar.

yellow, brown, &.c. Found in masses which assume

various imitative forms. Lustre internal i to 2 ;
some-

times o. Silky, Texture straight, fibrous. Frag-

ments cuneiform. Transparency 2 to i. Hardness 5

toy. Specific gravity from 2.6 to 2.77. Brittle. This

subspecies is sometimes distinguished by the name of

alabaster.

The mineral called satin spaty found in England,

though not a stalactite, is fibrous. It ought to form a

subspecies apart*.

Subspecies 4. Pisolite.

This mineral has been found at Carlsbad in Bohemia.

It has the form of round masses composed of concentric

layers, and containing each a grain of sand in their

centre. Colour white; often greyish, reddish, or yel-

lowish. The round bodies are collected together like

a bunch of grapes. Lustre o. Transparency o or I.

Hardness 6 to 7. Moderately heavy.

The variety of compact limestone called oolite, because

it resembles the spawn of fishes petrified, has been often

referred to this subspecies.

Subspecies 5. SclneierspsLT—Argentine of Kirwan.

Colour greyish, reddish, greenish, or yellowish white.

Found massive. Lustre 3,
pearly. Texture curve fo-

liated. Brittle. Transparency i, sometimes 3. Feel

unctuous. May be scratched by the nail. Specific gra-

vity 2.740. Composed of carbonat of lime, with a ve-

ry little silica and oxide of iron f

.

* For a description and analysis of this'mineral, the reader is referred

to Mr Pepys, /’A'V. xii. 365.

+ See the analysb of Mr Philips, and the description of Mr Aikctu

Ihid. xiv. 289.
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Subspecies 6. Arragonite.

This mineral was first found in Arragon ^ afterwards

in the Pyrenees and at Salzburg. Colour greyish or

greenish white
j in the middle often violet or reddish

brown. Always crystallized in regular six-sided prisms
j

or having tw'o opposite faces larger. Longitudinally

striated. Lustre 2-, glassy. Texture foliated. Clivage

double
; one parallel to the axis, another forming with

the first an angle of 1 164-°. Formed of small scapiform

pieces, which give it a granulated appearance. Scratches

calcareous spar. Brittle. Specific gravity 2.9468.

Constituents, as determined by Klaproth, Vauquelin,

and Thenard, lime and carbonic acid in the usual pro-

portions. This is the only anomaly which has hitherto

occurred in Hauy’s theory of crystallization. TLhe pri-

mitive form of arragonite cannot be brought to that of

calcareous spar, yet their constituents are the same.

III. Carbonat of lime mixed with a foreign body.

The most remarkable mixtures or combinations of

carbonat of lime with other bodies rre the following :

1 . Carbonat of lime and carbonat of magnesia—Bit-

terspath.

2. Carbonat of lime and oxide of iron—Bro'^Vnspar.

3. Carbonat of lime and hydrosulphuret of lime—

-

Swlnestone.

4. Madreporite.

5. Carbonat of lime and Sand-—Crystallized sand-

stone of Fontainbleau.

6. Carbonat of lime and clay—Mafl.

'j. Marl and bitumen—Bituminous marl.

Some of these minerals may be chemical combina-

tions
;
but in most the foreign bodies are merely me-

chanically mixed with the carbonat of lime: accord-

Qji »

class I.

Order II.

Genus I.

Arragonite.

Mixture^’

I
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Book III. ingly that substance preserves its usual crystalline

Chap. II.

V —y
/ lorm.

BItterspath. Subspecies I .. Bitterspath

—

Muricalcite oiYJiT'N^n.

This mineral occurs in Germany and Sweden; some-

times massive ; sometimes crysiallixed in rhombs, si-

milar to those of carbonat of lime. Lustre external 2,

I ;
internal 3 to 4, glassy.- Texture lamellar. Frag-

ments rhomboidal. Transparency i, sometimes 2. Streak

white. Brittle. Specific gravity 2.480. Scratches cal-

careous spar. Colour various shades of grey and yel-

low. Before the blow-pipe it becomes brown. Scarcely

effervesces in nitric acid. According to Klaproth, its

constituents are.

Composi-
tion.

From Tirol,

52 .

45 •

3 •

From Sweden,

. . . 73 carbonat of lime

. . . 25 carbonat of magnesia

. . , 2^ oxides of iron and manganese

Brownspar.

1-00 100.25*
^

Subspecies 2. Brownspar—Spath perle.

This mineral is found commonly in Germany, Swe-

den, France, &c. Sometimes massive ;
but often cry-

stallized. Crystals have the figures of carbonat of lime.

Lustre 2, 3, seldom 4 >
internal 2, 3 >

pc^irly. Texture

curve foliated. Separate pieces granular. Transparen-

cy I. Scratches calcareous spar. Brittle. Specific gra-

vity 2.837. Effervesces slowly in acids. Colour white,

with various shades of grey, yellow, red. ConstituenU,

according to Bergman,

* Beitrage, i. 304.
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50 carbonat of lime

2 2 oxide of iron

28 oxide of manganese

100

Subspecies 3. Swinestone.

Texture often earthy. Fracture often splintery.

Lustre I to o. Transparency c to i. Hardness 6 to

7. Specific gravity 2.701 to 2.71 21. Colour grey, of

various shades. W^hen scraped or pounded, it emits an

urinous or garlic smell.

Subspecies 4. Madreporite.

This mineral has been found in the valley of Russ-

bach in Sahburg ; and it got its name from its resem-

blance to madrepore. Colour in some parts black ;
in

others ash grey. Found in large round masses. Com-

posed of separate pieces scapiform; sometimes parallel,

sometimes diverging. Fracture even, passing to the

conchoidal. Lustre greasy, passing to the silky. Hard-

ness 7 to 8. Brittle. Moderately heavy. Streak grey.

According to Klaproth, it is composed of

93.00 carbonat of lime

0.50 carbonat of magnesia

1.25 carbonat of iron

0.50 charcoal

4.qo silica in sand

99-75
*

Subspecies 5. Crystallized sandstone of FontainUeau.

In the sandstone quarries at B’ontainbleau occur large

clusters of crystals consisting of rhomboids, the inverse

613
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Order II.

Genus 1.

Composi-
tion.

Madrepo-
rite.

Composi-
tion.

* Bcitrage, iii. 176 .

3
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MarL

of the primitive form of calcareous spar. Thej have

the appearance of a sandstone, and are now known to be

crystals of carbonat of lime, which have enveloped

while crystallizing a quantity of siliceous sand, at least

equal to that of the carbonat, to which the crystal oweg

its form.

Subspecies 6. Marl.

A mixture of carbonat of lime and clay, in which the

carbonat considerably exceeds the other ingredient, is

called marl. Its texture is earthy. Lustre o. Opaque.

Hardness from 4 to 8; sometimes in powder. Specific

gravity from 1.6 to 2.877. Colour usually grey, often

tinged with other colours. Effervesces with acids.

Some marls crumble into powder when exposed to the

air; others retain their Inarclness for many years. Marls

maybe divided into two varieties: i. Those which

contain more silica than alumina; 2. Those w’hich con-

tain more alumina than silica. Mr Kirwan has called

the first of these siliceous, the second argillaceous marls.

Attention should be paid to this distinction when marls

are used as a manure.

Suhipecies 7. Bituminous marl,

Found in different parts of Germany. Colour grey-

ish or brownish black. Found massive. Shistose.

Plates flat or waved. Lustre of the fracture q or i.

Qpaque. Hardness 4. Feels soft. Easily broken.

Moderately heavy. Effervesces with acids. Burns
before the blow-pipe, leaving black scoriae.

Sp. 2. Sulphat of lime*.

This mineral occurs abundantly in different parts of

Brochant, i. 600.—Hauy, iu a66.
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the world, forming strata and likewise veins. It is fre-

quentlj massive, but it occurs also crystallized. The Genus I.
^

primitive form of its crystals is a four sided prism, crystals,

whose bases are oblique parallelograms, with angles of

113° 7' 48" and 66° 52' 12", It occurs crystallized in

six-sided prisms, terminated by two-sided or four-sided

summits. For a description and figure of its varieties,

the reader is referred to Rome de Lisle* and Hauy\.

The texture of sulphat of lime is most commonly

compact or foliated. Lustre from o to 4. Transpa-

rency from o to 4. It causes double refraction. Its

hardness does not exceed 4. Specific gravity from

1.872 to 2.31 1. Colour commonly white or grey.

Before the blow-pipe it melts into a white enamel,

provided the blue flame be made to play upon the edges

of its laminjE. When the flame is directed against its

faces, the mineral falls into powder It does not ef-

fervesce with muriatic acid except it be impure, and

the acid does not dissolve it. It is usually divided

into four subspecies.

Subspecies i. Earthy gypsum.

Of the consistence of inesl. Lustte o. Opaque. Sul.p.tte.

Scarcely sinks in water. Is not gritty between the

teeth. Feels dry and meagre. Colour white. When

heated below redness, it becomes of a dazzling white.

Subspecies 2. Compact gypsum.

Found massive. Texture compact. Lustre i or o.

Transparency 2 to i. Hardness 4. Specific gravity

about 2.3. Feels dry, but not liarsh. Colour white,

« Crytallog. i. 144- f

^
IjC Lievre, Jour* dt iVJ/rt. No. xxviii. 3^5

Q q 4
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often with a shade of grey, or yellow
; sometimes yel-

low
; sometimes red

; sometimes spotted, striped, or
veined. This subspecies is often distinguished by the
name of alo-baster.

Subspecies^. Fibrous gypsum.
Found massive. Texture fibrous. Fragments long

splintery. Lustre 2 to 3. Transparency 2 to r ;

sometimes 3. Hardness 4. Brittle. Specific gravity

2.3CO. Colour white, often with a shade of grey, yel-

low, or red
; sometimes flesh red, and sometimes honey

yellow
j sometimes several of these colours meet in

stripes.

Subspecies 4. Foliated gypsum Selenite.

Occurs massive, and likewise crystallized. Colour
white j often w'ith a shade of grey, yellow, red. Inter-

nal lustre 2 to 4. Pearly. I'exturc foliated. Frag-

ments rhomboidal
; sometimes indeterminate. Trans-

parency 3 to 4. Hardness 4. Feels soft. Specific

gravity from 2.274 to 2.310.

Sp. 3. Phospat of lime,

jipatitc— Phosphorite— Chrysolite of the French.

Sparge/stein.

'1 his substance is found in Spain, where it forms

whole mountains, in different parts of Germany, and in

Cornwall It is sometimes amorphous, and sometimes

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a re-

gular six-sided prism. Its integrant molecule is a re-

gular triangular prism, whose height is to a side of its

base as I to v" 2
* Sometimes the edges of the primi-

tive hexagonal prism are wanting, and small faces in

• Hauy, y««r. de Min. No. zxvlii. 31a
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their place ; sometimes there are small faces instead of

the edges which terminate the prism ;
sometimes these

two varieties are united ;
sometimes the terminating

edges and the angles of the prism are replaced by small

faces ;
and sometimes the prism is terminated by four

sided pyramids*. This mineral is usually divided into

two subspecies.

Subspecies i. Common apatite.

Colour green, blue, red, brown, grey. 'Almost al-

M'ays crystallized. Its texture is foliated. Its fracture

uneven, tending to conchoidal. External lustre from

2 to 3 ;
internal, 3 to 2. Transparency from 4 to 2.

Causes single refraction. Elardness 6 to 7. Brittle.

Specific gravity from 2.8249 to 3.218. It is infusible

by the blow-pipe. When its powder is thrown upon

burning coals, it emits a yellowish green phosphorescent

light, except the variety called spargelstein. It is solu-

ble in muriatic acid without effervescence or decompo-

sition, and the solution often becomes gelatinous. This

mineral occurs in different parts of Germany and Spain,

Its composition was first ascertained by Klaproth.

Subspecies 2. Earthy apatite.

This mineral was first observed in Spain, where it

forms whole mountains. Colour yellowish, and grey-

ish white. Found massive. Lustre o. Texture

earthy. Fragments indeterminate. Opaque. Hard-

ness 7, often friable. Easily broken. Specific gravity

2.824. Its composition was first ascertained by Proust.
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* Hauy, 7®i/r. de Min. No.xxvlii. a 10.
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Crystals.

Subspecies-

Sp. 4, Fluat of Lime—^aor spar.

This mineral is found abundantly in different coun-

tries, particularly in Derbyshire. It is both amorphous

and crystfillized.

The primitive form of its crystals is the regular octa-

hedron ; that of its integrant molecules the regular ta-

trahedron *. The varieties of its crystals hitherto obser-

ved amount to 9. These are the primitive octahedron

;

the cube ; the rhomboidal dodecahedron ; the cubo-oc-

tahedron, which has both the faces of the cube and of

the octahedron ; the octahedron wanting the edges

;

the cube wanting the edges, and either one face, or two

faces in place of each. For a description and figure of

these, the reader is referred to Mr Hauy f

.

Werner divides this species into three subspecies.

Subspecies x . Earthy.

Colour greenish white or bluish green. Composed

of earthy powder, somewhat agglutinated. Lustre o.

Stains somewhat. Feel harsh. Moderately heavy.

Phosphoresces on hot coals. Found in Hungary ip a

vein. According to Pelletier, it is corr posed of

21 lime '

15 alumina

31 silica

28 fluoric acid

I phosphoric acid

I muriatic acid

' I oxide of iron

I water

99

« Hauy, Jour, dt Min. No. xxviii. 325. f Ibid, and Min. ii. 349.
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Siihspecles ^ Compact fluor, CJas*. r.

Colour greenish grey, often spotted. Found in mass. Genus l'

Internal lustre o, i. Greasy. Fracture even, passing

to the conchoidal. Transparency 2. Scratches calca-

reous spar. Moderately heavy.

Subspecies 3. Fluor spar.

The texture of fluat of lime is foliated. Lustre

from 2 to 3. Transparency from 2 to 4, sometimes i.

Causes single refraction. Hardness 8. Very brittle.

Specific gravity from 3,0943 to 3.1911. Colours nume-
rous, red, violet, green, reddish yellow, blackish purple.

Its powder thrown upon hot coals emits a bluish or

greenish light. Two pieces of it rubbed in the dark

phosphoresce. It decrepitates when heated. Before

the blow-pipe it melts into a transparent glass *.

It admits of a polish, and is often formed into vases

and other ornaments.

Sp. s- Arseniat of lime f.

Pbarmacolite of Karsten.

Found near Wittichen in Suabia in tubercles or small

capillary crystals united in bundles. Colour snow white.

Lustre Internal r, 2, silky. Texture fibrous; fibres di-

verging. Transparency of the crystals 4. Very friable.

Specific gravity 2.64 to 2,53^. Klaproth found it

composed of

• Hauy, Jeur de Min. No. xxvlii. 325.

+ Hauy, ii. 293.—Brochant, 11523.
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Composi-
tioa.

Crystals.

46.50 arsenic acid

23.00 lime

0.50 oxide of cobalt

6.00 clay
f

22.50 water

98.50

or abstracting the impurities of

50.84 arsenic acid

25.00 lime

24.46 water

100.00 *

Sp.6, Nitrat of lime.

Found abundantly mixed with native nitre. For a

description see Volume II. p. 416.

Genus II. Barytic Salts.

This genus comprehends the combinations of barytes

with acids.

Sp. Carbonat of barytes f.

Witherite.

This mineral was discovered by Dr Withering ; hence

Werner has given it the name of Witherite. It is found

both amorphous and crystallized, chiefly at Anglesark

in Lancashire. The crystals are very small and rare,

tience their primitive form has not been ascertained.

* Bcilrage, iii 381. t Brochant, 1. 6x3.—Hauy, ii. 308.
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They are six-sided prisms, terminated by six-sided py-

ramids, or double six-sided pyramids. Colour yellow-

ish grey. Fracture, in one sense, intermediate between

foliated and radiated ; cross fracture, uneven. Frag-

ments wedge-shaped. Lustre 2. Transparency 2 to 3.

Hardness 5 to 6. Brittle. Specific gravity 4.3 to

4.338. Colour greenish white. When heated it be-

comes opaque. Its powder phosphoresces when thrown

on burning coals *.

It is soluble with effervescence in muriatic acid. The

solution is colourless.

According to Pelletier it contains

62 barytes

22 carbonic acid

1 6 water

100 t

But Klaproth found it composed of

98.246 carbonat of barytes

1.703 carbonat of strontian

0.043 alumina with iron

0.008 carbonat of copper

100.000 J

Sp. 2. Sulphat of barytes J

Boroselenite.

This mineral is found abundantly in many countries,

particularly in Britain. It is sometimes in powder, oft-

• Hauyi \ "Joua.de ^ Beilmge/ii.M.

}
Brochant, i. 617.—Hauy, ii. 2^s-

Class I.

Order It

Genus II.

Composi-
tion.
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—

CryUals.

Properties.

Sub«ipccies.

en in amorphous masses, and often crystallized. The-

primitive form of its crystals is a rectangular prism,

whose bases are rhombs, vvith angles of ioi° 30' and

']Z° 30'*. The varieties of its crystals amount to 14.

For a description and figure of them 1 refer to Rome de

Lisle t and HauyJ. The most common varieties arc

the octahedron with cuneiform summits, the six or

four sided prism, the hexangular table with bevelled

edges. Sometimes the crystals are needleform.

Lustre from o to 2. Transparency from z to o ; in

some cases 3 or 4. Hardness from 5 to 6. Specific

gravity from 4.4 to 4.44. Colour commonly white,

with a shade of yellow, red, blue, or brown. When

heated it decrepitates. It is fusible se by the blue

flame of the blow- pipe, and is converted into sulphu-

ret of barytes. Soluble in no acid except the sulphu-

ric j and precipitated from it by water. Werner di-

vides this species into seven subspecies.

Subspecies i . Earthy sulphat.

In the form of coarse dusty particles, slightly cohe-

ring. Colour snow white, greyish, reddish, or yellow-

ish white. Does not stain. Uncommon. Found in-

crusting the other subspecies.

Subspecies 2. Compact sulphat.

Texture compact, earthy- Lustre o to i. Trans-

parency o to I . Feels meagre. Almost constantly im-

pure- Colours light yellow, red, grey. Found mas-

sive.

Subspecies 3. Granular sulphat.

Colour snow white ;
sometimes greyish, yellowish,

• Hauy ,
Estai d'unc TiiorU, p. 1

1
9. t Crystal. I j88.

} Ibid slaa. de Chh.i. xii. J. and Itiiner. ii. 298.
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reddish. Found in mass. Lustre i to 2, pearly. Frac- Class I.

ture small, foliated, passing to splintery. Separate Genus ii.

pieces granular. Transparency 2. Brittle. Specific ''
*

gravity 3.8. Bears some resemblance to granular lime-

stone.

Subspecies 4. Curve-foliated sulphat.

Colour yellowish, reddish, or greyish white. Found
in mass or in round pieces

;
sometimes in the form of

tables. Their surface usually drusy. Lustre exter-

nal I to 2, pearly. Fracture curve-foliated
; some-

times passing into the splintery. Separate pieces in

thick curve plates longitudinally striated. Transparen-

cy I to 2. Very soft. Brittle.

Subspecies 5. Straight foliated sulphat.

Colour white ; often red, brown, yellow, green,

grey. Found massive, and often crystallized. To
this subspecies belong most of the crystallized speci-

mens of sulphat of barytes. Lustre 3 to o, pearly.

Fracture straight foliated. Clivage triple. Fragments

rhomboidal. Separate pieces often in flat plates. Trans-

parency from 4 to 2. Soft. Brittle. Specific gravity

4.3 to 4.5

Subspecies 6 . Stangenspath, or sulphat in bars.

Colour white
; sometimes grey, red, or green. Al-

ways crystallized. The crystals are four-sided prisms

terminated by two sided or four-sided summits, or six-

sided prisms terminated by two-sided summits. Crys-

tals very long and small, united in clusters. Lustre 3

to 2. Longitudinal fracture radiated
; cross fracture

even. Transparency 2. Soft. Brittle.

Subspecies 7. Bologna stone.

Colour grey. Found in round masses. Lustre ex-

ternal o to I ; internal 3 to 2, pearly. Fracture radi-
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ated. Fragments splintery or indeterminate. Trans-

parency 2. Specific gravity from 4.44 to 4.496.

Genus III. Strontian Salts.

This genus comprehends all the combinations of

strontian and acids which form a part of the mineral

kingdom.

Sp. i- Carbonat of strontian.

This mineral was first discovered in the lead mine of

Strontian in Argyleshire and since that time it is said

to have been discovered, though not in great abundance,

in other countries. It is found amorphous and also crys-

tallized in needles, which, according to Hauy, are re-

gular six-sided prisms.

Its texture is radiated ; the rays converge. Fracture

uneven. Lustre 2. Transparency 2. Hardness 5* Spe-

cific gravity from 3.4 to Colour light green.

Does not decrepitate when heated. Before the blow-

pipe becomes opaque and white, but does not melt.

With borax It effervesces, and melts into a transparent

colourless glass. Effervesces with muriatic acid, and is

totally dissolved. The solution tinges flame purple.

Sp. 2. Sulphat of strontian.

Cdestine.

This mineral has been found in Pennsylvania, In Ger-

many, in France, in Sicily, and Britain. It was first

discovered near Bristol by Mr Clayfield. There it is

found in such abundance, that it has been employed in

mending the roads. It occurs often massive, but fre-

quently crystallized. Ihe primitive form of its crys-
Crystals.



SBLPHAl: OF STRONTIASt.

tals is a four-sided prism, whose bases are rhombs with

angles of 104° 48^ and 75° 12'. The varieties of its

crystals, as described bj Hauj, amount to seven *.

They may be referred to four or six sided prisms, ter-

minated by two, four, or eight sided summits. Scratch-

es calcareous spar, is scratched by fluor spar. Specific

gravity from 3.5827103.9581. Causes a double re-

fraction. It may be divided into three subspeclesf.

Subspecies i. Earthy sulphat of strontian.

This mineral is found in Montmartre near Paris.

Colour bluish grey. Found massive in round pieces.

Lustre o. Fracture compact, and somewhat splintery.

Opaque. Brittle. Specific gravity 3.5. Contains, ac-

cording to Vauquelin, 91.42 sulphat of strontian

8.33 carbonat of lime

0.25 oxide of iron

Class IT-

Ordir IT-

Genus I I-

Subspcdf*.

100.00

Subspecies 2. Fibrous sulphat of strontian.

Colour pale blue ; sometimes reddish
; sometimes

white. Found in mass. Lustre external o to i ; in-

ternal 2 to 3, intermediate between glassy and greasy.

Fracture fibrous
; fibres straight. Somewhat transpa-

rent. Specific gravity 3.83. Most common.

Subspecies 3. Foliated sulphat of strontian.

Colour white. Found massive and in crystals. Cry-
stals grouped. The amorphous specimens fibrous

;

fibres diverging. Lustre of the crystals 3 to 4. Their

• Miner, ii. 315.

I Srochant, i. 64}.

VoL. III. Rr
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texture straight foliated. Transparency 2 to 4, Found

in Sicily and in Britain.

A great many curious varieties of this mineral have

been found in the south-west of England.

Genus IV. Magnesian Salts.

Sp. 1, Borat of Magnesia.

Boracite.

This mineral has been found at Kalkberg near Lune-

Crystalsi
^t^rg, seated in a bed of sulphat of lime. It is crystal-

lized. The primitive form of its crystals is the cube* .

In general, all the edges and angles of the cube are

truncated; sometimes, however, only the alternate an-

gles are truncated j*. The size of the crystals does not

exceed half an inch.

Properties. The texture of this mineral is compact. Its fracture

is flat conchoidal. External lustre 3 ;
internal, greasy,

2. Transparency from 2 to 3. Hardness 9 to 10. Spe-

eifle gravity 2.^66. Colour greyish white, sometimes

passing into greenish white or purplish. When heat-

ed it becomes electric ;
and the angles of the cube are

alternately positive and negative J. Before the blow-

pipe it froths, emits a greenish light, and is converted

into a yellowish enamel, garnished with small points,

which, if the heat be continued, dart out in sparks J.

• Hauy, "Jour, dt Min. No. xxviii. 325.

f Hauy and Westrum.

^ Hauy, Ibid, and Ann. dt Cbim. ix. 59.

§
Le Lievre, Jour, dt Min. Ibid.
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Chuf II.

Sp. 2 . "^Sulphat of Magnesia. Order ll.

* - Genus V.

This salt is frequently found effloresced on the sur-

face of rocks, walls, &c. in different parts of the world.

Klaproth has shewn that the substance from Idria, di-

stinguished by the Germans by the name of Haarsah^

is sulphat of magnesia nearly pure*.

5’y>. 3. Nitrat of Magnesia.

This salt is'found in different countries, either spa-

ringly mixed with the soil, or efflorescing upon walls, or

dissolves in mineral waters. I have mentioned it mere-

ly in compliance with the custom of mineralogists ; for

it onght not, strictly spealdng, to be ranl^ed among mi-

nerals.

Genus V. Aluminous Salts.

This genus comprehends all the combinations of

alumina with acids, which constitute a part of the mi-

neral kingdom, fjitherto only three species have oc-

curred.

Sp. I. Alum.

This salt Is found in crystals, in soft masses, in flakes,

and invisibly mixed with the soil. For a description,

1 refer to Vol. II. p. 364.

* Bcitrage, jii. 104.

R r 2
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Bofvi lit
<L}hap. I(. Sp 2 . Mellite*.

Honeystone—Mellat of Alumina.

pf&psitles-

This mineral was first observed about ten years ago

in Thuringia, between the layers of wood coal. It is

of a honey-yellow colour (^hence its name), and is usu-

ally crystalliz,ed in small octahedrons, whose angles are

often truncated. Lustre 2 to j. Transparency consi-

derable, Fracture conchoidal. Hardness 5, Specific

gravity, according to Abich, 1.666. When heated it

whitens ; and in the open air burns without being sen-

sibly charred. A white matter remains, which effer-

vesces slightly with acids, and which at first has no

taste, but at length leaves an acid impression upon the

tongue.

Pfojrertiei

Sp. 3. Qhriolitef.

Fluut of Soda- and-alu 7iiina.

/

This mineral has hitherto been found in Greenland

only; from which it was brought to Copenhagen, where

it lay eight or nine years unnoticed, till at last it was

analysed by Abelgaard. The primitive form of its

crystals seems to be an octahedron, whose faces are

isosceles triangles. Its colour is snow white. Texture

foliated. Hardness inferior to that of fluat of lime.

Specific gravity 2.949. Melts before it reaches a red

* Emmcrling’s Lcbrluch, ij. 89.—WicdcmaB’s Handbucb, p. 639.

—

Abich, CrcU’s Annals, 1797, ii. 3.—Vanquclin, Ann. de Cbim. xxxvi. 23.

—

Klaproth, Btitrage, iii. 113.—Kirwan’s Min, ii 68.—Karsten, Mus. Leek.

>'• 335-—Brochant, ii. 73.

t Ann. de Cbim. xxxvii. 87. and 89.

—

Jour, de Pbys. lii. 35.—Hauy, Ibid.

xUx. 464.
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heat, and when simply exposed to the flame of a candle*.

Abelgaard analysed it, and obtained fluoric acid and

alumina. Klaproth has lately proved that it contains

also soda. ' The result of his analysis is as follows;

40.5 fluoric .acid and water

36.0 soda

23.5 alumina

Class II.

Order II.

Ginos V.

Composi*
tion.

100.0

This analysis has been confirmed by Vauquelin.

Hence its name from ttgvos and Mflof, as if it meked as easily as lee.

END OF THE THIRD VOLUME.

Printed by John Brown,

7

Anchor Close, Edinburgh, 3
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